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We know of no reason why a biography should

necessarily be a eulogy, though in most cases it

is made so ... There are no perfect heroes out

of the regions of romance . . . We can claim

kindred only with flesh and blood like ourselves;

with those who are described as subject to appe-

tites, to passions, and to impulses, good or bad,

of the same kind with those we feel to be work-

ing in us.

CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS
North American Review

July,
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Introduction

CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS was not the sort of man who easily en-

listed loyalties or engaged the affections. Reserved and austere,

he lacked the arts of popularity and shunned their acquisition;

having little natural charm or personal magnetism, he discouraged

familiarity or bonhomie. A stark personality was coupled with

orthodox values. Adams lived in comfortable identity with the

established mores of his society, and neither great originality nor

striking eccentricity relieved an almost monotonous adherence to

its conventions. Conservative in his ideas, limited in the range and

depth of his perceptions, he could be weighty without being pro-
found and introverted without being reflective. In some of these

ways he was the representative of a type one of that breed of

positive nineteenth century Americans who in their complacency
and certitude are foreign to our sensibilities, and perhaps because

of that, peculiarly fascinating.

But there is much about Adams, the individual, which repays

study, for withal, he was an admirable and able man. If he was

grave and impersonal, he had the related virtues of self-control,

candor and rectitude. He never pretended to be something he was

not, or tried to become something others wished him to be;

because of this, his character never lost its integrity. Most im-

portant of all, perhaps, he was what can best be described as a

thoroughly honorable man. Always scrupulously conscientious

concerning the rights of others, he never, either in his public or

his private life, deliberately did injury for the sake of personal
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advantage. He lived according to his own strict standards of

justice and probity, valuing an unsullied reputation more than

popularity and honors.

These personal qualities were reflected in his public career. Like

most men, Adams was ambitious, but unlike most, he did his best

to put public ends before personal ones. He feared being a mere

politician more than he feared being a nonentity, and his failure

steadily to win office can be laid in part to a scrupulous refusal to

traffic in principles. For him all political questions were essentially

ethical ones; on occasion this made him self-righteous, but it pre-
vented him from acting without purpose or conviction.

Given his uncompromising standards and the rigidity of his per-

sonality, the wonder is that he had a public career at all. Yet in

i'act he was one of the most distinguished statesmen in nineteenth

century America, his career ranging from local politics to inter-

national diplomacy. It is true that the principal posts he filled,

Minister to England and American Arbitrator at the Geneva Tri-

bunal, were appointive rather than elective, but his fellow citizens

did choose him to serve as their representative in both the state and

federal legislatures. As a scholar and a student, Adams always
claimed that politics was not his real calling, but he filled every
office he held with such distinction that one can only regret that

we have not been blessed with more such misfits in public life.

The chronicle of Adams* career is of obvious importance for the

light it throws on the many movements with which he was in-

volved, and the many men with whom he came into contact; it is

perhaps equally significant as the story of a man who achieved

political eminence while remaining true to himself.
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Mr. and Mrs. John Quincy Adams

ON AUGUST 18, 1807, John Quincy Adams proudly recorded the

birth of a son in his diary:

By the blessing of God, I have this day a third son . . . the

infant . . . had when first born no appearance of life. In about

five minutes, however, while preparation was making to get its

lungs in motion it commenced respiration of itself, and very soon

appeared to be in full life. 1

Thus Charles Francis Adams with characteristic caution en-

tered upon the world and his Adams heritage.
His family had been long resident in Massachusetts. The first

Adams, a maltster from Bristol, England, had settled in the Bay
Colony as early as 1636, and the family had remained there ever

since. But it was only with Charles' grandfather, John Adams, pa-
triot of the Revolution and second President of the United States,

that the family achieved real distinction. John Adams was still alive

at the birth of his grandson, and with his wife Abigail lived in un-

pretentious retirement at the family house in Quincy. Charles'

father, John Quincy Adams, was forty years old in 1807. His already

distinguished public career had made it clear that the family ability

had not run out in a single generation. When Charles was born,

his father was a senator from Massachusetts in Congress, and had

already been Minister Plenipotentiary to both the Netherlands and
to Prussia.
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John and John Quincy Adams were vital personalities. Though
proud and self-reliant, they remained painfully conscious of their

shortcomings, and worked ceaselessly at self-improvement. Both

men had a strong sense of public duty, were used to wielding power,
and were certain they did so only for the common good. As true

New Englanders, they believed firmly in a positive life, in the full

exercise of their mental powers, and the full control of their "appe-
tites." Their intellectual capacity was large, their curiosity keen,

their love of knowledge insatiable. They believed that idleness was

a sin and self-satisfaction a corruption. Deeply religious and hum-
ble before their God, they could be tactless and cantankerous with

their fellow men. Duty, determination, integrity, self-examination

these were their guides to conduct. And if this vigorous code oc-

casionally produced unpleasant by-products if, for example, they

were accused of being intractable, ill-mannered, irascible it did

not matter; they were true to their God, their country and them-

selves, and no man, they felt, could demand of them more. In short,

they were earnest, certain men, capable for better or worse, of in-

stilling in a child firm beliefs and positive standards.

In 1797 John Quincy Adams had married Louisa Catherine John-
son, the daughter of Joshua Johnson, the American consul in Lon-

don. The Johnsons were a distinguished family; Louisa's uncle,

Thomas Johnson, the Revolutionary governor of Maryland, was

perhaps its most famous member. Thomas' brother, Joshua, had

been sent out to England before the American Revolution as the

London factor for an Annapolis firm, and had there married a

middle-class Englishwoman, Catherine Nuth. During the Revo-

lution he and his family had lived in France, but upon the

conclusion of peace, he had returned to London as the United States

Consul,

The character of Louisa Catherine Johnson remains enigmatical.
She has left two unpublished autobiographical fragments

2 which

depict her life in astonishingly gloomy terms, but it is likely that

she wrote these pieces during periods of uncommon stress; enough
evidence exists elsewhere to modify her own somber estimate

of her life and its worth. Yet even allowing for distortion, these
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autobiographical sketches reveal a hypersensitive and often pitiable
woman.

The crucial incident in Louisa Johnson Adams' life appears to

have been her father's bankruptcy, only two weeks after her marriage.
That moment, she wrote, "gave a colouring to my future days, which

could never be eradicated . . . It has turned every sweet into gall."
3

Her precipitate marriage, she felt, looked like a cunning attempt to

snare the unsuspecting John Quincy before he could learn the true

state of her father's finances.

There seems to be no doubt that Louisa magnified the event be-

yond its real importance. She felt certain that she had not only
aroused her husband's suspicions and shocked his pride, but had
also hindered his career. In a man like him, she insisted, such

wounds could never heal. Yet there is no evidence that the incident

unduly upset her husband, let alone that he continued to brood

upon it with dark distrust.

For Louisa, however, the bankruptcy was the culmination of a

series of ill-omened events. It had originally been thought that Mr.

Adams was interested in her younger sister, Nancy, and when his

true affections became known, Louisa had felt herself shunned by
her sisters, and made wretched by Nancy's silence. From the first,

moreover, she had been disturbed by John Quincy's "unnecessary
harshness and severity of character." 4 Differences of temperament
were underscored by a disparity of talents. During their engage-
ment Louisa had devoted herself to studies which would lessen "the

immense distances" she felt separated her and her fianc in intellect

and ability. But she never overcame her feeling of deep inferiority.

Thus Louisa felt both guilt and inadequacy unsettling qualities

with which to enter upon marriage. But despite its inauspicious

beginning, the marriage cannot be presumed to have been an un-

happy one. In fact, if it were not for Louisa's two isolated auto-

biographical accounts, we would have a very different picture of the

relationship. John Quincy Adams testified in his diary that although
the union had not been without trials, he nevertheless had "a full

conviction" that his lot in marriage had been "highly favored." 5

Louisa herself wrote that her love and respect for her husband were

"unbounded," and tender letters to her from John Quincy refer to
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the ardor of his affection.6 It seems reasonable to assume that if

Louisa's diary, like that of her husband, had been kept daily, many
happier, lighter moments would have been recorded, giving a more
balanced picture of the marriage.
There were, to be sure, real differences in the background and

temperament of husband and wife; Louisa did not wholly imag-
ine them. Even John Quincy acknowledged "differences of senti-

ment, of tastes, and of opinion in regard to domestic economy,
and to the education of children." 7 Louisa had lived her whole
life in Europe. Her youth had been expansive and free, uninhibited

by the claims of a New England conscience; she had never, she later

wrote, "dreamt of anything beyond the hour." 8 It is not surprising
that at the very outset of the marriage, John Quincy had found that

his wife did not measure up to his strict standards of thrift and
close calculation, and he put the management of the family concerns

into the hands of a Mr. Whitcomb. When, after four years of mar-

riage, Louisa arrived in New England, she was amazed to find her-

self considered "a fine lady." Her in-laws treated her kindly and

patiently, but she felt unfit for her duties and alien to her surround-

ings. "The qualifications necessary to form an accomplished Quincy
Lady/' she wrote, "were in direct opposition to the mode of life

which I had led . . ."

There were also important intellectual differences between hus-

band and wife. Louisa had always had a passion for reading, but

as she confessed, of a desultory and ill-digested kind and not of the

solid fare in which New Englanders gloried. John Quincy some-
times shared his wife's interest in lighter literature but his taste

leaned more towards the didactic. Most important of all, perhaps,
Louisa did not share her husband's mental toughness. She lacked

his assertiveness, his zest for the turmoil and combat of living.
She never, for example, felt sympathy for "the disgusting realities

of a heartless political life . . /' 10 Her delicate health and chronic

headaches contributed to (and were no doubt in part the result

of) her dislike of the constant social demands to which her public
station exposed her. She much preferred to be solitary and incon-

spicuous.

Louisa and John Quincy also differed strongly over the upbring-
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ing of the children. Louisa tended to be an indulgent, tender

mother. (Charles Francis later wrote that he never questioned her

kindness or her love.) She sometimes felt that her husband was too

demanding of the boys and she tended to provide a gentle counter-

weight to his stricter standards. In the case of George, the eldest

son, Louisa was to feel that severity led to tragedy. George com-

mitted suicide in 1829, while still in his twenties. He had been a

sensitive boy with artistic and literary tastes, and his father's con-

stant admonitions to duty and perseverance had left him confused

and disturbed. When he discovered that a girl he had been involved

with had become pregnant, his sense of worthlessness became over-

whelming. Louisa seems to have blamed the suicide on her hus-

band's handling of the boy.
11

At the same time she did not excuse her own failings as a parent;

indeed, she exaggerated them. John Quincy 's diplomatic missions

kept the parents separated from the two older boys, George and John,
from 1809 to 1817. John outlived George by only a few years, dying

in 1834. A baby daughter, born in Russia in 1810, survived

but a few months. Louisa felt that the tragic deaths of these chil-

dren were due at least in part to her having failed in her duty
towards them. Charles Francis was the only one she had never

"deserted," and the only one who lived a full span of years. "To

my other two I failed; and God Almighty forgive me! I was not

worthy to keep them and my Sin was visited on them," wrote the

afflicted Louisa. 12

In fact she gave her children a great deal; her cultivated, re-

tiring personality was an important balance to John Quincy's com-

bative, restless spirit. But, unfortunately, she served as a model for

her children in other respects as well. Hers was a story of frustration:

of a desire for solitude and a life of activity; of a longing to be

"useful" and an abiding sense of inadequacy. Charles Francis, like

his mother, was to fear society and to doubt his capacity for the

"hurly-burly" of the world. And, like her, he was essentially to

dislike politics and its "distressing vulgarities." But he was his

father's son as well and even more his father's pupil and a

conflict in his personality was to result. From John Quincy he

learned the necessity of duty, of engagement with this world, and
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of service to his country. In later life his father's example was to

spur him on but his mother's was to make him ever conscious of

the cost.

In late December, 1807, John Quincy Adams, displaying that

political independence for which the family then and subsequently
was so noted, voted for Jefferson's Embargo bill. He did so reluc-

tantly, and only because he felt some action was necessary to halt

British violations of American neutrality. The Federalist party
in Massachusetts was infuriated at this "apostasy," and he was at-

tacked as "a popularity seeker/' and one of "Bonaparte's Sena-

tors/' 13 As a final rebuke, a new state legislature at the end of May,
1808, prematurely elected James Lloyd, Jr., as Adams' successor in

the United States Senate.

Chagrined, Adams immediately resigned and turned again to his

law practice and to the occasional duties of his Boylston Professor-

ship of Rhetoric and Oratory at Harvard. The respite was brief.

President Madison, only two days after his inauguration in 1809,

offered the defected Federalist a reward for "Republican" virtue

the post of Minister Plenipotentiary to Russia. Adams accepted at

once, and was confirmed in the Senate, despite the dissent of five

Federalists, including the Senators from Massachusetts.

And so on August 5, 1809, Charles Francis Adams still less

than two years old left with his parents for St. Petersburg. The
two older boys to their mother's anguish were left behind in

Quincy to pursue their studies*



A Childhood Abroad

THE MISSION to Russia lasted for six years years which provided

young Charles with sights o elegance and extravagance widely dif-

ferent from the education in Quincy restraints which might ordi-

narily have been his. There were nights at the German theater, or

at the opera (where once, so his father recorded, a "hobgoblin story
from a popular tale" left Charles "much diverted"). There were
visits to royalty, such as a call on Princess Amelia of Baden, when
the Emperor and Empress played with the boy for nearly an hour
and pronounced him a "charming child." Most exciting of all, there

were the extraordinary children's balls, where elegantly attired

mothers sparkling with diamonds watched their children walk the

Polonaise and then sit down to a splendid supper. Charles Francis

appeared at these fancy dress balls in a variety of exotic costumes

as Bacchus, or as a page from Beaumarchais' Marriage of Figaro.
On one occasion his mother got him up as an Indian Chief "to

gratify the taste for Savages," and she recorded that he was "much

surprised" at the "general burst of applause" which greeted his

entrance. It was at this party that Charles (aged two) "led out Miss

Vlodeck . . . and they, with the assistance of their Mamas, opened
the Ball." 1

This heady round was offset by the disciplines of home life. John
Quincy Adams enjoyed diversion, but never at the expense of edu-

cation, and he saw to it that Charles was introduced early to the

rigors of study. For the first four years in Russia his father was

Charles' only instructor, except for occasional aid from Louisa.
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He proved a perceptive teacher, patient and persistent by turns,

cajoling an opening mind when he realized he could not force it.

The Fables of La Fontaine, for example, were presented to the child

in an edition illustrated with wood cuts, the better to ". . . lure his

curiosity and attention/' John Quincy observed that "the slightest

manifestation of impatience, or harshness" disgusted Charles and

made it impossible to accomplish anything further with him. But

it was not always easy for a man of Adams' temperament to live

up to his own liberal precepts. Occasionally Charles seemed to his

father "perverse," persisting "in reading or pronouncing words

wrong when he knows perfectly well the right."
2 On such occasions

John Quincy had to combat both his youthful antagonist and his

own temper.
Charles was especially good at languages. When the family first

arrived in Russia he was placed under the care of a German woman
and as a result could soon speak and read German with facility. He
learned enough Russian from his daily contacts and more system-

atically later, when he began to attend school to outdistance the

rest of the family. But it was French that he preferred. Both Mr.

and Mrs. Adams were fluent in that tongue, and it was also the lan-

guage of Russian society. Before long Charles would answer in

French even when his parents spoke to him in English. By the time

he was six, however, his father's constant tutelage had made him at

least equally at ease with his native tongue. On one occasion the

Emperor Alexander met Charles and his father out walking and

asked the boy if he spoke English. Charles was "too much intimidated

to answer him at all," but when the Emperor was told that the boy

spoke a "little English," a little French, a little German, and even a

little Russian, the monarch, with good reason, pronounced the four-

year-old "un jcune hommc trs <5clair&" 8

These accomplishments were due in part to the multilingualism

of the environment, and in part to John Quincy Adams' training.

Father and son would read together often from the Bible in

both French and English every day, sometimes for many hours.

Arithmetic was added to the curriculum when Charles was five, and

at least as early as the following year he had "a writing and Prus-

sian Master" twice a week. Happily, Charles began to show genu-
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ine interest in his studies. John Quincy proudly recorded that one

day his son asked if he could continue a scene in a book they had

been using even though the lesson had officially ended. From all

of which one might have foreseen Charles Francis' lifelong predilec-

tion for reading and study.

When Charles was six, he entered the school of a Mr. Fishwick

in St. Petersburg, since John Quincy now found himself with

less free time to devote to Charles' lessons. (It is remarkable

how much time he had previously found for them.) Moreover, as

the Minister somewhat magniloquently said, he wished his son to

become "habituated to the regularity and order of school-hours,

and to have a greater portion of his time occupied than has been

hitherto/' 4

When Charles first began school, his father would "rise usually

about six ... read five chapters in the Bible; rouse Charles and

walk with him to school the distance is largely two English

Miles." c Charles would return home twelve hours later. But after

three months, he was boarded at school and came home only from

Saturday to Monday, his father feeling that playmates were as es-

sential as schoolmates, and that by living at the school Charles

could enjoy his companions in both roles. Even during his long

holidays the boy was not allowed to spend his time "wantonly/' but

had to continue daily reading and cyphering, John Quincy Adams

not approving of "inordinate" stretches of idleness.

In 1813 John Quincy Adams was appointed one of the American

Commissioners to discuss terms of peace with England. Ghent, in

Belgium, was finally agreed upon as the site for negotiations, and

in the spring of 1814, leaving his wife and son behind in St. Peters-

burg, he set off for that city. It was almost a full year before the

family was reunited a separation of loneliness for all, though for

John Quincy Adams one of additional diplomatic triumphs.

When his work was finally accomplished, Mr. Adams sent word

to his wife and son to join him in Paris. Louisa rejoiced at the news.

She had lived in St. Petersburg for five years, she felt, as a stranger,

and now she "quitted its gaudy loneliness without a sigh/'
e But

for Charles, who had been too young to compare and remember, and
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too unformed to block out experience, these years must have been

continually fascinating. No record exists of his reactions to the

great events taking place around him, but certainly Russia in the

days of Napoleon's invasion, and the house of an American diplomat

during the war between America and England, must have presented
scenes of uncommon vividness and excitement. He grew accustomed,

moreover, to people looking and behaving well, to magnificence in

dress, and perfection of manner. The example of his home life, of

course, tempered his admiration for mere display. In the Legation,

simplicity rather than luxury; honesty and duty, rather than pretense
and ease, were praised and practiced. Nevertheless, Charles Francis

had been young enough and receptive enough partially to absorb

the temper of his milieu to become something of a gentleman
as well as a Puritan.

And now there was another new experience. The trip to Paris to

join Mr. Adams had seemed simple in the planning, but en route

rumors of Napoleon's return from Elba began to circulate. The

"inadequate" Louisa, with a child to protect, and a destination to

reach, proved not only capable, but even resourceful. Forced to

cope with thieving servants, uncertain traveling conditions and even

a threat of violence from undisciplined French troops, she proved

equal to all. Charles Francis, though only six years old, did what

he could to match his mother's poise, but he was, after all, a child.

He affected annoyance when a gendarme advised him to be a good

boy on the road and avoid talking lest he cause mischief, but when

their carriage was actually surrounded by unruly French troops,

Charles became very much the frightened child and sat by his

mother's side "like a marble statue." At another time, when their

carriage seemed headed directly for the sea, Charles became "dread-

fully alarmed, and turning as white as a sheet," asked his mother

if they were "going into that great water" 7

But mother and son finally arrived in Paris and were reunited

with John Quincy, who expressed much amazement at their adven-

tures. The family remained in Paris for two months, a period which

coincided with Napoleon's brief return to power, and which

thus provided Charles with an additional storehouse of memories.

He saw a Paris wild with the hope of a return to glory; troops every-
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where and the atmosphere alive with activity and enthusiasm. He
was even lucky enough to catch a glimpse of the restored Emperor
at a window in the Tuileries.

In May word came that Mr. Adams had been appointed Minister

at the Court of St. James's, and preparations had once more to be

made for moving on. It was decided that it would now be possible

to send for the two older boys and so after six years, the whole family

was again reunited.

Soon after their arrival in England the Adamses settled in a

small country house at Ealing, within easy coaching distance of

London. The house was comfortable, and was beautifully situated

only a mile away from an excellent boys' school run by a Dr. Nicho-

las. The two younger boys, Charles and John, boarded at the school,

but they were home a day or two every week, as well as for the long

holidays. Their lessons consisted of a wide variety of subjects, from

Greek and Latin to dancing and fencing. George, the eldest brother,

described Dr. Nicholas as "the best master I ever knew for he gave

an interest to the studies which made them agreeable as well as

useful." 8

Charles' academic progress, however, did not completely satisfy

either his father or his masters. Because of his "intractable" memory

"particularly with regard to everything relating to numbers"

he passed as a "dull boy," though John Quincy testified that he had

"a great aptitude to learn whatever spontaneously strikes his own

fancy."
9 Charles' refusal to concentrate on what did not interest

him, though certainly not a sign of stupidity, did not please his

father, who looked on all knowledge as the proper preserve of an

educated man and an Adams.

John Quincy expected his children to play a large part on the

world stage, assuming this to be the proper role for an Adams. And

he fretted over any symptoms in them which might prevent such at-

tainment. He bemoaned, for example, the development of "several

very bad habits" in Charles' speech, which, he feared, would "in

time totally disqualify him for all public speaking."
10

Abigail

Adams admonished her son by letter not to expect too much from

his children, nor to overtax their "tender constitutions" with study.
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To which her son replied, somewhat testily, that there was scant

danger of this. He had wanted to inspire his boys with the "sublime

Platonic idea, of aiming at ideal excellence," but had found instead

that their dispositions tended only to "the great and constant ef-

fort ... to escape from study." He was already preparing himself,

he sadly wrote his mother, for seeing them get along in the world

"like other men," although he could certainly imagine "something
more flattering than all this." n

Despite academic problems, the two years spent in England were

quiet and pleasant. The country house was sufficiently removed

from London to prevent embroilment in the constant round of dip-

lomatic functions and entertainments, but close enough to allow

excursions to the opera and theater. The family spent a great deal

of time together; sometimes the boys would perform scenes from

plays, with their parents as appreciative onlookers, and there were

hours spent at cards, in long walks, or in rides to Kew, Richmond
and Harrow.

But in 1816 John Quincy was asked to serve as Secretary of State

in President Monroe's new cabinet, and the family prepared for yet

another change of residence. The position, of course, was one of

high honor and, moreover, a recognized steppingstone to the presi-

dency. But the new appointment involved even more, for it meant

that after seven long years, the Adamses would be going home.

Charles had been too young when he left America to share his par-

ents' keen anticipation to see familiar faces and scenes. But he

knew of his grandparents, old now and somewhat feeble, and of

their eagerness to see their "new" grandson. And of course it meant

discovering still another country this time his own.
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THE BOSTON to which the Adamses returned in 1817 had only

barely entered upon a period of new challenges and conditions.

Commercial capital had been diverted into industry during the

recent war, but the principle of tariff protection had not yet become

a community shibboleth. Religious controversy had begun to agi-

tate the churches, with Congregationalism divided and disputed, but

that religion still enjoyed its established status and the Unitarians

had not yet formally split off from it. Boston was also changing

physically, with its population rapidly increasing, but essentially

it remained a small community, still governed by the old town

meeting.
Boston in 1817 showed but few symptoms, in fact, of what it was

to become in the next few decades. Railroads and steam had not

yet revolutionized its transportation; large-scale Irish migrations

had not yet challenged Protestant supremacy; George Ticknor and

his cohorts had not returned from those overseas studies which

were to bring to Harvard insularity the new vigor of German

scholarship and thought; Emerson had not issued his challenge to

New England complacency, and Garrison had not yet defied the

world to silence his crusade against slavery, Boston, in short, was,

in 1817, still proudly provincial and still secure in its traditional

habits.

The Adamses arrived home in Quincy on August 18, 1817 the

very day of Charles' tenth birthday. There were joyous greetings

on all sides less so perhaps by Charles, probably timid before
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these comparative strangers. The family could spend only three

weeks together busily reminiscing and renewing ties before

John Quincy and Louisa had to go on to Washington. Charles and

John were enrolled in Mr. Gould's Boston Latin School and arrange-

ments were made to board them at the home of Dr. and Mrs.

Thomas Welsh, old family friends.

It was upsetting for young Charles to be separated from his

parents for the first time, especially since he could visit them in

Washington only rarely. The oldest brother, George, soon re-

ported in a letter to his mother that Charles had tried to stay in

Quincy with his grandparents by feigning dysentery. However,

"when medicine and emetics were talked of," the disease instantly

vanished and he recovered. 1
George insisted in the same letter that

both John and Charles were "very well contented and now have

no wish but to remain at Mr. Gould's school." Either Charles'

loneliness had left him with extraordinary suddenness, or else

George was muting the truth for the sake of his mother's peace
of mind.

These arrangements persisted for two years. The boys would visit

their parents in Washington during the long Christmas vacation, and

in September Mr. and Mrs. Adams would spend a few weeks in

Quincy. On each of these visits Mr. Adams would lose no time in

examining his sons* progress in Latin and Greek. At the end of

the first year, he was not satisfied with Charles' proficiency, and

confided to his diary that in all likelihood none of his children

would ever answer his hopes. He only prayed none of them would

ever realize his fears.2

Yet Charles had done well in school that first year. His work on

one occasion had been so outstanding that he had been allowed to

wear an honorary medal for a week, and Mr, Gould several times

paid him a "handsome compliment'* on his studies. Moreover,

Charles earned these rewards over the double handicap of his first

separation from his parents and the necessity of adjusting himself to

a new environment* Apparently John Quincy Adams' standards

were higher than those of the school, although even he, a year later,

was able to say that the boys* progress left him "well satisfied/'

Mr. Gould was then acknowledged to be "a man of great merit." a
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Mr. Adams' supervision extended beyond the few yearly visits.

He wrote his sons careful instructions, covering not only their

studies, but all details of their lives, and he sprinkled his letters

with injunctions to early rising, perseverance, regularity of habits,

and attention to duty. He was always proud of any sign of achieve-

ment in his boys, but he usually tempered his praise with either

a warning not to "retrogress" or an exhortation to still further ac-

complishment. Thus in one letter Charles was complimented on

keeping his letter book with careful attention, but then was re-

minded that the news "would have been still more agreeable" if

he had written that he continued to keep his journal as well.4

Clearly John Quincy Adams was a difficult man to please, and it is

perhaps not surprising that his sons sometimes became discouraged
in the attempt.
The boys spent most of their weekends at Quincy, to the delight

of old John and Abigail Adams. John Adams thought his grand-
children all "good boys" and a great comfort. George, he reported,

brought him "joy and literature," John "gaiety," and Charles

"gravity" a visiting trio of enviable versatility.
5

Charles, in his

more prosaic way, described his chief functions on these visits as

reading French to his grandfather and listening to tales of the

Revolution.

The Quincy atmosphere, however, was not always agreeable.
Charles' unele, Thomas Boylston Adams, with his wife and six chil-

dren, lived with the old couple, and there was much dissension on

all sides. Thomas drank too much, deserted his family periodically,

and so distressed his father that it was feared the old gentleman's
health would suffer. There are parallels in the misery of Thomas

Boylston Adams and the later misfortunes of his nephew, George.
The Adams upbringing, powerful and uncompromising, produced

tragedy as well as achievement.

In September, 1819, John entered Harvard, and rather than leave

Charles to board alone at the Welshes', his parents took him with

them to Washington.
One wonders what were the feelings of the twelve-year-old boy

who had seen so much of the world when for the first time he saw
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the Washington of 1819. Here was neither the elegance and extrava-

gance of St. Petersburg nor the martial gaiety of Napoleon's Paris;

neither the urbane worldliness of London nor the rural virtue of

Puritan Massachusetts. Probably his reactions to the new city were
not unlike those of his own son Henry when, thirty years later, and
also a boy of twelve, he too arrived in Washington fresh from
Boston and Quincy. Probably Charles Francis, like his son after

him, was also struck by "the want of barriers, of pavements, of

forms; the looseness, the laziness; the indolent Southern drawl; the

pigs in the street; the negro babies and their mothers with bandanas;
the freedom, openness, swagger, of nature and man . . ." And
Charles, too, like Henry thirty years later, could not have helped

realizing that Washington belonged to a different world from that

of Boston a world he was not at all sure he did not prefer.
6

At any rate Charles was enrolled, soon after his arrival, in the

school of a Mr. Ironside, a Roman Catholic for John Quincy, if

firm in his own convictions, was without religious bigotry a

quality which descended to Charles. The boy was very pleased with

this new situation, being 'highly delighted not only with his restora-

tion to his Parents . . . but with his situation and prospects in

Washington."
7 He liked his new school and his schoolmates, though

he "frankly" confessed to his grandfather that "talking playing and

whistling" were not unknown there. By return mail the old man

promptly castigated such amusements as "not fit to be indulged or

tolerated in the scene of Education for Youth." 8

Mary Catherine Hellen, an orphaned daughter of one of Louisa's

sisters, lived with the Adamses in Washington, and she and Charles

took drawing and music lessons together three evenings a week. 9

These continued as did all studies even during vacation pe-

riods.

There were other, less formal educational aspects to these years

in Washington. Most rewarding was Charles* renewed companion-

ship with his father. Almost every summer morning the two bathed

together in the Potomac, though John Quincy Adams complained
that it was hard to get his "sluggish" son out of bed before sunrise.

Charles was exposed, as well, to the stimulation of an atmosphere of

high politics* John Adams' hope that his grandson would "some-
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times be permitted to hear the Oratory Logic and Rhetoric of the

Fathers of this Country in both Houses of Congress ..." was more
than gratified.

10 Charles frequently attended debates in Congress,
and was present at some of the sessions in which the Missouri Com-

promise was thrashed out. He thus saw the disruptive power of

the slavery issue in its first manifestations; in 1860-61 he was to be

a leading actor in its final explosion.
In this period of Charles' life, between the ages of twelve and

fourteen, we begin to get more direct comments by his parents on

his developing personality. He was already aloof, reserved and

singularly self-contained. His mother went with him on a fishing

excursion one day simply because "he has no companions here with

whom he can or will associate." n He shied away as much from the

company of adults as from his contemporaries. When the family
dined out one night and Charles refused to join them, his father

noted with "great concern" that his son had "an antipathy to going
into company."

12

There is almost nothing recorded of adolescent exuberance or

extravagance. Charles was a solemn little boy with a "wise face,

and sober demeanour." 13 He was already old far beyond his years

already meditative, self-controlled, discriminating, and extremely

positive. His mother, who had known other Adamses, regretted his

"invincible obstinacy of character," which she felt was an unpleas-

ant, even fatal defect in a young person. But when she tried to rea-

son with her son about it, he dismissed her efforts as "hasty and

angry";
14 it was characteristic of Charles that he could not learn

from others. Yet often he could be an engaging companion, once

making time pass so quickly for his mother and brother that they

could hardly believe the evening was over when Mr. Adams re-

turned. Such precocious charm was the more accomplished side of

a personality solidified too soon. At fourteen Charles Francis was

an adult erudite and discerning but prematurely sober and self-

possessed.

This outward maturity no doubt helped John Quincy Adams

decide to send Charles early to Harvard. Students then entered

younger than now, but at fourteen Charles was still a good two
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years below the average. Nevertheless, in February, 1821, when his

two older brothers left Washington after their winter vacation,

Charles Francis was sent back with them, although his mother

trembled "for the consequences to him of so sudden a change and a

too early independence."
15

He finished his preparation for the university at Cambridge
and in late August qualified for admission to the fall class. Flow-

ever, he was only conditionally accepted, having failed his examina-

tion in Sallust. It was a "stigma" his father felt keenly, and since he

arrived in Quincy shortly after Charles' failure, he took it upon him-

self personally to examine his son in Latin. This convinced him
that although Charles "was not yet well grounded in the Latin

language . . . yet ... I could not avoid the suspicion that he had

been unfairly treated." 16 With no intention of bearing this injustice

meekly, Mr. Adams took his "findings" straight to Dr. Kirkland, the

president of Harvard. He reminded the president that Charles' ex-

aminer had been Dr. Channing, whose appointment to the Boylston

Professorship in 1819 John Quincy Adams had contested. Dr. Chan-

ning, he felt, had heard of this and was taking out his resentment

on young Charles. It was the sort of behavior he would expect from

a man "quite incompetent to the Office which he holds . . ." 17 Mr.

Adams received President Kirkland's permission to attend the sec-

ond examination, scheduled for the end of September. He evidently
felt that Dr. Channing, face to face with the silent indignation of

the father, could not again do an injustice to his son. Happily for

all concerned, Charles passed his second trial. Although he slipped

up on the word "vinclicatum" (which, ironically, he translated as

"vindicated," instead of "punished"), he received his certificate and
was admitted to the freshman class,

Whether Mr. Adams* suspicions were well founded or not, it was
unfortunate for the boy that so much had been made of his failure*

His age was already a potential stumbling block to a successful

Harvard career; now he had to add the burden of shame.

The night before his return to Washington Mr. Adams spent in

sleepless mortification. His sons were all "coming to manhood with

indolent minds/' content with "the blast of mediocrity." George
and John had done undistinguished work at Harvard, and now
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Charles seemed likely to repeat the pattern. He concluded that, as

an incentive to improvement, the boys should be made to spend the

winter vacation in Quincy rather than in Washington. The follow-

ing winter, permission to come to Washington "would depend upon
their standing as Scholars."

He gave this news to John and Charles the following day and

found them "much affected" at the unhappy prospect. But know-

ing that their father's "determination was taken . . . they did not

venture to remonstrate." 18 After a final lecture on perseverance
and attendance to duty, John Quincy Adams bade his sons farewell,

and returned to Washington.

Charles Francis' Harvard career was not successful from the

point of view of either official distinction or personal satisfaction. 19

The "Age of Kirkland" (1810-1828) was not wanting in experi-

mentation the first European-trained scholars, such as Edward

Everett and George Ticknor, were appointed, the law and theo-

logical schools were founded, and the undergraduate curriculum

was reformed. But the weight of these changes was not felt during
Charles Francis Adams' four years at the College. Harvard in 1821

was not yet a university, although some of the foundations of a

university had been laid. The academic requirements were still

not exacting, and the pace of learning and living remained

leisurely. Federalism, in its twilight, and Unitarianism, at its dawn,

provided the intellectual tone of the College. It was an atmosphere
of complacency, in which excessive enthusiasm was considered "poor
form." Charles Francis Adams, lacking the spur of poverty, and

already handicapped by youth, was not likely to be stimulated into

exertion by such an environment. Moreover, his long residence

abroad had given him a polish, and his family name had given him

a distinction which he may well have felt Harvard could neither

embellish nor diminish. Counteracting these influences, of course,

was the Adams conscience, and a feeling of deep responsibility to

his name. Although these factors somewhat mitigated his pleasures,

they did not prove sufficient to overcome his handicaps. As his col-

lege career progressed, and he gained in maturity, his difficulties

lessened. Yet the freshman year especially was a trying one.
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At the end of the first term the rank lists placed Charles Francis

Adams fifty-first in a class of fifty-nine. It was a terrible blow to

his father. Charles, the last of three sons, seemed certain to follow

his brothers' pattern of mediocrity. In Charles' case, however, Mr.

Adams was willing to recognize certain extenuating circumstances.

The boy, he now decided, had clearly entered college too early, and
could not keep pace with classmates "of riper age and more perfect

preparation."
20 Mr. Adams was the more ready to adopt this expla-

nation because it had been reported that Charles' personal deport-
ment had been exemplary, and that no traits of idleness or dissipa-

tion had been noted.

John Quincy Adams, however, was not one to overemphasize these

hopeful signs. Something would have to be clone. Accordingly, he

presented Charles with the choice of starting over again the follow-

ing year with the next class or of remaining in his present class and

saving his pride, if, in the jiext half year, he could sufficiently raise

his standing. With suitable application and less "miscellaneous

reading/' Mr. Adams had no doubt that this could be done. The
choice was left entirely to Charles, and it is not surprising that he

chose to try to do better in his original class.

But it was no use. By May of his first year Charles had decided

he wanted to leave college for good. His father had been willing
for his son to postpone his Harvard career, but he could not accept
the idea of his completely renouncing it. Moreover there was a

new and disturbing note in the situation. In one of his letters

Charles acknowledged that he had become "addicted ... to de-

praved habits," and feared that he could no longer be sure of his

power to resist them. These "depraved habits" seem to have con-

sisted of devoting too much time to "billiards, drinking parties and

riding."
2l They deeply distressed Mr. Adams.

In a long letter to Charles he told him that although he did not

"absolutely reject" his proposal for leaving college, he could "con-

sent to it only upon condition that he should determine upon some

other course of life to which he could immediately resort/' And yet,

Mr. Adams wryly suggested, any "alternative course of life" would

probably be impossible in light of Charles* "depraved habits." They
would all require "as much application and toil" and would expose
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him to "temptations as great or greater" than those he had encoun-

tered in college. Surely if he had lacked the resolution to surmount
these lesser trials, he could not be expected to meet the greater.
In light of all this, he suggested that Charles reconsider. The deci-

sion, Mr. Adams artlessly insisted, still remained with Charles, but

he felt sure that his son could rouse in his own breast "and in the

cause of virtue enough of that obstinacy which your tutor justly
tells you belongs to your character." His only wish, he insisted, was
for his son to be happy: he would demand nothing of him beyond
his capacities. Mr. Adams closed his "suggestions" with a peroration
that could not but bring anguish and resolution to the unhappy
Charles:

. . . preserve your morals pure and let your scholarship be as it

pleases heaven. If I must give up all expectation of success or dis-

tinction for you in this life preserve me from the harrowing

thought of your perdition in the next.22

John Quincy Adams' letter was a masterpiece. He had struck

Charles at his most vulnerable points of pride and sense of duty,
he had conjured up a future devoid of possibilities; and he had even

ended by suggesting eternal damnation. It is hardly to be wondered
at that under such a skillful barrage Charles succumbed. He decided

to remain in college.

Charles' class standing was never again as low as it had been that

first term,23 and he managed to survive the four years at Harvard

without further disaster. Though he continued to indulge in

"sensual" pleasures, he did believe that there was "a higher end"

in going to college than amusement, and he varied the steady round
of billiards, oysters, champagne and whist parties with a consider-

able amount of serious reading. His attitude towards his formal

course work, however, was not overly conscientious. He continued

to study only those lessons which he believed of personal benefit, and

in certain areas, particularly in mathematics, he resolutely refused

to apply himself. As a result, he was never in the upper part of his

class, and upon graduation, in 1825, he held only a respectable rank.

But his outside reading was extensive and continuous. His father,
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in fact, felt that this was a factor in his neglect of his studies, and

he admonished his son never to slight "a recitation study for any

reading whatever." 24 But apparently this was a pleasure Charles

could not forego. He was particularly partial to historical works,

but he also read a good deal of poetry, though he tended to judge
it on moral rather than aesthetic grounds. Byron's Don Juan, for

example, he pronounced
"
vicious in the extreme." He could not

help admiring some of its "magnificent descriptions," but he feared

that for this he would "be condemned by the moral world." 2r> Jn

poetry, as in many other areas, he was not adventurous in opinion
or judgment, and for him, if something was "moral" it was al-

most automatically praiseworthy.

During his college years, Charles Francis made frequent trips

out to Quincy where he enlivened his grandfather's hours by taking
him out for rides, reading aloud to him, and helping him with his

correspondence. Uncle Thomas' unhappy dissipations continued to

throw gloom over the house, but Charles Francis philosophically, if

somewhat unctuously, decided that "something was necessary to

check our pride/' that the family "should have been crushed had the

*Sons all been distinguished."
~6 He seems to have felt no sympathy

for his uncle- other than to pronounce his wife thoroughly dis-

agreeable. The misfortune was impersonally and stoically viewed

as a judgment on the family.

The longer winter vacations were spent in Washington, except

during Charles' freshman year when, as we have seen, this privilege

was denied as punishment for poor scholarship. During these col-

lege years Charles reached the point where he no longer merely

"accepted" his parents, but started to evaluate them as individuals.

He admired his mother without reservation; she was "the most

pleasing woman/* he felt, that he had ever met with. He would,
he declared, even be tempted to depart from his "rule of life"

namely, eternal bachelorhood if he felt he could meet with such

a woman in the future/27 His father, however, he viewed some-

what more critically, Charles found him Impenetrable, and to a de-

gree, impersonal; he complained for example, that he had been made
to think that his letters were only an incumbrance to his father, Mr*
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Adams vigorously denied this and wrote that if assurances to the

contrary were necessary he would willingly give them. It is signifi-

cant, however, that justifiably or not,
28 Charles felt somewhat neg-

lected by his father except, of course, as the prescient dispenser of

advice, which role only contributed further to Charles' occasional

feelings of hostility to him.

In regard to John Quincy's relation to his sons, his wife once

made this comment: ". . . as they grow older their father takes

more notice of them and talks more freely to them and this they
set the higher value on from having been but little used to it/' 29

It is interesting, in the case of a family with such a strong sense of

continuity, that when Charles Francis Adams in turn grew to man-
hood and had children, he too seemed incapable of real intimacy
with them at least while they were young. One of his sons later

complained that it would have made all the difference to him when
he was growing up if his father had been a companion as well as an
instructor.30 Apparently the Adamses developed a pattern (hardly

unique) of first deploring the paternal temperament, and later

emulating it

In John Quincy's case, he also seemed to his children to be the

embodiment of success a son who had duplicated if not surpassed
the achievements of his father. Charles Francis, as a boy, doubted
if he in turn would achieve such distinction, and his foreboding in

this regard produced anxiety and guilt. It was unfortunate for

John Quincy Adams that he proved to be both his son's model and
his conscience. Since Charles Francis felt unable to fulfill his

father's expectations, he soon began to resent him for having them.

Later, when Charles became more confident, this antagonism largely

disappeared. And even in his youth it was tempered by deep admira-

tion for his father's talents and integrity.

As the time approached for graduation, Charles pondered his

future prospects. His tastes, he knew, were decidedly intellectual

and literary. Even for casual amusements, he preferred sedentary

occupations to active, outdoor pursuits. "Activity of body," he once

wrote, "usually has some effect in destroying or suppressing quick-
ness of mind/' 81 Yet his talents were largely appreciative. He had
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no pretensions to anything like a literary career, realizing as he did

his limitations. "I only wish that I had been gifted/' he once wrote;

"my feelings sometimes prompt me but then I think of a poor

attempt and am discouraged."
32 Yet the alternatives were not ap-

pealing. He professed, with youthful disdain, to have no faith in

his country, and therefore no interest in its politics. No doubt this

disgust was partly bred by the pending presidential contest in which

John Quincy Adams was a candidate, and which had already in-

spired much passion and bitterness. He felt that his father, though
the only candidate fit for the office, would not obtain it, and he

prepared himself for the impending injustice by condemning the

system which made it possible. All he really desired for himself,

Charles claimed, was to be "a private man/* Yet he knew that some-

thing more was expected of him. The weight of the family name
forced him into an active life, but at the same time because of his

fear of not "measuring up" it was partly responsible for his

reluctance to enter the political world.

No immediate decision about his future was made, however.

Commencement found him in Washington, for his father had sug-

gested that since Charles had "destroyed the prospect of having any

part assigned to him for graduation, it would be "most comfortable"

for him to be "as far distant from Cambridge on that day" as he

could.83 Accordingly, Charles asked for a leave of absence and was

excused from attending graduation. He arrived in Washington at

the end of May, 1825,



The Unestablished Suitor

JOHN QUINCY ADAMS, contrary to his sori's prediction, had won

the contested election of 1834, and his inauguration had already

taken place when Charles arrived in Washington. The Executive

Mansion, which was just beginning to be called the White House,

looked much as it does today, except that it lacked the north portico

and was surrounded by sheds and stables. Josiah Quincy reported

that when the Adamses moved into the White House it was in gen-

erally poor condition, but that when they left, it "shone and

sparkled/*
l Mrs. Adams' furnishing of the East Room (where her

mother-in-law used to have the wash hung out to dry) with Louis

XVI pieces, and her husband's installation of a billiard table were

criticized by the Jacksonians as patent evidences of corruption,

Besides President and Mrs. Adams, the official family consisted of

Mary, Johnson, and Thomas Hellen (the orphaned children of

Mrs. Adams' sister), Charles, and his older brother John. John had

been expelled from Harvard in the "great riot" of 1823, and had

come on to Washington to study law with his father. The eldest

son, George, had been admitted to the Massachusetts bar in 1824

and was then residing in Boston.

These years in Washington were unusually happy ones for

Charles. During this brief interlude he seems to have shed some of

his self-consciousness and restraint, and to have enjoyed himself

more thoroughly than he ever thought possible. An Adams, how-

ever, was far too introspective simply to give himself up to pleasure.

Charles Francis, distrustful of his own contentment, could never
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quite free himself from a brooding sense of disaster in the air,

foreboding of unhappiness just ahead. 2 He wrote in his diary that

he had "often reflected] that the happiest parts of life have been

passed through with me and I have only the bitter remaining to

taste/' 3

Moreover, there was some genuine unpleasantness from family
conflicts. At one point, Charles Francis welcomed a chance to join
old college friends in New York as an excuse for getting away from

a home atmosphere which had become exceedingly uncomfortable.

The pressures of the presidency no doubt increased family dissen-

sion. John Quincy Adams' administration and he personally
were subject to a campaign of vilification almost unequaled in

American politics. Louisa Adams, racked by poor health and har-

assed by the social demands of her position, retreated more and more
into melancholia; it was at this period that she wrote the darkly
colored "Record of My Life." 4 Charles Francis had unpleasant
scenes with his brother John, whom he accused of having pursued
a "line of conduct of a very insidious and malevolent kind" to him
ever since he had moved to Washington.

5 The complaints, how-

ever, were not particularized. It is probable that Charles Francis,

oversensitive and proud, did not contribute to the bettering of a

difficult situation.

The occasional tensions of family life were apparently neither

sufficiently frequent nor sufficiently important to Charles Francis

to dampen his enthusiastic memory of these years. His "duties"

were slight: occasional secretarial work for his father (the bulk of

which was performed by his brother John) and some haphazard read-

ing for the bar. Periodically he would "secede from society," re-

nounce the world of dinners and parties, and immerse himself in

Blackstone or the Federalist Papers. But before long, his law studies

would be forgotten and he would be again caught up in the round

of activity. He was* in fact, still undecided on the law as a pro-

fession, although he recognized its "utility," and was inclined to

feel that it was "a man's only course." But he considered the law

intellectually unchallenging and thought it tended to make men
**mere machines." *

The constant demands of fashionable life were hardly conducive
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to any concentrated effort at study. As a son of the President,

Charles was at the center of Washington social activity, which

he enjoyed despite occasional Adams qualms that he was wasting
his time, and a periodic dislike for the turmoil involved. One party
at Henry Clay's, for example, he found so crowded with "vulgar

people" that he became excessively disgusted and came home very

willingly.
7 Most of his memories of the period were more pleasant.

The aged General Lafayette, for example, stayed with the family
in the White House for a few weeks in 1825 anĉ brought with him
all the glory and reminiscences of Revolutionary times.8 Then there

were the intimate White House dinners at which John Quincy
Adams sometimes astounded his guests (including his son) by the

eloquence of his conversation and the breadth of his knowledge.
One such dinner left Charles so breathless that he labeled it "one of

the most fortunate occurrences of my life, by which I was admitted

behind the scenes and saw these men exhibited in some of their

highest respective points."
9

It was also in Washington that Charles Francis Adams met Abi-

gail Brooks. She was the daughter of Peter Chardon Brooks, the

Massachusetts millionaire, and was then in the capital visiting her

sister Charlotte, the wife of Edward Everett. Charles Francis, who
"had not been romantic at all during the course of his life,"

10 soon

fell very much in love with her. Other women had reacted upon
him in a "voluptuous" manner, but none had ever produced a

deeper emotion. It was different with Abigail. He loved her as

he thought "a woman ought to be loved sincerely, fervently, and

yet with purity and respect."
u He even spoke of "enchanted days"

and of a love that was "delicious" fulsome expressions for one of

his sobriety and constraint.

She had faults, of course, and Charles, of course, soberly con-

sidered them. Her temper was "high," her education "faulty," and,

perhaps worst of all, she could be impelled by others into "un-

meaning and loud nonsense." l
'2 But for each "defect" he managed

to find a compensating virtue. She was not beautiful, but her face

was "expressive"; she made "hasty errors" but her feelings always
atoned for them. Most important of all, there was "a frankness,

a simplicity about her manner" which was much more engaging
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"than the studied elegance of an accomplished belle." In short,

he decided, the "advantages" of a union so far outweighed the

"disadvantages" as "to throw them out of sight."
13

Charles Francis Adams was only nineteen when he proposed to

Abigail. Despite her acceptance, the families had to be consulted

before any formal arrangements could be made. When permission
was first asked of Mr. Brooks, he replied that it was "not a thing
to be spoken of ... at least at present."

14 He promptly wrote to

John Quincy Adams objecting to the youthfulness of the couple but

soliciting his views on the situation. President Adams replied that

Charles had told him he would be satisfied with an engagement,
and would agree to the marriage being postponed until he was

twenty-one. He himself was willing to agree to this arrangement
because Charles, although young was:

sedate and considerate; his disposition studious, and somewhat

reserved; his sense of honour high, and delicate his habits

domestic and regular; and his temper generous and benevolent.

An early marriage is more congenial to a person thus constituted,

than to youth of more ardent passions and of more tardy self-con-

trol.

The President's views seem to have made Mr. and Mrs. Brooks

reconsider. They now agreed to give full consent to Abby "to act

at her pleasure" in contracting an engagement.
16 Edward Everett

was asked to convey this permission and Charles, on hearing the glad

news, gratefully agreed to abide by his promise to put off the mar-

riage for two years. There were now congratulations on all sides.

Mr. Brooks' only remaining regret was that his hesitation might
have caused "a moment's pain . , . to anyone . . /' 17

Abigail returned to her home in Medford in the spring of 1857,

and Charles Francis followed her back to Massachusetts in the be-

ginning of August,
18 He boarded with his brother George in Boston,

and soon after began to study law in Daniel Webster's office on the

corner of Court and Tremont Streets. Webster himself never gave

any serious instruction to the long line of neophytes who studied

in his office, and had* in fact, almost nothing to do with them per-

sonally,
1* Adams later said that his sole personal contact with the
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great man consisted of one conversation of fifteen minutes on foreign

politics.
20

The law never really interested Charles Francis Adams and he only
continued his legal preparation because there were no attractive al-

ternatives available to him. But he did so without enthusiasm. He
was admitted to the bar early in 1829, an(^ established law offices

in a building owned by his father in Court Street. But he had al-

most no employment as a lawyer, and attended his office infre-

quently. He relied for income, after his marriage, on his father-in-

law's generosity, and on his salary as manager of his father's affairs.

Two years elapsed between Adams' return to Boston and his mar-

riage to Abigail Brooks in September, 1829. Except for the pleasure
of his fianceVs companionship, it was not a satisfying interval. He
was impatient and unsettled. He had agreed to postpone his mar-

riage until he reached twenty-one, but he nevertheless fretted at the

delay. The study of law did not sufficiently occupy either his inter-

est or his time. He wrote his father soon after he arrived in Boston

asking for advice, and John Quincy Adams suggested a weekly ex-

change of letters for that purpose. The ensuing correspondence

proved to be a fruitful one. Topics ranged from Cicero to Voltaire,

from Christian ethics to the duty of militia service. But there was

little of contemporary politics; Mr. Adams meant the correspond-
ence to be a respite from his presidential duties, not a reminder

of them. Nor was it exclusively a teacher-student exchange. Charles

Francis frequently disagreed with his father, and stood up strongly
even stubbornly for his opinions. Mr. Adams admired his

son's adherence to his convictions, but he felt called upon to remind

him that although "martyrdom for opinions is the test of the sin-

cerity with which they are entertained ... it is not the test of the

correctness of opinions."
21

Occasionally, their disagreements became somewhat personal. The

younger Adams commented disparagingly on political life as a

shackle to "independence of mind and feeling."
22 Nor was this the

limit of his boldness. He even mocked his father's definition of

officeholding as a "call to duty" to serve one's country. The true

motive, declared Charles Francis, was personal ambition; patriotism

was merely a disguise for it.
23 The essence of the dispute, of course,
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was self-justification; John Quincy defended the political life he had
led, Charles the private life he hoped to lead. And in part, Charles
Francis was warning his father, who "invariably intimates ... his

disposition to suppose me a political man," that "only strong cir-

cumstances" could induce him to pursue that path.
24

It was not the only subject on which John Quincy Adams sought
to guide his son. At its best, his advice, though sternly moral and
full of conviction, was free from cant or dogma.

25 But often his

letters to Charles took on an oracular tone. He labeled his son's

aversion to early rising "sensual indulgence," and scorned as "scanti-

ness of will" his inability to overcome it. Success, he told Charles,

depended upon laying in "a goodly stock of patience and persever-
ance; of steady exertion and of composure in disappointment."
No undertaking should ever be given up simply because it was diffi-

cult the more arduous the task, the more praiseworthy the

achievement.26

Such exhortations may appear tedious oversimplifications to us,

but they were less so to Charles Francis, who shared most of

his father's convictions. Even he, however, sometimes found the

demands of his father's code tiring. The steady barrage of detailed

prescription, accompanied as it was by charges of laxity or deficiency,
soon began to annoy him. He had, to be sure, askecl for advice,
but not for dictation. "I can not but say," he confided to his diary,
"that I think his Letters are degenerating into Sermons," 27 When
he implied as much to his father, John Quincy Aclams suggested
that he give his son "a respite from further superfluous Counsel,"
but Charles quickly denied that such was his wish, and the exchange
of letters went on.28 On the whole, this intimate correspondence
gave them both considerable pleasure and what to an Adams was

perhaps of equal importance proved "profitable."
Charles Francis Adams' letters from his mother in this period

were of a very different kind, They were so filled with gloom and

melancholy that they caused him great anxiety, and probably con-

tributed to his own increasing bouts of depression. The spring of

1828 was a time of particular dejection for him. He noted "an un-

accountable" dullness and apathy, and found that his usual labors

gave him no satisfaction. He was also strongly liable in this period
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to fits of hypochondria. Shortly after news arrived of the death

from tuberculosis of Abigail's brother, Ward Brooks, Charles fan-

cied himself sick, and "thought much of consumption/'
29

John
Quincy Adams pronounced his son's depressions the usual disorder

of "meditative minds," and prescribed more occupation as the rem-

edy.
30 But then Mr. Adams' diagnoses tended to be vigorous rather

than subtle.

As Charles Francis Adams' twenty-first birthday approached, his

spirits revived in anticipation of his marriage. Yet he still had not

been admitted to the bar, and thus had no steady income to rely

upon. He counted upon family support to make the marriage pos-

sible, but in this hope he was to be disappointed. A discussion on
the matter with his father produced such unpleasant results that

months later Charles Francis could still refer to the interview as

burning in him "like a rankling sore." 31 There is no record of

precisely what was said, but we do know that not only did Mr.

Adams refuse to increase Charles Francis' allowance beyond the

thousand a year he had previously received, but apparently berated

his son for not appreciating the financial sacrifices already made
for him. And his manner throughout convinced Charles Francis

that his father had not even the disposition to aid him. He had

expected an "active kindness . . . Not in deeds if he was unable

to assist me, but in words and manner," and he contrasted his

father's "extraordinary harshness" to him with his "extraordinary
kindness" to George.

32 In future, Charles Francis prematurely con-

cluded, his sentiments towards his father would spring more from

the demands of duty than from affection.

There was the added embarrassment of having to explain his

position to Mr. Brooks. In anticipation of increased help from his

parents, Charles Francis had overstated his potential income, and

now had to explain that he had done so as the result of a misunder-

standing with his father, and not from any deliberate intention of

deceiving. Despite the fact that he could now depend on only a

thousand dollars a year, "and no more," Charles Francis still urged
the marriage upon Mr. Brooks. A delay of a year or two would not

alter his prospects, he argued, and he candidly suggested that "with
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the addition of what you allow your daughter, our joint income

will suffice to support us." 33

His arguments, however, were unavailing and it was decided to

postpone the wedding until autumn. This meant almost another

full year of waiting, and Charles Francis' bitterness now turned on

Mr. Brooks (who on ordinary occasions he admitted to be a gen-
erous and kindly man):

Rolling in wealth as he is, a little well disposed might do

much, but with a timid doctrine, the consequence of habits of

early years, he delays it while every day takes off something from

the value of the gift.
34

The delay seemed interminable, and in an effort to dissipate his

disappointment, as well as to establish his independence as rapidly
as possible, Charles plunged into his law studies. His letters to his

father, a fertile source of amusement and occupation the preceding

year, were now limited largely to current political news. John
Quincy Adams had published a piece in the National Intelligencer

on October 21, 1828, in which he incidentally charged that the

Federalists in 1807 had plotted to take New England out of the

Union. The accusation stirred up old enmities in Massachusetts,

and Charles Francis provided his father with firsthand accounts of

the course of the dispute. He tried to cool the older man's arclor

for continuing the exchange, warning him that "delicacy and dis-

crimination** were necessary. John Quincy Adams chose to ignore
this advice, but he praised his son as his "Chancellor" and called

upon him to collect old documents for use as evidence,85 Contem-

porary politics had previously been almost a taboo with them; it

was now a convenient guise for impersonality* The wide-ranging
freedom of their old correspondence was gone, and Charles, wounded

by his father's coldness, retreated within. "A man's heart/' he now
wrote, "should be known only to his Maker." S6

There was also a return of black moods and Charles now became

convinced that he was to die early* Because his days were "num-

bered," he wrote in his diary, he would never be able to "support
the high standard** of his "race/* No physical disturbance produced
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such a dark prophecy. It was more a case, as he himself recognized,

of seeking "melancholy for pleasure"; of exercising a mind "fertile in

expedients for self torment." 37
Fortunately this mental state did

not last. By March, 1829, Charles was able to report that he had

been well and cheerful of late and had had "few dull forebodings
such as formerly."

38

Family tragedy also helped to free him from his introspective

mood. In May, 1829, his brother George was lost over the side of

the steamship Franklin on the way to New York. Charles Francis

did not react with deep emotion. He was shocked by his brother's

death, of course especially for its effect on his "poor afflicted

parents," but an investigation of George's papers forced him to the

"unpleasant conclusion" that his death had not been untimely.

During the process of sifting George's effects, Charles Francis

came across one note addressed to him personally by his brother

requesting that "in case he died during the year 1828 ... his debts

should be paid and the balance given to a little girl he had seduced."

Charles was reluctant to abide by the request, considering it a "fool-

ish effusion of a thoughtless moment," but nevertheless he did what

he could to carry out its spirit. In the process, he had eventually to

deal with attempted extortion which he handled firmly, and ap-

parently successfully.
39

Charles felt that if George had lived he would probably have

given much misery to his friends and more to himself. True, he

had had fine qualities, and Charles Francis gave them due notice,

but George, he maintained, had been essentially unfit for "the duties

and common occurrences of life." 40 The few traces that remain of

George Washington Adams seem to support Charles Francis' opin-

ion of him, yet it is disturbing nonetheless" to watch him calculate

a brother's life so impersonally, to see him put so much emphasis
on George's worldly failings, and so little on his suffering. But

Charles Francis Adams was always more at home with the rigors of

analysis than with expressions of sentiment.

John Quincy Adams came up from Washington to help settle

George's affairs. He again talked with Charles Francis about his

prospects only this time the conversation was much softened by

the tragedy that had occurred. The elder Adams' affairs in Boston
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had previously been managed by George, but now he transferred

the task to Charles Francis, expressing the hope that the compensa-
tion for this agency would help maintain him and Abigail. His
father also spoke strongly to Charles of "family pride," even exceed-

ing in feeling what his son had previously attributed to him. This
disturbed Charles, who since George's death bore more of the re-

sponsibility for maintaining the family name.
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ON SEPTEMBER 3, 1829, Charles Francis Adams and Abigail Brooks

were finally married. The ceremony was performed at Medford by
the Rev. Caleb Stetson, according to the Congregational rite, and

was attended by the immediate families only.
1 There was a "fine

supper" afterwards, and then the young couple left for Boston to

take up residence in the home which Mr. Brooks had purchased for

them.

Charles Francis Adams in later life told his son Brooks that he

would never have amounted to anything had it not been for his

wife; he would, in fact, have been a "recluse." 2 This tribute con-

tained as much truth as sentiment, for marriage produced an

almost immediate change in him. He had known ambition previ-

ously but it had never been imperious nor had he been hopeful of

fulfilling it. Suddenly there was a new confidence, even an eager-

ness to be "making his way." The necessity of having to maintain

the fame and character of the family was no longer so much a bur-

den as a glorious objective.
3

Adams rose to the challenge of ambition in a characteristically

rational, systematic way: he began by outlining a rigorous program
for self-improvement. It consisted, first of all, in the study of Elo-

quence through attention to the models of Antiquity. To this end,

he began reading and translating Demosthenes' Orations on the

Crown. The second undertaking was to improve his writing style,

though here the exercise proved unrewarding. Despite incessant

practice and close attention to "the rules of Composition," he was

35
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depressed to find that "the spirit [would] not come into the

Words." 4 The third and final course of study was a concentrated

investigation of American History.

In addition to these undertakings, Adams read widely both in

current periodicals and in established works. He had always been

particularly fond of the Greek and Latin classics, and these con-

tinued to be the staple of his reading diet, though occasionally he

and his wife would read aloud from a contemporary novel. His

usual daily itinerary also included a trip to the office, where he

passed a few hours in what he called "a kind of barrenness neither

useful nor creditable." 5 His time there was divided between at-

tending to "accounts," receiving occasional payment of bills from

visitors, and reading newspapers. But he begrudged himself every
minute passed in "idle pursuits." It was a matter of "bitter reflec-

tion" to him that his mornings were not better spent, and at one

point he decided to start the study of either German or Givil Law
to cure the profligacy. He even felt guilty over indulging himself

with an occasional fishing trip, and after one such "misspent" morn-

ing he consoled himself only by the thought that he did not "spend

many such." 6

Adams 1

personality had by this time matured and solidified. His

was a mind which can best be described as "conservative"; security

was its goal and tradition its means. "A natural rule must be fol-

lowed/' he wrote, "or there is no security It consists of those

principles which have been gathered by the unerring test of past

experiences as the best to produce happy effects/' 7 On its political

side Adams' conservatism was not merely a defense of the status quo.
His philosophy was grounded in broader principles whose focus was

the protection of the constitutional and traditional rights of the

whole people. And, as he would prove in the antislavery contest,

these rights meant more to him than any mere attachment to per-

sonal comfort or to the past for its own sake. It was a brand of

political conservatism more in the English than the American tra-

dition.

Adams' conservative habit of thought sometimes led to the reduc-

tion of experience to comfortable rather than vivid proportions.
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His religious attitudes are a striking illustration of this. The Deity
he postulated was beneficent and moderate, one incapable of sanc-

tioning either a theological extreme such as the Calvinist idea of

"election" or a behavioral extreme such as monastic seclusion or
self-mortification. In Adams' opinion, moreover, it was essential

for religion to contain a certain amount of "cheerfulness/' lest its

"portentous magnitude" end by oppressing the intellect.8 Doctrinal

questions, he felt, should likewise be treated
temperately. He re-

fused even to consider such problems as the mystery of Christ's

birth "inexplicable as it is in every point of view, I prefer to let

it remain so, satisfied with the divine nature of the mission and its

beneficent purpose."
9 What could not be

comfortably explained
could at least be comfortably ignored. The Bible, Adams once wrote,
"does not give us a fair opportunity to understand the motives of

God nor is it necessary that we should Obedience being our

duty."
10 Adams did not wish to question, he wished to believe; he

desired not stimulation but certainty. And yet he was neither sanc-

timonious nor intolerant. He disliked men who flaunted their piety
and distrusted the arrogance of those who claimed a monopoly of

truth for Christianity. But along with his own doubts and his per-
missiveness, he did feel strongly that religion should be the result

of moderation rather than passion, leading men to virtue, not en-

thusiasm.11

Adams' conception of man was as restrained as his vision of God.
He looked on his fellow creatures as weak and

ignorant, incapable
of perfecting either society or themselves. Yet he recognized the

power of the human mind, and believed in its cultivation and exer-

cise, for in man's rational powers, he felt, lay his better nature. "If

human wisdom," he wrote, "is liable to error
(as it most certainly

is) yet it is the most desirable thing we can attain." 12 Though he

was realistic about man's limitations and
shortcomings, he believed

him capable of leading a satisfying life, so
long as he eschewed

"gloom" and adhered to "duty/* Happiness and success lay in the

consciousness of duty performed, and in the cultivation, in regard
to one's neighbors, of the divine commandment of doing unto
others as you would have them do unto you.

18

Adams realized that in his own case, his cold, fastidious manner
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would prevent him from achieving popularity. He told himself that

he would therefore have to rely for his reputation on accomplish-
ment and character. Thus it would be necessary assiduously to culti-

vate his faculties by study, and to guard his character by perfect

propriety of behavior. By so arguing, he simultaneously reinforced

and excused existing tendencies in his personality. By insisting that

his main hope for advancement lay in devoting his time to study, he

justified the avoidance of those personal and social contacts which
he found so disagreeable.
He did have a few friends men such as Edward Blake and

Edmund Quincy but he was too unrelievedly serious, too aloof

and constrained to attract, or be attracted by, many of his contem-

poraries. Even while at college he had limited his friendships and
recoiled from intimacy. It was the only way, he had decided, "to-

keep respect from others, and good-will to companions."
14

This reserve was perhaps his most marked characteristic. Unfor-

tunately it was often taken for pride and sometimes rightfully
so. In commenting on the Brooks family, for example, Adams once
said that ". . . now and then a little vulgarity escapes them
which annoys me exceedingly. I am always anxious to do my best,

but I cannot copy the same style and this makes me appear a little

like a silent censor, and as if I was making myself a little high about
it. But this must be, for I will not do what I think degrades me
. . ," 15 He was conscious, however, of his family shortcomings
in this regard, ami did what he could to prune away what arrogance-
there was in his personality.

16 Even though, as time went on, he
seems to have largely succeeded in this regard,

17 the old restraint

and coldness of manner remained. They had never in fact been due
in any large degree to true feelings of superiority but rather to a

variety of other factors to social timidity, to the example of a

taciturn and undemonstrative family, and to the need to protect a

sensitive nature.

Regardless of the cause, the symptoms remained, Adams, with his

usual candor, described himself as "grave, sober, formal, precise and
reserved . * /' ls He also described his natural temper as warm and

impetuous, but since he equated any sort of "demonstration" with

vulgarity, he fought a constant battle with himself to control his
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emotions. "He who desires to make himself Master of Fortune/' he

wrote, "must always be cool/' 19

This orthodoxy, both in conduct and thought, at least provided
Adams with a certain peace of mind. It allowed him to move

strongly and confidently though within a narrow sphere.

Charles' projects of study received his father's "cordial approba-
tion." The two men now began to enter more upon a relationship
of equals. John Quincy Adams, until he began his great career in

the House of Representatives in 1831, lived in Quincy (even after

that he spent recesses there), and Charles Francis and Abigail would

move out from Boston to live with the older couple during the

summer months. Accordingly Charles Francis passed a great deal of

time with his father in these years in the summer of 1830, for ex-

ample, they worked constantly together cataloguing John Quincy
Adams' large library. Charles Francis, secure in the independence
of his marriage, and now treated more like a colleague than a pupil,
could allow himself to appreciate better the extraordinary qualities
of his father's mind. "It astonishes me more and more/' he wrote,

"to perceive the extent and reach of the acquisitions of my father

there is no subject upon which he does not know a great deal and

explain it with the greatest beauty of language."
2 He still had

reservations, however, as to the paternal character. He thought his

father too impractical, too much convinced his own ideas were in-

fallible, and too eager for controversy and attack.21 Nevertheless,

father and son now depended upon each other a great deal. Charles

Francis, for example, kept his father's accounts for him and did

so with scrupulous attention. In fact, when Abigail requested the

elder Adams' advice on her investments, he insisted that her own
husband's opinion would be far more useful to her, for he himself

was dependent upon his son for all decisions in regard to property.-
2

Charles Francis was indeed extremely meticulous in his financial

transactions, partly because of his fastidious nature, partly because

of the determination that his "business character must be sustained

For I do not know that I shall have anything else upon which to

found myself."
23

Charles Francis now advised his father as freely as the older
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man had once advised .him. He was, for example, firmly against

John Quincy Adams' return to Congress, and did not hide his opin-
ion that such a course would be inconsistent with the dignity of his

past office. Moreover, he argued, a Congressional career would draw
his father off from what Charles Francis considered much more im-

portant work the writing of a biography of John Adams. The

country, Charles Francis insisted, was in need of a national litera-

ture "One apart from the English Idols set up to lead them

astray,"
~4 to say nothing of the fact that his grandfather's repu-

tation was in dire need of rehabilitation. But John Quincy Adams
maintained what to his son was an "unaccountable indifference,"

and so Charles set to work himself to arrange and preserve his grand-
father's papers.

25

During these early years of marriage Charles Francis, in his pur-
suit of reputation, first tried his hand at writing for publication.

He had previously published a few fugitive pieces,
26 but his first

sustained effort was an evaluation, for the North American Review f

of James Graharne's History of the United States of America. He
was disappointed, however, with the result of this effort. The article

came out in a form so "mutilated" that it gave him little pleasure

and he feared its appearance might prove a backward rather than a

forward step. One modern historian, however, has recently singled

out Adams* review for commendation as the first significant Amer-

ican welcome to Graharne's book*27 Moreover, Adams* article,

though a spirited defense of the American Puritans against charges

of intolerance, was not excessively one-sided. In the body of the

review, in fact, he went out of his way to deplore the filiopietistic

approach to writing American history. "In this country/' he wrote,

"and more particularly in this section of it, we are fond of celebrat-

ing the virtues of our forefathers , , . Yet it is much to be feared

this is not the right way to come at that real history, and those cool

and rational conclusions which can alone be supposed likely to confer

permanent benefit/
1 Adams also took issue with "the modern fash-

ion of what is called philosophical history . . it admits of the per-

version of facts, to suit the prejudices of each particular writer/' 2S

In writing thus, Adams has been said to have been "ahead of his
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time and against the tide of contemporary historical writing . . ." 29

His critical position was typical of his rational, impartial spirit

and far different from the exuberant patriotism of that contem-

porary historian George Bancroft.30

But Adams did not consider this initial effort a success. His spirits,

for the first time since his marriage, began to droop. He lamented

not only the lack of opportunity to gain any standing, but doubted

if he had the ability to make anything of opportunity should it ap-

pear. In assorting his grandfather's papers, he was depressed by-

John Quincy Adams' letters from Holland; they displayed a power
which he felt put him to shame "At my age, how infinitely supe-
rior he was to me," Charles Francis commented mournfully.

31 The
birth of his first child in 1831 (a daughter, Louisa) made it seem

even more imperative for him to win reputation. But he could

not recapture his earlier enthusiasm and resolution, and he began
to lose confidence in himself. "The current of life is too strong for

my swimming against it," he wrote, "and I must soon be content to

be swallowed up in its vortex." 32

He confided his increasing depression to his father, but John

Quincy Adams wrote back that since Charles Francis preferred to

remain disentangled from political strife and the distinction he

might gain by it, there seemed no alternative for the moment but

to devote himself to his business affairs and wait for a riper oppor-

tunity.
83

Yet Charles Francis was not content to sit back. He turned to

writing occasional newspaper articles on current topics, but soon

decided that the Boston press was hostile to him for he could find

no ready channel for his views. The impasse mystified him some-

what. He knew himself to be well educate^ and serious-minded,

and, despite his occasional self-deprecation, he had confidence in

his talents. Yet he made no headway. It was ail very discouraging:

My success in publishing is mortifying. When my Articles are

not rejected, they are laid up for a while, issued with indifference,

and immediately forgotten.
84

Adams was impatient for quick recognition, for he feared that

anything less would be proof both to himself and to others
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of a decline in the family ability. He feared his idleness would be

interpreted as indolence, and that, discouraged, he would sink into

a "life of ease." He consoled himself for his lack of success with the

idea that he had done nothing "merely for the sake of popularity
or public attention." 3G But this was cold comfort for a man of his

intense ambition.
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UP TO the year 1832, Adams had shunned public life as a threat to

those calmer and more quiet occupations which gave him satisfac-

tion. He had wanted to distinguish himself primarily in the literary

and intellectual world. But his disappointing experience there, plus
the appearance in both state and nation of engrossing new issues,

began at this time to lead him into more active participation in

political life. This new interest helped to break up his mood of

discouragement and depression.
He had always, in truth, been on the fringes of political life, for

he had been keenly sensitive to his father's activities in Washington,
and had freely communicated information and opinions to him.

The tariff discussions of 1832 had particularly aroused him. He had

begged his father in that crisis "to do nothing beyond offering fair

and liberal terms of compromise with the Southern States" lest "ir-

retrievable ruin" be brought to New England.
1 But the tariff which

was finally agreed upon reduced duties on cheap woolens to five per
cent ad valorem and John Quincy Adams played such a large role in

its formation that it was dubbed the "Adams tariff." His son

was not pleased with it. He did not believe that duties in all

cases enhanced the price of articles. Tariff concessions therefore

would not necessarily prove beneficial to the South, while on the

other hand they would certainly work damage in New England. His

father, he thought, deserved "credit for his very independent politi-

cal course," but it was "rather an injurious one in this Quarter."
2

Father and son had agreed more exactly on the issue of South

43
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Carolina's nullification. Both applauded Jackson's firm stand,

though John Quincy Adams at first was so astonished at the Presi-

dent's courage that he refused to believe in his sincerity, while his

son, displaying another family trait, was so impressed with the

President's proclamation that he believed it to be either written

by, or copied from, his father. 3 After South Carolina's nulli-

fication of the 1832 tariff, John Quincy Adams refused to agree to

further concessions, and voted against Clay's compromise. His son,

agreeing with him, referred to Clay's bill as "a base dereliction of

principle."
4 The entire dispute, he believed, had merely strength-

ened the Southern position:

Our government must necessarily hereafter be one of storms.

The Southern States have so often carried their point by bragging
bluster that I see no limit to their use of it.5

Although Charles Francis Adams had felt strongly on these issues,

he had been merely a commentator. It was only with the rise of the

Antimasonic disturbance that he moved for the first time into an

active political role.

In 1826 the disappearance and suspected murder of William

Morgan, a New York mason who had threatened to divulge the

secrets of the organisation, crystallized popular dislike of Masonry.
There had long been dormant feeling against the Order. It had

been variously attacked as a clanger to democratic government* to

the Christian religion, and to social morality. The benefits which

it conferred on its members were said to give them an unequal ad-

vantage in both public and private life; its secret rituals and oaths

were considered Irreverent and even demonic; and its regalia, titles,

and customs were likened to aristocratic trappings,
6

The outburst of feeling against Masonry was largely confined to

the rural North, and seems to have sprung from deep moral sensi-

tivity and suspicion of all that was not equal and democratic. Po-

litical action against Masonry developed tardily in Massachusetts;

it did not reach the polls there until 1829, when Norfolk and Plym-
outh counties nominated Antimasonic candidates for the state Sen-
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ate, who managed to poll sixteen hundred votes. John Quincy
Adams did not express active sympathy with the movement until

1831, when its burgeoning power ignited his "sense of duty," and

persuaded him to take an open stand.7 But for Charles Francis

Adams the conversion came even later. As usual, he shared his

father's opinions, but was more cautious about expressing them.

He feared that his father's stand would be attributed to selfish am-

bition, and further, that a heated controversy would, as always,
involve the older man in "indiscretions."

The Antimasonic leaders in Massachusetts decided to run a candi-

date for governor in the November, 1831, election. At an informal

convention in September of that year they chose John Quincy Adams
but he refused the nomination. Levi Lincoln, the candidate for re-

election on the National Republican ticket, was a personal friend

whose position on Masonry Adams thought sufficiently advanced to

be acceptable to those opposing the Order. He therefore declined

to run. Besides, John Quincy Adams had his eye on a larger target.

In August of 1831, Dr. Abner Phelps, head of the Antimasonic

party in Massachusetts, came out to Quincy for a talk. He wished

to know whether John Quincy Adams would stand as the Anti-

masonic candidate for President in 1832. Charles Francis at once

expressed the opinion that it "would be a war of great violence and

its result would undoubtedly be defeat." He felt his father's last

days should not be molested "by attacks more bitter even than any
he had yet experienced."

8 But John Quincy, ever eager for a fight,

felt differently. He hoped to win both the Antimasonic and Na-

tional Republican nominations, and thereby lead a united opposi-
tion to triumph over Andrew Jackson. Phelps, therefore, was given

permission to proceed. But at the national convention the western

Antimasons refused to support Adams and the nomination went

instead to William Wirt of Maryland.
If Adams was disgruntled at the result, his son was not. Charles

Francis was still so uncommitted to the Antimasonic movement in

1831 that he decided not to vote their ticket. In his opinion,

Lathrop, the party's candidate for governor, had nothing better to

offer than "his federalism . . . [and] his paltry equivocation."
9 He

voted instead for Levi Lincoln, the National Republican, who he
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felt had satisfactorily performed his gubernatorial duties in the past.

But in fact Charles Francis thought the National Republican party
was no better than the Antimasonic one. Both suffered from a lack

of "proper principles," and in future, he decided, he would main-

tain an "independent judgment," even if it meant throwing away
his vote.

The 1831 state election showed a large gain for the Antimasons. 10

They polled pluralities in Franklin and Hampshire counties, largely

agricultural communities, and elected one fifth of the state senators

and representatives. The party, in fact, replaced the Democratic

as the second largest in the state. Antimasonic leaders were so en-

couraged at the result that they organized a daily paper, the Boston

Advocate, to create further support for their cause. Benjamin F.

Ilallett, later a state Democratic leader, was made editor.

Charles Francis Adams still withheld active support, although his

father insisted that there was "more pure principle and sincere pa-

triotism in the Antimasonic party than in all the rest put together/'
u

It, was not until the summer of 1832 that the younger Adams, after

due consideration, finally committed himself to the movement. Only
then had he become convinced that Masonry was a threat to many
of the principles he held most dear:

Its exclusive character, its secret character, its assumption of a

sacred character, and inflicting of penalties, are all in my mind at

variance with the foundation of society and government of moral-

ity and religion.
1 *

His cautious approach to the Antimasonic movement was to be

characteristic of his future conduct in politics. The precipitance of

his father's conversion had made him uneasy. Lacking the security

of an established reputation, lie had feared taking any step which

would savor of political opportunism. It was not that he cold-blood-

edly calculated the expediency of his enthusiasms then or ever

but rather that he first wished to be very sure that his position was

the "right'
1

one. Once convinced, he never feared the loss of place
or reputation. He was ambitious, of course* and not averse to gain-

ing distinction in a righteous cause, but the nature of the cause was
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his first concern. He was, in short, primarily a moralist who entered

politics at the dictation of his conscience, and to whom the calcula-

tions and bargains of that realistic world were always repugnant.
Unlike his father, who frequently professed the same pure ideals in

theory but sometimes violated them in action, Charles Francis Adams

consistently maintained his integrity and detachment though at

the price of his father's full-blooded humanity.
13 It does no dishonor

to the dignity of Charles Francis Adams' position to point out that

such insistence on principle sometimes served him in more than one

capacity. It allowed him on occasion, unconsciously of course, to

explain his political insignificance as the price of his devotion to

truth; to tell himself that he had maintained principle at the cost

of popularity.

In the 1832 November election Charles Francis Adams voted the

Antimasonic ticket, with only a few exceptions,
14 and soon further

exercised his new partisanship by writing a series of newspaper arti-

cles on the threat of Masonry. The first set, entitled "A Brief His-

tory of the Masonic Outrages in N. Y.," appeared in the Boston

Advocate during the months of December and January. The main

thesis of the articles was that the murder of William Morgan, in-

stead of being an isolated act performed by a few renegade Masons,

indicted the character of the movement as a whole. Adams was so

excited and absorbed by his writing that he had to reproach himself

for allowing his mind to "run upon some view of the subject of

Masonry" during attendance at church. 15 The apathetic response
to the articles, however, deeply disappointed him. He did not feel

that the series had helped either the cause or his own reputation:

I have slaved away . . . merely to add one more to my already

serious number of failures I will slave no more If it is pro-

ductive of nothing but mortification, why should I voluntarily

incur it at every step I take? Why should I endeavour to wriggle

out a larger hole for myself when I can move my arms and lie

comfortable without stirring?
16

He was overly pessimistic however. These journalistic efforts

(and the fact that John Quincy Adams was to be nominated for
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governor) made him sufficiently prominent to be elected as a dele-

gate to the 1833 state Antimasonic convention. He hesitated at first,

fearing he would be charged with personal ambition, but he finally

accepted the "call" after telling himself that had he been truly ambi-
tious he would have courted the National Republicans instead.

The convention was Adams' first brush with active politics. He
was impressed by the creditable attachment demonstrated by the

Antimasons to "general principles," and was personally gratified at

being named a candidate for state representative. But the manipu-
lations of the convention confirmed his opinion that his character

was not well suited to political life. "I cannot assent," he wrote in

his diary, "to the discipline or the doctrines of mere party I love

my independence, of thinking and acting too well." 17 Nor did

John Quincy Adams' nomination as the convention's candidate for

governor stimulate the party spirit in him. He wished the Anti-

masons success, but felt a graceful end to his father's public life was

long overdue. 18

John Quincy Adams had accepted the nomination chiefly in hopes
of receiving the National Republican one as well, for Edward Everett

and other leaders of that party had led him to expect as much. In-

stead, the National Republican nomination went to John Davis.

Charles Francis was then approached by Everett, with the suggestion
that his father withdraw from the race in favor of Davis, so that op-

position to the Democracy could be concentrated. But John Quincy,
angered at the failure of his plans and the "treachery" of his friends,

refused, though he sent word to the Antimasons through his son

that if there was no majority for any one candidate after the vote

had been tabulated, his name should be dropped before the contest

went to the legislature.
19

Despite his expressed indifference to his

father's election, Charles Francis was sufficiently exercised by what
he considered to be personal injustice to him to attempt a news-

paper defense, In a new series of unsigned articles in the Boston

Advocate* entitled "The Proscription of Antimasonry/' he gave vent

to his father's outraged feelings against the National Republicans by
labeling them a party without principles which in truth had Masonic

leanings.

The fall election failed to give any gubernatorial candidate a
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majority of the popular vote.20 John Quincy Adams made large

gains for the Antimasons in eastern Massachusetts, however, mainly
at the expense of the National Republicans, and his son rejoiced at

the comparative prostration of that mighty party. Charles Francis

himself was involved in a run-off for state representative, but he
asked B. F. Hallett to withdraw his name from the list. Hallett

complied with the request but protested that the party "wanted
names and especially Lawyers" to which Charles Francis wryly
commented in his diary: "My Law is a vast thing to be sure/' 21

The contest for the governorship had yet to be decided. Accord-

ing to Massachusetts law, when none of the candidates received a

majority, two of their names had then to be chosen by the House
and sent to the Senate, where one was selected governor. It was

thought at first that the Antimasons and Democrats (plus the splin-
ter Workingmen's Party) would outnumber the National Republi-
cans in the House. Accordingly, an arrangement was plotted

whereby the Antimasons and Democrats would vote together to send

up to the Senate the names of their two candidates, Adams and

Morton, thereby eliminating Davis, the National Republican.

John Quincy Adams had returned to Washington by this time but
his son kept him well informed of developments by mail, and
seconded his father's decision to withdraw entirely from the race.

Both felt strongly that any other course would amount to sanction-

ing intrigue and bargaining. Even if John Quincy Adams had con-

sented to the proposed scheme, it would have proved abortive, for

the National Republicans were soon discovered to have a majority in

the House. Accordingly after John Quincy Adams had withdrawn
the names of Morton and Davis were sent to the Senate, It was

now necessary to decide between them and here Charles Francis was

in strong disagreement with his father. He preferred Morton, the

Democratic candidate, while John Quincy Adams favored Davis.

Charles Francis argued that the National Republicans were "clearly

and unreservedly" Masonic, and that Davis contributed actively to

that spirit. If the Antimasons supported Davis' candidacy they
would not only "put back Antimasonry ten years/' but for their

pains would be treated by the National Republicans as undeserving

renegades. Morton, on the other hand, was in sympathy with the
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Antimasonic agitation. True, he was a Jackson man, but Charles

Francis felt sure that "the Antipathy to Jacksonism . . . [was] too

strong among Antimasons (the body, I mean, and not the leaders)

to make them as a party here give way excepting temporarily."
22

John Quincy thought otherwise. He felt that if the Antimasons sup-

ported Morton, they would commit themselves to the entire network

of Democratic policy including the war against the Bank. Davis,

he insisted, was under no pledge of any kind to Masonry and would

be willing "that an Act should pass the Legislature annexing a pen-

alty to the administration of extra judicial oaths." 23

John Quincy Adams, in truth, had already washed his hands of

political Antimasonry. His failure at the polls partially explained
his dampened ardor, but more than this, he felt that Jackson's un-

folding policy against the Bank of the United States transcended

the issue of Masonry and demanded unity among the opposition.

Since the majority of Massachusetts Antimasons had originally

been associated with the National Republican party, he felt that

a sensible spirit of conciliation on the part of the incoming National

Republican administration would lead to reunification. He con-

vinced himself that such would be the result, but the immediate

events which followed Davis* election proved Charles Francis to be

a better prophet than his father.

The National Republicans first showed the set of their teeth in

the manner in which they settled elections to the state legislature.

Only eighteen of the forty contests for the state Senate had been

decided by the necessary majority vote. Vacancies according to

Massachusetts law were to be filled by the House, and here the

National Republicans held a majority. The Antimasons, because

of their proportionate strength, had expected a share of the Senate

seats, but instead the National Republicans filled all twenty-two
vacancies with their own men. John Quincy Adams agreed with his

son that this act proved that the National Republicans were as "ex-

clusive and intolerant as ever," 24

Nor were they more conciliatory in regard to Antimasonic legis-

lation. A measure for facilitating the building program of the

Masonic Grand Lodge was killed, and a legislative investigating

committee was appointed to report on Masonic activities, but there
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the concessions ended. The investigating committee was refused the

right to compel Masons to testify before it, and its stringent recom-

mendations against extrajudicial oaths were replaced by a bill easily

circumvented by the Masons.25

The uncompromising attitude of the National Republicans cer-

tainly prevented some Antimasons from returning to that party.

No matter how receptive the new administration had been to Anti-

masonic policy, however, there could never have been a complete

merger between the two groups, for there had always been a sizable

Democratic element in the Antimasonic ranks. After the election of

1833 Democratic leanings in the policy of the Advocate, the official

organ of the Antimasons, became particularly pronounced, and

John Quincy Adams blessed his stars that his nomination had failed.

Charles Francis also fretted over the party's apparent tendency to

"radicalism" but nevertheless he did not sever his connections with

political Antimasonry as rapidly as his father did, and continued!

for a time to work actively in the cause.26

In the election of 1834 the Antimasons again ran an independent
ticket but the results this time gave an overwhelming victory to the

National Republicans, the Antimasons running a poor third.27

The outcome was symptomatic of both the sharp hostility which

had developed in the state towards Jackson and the narrowing divi-

sion of the country into two hostile camps Democrats and Whigs,
as the An ti-Jackson forces now called themselves.

Charles Francis
7

role in the Antimasonic movement was not yet

played out, but for the present his old antipathy to politics returned,

and he relapsed into a monotonous routine which, as always, he

alternately ascribed to his own indolence or to a lack of opportu-

nity.

On his twenty-seventh birthday, however, he decided that the

crucial year in his life was at hand. It was at this age, more than

any other, he felt, that "men famous for talent have begun to de-

velop it to the world . . ." -8 He determined, therefore, that if at

the close of that year he had still made np reputation, he would

accept the obscurity which it would then be obvious the Deity had

intended for him.
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But a new family tragedy temporarily delayed the testing of his

annus mirabilis. His brother John, after a protracted illness, died

on October 23, 1834. Adams reacted to his death with the same de-

tachment he had exhibited five years earlier at the suicide of George;
he did not consider the loss of either of his brothers a calamity,

"They were saved much misery which would have been otherwise

inevitable, and their friends the harrowing anxieties of witnessing
a remediless evil." Adams realized that his attitude could with

"possible justice" be called coldness of heart, and yet he was confi-

dent that a "calm judgment could come to no other conclusion." 29

The tragedy presented an opportunity, in Adams' eyes, for putting
his father's finances on a more stable footing. They had recently
been weakened by an unprofitable business venture with John in a

flour and meal concern. Charles Francis now wished to introduce

an economy and order into his father's affairs which would provide
him with financial security. With this end in view he left Boston to

join his parents in Washington early in November, 1834, though he

regretted that the brightest year of his life was passing and he was

"sacrificing it to others." 30

The "sacrifice," however, was not appreciated. The moment was

unsuitable for a detailed discussion of investments and mortgages.

John Quincy Adams, badly unnerved by the death of a second son,

was in no mood for Charles Francis* untimely advice, and he ex-

pressed his exasperation without any attempt at delicacy. There
was an unpleasant interview in which the old gentleman caustically

suggested that his son stick to the "menial services" of account-keep-

ing. He added the further taunt that, as far as he was concerned,

mere property had ceased to be of interest, "that nothing of his was

of value to him to prevent his parting with it tomorrow . . ." 81

This dismissal of the family patrimony, Charles Francis felt, was

simply one more indication of how little his father really cared for

the interests and feelings of his children and grandchildren.
After the interview Charles Francis decided to leave Washington at

once; nor did he conceal his bitterness at the lack of appreciation
shown for his efforts, 3ut the ensuing year, with its renewed po-
litical cooperation and John Quincy Adams' increased encourage-
ment and aid, restored good relations between father and son. For-
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tunately, neither this disagreement nor the earlier dispute over
Charles Francis' marriage could dissolve the close ties between them,
and from this time until John Quincy Adams' death in 1848, they
had no serious quarrels.

The winter of 1835 found Charles Francis Adams still without
"suitable" occupation. Yet the "great year" required a great project.
He thought briefly of writing a life of Lord Bacon, but nothing
came of the idea. It was only with his father's bid for a Senate seat

that he was brought back into activity and, thereby, into his second
connection with political Antimasonry.
When Nathaniel Silsbee refused to be a candidate for re-election

to the United States Senate, it was up to the two houses of the Massa-

chusetts legislature to agree upon a replacement. John Quincy
Adams was in the lead in the Senate, and Governor John Davis in

the House, when news arrived that Adams had come out in support
of the firm stand Jackson had taken with France on the question of

claim payments. The Senate, partly at Webster's bidding, promptly
switched its vote to Davis, who was thereby elected. According to

Charles Francis, a three-cornered "deal" had given Edward Everett

the Whig gubernatorial nomination in exchange for assistance in

securing the legislative nomination of Davis for senator, and Web-
ster for the presidency. Adams felt that his father's superior talents

had been sacrificed to advance the selfish aims of these Whig
leaders.32

Developments on the national scene soon provided Adams with

the opportunity of paying the Whig party back for its arrogant
treatment of his father. Early in 1835 the Democrats unanimously
endorsed Martin Van Buren for the presidency but the Whigs, only

recently cemented together out of the diverse elements in opposition
to Jackson, lacked cohesion and unity. In Massachusetts, where the

National Republicans had largely Adhered to the new alliance,

there was hope that Webster would be chosen as the Whig stand-

ard-bearer. To accelerate this movement, the Massachusetts legisla-

ture endorsed Webster for the presidency early in the summer of

1835, even though it was realized that he had only a slim chance

of uniting the full Whig party behind him.
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Charles Francis Adams became involved in these presidential ma-

neuvers almost accidentally. Early in May, 1835, a chance meeting
with B. F. Hallett disclosed to him the fact that the Antimasonic

Advocate was on the verge of failure. The decreasing strength of

Antimasonry as a distinct party movement had left the paper with-

out sufficient financial support, and Hallett told Adams that if the

Advocate was to survive at all, he would soon be forced to accept

overtures from one of the two major parties. Hallett confessed that

at the moment he preferred the candidacy of Van Buren to any
other. Although Adams disliked the principles of the Democratic

party, he was angry with the Webster Whigs for their recent treat-

ment of his father and he therefore encouraged Hallett's inclination.

By the end of the month, in fact, Adams joined actively in Hallett's

attempt to swing independent Antimasonic support to Van Buren.

It was an opportunity, he felt, "to pay off some scores besides doing
what I believe the only advisable thing."

33

In 1835 and the following year Adams tried to walk a fine politi-

cal line. He attempted to rally Antimasonic support for Van Buren,

the Democratic candidate, without at the same time committing
himself to the policies of the Democratic party, many of whose ideas

he disapproved. Yet at the same time he supported Van Buren not

from any great enthusiasm for him personally, not from any real

hope of advancing Antimasonic principles by his election, but largely

from the desire to punish the Webster Whigs of Massachusetts

men who, ironically, most closely shared his own beliefs on national

issues.34

After it became clear that Webster would not win the nomination

of a united Whig party, the situation for a time became even more

difficult for Adams. Some of the Websterites, seeing their hero only
one of four regional Whig candidates, tried to make an alliance

with the Antimasons, They claimed that they were willing to sup-

port Van Buren, but their real motive, Adams felt, was to capture,

by devious means, additional votes for their own man. Even if their

motives had not been suspect, the possibility of an alliance with

the Webster Whigs could only have been embarrassing for Adams,
whose political involvement in the first place had been inspired by
his enmity for those very men. As a result, he worked hard to pre-
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vent such a combination, and in the end was greatly relieved when
it failed.35

Adams waged his campaign in Van Buren's behalf through sev-

eral series of articles in the Advocate, although instead of providing

positive arguments for supporting Van Buren, these pieces usually
stressed reasons for not voting for other candidates.36 When dealing

specifically with the question of Masonry, Adams was reduced to a

good deal of specious reasoning.
37 Van Buren was not an outspoken

Antimason, and Adams found the going difficult in trying to con-

vince Antimasons that their principles were any safer in the hands

of the Democratic candidate than in those of Webster, who had

taken a comparatively forceful stand on the issue. Nonetheless, on

election day, many of the Antimasons in. Massachusetts seem to have

voted for Van Buren (at least so Adams claimed) and the New
Yorker was elected to the presidency. But the state was carried by
Webster and remained under Whig control.38 Adams, with mixed

emotions as to the results, turned away from politics.



On the Road to Whiggery

FROM 1837 to 1840 Charles Francis Adams was not connected with

any political party. This did not mean that he ceased to be con-

cerned with political issues. On the contrary, he contributed a

large variety of articles to the newspapers during these years on

topical questions. But he now preferred the role of independent
commentator to that of political partisan. "I have no fancy for the

parties which divide the Republic/' he wrote, "and do not now
care ever to have much to do with either.'* i A brief examination of

the national political scene will help explain Adams' feelings.

Jackson's Specie Circular, which had made gold or silver the sole

acceptable payment for public lands, had brought about a show-

down between two wings of the Democratic party. On one side were

Thomas Hart Benton and his cohorts who advocated a hard-money
currency of gold and silver, and disliked not only the national bank
but the paper notes issued by state banks as well. The following of

this wing was largely agrarian, but consisted as well of the eastern

urban workingmen's associations the radical "loco-foco" element

so despised by Charles Francis Adams. On the other side were the

champions of a paper-money currency and the agency of state banks,

including such conservative Democrats as Senators Tallmadge of

New York and Rives of Virginia.

The economic panic which began in May, 1837, completed the

alignment of forces. President Van Buren rejected any thought of

rechartering a national bank to meet the crisis and refused to re-

56
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voke the Specie Circular. He put forward instead his own plan of

an independent treasury in which the government would remove
its funds from the state banks into "sub-treasuries" of its own keep-

ing. Van Buren's sole deviation from the policy of the hard-money,
"loco-foco" wing was his issuance of government "Treasury notes"

to supplement the decreasing resources of the federal government.
His proposals brought the Calhoun faction, previously defected into

the Whig party by the split with Jackson over the tariff and nullifi-

cation, back into the Democratic ranks. This gain was balanced,

however, by the loss to the Whigs of such Democratic advocates of

state banking as Tallmadge and Rives.2

Adams watched these shifting alliances with both pain and relief

pain at his misplaced confidence in Van Buren, but relief at his

own freedom from political commitment. No longer curbed by
Adams, Hallett and the Advocate early went over to "loco-foco"

Democracy, and adopted an attitude of hostility to all banks, re-

gardless of their type. In one editorial Hallett also praised Amos
Kendall's stand against shipping silver and gold abroad in payment
of government debts. To do so, he claimed, would be but an excuse

for certain individuals to maintain their credit and thus grow rich

by diverting specie from the pressing need for it at*home. Adams
was indignant at this attempt to repudiate legitimate debts. "I have

supposed," he wrote to Hallett, "that the rights of men are not

limited by geographical lines." 3 He demanded that Hallett either

explain further his stand on Kendall's plan, or publish Adams' letter

objecting to it. A number of letters were then exchanged between

the two men in which Hallett described the ruined condition of the

paper, and begged to be released from publishing Adams' letter lest

it prejudice the negotiations he was currently engaged in to gain
new backing. Adams hesitated to sacrifice "a great public principle,

as a matter of favour to an individual," yet finally decided that his

consistency would be preserved by stopping his subscription and

dropping the dispute there. He regretted the necessity of the move,
for the Advocate had been the most independent of all the state

journals. But it had degenerated of late so rapidly into "a violent

ultra radical Administration paper" that he thought it best to sever

all connection with it.
4
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This break with the Advocate meant the loss of its columns as a

channel for his opinions. However, newspaper outlet for Adams'

writing was not entirely dried up. The Boston Courier, although
sometimes reluctant, agreed to carry his articles, and, with the

heightening of the financial crisis, these began to appear in increas-

ing numbers. The spirit of Adams' newspaper writings of this pe-

riod was entirely nonpartisan. Democrats and Whigs alike came in

for both scorn and commendation. Adams attempted to justify his

lack of party commitment by presenting a nonpolitical, carefully

reasoned analysis of current questions. He had strong opinions,

but, since neither party adequately represented them, he devoted

himself to elucidating issues rather than to convincing voters.

From his articles he published two pamphlets on the currency

problem, one in February, 1837, and the second in December of

the same year.
5 The fact that they were issued under his own name,

rather than under some generalized pseudonym ("A Whig of the

Old School") such as had graced many of his earlier works, is evi-

dence of his increasing confidence.

Adams took issue first in the pamphlets with those who, like

Webster and Biddle, were ready to put the whole of the blame for

the financial situation on Jackson.

... to me General Jackson appears highly responsible, not for

the present state of things . . . but for the defenceless condition

into which the government of the Union . . . has been thrown

by it. It was the voluntary withdrawal of the beneficial influence

of the national power over the currency which threw away all

control over private and corporate cupidity, for which he must

answer . . . Further than this I do not perceive any fault. The

community might and probably would have overtraded at this

period under any circumstances . . .
6

A solution for current difficulties could not be achieved, he ar-

gued, by nai've Whig explanation and party denunciation. On the

other hand, the "loco-foco" demand for a metallic currency and an

end to all banking also failed, in his opinion, to meet the needs of

the situation. Adams considered Van Buren's independent treasury

plan a poor solution, for it amounted to an abdication by the gov-
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eminent of any role in the control of the currency. It would mean

leaving regulation to the states, where the variety of systems would

result in the permanent loss of a uniform currency. The root of the

difficulty, Adams felt, was in the undue extension of the banking

system of the states, which had issued vast amounts of paper notes

and thus stimulated overexpansion. This, in combination with an

excessive contraction of the metallic base of Europe, and a subse-

quent demand for payment from the United States in gold and

silver, had produced the suspension of specie payments by state

banks and the economic depression. In Adams' opinion the answer

lay in the resumption of specie payments by "all the moneyed In-

stitutions deriving their privileges from legislative grants/* in an

active role by the federal government in limiting paper emissions

by state banks, and in the establishment of a national bank, or its

equivalent, as a control on credit expansion.
7

John Quincy Adams praised his son's pamphlets highly, and

Alexander Everett forwarded a request from Van Buren himself

for two copies, though Charles Francis considered this but "a

contrivance to flatter me with the view of operating upon my
father's course in the Subtreasury bill in the House, where he might
save it or kill it." 8 But though the pamphlets seem to have reached

influential hands, they did not sell well. Adams irritably attributed

this to the deliberate silence of the newspapers, and to the deter-

mination of the public to ignore his efforts. Nevertheless, small as

the success was, it was greater than that of any of his previous work,

and this gave him some satisfaction.

His next journalistic venture was a series of anonymous "Letters

to Nicholas Biddle," director of the Bank of the United States,

which ran in the Boston Courier during April, 1838. Adams looked

on Biddle's refusal to resume specie payments which hindered

efforts to restore credit as "utterly unjustifiable upon every prin-

ciple of morals or expediency/'
d He publicly accused Biddle of

deliberately descending into the arena of partisan politics, in his

continued insistence that Jackson had singlehandedly caused the

present derangement. "The Government," Adams wrote, "has issued

no currency to depreciate in the people's hands. The Government
has uttered no deceptive promises. Mr. Biddle, can you say as
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much?" He agreed with Biddle that the withdrawal of government

funds from the state banks was injudicious, and that a national bank

was indispensable to the smooth functioning of national finances,

but nothing, he argued, justified Biddle's refusal, out of a spirit of

retaliation, to resume specie payments. He accused Biddle of having

sunk to the level where all he and the Bank really represented were

''certain debtors in and out of Pennsylvania whose interest ... is

against a resumption . . ." 10

The "letters" evoked both public and private comment. They

were thought by some to be "loco-foco" in the extreme, which

amused Adams, who decided that if the articles were indeed radical,

he would "think better hereafter of radicalism." n Buckingham,

editor of the Courier, was apparently hard pressed by objections to

the articles, for he printed an editorial professing ignorance of who

his anonymous contributor had been, and lashing out at the articles

in an effort to disassociate them from official Courier policy.
12 Adams

thought Buckingham's editorial was the work of "a very poor crea-

ture," but he nevertheless wrote him a public letter, thanking him

for his liberality in publishing the series, and making it clear that

he alone was to be held responsible for the contents.13
Perhaps he

hoped that by placating the editor he could keep open this outlet

for his articles.

By the summer of 1838 Adams had begun slowly moving into the

Whig ranks. His antagonism to the leaders of the party had always

been a larger obstacle to membership than had his political prin-

ciples.
14 These personal feelings might have been sufficiently strong

to have kept Adams neutral still longer were it not for the fact that

his views were becoming so closely identified with those of the

Whigs that he could not remain politically indifferent much longer.

Even the differences with Whig leaders over the currency ques-

tion were minimized by Biddle's resumption of specie payment

in June, 1838, which Adams regarded as a certain sign that Biddle

had "by this time perceived his error, and will not commit it

again . . ." 15

At the same time, he was becoming ever more dissatisfied with

the Van Buren administration. The return of the Calhoun faction
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to the Democratic fold, the appointment of Joel Poinsett, who
favored the annexation of Texas, as Secretary of War, the agitation

in Congress over the right of petition and speech, and Van Buren's

attempt to press Mexico into a settlement of outstanding claims,

were all looked upon by Adams as evidence of the increasing
influence of the pro-slavery forces in the government. Since this

fear was the major factor in completing his alienation from

the administration, it is important before proceeding further

to investigate briefly the basis and extent of Adams* antislavery

feeling.

Before 1835 Adams, like most New Englanders, had shown al-

most no interest in antislavery agitation. His predilections, of

course, were on the side of freedom, but, like his father, he had

been content to let the issue lie dormant both in the country and

in his conscience. As late as the summer of 1834 he could write

that "the most expedient course is to leave the matter for those

to settle who are most deeply interested in doing so." 16 When,
that same year, he accidentally met the "notorious" English aboli-

tionist, George Thompson, Adams characterized him as one who

"imprudently exposed himself to public censure by his meddling
with our domestic concerns . . . Such men are either to be pitied or

despised. If their motives are good it is enough that their designs

are impracticable If not, they are mere adventurers and to be

so treated." 17

The Federal Constitution, Adams maintained, had by solemn

contract provided certain guarantees to the South on the subject

of slavery. Despite their moral repugnance to the institution, the

free states could not renege on these promises, a fact which aboli-

tionist agitators, with their program of emancipation, seemed un-

able to accept. The free states, on the other hand, were not bound

to tolerate or encourage slavery beyond the letter of these pledges.

Such was, and remained, Adams' basic position on the slavery ques-

tion. It was a position that first crystallized in the years 1835-38,

when a series of incidents activated his dormant antipathy to

the South's "peculiar" institution.

The first of these events took place in August, 1835. Garrison's
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fulminations against slavery had finally led in that month to a

large meeting in Faneuil Hall, where such Boston luminaries as

Harrison Gray Otis and Abbott Lawrence had vied with one an-

other in denouncing abolitionist agitation. Adams' terse comment

on the meeting was that he was glad he had had nothing to do

with it.
18 Two months later, in October, 1835, a group of rioters,

including "gentlemen of property and standing/' seized Garrison

and dragged him through the Boston streets. Adams noted the

incident with mounting anger: "We have had a mob to put down

Abolitionists as if the Country was not going to pot fast enough
without extraordinary help."

19 He did not sympathize with aboli-

tionism, but he had even less sympathy with the violent suppression

of civil liberties. The episode moved him to write an article on

the subject of slavery for the Daily Advocate in which he pleaded

for the preservation of constitutional freedom and pointed out that

before the crusade against the abolitionists, the movement had been

gradually dying out. In fact, Adams added, "the tone of public

opinion had
[if anything] gone too low for the character of the

free States" otherwise their citizens could never have submitted

to infringements upon "rights always heretofore held sacred." 20

Further proof, in his eyes, of the debasement of popular sentiment

came the following year. When news reached Boston in December,

1837, of the murder of the Rev. Elijah P. Lovejoy in Alton, Illinois,

by a pro-slavery mob intent on silencing his antislavery press, Wil-

liam Ellery Channing led the call for a Faneuil Hall protest meet-

ing. But Mayor Eliot and the city aldermen denied them the use

of the hall on the grounds that any meeting there took on a semi-

official aspect. Adams was furious. "The craven spirit," he wrote,

"has got about as far in Boston as it can well go."
21 Public protest

soon caused the Mayor to reconsider, and permission was finally

granted for the meeting; but that same month, when Eliot ran

for re-election, Adams felt compelled to vote against him.

Adams attended the public meeting, but his "nerves did not

stand it very well." James T. Austin, the Attorney General of Mas-

sachusetts, made a speech insulting the abolitionists and stating that

Lovejoy had "died as the fool dieth." This attitude filled Adams
with "disgust and indignation," but it was one easily enough held,
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he commented, "in a city corrupted heart and soul by the princi-

ples of slavery." He was gratified at the stinging and spirited reply
made to Austin by the young Wendell Phillips.

22

On the national scene Adams became increasingly disturbed in

these same years by what he considered the aggressive behavior of

the ultra-Southern leaders in Congress. Southern "pugnacity" had

been most vividly shown in two incidents: the controversy over

Texas and the dispute over the right of petition to Congress.
In 1837, the people of Texas had voted in favor of annexation

to the United States. Although Van Buren eventually declined the

proposal, both John Quincy and Charles Francis Adams looked

upon the attempt as the culmination of the Southern "plot" to

expand the slave area of the country and perpetuate (with the help
of the constitutional provision that three fifths of the slaves should

be counted in determining a state's population for representation in

Congress) the domination of the slave power in the federal govern-
ment. Charles Francis Adams not only attended a meeting to op-

pose the annexation, but he wrote two articles on the subject for

the Quincy Patriot in which he argued that annexation would

appear:

. . . the consummation of our own intrigue, and nothing more.

Mexico could not regard it otherwise nor could the civilized

world . . . The compromise of the Constitution does not require

us to go thus far. It does not bind us to approve of slavery in

any form, nor to look with composure upon a system of dishonesty

practised to extend its limits to another and a new country, not

infected by that blast.2^

The second national issue which strongly affected him was the

attempt of Southern leaders in Congress to cut off all resolutions

and petitions concerning the slavery question. He warned the de-

fenders of slavery that by attacking freedom of speech and the rights

of petition, they were making the cause of abolition synonymous
with that of liberty:

... if advantage is to be taken of the instrument [the Constitu-

tion] to force upon the Community a series of measures at war
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with every principle that contributed to form it, measures which

go the length of overturning all security for liberty of thinking,

writing and speaking for the sole purpose of fixing upon the most

permanent footing the system of negro slavery, then is it time for

a general stand.24

It is significant that in all these incidents, both national and local,

Adams had been aroused not by the sufferings of the slave, but by

attempts to curb the constitutional liberties of the free. He pro-

tested in the name of traditional right, not in the spirit of radical

reform. Yet this constitutional focus to his antislavery protest should

not be taken to show that he lacked a deep moral involvement. He
had long considered slavery a despicable institution. But his pro-

test against it was stifled by a strong commitment to the guarantees

established by the Constitution. "I wish I could be an entire Aboli-

tionist," he once wrote, "but it is impossible My mind will not

come down to the point."
25 Yet he gave the abolitionists credit for

being "independent, honest thinking men," although lacking prac-

ticality and a proper respect for the orderly workings of society.
26

Too often, moreover, they were special pleaders rather than states-

men:

Unless the word slavery is inscribed in great letters upon the

banner they regard themselves as not called to do battle This

is a natural consequence of the narrow view of public affairs

which the habit of attaching one's self to a single principle will

occasion.27

It was only later, when the abolitionists insisted upon a "dis-

union" pledge and attacked the Constitution as an "agreement
with Hell," that Adams became more hostile to them.

As a result of the incidents described above, Adams, by 1838, had

come to question the doctrine that the Southern states were exclu-

sively concerned in the matter of slavery and that any interference

on the part of others was unwarranted impertinence. The South

was not the only section concerned. "It may be advisable to con-

sider," Adams wrote in a newspaper article, "whether at least that

degree of interference is not allowable which may prevent the
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spread of the evil and its fixing its corroding fangs so deeply into

the vitals of our Government that nothing will soon be left worth

contending for . . ." 28 He did not wish to give the South any

just cause for offense, nor to deal in the denunciatory tactics of the

abolitionists, but he had now reached the point where with

"great moderation" he was determined to protect those liberties

without which the often-insisted-upon "blessing" of Union would

become meaningless.

By the winter of 1838 Adams had been thoroughly disaffected

from the Van Buren administration as a result of its "pro-slavery"

tendencies. In a letter to the editor of the Courier he described

his disenchantment in strong terms:

... I voted for Electors who favored [Van Buren] but that was

when Mr. Van Buren had not yet made himself the instrument

for perpetuating the domination of the Slaveholding policy

Since these events . . . my notions of the duties of the citizens of

the Free States have entirely changed and I freely subscribe to the

sentiment of Mr. Tallmadge, "Uncompromising hostility to the

re-election of Mr. Van Buren" . . ,
29

In September, 1838, Colonel Minot Thayer of the Whig party

intimated to Adams that the people in Quincy wished to send him

to the state legislature. But Adams was not yet enough of a party

man to react favorably to the suggestion. "The course of the Ad-

ministration in yielding to the eccentricities of Mr. Calhoun," he

wrote in his diary, "has placed me very much upon the other

side ... yet I have an innate aversion to the duty dictation of the

Whigs of this place."
30 Moreover, Adams saw little prospect of

greater happiness for him in public life than he then enjoyed in

private. His ambition apparently was not strong enough to out-

weigh either his continuing dislike of political life in general or

of the Whig party in particular,

Adams continued to contribute occasional political articles to the

Boston Courier, but most of his time was spent at the work of

sorting his grandfather's papers, on an edition (which was to ap-
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pear in 1840) of the letters of his grandmother, Abigail Adams, and

in writing a long, comprehensive article on Aaron Burr for the

North American Review .
31 Also, he began delivering public

lectures on such substantial topics as "The History of Northern

Discovery," "Benjamin Franklin," and "The Revolution of Ameri-

can Independence." He was not a dynamic speaker, but his father,

who attended one of the lectures on the Revolution, reported with

perhaps more devotion than accuracy, "The Hall was crowded

. . . the most perfect silence was observed and the deepest attention

paid throughout the reading."
32

Occupation of some sort was essential to Adams' peace of mind.

Idleness brought despondency and self-recrimination, for he had

the double burden of supporting a Puritan conscience and a proud
name. The former prodded him into activity, the latter required
that what he produced be distinguished. Work also was a sub-

stitute for social contacts. He claimed that in all of Boston he

had not one friend of any intimacy, and although family affec-

tions filled this gap to a large degree, writing helped as well. Adams,
it should be said, was well aware of the motivation behind his in-

cessant activity. He knew that the demands of both reputation and

occupation bolstered an occasionally sluggish disposition and a

sometimes faltering will.

In October, 1838, Adams was again offered a Whig nomination for

the state legislature, and this time more formally. He was pleased,

for the nomination helped to remove from his mind "an impression

long entertained" that "injustice" had been done him by his fellow

citizens in Boston.33 Nevertheless, he refused the offer, though in

doing so, he carefully explained that his action did not spring from

any indifference to the principles of the Whig party or any hostility

to its success. It was rather that he continued to feel he could

best serve the community by remaining unpledged, by saying

exactly what he thought upon public affairs "without incurring

any censure for violating engagements whether express or im-

plied."
34 The next legislature, he felt, would be occupied by a

multitude of merely local issues, which would not only compromise
his independence but would divert his attention (and influence)
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from more significant national questions. To the secrecy of his

diary Adams confided one final and perhaps crucial reason for re-

fusing the nomination. It annoyed him that

. . . the Whig party now on its last legs in the State is endeavour-

ing to enlist me as a soldier after I have fought my own way to

reputation of some sort against its pressure when it was strong.
35

Both Mr. Brooks and his father disapproved of his refusal and

urged him to reconsider. Governor Everett put in a similar plea,

though Adams suspected that Everett was motivated as much by
the weakness of the Whig party as from kindness to him personally.

The family name, rather than his individual merit, Adams felt, was

the asset most sought by the Whigs. But he found the attention

gratifying to his vanity, and finally decided to defer "in so small a

matter" to the wishes of his friends. This decision, however, came

too late, for someone else had already been substituted for him on

the ticket. Nevertheless, he was glad of the outcome; he had escaped
an unwanted political appointment and yet could say that he had

heeded the advice of those around him.36

In the election, Everett was beaten narrowly by Marcus Morton,

though there was no state-wide desertion from the Whig to the

Democratic party. Adams was not surprised at the result, nor par-

ticularly disturbed by it. He placidly remarked that there was still

little to choose from between the two parties by way of "steady

principle/' though he did feel that Everett's defeat was "even more

of a punishment than I had desired for the three fold combination

[Webster-Davis-Everett] against my father which originally brought
him in." 37

Adams had sufficient literary occupation during 1840 to prevent

any undue regrets over his refusal to stand for election. His read-

ing, first of all, continued to be a great source of pleasure, especially

his daily hour of classical study, which gave him more gratification

than any of his other activities. Then there were the usual number
of miscellaneous writings, including an article in Hunt's Merchant

Magazine on credit, and a series in the Boston Courier, entitled
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"The Government and the Country/' in which he attacked the

Van Buren administration as one of narrow partisanship and casual

expedients. Yet these latter articles were not in the spirit of mere

party propaganda. In them he endorsed the Whig selection of Har-
rison as their candidate for the 1840 race only after expressing many
reservations, and he finally approved him, not because he might be
called the best possible candidate, "but to save ourselves from
what we know to be the worst." 38 Adams still insisted on tem-

pering his political sympathies with what he hoped were honest

appraisals.

During 1840 he also wrote two articles for the North American

Review., one reviewing a book on state finances, and the other a

lengthy piece on the Puritans.39 But his major literary effort of the

year was the publication, with an introductory memoir, of selected

letters of Abigail Adams. Both the first and second editions of this

work sold out rapidly, and the critical reception was excellent. The
North American Review, for one, referred to his memoir as a

"beautiful specimen in that department of writing."
40 The suc-

cess of the work gave Adams great pleasure. He felt that the reputa-
tion he had established from it unlike fame gained from political

activity would endure.

Adams devoted most of his intellectual energies to political and
historical subjects, for the new movements in social and meta-

physical speculation which were agitating New England dismayed
him. He could never readily assimilate new ideas; the traditional,

the established, the secure always best satisfied the needs of his

personality. The Transcendentalist movement, for example, horri-

fied him. Its tendency, in his opinion, was "not simply to enervate
the mind but to degrade the morals and religion of the public."

41

He excoriated social reformers, such as Robert Owen and Fanny
Wright, as destroyers of those institutions of marriage, religion, and

property without which no society could maintain cohesion and

stability. Yet, despite his deep antagonism to the "new spirit,"
Adams strongly upheld the right of those who supported it to ex-

press their opinions. It was one thing, however, to believe that all

opinions should be given a hearing, and quite another to believe

that they were all of equal value. Holding the philosophical prem-
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ises he did, he could only have regarded the "new spirit" as funda-

mentally unsound. To the Transcendentalists, man had potentials

of the divine Adams thought him weak and erring. To re-

formers like Owen and Wright, many existing social institutions

were obstacles to the realization of man's capacities Adams

thought they curbed his baser instincts and provided him with a

stable framework for action. The Transcendentalists sought an

answer to life by turning inward to instinct and a mystical com-

munion of the individual with the "Over-Soul" Adams thought

such "mistiness" a denial of reason and of a practical approach to

the dilemmas of life.

Adams represented, in short, what may be called metaphysical

pessimism a conviction that the problem of evil was incapable of

solution. He envisioned, for example, "no cessation of war, still

less much perfectibility while man is constituted as he has been

known to be since the world began."
42 There were no panaceas,

no formulas for abolishing the eternal tale of woe. Awareness of

the human potential for evil led him to cling to firm stand-

ards as the only alternative to chaos. He did not share the fashion-

able confidence in the excellence of human nature, nor in man's

ability to live intelligently without the restraining influence of

"system" and ideology. Adams felt that man's true accomplishment

lay in his self-imposed constraint, in his rational working out of

rules for personal and social action. Strip away what the reformers

lightly called the "hypocrisy" of convention or the "sham" of reli-

gion and law, and you would find not the glories of the free, un-

trammeled spirit, but the bestiality of irresponsible passion. "For

myself," said Adams, "I am content to go on in the path marked

by my fathers before me. I am content to believe in the old rules

of morality which have been recognized as sound by wiser men than

I for thousands of years back/' 43

In 1840, Adams was again asked by the Whigs to be a candi-

date for the state House of Representatives. This time he ac-

cepted but "on account of the urgency" of his friends not be-

cause he believed it would contribute to his own happiness at

all to enter public life.44

The national issues of the presidential campaign the de-
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pression, the subtreasury system, Southern influence in the govern-
ment brought out a heavy state vote and led to a Whig vic-

tory in the contest for control of the legislature. Charles Francis

Adams was elected by the highest number of votes cast for any
Boston representative. He was gratified both by his personal suc-

cess and by the election of Harrison as President. Not that he

had any great confidence in Harrison's abilities or principles, but

he felt that even if he should never do a single good thing, the

country had nevertheless gained by his mere election. For his vic-

tory had proved to men like Van Buren that the sacrifice of prin-

ciple "for the sake of truckling to Slaveholders" was no guarantee
of success.45

As always, Adams' pleasure in victory was mitigated by his fear

for the future. He looked forward with trepidation to a new kind

of life under a different set of conditions. The potential rewards

did not seem to compensate for the possible dangers, for he was

not "foolish enough" to be ambitious of becoming a politician.

If it was to be his portion "to throw away" his life in political

squabbling, he was prepared "to submit but not to rejoice at

it." 4C He prayed that in any case he would be equal to the trials

ahead.
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First Years in

the State Legislature

IT WAS Adams' claim when he left the Massachusetts legislature in

1845, after five years of service, that he had placed "the Whig party

and the State on the basis of resistance to slavery in the General

Government." l This was not an idle boast. Adams alone was not

responsible, of course, for the creation of antislavery sentiment in

Massachusetts. That feeling owed its existence to a complex of un-

derlying factors religious, psychological and moral; and it owed

its spread to such unexpected irritants as the Texas question. But

it was in directing this developing fervor and giving it concrete

expression that Adams played a crucial role. He had, in fact,

become one of the recognized antislavery leaders in the state by the

end of his legislative tenure in 1845.

By that year he had gained in confidence as well as in reputa-

tion. Recognition made an important difference in Adams' per-

sonality. As his influence grew, his defensive insistence on his own

merit lessened. He had measured up, he had shown that the Adams

ability had staying power into the third generation. It was a man
more at peace with himself who could write in 1844:

The last two or three years of my life have made a very con-

siderable change in my character . . . Whilst the world has given

me much more credit than I formerly had for abilities and ex-

ertions, my self esteem has been going downwards in the same

ratio. There was a time when the very indifference of the com-

munity to efforts honestly made whilst it made me rather dis-

7 1
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contented, also tended to increase my estimate of my own exer-

tions But when I look over them now they seem to have met
with more applause than they deserve, and they fall so infinitely

short of my standard that I grow more and more convinced that

I have over-rated myself.
2

These years in the legislature, therefore, had a double importance.

They brought Adams both greater influence and greater humility
and released for larger tasks some of that energy previously applied
to suspicious introversion.

For the first three of his five years in the state legislature, Adams
served in the House of Representatives. It can hardly be said that

he burst, meteorlike, upon the scene, or that, like the heroes of

political mythology, he strode at once to the front rank of the Whig
party. Quite the contrary. He made a slow, typically cautious start

so much so, in fact, that one of his colleagues deprecatingly wrote

in 1842 that Adams "could not have been included in the first ten

on the Whig side of the House." 3 The estimate would not have

unduly bothered Adams. He had set his sights initially not on
brilliance or leadership, but on speaking little, and gaining a repu-
tation for "steadiness and general ability."

4 Nor would he have
wanted the accolade of "Whig leader." He still did not look upon
himself as a party man, though he had been formally elected as a

Whig, and he did not even attend the party's legislative caucus when
the House convened. He preferred to pattern himself on his father

who attempted to represent "the whole people" rather than a

party. Nor was he enthusiastic about the Whigs on the national

level. The new administration, in his opinion, lacked "the species
of principle which leads to high things." In fact, after reading

through Harrison's inaugural address, Adams called upon God
to save the country "on this voyage," for her captain, he feared,

was "but half fitted for his duty."
5

The first important piece of business which came up in the House
after it had organized itself in January, 1841 (with Adams on the

Public Lands Committee), confirmed his suspicions of Whig policy.
Richard Houghton, editor of the Atlas, and in Adams' eyes Webster's
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"treacherous instrument" against his father and himself, embarked

on a series of maneuvers by which George Ashmun, another Webster

lieutenant, was elected to the Speakership of the House, and Isaac

Bates was chosen United States Senator. Adams considered Bates

unworthy of the office, and attributed his election to his "sensi-

tivity" to patronage claims and to his long record of party service.

The election of Rufus Choate the following month to fill the second

senatorial vacancy compounded the damage. Adams voted for

Choate because after "patient reflection" he decided he was not

"unworthy of the situation," but he looked on the election as the

final triumph of the Webster Whigs, and as a direct slight on his

father. He felt sure that "one half of the Whig party and the whole

of the democratic party" would have voted for his father for sena-

tor had the standard of dissent been raised. But the Whig country
members had been controlled by the alleged necessity of keeping

John Quincy Adams in the House, and the Democrats would not

vote for him without a reasonable certainty of his being elected.6

So once again, in Charles Francis' opinion, the Whigs had rewarded

the second-best, sacrificing principle to party. The incident gave him
additional cause for remaining aloof from the Whig organization.

Adams' only real contribution during his first year in the legis-

lature was his report on the Northeastern boundary dispute with

England. He had been placed on a joint legislative committee to

discuss the question, and after its deliberations were over, the com-

mittee selected him to draw up their report. The assignment threw

him into great agitation for upon it, he felt, would depend his

political success. The report, when finished, was largely an answer

to the recently completed boundary survey by the British commis-

sioners, Featherstonhaugh and Mudge. Adams ably pointed out the

defects of the survey, and expressed the hope that the British gov-

ernment would not give it official sanction. Along with his report,

he presented resolves which called for a settlement of the bound-

ary dispute through the immediate execution by Great Britain

of the terms laid down in the Treaty of 1783, and restated

Massachusetts' determination to support the territorial integrity

of the Union.7 The resolutions were adopted unanimously, and

John Quincy Adams wrote his son that he had heard "much ap-
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probation" of the Report and had read it himself with "great sat-

isfaction." 8

This was Adams' sole extraordinary duty that year, but a few

of his votes during the session are worthy of notice. For one thing,

he unsuccessfully supported the repeal of a law prohibiting inter-

marriage between persons of different complexion or race. Adams

urged the repeal only "to remove a trace of slavery out of the

Statute book" not from sympathy with so radical an idea as

racial amalgamation.
9 In this same session he voted against bills

abolishing capital punishment for treason, rape and arson, and

against one ending imprisonment for debt, though in the latter case

at least, it was only the form of the bill to which he objected. Though
Adams generally was out of sympathy with "reform" legislation, he

did attempt to judge each act on its own merits, and on occasion,

therefore, he could be found in support of such measures. 10

Looking back on his first session Adams saw nothing to regret

on his own account. Though he had been tried but little as yet,

he could at least congratulate himself on keeping a sometimes im-

perious temper under control. "I believe," he wrote, "that I parted

upon perfectly good terms with every man with whom I have made
an acquaintance or entered into any relation." n

Adams and his family spent the summer, as always, at Quincy.
The town, nestled between the Blue Hills and the sea, was still, in

the 1840*3, a typically placid, agricultural New England village,

with little to offer in the way of amusement or pleasure in any

ordinary sense. But these months from late May to early November
were always deeply satisfying to Adams. He was content simply to

be away from the hubbub of politics and city life and to spend his

time reading or preparing work for publication. Until 1837 he and

his family had lived with John Quincy and Louisa Adams in the

"Old House," but the demands of a growing family he had five

children by 1841 led him to build his own summer home, only
an eighth of a mile from his parents.

12

Adams, of course, did not succumb to the indolence of country

life, but used these free months for a variety of literary projects.
18

In the spring and summer of 1841, for example, he prepared a num-
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ber of lectures for delivery that winter, 14
brought out a third edition

of Abigail Adams* letters, and had two articles published in the

North American Review, one rehearsing his legislative work on the

Northeastern boundary, and the other reviewing the publication of

James Madison's papers. The latter piece was interesting for its

striking echoes of John Adams on the political philosophy of the

Constitution. The founding fathers, Charles Francis wrote, had
meant to establish a republic, not a pure democracy. The distinc-

tion was crucial. A democracy was based on direct popular control

and the infallibility of the majority voice, while a republic, though

faithfully reflecting the popular will, did so through prescribed
indirect channels, thereby guarding against "the evil consequences

attending the momentary fluctuations of popular feeling, and the

unsteadiness and contradictory action which they occasion." 15

Adams was deeply concerned with the rights of the people and with

their increased well-being, but these ideals were best obtained, he

felt, through a strong central government, protected on the one
hand from irresponsible power by checks and balances and on the

other from the unstable passions of the mob by an indirect electoral

and representative system. He feared in his own day that the system
established by the Constitution was particularly endangered by the

glorification of the office of President as the tribune of the people.
As the democratic principle advanced, Adams' faith in the govern-
ment proportionately ebbed. He trembled in these years for the

"beautiful theory of republicanism," attacked as it was by two ene-

mies the steady progress of pure democracy and the plague spot
of slavery which was, he feared, destined to infect the whole body of

our institutions.16

Harrison's death in April, 1841, brought John Tyler to the presi-

dency. Tyler was a Whig, but of the Virginia States' rights school,

and he had been impelled into a party combination with the high
tariff, national bank men only out of hatred for Jackson. The tenuity
of the Whig alliance was shown soon^ after his accession. The repeal
of Van Buren's Independent Treasury Act was followed by the intro-

duction of a bill by Henry Clay to re-establish a national bank. It

was promptly vetoed by Tyler. A second bill, establishing the Bank
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in the thin disguise of a "Fiscal Corporation" was again vetoed, and

the veto was sustained by the Senate. An attempt by Clay to revise

the tariff upward also failed. By mid-September, 1841, Tyler's cabi-

net, with the exception of Webster, the Secretary of State, had re-

signed in protest over the President's "un-Whig" policies. John
Quincy Adams supported Webster's determination to remain in

the administration, which led Charles Francis to comment tersely:

"Such are the revolutions of political life!" 17 But if Webster ap-

preciated the support of the father he did not show it by favors

to his son. Charles Francis heard that when his name had been

mentioned to Webster for the Secretaryship of Legation at London,
Webster had replied that because Motley had been appointed

Secretary to the Russian mission, another such office could not be

given to a Bostonian. The place was not one, Charles Francis noted,

whose loss would break his heart. But it seemed clear that "the road

to honor if any such will ever open to me is not likely to be through
Executive Patronage, least of all whilst wielded by the hands which

possess it in America." 18

Instead Adams ran for re-election to the Massachusetts House of

Representatives, and in the voting received the second highest

tally of the Suffolk candidates. He was gratified by this endorse-

ment of his first term, but tempered his satisfaction with the usual

self-reminder that popular favor could never be relied upon.
19

The session of 1842 was an uneventful one. The Whigs were

again in control of the state government, but as before, Adams main-

tained only a qualified allegiance to the party. An unexpected de-

velopment during the session made it clear that his political inde-

pendence had been neither unnoticed nor appreciated. Thomas

Kinnicutt, the Speaker of the House, became ill a month after the

legislature convened, and it was necessary to select a temporary suc-

cessor. On the first ballot Adams received some scattered votes

which, significantly, came almost exclusively from Democrats. The

import of this fact did not escape him. In his eyes these few votes

had been both a testimony from the opposition to his fairness of

character, and an indication of the latent animosity of the Whigs.

During the session Adams was on the losing side of two bills which
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he considered of some importance. For the second time he voted
in favor of repealing the bill forbidding miscegenation and he also

unsuccessfully supported a bill for levying a state tax. Adams was

disgruntled at this double defeat. It rendered necessary, he felt,

"some account of the waste of time that I have committed during the

past months. I wish I had the courage to go out of politics at

once." 2

He did not consider the session entirely useless, however, since

he helped to defeat the repeal of an appropriation for the blind
and helped to carry an allowance for the public archives. More im-

portant, he played the leading role in a successful effort to redistrict

the state for the electing of representatives to Congress. This was
his major effort of the session.

The special joint committee on districting, to which he was ap-

pointed, met throughout the summer recess of 1842, and in a special
session in September, Adams was selected to present its findings.
His report and accompanying resolutions were finally passed, al-

though the Democrats insisted that the districts had been arti-

ficially arranged for the purpose of suppressing the opinions of the

minority. Adams' indignant answer to this charge was printed as

the lead editorial in the Atlas .
21

Realizing that his efforts had
earned him the hatred of the Democrats, with whom he had hereto-

fore stood well, he was nevertheless sustained by the consciousness of

having done his duty, indifferent to any result that was merely per-
sonal. The excitement of a popular body did not appeal to him
in any case, and "having settled the question of [his] power
to influence its deliberations/' he knew "nothing more of interest"

which the House could furnish him.22

Nor was he happy in being associated with national Whig policy.
He deplored the fact that Tyler, after vetoing Clay's bank bill,

had failed to substitute a system of his own. The Whig administra-

tion had adopted the same "let alone" attitude in regard to currency
reform that had disgraced the Democrats, and had done nothing to

restore the country to prosperity. The split between Tyler and the

main body of the Whigs presaged a victory for the Democratic

party at the polls, and Adams did not particularly regret the pros-

pect. The Whigs lacked "firm principle," he felt, and therefore
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deserved their fate.23 Nothing convinced him of this so much as the

way in which the administration reacted at this time to a slave

mutiny aboard an American ship.

In November, 1841, slaves shipped on the Creole had mutinied,

murdered some of the ship's officers, and steered for the British port
of Nassau. There the local authorities had hanged those identified

as the murderers, and had given the rest their freedom. Webster,

still Tyler's Secretary of State, demanded that Great Britain pay

compensation for the liberated slaves. Adams was outraged and

wrote a series of angry articles in the Quincy paper, claiming that

Webster's position conclusively demonstrated

. . . that there is no more safety to the principles of the free

States in the course of the Whig administration than there was

in that of its preceding democratic one . . . Mr. Tyler is willing

to use the national arm to recover slaves all over the world, and

Mr. Webster stands ready to execute what Mr. Tyler wishes, so

far as relates to communication with foreign countries upon the

subject.
24

Despite his exasperation at the administration, Adams advised his

readers to remain cool in the crisis. Though the Whigs had shown

apparent indifference to antislavery sentiment, he cautioned against

turning to the extremes of abolitionist ideology for a remedy. "It

is not the right way to gain a good end," he wrote, "to resort to

excess of any kind in promoting movements of moral reform." The
more practical solution was to face the situation temperately, which

in essence meant adopting a policy of watchful waiting. "The time

cannot be very far off," Adams wrote prophetically, "when the

present organization of parties must be shaken to its centre." A more

satisfactory new party would then arise based on "some good princi-

ple which shall secure the cooperation of honest and independent
voters." In the meantime, the citizens of the free states should look

to the men whom they put into office. Seek out those who refused

to equivocate on the issue of slavery, he advised, and who would
not betray principles for power. Such men were to be found in all

the current parties and should be supported regardless of their

political affiliations.25
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Adams had as yet no concrete program for antislavery action, but

trusted the developing moral sense of the free states, hoping that

when opportunity arose for party reorganization, those with sound

principles could take the lead. This reliance on "the improvement
in moral feeling" was perhaps naive, but, in another sense, it was

highly practical, for Northern sentiment at the time would not have

sustained more positive measures. Neither Adams nor his fellow

citizens were yet prepared for a more active antislavery program.
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Emergence aso

an Antislavery Leader

IN THE FALL of 1842 the Whigs offered Adams his third nomination

to the legislature. Although he wished to withdraw from political

life, the possibility that the Whigs might lose the state made him
feel obligated to run, lest his desertion in a time of weakness seem

ungrateful. A tight contest in which the Democrats won the gov-

ernorship, and the Whigs a bare majority in the House, was the

prelude to a stormy legislative session and one in which Charles

Francis Adams played a significant role.

At the beginning of the session Adams presented an antislavery

petition in the House, and soon after was named a member of a

joint committee to consider all such memorials. It was to this com-

mittee that the famed Latimer petition was referred in February.
In September, 1842, George Latimer, a Virginia slave, had made

good his escape to Boston. 1 His master, James B. Gray, charged that

before Latimer ran away he had broken into his storehouse and

stolen various articles. On these grounds Elbridge G. Austin, acting
in Boston as attorney for Gray, entered a complaint and Latimer was

imprisoned on the grounds of larceny. Once Latimer was in jail, an

affidavit was produced from Gray, asking that he also be detained

as a "fugitive from labor/' The recent Supreme Court case of Prigg
vs. Pennsylvania had established the principle that the states could

not interfere with the right of recovering fugitives, and could not

prevent the summary restoration of any individual so claimed.

Latimer, therefore, merely by the fact of having been seized and

claimed, was subject to be returned to slavery. Austin now dropped

80
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the earlier complaint of larceny, which convinced antislavery men
that from the first the charge had only been a device to apprehend
Latimer as a runaway. While Gray was awaiting a certificate of

rendition from a federal court, it was technically illegal to hold

Latimer in the Massachusetts jail, for the United States had

only the right to use a local jail to hold those committed by
federal authority. The fact that Latimer was thus illegally de-

tained provided his supporters with an argument which eventu-

ally secured his release. They circulated a petition threatening the

sheriff of Suffolk County with removal from office for holding
Latimer in the local prison. This resulted in his release to Gray's

personal custody, and Gray, fearing that his prisoner would be

rescued from him, then consented to sell his claim.

The incident stirred up great indignation both North and

South and in Massachusetts a huge number of signatures were

obtained to a petition asking the state legislature to pass laws

which would prevent either the citizens or public institutions

of Massachusetts being used in the future for the nefarious purpose
of returning human beings to slavery. Charles Francis Adams was

chosen to present the petition, which bore a total of 62,791 names,

to the House of Representatives. He was proud of his selection and

considered it "perhaps the most memorable event" of his life. Here

was something "honest to contend for," with which he would always

gladly associate his name.2

The petition was referred to the joint committee on antislavery

memorials and within two weeks Adams presented their report to

the full House.

The petitioners had asked three things:

1. That a law should be passed forbidding all persons who hold

office under the government of Massachusetts from aiding in or

abetting the arrest or detention of any person who may be

claimed as a fugitive from slavery.

2. That a law should be passed forbidding the use of jails, or

other public property of the State, for the detention of any
such person before described.
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3. That such amendments to the Constitution of the United

States be proposed by the Legislature of Massachusetts to the

other States of the Union as may have the effect of forever sepa-

rating the people of Massachusetts from all connection with

slavery.
3

Adams' report began by considering the first two requests to-

gether. He disclaimed any disposition to oppose the binding nature

of the provisions of the Federal Constitution, or to challenge the

jurisdiction of the Supreme Court. But, he went on to say, it was

necessary to seek legal modes of remedying the evils which both had

occasioned. The second section of the fourth article of the Consti-

tution4 had been interpreted by the Supreme Court in the decision

of Prigg vs. Pennsylvania in such a way that a mere claim, without

the safeguards of substantiation or trial by jury, was sufficient to

establish the identity of a "fugitive." No such loose interpretation
of the word "claim" had ever been intended by the framers of the

Constitution, Adams declared, nor by those who drew up the law

of 1793 which had implemented the constitutional guarantee. In

that law the proofs demanded of the claimant had been far more

rigorous than those exacted by the new Supreme Court decision.

The latter had created a situation in which no colored citizen of

the free states was safe from false accusation and summary removal

to slavery. It was necessary for the states themselves, therefore

within legal bounds to protect their own free colored citizens.

Since in Prigg vs. Pennsylvania Justice Story had insisted on the

exclusive right of the federal government to legislate on fugitives

from slavery, it was up to the federal government, declared Adams,
to execute such laws by officers of its own creation, since Story had
added by way of dictum, that the states could not be required to

cooperate in enforcing the law. In line with this logic the Massa-

chusetts legislature subsequently passed an act "further to protect

personal liberty." It answered the first two requests of the peti-

tioners by forbidding the participation of Massachusetts officers and

institutions in the return of fugitive slaves.5

The last part of Adams' report took up the third and most ex-

plosive request of the petitioners that such amendments be made
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to the Constitution as would be necessary to separate Massachusetts

from all connection with slavery. In seeking for a way to give form

to this request the committee decided upon limiting any proposed

changes to a demand for an end to the original constitutional com-

promise by which three fifths of the slave population was counted

in determining the congressional representation of the slave states,

thus frequently giving the South control of the national legislature.

The report anticipated the objection that this single amendment
would not "separate the people of Massachusetts from all connec-

tion with slavery," as the petitioners had requested. There were

still passages in the Constitution, other than that fixing the basis of

representation, which so connected the free states. But these, the

committee felt, were of secondary nature:

The withdrawal from the Constitution of the slave representa-

tion, would alone, in the opinion of your committee, be of force

enough to carry with it the remaining obstacles to that complete
and effective separation from all connection with slavery, which

the petitioners desire.6

The committee therefore confined themselves to recommending this

one amendment to the Constitution, and their proposal was subse-

quently adopted by both houses of the state legislature.

The Latimer petition and Adams' report on it are a significant

gauge of antislavery sentiment in Massachusetts in 1843. Basically
the petitioners were more intent on removing themselves from re-

sponsibility for the sin of slavery than on helping to eradicate that

institution. Their position grew out of a dilemma imposed by
historical circumstances. The religious and moral sentiment of

Massachusetts placed it strongly in the antislavery column. Yet

another part of its heritage a strong respect for the laws, for

order, and for property prevented most of its citizens from carry-

ing their antislavery sentiments to the logical conclusion of aboli-

tion. The immoderate tactics of the group which actively pursued
that goal led many to hesitate still further before lending themselves

to it. These conflicting sentiments were strongly reflected in the

Latimer report. Slavery was despicable, the report said, but a

crusade to abolish it could not be legally advocated. The only
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recourse, therefore, was to adopt a middle position to remove
Massachusetts from further responsibility for the institution. At
some future time, by patience and the adroit utilization of op-

portunity, total abolition might yet be accomplished. In the mean-

time, such measures as the proposed constitutional amendment
would at least prove to the slaveholders that Massachusetts had no
intention of abdicating the national government to them.

After the amendment had been adopted by the Massachusetts leg-

islature, John Quincy Adams introduced it into the national House
of Representatives, although Charles Francis later noted that there

had not been the slightest collaboration in regard to the amendment
between himself and his father.7 The House of Representatives re-

ferred the Massachusetts resolve to a committee, but there only

Joshua Giddings sided with John Quincy Adams in supporting it.

The majority of the committee agreed that the amendment should

not be recommended for adoption, and the House subsequently

passed a resolution to that effect, with only thirteen votes recorded

in the negative, six of which came from the Massachusetts delega-
tion. In the national Senate the proposed amendment was denied

even a printing by a vote of more than two to one. Thus the resolve

came to a dead end a result which could not have been unex-

pected by its Massachusetts sponsors.
Soon after delivering the Latimer report, Charles Francis, in the

name of the joint legislative committee, presented two further sets of

resolves. The first related to the existence of Southern laws by which
free colored seamen from Massachusetts were subject to imprison-
ment if they entered any port of the slave states. These laws were

in direct violation of the constitutional guarantee that the citizens

of each state should be entitled to the privileges and immunities of

citizens of the other states. The committee, therefore, recommended
that agents be sent to Charleston and New Orleans to collect infor-

mation and to prosecute suits before the Supreme Court to test the

legality of the Southern laws.8

The final series of resolutions which Adams brought in on behalf

of the committee, and which the legislature passed, related to the

annexation of Texas, a question which was again pending before

the country. The admission of Texas, the resolves said, would
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be regarded in Massachusetts as dangerous to the continuance of

the Union in peace and prosperity, and the Massachusetts delega-
tion in Congress was requested "to spare no exertions" in opposing
it.

9

Thus Adams played a leading role in all the antislavery measures

passed by the legislature during its 1843 session. He had been

prominent in a cause hand-tailored to his ideals of political right-

eousness, and, by any standard, it had been his most successful year
to date in the legislature. Yet paradoxically the session left him
more discontented with political life than ever before. Control of

the Senate and the governorship by the Democrats, and of the

House by the Whigs, had brought out all the violence and partisan-

ship which Adams so much disliked. He had been forced to work

closely with the other Whig members in the House in order to

defeat many of the measures inspired by the Democratic Senate.

Party discipline was not agreeable to him he spoke with dismay
of being "a mere party hack, working in party traces." 10

(To be

tied to party, after all, was in a sense to be disloyal to his Adams

heritage.) His legislative success, moreover, had taken the edge off

his ambition, both by partially satisfying it and by making him
doubt how much further he could continue along the same path.
For all these reasons Adams once more felt that he had had enough
of active politics. He planned to return indefinitely to private life,

forseeing "no issue for honest men in the United States, but

retirement," and feeling he might make a more lasting contribution

to his country through "private studies and literary and historical in-

vestigation."
n But he had made similar decisions before, and this

one, like the others, was not carried out. When the Whigs nomi-

nated him for the state Senate he wearily accepted, the frustration

of his retirement plans alleviated, no doubt, by the promotion to

the higher branch of the legislature.

George M. Briggs was given the Whig nomination for governor
that year. As an ardent temperance man from the western part of

the state, he invaded traditionally Democratic rural areas, and under

his leadership the Whigs regained control of the state.12 Adams
himself was not only elected to the Senate, but he was asked to be-

come president of a Whig organization of young men. He disliked
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entangling himself further with parties, but the offer came at an

opportune time. Another organization, the "Clay Club/' had just

asked him to deliver a series of addresses. But Adams disapproved
of Clay's "equivocation" on points of public importance, and he

had therefore been reluctant to accept the invitation. The "Young
Whigs," on the other hand, proposed to remain uncommitted to

individuals, and so Adams, expressing his own "unworthiness . . .

left them to their will." They promptly elected him president.
13

A near fatal accident soon after election day was responsible for

at least a temporary change in Adams' attitude towards his political

career. The steamship on which he was escorting his mother

to New York caught fire, and for a terrifying few minutes they

feared death. The narrow escape led him to a re-examination of

his position. For fourteen years, he concluded, he had "been swim-

ming in a sea of domestic happiness," slighting his duty to help
shoulder the burdens of the world. He felt he had been impelled
to the little he had done "by a wrong motive, the mere desire not

to be set down as utterly degenerate. But now," he resolved, he

wished to regulate his conduct "by the motive which should actuate

every man, that of being useful in the sphere in which God has

placed him." His slumbering Calvinism had suddenly flared up.
Political life remained disagreeable, but it was his "profession,"

and duty impelled him to exert himself in it with increased vigor.

Personal ambition, he insisted, played no part in this new dedica-

tion, for at no time in his life had he felt so humble.14
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A Developing Crusade

ALTHOUGH Adams considered that year's Senate "a very respectable

body" (in contrast to the Democratic Senate of 1843), it did not

suit him at first as well as the House. He fancied it would be at

best but "a species of sleepy hollow." 1 And well it might have been,

had not the renewed clamor over the annexation of Texas pro-

duced an unexpectedly stormy session.

In his message of December 5, 1843, President Tyler had implied
that the Republic of Texas, having applied for admission, should

be allowed to enter the Union. Soon afterwards, Senator Walker

of Mississippi, a spokesman for the administration, published a long
letter in the Washington Globe arguing for immediate annexation.

The British, he insisted, had designs on the territory, and wished

to make it a dependency in order to destroy both slavery and Ameri-

can commerce.2 These explicit signs from the administration raised

to new prominence the question of annexation.

In the state Senate, Adams was appointed to a joint legislative

committee to consider the various petitions which had been received

concerning Texas. On February 20 he presented the report of that

committee, together with resolutions.

His report began with an indictment of the corroding effect of

slavery on the democratic institutions of the country. Slavery had

originally been tolerated in the Constitution, Adams wrote, as a

necessary and temporary evil, universally recognized as at odds with

the real goals of the founding fathers. Now, however, the national

government had become the instrument for perpetuating slavery

87
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rather than liberty and it was the latter rather than the former which

increasingly seemed to be alien to the system. Trial by jury, guaran-
teed by the Constitution to all citizens, had been set aside in favor

of a mere claim by a slaveholder to his "property"; the right of

petitioning Congress had virtually been denied to the citizens of

the free states; the right of citizenship as a protection to the peoples
of one state from the adverse legislation of another state had been

wantonly violated by the South; and the secrecy of the mails, with

the Postmaster General's connivance, had been repeatedly ignored.
In short, the policy of the country, both foreign and domestic, had

been made "continually to bend to the purpose of maintaining

slavery." And yet, in the face of this degeneration, the report con-

tinued, there were still those in the free states who gravely affirmed

that slavery was a local matter in which the free states had no con-

cern, and therefore no right to interfere. The committee could not

sanction such supineness. Where slavery already existed, the report

maintained, it continued to be strictly a matter of local concern,

and though its abolition was highly desirable, this had to come about

through the voluntary act of the slave states themselves. But Massa-

chusetts could separate itself from any responsibility for the contin-

uation of the institution, and could also try to prevent her citizens

"from suffering the evil effects of the recognition of it in the federal

Constitution" particularly those effects resulting from representa-

tion based on property in men. Up until the time of the suggested

acquisition of Texas, it had been possible to hope that slave repre-

sentation would so far decline relative to free state representation

that it would eventually cease to be formidable. But the threat

of new slave states raised by the proposed admission of Texas had

^nded the possibility of leaving the solution to time. Even the

suggested method of annexation, the report argued, was grossly

illegal. The Constitution gave Congress no power to incorporate

independent nations into the federal union. Any attempt to do

so by a simple legislative act "should be regarded as null and void

in its effect upon the states of the union," (The committee was here

sanctioning the despised Southern doctrine of nullification.) Texas

could properly be annexed only by an appeal to the people of both

countries through convention or Constitutional amendment. If the
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procedure was carried on in some such legitimate fashion, Massa-

chusetts would then judge the question of annexation anew pro-

vided, of course, that "the abolition of all right of representation
of property in man, if not indeed that of the institution of slavery

itself," was assured. Adams concluded the report by presenting a

series of resolutions declaring that the general government had not

been given power by the Constitution to unite with an independent

foreign power, that Massachusetts, though faithful to the compact
between the states, would not submit to such an assumption of

power and that the annexation of Texas might "tend to drive these

states into a dissolution of the Union." The resolves were adopted
almost unanimously in the Senate; after a series of conferences,

they were approved by the House and, finally on March 15, were

signed by the Governor.3

In the midst of these conferences on the Texas resolves shocking
news arrived from Washington. On February 28, 1844, a large naval

gun had exploded in the midst of a presidential excursion party
on board the U.S.S. Princeton. President Tyler himself had escaped

injury, but among the dead were Secretary of the Navy Gilmer and

Secretary of State Upshur. Tyler at once appointed John C. Calhoun

as the new State Department head and on March 6 the nomination

was unanimously confirmed by the Senate. The possibility of Texas

being annexed to the Union loomed ever larger.

Massachusetts became increasingly alive to the danger. Even the

Atlas, Adams noted with satisfaction, was now active in the anti-

Texas movement. Abbott Lawrence, one of Boston's wealthiest and

most conservative leaders, called a meeting of a few men at his home
to consider what might be done to prevent annexation. Adams was

among those invited to attend in a company of seventeen which

included such noted citizens as Nathan Appleton, Samuel A. Eliot,

Nathaniel Ingersoll Bowditch, and J. T. Stevenson. Lawrence told

the group that they should take some action to prevent the aboli-

tionists from seizing on the issue and giving it "a wrong turn." 4
;

Everyone present agreed that the danger of annexation was immi-

nent, but no one seemed to know precisely what to do about it.

A suggestion that a committee should go privately to New York to

set a protest in motion in the free states seemed the most acceptable
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plan. But when it came to naming a committee, one after another

of the conferees declined to serve. Lawrence, with the concurrence

of others, suggested Charles Francis Adams for the job, and Adams

replied that he would not refuse. He expressed fear, however, that

the prominent role he had taken in the legislature on the subject
would damage his usefulness. Adams had to leave the meeting be-

fore any decision was reached, but the following day he was told that

after his departure news had arrived of the introduction of anti-

Texas resolutions in the New York legislature, and the Lawrence

group had therefore agreed that further action on their part was

unnecessary. Adams was annoyed. "The truth really is," he wrote,

''that the wealthy classes have become inactive they care but very
little for an abstract principle, and not much for any agitation what-

soever." 5 Events in the immediate future were to convince him
of the truth of this estimate.

He had some doubt, however, as to whether he himself should

proceed further in the matter, for he feared that the jealousy of

others was already sufficiently excited against him. Yet feeling that

perhaps he was destined for leadership in this crisis, he decided

finally that he would do what he could, though he had little hope
either of benefiting himself or of arresting the annexationist tide.

His first effort was a series of articles for the Boston Courier.

Adams began by reviewing the history of Texas and the attempts of

the United States to acquire it. The negotiations carried on in the

administration of John Quincy Adams he held to be different from
those which followed. It was land that was in question then, not

the extension of slavery. Moreover, the Adams attempts, since

Texas had then still been a part of Mexico, had been an open bar-

gain with a neighbor perfectly free to reject the negotiation. He ad-

mitted, however, that John Quincy Adams and his Secretary of

State, Henry Clay, could perhaps be blamed for the precedent of

attempting to gain new territory in that quarter. As for Senator

Walker's argument that British domination in Texas would ad-

versely affect America's manufacturing markets, Adams pointed out

that the Democratic party which Walker represented was the very

party which had always sought to destroy the protective tariff and
renew thereby "our ancient state of dependence" on Great Britain.
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Texas, moreover, would not turn to Britain if rejected by the

United States, for to do so would be to accept the probability of the

emancipation of her slaves. Britain might conclude a favorable

commercial treaty with Texas, but there was nothing to prevent
the United States from doing likewise. "If Texas is to be a market

for manufactured goods, why not for ours as well as for the British?

New Orleans is a great deal nearer to it than Liverpool."
Walker's arguments thus disposed of, Adams turned next to

the problem of how opposition to annexation could be effectively

expressed. He ruled out the various suggestions of extraordinary

popular meetings, state conventions, or one general convention

of delegates from all the free states. Such assemblages, he feared,

tended to extremism, which defeated its own end. He suggested

instead that the people of the free states utilize the regular channel

of the elective vote. If they did so conscientiously, they still had it

in their power to direct policy. Above all, Van Buren, with his

"cold and temporizing policy," should not be allowed to become

President. (It still seemed probable in April, 1844, that Van Buren

would receive the Democratic nomination.) It was true that Henry

Clay, the likely Whig candidate, was not yet publicly pledged on

the subject of Texas, and Adams did not particularly favor his

nomination. Still, he felt Clay was the safer choice of the two,

especially if the voters elected a Congress devoted to the principles

of liberty. This goal, he maintained, could best be accomplished

by voting for qualified individuals, rather than for parties.

But if all efforts to prevent annexation should fail, what then,

Adams asked, would be the duty of the free states? The answer he

gave was an advance over his previous position and foreshadowed

the formation of the Free Soil party. The time would then be at

hand, he wrote, for the development of a political organization

throughout the free states. Simultaneously there should be a steady

adherence to the strategy set forth in the Massachusetts resolutions

to end the influence of slavery by ending its privileged representa-

tion.6

John Quincy Adams praised his son's articles highly. It was a

great comfort to him, he wrote Charles Francis, that at the close of

his own career in the "cause of my country and of human liberty,"
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and "at the approach of the most portentous crisis that it ever en-

countered," his son had entered the battle. 7 The newspapers, how-

ever, ignored the series, and in the hope of increased notice, Adams
was led to republish it in pamphlet form. He felt that this

latest printing expenditure it was his fourth such attempt
was "rather absurd," but the indifference of the newspapers had
incensed him. His keen disappointment, in fact, led him to com-

ment that "few self made men have not met in their career with

warmer friends and more enthusiastic supporters. I have had none.

Strange as it may seem the apparent distinction of my name and

family has been the thing most in my way."
8

Despite his previous

protestations to the contrary, Adams was not yet dead to ambition,

nor to the yearning for recognition.
At the end of April, Adams took time out from his political ac-

tivities for a trip west with Josiah Quincy, Jr. The first stop on
their journey was Washington, where Charles Francis accompanied
his father on a visit to Henry Clay. Immune to the Kentuckian's

famous charm, Charles Francis reported that he was "the same

egotistical gentleman" whom he had known nearly twenty years

before. 9 The day following the interview news arrived in the city

of Clay's nomination by the Whigs at Baltimore. Charles Francis

supported Clay, but it was not until the subsequent nomination of

Polk by the Democrats that he developed any enthusiasm for him. 10

Adams and Quincy soon left Washington to continue westward.

Although in Ohio Adams felt called upon to disparage the lack of

"neatness," he duly acknowledged that generally the manners of

those Westerners he encountered were better than anticipated. "I see

less intentional neglect of them or rudeness than I expected," wrote

the fastidious Bostonian.11

When the pair reached Nauvoo, Illinois, they had an extraordi-

nary interview with Joseph Smith, the Mormon leader. Smith, de-

scribed by Adams as a man "of frank but not coarse vulgarity," held

a long talk with the two New Englanders about his ideas and ex-

periences. He also conducted them on a tour of his house, where

he showed them four Egyptian mummies and explained (for a fee

of twenty-five cents) the contents of a manuscript "written by the

hand of Abraham" which had been found in one of them. "The
cool impudence of this impostor" amused Adams but he was too
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polite, he noted sardonically, "to prove the negative against a man
fortified by revelation." Some of the Mormons later joined Smith

in describing to the visitors the persecution they had suffered in

their expulsion from Missouri four years previously. Another dis-

graceful chapter, Adams somberly concluded, "in the dark history

of slavery."
12 One month later a mob in the free state of Illinois

stormed the jail at Carthage and, with the connivance of the guards,

murdered Joseph Smith and his brother.

The last interview of exceptional note on the trip took place

in Detroit with Lewis Cass. Cass was "very gracious" to the two

visitors, and "talked pleasantly upon a variety of subjects/'
13

though
he could not be drawn out on political matters. And with good
reason. Despite private assurances previously given, Cass, in a bid

for the Democratic presidential nomination, had recently written

letters approving the admission of Texas. But his strategy did him

no good; finally the Democratic convention rejected both Cass and

Martin Van Buren, who had come out, although equivocally,

against annexation, and gave the nomination instead to James
Polk of Tennessee, on a platform calling unmistakably for the "re-

annexation" of Texas.

Thus by the time Adams returned home in June, the presidential

battle lines had been clearly drawn. Tyler's Texas treaty was de-

feated in the Senate early in that same month but Adams feared the

setback would be only a temporary deterrent to the forces of an-

nexation. He therefore assumed an active role in the campaign in

an effort to elect Clay, and he traveled widely through the state

making speeches for the Whig ticket. To Adams, as to most anti-

slavery leaders, the issue of Texas was not a matter on which there

could be two opinions at least two correct ones. It was a matter

of right versus wrong the heritage of free men pitted against the

insatiable demands of the oligarchic slaveholders; of law and the

Constitution opposed to the intrigues of a selfish interest group.

Clay, it is true, was somewhat equivocal in his views on Texas, but

although Adams deplored this ambiguity, there remained no ques-

tion in his mind that Clay was far preferable to Polk, who was

wholeheartedly committed to annexation.

The election returns for Massachusetts were all Adams hoped
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for. The Whigs swept the state and he himself was re-elected to the

state Senate by a large majority.
14 But in the nation Henry Clay

lost the presidency to Polk. The vote for Birney, the abolitionist

Liberty party candidate, in New York was sufficient to throw that

state, and the election, to the Democrats.

Adams composed a forceful, bitter analysis of the election for the

Boston Courier. The cause of defeat, he wrote, was the institution

of domestic slavery. The lesson of defeat was that the South would

no longer tolerate a moderate stand on the question witness the

fate not only of Clay but of Van Buren. The duty remaining, even

after defeat, was to persevere against every discouragement. The
immoderate tactics of the abolitionists were to be eschewed, but it

was nonetheless clear that a new era was opening in which there

could be "less and less of halting between opinions." The crisis,

Adams sermonized, had been forced upon the free states by the

ultra-slaveholding party. It might yet result, he warned, in the com-

plete overthrow of the very institution it had been designed to per-

petuate.
15

As we have seen, in the legislative session of 1843 Adams had

presented a resolution recommending that agents be sent south to

investigate the imprisonment of Massachusetts citizens, and to prose-
cute suits in their behalf to test the legality of Southern laws. In

compliance with this resolve (and an additional one of March,

1844) the governor had commissioned Henry Hubbard as agent to

Louisiana and Judge Samuel Hoar, a noted Boston jurist and anti-

slavery leader, as agent to South Carolina.

Hoar arrived at Charleston on November 28, 1844, and Governor

Hammond of South Carolina acted at once to obstruct his mission.

It was feared in the South that a Supreme Court invalidation of

Southern laws restricting the movement of free Negroes would ex-

pose the slave states to an inundation of abolition-trained, incendi-

ary blacks. Governor Hammond sent a special message to the South

Carolina legislature asking for action with regard to Hoar. Within
a week, with only one dissenting vote, resolutions were passed di-

recting Governor Hammond to expel Hoar from the state and de-

claring the right of every government to exclude "conspirators
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against the public peace." The resolutions went on to state that

free Negroes were not citizens of the United States "within the

meaning of the Constitution" or thereby entitled to the privileges

of citizens. 16 Hoar anticipated his removal and withdrew from

the state. Word of his forced departure was received in Massa-

chusetts with renewed indignation.
A joint committee was established by the state legislature, with

Adams as one of its members, to consider both the Hoar incident

and the imminent annexation of Texas. Joseph Bell, a Whig mem-
ber of the House from Boston, was to prepare for the committee's

consideration a report on the Texas question, and a similar commis-

sion was given to Adams in regard to the Hoar incident.

The original report which Adams presented was too extreme for

the rest of the committee. He suggested that the gross violations by
South Carolina of constitutional guarantees had released Massachu-

setts from her own obligations to that state. The committee balked

at this recommendation, and, at their request, Adarns promised to

rework his proposals into a more palatable form. A week later he

presented a second, modified report, but again it was "doubted and

disputed at various points." His patience pretty well used up,
Adams decided to hold his ground. His firmness apparently cowed

the committee, for its members finally "growled a reluctant assent,"

and his report was presented to the full Senate on February 3,

It was a forceful and strongly worded document but was neither

sensational nor excessively emotional. South Carolina, the re-

port stated, had arrogated to herself the right of jurisdiction

over the ships and citizens of Massachusetts. She had imprisoned
free colored crewmen, had forced their commanders "to give bonds

to redeem them and to pay the expenses attending their involun-

tary detention," had inflicted punishment on them, and had even

sold them into slavery. "These acts are acts of war. They have no

justification in the recognized intercourse of Christian or civilized

nations intending to remain at peace." Massachusetts, attempting
to seek redress within legal channels, had tried to bring a test case

before the Supreme Court. It was for this purpose, the report ar-

gued, that Hoar had been dispatched to Charleston.18 By ejecting
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him, it was claimed, South Carolina had signalized her refusal to

recognize the authority of the federal tribunal, and had set herself

above the obligations of the Constitution. She had claimed for

herself the power to distinguish between "degrees" of citizenship in

other states and "to exclude from the title whom she sees fit."

It became, therefore, "a solemn question" whether South Caro-

lina had not "voluntarily forfeited all title to insist upon the execu-

tion by the citizens of Massachusetts" of other constitutional pro-
visions by which South Carolina peculiarly benefited. Massachu-

setts reserved her decision upon this point. (This, no doubt, is

where the committee's efforts to soften Adams' original words can

be seen.) She would not rashly hazard still greater evils, and she

acknowledged her duty to "the pacific States" to practice patience
and forbearance under "this gross and glaring wrong." Still, she

would have it known that if the assumption should be repeated that

only those conditions of the Constitution favorable to the South

were to be executed, retaliation would follow. (And here, prob-

ably, is where Adams won out over the committee.) Massachusetts

would do her duty to her people, "whether in the less or the more
favored condition of society," come what may even the destruc-

tion of the federal union. 19

Adams' report was approved by both the legislature and the gov-

ernor; it even received wide circulation one of his few efforts to

be so honored. Copies were asked for in various parts of the coun-

try, a second edition of two thousand was ordered printed by the

Senate, and many rural papers carried the report in full. Adams
allowed himself a measure of private self-congratulation. "My po-

sition," he confided to his diary, "is one which I feel to be equal
to that of any individual of my age in this country. And I may say

it here without incurring the charge of vainglory, it has been earned

by hard and incessant labour, in opposition to popular opinion and

to the overshadowing influence of my father." 2

In the meantime, Joseph Bell's Texas resolutions were also being
thrashed out in the joint committee. Adams was not at all happy
with them as originally presented. He felt that they relied too

much on the constitutional ground and mixed up the issues by

going back to the Louisiana purchase and denying in substance

the validity of title by which Louisiana, Missouri and Arkansas held
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their place in the Union. Adams told the other members of the

committee that as the resolves then stood he would be forced to

vote against two of them. The warning apparently had the desired

effect. Bell reworked the resolutions to conform with certain amend-

ments which had been suggested, and when he brought the new
draft in, Adams approved it. Subsequently it was presented to the

House and adopted. Privately, however, Adams remained dissatis-

fied; the resolutions were "legal and respectable/' he felt, but lacked

fire and did not "strike the real point."
21

Apparently, however, he

did not wish further to divide sentiment by continuing in opposi-

tion, especially since he doubted if he could get anything better

accepted. It is true that the resolutions did not ring with the spirit

of moral conviction and fervor that had animated Adams' own ef-

forts. And only one of the resolutions so much as mentioned slavery.

That one placed Massachusetts in unalterable opposition to the

addition of any territory in which slavery existed or which sought
slave representation. The other three declarations were dry exposi-

tions of the limits of delegated constitutional powers.
22 For the

moment, at least, Adams was willing to settle for them.

Then came the news, in March, of the passage in Congress of the

joint resolution for the annexation of Texas. It had been accom-

plished, Adams raged, by men "no longer representing the public
sentiment." ^ But accomplished it had been, and the future looked

black. Two days after this action, Polk was inaugurated President.

Thus began, in Adams' opinion, a new system of administration,

designed "to make this great people subservient to an oligarchy of

slaveowners." 24

His discouragement, however, was brief. He soon moved in the

Senate (and it was so adopted) that the joint committee on the sub-

ject of Texas consider whether any additional measures should be

taken upon that subject during the present session. Then, on the

7th of March, he and two other members of the joint committee paid
a call on Governor Briggs to press further action. The governor ap-

peared "a little staggered" at the suggestion and confessed himself

unprepared to take any additional steps. Adams was not surprised
at his reaction, but despite timid counsel by the Whig leader,

he determined to proceed.
25

All through the session, Adams, as previously, had not exactly
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been a docile party man. Earlier, for example, he had avoided the

chairmanship of the committee on arrangements for the legislative

convention of the Whig party even though he expected his action

to affect his political future adversely. He had based his refusal on

"a want of confidence in the basis of the party" and a belief that he

could be "of more service elsewhere." 26 He had further emphasized
his independence by refusing to vote for either Webster or John
Davis for the United States Senate, though they were the official Whig
candidates and though both were elected handily. Adams had been

gratified by Webster's firm stand on Texas, but he had been repulsed

by the news that Webster "was begging through his friends for one

hundred thousand dollars" in order that he might afford to go to

the Senate. "I cannot make up my mind knowingly to sanction the

purchase of any politician," Adams commented acidly.
27 Two

months later the choice of John Davis to fill the second seat had

confirmed his impression of the "imbecility" of the party. He still

maintained his affiliations with the Whigs, but he was growing in-

creasingly impatient with the conservative counsels of such leaders

as Governor Briggs.

Accordingly, he went ahead and prepared a new set of resolutions

on Texas and set about gaining support for them in committee.

There was considerable opposition however, Bell and others want-

ing to adhere to a more moderate position which seemed to Adams
no longer tenable. He finally managed to gain majority sanction

for reporting out his resolutions, and on the i5th of March he

presented them to the Senate. They minced no words in their strong

denunciation of the late action in Congress. Massachusetts, the re-

solves stated, refused to acknowledge the joint resolution which had

admitted Texas as a legal act preventing her from using every lawful

exertion "to annul its conditions and defeat its accomplishments."
Annexation was labeled "an alarming encroachment upon the rights

of the free men of the Union, a perversion of the principles of re-

publican government . , . [and] a deliberate assault upon the com-

promises of the Constitution." As such, it justified a systematic

policy of counteraction, "even though that policy should ultimately

bring on the downfall of slavery itself," and Massachusetts an-

nounced that she stood ready to cooperate with other states in any
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lawful plan for restoring the Constitution as an instrument for

liberty. For good measure, a final resolution demanded that "no

territory applying in the future for statehood should be admitted

without slavery being "utterly extinguished within its borders." 2S

Although these resolutions took advanced ground., to say the least,

they were passed in the Senate with but one dissenting vote, and in

the House by a majority of five to one. The Whig party it appears,

despite Adams' strictures on it, was thus far keeping up with the

heady pace he had set.29 Governor Briggs, moreover, approved the

resolutions on the 26th of March, the final day of the 1845 session.

To Adams, the passage of these proposals was a fair conclusion to

all of his labors. He looked back with pride on his five years of

legislative service. Occasionally, he felt, his "defects of temper and

excessive impetuosity" had brought him into error, but he found

compensation for these personal failings in having brought the

Whig party to a declaration of policy on slavery. Now, however, he

felt once again that it was time to retire, lest "the prevailing idea"

that he was ambitious destroy any further means he might have for

usefulness.30 But he had no intention this time of reverting to politi-

cal inactivity. He still did not accept the joint resolution of Congress
as establishing beyond contest the admission of Texas, and he was

prepared to continue that fight as long as hope remained. And even

beyond the Texas question, he was now filled with a firm determi-

nation to resist any further encroachment of the "slave power."



II

Climax of

the Anti-Texas Movement

ADAMS, and those who agreed with him, insisted that the joint reso-

lution of Congress had only allowed Texas to form a government
and apply for statehood. It had not actually admitted her. 1 That
consummation awaited further legislative action by Congress, which
had the power, if it disapproved of any provisions in the Texas con-

stitution, to refuse. And certainly, Adams contended, there was

ample ground for disapproval. The Texas constitution not only
established the institution of slavery but "to all intents and pur-

poses, makes liberty and emancipation impracticable/'
2 Her ad-

mission, therefore, would mean the irrevocable extension of slavery

into virgin territory. Banking on the slender chance that statehood

might yet be refused by Congress, Adams and his friends chose to

continue the fight.

Starting in April, 1845, and continuing throughout the summer,
Adams bombarded the press with a series of articles. The struggle,

he wrote, had now commenced, and would not cease until one or

the other systems of public policy proved victorious. "The question
... is whether the government of the United States shall be an

oligarchy, sacrificing one great portion of the community for the

benefit of a small portion or whether it shall be what it has al-

ways claimed to be, a republic, based upon the equal natural rights

of all men . . ," 8 The oligarchy, he continued, was organized,

united, and in control of the central government. The other side,

unfortunately, though more numerous, was less disciplined. The

100
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crying need, therefore, was for unity among "the honest and pa-
triotic of all parties." The abolitionists, by fanning dissension in

the free states, worked directly counter to this basic need.4

Adams, however, still had no concrete plan of his own for achiev-

ing unity. He continued to counsel preparation and attention to

principle while patiently awaiting an opportune opening in the

development of events. "That such will occur, can scarcely admit
of a doubt. There is an adamantine chain of connexion in the

moral world by which one criminal action almost forces the com-
mission of a new one to sustain it." 5

At the same time that Adams was agitating against the admission

of Texas, he was arguing in print for the annexation of all of Ore-

gon. President Polk, to attract Western votes, had pledged the

Democratic party to support the full United States claim in Oregon
up to the latitude of 54 40'. There were beginning to be signs of

wavering on this position, however, and Adams determined to ex-

pose them. The right of the United States to the whole of the ter-

ritory of Oregon, he wrote, was clear and unquestionable. He had

no great attachment to territory so distant, and so unattractive, yet
he considered it to be the duty of the government to see that the

gateway to the Pacific remained in friendly hands. He had denied

that Britain was to be feared in Texas, but he was convinced that

in Oregon she would indeed be a threat. "We do not conceive that

its possession by Great Britain," he wrote, "could be as favorable to

our continuance in peace and prosperity, as if it were held by set-

tlers from the states, who would carry with them our habits and

feelings, and similar if not the same forms of government." He did

not, however, favor a bellicose attitude towards Britain. The idea

of carrying on a war for the possession of such a territory was "too

absurd for reasoning."
6
Only in a limited way did Adams sympa-

thize with the more blatant forms of "manifest destiny." When
new slave territory was in question, he was deaf to all arguments
for expansion. It took the hope of extending free institutions to

bring out his slight reserve of missionary zeal.

After some initial bluster, Polk settled for a treaty line of 49,
instead of the originally promised 54 40'. The Texas pledge had
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been fulfilled, Adams pointed out, but not that on Oregon. Why?
Because Polk, he claimed, had never been earnest in asserting claims
to free territory, even though he could have done so without any
serious risk of war with Great Britain. His Southern masters would
not have welcomed the addition of territory unsuitable to slavery.

7

Aside from their newspaper activity, Adams and his friends also

tried to muster anti-Texas sentiment in the summer of 1845 through
an abortive effort at formal organization. A Faneuil Hall conven-
tion which had met back in January, 1845, to protest the annexation
of Texas had appointed a committee of correspondence to commu-
nicate with the opponents of annexation in all the states as soon as

any emergency should be deemed to require a general consultation.

The committee had consisted of Stephen C. Phillips, a prominent
and wealthy Whig leader from Salem, Charles Allen, a one-time

Whig member of the legislature and Judge of the Court of Common
Pleas, and Charles Francis Adams. With the passage of the joint
resolution by Congress, the committee decided that the "emergency"
had now arrived. They mailed out a circular, dated June 25, 1845,
which called for advice and cooperation. Since further action by
Congress was still necessary before Texas could be admitted as a

state, the notice read, the voice of the people might yet be heard in

remonstrance. But it was essential to mobilize public opinion as

rapidly as possible so that a forceful protest against admission could

be registered in time. The committee asked for suggestions on pro-
cedure, and declared that as soon as they could be assured of the

cooperation of those addressed by the circular, they would proceed
to take such preliminary measures as, in their judgment, might be

properly called for.8 Little, however, seems to have resulted from
this effort;

9
later, in the fall of the year, a larger movement to the

same end was to be organized.

The three members of this short-lived committee were part of a

group of earnest "Young Whigs" (not yet known as "Conscience"

Whigs)
10 who, with the pending annexation of Texas, became ac-

tive for the first time in the antislavery cause. The leaders, aside

from Charles Francis Adams and Stephen C. Phillips, were Charles
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Sumner, Henry Wilson, John Gorham Palfrey, and to a lesser de-

gree, Judge Allen, E. L. Keyes, E. Rockwood Hoar and Francis W.
Bird. 11 Adams had previously had but few friends and, outside of
his family, no intimates. He had known all of these new associates

casually before, but now he was thrown into constant, close inter-

course with them, and in at least one case that of John G. Palfrey
he gained thereby a lasting and intimate friendship.

They were all distinguished men, or at least men of great prom-
ise. Palfrey and Allen, both almost fifty years old in 1845, were the
senior members of the group most of the others were still in their

thirties. Palfrey, a Unitarian minister, was a past editor of the
North American Review and a future historian of New England.
Charles Sumner, intense, aloof, and humorless, was the law partner
of George S. Hillard, and widely recognized as a young man of

brilliant parts. E. R. Hoar was the youngest member of the group.
At twenty-nine, he had been out of law school for only six years, but
he had already risen rapidly in his profession; he was to reach the

top of it as Grant's Attorney General. The self-educated and re-

sourceful Henry Wilson lacked the background and opportunities
of his associates, but his industry and intelligence had already won
him a place in the Massachusetts General Court and his political
career was eventually to culminate in the vice-presidency of the

United States.

All of these men had felt, even before 1845, tnat slavery was

wrong, but constitutional guarantees, plus the continued confine-

ment of slavery to its original area, had in most cases kept them
silent. The annexation of Texas not only roused them to more ac-

tive opposition, but in turn, caused the first serious division in the

Whig party in Massachusetts. Samuel A. Eliot, who remained a

Whig "regular," early warned Sumner not to "expect the applause
of all . . . having chosen the side of the enthusiastic and ardent,

you must allow those to differ from you who do not expect to work
faster than the Almighty, and who have no belief that reforms are

best promoted by violence." 12 As yet, however, mutual recrimina-

tion between the Whig factions was held to a minimum, partly be-

cause there was basic agreement at least as to the evil of slavery, if

not as to the best method of combating it, and partly because the
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insurgents still chose to work within the party rather than to separate

from it. In a newspaper article on the subject, Adams credited third

parties of the past with having "elevate[d] the character of the pub-
lic sentiment beyond the mere seeking for place," and he was aware,

he wrote, how attractive the idea of a new party was. But new par-

ties, he cautioned, soon exhibited the same faults as the older ones

selfishness, indifference to their original aims, and "much pas-

sionate pertinacity in wrong." Nor could they ever acquire the

guidance of public affairs; the most they could expect from victory

was dissolution. Few men approved everything that the Whig party

stood for, Adams concluded, but that was no reason to hesitate in

cooperating with it. Let the citizen "go in cheerfully, for the sake of

the good he may obtain, provided only, that the sacrifice demanded

of him, be not that of his truth, his honesty, and his intelligence."
13

The abolitionists did their best from the beginning to bring the

''Young Whigs" into their camp. Adams, for one, regretted that dif-

ferences should exist between those who agreed in principle that

slavery was an evil. He longed for the day when a mode of political

action could be devised which would concentrate rather than divide

those elements in the free states opposed to slaveholding. But for

the present, he saw no such hope. He fully explained what in his

mind were the obstacles to cooperation with the abolitionists in

answer to an invitation from them to attend one of their meetings
and to sign their disunion and antiwar pledges. Until recently, he

wrote, he had felt the abolitionists were helping to stimulate "the

strangely and almost unnaturally depressed moral sense of the

community respecting the evil of slavery ... If I could not always

agree in the means which they used, I thought their end redeemed

the error." But then had come the adoption of the disunion pledge

in the spring of 1844 which had aimed at the peaceable dissolution

of the Union and had described the Constitution as "a covenant

with death and an agreement with hell." Despite its great imper-

fections, Adams wrote, the Constitution remained "the greatest in-

strument for the establishment of a wise system of rational liberty"

that had yet been devised by man, and he would do nothing to co-

operate in its destruction. Nor could he submit to the abolitionist

pledge not to aid the government in any war which might follow
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upon an attempt to extend slavery such as the annexation of

Texas. He did not, of course, approve such a war, but he refused

to bind himself in advance when such imponderables as the neces-

sity of self-defense might subsequently arise. Finally, to leave the

Union, as the abolitionists suggested, was in his opinion to forswear

the possibility of exterminating slavery. "It seems to me more likely

the destroying ourselves merely to spite our opponents." Adams pre-

ferred to fight under the Constitution and within the Union, for

both, in his mind, contained enough principles worth contending
for to justify the effort.14

Adams attended the Whig state convention in September, 1845,

with the specific purpose of adhering to that party's nominations.

He wished it to be clearly understood where his allegiance lay, for

at this juncture he still had hopes of converting the party to a more

active antislavery policy. Yet from the beginning he had doubts of

his ability to do so, and he clung to the Whigs as much from habit,

family predilection, and because he "saw no light elsewhere/' as from

a conviction that he could alter the party to suit his views.15

In the fall, after years of trying, Adams finally managed to turn

down the Whig nomination for the Senate. The newly formed Na-

tive American party soon after gave him an offer of its own, but

Adams was indignant at the mere suggestion that he would act with

what was "by far the worst principled of all the third parties which

have risen in late years."
ie He replied peremptorily that after

declining a Whig nomination he had no intention of accepting any
other. He was free from partisan politics at last and he meant to

devote more time once again to his other interests to literature,

his family and his property.
But the very week after he made this decision, a second abolition-

ist invitation arrived. Would Mr. Adams join a nonpartisan com-

mittee to oppose the admission of Texas with a constitution favoring

slavery? Adams had already turned down three such invitations, but

this one came in "a new and specious form." It asked for no pledges

of the "disunion" variety, and it dispensed with all secondary consid-

erations. He could see nothing to do but to accept it. Yet in doing

so, he reaffirmed his Whig party connections, and explicitly stated
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that he had no disposition to change them. On the subject of Texas,

however, he stood ready to meet and to cooperate with like-minded

gentlemen of any and all parties.
17 At any rate, Adams morosely

confided to his diary, "the case is so desperate as it respects slavery
now that no harm can be done." 18

A "mass*
7

meeting on October 21, 1845, of some hundred people

preceded the formal naming of the committee members. About half

o those in attendance were abolitionists, and Adams was so dis-

turbed at some of the speeches attacking the Whigs for dereliction

of principle that he spontaneously made reply. It was not his idea

of nonpartisan cooperation, he declared, to begin by indulging in

party invective.19

The display of prejudice almost made him despair of accomplish-

ing anything, but the following day, when the committee, having
been chosen, held its first meeting, he was pleased at the disposition

to conciliation which was shown. Perhaps, he felt, his outburst had

had a good effect. His own election as chairman seemed further to

indicate a desire for mildness and cooperation. But it was question-
able how long a policy of moderation would prevail. The commit-

tee, which totaled thirty-nine, was made up of notable, but passion-

ate men. The "Young Whigs" were represented in force there

were, besides Adams, John C. Palfrey, Charles Sumner, Charles

Allen, Henry Wilson, Stephen C. Phillips, and E. R. Hoar. Acting
for the abolitionists were, among others, their foremost spokesmen,
Wendell Phillips, John Greenleaf Whittier, and William Lloyd Gar-

rison. The Democrats, least inclined of the three major parties to

join the movement (annexation was, after all, a Democratic meas-

ure), did not contribute any of their important leaders to the com-

mittee. Nevertheless it was a distinguished group, and perhaps
because of that, a difficult one with which to achieve harmony.

20

There was a certain amount of dissension almost from the begin-

ning. A denunciatory "Address to the Clergy" was presented to the

committee by one of its members for adoption, but Adams found it

so objectionable that he got it referred back to Palfrey and Chan-

ning. He was disgusted at this symptom of extremism and feared

its consequences, though rather than withdraw, he decided to trust

"to a higher guidance, and walk on firmly and cautiously.
21
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Soon after organizing, the committee mailed an "Address/' rem-

iniscent of that sent out five months earlier by Adams, Phillips and

Allen, to leading citizens ("men pledged to the interests of religion

and humanity") asking for cooperation.
22 The circular stressed the

fact that "the question now presented does not relate to any measure

of interference with the institutions of other States, or with compro-
mises of the Federal Constitution/' Apparently some of the commit-

tee wanted it clearly understood that their activities were neither

inspired nor dominated by the abolitionist members.23 The sole

question at issue, the circular went on, was whether Texas should

be admitted to the Union with its proposed constitution, even

though slavery had previously been abolished in that region for

sixteen years. To do so would build up the slave power in the fed-

eral government, and aggravate the sufferings of the slave by sending
him into a less tolerable region. The circular suggested that peti-

tions and remonstrances be sent to congressmen to stiffen opposition
to admission. There was still time to prevent annexation, it was

claimed, i the people acted with dispatch and vigor.

The day after this address was mailed out, a mass protest meeting

against annexation was held at Faneuil Hall, The assembly made
Adams chairman and in a few opening remarks, he summarized the

necessities of the hour under the headings of union, energy and

moderation. A number of speakers then followed, including Pal-

frey, Sumner, and Wendell Phillips, and the temperate tone which

prevailed throughout greatly relieved Adams' mind. It showed, he

felt, that union had been made in good faith, and he went home

that night "much lighter in heart/' 24

The following week, in the annual fall election, Adams voted the

straight Whig ticket, and the results, despite a general failure to

elect, favored that party. Adams felt, however, that their triumph
would be short-lived. The chances were ten to one, he thought, that

they would commit some folly which would be their coup de grace.

After the election, the attitude of certain Whig leaders hardened

towards those of the party who were cooperating with the anti-

Texas committee. At a dinner party, Robert C. Winthrop, one of

the most prominent members of the party, bluntly told Adams that
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he suspected the movement was merely a trick of the abolitionists

to escape the charge of having settled the question of Texas the

previous year by allowing Polk to carry New York by throwing

away their votes on Birney. The probability of official distinction,

Adams noted scornfully, blinded Winthrop to danger from the slave

power.
25 Abbott Lawrence and Nathan Appleton, two other impor-

tant Whig leaders, both wrote the anti-Texas committee that an-

nexation was no longer an open question and that they therefore

declined signing the committee's circular. "This is conclusive of the

course of the Whig politicians," Adams wrote in his diary. "Well,

we must bear it with dignity and pursue our course." 26 The com-

mittee decided to publish the replies of Lawrence and Appleton

along with appropriate criticism of their stand, but the formulation

was assigned to Adams and Sumner, for Adams feared leaving such

a delicate matter to his fellow committeemen.

These Whig leaders, Adams felt, representing as they did the

manufacturing interest, were so concerned about a protective tariff

that they were anxious to do nothing to disaffect the Southern mem-

bers of their party. But he was not unduly discouraged by their

attitude, for most of the Whig country papers did not follow their

lead. Indeed, the smaller towns, regardless of party affiliation, sup-

plied most of the support for the committee's activities. Boston, on

the other hand, was the center of resistance to it and also, unfor-

tunately, the financial capital. The unfavorable reaction of men like

Lawrence and Appleton dried up the funds available to the com-

mittee, and when it came time to send Wilson and Whittier to

Washington with the accumulated petitions to Congress, the commit-

tee found itself hard pressed to provide for their expenses. Elizur

Wright, a prominent abolitionist member, intimated that resources

might be obtained if it were known that the committee had some

sort of permanent future. Adams, who by then had begun worrying
that the committee was "growing very wild/' considered Wright's

suggestion proof that its abolitionist members hoped to draw the

Whigs into a lasting alliance. But he would be "the cat's paw of no

one," and Palfrey agreed with him that it would "be wise to dis-

solve the committee as soon as it may be decent." 2T

In December, Wilson and Whittier presented the petition of pro-
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test to Congress. The document, despite its thirty thousand signa-

tures (not counting the separate petitions sent directly to Washing-

ton), did not fare well. A motion by John Quincy Adams to refer the

matter to a special committee of one from each state was defeated,

as was another suggestion to refer it to the committee of the whole.

The petitions were simply laid on the table, and Texas was granted
statehood. Charles Francis Adams noted indignantly that in the

vote admitting Texas every Whig member from the slaveholding

states, as well as some from the North, was counted with the ma-

jority.

Before the anti-Texas committee disbanded, on December 30,

1845, it issued an "Address to the Public," written by Adams, in

which the lesson of the denial of a hearing to the petitioners was

underlined. Slavery had accomplished this, the address said. It had

corrupted the processes of a free country, and had "deadened the

heart of ambitious leaders to the first principles of republicanism."

Although it was admitted that the committee members themselves

differed as to the mode of resistance to be recommended whether

or not, for example, a separate political organization was expedient

"all the members of the Committee agree heartily in this that

they can and will act in some way."
28

It was a lame ending to the movement, and yet the committee's

activities had lasting importance. The Young Whigs who had

associated with abolitionists, and who had insisted on agitating a

"closed" issue, had incurred the displeasure of the "regulars" in

their party and had thereby accelerated the breach in Massachu-

setts Whiggery. That division, from this point on, widened with

ever-increasing speed.
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AFTER the committee dissolved, some of its members talked of car-

rying the movement on in some new form. A meeting at Samuel E.

Sewall's office in January, 1846, considered a proposal by Ellis

Gray Loring for a new organization of the opponents of slavery
under some such name as "The Anti-Slavery League/' Loring spoke
to Adams about the project and he replied that he "would cheer-

fully consult with them as to what might effectually be done." l

Domestic tragedy, however, cut short any further political activity
on Adams' part. His youngest boy, Arthur, aged five, died in Boston

on the ninth of February. It was a terrible blow to the family.
Adams had loved the boy deeply and the child's death completely

prostrated him.

It was three months before he could even think of exertion, and

then a timely offer finally helped rouse him from lethargy and de-

pression. He was approached by a Mr. Cobb, one of the printers of

the Boston Daily Whig, for financial aid. The Whig had only begun
publication six months previously and it had a pitiful subscription
list of two hundred and twelve. But Adams saw hidden possibilities

in Cobb's overture. It struck him that he might offer himself as an

editor as well as a proprietor. A busy, active schedule, he felt, was

exactly what he needed. The public would also be benefited, for

critical events, which needed elucidation, were occurring daily. Polk

had moved General Taylor's troops to the disputed area east of the

Rio Grande River where they had been attacked by Mexican forces.

Even before this news had reached Washington, the President had
been considering with his cabinet the advisability of asking Congress
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for a declaration of war. Word of hostilities converted Secretary

Bancroft, the sole recalcitrant, to the war policy, and on the nth of

May, Polk asked Congress to recognize the existence of war between

Mexico and the United States. Clearly it was of the utmost impor-
tance at this time for those Whigs who shared Adams' convictions

to have a newspaper for expression.
Adams called a meeting of his most intimate associates to consult

on the matter. Only Palfrey, Sumner, Henry Wilson and Stephen C.

Phillips were invited. Phillips hesitated more than the rest over

the project, but he finally gave his reluctant consent. Adams agreed
to assume the bulk of the editorial responsibilities, and the financial

burden was divided between him (two fifths), Palfrey (one fifth) and

Phillips (two fifths). Sumner and Wilson could not afford to put

money into the enterprise.

Thus Adams once more embarked on a political experiment, and

one in which he saw exhilarating possibilities. ". . . my political

prospects are so entirely at zero point," he wrote, "that I have now

only to make a noble reputation in futurity. Let me study to do this

by watching the great exemplars before me. Let me endeavor to

place myself upon ground so high that I may overlook the petty

disappointments of this life, and seek the reward of the next." 2 It

was a self-consciously Olympian goal, but one which was to neces-

sitate a great deal of hard, plebeian labor.

Adams agreed to be in the city every day from nine until two to

work on the paper. He officially began his editorship on June i, 1846,

with a leader proclaiming that "Whig principles . . . such as they

have been declared at every authorized assembly of the party since

1840 will be as they have been, the guides of this paper/
1 3 The dis-

astrous consequences of the Liberty party vote of 1844 had made
Adams cautious of third party movements, and he repeatedly ex-

pressed his distrust of them in print. The "regular" Whigs, how-

ever, viewed Adams and his paper with suspicion. Edward Everett,

his brother-in-law, bluntly characterized the experiment as an at-

tempt "to place the Whig party under abolition influences, without

destroying its identity/'
4 The attacks in the Whig on Robert C.

Winthrop, which followed hard upon Adams' assumption of the

editorship, confirmed this distrust.

The preamble to the war appropriations bill, passed by Congress
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in May, had stated that war existed solely as a result of the act of

Mexico. Despite the misgivings of many over this distortion, the

bill had passed the House by a lopsided vote of 174 to 14 and the

Senate by 40 to 2. John Davis of Massachusetts cast one of the two

negatives in the Senate, and Massachusetts accounted for half of the

fourteen votes in the House against the war bill. But to men like

Charles Francis Adams, who considered the bill's preamble a lie,

and the war a crime, it was a disgrace that any Massachusetts man
had given his assent. Robert C. Winthrop, a man widely admired

for his intelligence and integrity, was one of those who had voted

for the bill. He was on record previously in opposition both to the

war and to the preamble, and it was well known that he despised

slavery, but none of this in the eyes of the "Young Whigs" mitigated

his offense. They wanted men not merely to make professions, but

to act on them. The very eminence of Winthrop's name and the

brilliance of his reputation made his "apostasy" seem the more

despicable.
In defending his vote, Winthrop claimed that whatever one felt

about the war, it was necessary to provide supplies for Taylor's army.
He admitted in private to Edward Everett that the preamble did

not tell "the whole truth," but he thought that by rejecting Slidell,

sent as American Minister, Mexico had committed "a pretty serious

affront" and thereby "at least divided the responsibility of the War";

moreover, Winthrop had wished to dissociate the Massachusetts del-

egation from "the little band of Ultraists" who were refusing to

grant supplies.
5 A final motive, apparently, was to separate himself

personally from identification with the "abolitionist" minority of

fourteen.6

The Whig bore down heavily on Winthrop's defense. Even if

Mexico had been entirely at fault, the paper argued, the acts com-

mitted by her were hardly of the kind to justify war. Voting for

supplies, moreover, though perhaps in itself excusable,7 was def-

initely not so when the bill had such a preamble. If the administra-

tion chose to clog the bill with an untrue declaration, on them alone

would have rested the responsibility for its failure. "Mr. Winthrop
was asked to take the risk of denying one request that was perhaps

reasonable, at the cost of appearing to approve a great deal which
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he knew to be wrong."
8 Nor was it an excuse to say that once at

war it was the duty of every citizen to support his country, irrespec-

tive of the nature of that war. If a war is unjust, if it is carried on

for the purposes of plunder and conquest, no citizen is bound to

support it. "The breach of all the laws of justice, human or divine,

committed by the act, dissolves the force of the social compact."
&

Here was the doctrine of the "higher law," the insistence on follow-

ing the dictates of conscience rather than the evanescent demands
of government.

John Quincy Adams wrote his son that he had taken comfort in

recognizing his hand in the Whig and he urged him to "Proceed-

Persevere-Never despair don't give up the ship."
10

Winthrop
and his friends, however, took considerably less comfort from the

Whig editorials. They were furious at the personal nature of the

attacks, and Winthrop at once cut off his previously frequent social

contacts with Sumner. William Hayden, editor of the Atlas, which,

along with the Advertiser, were the regular party organs in Boston,

wrote Winthrop that he had decided "to take no notice of their

efforts or their accusations"; the Whig group, he claimed, only
wanted notoriety.

11 The charge was true in at least one sense, for

when the Daily Advertiser finally did come out with an attack on

the Whig, Adams welcomed it as drawing public attention to the

issues. 12

The attack on the Whig leadership was not limited to Winthrop.
The whole recent policy of the party in Massachusetts was de-

nounced, and its prominent exponents men such as Lawrence

and Appleton were excoriated. Up to the close of 1845, the Whig
editorialized, Massachusetts had taken a firm stand against the pre-

tensions of the slave power. But then a change had come about.

"The rights of cotton sounded more loudly in their ears than the

rights of men ... it was idly and vainly imagined that to declare

the question of Texas virtually settled, would be equivalent to ap-

peasing the vindictive passions of the irritated slaveholder who

held the tariff between his teeth." 13

Despite these attacks, Adams and his friends continued to insist

on their Whig identity. They wished to be party regenerators, they

claimed, not renegades, and in an effort to prove this, they published
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a leader promising not to resist the selection of Governor Briggs if

he were renominated by the forthcoming Whig state convention.

They insisted they had no favorite candidates of their own to push
and no wish to entangle themselves with personal questions of any
kind. 14

Adams took it as an unexpected sign of progress when it became
rumored that the wishes of the Young Whigs would be consulted, if

they desired, when the resolutions for the state convention were

drawn up. He was even more surprised on learning that he and all

of his friends had been elected as delegates to that convention. It

was possible, he warily conjectured, that an effort was being made
to draw their teeth by cajolery rather than denunciation.

The Young Whigs held conferences before the convention to iron

out a plan of action. They decided to present their own resolutions

on the floor, though they realized this course would precipitate a

platform struggle. It was time to test the temper of the party,

they decided, and to see if questions growing out of slavery and the

war were to continue to take a back seat to a protective tariff and

the conciliation of the southern Whigs.
15

The Winthrop-Lawrence forces were also preparing for a contest.

On the day of the convention an editorial in the Atlas denounced

those Whigs who, it claimed, desired to push the party into a whole-

sale denunciation of the South. Though slavery was abhorrent, the

Union should not be destroyed because of it. Nor should it be for-

gotten that the most important issues were, after all, to be met at

home. "The Whig Party of Massachusetts have to go through a

warm contest every year," the Atlas claimed, "to maintain their

ascendancy, and keep down the Loco Focos in their own State." 16

The convention was held on September 23, 1846, and there was

a general expectation that a struggle would take place between

what were now being called the parties of "Cotton" and "Con-

science." The fact that Boston had been selected as the site for the

convention for the second consecutive year already annoyed
the Conscience group. They saw the arrangement as a deliberate

move to prevent the full expression of Whig country sentiment

known to be favorable to a strong antislavery platform.
17

The convention began with a series of minor skirmishes. The
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nomination of Briggs for the governorship by acclamation rather

than ballot led to a protest that this was contrary to previously

agreed upon procedure, since it gave an appearance of unanimity
which did not exist. Although the Whig group had intended to

accept Briggs* nomination, they regretted that some of their allies,

who felt differently, were prevented from registering their dissent.18

A second point of controversy arose over the appointment of John
Abbot and William Appleton as vice-presidents of the convention,
for with the possible exception of Winthrop, they were more ob-

noxious to the party of Conscience than any men in the state.

The real fight, however, came over the platform. J. T. Stevenson,

the agent of the canal company which furnished the water power to

the Lowell cotton corporations (a fact the Whig was quick to point

out), reported for the resolutions committee. The platform he

presented included strong propositions against slavery expansion
and against the present war which was being carried on in its behalL

The Whigs of Massachusetts, the resolutions said, wanted it known
that they would continue:

... to use all constitutional and proper means to restrain the

already preponderating influence of slaveholding interests in the

national legislation, to defeat all measures calculated to uphold

slavery, and promote all constitutional measures for its overthrow,

and will oppose at all times, with uncompromising zeal and firm-

ness, any further addition of slaveholding States to this Union,
out of whatever territory formed.19

Stevenson further insisted that hope for the victory of liberty lay

not with the party of that name, but with the Whigs. The annexa-

tion of Texas, he pointed out, had been opposed by Whigs of both

North and South, while its consummation had been made possible

by the Liberty party's activities in the election of 1844.

Despite its vigorous antislavery statements, the platform did not

satisfy the Conscience group, for it laid down no plan of action. It

was, they said, too "general," and did not bind Whig politicians in

any degree to a firmer support of antislavery principles than before.

The wording was so abstract as to allow misconstruction and equiv-

ocation. Indeed, the Conscience men claimed, this was as intended,
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for originally the resolutions had said little about slavery. It was
not until a large portion of the Whig press had taken a decided

and bold stand, and not until the election of delegates had shown
where public sentiment lay, that the committee had revised and

strengthened the antislavery portions of the platform. In fact, the

strongest sentence concerning slavery, they charged, had not been

inserted until after the morning session, where the warm reception

given a speech by Sumner had shown the sense of the convention.

Finally, the platform was objected to because the antislavery sec-

tions merely shared the spotlight with financial and tariff questions.

The platform, wrote the Whig, in summary, was "tariff, garnished
and flavored with as much antislavery as may give a popular rel-

ish . . ." 2

Upon the conclusion of the reading of the platform, Stephen C.

Phillips rose in the name of the insurgents and presented the ad-

ditional resolutions which they had prepared in advance. Not sur-

prisingly, the "Cotton" group denounced his resolves as totally

unnecessary and redundant. But the Phillips platform was cer-

tainly not a mere duplication of the Stevenson one which had pre-

ceded it. The core of Phillips' propositions was a pledge not to

support any man for office who was not opposed to the extension of

slavery and who did not sponsor its abolition by "all Constitu-

tional measures'" where it already existed. Three distinct objects

of action were specified, the abolition of slavery in the District of

Columbia and the territories, the prohibition of the slave trade be-

tween the states, and the insistence upon the exclusion of slavery as

a condition of admission of any new state. Thus the Phillips resolu-

tions attempted to make opposition to slavery the paramount article

in the Whig faith, and to propose a concrete course of action by
which the practices of politicians could be measured.21

Upon their presentation in the convention, Linus Child immedi-

ately objected that he could not understand the Phillips resolutions

at a single reading and therefore moved that they be laid on the

table. Child had been a member of the anti-Texas committee but

was now acting with the "regulars/' (The Boston Whig darkly
noted that he was in charge of one of the great cotton corporations
at Lowell.)

22 Adams then rose in defense of the resolutions. Child,
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he pointed out, had had the same amount of time to understand

the second set of propositions as the first. The times, moreover,

called not for another declaration of principles, but for action on

those principles. He too wished for union in the Whig party, but

union founded upon a true basis namely, firm resistance to

slavery. All other issues, including the tariff, related to this and

should not be considered apart from it the slave power, after all,

had been the cause of the substitution of the free trade tariff of

1846 for the protective one of 1842. Nor should the party be side-

tracked by talk of the need to concentrate its energy on defeating

the state Democratic party. This was tantamount to fighting with a

shadow, for the Democracy was dead in New England. And it had

killed itself, Adams portentously added, by being false to its profes-

sions.23

Adams' speech was heavily applauded, and he himself felt that it

had produced a powerful effect. It would have carried Phillips'

resolutions, he thought, had not the subsequent harshness of Judge
Allen's speech in their favor produced "something like a reac-

tion." 24
Certainly the dramatic appearance of Webster at this junc-

ture also contributed to their failure. The Senator allowed himself

to be escorted into the convention by Abbott Lawrence, a known

enemy of the Phillips platform.

Linus Child now rose again to explain that he did not disapprove

of the sentiments expressed in Phillips' amendments. It seemed to

him, however, that the convention would be subject to a charge of

"inconsistency" if it adopted two sets of resolutions, in part upon
the same topics. To help meet this criticism, Phillips agreed to

Samuel Hoar's suggestion that he drop three of his resolutions.

Only the core of his propositions then remained, but objections

continued to be strong that even this was superfluous.

The time now came for a vote. It was late in the day, and many
of the original eight hundred members had already left the conven-

tion in order to catch the railway trains home mostly, it was later

claimed, the country delegates who lived farthest away and whose

votes would have aided passage of the Conscience planks. The Whig
estimated, however, that about five hundred delegates still remained.

The question was twice put by voice vote, but both times the result
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was so close that the president declined to take the responsibility of

a decision. A vote by show of hands was then resorted to, and re-

sulted in a count of 137 to 91 against the Phillips amendments. A
majority of the five hundred remaining members had not voted at

all, according to the official count, though the Whig did not pretend
to know what the significance of this failure was. Probably it was a

case of indecision rather than indifference. Events had moved so

rapidly that only those previously committed were certain of their

preference. The Boston delegation, sure of its convictions, and num-

bering 105 members, had undoubtedly supplied the bulk of the neg-
ative votes.25

After the result was announced, Webster came forward with what

Adams described as "a few generalities intended as a soother," and

the convention adjourned. Despite the defeat of his group, Adams
did not consider the result disheartening. A blow, he felt, had been

struck "at the supremacy of the cotton power which will have a

pretty wide operation."
2e

One immediate result of the convention was an intensification of

the bitterness against the Conscience men. The intransigent conven-

tion post-mortem carried on in the columns of the Whig was

almost an invitation to a war of words. J. T. Stevenson, for one,

wrote an angry letter to Adams strongly objecting to a remark in

the Whig which had insinuated that he was a mere tool of the man-

ufacturing interest. Adams admitted to himself that perhaps the

paper had been pressing too hard, but though he regretted these

clashes of personality, he saw no alternative if the influence of the

"manufacturers" was to be lessened.27

The Conscience Whigs took a good share of denunciation them-

selves, both public and private. Great indignation was expressed
at their "holier than thou" attitude. Andrews Norton, the

"Unitarian pope," wrote Sumner that it was an "intolerable as-

sumption in the party, to present itself before the world as having
a monopoly of all the humanity, sympathy for sufferings and sense

of justice, which exist among us especially when so much of its

philanthropy is of such a rabid and ferocious character, reminding
us of the philanthropy of the days of Robespierre."

28 And to what

end was all this prating about conscience, the "regulars" asked?
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not the promotion of morality certainly, but rather of personal
ambition. "All say," George Ashmun malevolently wrote to Win-

throp, "that if Phillips could be made governor, Allen Senator, and
Adams Representative from Suffolk, with some small chance for

anything less which might fall to Sumner, the trouble would be at

an end." 29 The Atlas, too, insisted that the Conscience leaders were
not really interested in reforming the Whig party, but rather in

inducing it to adopt them as its leaders.30

It did no good for Adams and his friends to point out that in

placing themselves in opposition to the policy of the established

Whig leadership, they had, in fact, knowingly jeopardized their

chances for preferment.
31 Previous to their insurgency, many of

them had stood high in the confidence of the party and had seemed
destined for positions of importance. Sudden notoriety or "martyr-
dom/' their critics retorted, was often worth more to men than the

slow promotions accruing from party loyalty.
Social as well as political contacts of many years standing were

strained. Both Andrews Norton and Samuel A. Eliot let Palfrey
know that their intimacy of more than thirty years was at an
end. Sumner was barred from the home of Nathan Appleton where
once he had been a frequent guest, though Longfellow and Pres-

cott continued to receive him.32 Adams, who had never counted

any of these people among his intimates, naturally felt the social

pressure less than the others. Ostracism had not yet reached its

apogee, but the trend was unmistakable. Joseph T. Buckingham,
editor of the Courier and sometime sympathizer with the Conscience

cause, let Charles Sumner know, in excluding one of his articles,

that he did so because he was "not in independent circumstances,
and must submit to influences, from which I should be most

heartily glad to be free." 33

Yet the Conscience party persisted; their idealistic fervor was
not easily susceptible to discouragement. "I firmly believe I have
a work to do," Adams wrote in his diary, "which few individuals in

the Union are in a situation to perform. If it prosper under God's

blessings, then shall I have lived not wholly in vain." 84

The next move of the Conscience men was a decision to run an

independent Whig candidate to oppose Winthrop for election to
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Congress. Sumner softened up the ground by writing a blistering

open letter to Winthrop in the Whig, even though Adams advised

him that it was too severe to publish.
35 This was followed by the

nomination of Sumner himself as the candidate to oppose Winthrop,
in a meeting over which Adams presided. In a speech to the gather-

ing, Adams was careful to point out that he considered their pro-

cedure exceptional, and that under ordinary circumstances he was

not disposed to question the regular nominee of the party.
36 Such

fluctuating loyalty was hardly likely to appeal to those who prized

party regularity. The Atlas, however, actually gloated over the

turn of events. These men, it editorialized, had at last come out

under their true colors, and had shown that they were traitors to

the party to which they had "professed" to belong. The paper

singled out Adams and Sumner for special condemnation. Their

conduct had been "deceptive, insincere, and hypocritical." "If

they ever have been members of the Whig party," the Atlas pro-

claimed, "we publicly denounce them as deserters from its ranks, and

traitors to the true political faith. As such we shall treat them, and

we trust all good Whigs will treat them, hereafter. They have no

longer any right to use the Whig name . . ." 37 Well, Adams wrote

in his diary on reading this proscription, "here is the cross. I trust

in God and go right onward." 38

Sumner had been out of town at the time of his nomination and

when he returned to Boston he decided not to run, which angered
Adams. He considered it a severe blow to their chances for an

impressive demonstration, and tried, unsuccessfully, to persuade
Sumner to change his mind. Ironically, when the nomination was

subsequently offered to Adams, he also declined it, though not with-

out painful hesitation. He has left no reasons for his decision, but

it is likely he feared the charge of ambition which would certainly

have been leveled at him if he ran for office. It would have been

considered further proof of the essential selfishness of so-called

"Conscience" aims. Certainly there was little of personal cowardice

in his decision. He had, after all, already breasted the tide of

"Cotton" indignation.

Samuel Gridley Howe finally agreed to step into the vacuum and

become the Conscience candidate. The Native Americans also
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chose Howe as their standard-bearer, and he accepted their support,

though there is no evidence that he approved their policies.

The Winthrop forces had a strong case, as well as a strong candi-

date. There was no question that he had been opposed to the war

everyone knew that. The main point to be settled was whether

Winthrop should be unseated for having voted for an appropriations
bill with an offensive preamble. Both Ashmun and Hudson, Massa-

chusetts congressmen who had voted against the bill, pointed out

that the vote had been a case "where men of honesty of purpose

might come to different conclusions/' 39 Whether or not one agreed
with the way Winthrop voted, the Atlas argued, it had to be ad-

mitted that he had been motivated by his own concept of duty.
A single error of judgment, moreover, even if it was considered that,

was hardly sufficient ground for discharging a "long-tried, faithful

and gifted representative."
40 Adams and his friends, on the other

hand, felt that if a man was capable of making an error of judgment
on a moral question of such basic importance, he was incompetent
to represent the best opinion of Massachusetts.

The voters, as it turned out, overwhelmingly agreed with the

Atlas. Winthrop received an absolute majority in a field of four

and Howe ran a poor third.41 It is likely that many voted for Win-

throp out of respect for his reputation and out of loyalty to the

regular party nominee, even though they disapproved his course

on the war bill. Further bad news came for the Conscience group
in the results of the Middlesex election. There Palfrey had been

a candidate, but the voters failed to give any of the contestants a

majority. "This is all of it very bad," Adams commented. He
feared the encouragement thus given to the "arrogance" of the Whig
leaders would confirm them in their policy.

42

The "regular" Whigs, of course, were triumphant over the result.

The Atlas burst forth with an editorial that dripped self-satisfaction

and venom. "The Charles F. Adamses the Charles Sumners

and the Dr. Samuel G. Howes," it wrote:

will have the goodness to step into the rear . . . they have done

the best they could, by measures of quite a questionable character,

as among honorable men, to defeat the re-election of our able and

excellent Representative to Congress. They have miserably and
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contemptibly failed and the best advice we can given them, is

to retire to their own closets and their own studies . . ,
43

The Whig replied that they had no intention of retiring or, so

long as the Whig party proved faithful to its professions, of joining
a third party movement. In any case, they had no regrets over the

action they had taken in the election. No party ties would ever

bind them "to sanction in Whig candidates for public office the deser-

tion of Whig principles."
44

With the passing of the election, internecine warfare in the party
eased somewhat and the group behind the Whig turned its at-

tention more to national issues.

In August, 1846, President Polk had asked Congress for a two
million dollar appropriation to induce Mexico to end the war and
cede the territory from Texas to California. Robert Winthrop, in

the House, had spoken out against any appropriation not accom-

panied by a guarantee that it would never be used to extend slavery.
Even the Conscience Whigs could have asked no more of him.

David Wilmot, a young representative from Pennsylvania, formal-

ized Winthrop's protest by offering an amendment or "Proviso" to

the bill, prohibiting slavery or involuntary servitude in any terri-

tory to be acquired by treaty from Mexico. The appropriation bill,

with the "Wilmot Proviso" attached, passed the House, but in the

Senate, John Davis of Massachusetts talked it to death. His apolo-

gists claimed he had done so only in an attempt to defeat the appro-

priation; the Whig, among others, charged that his motive had
been to shield the Southern Whigs from the responsibility of

voting either way.
45 It is unlikely the Proviso would have passed in

any case, but it was never again to come so close.

Not all the dissension of the times, however, was found among
the Whigs. In January, 1847, Preston King, speaking for the "radi-

cal" wing of the Northern Democracy insisted that slavery be for-

ever after confined to its present borders. In an effort to dissipate
both party and sectional friction, Armistead Burt of South Carolina,
with Calhoun's blessing, suggested extending the Missouri Compro-
mise line to the Pacific, and having done with the subject once and
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for all. His proposition was voted down, but not before the

Whig had waxed hot at the suggestion. Slavery had already been

recognized in Missouri when it was admitted as a slave state,

the Whig said. The so-called "Missouri Compromise/* therefore,

merely left slavery untouched; it did not extend it. "It is idle,

then, to invoke the 'Missouri Compromise/ to sanction any exten-

sion of Slavery, or even any continuance of Slavery anywhere/*
4*

In February, 1847, Polk renewed his request for an appropriation
bill. With the Wilmot Proviso attached, the bill was once again

passed by the House, and again defeated by the Senate. In March,
however, with the Proviso omitted, the bill passed both houses.

The congressional mood was further demonstrated that same
month, when a bill organizing a territorial government for Oregon
was defeated because it contained a provision prohibiting slavery.
These national events did not serve to reunite the warring Whig

factions in Massachusetts. Not only did the Conscience group re-

main very much a coherent and separate unit, but the picture was
further complicated by a deepening cleavage between the forces

of Abbott Lawrence and Webster, whose enmity went back to

1842 when Lawrence had disapproved of Webster's remaining in

Tyler's cabinet. Lawrence, ignoring Webster's ambitions, looked
to Zachary Taylor as the coming standard-bearer of the party and
saw himself, in fact, as Taylor's running mate.47

As a result of this rivalry, the Conscience group found itself

being temporarily paid court to by both the other factions. The
Webster men, on one side, attempted to gain their support for

Governor Briggs as a candidate for the senatorial seat occupied by
John Davis, a Lawrence man. Adams, who could see little difference

between the two men, advised a vote for Briggs if a choice became

necessary, but in fact Davis received a clear majority on the first

ballot. Palfrey had wished to put Adams himself up as a candidate

for the seat, but Adams felt it was better not to delude himself

with "such visions." 48

The Lawrence men, on the other hand, helped see to it that

many of the Conscience men were chosen to the state convention,
in the hope that they would be useful there against Webster.

Adams, like the others, was bemused at the new degree of respect
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with which he was treated, and thought it compared strangely with

the "rough experience" of the past year.
49

The Conscience men in the meantime had decided that insistence

upon the Wilmot Proviso should be the policy and the test of

a true Whig. They deplored the attempt which had been recently

gaining in favor, to sink the Proviso in a more extensive pledge
that the country would annex no more territory at all. This, they

claimed, was only a delaying tactic and the Whig excoriated those

who accepted the substitute. Where, first of all, would the exact

limits of the country be fixed, the Whig asked? The Texas bound-

ary, for example, had not yet been agreed upon. And who was to

guarantee how long the pledge, if accepted, would be binding?

Furthermore, if free institutions could be peacefully and honestly

spread, there was no reason not to welcome the development. It

was one thing to steal territory to extend the pestilence of slavery,

and quite another to buy it to give to freemen. It was clear, the

Whig concluded, that the "no territory" cry was but an attempt
to avoid the issue. The true course of the Whig party lay in strict

adherence to the Wilmot Proviso.50

Speculation and maneuvering preparatory to the 1848 presidential
nominations had by this time begun in earnest. The Conscience

men looked to the Whig nomination as the decisive test of that

party's intentions. As early as December, 1846, Adams had written

Joshua Giddings, the antislavery Congressman from Ohio, that the

Massachusetts group had been reflecting on the propriety of a

declaration stating in advance that a slaveholder could no longer
be trusted at the head of the government.

51 The reference was

pointed at General Zachary Taylor, hero of the odious Mexican war,

who owned a slave-operated plantation near Baton Rouge, and who
was already a strong contender for the Whig nomination.

In lieu of someone stronger, the Wilmot Proviso men early began
to center their presidential hopes on Thomas Corwin of Ohio,

though their feelings about him fluctuated constantly. Corwin had

first excited admiration by his strong Senate speech against the

Mexican war in February, 1847. Adams had advised Giddings at the

time to try to push Corwin towards further efforts along the same
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line. "Tell him there has not been in America since the revolution

such a chance for a man to make an everlasting reputation as is

now before him. In comparison with that, all mere offices are con-

temptible objects to a true statesman/' 52

By midsummer of 1847, the Whig group had decided on a dem-

onstration in favor of Corwin's candidacy, even though there had

been some disappointment in his performance since the February

speech. Adams, for one, feared Corwin was "a sluggish and timid

politician, tolerably well aware of the right position, but . . . not

equal to the commanding attitude in which we would place him/' 53

He agreed, however, that they had to make do with the material

available. Yet they still had no reason to know if Corwin would

approve their move in his behalf. With the Whig state convention

approaching, it became increasingly urgent to find out what his

sentiments on the matter were. Adams sent off an urgent note to

Giddings. An effort, he wrote, would be made at the convention

to nominate Webster as the state choice for the presidency. Their

friends inclined to dispute it, even at the risk of a split, but they

had to know if they would be made ridiculous by Corwin's subse-

quent disavowal of their action.54

Sumner wrote directly to Corwin himself. "Our policy/' he said,

"has been adherence to the Whig party, believing that through that

organization we might accomplish the greatest good." But if the

national convention refused to sanction "cardinal truths/' and

nominated General Taylor, it would be impossible for them to sus-

tain the party any longer. In that case, Sumner added, they hoped
Mr. Corwin would be willing to be their leader.55

Back came Corwin's reply soon after. He said nothing of leading
an antislavery party and simply confined himself to stating that all

state nominations should be postponed until the close of the next

session of Congress.
56 Soon after writing this letter, Corwin de-

livered his widely read "Carthage speech," which, though satisfac-

tory in Conscience eyes in regard to the war, was not so in relation

to the Proviso, for Corwin deprecated agitation against slavery

and showed a disposition to substitute the "no territory" solu-

tion for the Proviso. It began to appear, Adams concluded, that

they would have to look for another leader.
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The day of the Whig state convention had now arrived. The
Conscience men hoped to profit from the differences between the

Lawrence and Webster factions, and on the train up to Springfield,

the site of the convention, they mapped out their final plans. There
were to be two points of attack, they decided, the first against the

nomination of Webster, and the second demanding a pledge by the

presidential and vice-presidential candidates of the Whig party to

adhere to the Wilmot Proviso.

In accordance with this strategy Stephen C. Phillips moved in

the morning session, to the silent satisfaction of the Lawrence men,
that it was inexpedient for the convention to recommend a presi-

dential candidate. The chairman, George Ashmun, was taken

by surprise at the motion, and according to Adams' account,

seemed considerably rattled until George T. Curtis came to his

aid with a motion to lay the suggestion on the table.57 A voice

vote was taken on Curtis' motion and Ashmun declared it carried.

His decision was challenged, however, and a division called for.

Adams was certain that when the question was again put more Noes

rose than Ayes, but the official count stood at 242-232 in favor of

laying Phillips' motion on the table. The general impression, at

least as Adams reported it, was that the count had been falsified

by the four tellers all from Boston for among other things it

appeared that 119 men who had just previously voted for governor
had in this count not voted at all. Still, the Conscience group felt

that the vote, which had been made in Webster's presence, had

unmistakably demonstrated the strong opposition which existed to

both his candidacy, and his "no territory" position. When resolu-

tions recommending Webster for the presidency were later passed,

they went uncontested, for the Conscience men had decided that

in light of the earlier vote the recommendation could no longer
be considered as other than an empty compliment. By then, more-

over, Webster had softened Conscience opposition by making a

strong antislavery speech, even going so far as to claim the Wilmot
Proviso as his own.58

The report on the resolutions was the signal for the second

phase of the attack. Palfrey rose and expressed himself satisfied with

the platform as far as it went (which was in fact very far, including
the unanimous adoption of the Wilmot Proviso in ail but name),
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But, he said, something more of practical application and of action

was needed. Accordingly he proposed an amendment to the effect

that the Whig party refuse to support any candidates for the offices

of President and Vice-president who were not known to oppose the

extension of slavery. Now it was time for the Lawrence men to

react, for this resolution clearly threatened the chances of Taylor.
Robert C. Winthrop, who favored Taylor's candidacy, at once

expressed his opposition to the proposal. The amendment, he said,

would create a fatal breach between Northern and Southern Whigs
and lead to the election of a Democratic President far more ob-

noxious to antislavery men than any Southern Whig could be.

Adams followed Winthrop with a speech in favor of the amend-
ment. It was time, he said, for the Whigs to act upon the doctrines

they had continually professed.
59

The amendment was then put to a vote and defeated,60 At both

points, then, the Conscience attack had failed. The convention had
been much like that of the preceding year, and many, including
Sumner, were gloomy over the results. Adams' expectations, how-

ever, had been lower than Sumner's and he was accordingly less dis-

turbed, although he sensed that it would be the last Whig meeting
to which he would ever be sent. "The struggle will now probably
take a fiercer character and the sentence of proscription prevented
last year will be executed silently but certainly."

61

The results did bring Adams and his friends to the point where

they would more willingly consider abandoning the Whig party.
"The course of Mr. Winthrop," Adams wrote Giddings, ". . . the

holding back from all action for the sake of keeping the door open
for General Taylor, and the absurd no-territory issue convince me
that something more decided must be resorted to than humouring
their profligacy."

02 But everything was still in flux and Adams
was willing to postpone any decision until developments in the

winter session of Congress could be evaluated. There was yet a

possibility, he felt, that the Whigs would act on their declarations

even without the pressure which the Palfrey amendment would
have put on them.

But the realization had been driven home to the Conscience
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group that they were unlikely to capture either the state or

the national organization. The final step to an independent move-

ment remained to be taken, but they began increasingly to prepare
for it. Outside developments towards the close of the year con-

tributed to that same end. Of particular importance was the dis-

ruption of the Democratic party in New York, which brought a

new ally to the fore. The "Hunkers," or conservative group in that

state, under Governor Marcy had entirely excluded the "Barn-

burner," or Van Buren faction, from a place on the ticket for the

fall elections. It was the culmination of a long-standing division

in the New York Democracy, and was followed by a Barnburner pro-
test convention, meeting at Herkimer at the end of October, which

passed resolutions endorsing the Wilmot Proviso. The Barnburners

did not put a separate ticket in the field, but did refuse to vote for

the Hunker nominees. The result was that in the November elec-

tion, the Whigs swept the state. 63

The Whig naturally applauded the sentiments expressed at

the Herkimer convention, and Adams looked on the movement in

New York as a valuable reinforcement for the Conscience position.

Although many realized that the antislavery issue had not been the

only factor causing the division in the New York Democratic ranks,

it was still considered a hopeful sign that antislavery recruits could

be drawn from a variety of parties. It made tangible the idea of

a large-scale nonpartisan combination. There were other scattered

fragments throughout the free states which could be mustered for

the same purpose, particularly the "Western Reserve Whigs" of

Ohio, and the Liberty party abolitionists. In October, 1847, at

Buffalo, the Liberty men had already nominated Senator John
Hale of New Hampshire as their presidential candidate for 1848.

This caused some concern in antislavery circles, for it was felt that

Hale, who was widely regarded as a strong choice to lead any
national antislavery movement, might be prematurely throwing
himself away.
At the same time that this efflorescence of antislavery sentiment

was encouraging the Massachusetts Conscience group to look to

a new organization, other factors, particularly the difficulty of find-

ing a suitable standard-bearer, continued to restrain them. Corwin,
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once the shining hope of Adams and his friends, wrote Sumner
that he could not see why the Whig refused to adopt the "no

territory" solution. Any territory gained from the war, he argued,
was but conquered land in disguise, and would lead to further

encroachments. If all acquisition was denounced in advance, all

danger would be avoided. Furthermore, he confessed, he recoiled

from any break by the Northern Whigs from the party. It would
indeed be necessary, he agreed, if the national convention sanctioned

slavery expansion, but he considered separation "a fearful alterna-

tive" and one which would probably guarantee the triumph of

loco-focoism." ^ Corwin's attitude was considered too timid and
noncommittal for Conscience men. "I am afraid," Adams wrote

Giddings, that "the hour has gone by" for Mr. Corwin. He now
stood "only upon the support of the fraction of a party when he

might have had a large one, drawn from all the others." 65 At this

juncture Adams himself leaned to a Democrat to head any inde-

pendent movement, but even if the various antislavery factions could
be brought together in a national convention, where, Adams won-

dered, would they find a suitable candidate? "Would McLean [the
Ohio judge] consent to run against Taylor? I fear not. Where then 1

shall we fall back? Upon Hale?" 66 Both Webster and Clay had re-

cently taken ground that pleased the Conscience group. They had

repudiated the orthodox Whig doctrine of first voting war supplies
and then holding Polk responsible for the result. Yet both men con-

tinued to add qualifications to their resistance. Neither, moreover,
was likely to gain the Whig nomination, nor was it likely that either,

upon failing, would consider leading the Northern Whigs into a

separate movement.67

On the state level, the breach in the Whig party continued to

widen. The Conscience men stayed away from the pre-election

Whig rally in November, and later considered the conservative na-

ture of its proceedings to have justified their desertion. Nor should

the Cotton men have been surprised, the Whig editorialized, at the

lack of effort displayed by the Conscience group in the party's behalf.

After all, they had as good as been told that their services were super-
fluous. 68
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Adams, nevertheless, voted almost the whole of the Whig ticket

on election day. He considered it "a graceful way" of bidding fare-

well to the party, for he fully realized that it would probably be

the last time he would act in a general election with his old as-

sociates. Caleb Gushing, who had been a prominent military figure

in the Mexican war, was the Democratic candidate for governor that

year, and Adams was surprised when Briggs beat him, although with

a reduced majority. Adams felt that he and his friends had saved

the election for the Whigs, for their fidelity had filled the gap caused

by defections in Boston to Gushing. But from this point on, Adams
felt, the real struggle would begin. He wrote Giddings at the end

of November that he was now "fully prepared for any movement
which may be made from any quarter . . ." and that he would co-

operate with all other parties "wherever they act honestly in the

support of the only principles now in question."
69

By the end of November, warfare between the Whig and the

Atlas broke out in earnest over the pending election of Robert

Winthrop to the Speakership of the national House of Representa-
tives. The new editor of the Atlas., William S. Schouler, published
an editorial exposing "a back stairs attempt" to defeat Winthrop's
election by writing to congressmen in opposition to his selection.

The object of the Atlas attack, in Adams' opinion, "was to concili-

ate slaveholding sympathy for Mr, Winthrop, by suggesting the idea

of an intrigue on our part secretly to defeat him." 70 And it had the

further purpose, he felt, of assigning unworthy motives to him per-

sonally. Adams did not attempt to deny that he opposed Win-

throp's election, but he had used no such underhanded means to

defeat it, and he did not feel that he could allow Schouler's slur

to go unanswered. An angry series of letters passed between them,

which were subsequently published in the Whig?
1 and the corre-

spondence added to the ever-growing bitterness between the two

factions.

The contest for the Speakership removed any lingering possi-

bility for reconciliation. The Whigs held a nominal majority in

the House, but the insurgent trio of Palfrey,
72 Tuck and Giddings

made Whig control tenuous, A Whig caucus had chosen Winthrop as
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its candidate, and the Democrats had named Linn Boyd of Kentucky.
Palfrey wrote Winthrop, before the balloting began, asking for re-

assurances on the questions of the war and of slavery extension, par-

ticularly inquiring what men he would choose as committee heads,
if elected. Without assurances on these points, Palfrey wrote, he
could not feel free to give Winthrop his support. Winthrop replied
that he could not be bound by any sort of pledge prior to taking
office. Upon receiving this answer, Palfrey, along with his associ-

ates, Tuck and Giddings, promptly decided to withhold their votes

from him. As a result, it took three ballots to elect Winthrop and
then by a bare majority of one.73

None other than John Quincy Adams was found to have voted
in favor of Winthrop. More than this, Mr. Adams had sent a mes-

sage to Palfrey during the balloting asking him to withdraw his

opposition. Charles Francis at first did not know of his father's

plea to Palfrey and considered rumors of it to be without founda-
tion. But he could not ignore his father's vote, nor the enormous

propaganda value it had for the Cotton group. It was proof posi-

tive, they said, that John Quincy Adams the great antislavery
leader himself looked on the schemes of his son as visionary and

misguided. It was an effective way, Charles Francis lamented, of

undermining his position in the state. He told Palfrey that his

father had probably voted for Winthrop out of "the vain hope that

a reconciliation was possible in Massachusetts." 74 But to prevent

any such further attempts, Charles Francis wrote a letter of remon-
strance to his mother in Washington. "Don't let my father play
into their hands" he pleaded. "I don't ask him to help us All

I want is to have him stand aside and see fair play . . ." 75

John Quincy was equally upset at the news that he was being
used against his own son. He hastened to explain to Palfrey that

he had been influenced to vote for Winthrop largely from sen-

timental recollections of the "adhesion of Winthrop's father to

him in the hard times of his desertion by other friends." 7(5 He did

not attempt to justify his vote, nor to disguise his unhappiness at

the use to which it had been put. He tried instead to make it clear

to Palfrey that he warmly approved the Conscience course and had

deep sympathy with its aim. He also wrote a letter to his son, which
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he asked him to publish, denouncing the attempt to sow dissension

between them and intimating that he would soon assign the true

reasons for his vote. But in the meantime he wanted it universally
known that "from the time when the Creator established the rela-

tion of father and son ... a more truehearted, faithful and affec-

tionate son . . . has never existed." 7T Charles Francis, however,

decided against publishing the letter; it was too flattering to him

personally, and too unsubstantial on the real question of his father's

vote.

The Atlas-Advertiser clique made an equally stormy issue out

of Palfrey's course on the Speakership. By declining to vote for

Winthrop, they said, he had risked having the House organized by
the Democrats. This, the Whig weakly rejoined, was not true. The
Democrats had never had any chance of success, and Palfrey's insist-

ence on "higher ground" would probably have succeeded in break-

ing the power of the slaveholders, had other Whigs matched him
in courage and integrity. If Palfrey's opposition needed any justi-

fication, the paper claimed, it was only necessary to look at the com-

mittee appointments made by Winthrop after his election. At the

head of foreign affairs was Truman Smith, who had "treacherously

betrayfed] the Wilmot Proviso" at the late Whig convention in

Connecticut. Joseph R. Ingersoll of Pennsylvania had been made
chairman of the Judiciary Committee "A man who voted for

the war, all lies inclusive, who gives all supplies of men and money
to carry it on." And as chairman of the Ways and Means Committee

Winthrop had appointed Samuel F. Vinton of Ohio "entirely of the

school of compromise and inaction . . . He voted for the War bill

and for most of the supplies . . ." 78

By the end of December, 1847, tne Whig categorically asserted

for the first time that its followers would "sustain no man, be he

Whig or otherwise, as a candidate for the chief office in the govern-
ment who has not, by his acts or declared opinions, shown himself

opposed to the extension of slavery."
79 But they still had no alter-

native organization with which to work. It was time, Adams wrote

Palfrey, to start maturing a system of their own. If possible it should

harmonize with those laid down at Herkimer and Buffalo, in case

consolidation with the Barnburner and the Liberty elements was
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eventually proposed. Word had already been received that the

Liberty party did not regard its nomination of Hale as final if an\-

thing more advantageous could be effected. To achieve a com-

prehensive organization, Adams felt, the base would have to be

made as broad as possible, which meant that compromises on less

important issues would be essential. "Unquestionably," he wrote

Palfrey, "the most serious difficulty will lie in the protecting system.

In my own mind the ultraism of that system is indefensible both

in theory and practice. Yet I am inclined to believe duties for

revenue to a certain degree protective, defensible and just. The

[public] lands, I am inclined to get rid of as fast as possible, as

being nothing but a source of political corruption." Above all, he

advised, it was necessary to be cool and firm. The great challenge
was upon them and they must meet it like statesmen.80

By the beginning of 1848, the antislavery leaders were increasingly

forced to face a number of harassing and perplexing questions.

Should there be a national antislavery convention? If so, should it

await Ohio's lead, and would New York in any case respond to it?

Or should a last effort be made to get a satisfactory man chosen

at the Whig convention? Perhaps the Whig nomination could still

be captured for Judge McLean. He dealt, of course, too much in

abstraction, and not enough in practical modes of action, but if the

ticket was bolstered by a truly firm vice-presidential candidate,

might not the free states alone provide a victory worth having, even

though McLean himself was not all that could be desired? Or if,

as appeared increasingly likely by the end of February, the Whigs
nominated Taylor, should the antislavery element of the party bolt

and take up McLean assuming that he was willing as a sepa-

rate candidate? Or should they find a Democrat to lead the way,
and if so, what Democrat? Surely Adams did not exaggerate when
he wrote Palfrey that "as yet we see through a glass darkly."

81

Confusion and indecision were to be expected, however, in a time

of upheaval and realignment though little of this was reflected in

the Whig. The Conscience men had more sense apparently than

to advertise every fluctuation in their hopes and plans. The

paper had already given notice, of course, that Taylor would be
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unacceptable, but aside from this, there was nothing printed at this

time in regard to the various movements being contemplated in

opposition. Indeed, as late as January 27, 1848, an editorial stated

that

There is more courage in remaining with a party to contend for

the establishment of an unpopular principle against a reluctant

majority, than in leaving it. Neither is there any justification for

seceding so long as there remains a reasonable hope for witness-

ing its establishment.82

But on the state level, at least, some basis for amalgamation was

laid in these months. A number of discussions with Liberty party
leaders prepared for a union of policy. "We work together very

kindly now/' Adams reported to Giddings, in January, 1848, and

he considered this "a prodigious point gained/'
83

February, 1848, proved a significant month. John Quincy Adams,
after collapsing at his desk in the House of Representatives on the

sist, died a few days later. At the first word of his collapse Charles

Francis rushed to Washington, but he did not arrive in time to see

his father alive. The nation summoned all its oratory and its honors

to follow Old Man Eloquent to his grave, but in the midst of

pageantry Charles Francis was respectfully allowed to stand alone

for a few minutes at his father's bier. Surely in the son's mind
there was, mixed with the sadness and the sense of loss, something
of gratitude and something of rededication. His teacher, his task-

master was gone. What remained were the ideals which father and

son had come to share. Charles Francis knew that in him lived his

father's hopes and his father's name. It was a solemn moment and

an exhilarating one.

Robert Winthrop had been very kind to John Quincy Adams and
his family during the ex-President's last hours. Charles Francis felt

the attention deeply. He wrote Sumner from Washington, request-

ing him to say nothing further unfriendly of Winthrop's course in

the Whig. "My judgment is unchanged/' he wrote, "but I am a

son." 84 He also thanked Winthrop, both by letter and through
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an intermediary, though he made it clear that his opinion of Win-

throp's public conduct remained unchanged, and that he could not

promise he would not oppose his policies in the future. The two

men subsequently exchanged visits and "the ordinary relations of

private life" were restored, though Adams realized their association

could never be anything more. He was glad to have thus acknowl-

edged his gratitude but he regretted that his opposition to Win-

throp's "grievously wrong" politics was now perhaps somewhat

handicapped.
85

A move began immediately upon John Quincy Adams* death to

elect Charles Francis to his vacant seat in the House. He was not

overly anxious for the position, nor did he feel he had any real

chance of being offered it, but he let Sumner know that if nominated,

he would accept. The bid, however, was not forthcoming. Horace

Mann received the nomination instead, and with the blessing of the

Whig, was subsequently elected.86

The month of February also saw the termination of the war with

Mexico. Nicholas Trist, a repudiated agent of Folk's, had con-

cluded peace upon terms the President could not afford to ignore.

For fifteen million dollars and the assumption of the claims of her

citizens against Mexico, the United States was to receive an immense

amount of land, including all of the present states of California,

Utah and Nevada, and large parts of Arizona, New Mexico and

Colorado. There was strong opposition to the treaty, however, both

from men like Secretary Walker, who wanted all of Mexico, and

from those who like Webster preferred to have none of it. Many
of the leading Whigs had swung of late to the idea of "no territory"

from Mexico, in an effort to resolve the dispute over the Wilmot
Proviso. Polk had argued that this renunciation would mean a

peace without indemnity, and he had found unexpected support
for this position in the columns of the Whig. No indemnity
should be paid for war expenses, that paper argued, but there were

justifiable unsettled claims against Mexico which predated the war

and for which there should be compensation. It served Whig leaders

like Webster and Corwin right if they now had to renounce either

their catch-all panacea of "no territory" or bear the onus for sacrific-

ing payment of a just debt due the country. If they had resolutely
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opposed the war by refusing supplies, they might have voted against
the treaty and placed all the blame on Polk for the loss of both

territory and indemnity.
87

The Conscience group, of course, had never liked the "no terri-

tory" solution. They had enough of the spirit of manifest destiny to

consider the acquisition of territory as long as it was honorably
obtained and free from slavery both desirable and inevitable. It

was in this spirit that Adams advised John P. Hale when the latter

came to him for counsel on the subject of the treaty. The basis of

acquisition had been not conquest, but purchase, Adams told him,

ignoring the fact that without the war, the Mexicans would hardly
have been willing to allow the "purchase." Hale and others also

feared that the treaty was sufficiently ambiguous to permit the

establishment of slavery in the new territory. But Adams felt that

although one section was perhaps equivocal, the treaty should still

be supported,, for there was not a single word in it "express or

implied justifying the war or claiming any damages or indemnity
on account of it ... Why then should we who object to the

atrocity of this war refuse to aid in putting an immediate end to

it?" The right or wrong of the purchase of land would depend
upon the use that was hereafter made of it.88

The Senate did finally ratify the treaty on March 10, 1848, and
the war was brought to a close. It now remained to be seen on what

principle the new land would be organized and used. The law of

the ceded territory was already the law of freedom. Yet a pro-

slavery President could use his influence to ease the introduction

of that institution. It therefore became increasingly essential, in

Conscience eyes, to elect a man pledged against the extension of

slavery.

Adams returned from Washington in a resolute mood. While
there attending his father's funeral, he had consulted with such

men as Dr. Bailey, editor of the Era, and they had convinced him
that Taylor's nomination was all but inevitable. John Quincy
Adams' death, moreover, had broken the last link which bound
Charles Francis to the Whigs, and these factors, combined with the

urgency of the new territorial issue, convinced him that the time

for positive action had arrived.
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But his first move on returning home was to seek at least tempo-
rary release from the editorship of the Whig. He was now the head
of the family, he explained, and private duties required more of

his time. In a meeting called to rearrange responsibility for the

paper, however, Sumner demurred at taking over the editorship.
In fact, Adams' request for a replacement was greeted by apathy
and silence, and no decision was made. Adams was angry at the

reaction of his colleagues: ". . . now that I ask for a few months
relief, it is not granted me. All of which convinced me of the fact

that the more I may do, the more I may be allowed to do." 89 But
he told Allen Sheapard, the publisher of the Whig, that though if

necessary he would continue as editor, he was at least determined
not to spend any more of his money on the paper. Sheapard briefly
tried advertising for a new editor one who shared Conscience

principles but apparently without immediate success.90

Some of the Conscience leaders disappointed Adams in an even
more significant way; they proved reluctant to assume the advanced

position which he now advocated. In his mind it was essential to

prepare at once for the likelihood of Taylor's nomination so that

when it actually came they could act swiftly, before public opinion
had a chance to cool. To promote this end, Adams called a meeting
at the end of May of his closest associates, Phillips, Wilson, E. R.

Hoar, Keyes, Sumner and Bird. They agreed that independent
action should be taken immediately in case of Taylor's nomina-

tion, and even commissioned Phillips to prepare a "call" which
could be issued at a moment's notice. But despite all this, Adams
had some misgivings over the tone of the meeting, A few of their

friends, he reported to Palfrey, looked "a little disturbed at the

necessity o irrevocable measures, as the time approaches for taking
them." 91 A second meeting a few days later confirmed Adams'

apprehensions. He thought the report which Phillips made so

long, incomplete and irrelevant that he decided, along with Hoar,
to take over the job in order to ensure its completion. Of all the

original set of associates, he lamented, only Palfrey had fully re-

sponded to his duty now that the time of decision had arrived.92

A partial explanation for the procrastination of some of the

Conscience leaders was that they were tempted at this time by over-

tures from the supporters of Daniel Webster. Some of Webster's
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"younger friends" let Phillips and Sumner know that they were un-

willing to accept the expected Whig nomination of Zachary Taylor,
and that if it came to pass, they would be interested in an independ-
ent coalition with the Conscience group.

93

Adams doubted the sincerity of these overtures, for he feared

that the proposed amalgamation would end by isolating Massachu-

setts in the support of Webster, thus preventing the development
of any larger protest movement.94 But since he did not want to

seem to be rejecting respectable support, he made it clear to

the Websterites that the Conscience men were ready to join any
and all groups who would oppose slavery extension. On the other

hand, he warned his own friends that it was one thing to encourage
the Webster group to assume the Conscience position, but quite

another to divert their own organization to Webster's support. In

his opinion it was the latter end which the Websterites really aimed

at.95

Events were latei to prove that Adams' skepticism was well

founded. After the Whig convention had nominated Taylor, Web-

ster, hesitantly and reluctantly, decided to support him. His "cave-

in" came as no surprise to Adams, but he pitied the "young men he

had deluded." 9S

By that time, Adams had prepared the Massachusetts Conscience

group for action. The two other major centers of disaffection had

also matured their plans; a "people's convention" had been called

to meet in Columbus, Ohio, on the 2ist of June, and one in New
York on the following day. All indications were that the similar-

minded men in the three states would cooperate, but Adams felt

that the course of events would have to determine the nature of any

system of alliance.

The first such event was not long in coming. When the guns
sounded on Boston Common to celebrate Taylor's nomination,

Adams knew that the period of doubt and hesitation was finally

over. The Conscience men would now sever their connections with

the Whig party. "We are then fairly embarked," he wrote in his

diary. "May God prosper the effort." e7



The Free Soil Party

and the Election of 1848

THE SAME DAY, the Conscience group started mailing out its "call

to action" and on the loth of June, on Adams' direction, the cir-

cular was also printed in the Whig. The recent convention, it

read, in nominating a man who was not a Whig without even the

underpinnings o a Whig platform, had dissolved the party. It was

time for the people of Massachusetts to meet in a "true-hearted"

convention and for this purpose the circular called for a gathering
at Worcester on the s8th of June. Persons of all parties, even men
from other states, were solicited to attend. The call was signed,

among others, by Sumner, Howe, Phillips, Samuel and E. R. Hoar,
Charles Allen, Wilson, Keyes, Bird, and, at the head of the non-

alphabetical list Charles Francis Adams. 1

The Atlas, of course, bombarded the seceders with a mixed volley
of scorn and bitterness. It assured its readers that General Taylor
was "a Whig in principle/' and, although unpledged on specific

issues, would respect and carry out the wishes of the people as ex-

pressed in Congress. It added almost as an aside that he was

the only available candidate who could bring victory to the party.

It was true, the Atlas agreed, that Massachusetts had preferred

Webster, but having taken part in the convention she was duty
bound to abide by the result. Those men who talked of forming a

new party would bring upon the country the "awful consequences"
of the election of the Democratic candidate, Lewis Cass, a man who
had favored the annexation of Texas and who disapproved of the

Wilmot Proviso. Taylor was being opposed, the Atlas announced

139
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somewhat fatuously, because he was determined to be the President

"of the whole people and not the President of a party," and because

he would preserve, rather than destroy the Union.2

Scarcely a single Massachusetts Whig, of course Cotton or

Conscience could have been found who approved of the extension

of slavery. The real question was what, if anything, was to be done

about it. It was in the jump from abstract opposition to a practical

program of action that the Cotton men were left behind. They
feared that any agitation or any political action based exclusively
on opposition to slavery extension would lead the Southern Whigs
to break their party connections and would thereby threaten the

Union.3 The Conscience men insisted that they were equally de-

voted to the Union, but to that original federal system founded

upon principles of morality and liberty. They felt that the deifica-

tion of the Union by the Cotton Whigs was but a mask for preserv-

ing "the best of all possible worlds." The Cotton men, it was

claimed, conveniently left the solution of the slavery question to the

slow workings of the Deity or to the eventual cooperation of the

South; remote possibilities, but comfortable ones.4 To have ad-

mitted that the slavery problem might not cure itself would have

meant the necessity for action. And this, in turn, would have meant

political, social and economic distress. As Richard Dana, Jr., wrote

his father:

No one supposes that they have a deliberate design to betray.

The fear of the Whig party is that they will submit, reluctantly,

but submit, and submit again, whenever a sufficient stress is put

upon their pecuniary or party interests.5

But the Cotton men paid a price for quietism. The voice of Con-

science, especially as trumpeted forth by the Whig, gave them no
rest:

The old Bay State has a soul which is not yet corrupted. Her

citizens, like their fathers in revolutionary days, adore the right

. . . Let us then take courage as we gather up our armor for the

moral warfare. Strong in the conviction that THE RIGHT is

-with us; that God, and Justice, Liberty and Humanity, the spirit

of this age and the hope of futurity, are on our side, we will cheer-
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fully go into this contest with the slaveborn spirit of darkness,
and the troops he has purchased in the Free States.6

It was this righteous fervor which sustained the Conscience men
and made them so obnoxious to their opponents.

The New York Barnburners met at Utica on the ssnd of June and
nominated Martin Van Buren, now sixty-six years old, for the presi-

dency and Henry Dodge of Wisconsin for the vice-presidency. Strong
resolutions were passed against the extension of slavery into the

territories and in favor of a convention of the free states. There
were some further resolutions passed by the Barnburners, however,
which no Whig could have regarded with equanimity. One such,
for example, repudiated as "unconstitutional and dangerous" any
attempt by Congress to make internal improvements for local pur-

poses.
7

Van Buren's letter of acceptance to the convention also contained

sentiments that disturbed the Conscience men. Particularly ob-

jectionable was that portion of his letter which related to the issue

of slavery in the District of Columbia. Van Buren had earlier an-

nounced his opinion that Congress had the power to abolish slavery
in the District, but he remained convinced, he wrote, that the rea-

sons against exercising that power were still very strong.
8

Thus when the Conscience men received enthusiastic accounts

of the Utica convention begging them to endorse Van Buren at their

forthcoming Worcester meeting, they replied with considerable cau-

tion and restraint. Adams, though he welcomed Van Buren's nomi-
nation as saving them "from the risk of falling back into nothing,"
told Nathaniel Morton, son of the ex-governor, that definite support
could not be promised. They would give Van Buren "all the praise
which his manly stand deserved," but preferred to withhold any
commitment for the time being, especially since the "people's con-

vention" at Columbus, Ohio, which had met on the 2ist of June,
had issued a call for a joint meeting of all the antislavery groups in

August at Buffalo.9

The Worcester convention met on the 28th of June. The Whig
estimated that it was attended by no less than five thousand per-
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sons, and declared that no demonstration of the last ten years could

be compared with it. The Atlas preferred to label it a "carnival." 10

No nominations were made at the meeting, but it was resolved

that the only men who would be supported as candidates for the

offices of President and Vice-president were those who were "known

by their acts or declared opinions to be opposed to the extension

of slavery/'
n Van Buren was commended for the "wisdom and

manliness" he had exhibited, but no specific commitments were

made in his behalf. Daniel Webster, who had not yet announced
his support of Taylor's nomination, was applauded for withholding
his endorsement, and a resolution was introduced looking to him
"to declare to the Senate and to uphold before the country the

policy of the Free States/' It was known, however, that Webster's

friends had held off from signing the "call" to Worcester, and even

aside from this, there was much resentment at his past equivocation
on the slavery issue. Thus the resolve met with opposition, especi-

ally from the Liberty and Democratic elements present, and shouts

of "No, no; too late" greeted its presentation.
12

Despite this, it

managed to pass the convention.

Adams was one of many who made a speech to the assembly. It

was devoted largely to a review of the pusillanimous history of the

Whig party during the previous two years. He dealt, as well, with

Abbott Lawrence's recent claim that he had written proof of Tay-
lor's devotion to Whig principles including opposition to slavery
extension. Once before, Adams said, he had listened to Whig as-

surances. They had told him in 1844 that it was unnecessary to get
a pledge from Clay against the annexation of Texas the Whig
majority in the Senate, they assured him, would in any case stand to-

gether against it. He had believed them and Texas was now a

state in the Union. Let it be a lesson, he said, of the nature of Whig
promises.
Adams was not a very good speaker. He has been described by one

auditor as announcing "commonplaces slowly and deliberately, as

if they were something he thought his audience was listening to for

the first time." 1S But here at Worcester he made a lasting impres-

sion, for in closing his speech, he utilized his striking physical re-

semblance to his forebears and the great magic of his historic
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name by declaring, in the words John Adams had used in signing
the Declaration of Independence, that "Sink or Swim, Live or Die,

Survive or Perish, to go with the liberties of my country, is my fixed

determination/' It seemed to the audience "as if old John Adams
had stepped down from Trumbull's picture ... to give his bene-

diction." 14

The Worcester convention was really more concerned with making
a demonstration than with maturing a specific plan of action. The
sole step the convention took towards further organization was to

appoint a state central committee to coordinate future activity.

(Adams was made a member of this committee and was later elected

its chairman.) A more complete formulation of plans, it was gener-

ally felt, should await the Buffalo convention called for August.

Following the meeting, the Atlas, on behalf of the Whig party,

bid a not-so-fond farewell to the Messrs. Adams, Wilson, et al., who
had "joined the Liberty party." No one would miss their "self-

esteem, pride of opinion, [or] cormorant appetite for office," the

Atlas claimed. Everything they were they owed to the Whig party,

though the party had never received from them "aught but ultraism

and quasi opposition." The party now stood firmer than ever

in Massachusetts, and the so-called "people's convention" at

Worcester had "passed away, and . . . [would] have no sign . . ." 15

The Atlas, however, was overly optimistic. The Worcester meeting,
rather than passing away, merged into the broader movement of the

Buffalo convention. Preparations for that meeting now began in

earnest.

In July the state central committee appointed at Worcester

issued a plan for electing delegates to Buffalo by conventions to be

held in each congressional district. Adams attended many of these

conventions personally, and was himself chosen as a delegate from

the Dedham district. He often gave short speeches at these meet-

ings, and occasionally traveled as far afield as Providence or Hart-

ford in order to incite enthusiasm for the cause. He wrote, as

well, to sympathetic men in other states, exhorting them to action,

and insisting that every state in New England should be represented
at Buffalo.
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The response was everywhere enthusiastic, far in excess of expecta-
tions. The circulation of the Whig more than doubled in the

single month of June. Letters came in from every state in New
England, "all breathing the same spirit of resistance to old organ-
izations, and of union to make a new one." 16 Even Adams, "not

commonly a sanguine calculator," began to predict victory at

the very least in Massachusetts, and possibly even in the nation.

He was shrewd enough to realize, however, that once candidates

were named at Buffalo, some of the adherents to the cause would

drop off. The members of three disparate parties, he felt, were not

likely to sustain men as readily as they now did abstractions.17

Most of the leaders of the movement in Massachusetts were re-

cruited from the Conscience Whigs; from the Democratic party only
Amasa Walker and John Mills assumed positions in the first rank.

All three parties, however, contributed strong contingents towards

making up the body of the new movement. Marcus Morton and

many of his Democratic followers were early drawn into the organ-
ization by both their antislavery sentiments and the possibility of

nominating Van Buren at Buffalo. 18

The largest problem to be settled before the Buffalo convention

opened, and the one around which the most discussion and disa-

greement centered, was the choice of candidates. Adams, from the

beginning, was undecided about the advisability of accepting the

Barnburner nomination of Van Buren for the first position, "I clo

not know," he wrote Palfrey, "whether or not it may not be the

means of raising up more friends to the cause than it deters." 10

He thought the candidate for the vice-presidency ought to be a

western Whig, and that if Judge McLean, the Ohio leader, would

consent to fill this spot, a strong and balanced ticket could be pro-
duced. Most of the Liberty men, however, wanted John P. Hale,

at least for the vice-presidency, and preferably for the first position
on the ticket. This possibility, in turn, frightened those who feared

that the movement would become identified with abolitionism and

that large blocks of voters would thereby be repelled by the real or

imagined threat to the Union.20

Van Buren's candidacy, on the other hand, raised many prob-
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leras for the Whigs and the Liberty party men, and opposition to his

nomination mounted steadily in Massachusetts among these ele-

ments. Van Buren, after all, had been identified for forty years
with everything Massachusetts Whigs had most opposed. "We ask/'

Richard Henry Dana, Jr., wrote to a New Yorker, "that we be not

required to renounce all we have been saying for ten years, swallow

our words, and read backwards the shell of our political existence/'21

They did not insist on either a Whig or a New Englander for the

presidency, but at least they wanted a Democrat who, unlike Van
Buren, did not conjure up an almost traditional hatred. The Lib-

erty party men, it was feared, would be even more intransigently

against him. Few Northerners had been so completely identified

with the Southern cause as Van Buren. Not only had he threatened

to veto abolition in the District of Columbia, but he had given the

deciding vote as Vice-president in favor of a bill for prohibiting
abolition literature in the mails, and had approved of the "gag rule"

on abolition petitions to Congress. He had been long known, in fact,

as "the Northern man with Southern principles."

If the platform of the new party could be focused on the principle
of freedom in the territories, some of the difficulties in accepting
Van Buren might disappear. A major stumbling block to his can-

didacy was the fear that if elected President, he would impose a

veto on any attempt to abolish slavery in the District of Columbia

without Southern consent. In an effort to remove this question
from discussion, Adams wrote directly to Van Buren in the middle

of July. He began with the not-quite-true statement that he con-

sidered Van Buren the best rallying point for unity in the country.

But the major difficulty in following Van Buren's lead, Adams
stated frankly, was his position on slavery in the District of Colum-

bia. It was believed, he wrote, that a majority of the lower house

would soon be ready to adopt abolition in the District and the use

of the
'

'anti-republican barrier" of the veto power, especially

"against the spread of principles of liberty and humanity," was

looked on with dismay. "Anything short of the Veto," Adams

hinted, would greatly help to effect "a stronger union upon the

really great question of the day . . ." 22

If Adams' letter was vague, Van Buren's answer was downright
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impenetrable. His sole reference to the District question was to

acknowledge Adams' "fair criticism" of his Utica letter and to imply
that since he had not written the letter as a candidate, he did not

expect it to be considered by the public "in connection with my
present position/'

23 Adams and his friends simply could not decide

what construction to put upon Van Buren's reply. The "Fox of

Kinderhook" had characteristically avoided a flat commitment, but

by so doing he had failed to appease the fears connected with his

nomination.

As the time for the convention drew near, distress at the possibil-

ity grew, and some frantic last-minute substitutes were suggested.

Palfrey thought that John Dix, the Barnburner Senator from New
York, might prove an acceptable alternative. But then it was re-

membered that he had voted for the joint resolution on Texas.

Even Daniel Webster was briefly considered, provided he would

make a strong speech against the pending Clayton compromise bill

in Congress. Gradually, however, the Massachusetts and Ohio Whigs
settled down on McLean as their choice for President with any of

the lesser Barnburners Benjamin F. Butler, Preston King, or

John Dix as Vice-president.
24 In none of these pre-convention

negotiations did the Massachusetts men ever consider for office any
of their own number, or attempt in any way to take the lead in the

new movement. They acted with so much selflessness as to belie

the accusations of their enemies that their opposition was largely

prompted by personal ambition.25

Adams, in the meantime, had received word from Ohio, in reply

to letters of inquiry, that Judge McLean would accept the nomina-

tion for the presidency, but would not be associated with Van
Buren as Vice-president.

26 The Massachusetts men were pleased at

McLean's receptivity, but Adams feared that the Barnburners would

insist upon Van Buren for the first spot. He felt this would be a

great pity, for there was no doubt in his mind that McLean could

sweep Massachusetts. On the other hand, it became more and more

apparent that a ticket headed by Van Buren would not do well in

the state. "I am anxious to assure you," one of Palfrey's correspond-

ents wrote him, "that anti-Taylorism in this County is not Van
Burenism." 27 Van Buren's nomination might garner some extra
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Democratic votes, but the state could not be carried without the

adherence of a large number of Whigs. Dana estimated that the

Whig party in Massachusetts was then divided approximately one

fourth for Taylor, one fourth for the Buffalo nominee, regardless
of who he should be, and the remaining half dissatisfied with Taylor
but not willing to support Van Buren. Many of the undecided

"half" expressed their willingness to support McLean, but said that

if forced to choose between Taylor and Van Buren, they would
choose Taylor. The Massachusetts Whigs, fearing Barnburner in-

transigence, determined just before convention time that they
xvould not go into the balloting for President at Buffalo unless the

Democrats agreed to come in on equal terms and take their chances

on winning the nomination in an open convention.28

Adams arrived in Buffalo on the 8th of August, the day before

the convention was scheduled to begin. He was at once placed upon
a Whig committee of four to meet with committees of the same

number from the other two parties in order to mature arrangements
for the convention. In the combined meeting some preliminary dis-

cussion of the platform took place and it was then moved that Adams
be made president of the convention. Despite his objection that his

voice was inadequate to be heard by so vast an assembly, the motion

was passed in "a perfect breeze of enthusiasm." 29

The following day, August 9, the incipient Free Soilers poured
into Buffalo. They came from eighteen states of the Union even

from as far south as Maryland, Delaware and Virginia though
Massachusetts, Ohio and New York were the dominant units. The
total number attending was probably around twenty thousand.80 All

manner of men had come habitual reformers, disgruntled spoils-

men, high-minded moralists and calculating politicians. But the

predominant tone was one of high excitement and purity of motive.

None of the chief candidates for the presidency were present, but all

three parties had sent distinguished men: Preston King and Benja-
min F. Butler for the Democrats, Salmon P. Chase and Joshua
Leavitt for the Liberty men, and Giddings and Adams for the Whigs.
The first day was spent largely in speechmaking and organization.

On taking the chair, Adams made a brief address, denouncing the
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old parties as "fighting only for expediency, and . . . expecting

nothing but place." The Wilmot Proviso, he said, had been called

a mere abstraction. True enough it was not "bread and butter

. . . [nor] roast beef and two dollars a day/' Magna Carta, he

might remind them, had also been a mere "abstraction"; so had

the Declaration of Independence, so was "the idea of right and jus-

tice and the truth of God." It was these very abstractions "that raise

mankind above the brutes . . . that raise a people and carry them
on to glory forever." The controversy over the Wilmot Proviso,

Adams told the vast, eager audience, was nothing less than "a strug-

gle between right and wrong ... a contest between truth and false-

hood, between the principles of Liberty and the rule of Slavery." Let

them, therefore, proceed with their deliberations in unity. Let them
take "one step forward to realize that great idea of our forefathers,

the model of a Christian commonwealth," 31 Adams sat down amidst

thunderous applause; he had caught to perfection the messianic

spirit of the delegates.

It was next decided that for deliberation, the assembly should be

divided into two groups a Committee of Conferees made up of

actual delegates, to make nominations, draft resolutions and have

final jurisdiction on all questions, and a mass convention, with

Adams as president, to hear speeches and ratify the work of the

Conferees. The final action of the first session was the appointment
of a resolutions committee, with Benjamin F. Butler at the head, to

draft a platform. Then the convention adjourned for the day.

The four hundred and sixty-six "Conferees" held their first session

that evening. Business was limited to the election of Salmon P. Chase

of Ohio as chairman, for it was agreed that the discussion of candi-

dates should be postponed until the platform committee could bring
in its report. This was done the following morning when the plat-

form resolves were unanimously adopted and then passed over to

the mass convention which likewise received them by acclamation

and without debate. Joseph L. White, a prominent New York Whig,
had spoken to Adams the previous day about engrafting Whig ideas

on currency and the tariff onto the platform, but Adams had told

him that he opposed hazarding the chances of unity on the slavery

issue by introducing lesser questions.
52 And the platform, as
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adopted, was largely confined to opposition to the extension of slav-

ery. In addition, there were resolves calling for cheap postage, the

retrenchment of federal expenses and patronage, river and harbor

improvements, free land grants to actual settlers, a tariff for revenue

adequate to meet the expenses of the federal government, the earliest

practicable payment of the national debt, and the election by the

people of as many government civil offices as possible. Ten of the

fifteen resolutions, however, related exclusively to the slavery ques-
tion and those on subsidiary issues were blandly enough phrased to

minimize potential differences.33

The afternoon session of August 10 was consumed in the mass
convention by speechmaking, but simultaneously, the select Com-
mittee of Conferees began its deliberations on nominees. First, a

report was called for on the position of the leading candidates.

Salmon Chase threw a bombshell into the proceedings by announc-

ing that Judge McLean would definitely not be a candidate. It had
been previously known that McLean was timid and wavering, and
that he disliked the possibility of disputing the candidacy with Van
Buren, but his total withdrawal had not been expected. There were

some, including Adams, who suspected that Chase had deliberately
exceeded his commission in withdrawing McLean's name so com-

pletely. It was thought that Chase favored Van Buren's nomination

because he feared that the elevation of McLean, a fellow Ohioan,
would hamper his own future prospects. It was also rumored that

the Barnburners had promised Chase and the Liberty men a free

hand on the platform in return for his support of Van Buren.34

Although the evidence on Chase's motivation is not conclusive, it

strongly suggests that he withdrew McLean's name with reluctance,

and only after he had become convinced that such was McLean's

wish.35 At a later date McLean told Adams that he would have

accepted the nomination36 but the truth seems to be that he was

himself responsible for not having the opportunity. Only a week

before the convention, McLean had written to a band of his sup-

porters categorically stating that he had decided against allowing
his name to go before the Buffalo convention as a candidate.37 And

though it is true that he subsequently made statements which placed
him in a more "available" position, his course throughout was so
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vacillating and contradictory that his managers, even with the best

will in the world, would have had difficulty avoiding tactical errors.38

It is possible that McLean did not wish to have his name so ir-

revocably withdrawn, but if there was a misstep, his own irresolu-

tion rather than Chase's treachery was to blame.

Following Chase's statement, Henry B. Stanton then defined John
P. Hale's position. Since the platform was satisfactory to the Liberty

party, he said, Hale had authorized the withdrawal of his nomina-

tion made a year ago by the Liberty men, and he agreed to abide by
the results of the present convention. Benjamin Butler then an-

nounced that Van Buren was likewise willing to take his chances

in an open convention, and that the Barnburners did not make his

nomination a prerequisite for their joining the movement.39 It

was the complete freedom of choice that the Massachusetts Con-

science men had hoped for, though McLean's removal from the

race took the edge off their satisfaction.

Adams, presiding over the mass convention, received word of

McLean's withdrawal. Seeing that the struggle had now narrowed

to a choice between Van Buren and Hale, he determined to throw

away his vote on Giddings, for he had already heard rumors of his

own candidacy for the vice-presidency and did not wish his vote to

have anything of the appearance of a bargain.

Back in the Committee of Conferees the rolls were now called.

All the Democrats voted for Van Buren, and almost all the Liberty

men for Hale. The Whigs held the balance of power, and enough
of them went for Van Buren to give him a majority of ten of all

the votes cast. The final count was 244 for Van Buren, 181 for

Hale, and 41 scattered, including 13 for Charles Francis Adams.

After the voting was completed Joshua Leavitt of the Liberty party,

after recounting the history of that organization, its labors and

sacrifices, proclaimed that it was now time to surrender the party's

identity to the new movement; in accordance, he moved the unani-

mous nomination of Van Buren. Many, Richard H. Dana reported,

were moved to tears by Leavitt's eloquence and selflessness.40

The question of the vice-presidency was next on the agenda.
Since Van Buren was a Democrat and from the East, it was assumed

that the second position would go to a Western man from the Whig
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party. Mr. Sedgwick of Massachusetts accordingly moved that the

roll be called beginning with the West, it being understood that the

candidate they chose would be acceptable to the rest of the dele-

gates. This was subsequently done, but the Western states, passing
over their own men, selected instead, Charles Francis Adams. When
a committee brought him the news, Adams at first refused the nom-

ination, insisting that it had been agreed that the candidate should

be a Western man. Not at all, they answered. The agreement was

that it should be a Western choice and they had unanimously settled

upon him. Adams, much affected by the gesture, then decided to

leave the decision entirely to the Massachusetts delegation, which

caucused, agreed to abide by the Western proposal, and tendered

them thanks for the honor paid one of their citizens.41

Joseph White of New York tried to talk the Western men into

substituting Craven of Indiana for Adams, but they were adamant
in their choice. One old man from Wisconsin "with sun-burnt face,

hook nose, deep voice, and a noble, ardent countenance," clapped his

great hand on Dana's shoulder and said,
"

'Yes, Sir, we want him.

He's the man for this day and time There he is with the crape
on his hat now.

1 " 42 The reference was to the black band Adams
wore on his white hat in mourning for his father. It seems to have

made a great impression on the assembly, suggesting as it did that

through his son, Old Man Eloquent was still with them. No doubt

it was in part to do honor to John Quincy Adams' memory, as well

as to pay tribute to the energy and faithfulness of his son, that

Charles Francis Adams was given the nomination.43 He seems to

have accepted it in that spirit. The nomination, he wrote in his

diary, "is to me valuable only as it places me somewhat near the

level of my fathers. I care little for the worldly honor, but I do

value the deep sense of personal esteem which it evinces as prevail-

ing in the hearts of this people, for a race which has done its utmost

to deserve it." 44

The mass convention met for its final session that evening, and

the nominations were presented for ratification. They were received

with great cheering and enthusiasm, and adopted by acclamation.

When the presentation of Adams' name was made, the tumult and

enthusiasm were enormous; "Men sprang upon the tops of the seats,,
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threw their hats in the air, and even to the ceiling."
45 A few more

speeches, a great deal of cheering and yelling, and the convention

drew to a close. The vast crowd streamed out into the night, torches

blazing, drums beating, banners streaming. "Van Buren and Free

Soil," they lustily cried "Adams and Liberty." The Free Soil

party had been born.

News of the Buffalo proceedings produced a variety of reactions

in Massachusetts. Many Whigs sympathized with Governor Briggs*

insistence that the political spots of Martin Van Buren could never

be changed except for the spoils of office.46 Edward Everett sim-

ply denounced the whole Free Soil movement as "an intrigue on a

large scale" and let it go at that.47 Webster wrote E. R. Hoar that

it was utterly impossible for him to support the Buffalo nomina-

tions. He objected to forming a party on one idea and said that

even on the question of slavery he "would much rather trust Gen-

eral Taylor than Mr. Van Buren ... for I believe that General

Taylor is an honest man and I am sure he is not so much com-

mitted on the wrong side, as I know Mr. Van Buren to have been

for fifteen years."
48 Webster also feared identification with aboli-

tionists, but perhaps most important of all, he "really did not like

changes . . . He had helped to form the Whig Party; his friends

were members of it; and he could see nothing to be gained by

leaving it." 49

Many lesser men seem to have shared Webster's feelings. A young

"independent" writing to Palfrey, for example, insisted that the

Whigs had been antislavery men for years. Why then should they be

abandoned, he wished to know, when to do so would destroy their

control of the state, and give aid to the Van Buren loco-focos who
were only seeking their own ends? 50 The abolitionist question also

seems to have disturbed many. Sumner received one letter, for ex-

ample, inquiring whether or not it was true, as so many said, that

Charles Francis Adams had been identified with the ultra abolition-

ists for the last four years. A denial, the correspondent suggested,

would greatly improve the party's chances in his district51

On the whole, Adams' nomination tended to soothe Whig fears

of Van Buren, though on the other hand, it lost some Democratic
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support for the Free Soil party in the state. It was certainly a con-

tributory factor in the decision of Marcus Morton, leader of the

antislavery pro-Van Buren wing of the Democratic party in Massa-

chusetts, to play a passive role in the campaign. Morton had been

enthusiastic for the Free Soil cause before the Buffalo convention,

but as he later wrote, the nomination of Adams, "the greatest Ice-

berg in the Northern hemisphere," had cooled his ardor. From that

point on, Morton became increasingly convinced that the organiza-
tion of the party had been thrown entirely into Whig hands and
was being used by them for their own selfish purposes.

52 He con-

tinued to give Van Buren independent support, and he wrote letters

in behalf of his candidacy, but he refused to participate actively in

Free Soil meetings.

The Taylor men in Massachusetts were clever in their campaign
tactics against the Free Soilers. They quoted in support of their po-
sition authorities of no less renown than John Quincy and Charles

Francis Adams.

The Reverend Charles Hudson, a Whig congressman, publicly
stated that John Quincy Adams had spoken favorably to him be-

fore his death of the approaching nomination of Zachary Taylor.

Taylor would do more than any man the Whigs could name, he

quoted John Quincy Adams as saying, to check the spread of slav-

ery.
53 And yet, the Whigs pointed out, rather than support Taylor,

Charles Francis Adams preferred to be associated on a ticket with

one of his father's former political enemies.

The Free Soilers replied that John Quincy Adams had been

roundly misquoted. If he had ever said such a thing in the first

place, they claimed, he could only have meant that Taylor, if elected,

would go on to annex all of Mexico, and through his foolhardiness,

would thereby cause a dissolution of the old parties and the subse-

quent abolition of slavery. He favored Taylor, if at all, only as a

means to desirable ends, "without in any manner sanctioning the

use of such means." 54 We do know that John Quincy Adams ap-

proved and sympathized with his son's activities, so there is a strong

probability that Hudson twisted the old man's remarks into some-

thing very different from their original meaning. Still, the testi-
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mony, however misleading, was damaging to the Free Soilers, for

the weight of John Quincy Adams' name was probably sufficient

to hold some wavering Whigs in line.55

The Taylor men made even better use of some of Charles Francis

Adams' own previous pronouncements on Van Buren. George Ash-
mun dug up Adams' 1844 pamphlet on the annexation of Texas
in which he had said nothing less than: "Mr. Van Buren must be

judged by his preceding course, taken as a whole and from that

let no man delude himself with the belief that he is fixed to any-

thing but his own interest." 56 It was the most perfect piece of

self-incriminating propaganda imaginable, and the Taylor men lost

no time in publicizing their find. They circulated a whole pam-
phlet devoted to the subject, bearing in part the title, "A Sketch

of the Political Character of the Hon. Martin Van Buren, as Drawn
to the Life by Charles F. Adams, Esq. . . ." 57

They included in

the pamphlet, along with suitable "commentaries," a letter Adams
had recently published in the Boston Republican (the significant
new name of the Boston Whig), accounting for his 1844 remarks.
In his letter, Adams explained that his pamphlet on Texas had
been issued before Van Buren's "Hammett Letter" which had first

placed the New Yorker on the anti-annexation side. To this, the

Whig pamphleteer replied that the "Hammett Letter" had been

sufficiently equivocal, and Van Buren's later course sufficiently pro-
Southern (e.g., his support of Polk) that it must have been obvious

to Adams that Van Buren could still not be trusted. There was, in

truth, no answer to these charges, other than the rather mild one
that a man's past should not be held against him. Like most of the

ex-Whig Free Soilers, Adams not only found Van Buren's candidacy
a great embarrassment, but in fact himself continued to have reserva-

tions about the New Yorker's character.59

The most venomous attacks on Adams were made by his old

enemy, the Atlas. He was therein described as "a man who
lives upon the reputation as well as the wealth of his ancestors, in-

tense egoism being the characteristic of his appearance, and selfish-

ness that of his action." Adams and his friends, the Atlas said, had
declared that they would vote for no man who had favored the

Mexican war yet Van Buren was just such a man. Adams had
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denounced the Whig convention for abandoning its principles for

the sake of an available candidate yet where were these same

"Whig principles" to be found in the Free Soil platform? Where,
for example, was there a word about a protective tariff, the currency,
or internal improvements? When these virtuous and holy men were

forced to carry their abstractions into action, they apparently fell

into the same compromises found necessary by other politicians.
60

What the Atlas ignored in so arguing was that for Adams there had

long been only one great Whig principle antislavery. It was pre-

cisely because of this that he had split off from those Whigs who
insisted on stressing other issues in outlining the party faith.

It is small wonder that under the pressure of such attacks, Adams
feared he would be crushed. But he put his faith at such moments
of trial and discouragement "in God" and "the right." He decided,

with grim self-satisfaction, that it was the fate of his race to "stand

as the guardians of liberty in this commonwealth against the cor-

rupting principles of a moneyed combination." As long as he lived

he swore there should still be an Adams who would "denounce

every bargain that shall trade away the honor" of the country.
61

To give depth to the new party the Free Soilers decided to run

state as well as national candidates. In Massachusetts the governor-

ship presented the greatest problem. Governor Briggs, the Whig
incumbent, was informally sounded out about accepting the Free

Soil nomination, but upon his refusal, the party tried to persuade
one of its own leaders to run. Samuel Hoar declined because of his

personal friendship with Briggs, and Judge Allen also refused,

though Adams thought his nomination would have been a particu-

larly strong one. Stephen C. Phillips, after initial hesitation, was

finally prevailed upon to accept, and the ticket was filled out with

John Mills, a Free Soil Democrat, as the candidate for lieutenant

governor.
The Massachusetts Free Soilers concentrated almost exclusively

on the state election. There was very little correspondence, for ex-

ample, between Adams and Free Soil leaders in other states, and

none between him and Van Buren. Factional bitterness was so

extreme in Massachusetts that toppling the leadership of the Boston
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Whigs seems to have taken precedence over national objectives. This
was also partly due to a realistic assessment of what the party could

hope to accomplish. With the exception of a slim chance of throw-

ing the election into the House, the Free Soilers knew they could
not carry the national ticket. In Adams' opinion the number of

votes obtained in the first trial was of less importance than the fact

that the antislavery feeling of the country had finally been consoli-

dated. The greatest triumphs, he felt, lay in the future, and now
that a permanent organization had been achieved, success was but
a matter of time.62

The Free Soilers did hope to carry Massachusetts, though they
never had any certain confidence in the result. Early in the race

Adams predicted that the "property" party was "destined to a heavy
defeat from which it will not recover." 63

Considering the prejudice

against Van Buren, which was perhaps stronger in Massachusetts
than in any other state, Adams initially felt that the signs were more

promising than they had had any reason to expect. He recognized,
however, that the Taylor Whigs were making great efforts to sustain

themselves, and towards the end of October he began to doubt
whether the people of the free states were yet fully enough aroused
to break the habit of party loyalty.

64

Election day confirmed his fears. Taylor won the presidency by
an electoral count of 163 to 127 for Cass, and by a popular vote, in

round numbers, of 1,360,000 to 1,220,000. The Van Buren-Adams
ticket polled a national vote of almost 300,000 or one tenth of the

total number of ballots cast, but failed to win a single electoral vote.

In no state did the Van Buren ticket outpoll Taylor, though in New
York, Massachusetts and Vermont it did lead Cass. The Free Soil

party managed to elect nine members to Congress from the northern

states, but Virginia was the only state south of the Potomac in which
even a single vote was given to the Free Soil ticket, and there the

grand total was nine.65 The party had not done as well as it had

hoped on the national level, in large part because many who favored

the antislavery cause felt that Van Buren had no real chance and
that a vote given to him instead of Taylor might bring in "Cass and

Slavery." But since expectations had always centered largely on the
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future, there was little discouragement. Richard Dana's father, for

one, wrote from New York that Bryant and John Van Buren had

both said that the cause was strong, "that it will go on, and will con-

quer/'
ee

There is no doubt that, in Massachusetts, Van Buren's candidacy
drove off many Whigs from supporting the Free Soil ticket, but this

deficit was made up at least in part by the number of Democrats

thereby attracted. In any case, the state results were not unpromis-

ing. The proportion of votes cast for Van Buren was larger in

Massachusetts (29 per cent) than in any other state except Ver-

mont.67 Dana claimed that it was a larger vote than the Free Soilers

had expected, though it would have been even greater, he added, if

McLean had been the candidate.68 It is doubtful whether Whigs or

Democrats contributed the largest number of votes but most esti-

mates divide the credit evenly, with the Whigs being given the

edge.
69 Some of the liberal Democratic leaders, such as George

Boutwell, Robert Rantoul, Jr., and Nathaniel Banks, had not yet

severed their party allegiance, and the conservative Democratic fac-

tion, of course, which was led by Henshaw, Greene and Hallett,

gave no support at all to the Van Buren ticket.70

Despite Taylor's large plurality, his electoral ticket in Massachu-

setts was defeated, for he failed to obtain the majority vote neces-

sary for a choice. The legislature, however, being Whig, subse-

quently gave him the state's electoral votes. Adams found the initial

defeat of the Taylor ticket a particular consolation, for he felt that

the humiliation had been a heavy blow to the party moguls of Bos-

ton.71

He had other sources of comfort as well. He looked on the elec-

tion as simply the first battle in the great crusade. The new party

had made at least a fair showing, and more important, it had has-

tened the process of party disintegration, for a large number of men

throughout the free states had left their old organizations to join the

new alliance. The arrogance and condescension of the Taylor men
were temporarily heightened by victory, but their day of triumph,
Adams felt, was to be short-lived. In the meantime he reposed "in

perfect satisfaction in the idea that my duty has been honestly

done . . ." 72



14

Rise of the Coalition

WITH the close of the campaign, Adams had a chance to return to

some of the nonpolitical occupations he so valued. There was again
time for reading and for historical research as well as for some

of the standardized introspection to which he always reverted

when idle. He was again sure that the best part of his life had

passed, and he looked back on it with pain, for though he could

not charge himself with "absolute laziness/' he feared that his

intentions had exceeded his accomplishments.
1 He would never

allow himself, however, to be accused of not making the best use

of his faculties, and he now plunged conscientiously into historical

investigations. In 1848 he had published the fourth edition, with

revisions and additions, of Abigail Adams' letters, and now he began
in earnest the arduous job of preparing a memoir of John Adams
and an edition of his papers.

2

Literary work absorbed much of the free time left on his hands

following the natural slackening of political activity after the elec-

tion. His interest in the antislavery movement remained keen, how-

ever, and for a while he maintained a commanding position among
the Massachusetts Free Soilers. But in the years ahead, Adams was

increasingly to find himself out of sympathy with the tactics adopted

by the party and proportionately, he was to lose his influence in di-

recting its counsels. The next major change in the Massachusetts

political scene came about not through the replacing of the Whigs
by the Free Soilers as the leading party in the state, as Adams had

hoped, but through the coalition of the two lesser parties, the

Democrats and the Free Soilers. In New Hampshire, Hale was

158
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elected senator by just such a movement, only there it was a com-
bination of Free Soilers and Whigs against the Democratic power.
Ohio tried the experiment early in 1849, an<^ in tnat state tne Free

Soilers, with only two votes in the legislature, successfully joined
with the Democrats in electing Democratic judges, in repealing cer-

tain anti-Negro legislation, and in sending Salmon P. Chase to the

Senate. Chase urged the same course in Massachusetts, but Adams
disapproved of the idea from the outset. He feared that the Free
Soilers would be swallowed up in the process of courting the Demo-
crats, and that the principle of opposition to the extension o

slavery would be lost in a welter of secondary "loco-foco" issues.3

The Massachusetts Free Soil party, in fact, soon found itself in

difficulty trying to keep its Democratic element concentrated on the

main issue. At a Free Soil meeting in February, Amasa Walker and
other Free Soilers of Democratic antecedents suggested introducing
certain peripheral questions into the state platform. Adams ex-

horted the meeting to adhere to its single great purpose, and for

the moment at least, managed to defeat Walker's plan.
4

But throughout the summer of 1849 tne Massachusetts Free Soil

Democrats continued to press both for the adoption of additional

"liberal" planks by the Free Soil party and for a further coalescence

with the Democrats. The latter movement was greatly aided, in

September, 1849, by the strong antislavery resolutions which the

Massachusetts Democrats adopted. They declared themselves against
the extension of slavery into the territories, and resolved that such
sentiments were so universal in the North as to belong to no party.
The Democratic action was partly due to the feeling that Cass had
been defeated through Southern defections. By way of retaliation,
the reins were temporarily loosened on the antislavery element in

the party.
5

Sumner, for one, began to feel that the instincts of the Democ-

racy were in the right place. Adams, Palfrey and Dana, however,
did not agree. They insisted that the only course for the Free Soil

party was to remain independent and to level its appeal at the

moral sense of the country. Any trafficking in offices or intriguing
for votes would diminish the force of their claims upon the public
conscience.6

The pressures, however, continued to mount as examples of union
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in other states multiplied. In Iowa it was the Free Soilers and the

Whigs who united; in Connecticut and Vermont, Free Soilers and

Democrats. When the Massachusetts Free Soilers met in September,

1849, tne Democratic members once more introduced "loco-foco"

planks, in order to facilitate junction with the Democratic party,
and the platform as adopted, with its decided overtones of "radical-

ism/' clearly presaged a growing move towards fusion.7

Shortly after the meeting word arrived from New York that the

Barnburner and Hunker sections of the Democracy in that state

had reunited. They had been impelled to do so by the realization

that under the New York plurality system the Taylor Whigs,

though in a minority, could win control of the state. The Massa-

chusetts Free Soilers were divided in their reactions to the reunion.

Some, including the Republican, insisted that it was base treachery
to the Free Soil party and its ideals. 8 Others, including Adams,

though dismayed by the development, were inclined to withhold

judgment and to accept the Barnburner explanation that they had

reunited with the Hunkers in order to capture the whole New York

Democratic organization for Free Soil.9

Nevertheless, the Barnburner defection left the Massachusetts

Free Soil party the only state group which had not entered into

some form of combination. All hope of an independent national

Free Soil party had come to an end. Still worse, doubt had been

thrown on the sincerity of the movement. Free Soilers all over the

country seemed now to be clamoring for votes and position rather

than for principles.

Even so, the Massachusetts party might have continued on an

independent course had not the bitterness of the past few years cre-

ated a consuming desire to topple the reigning Whigs from power.
There was only one way this could be accomplished in Massachu-

setts by a fusion of the two smaller parties. Such a coalition, it

was argued, was a justifiable way of combating the inequities of

the election laws. According to those laws, towns of less than a

certain population were allowed a representative for only a few

years in every decade. Even the larger towns, which had steady

representation, often failed to elect because of the majority rule.

But Boston, and several other Whig strongholds which elected by
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general ticket, never failed to send their full complement to the

Massachusetts House. 10 Vacancies in the state Senate caused by the

failure of any one candidate to win a majority were filled by joint

ballot in the legislature, where the Whigs, with their "sure" seats,

usually had a majority. The governor and lieutenant governor were

similarly elected by the legislature when no popular majority had

been given. What it amounted to, in the eyes of the opposition,
was that bare Whig majorities in Boston, Salem, Lowell, and New
Bedford controlled the whole state. The means of destroying Whig
domination lay within the grasp of the Democratic and Free Soil

parties, for together they represented a bare majority of the vote.

And the temptation to utilize his potential strength soon proved irre-

sistible. Even men of "principle" found it difficult to submit indef-

initely to a position of political impotence.
Before long Adams himself began to weaken. Primarily, there

was the matter of Palfrey's election to consider. In a special run-off

in his district over the summer, Palfrey had failed to receive a ma-

jority vote, and Adams had felt the disappointment keenly. It was

mainly in the hope of carrying Palfrey's election that Adams finally

gave his reluctant assent to the creation of joint tickets with the

Democrats on the town and county level. He wanted it clearly un-

derstood, however, that the union was solely for the purpose of

obviating the injustices of the election law. In no sense was it to

be considered an "amalgamation" of the two parties.
11 H. B.

Stanton, a prominent Barnburner, wrote Sumner from New York

that after all the outcry the Massachusetts men had made against

Democratic reunification in his state it was amusing to watch the

facility with which they were now forming union tickets of their

own. He supposed, he added sarcastically, that the difference was

that while the Massachusetts Free Soilers insisted there had been no

agreement concluded on principles, the New Yorkers had at least

made an effort in that direction.12

The joint ticket established in Middlesex County set the pattern

for the rest of the state. There the Free Soilers and Democrats

each contributed candidates, in almost equal numbers, to a com-

bined ticket, and no commitments as to platform or principles were

required from either side. The Middlesex example was followed
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in Worcester, Plymouth and Norfolk counties, and Adams accepted
a nomination on the latter ticket for the state Senate, though he did

so with great reluctance. In Essex County, a mixed ticket was also

nominated, but there, through the influence of Stephen H. Phillips

(son of Stephen C.) antislavery tests wrere applied to the Democratic

nominees. When Robert Rantoul, Jr., one of the Democratic can-

didates for the Senate, refused to accept them, the combination was

not carried out. 13

Everywhere the consolidation was imperfect; Adams thought the

Democrats were "restless," and would not be true to the combined
tickets. In Norfolk, at least, his prophecy proved accurate, for there

some of the Democrats bolted, named a third ticket of their own and

thereby drew off sufficient votes to cause Adams' defeat. Not that he

regretted this result; it released him from what might have proved
serious entanglements inherent in the nature of the fusion.

In Worcester, Middlesex and Plymouth, mixed tickets were suc-

cessful, and a total of 13 Senators and 130 Representatives were

elected on them. But Palfrey, for whose sake Adams and others had

originally consented to the alliance, fell off even further from a

majority than previously. Dana claimed that not a single Democrat
had stuck to his bargain and voted for Palfrey. More likely Palfrey's

tally declined because he lost more votes from Whig and independ-
ent defections than he gained from Democratic support. The Free

Soil vote, in fact, fell off throughout the state. The major reason, as

predicted by the Adams-Palfrey-Dana group, was that the attempt
to embark on political victory had thrown doubt on the honesty of

Free Soil motives. With the moral tone of the party diluted and with

all three state parties declared against slavery extension, the voters

preferred to adhere to their old allegiances. Adams himself regretted
the course political affairs had taken. He would never again go even

this far in associating himself with the state Democracy.

In December, 1849, Adams took a short trip to Washington to

confer with Free Soil congressmen, and to visit his mother, who had
continued to live in the capital after her husband's death (appar-

ently Louisa Adams never felt sufficiently at home in New England
to wish to settle there permanently).

14

The visit coincided with the first session of the Thirty-first Con-
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gress, one of the most momentous in the country's history. The
territory won from Mexico awaited organization, and California,

thrust into adulthood by the discovery of gold and the influx of

settlers, clamored for statehood. The radical North stood firmly
on the Wilmot Proviso, while the extreme South openly threatened

disunion if its property in slaves was barred from land "purchased
by the common blood and treasure/' Fear of these disunion threats

led many to retreat from adherence to the Proviso.15

Adams described the state of affairs as he found them in Washing-
ton in a letter to Palfrey:

Governor Cass and Mr. Clay who both came here intending to

play the part of peacemakers by a grand compromise, scarcely
know at which end to begin. Mr. Webster according to his prac-
tice, keeps out of the way whilst things are in doubt, and Mr.
Seward is not prepared to take a leap. In my humble opinion,
Mr. Calhoun is the only systematic statesman remaining. His sys-

tem in my belief is "a dissolution of the Union" and its conse-

quence "a slaveholding confederacy/' Such are the terms used

openly in many quarters . . . the only real opponent he has who
is not afraid to grapple with him is Colonel Benton. But even he,

I fear, is also in the compromising vein and so at heart, are five

sixths of the Whigs.
1^

Adams went on to say that he was coming to believe that the

Southern experiment of a separate government should be allowed
a trial. It would first of all stamp an indelible antislavery label on
the free states, and secondly, it would permanently break the power
of the slave states in the government, for when their experiment
failed as it certainly would in the long run they would return to

the Union "with a broken spirit and diminished influence/' This

naively optimistic view of disunion took no account of the likeli-

hood of bloodshed and violence. But in one sense Adams was being
coldly practical. If separation took place at the earliest possible
date, civil conflict might be avoided or greatly lessened. For as he

pointed out, "Wrath long pent up becomes in proportion violent

when it breaks out. And unfortunately for slavery there can be
seen in the future no end other than a tempest/'

17

Adams was still in Washington during the critical heightening of
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feeling which took place over the choice of a Speaker in the House.

Because of the close division between the two major parties, the

handful of Free Soil congressmen played a crucial role in the elec-

tion. As a result of their stubborn refusal to support Robert C.

Winthrop, the Whig candidate, Howell Cobb, a slaveholder from

Georgia, eventually won the office. Adams sympathized with the

opposition to Winthrop and indeed did what he could to strengthen
it during a round of conferences with the Free Soilers.18 Yet if

Winthrop was not the ideal antislavery candidate, it hardly ad-

mitted of doubt that he would have done better for the cause than

Cobb. In throwing away their votes on third candidates, the Free

Soil congressmen exhibited just the sort of patent impracticality
for which Adams had so often criticized the abolitionists in the

past.

President Taylor delivered his first annual message on December

24, 1849. Considering his previous silence and his own Southern

origins, it proved surprisingly strong on the antislavery side. Cali-

fornia, he said, should be accepted as a state when she applied for

admission (presumably under her new free-soil constitution drawn

up at Monterey). The same reception should be given New Mexico

when she proved ready for statehood. All other sectional agitation,

whether it be the Wilmot Proviso or threats of disunion, should be

discouraged. Taylor's plan was an attempt to dispose of the coun-

try's recently acquired territory while letting broader, more abstract

issues take care of themselves. Sizable elements in both sections were

displeased with it. The Free Soilers wanted all possibility of the

future extension of slavery permanently prevented by the adoption
of the Wilmot Proviso, and Adams, for one, looked on Taylor's

proposals as an attempt to ignore this problem rather than to solve

it.19

In the midst of rising tension and recrimination the aging Henry
Clay rose in the Senate on January 29, 1850, to present his own

comprehensive plan for ending sectional agitation. California, he

suggested, should be admitted as a state under its proposed "free"

constitution. The rest of the Mexican territory should be divided

into the two territorial governments of Utah and New Mexico

without any specific Congressional pronouncement on slavery. The
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slave trade, though not slavery, should be abolished fn the District

of Columbia, but it should be recognized that Congress had no

power to restrict the slave trade between the states. The Texas-
New Mexican boundary should be settled, and finally, a "more ef-

fectual" fugitive-slave law should be passed.
The Free Soilers, of course, were passionately united against Clay's

proposals. California, they claimed, should have been admitted

long ago on its own merits, instead of being used as a bargaining

point for making concessions to the South on a host of collateral

issues. Adams feared that antislavery feeling in the free states was

not strong enough to meet the crisis. He found the amount of in-

difference alarming, and admitted that the reaction away from
the Free Soil position had been considerable since the election of

1848. Even the Free Soilers themselves did not seem as "wide awake"
as the critical nature of the moment demanded.20

At the Massachusetts Free Soil convention at the end of February,
Adams tried to rouse the delegates to a realization of the danger by

speaking out strongly against the surrender of the Wilmot Proviso

implicit in the Clay compromise. Who would guarantee, he asked,

that they would not be called upon to give up the point of "no more
Slave States" in advance of "a new measure of Cuban annexation,

or of another Mexican war, another Mexican conquest and pur-

chase, a crusade on the West Indies now free, and so on to the

'crack of doom?" It was years of piecemeal concessions that had

brought the country to its present plight. The free states should

long ago have said to the slaveholders,
"
'we understand your posi-

tion and make allowances for it ... We will concede as much as

we can, reasonably and consistently with our known and declared

principles, but further than this, you shall never see us go/
"
Now,

at least, let the free states stand firm. Let them concede to the slave-

holding interest all mere material questions such as the tariff or the

bank, but on the solemn principle of slave extension let their an-

swer be a decided "no/' 21 The Atlas, never overly generous to its

opponents, summed up Adams' role in the meeting as follows:

The son of the last Adams took the stand and threw off his

usual quantity of bile. This is a philanthropic gentleman who
rolls in wealth, but who has never been known to do an act of

liberality.22
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On March 7, Daniel Webster addressed the Senate on the crisis

facing the country. In essence, his speech was a defense of Clay's

proposed compromise resolutions and an abandonment of his own

previous support of the Wilmot Proviso. Nature had already made

slavery impossible in the Mexican territory, he said, and to push
an abstraction such as the Proviso where no practical need was ap-

parent would only serve to exacerbate Southern resentment. Web-
ster summarized the mutual grievances of the two sections, and en-

dorsed Clay's measures including a new fugitive slave bill and

the acceptance of the possibility of additional slave states being
carved out of Texas as a reasonable attempt at conciliation and

settlement.

Southern threats of secession had been mounting steadily in the

months preceding Webster's speech, and had been looked upon with

trepidation by those who feared for the unity of the country. In

Webster's case, as in so many others, his love of the Union out-

weighed his hatred of slavery; he wished to save the country from

what he called the theorizing of abolitionist fanatics. But to the

antislavery men the ideas embodied in the Wilmot Proviso were

not mere abstractions. The need incontrovertibly to prevent the

further expansion of slavery was just as real and pressing to them

as the benefits of a continued political alliance of the states were

to the Union men. Webster preferred to relegate the former set of

beliefs to the realm of abstraction and to leave the progress of

"moral causes" to the slow workings of time and the Deity. The

antislavery men, with the experience of the last thirty years behind

them, had no faith in this ready complacency. They feared that if

action against slavery extension continued to be deferred, the liber-

ties of the country would soon be permanently submerged in the

immoral demands of that institution. They too cherished the

Union, but as the frame established by the founding fathers within

which the blessings of liberty could be secured. The Union itself,

they felt, should not become an object of blind devotion espe-

cially since that devotion was too often used as a pretext for not

dealing with issues involving those very rights and liberties for

whose preservation the Union had originally been founded.

Webster's speech caused a sensation everywhere, and in Massa-
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chusetts it stirred up a tempest. Webster had his defenders, includ-

ing the Catholic press, the Boston Courier and the Daily Advertiser,
and most of the Harvard faculty.

23 But on the whole, sentiment in

the state was strongly against him. Even the Atlas, once Webster's

staunch defender, denounced his stand and in doing so, estimated
that only six Whig journals in New England approved his speech,
while no less than seventy opposed it.

24 His fellow legislators were
also decidedly against his position. John Davis, the other Massa-
chusetts Whig senator, and all the state's congressmen excepting
only George Ashmun, were opposed to the Clay compromise. Even

Winthrop deplored Webster's stand. "If Genl. Taylor had said the

same things/' he wrote Edward Everett, "we should all have said,
*

so much for having a Southern President/ and W.febster] him-
self would have led off in denouncing him/* 25

Winthrop thought
Taylor's plan the best, and he confided to Everett that Webster,
both before and after his speech, had told him that he also favored
it. Yet Webster had included no word of approval of Taylor's pro-
posals in the Seventh of March address. "Frankly/' wrote Win-

throp, "I think his ambition is rising, under the strong afflatus of

Southern favor." 26

Adams, of course, was appalled by Webster's speech, but he felt

the Free Soilers should not move too rapidly in opposition, for there

was the danger they would thereby tend to discourage expressions
of discontent from other quarters. There was an existing backlog
of ill feeling in the Whig party between the Webster and Lawrence
factions which the dispute over the Compromise might exacerbate.

Thus, when a demonstration against Webster's speech was sug-

gested at a meeting of the Massachusetts Free Soil party in April
and "the idea seemed to take/' Adams pointed out that a Free Soil

attack would have slight influence outside the party's own ranks,
and might only help to consolidate the widening rift amongst the

Whigs. His perceptive view of the situation persuaded the rest of

the delegates, and it was decided to make no formal protest against
Webster's stand.27

Adams' mistrust of the Democracy was heightened by the course

of that party in the fourth district, where Palfrey continued his
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fight to win a majority. In the May run-off Henry Wilson assured

him that the Democrats would "act better," but Adams had little

faith in the "hunker" elements of the party. Nathaniel Banks, one

of the Democratic leaders, wanted assurances that if the Democrats

refrained from putting their own candidate in the field, Palfrey

would serve only one term. Adams refused absolutely to counte-

nance such a "deal." The Democrats should be made to understand,

he indignantly told Wilson, that "we had higher purposes in view

than the mere bargaining for Offices." 2S The Democrats did de-

cide, by a narrow vote, not to make a separate nomination, but on

election day, the "hunker" elements refused to support Palfrey

against the Whig candidate and by scattering their ballots again

prevented a choice.29 This further convinced Adams of the impos-

sibility, even aside from the conflict on principles, of acting with

the Democracy.
The action of the national Democratic leaders confirmed Adams'

distrust of that party, for by the spring of 1850 Cass and Douglas
were lining up all but the "radical" Democrats behind Clay's com-

promise. Most of the Northern Whigs, on the other hand, with the

notable exception of Webster, continued to back the Taylor plan.

Reports spread that Adams also favored the President's scheme, but

this was true only in the sense that he preferred it to Clay's pro-

posals. Neither of the two opposing camps, Adams felt, was really

to be trusted since neither had the smallest regard for "the evil of

slavery as a moral and political question," or considered the con-

troversy anything but a disruptive force which must be quieted.
The Taylor Whigs opposed Clay's settlement, he felt, only because

they feared that a permanent adjustment of the slavery question
would reunite the Democracy and lead to the overthrow of their

own party.
30

In a July 4th address at Fall River, Adams spoke out against leav-

ing the decision of slavery in the territories to time and the wishes

of the local inhabitants. According to such reasoning, he argued,

polygamy, which "dates back in antiquity quite as far as the prac-
tice of holding man in slavery, and is quite as well fortified by

Scripture example," should have just as much right to toleration in

the territories as slavery. Such matters, however, were not of mere
local concern; they should be dealt with in the name of the whole
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country, by the national government. This country had a mission

to perform in the world "to teach the value of well regulated

liberty" and its development could not be left "to chance, or

caprice, or to malevolent opposition/' Intervention by the govern-
ment in all cases of "inchoate organization" (which excluded med-

dling in the policy of existing states) "for the correction of present
or for the prevention of future social evils*' was not only a right,

"but a solemn duty."
31

On July 9, 1850, President Taylor died suddenly, and the Free

Soil men realized that they had lost the most formidable foe of the

passage of Clay's compromise measures. The accession of Fillmore

led to a new cabinet, headed by Webster as Secretary of State, as

well as to new administration support for the Clay plan. On the

state level, the cabinet shift resulted in Governor Briggs' appoint-
ment of Robert C. Winthrop to fill Webster's place in the Senate.

"Such are the performances/' Adams commented, "of a Governor

pledged to the Wilmot Proviso!" 32

During August and September, the Clay measures passed Con-

gress one by one. California was admitted as a state, New Mexico

and Utah were organized as territories without explicit provisions on

slavery, the Texas-New Mexico boundary was settled and Texas

given ten million dollars in compensation, the slave trade was ended

in the District of Columbia, and a new fugitive slave law was

passed. "Thus the triumph of boasting and braggard threats is

complete," Adams wrote disconsolately in his diary.
33

Of all the Compromise provisions, the new fugitive slave law

was the most hateful to antislavery men. No jury trial was allowed

the fugitive not even a hearing before a judge on a habeas corpus
writ. Instead, commissioners, especially appointed by the federal

courts, were authorized to decide without appeal the claimants*

right to the fugitive. Affidavits taken in slave states were admitted

as conclusive evidence without cross examination or testimony by
the fugitive himself, and the commissioner was given a larger fee

for directing the return of the Negro than for ordering his release

(the reason given being that more paperwork was involved in a

return). All citizens were called upon to aid in the efficient execu-

tion of the act, and heavy penalties were imposed for harboring or
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rescuing a fugitive. Even Webster would have preferred a bill at

least giving the runaway a jury trial; nonetheless he urged Fillmore

to sign the fugitive slave law as the only alternative to breaking

up the Union. Robert Winthrop, after attempting in vain to in-

corporate habeas corpus, trial by jury and protection for free col-

ored seamen into the bill, ended by voting against it. He rightly
feared that the law would prove "... a constant source of irrita-

tion and inflammation; besides giving a fresh base to the Free Soil

Party . . ." S4

Though Adams did not favor any "irregular action" against the

bill after it had been passed, he felt confident it could not be en-

forced in Massachusetts. If legislators insisted upon bringing "the

sense of right in every man's bosom in direct conflict with the law/'

he wrote, they must be prepared to see the law disregarded. There
was a limit to the obedience due authority, and that limit had been

reached when it was demanded that citizens assist in capturing and

enslaving their fellow men. Nor had Adams any patience with

those who counseled quiet as a remedy for the troubles of the time;

"There can be no quiet over a powder magazine," he wrote, "ex-

cepting that quiet which follows destruction." 35

In Massachusetts, the movement of the Free Soil party towards

fusion with the Democrats steadily gathered momentum, and as it

did so, Adams' influence proportionately waned. He was prepared
to cooperate with individual antislavery men from either of the

other parties, but the course of the Democrats on the Compromise
measures had made him adamant in his opposition to any formal

combination with them. He feared that just as the Democratic

party itself was dominated by proslavery and "loco-foco" elements,

so any state coalition would come to be also.

Many of the Free Soilers, however, felt otherwise. Henry Wilson
and others had been working actively for some time behind the

scenes to secure control of the Free Soil party for the fusionists, and

by the summer of 1850 their efforts were nearing success. In an
informal meeting of the Free Soil state committee on the loth of

August, it was moved that a committee of conference be appointed
to meet with the Democrats and mature a plan of union. As ex-
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pected, Adams spoke out against the measure. Union would not

be restricted, he feared, to the limited, moderate cooperation of

1849, but would be a complete treaty of alliance that could only
end in the surrender of Free Soil principles. All the "moral charac-

ter" of the party, he warned, would be traded for a share in the

spoils of office. The majority at the meeting, however, were appar-

ently against Adams and would have so voted had they not felt

"the difficulty of a division." Instead, on a motion by Whittier, the

matter was laid on the table.36 The fusionists, it seems, had by this

time decided that it would be easier to by-pass Adams and those

who sympathized with him than to oppose them directly. In accord-

ance with this new strategy, Adams was not invited to attend the

next session of the state committee when it met at the end of

August. "This is the way I am to be treated by these traders of

principle for placel" he wrote indignantly in his diary. "I see the

game and will defeat it, if I can. If not, I will clear my skirts." 37

The idea of retirement was not unattractive to him, for it would

mean an opportunity to work on his grandfather's papers, but

he had no intention of giving up the leadership of the party,

or accepting what he was sure would be the destruction of its

principles, without a struggle.

Actually the meeting from which he had been excluded ended

favorably for him. Anson Burlingame reported that in the course

of the proceedings, Wilson's indiscretion in attacking the Adams

group and all but reading them out of the party, had brought
about a reaction which defeated a motion calling for union with

the Democrats.38

Adams and his friends followed up this temporary success at a

meeting of the state committee soon after, where they managed
to postpone still another proposal for merger. An additional

delaying action was won at the state convention, where Adams'

version of the platform was adopted, even though it omitted the

question of fusion and concentrated on opposition to the fugitive

slave law.39 But the coalitionists were not long to be denied. Adams
himself partly bowed to the pressure when he agreed, in the state

convention, to leave individual members of the party free to act

as they saw fit in the coming election. He contented himself with
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having prevented any direct fusion by the party's central organiza-
tion. It was true that it still remained possible that individuals

would choose to join mergers on the town and country level, but

surely there, Adams assumed, the local Free Soil units would
demand a declaration of principles from any Democrats they

agreed to support on joint tickets.

This, however, was not the way matters worked out. In the Mid-

dlesex county convention the Free Soilers and Democrats united on
a ticket for state senators, with no questions or tests of any kind put
to the candidates. Adams predicted both defeat and disgrace from

this "immoral" combination and a group of Free Soilers refused to

sanction the nominations.40

But except for Middlesex County, there was no difficulty in ef-

fecting union with the Democrats, and in the towns coalition was

almost universal. On some of the joint tickets, the Free Soilers did

obtain a pledge to their principles by the Democrats, and this sort

of arrangement Adams found much more tolerable. He refused,

however, to become a candidate himself, and was surprised that

coalition offers to him and his friends continued. Nevertheless it

became obvious to him that his personal popularity had fallen off

sharply. When he presided over a Faneuil Hall meeting to protest
the fugitive slave law, he was coldly received. Rumor spread that

he opposed the new coalition only for selfish reasons. The Free

Soilers, as part of their share of the spoils, expected to have a full-

term seat in the national Senate to "dispose of," and it was known
that they had settled on Sumner, rather than Adams, for this honor.

Pique at this decision, it was said, accounted for Adams' hostility to

the coalition. But having probed himself "to the bottom" he could

find no "cause to blush." 41

The November election results were all the fusionists had hoped
for. Although the proportion of votes given to each party remained

practically the same as in the previous year, with the two minority

parties combined against them, the Whigs' plurality, though sizable,

was no longer sufficient to maintain control of the state. Twenty-one
Free Soil and Democratic senators were elected to 11 Whigs, and 220

Free Soil and Democratic representatives to 176 Whigs.
42

Since the stand of the Democrats on the Compromise of 1850 was
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certainly no more satisfactory than that of the Whigs, who, in fact,

had actually resolved in their state convention that the fugitive

slave law was unacceptable without revisions, it could be validly

claimed that the Free Soilers had acted merely to win office and to

topple the hated Whigs from control of the state. If the principles
of the Wilmot Proviso were not discarded in the process, they were

certainly ignored. Yet in spite of his disapproval of the coalition,

even Adams could not help sharing the joy felt at the Whig defeat

by which, he felt, "the domination of Daniel Webster" had

finally been demolished.43

During the month and a half between the election and the con-

vening of the legislature on January i, 1851, there was much time

for political jockeying. One element in the Whig party, anxious to

defeat Sumner's candidacy, put out feelers to see if Adams him-

self might be persuaded to accept their support for the national

Senate. Adams, in his eagerness to break the "unholy combination,"

did not absolutely reject the offer, but he insisted so firmly on Free

Soil principles as the basis for cooperation as to further discourage
an already uncertain effort.44

Adams remained uneasy, though, over Sumner's candidacy for

the Senate opening. He alternately suspected Sumner of actively

conniving for the position by bargaining away Free Soil principles,

or at the very least, of showing moral weakness by allowing himself

to be pushed for the post by the coalition.45 As it turned out,

Sumner had great difficulty in securing election. A group of Dem-

ocratic "indomitables" in the Massachusetts House, led by Caleb

Gushing, refused to support him, and as a result balloting contin-

ued without a choice for weeks. At one point Sumner, in his dis-

couragement, considered withdrawing, but Adams, who thought it

was too late for a successful substitution, helped to persuade him
to remain in the race.46 Eventually by the bare margin of one vote

his election was secured, and Adams, in great relief at the termina-

tion of the contest, declared that Sumner had conducted himself

nobly throughout the trying struggle, and would certainly make
a fine senator.47

Most of the other major offices were parceled out by the coalition-
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controlled legislature without difficulty, but the choice of the

Democratic candidate, George S. Boutwell, for governor, did pro-

duce some additional fireworks. Palfrey tried to persuade the Free

Soil legislators to sustain Stephen C. Phillips, the candidate of their

own party, but loyal to their bargain if not their principles, the

Free Soilers chose instead to support Boutwell. Their "betrayal"

infuriated Phillips, though in time his anger cooled at least to the

point where he absolved Sumner, one of the beneficiaries of the ar-

rangement, from personal unfriendliness.48 As far as Adams was

concerned, the morals of the Free Soil party had been destroyed, and

his own role in its future had come to an end.
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ADAMS had now lost much of his influence in state politics and

though he felt some bitterness at the ingratitude of the party towards

him, he nonetheless accepted his position stoically. His reduced

power coincided with indeed in a basic sense, had been

caused by a nationwide reaction against antislavery agitation.

Both major parties, and their leaders in both sections of the Union,

had settled down upon the Compromise measures as a final settle-

ment of the slavery problem. And on the state level, there was scant

opportunity to advance Free Soil principles as long as the coalition

remained in control. There was no course for Adams, therefore,

but to retire from an active political role. At the same time he re-

mained determined to advance Free Soil principles whenever fair

opportunities presented themselves, and as a result, he tended in the

next few years to dart in and out of political retirement, alternating

spells of seclusion with periods of considerable activity. In the quiet

intervals, he turned his energies more completely than ever to the

preparation of John Adams* papers, and contented himself with

the idea that it was not he, but the times that were out of joint.

He was never entirely shut out from Free Soil considerations. His

prominence in the depressed, but still recognizable minority which

opposed association with the Democrats continued to make him

something of a force, and even though the party element then in

power tended to ignore him, he continued to cast a distinctive

shadow. Occasionally, almost as if they felt guilty over having
deserted the position which he represented, the Free Soil fusionists

175
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made some friendly gesture towards him. 1 Adams rebuffed all such

scraps of recognition, contenting himself with a limited role until a

more congenial atmosphere prevailed. He preferred peaceful with-

drawal to a policy of direct and public opposition to the coalition-

ists. The Free Soil organization might again prove useful in the

future, and there was nothing to be gained, he felt, by stirring up
dissensions among those who continued to agree about ends, if not

means.

In September of 1851, Stephen C. Phillips announced his re-

fusal to stand again in the fall election as the Free Soil candidate for

governor. Anson Burlingame, who seems to have been Adams' per-

sonal listening post in this period, informed him that either he or

Palfrey was likely to be nominated in Phillips* place. The proba-

bility, of course, was that the honor would again be hollow; that

when the contest reached the legislature, the Free Soil senators

would, according to prearrangement, vote for the Democratic candi-

date. Adams authorized Burlingame to take his name entirely out

of the canvass. He thought, however, that Palfrey would accept the

nomination and should be tendered it, for if the party went an inch

beyond Palfrey, he warned, if would break down altogether. Adams
noted, however, that Henry Wilson, the architect of the coalition,

was known to want the nomination, and he cautioned Burlingame
to guard against Wilson's growing "duplicity." Burlingame, on his

side, broached a plan to combine with the Whigs in the fall and

thereby get another senator's seat which, he suggested, would go
to Adams. But Adams, who had no faith in political combinations of

any kind, thought the idea so visionary that he at once dismissed it.
2

He did not attend the Free Soil state convention on September 16,

1851, and from the reports he received of it, did not regret his de-

cision. Wilson, he was told, had tried to throw everything into

confusion by spreading word of "a strong current" against Palfrey's

nomination. But an effective speech by Palfrey, and a solid demon-

stration in his behalf by his friends led to his nomination on the

first ballot. His selection by the lopsided tally of 611 votes out of a

possible 820, seems to point to the conclusion that the coalition was

less widely supported in the party as a whole than by those Free
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Soilers In the legislature who had been elected through its agency.

Burlingame thought the convention had demonstrated that the

whole party was again reunited and in earnest over its principles.

Adams, however, still saw nothing in the proceedings to correct his

impression that the Democratic connection had "spread disease into

the very hearts of our friends." 3 There was now the added danger
that any loss of votes in the coming election would be charged by
the coalitionists to popular disapproval of the policies of the Pal-

frey-Adams group.
Adams himself was elected by the convention as a delegate-at-large

to the national Free Soil meeting, but he reserved decision on the

offer and continued to refuse all other attempts to entangle him.

He withdrew his name in advance from any nomination by the

county convention based on a juncture with the Democrats, he re-

fused to contribute further funds to the state central committee,

and when supplicated to aid the party by speechmaking, though not

absolutely declining, he reserved the right of judging each applica-

tion separately.
4

In the fall election, Winthrop, the Whig candidate for governor,

polled a large plurality over both Boutwell and Palfrey, but since

he failed of a majority Boutwell was again elected governor by the

coalition-controlled legislature. In gaining only 21 per cent of the

total vote, Palfrey dropped the Free Soil statewide percentage two

points from its 1850 level. But victory over the Whigs compensated
for this, for they had had great hopes of recovering the state. Adams
considered their failure to do so a final blow to Webster's presiden-

tial ambitions in 1852.

After the election, and with a new presidential contest on the

horizon, Adams held a series of talks with some of his intimates

Palfrey, Dana, Burlingame, and Phillips as to what their role

should be in the coming campaign. They agreed that Adams, who

was already planning a trip to Washington, should see what could

be done there to "draw into a common sympathy" men of different

parties.
5 Most of the leaders of the day, they felt, were pursuing

personal ends, and the great body of the people, "confounded by
the noise and confusion/' were turning in disgust from politics.

6
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But perhaps, in the midst of this suffocating atmosphere, an ade-

quate rallying force might be produced to make some impression
on the presidential contest.

Adams began his round of Washington conferences with a visit

to Dr. Bailey, editor of the National Era and a staunch antislavery

leader. He asked Bailey if it was possible "to do anything" with

Judge McLean. Dr. Bailey told him that he thought not, since

McLean "had been going backwards for some years," but added

that Adams himself had been thought of as likely to command much
force among the discontented elements of the two major parties.

Adams seemed genuinely surprised at this information, and assured

Bailey that he himself had never entertained such an idea, nor did

he feel that he could attract any but a Free Soil vote.7 Before even

considering such a contingency, he preferred to sound out McLean.

The conference which followed was not a productive one. Adams

explained to McLean that he and his friends desired to expand their

system beyond the narrow base of one or two measures, and to this

end were anxious to cooperate with sympathetic groups in the other

parties though actually to join one or the other party was impos-
sible so long as men like Cass and Douglas led the Democrats, and

Fillmore and Webster the Whigs. McLean was noncommittal in

his reply. He thought the current divisions in the Whig party
heralded its demise and doubted if a Whig nominating convention

could even be held. At any rate, he counseled delay until "the latest

practicable moment." Then perhaps a union might be effected upon
"someone who could rally the whole of the country," though he de-

clined to say whom he had in mind. The vagueness and timidity
of McLean's views convinced Adams that no efforts of his or his

friends would avail to persuade the Free Soil party to adopt him,
and he realized sadly that once again he was "afloat on a wide sea of

uncertainty."
8

Adams conferred with other leaders during his stay, but the in-

terviews were all unsatisfactory. Chase leaned to support of the

Democratic nominee if he could be placed on a platform which did

not declare the finality of the Compromise measures. Amos Tuck
and other Whig Free Soilers inclined to the exactly opposite posi-

tion. They hoped to be able to support the Whig nomination of
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General Winfield Scott again provided that the platform was

silent on the Compromise. Seward also favored the Scott nomina-

tion but told Adams that, regardless of the candidate, he despaired
of a Whig success. The Whigs, he felt, were doomed and would be

replaced by a new antislavery combination, of which, he implied,
he himself would be the head.9

The sum of it was, Adams reported back to Sumner, that efforts

in both parties were being made to adopt platforms sufficiently nega-

tive to lure Free Soilers back to their antecedent loyalties. Adams
could not offer any plan of action to combat this trend, and reluc-

tantly concluded that their friends across the country were as yet

too divided to secure a coherent movement.10

The winter of 1851-52 and the early spring of 1852, in fact,

marked the lowest point yet reached in the antislavery crusade.

"The moral tone of the Free States," Adams lamented, "never was

more thoroughly broken." 11 On the national level, the proslavery

wing of the Democratic party seemed everywhere to gain the upper
hand, and the Whigs, supine and divided, had neither ideas nor

men upon which to rally. Both parties, in Adams' eyes, were "effete"

and it seemed inevitable to him that a new organization must ulti-

mately arise. This would take time, and in the present election he

could discover "no light to guide us through the shadows." 12 The
Free Soil party, outside of New England, Ohio and Wisconsin, was

completely dead, and even where it remained, local alliances had

destroyed its coherence and sapped its integrity.

The situation was no brighter in Massachusetts. Webster, to a

large degree, had recovered control over the state Whigs, and con-

servatism, as one of Sumner's correspondents put it, was "open,

bold, and overbearing." Everything else, he wrote, "is either quiet,

paralyzed or working so covertly as not to be seen The morale

of our party is chloroformed"
13 The action of the legislature

in re-electing Boutwell had, in Adams' opinion, permanently linked

the destiny of the Free Soil organization with the Democrats

a party deeply committed to the proslavery cause; it was enough,
he lamented, "to sicken one of human nature." 14 Amasa Walker,

William Spooner, and other Free Soilers of like sympathy even

favored a union with the Democrats on presidential electors, al-
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though Henry Wilson counseled delay until the major nominations

could become known. 15

Distraction, compromise, intrigue these were the elements

Adams saw everywhere around him. Not only was he confirmed in

the wisdom of his political withdrawal, but he did not see how he

could be a delegate to the national Free Soil convention, fearing

that his attendance would automatically commit him to the deci-

sion of that body. The idea began to be circulated, moreover, that

either Adams or John Hale would be made the presidential nomi-

nee of the party and Adams found the possibility of his own can-

didacy completely disagreeable. He was convinced that many Free

Soilers would support the nominee of one or the other of the major

parties. The campaign would be lackadaisical, would avoid the

slavery question, and would result in the election of a proslavery

Democrat. He had no stomach for such a hopeless cause. The
wisest course for all antislavery men seemed to be to remain inert

through the present canvass and to await the inevitable organization
of an antislavery opposition.

16 He planned, therefore, to decline

his place as a delegate and to withdraw his name as a candidate, but

he decided to delay final action until the results of the Democratic

and Whig conventions could be known.

In June, 1852, both major parties held their national conventions.

Immediately before, a group of prominent Massachusetts Free

Soilers, including Adams, met to discuss alternative courses of action.

Opinions varied widely. F. W. Bird announced that he would refuse

to support Scott under any circumstances, Wilson and Keyes seemed

uncertain, and Adams, along with others, inclined towards Scott

if the Whig platform proved satisfactory.
17

Much of this tentativeness disappeared when the results of the

conventions became known. The Democrats nominated Franklin

Pierce, and the Whigs, as expected, General Scott, but the crucial

point was that both parties adopted resolutions in favor of the

finality of the Compromise measures, including the fugitive slave

law, and declared their intention of resisting all further attempts to

renew agitation on the slavery question. Adams immediately saw

that a third party nomination would now have to be made. Some-
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where, he felt, the ideals of free soil and free speech had to be de-

fended. If their party failed to receive many votes, the fault would

rest not with them but with the demoralization of the people.

There was a touch of self-conscious martyrdom along with a

strong dose of genuine outrage in Adams' attitude. "What can

we do/' he wrote, "but like the martyrs of old and the puritans
of later days stand up without flinching for the right?"

1S

Adams now reversed his earlier plans. He decided, after all, to

attend the Free Soil convention and to vote there for John Hale

and Cassius Clay of Kentucky as the standard-bearers of the party.

On the state level he would take little or no part if policy continued

to be conducted on the old coalition basis. Now especially, he felt,

he could never bring himself to vote for any local Democrats, for

by their party affiliation they were pledged to resist all attempts,

both in and out of Congress, to agitate the slavery question.

The majority of the Massachusetts Free Soilers favored the presi-

dential nomination of John Hale over Salmon P. Chase, the other

leading contender, but shortly before convention time Hale de-

clined to run. As a result, on the day the convention opened at

Pittsburgh some of the Massachusetts delegation asked Adams'"

permission to urge his candidacy. He refused, however, and coun-

seled adherence to Hale, despite the latter's withdrawal. Apparently
these tactics were widely adopted, for Hale was overwhelmingly
nominated for the presidency, with the vice-presidential .position,

after a closer contest, going to George W. Julian of Indiana.19 Even-

tually Hale accepted the offer after Adams, among others, had sent

him an eloquent plea to do so.

Something of a battle developed over the party platform. Gid-

dings, for the committee on resolutions, made a report reiterating

the Buffalo stand against the extension of slavery in the territories,

and declaring repugnance to the fugitive slave bill and the whole

idea that any human law could be "final." Gerrit Smith, the New
York abolitionist leader, did not think the platform went far

enough; he wished to incorporate an amendment declaring the es-

sential illegality of slavery and of all laws which protected it. The

issue was settled by a change in the phraseology of one of the Gid-

dings resolutions so that the moral illegality of slavery was asserted.
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Differences were further smoothed over by laying Smith's amend-
ment on the table rather than actually rejecting it20

Adams was greatly invigorated by the convention. He had not

expected such a large and earnest demonstration, and it left him
with a new burst of confidence in the movement. Moreover, he had
been well treated personally, which was a distinctly pleasant change,
and among other indications of kindness, F. W. Bird had in-

timated to him that he was to be chosen to run for his father's old

seat in Congress.
21

On the state level, however, developments continued to disturb

him. It was expected that this year the coalition would award
the governorship to the Free Soilers. Simultaneously, a movement
began to replace Palfrey as the candidate, even though as the nomi-
nee of the previous year, he was entitled by all rules of political

courtesy to lead the party again. Two elements combined against

Palfrey the sizable temperance group, and the Democratic and
coalitionist elements which preferred Henry Wilson as the candi-

date. Wilson worked actively for the office, but simultaneously
represented himself as adverse to the nomination tactics which
so infuriated Adams that he refused at first to consider Palfrey's
withdrawal. Eventually he agreed that Horace Mann, who also

favored independence from the Democrats and yet was more attrac-

tive to the temperance men, might, if necessary, be substituted.22

As it became immediately obvious at the convention that the tem-

perance men demanded an unequivocal friend of their movement,
Adams caused Palfrey's withdrawal letter to be read. The choice
thus narrowed to Wilson or Mann, and much to the surprise of

everyone, Mann won with a clear majority on the first ballot. The
strength of the coalitionists had clearly been overestimated.23

The convention ended with the presentation of resolutions by
Adams, which concentrated on the slavery issue, though one plank
expressing general approval of the temperance cause was added by
vote of the convention.

The meeting left a large residue of bitterness. The coalitionist

press, disappointed at Wilson's defeat, attacked Adams and his

friends for carrying their aristocratic prejudices into politics by
insisting that only a man educated at Harvard was fit to be gov-
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ernor of the state. Adams denounced such slander as "the tricks

of demagogues to undermine better men!" thereby perhaps ex-

hibiting some of that very tone of superiority to which his detrac-

tors alluded.24

For a while Adams feared that Wilson's hostility had succeeded

in cutting off Bird's offer to him of a Free Soil nomination to Con-

gress, and he admitted with dismay that nothing would have so

gratified his pride as to represent his father's old district. But in

October the offer did come and Adams readily accepted, though with

the clear understanding that it should not be predicated on bar-

gaining of any kind. He realized that chances for victory were slight.

The Free Soil party was third in strength in the district, which meant
that success would depend on personal popularity within the other

parties a quality which he knew he by no means possessed.
Yet Adams made a good run for the seat even though he failed

of election. In a field of four, he was less than six hundred votes

behind the front-running Whig.25 Since no candidate polled a ma-

jority, a second trial was called for December. In the interim Adams
refused to sanction any "arrangements" with those out of sympathy
with Free Soil principles, though he announced that he was per-

fectly willing to withdraw if the party preferred victory by collu-

sion.26 His offer was not taken up, and he remained the Free Soil

candidate. The December election resulted in the choice of the

Whig, J. Wiley Edmands, by a plurality of about 550 votes; Adams
ran second.27

Though Webster had died in October, his friends, who could not

forget their disappointment at their hero's having lost the presiden-
tial nomination to Scott, refused to support the General and either

voted their own electoral ticket or gave their support to Pierce.

Scott, however, though losing the election, carried the state. Most of

the Webster men did vote for Clifford, the Whig candidate for gov-

ernor, but despite this, he polled only 45 per cent of the total vote,

which fell short of the previous Whig plurality. Horace Mann,
the Free Soil candidate, made an excellent run, polling 27 per cent

of the votes cast a gain of six points over the previous year.
Clifford nevertheless was elected governor, and the coalition de-

feated, for the Whigs gained a slim majority in the legislature and
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filled the vacant offices with their own men. Many of the state

Democrats had shown increasing reluctance to continue the coali-

tion anyway, for they felt that the Free Soilers "were becoming too

radical on the slavery question. On the other hand, Boutwell's

appointment of Caleb Gushing to the Massachusetts Supreme Court
had shocked some Free Soilers into a similar reassessment of the alli-

ance. There were other Free Soilers who felt that though a coalition

of minorities might have been supported with some degree of logic,

any alliance now after Pierce's victory would be less defensible; it

would mean combination with the party in national power, and in

power, moreover, on "wrong principles/' Adams, of course, had no

regrets over the failure of the coalition, for its defeat gave some

hope of a return to pure antislavery ground.
28

Massachusetts was one of only four states to give its electoral

votes to Scott The Whig party had lost both its unity and its

leaders (Clay had died shortly before Webster), and Scott's hopes
had been further paralyzed by sizable defections in both the North

and the South. The pro-Compromise platform lost him votes in

the antislavery North, and his own refusal to stand unequivocably
on that platform cost him the support of a large body of Southern

Whigs. There had been no real contrast of principle with the Dem-
ocrats, but the latter, with both a candidate and a platform unam-

biguously pledged to end slavery agitation, had a far greater appeal
to the conservative temper of the country. The Hale-Julian ticket

attracted the pitiful nationwide total of less than 156,000 votes,

and many prominent antislavery leaders, including David Wilmot
and Van Buren, refused to support the Free Soil nominee.29

While lamenting the advent of a Democratic administration,

Adams was not unaware of the potential in the political situation.

If the Whig party in its weakened condition could once and for all

be abolished, a new and powerful organization might be composed
of all the country's antislavery fragments. In December, Adams
went to Washington to confer with national leaders on this possi-

bility. His reception was not encouraging. Chase wanted simply
to regroup around the label "Free Democratic," though Adams sug-

gested that a wiser course would be to 'leave open ground" so that
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"combinations might arise among persons now of different parties'*

based on common principles.
30 Seward's attitude was even more dis-

turbing. He told Adams that he had now decided the present Whig
distraction was only temporary. Once the party found itself rigidly

excluded from power, he expected the two wings, by making mu-
tual concessions, to regroup into a coherent opposition. What this

really meant, Adams wrote in his diary, was the old system of "a

double headed party operating on two classes of minds irrevocably

in conflict with each other." 31 Seward, he feared, had been cor-

rupted by the sinuosities of New York politics, and lacked the qual-

ity of directness so necessary to all great movements of moral reform.

It seemed doubtful that he could be relied upon as the strong leader

the antislavery forces required.

Well aware that the country was in a passive mood, Adams could

not have been greatly surprised at the cool reception of his plan
for a new combination of antislavery minorities. The public con-

science still dozed under the soporific blessings of economic pros-

perity and what it insisted was a "final" settlement of the slavery

controversy.

On the state level, affairs remained equally unpromising. By
the early spring of 1853, Adams had decided that since the anti-

slavery issue was in abeyance, he would now cease political ac-

tivity entirely. But the decision was not reached before he had

received a political rebuff.

In view of the large role played by John Adams in the drafting of

the original Massachusetts constitution of 1780, Charles Francis

felt a strong desire to be a member of a new convention which had

been called for a revision of the state's fundamental law. Accord-

ingly, he accepted the nomination of the Free Soilers as a delegate

from Quincy. The town contained a considerable Irish Catholic

population, and false rumors that Adams was anti-Catholic and

anti-foreign led to his defeat by a narrow margin. He felt the

result keenly, especially since it involved his repudiation by some

of the Free Soilers. It was at this point, almost redundantly, that

he renounced further political activity.
32

At the outset, Adams was somewhat depressed over his increased
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leisure, even though it meant more time for historical work. But
as the summer of 1853 progressed he became ever happier and more
content. The appeal of quiet living and the pleasure of scholarly

pursuits came back to him in a rush, and he grew reluctant ever

again to abandon them for the din of politics. He turned down all

speaking invitations, and in September decided not to attend the

Free Soil state convention. Henry Wilson seemed the likely candi-

date for the gubernatorial nomination that year, and Adams deeply
distrusted Wilson, whom he blamed, among other things, for his

own recent defeat as a delegate to the constitutional convention.

There is no doubt that Wilson, at various stages in his career, al-

lowed his craving in part financial need for office to lead him
into intrigue and compromise. Adams, with his inflexible standards

(and his independent income), could never sympathize with such

temporizing. Yet in justice to Wilson it should be said that though
he certainly lacked Adams* single-minded devotion to principle, it

remains true that he had early and freely chosen the antislavery

side; although on occasions he certainly used the cause for his own

purposes, he never really lost a sincere attachment to it.33 Adams,
however, saw scant evidence for believing the best of Henry Wilson.

"If we are to have Mr. Wilson for Governor/' he wrote in his diary,
"I will make no lamentation at the desecration of an office which
has seldom had very distinguished incumbents/' 34

Yet lament he did when the news of Wilson's nomination ar-

rived. The Free Soilers, Adams fumed, had now entirely lost their

original character, and become "A party of dirty, negotiating, trading

politics . . . ultimately to be traded over into the democracy, if

there is a decent chance to effect it." 35 Such an organization held

no place for him, and he told Dana that he would refuse to vote for

Wilson, thus completing his severance from the party. This time

he did not emerge from seclusion until late October, when a fight

over the proposed new state constitution broke out. When he did,

it was to declare his opposition to the official course of the Free

Soil party.

The need for a revision of the state constitution had been a real

one, particularly in respect to the outmoded system of representa-
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tlon then in existence. In tie election for convention delegates,

however, the Whigs were routed by the newly invigorated coalition-

ists,
36 who soon made it obvious during die drafting of the new

law that they were at least as interested in promoting their own par-

tisan fortunes as in providing genuine reform for the state. The con-

stitution they turned out contained some undeniably good features,

but Adams was dissatisfied with those portions of it which related to

a proposed system of representation in the House, and to altera-

tions in judicial tenure. In the first case, he felt, inequalities of

representation were not so much corrected as rearranged, for the

smaller towns were now given an unfair preponderance of power.
The changes in the judicial system were even worse. Judges of the

higher courts were to hold their offices only for ten years, at which

time they were subject either to reappointment or to replacement

by the governor; lower judicial officials were to be elected every

three years by the people. These arrangements would lead, Adams

felt, both to an encroachment of the executive department on the

judiciary, and to the destruction of the nonpolitical, impartial
nature of the courts.

Despite his objections, Adams was reluctant at first to come out

openly against the new constitution. But when Palfrey published
a strong pamphlet against the proposed amendments,37 Adams de-

fended his friend's position in a public address at Quincy, realizing

that in any case he would be linked with Palfrey in the denunciation

which was bound to follow from the coalitionists. And in fact, the

reaction to Palfrey's pamphlet was violent. The coalitionists had

early been confident that the new constitution would be ratified, for

the opposition to it had been scattered among the languid Whigs
and the old-line Democracy. The unexpected addition of Palfrey

and Adams reinvigorated the opposition, though the warmth of

their welcome by the Whigs made Adams uncomfortable, for he

disliked giving comfort to the enemy. The coalition press, of course,

refused to credit Adams and Palfrey with any but the lowest motives.

"Unable to see that it was his own bad, envious, malicious temper
that caused his repeated defeats," sneered the Boston Daily Times in

denouncing Adams, "he attributes them to some members of his

own party, and is doing what he can to injure that party's chief
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[Wilson] whom he, too, hates as the mean, unpopular man hates the

generous, popular leader." 38

Not only did Adams and Palfrey succeed in further alienating
the coalitionist element in the Free Soil party, but also in earning
the angry, if temporary, hostility of some of their closest friends.

Dana, who had been a prominent member of the constitutional

convention, insisted that although the document was far from per-

fect, it should be supported, for no better one could be gotten in

its place.
39 With Sumner, the disagreement took a more personal

turn. In his speech at Quincy, Adams had gratuitously impugned
Sumner's motives for supporting the new constitution; Sumner, he

said, had "listened to the siren song of expediency," and had "bowed
his neck to the iron rod of party/'

40 Adams later claimed that the

Whig papers played up these comments and gave them a force

which he had never meant them to have, but even Palfrey agreed
that Adams' remarks had borne down rather hard.41 To make
amends, Adams wrote Sumner what he probably considered a

conciliatory letter, but in fact it only repeated the charge of in-

consistency and included as well the sardonic observation that the

rush of sympathy to Sumner's side would profit the advancement of

his political career.42 When a further effort to dispel ill-feeling

failed, Adams became convinced that Sumner's displeasure really

sprang from a deeper source, and he decided that he would do no
more to conciliate him. The coolness between the two men
continued into the following year, when the necessity of unity against
the Kansas-Nebraska Act finally restored more amicable relations.

In the upshot, the Whigs triumphed in the November elections

and the new constitution failed by over 5000 votes. This defeat was

the result of many factors,43 but Adams rejoiced in the blow to the

coalition. He trusted that now at last, some new basis for action

might be possible. The explosive events of the coming year were to

give form and substance to this hope.
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A Floundering Response to

Kansas-Nebraska

THE OPENING of the new year coincided exactly with the reopening
of the slavery question; it was on January 4, 1854, that Stephen

Douglas introduced the Kansas-Nebraska bill. His motives for do-

ing so have never been fully explained, but the results were plain.

In its final form the bill explicitly repealed the Missouri Compro-
mise of 1820, a measure which had "forever" prohibited slavery in

the area out of which the territories of Kansas and Nebraska were

now to be carved. A region was thus thrown open to slavery which

Northerners had long assumed was permanently given over to free-

dom. The shock and indignation with which they greeted this

"treachery" can hardly be exaggerated. At once antislavery feeling

was reinvigorated all over the North. Many were drawn to its

standard who had previously refused to associate themselves with

agitation of any kind. In Massachusetts, for example, Robert C.

Winthrop, who had acquiesced in the Compromise of 1850, now

agreed that the South had gone too far. He only hoped that the

old Free Soilers would not presume to take the lead against the

act. They had "cried wolf" so often, he felt, that even though the

country was now in real danger, no one would believe them. 1 "State

Street" in Boston also rallied to the opposition. Amos A. Lawrence

took pains to ascertain opinion among large merchants and "retired

gentlemen" those, in other words, who were usually linked with

an attitude of accommodation to the "slave power" and he re-

ported that even this group felt they had been "cheated." "You

may rely upon it," Lawrence wrote, "that the sentiment among this

189
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powerful and conservative class of men is the same as it is in the

country towns through New England."
2

In Massachusetts, as in all the Northern states, a spate of protest

meetings and conventions broke out. The Free Soil state committee,

confirming Winthrop's fears, took the lead, calling an anti-Nebraska

convention for the i6th of February. Some of the Free Soilers them-

selves objected to the partisan nature of the call; an effort should

have been made, they felt, to summon a general meeting without

attention to party affiliation.3 Moreover, the call had been issued

in such a way as deliberately to insult any men who, like Adams and

Palfrey, had recently opposed the new state constitution. "The

Revised Constitution," so the Free Soil summons read, "has been

stricken down by a political combination too strange and unnatural

to have been foreseen ... It is not, however, the time to discuss

the means by which Massachusetts had been defrauded of an equal

and democratic frame of government."
4 Such a gratuitous insult

seemed to Adams and Palfrey a calculated attempt to exclude them

from the meeting. Apparently they were right, for Wilson, who
feared a resurgence of the old leadership, had argued that their

presence would only lead to dissension.5 In any case, Palfrey and

Adams took the allusion to heart, and decided they could not par-

ticipate in the convention and at the same time preserve their

self-respect. Dana, Judge Allen, and Stephen C. Phillips espoused
their grievance, and likewise stayed away. Some of the Free Soilers

accused them of allowing mere personal jealousies and piques to

divert them from the common cause. One correspondent of

Sumner's said that Adams had shown "the spite of a little Scotch ter-

rier, which he resembles, and is politically of no more account." 6

Others, unconcerned with the merits of the disagreement, mourned

the fact that antislavery sentiment should continue to be divided

in the face of a grave new threat. Adams heartily agreed, but

thought the fault lay with those Free Soilers who had continually

degraded the good name of the party. "It is among the miseries

of the day," he wrote, "that our party which might have stood so

well, should be so bespattered with mud that the color of it can

hardly be recognized."
7

Adams did not, however, completely remove himself from the anti-
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Nebraska movement. He sent a letter to the February i6th Free

Soil meeting, calling for a union of men of all parties in protest

against the Missouri Compromise repeal, he made the principal

speech at a nonpartisan gathering held at Detlham, and he contrib-

uted an article to the press setting forth what he considered the

proper methods of resistance in the crisis.8 In this last piece, Adams
advocated the union of the opponents regardless of party, the for-

mation of committees of correspondence in every Congressional dis-

trict in the free states, and the creation by the antislavery leaders

in Washington of a central organization.
The dramatic case of Anthony Burns, which shook Boston in

May of 1854, gave a decided impetus to the unity Adams desired.

The attempt to return Burns, an escaped fugitive, to slavery in-

flamed the New Englanders and seemed to knit them together in

indignation. Adams himself hardly dared give voice to his emo-
tions. Though he would not openly sanction a rescue of Burns

by force ("from the risk of abuses to which the example might
lead"), neither could he really disapprove of the suggestion. Such

plans, however, came to nothing, and Burns was led off to slavery
under the eyes of an outraged and impotent Boston.

The incident left its mark. Together with the Kansas-Nebraska

Act, it helped to convince many that the time had come for a

reorganization of parties. Within the state Free Soil party a move-
ment back to the older purity of purpose began. F. W. Bird,

who had long and actively sympathized with the coalitionist move-

ment, sounded Adams out on a resumption of an independent
Free Soil stand based on a strong antislavery platform.

10 Adams,
however, looking towards a broader movement of consolidation,

was not at all sure that a reinstatement of the Free Soil party an-

swered the demands of the new situation. "Things are tending

pretty fast to a general reorganization/' he wrote, "and this policy if

successful would put an obstacle in the way rather than remove
one." 11 Moreover, he continued to distrust the Wilson wing of

the party. As always, he thought, they would now adapt themselves

to the new situation and once again strongly espouse the antislavery
cause not out of principle, but out of a desire to remain in power.
None of the existing parties, Adams felt, was adequate to the task
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of enlisting widespread sympathies; he looked to a new and fresh

union.

A popular movement towards this end began at Concord in a

meeting on the 22nd of June, 1854. A committee of correspondence
was there appointed including Samuel Hoar and Ralph Waldo
Emerson, and this committee invited some of the leading men of all

three parties to gather in Boston on the 7th of July. Adams was one
of those invited, and he accepted warmly.

12

The July convention, however, proved a disappointment. A con-

siderable number of the Free Soil leaders attended, but only a few

Whigs and Democrats. It had been apparent from early in the year,

in fact, that the Whigs in Massachusetts, though strongly against
the Nebraska Act, considered their own party organization as the

best vehicle for expressing opposition.
13 They generally admitted

that the southern Whigs could no longer be relied upon, but they
insisted that the northern branch of the party, which had voted

solidly against the Nebraska Act, was still the best rallying point
for antislavery sentiment. Besides, having but recently regained

power in the state, they did not relish the idea of voluntarily re-

linquishing it. In refusing to shed their party organization, the

Whigs in Massachusetts were acting no differently than their fellow

party men in all the states east of Ohio. In two states, New York

and Vermont, fusion was accomplished, but not until other anti-

Nebraska men had adopted the Whig ticket. Only Maine among the

eastern states was successful in 1854 in forming an entirely new

party, and there the fusion was between Free Soilers and temperance
Democrats. It was mainly in the "old Northwest" that desire for

a new antislavery party showed real strength and vitality.

Adams advised the July 7th meeting to disband since there was

too narrow a party representation to achieve genuine fusion. Any
call that might issue from the gathering would only seem an

attempt on the part of the Free Soilers to revitalize their own

party. Moreover, a call for another and more sizable fusion con-

vention had by this time been issued. The July 7th conferees de-

cided to defer to this new effort.

Once again, however, this second meeting simply proved to be

a gathering of Free Soilers, despite every effort to bring in men from
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all parties. The Boston Whigs lined up solidly against die move-
ment and kept the country Whigs, who had originally favored the

new fusion, in line. The demonstration, however, was impressive
one estimate placed the attendance at 25oo.

14 In an effort to

maintain at least the appearance of a new organization, the conven-

tion adopted the name "Republican" as a party designation. But
Adams, who did not attend the gathering, looked on it as simply one
more effort by the Free Soil coalitionists to save themselves through
effecting a junction with others. Accordingly, he turned down a

solicitation for advice from the committee on organization chosen

by the convention. "The time has gone by," Adams replied, con-

cealing his hostility to the Wilson men, "when I could do any party
service. I ana alone and must stay alone." 15

Despite his refusal, he
did in fact include a great deal of advice in his letter to the commit-

tee. He set forth both a course of action for the new party ("Mod-
eration not inconsistent with firmness"), and an analysis of the state

political picture. The greatest obstacle to success in forming a

new party, he warned, would be the position of the Whigs, who
would insist on maintaining their own organization. Adams recog-
nized that the Whig party in Massachusetts was at last disposed to

adopt strong measures against the extension of slavery, but he felt

that the party was no longer strong enough nationally to be of

much use. States such as Maine, New Hampshire, Connecticut and

Ohio, where the Democratic party held the majority, could hardly
be expected to go over to the Whigs. If a truly national movement
was to be started, he again insisted, an entirely new basis was

necessary.

The new party continued to press Adams to join them. John A,

Andrew even asked him to address the projected nominating con-

vention. Adams refused, claiming that his mission in forming
new parties "had been pretty well fulfilled," but for what it might

prove worth, he was willing to declare that he was not indiffer-

ent to the movement and in fact thought the present circum-

stances warranted it.
16

Although Adams' desire for a fusion move-

ment was strong, his sympathy with the new Republican version

of it clearly was not. This was largely due to the limited nature

of its membership, and to his worry over the prominent role which
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Henry Wilson and his "boys" had taken in the movement. The out-

come of the Republican convention confirmed his mistrust. Not

only was the meeting again composed chiefly of Free Soilers, but

the nomination for governor went to none other than Henry
Wilson, This action dissipated whatever lingering expectations
Adams might have had for the party.

17

Another new political movement, the secret Know-Nothing or

Native American party, with an anti-Catholic, anti-foreign base,

also first made itself felt at this time. In the five years after 1850,

the foreign population of Massachusetts had been swelled by the

arrival of over eighty thousand immigrants. The native-born popu-
lation looked on these newcomers with distaste; not only were their

social habits deplored, but their potential political power was

feared. Certain peculiar local factors contributed to the rapid

growth of the Know-Nothing party in Massachusetts. There, nativist

sentiment in general was reinforced by dislike of the "proslavery"
attitude which had been adopted by many of the foreigners. The
Catholic press had gone so far as to condemn the Protestant clergy

for protesting the Kansas-Nebraska bill, and Irishmen had been

conspicuously active in the rendition of Anthony Burns. Nativist

sentiment was further fortified by coalitionist resentment at the role

played by the Irish in the recent defeat of the state constitution. 18

In a broader sense still, the attraction of Know-Nothingism was

at least in part a national symptom of the confusion of party align-

ments on the slavery issue. Many Free Soilers, disgusted with the

supineness of the older parties, turned to the new one hoping to

make it the vehicle for a strong antislavery program.
19

The strength of Know-Nothingism was not fully appreciated until

the results of the election of 1854 became known. But as early as

July of that year Judge Bigelow had told Adams that "this new

organization . . . will make a complete revolution in the elections

in the Autumn." 20 In August, Adams had actually been approached

by a member of the order and asked to join. If he did so, it was

hinted, he would be that party's choice for the available Senate

seat.21 Adams unequivocally refused the overtures, giving as his

main reason a hostility to secret orders. He made it clear later that
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he disapproved of nativism in general. "Any action which tends to

draw distinct lines between foreign-born persons and natives," he

declared, "cannot fail to be unfortunate. It will perpetuate instead

of expunging, as it ought, the traces of distinction between men

equally anxious to become the supports of their common coun-

try ... It will create classes of privileged persons to look down

upon those who have no privileges even though they may be equally

worthy to enjoy them." 22 Given these strong feelings, Adams' deci-

sion was natural, but it must have given him some pain to realize

that in refusing to join the Order he might be voluntarily throwing

away a seat in the United States Senate.

Adams was courted during the autumn pre-election scramble by
other parties as well. Both the Whigs and the Republicans sent out

feelers to him, though the Republican proposals were of the vaguest
sort and came sifting through only in such chance remarks as Sum-

ner's, that many of the old Free Soilers in the new party favored

him for the senatorship. Adams paid scant attention to these rumors.

The Know-Nothings, he felt, would hold the balance in the legisla-

tive balloting and not only did he wish to stay clear of obligation
to them, but he felt sure "the intriguing politicians of all sides

have not time to think of any one out of their charmed circle." 23

In actual fact, Adams preferred a seat in the House to one in the

Senate, and for a while, it seemed as if the Republicans might offer

him such a nomination. F. W. Bird soon let Adams know what

the true picture was. He might indeed win the nomination, Bird

told him, but he would be put up by the Republicans simply to di-

vide the opposition to the Know-Nothing candidate. Adams, of

course, agreed with Bird that it would be pointless to let his name
be used for such a purpose; he would not accept a nomination merely
"to be shot at." In his disappointment, Adams addressed some petu-

lant, if rhetorical, questions to Bird. Just what, he asked, did the

Republican party consist of? "Four fifths of the Free Soilers have

deserted the ranks and rushed into a new and secret combination

designed to make another question paramount over the opposition
to slavery. Of course they are not Republicans. I see few accessions

from the Whig ranks, and still fewer from the democrats. Where
then is the party? Is it a drum and fife without followers? Then
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surely it cannot and ought not to nominate anyone for office except
those who are willing to be run down." And yet what a shameful

prospect for the antislavery cause in Massachusetts! Never before
had the state been so united in sentiment, and yet she continued
to prove incapable of voicing her convictions with harmony. "Never
in my life," Adams wrote to Bird, "have I mourned so deeply the

miserable end of the fairest prospect we have ever had to do some-

thing useful." 24

Adams' distress was compounded, of course, by personal disap-

pointment. He wanted very much to represent Massachusetts in

Congress, to assume his father's old seat, and something of his mag-
nitude. He therefore felt with added keenness the failure of the

new party to create the sort of powerful combination which might
have made his elevation possible. "Sometime or other," he wrote in

his diary, "some unexpected accident may do something for me.
I am sure nothing else will." 25

Clearly the Republican party could not. Much of its antislavery

backing had by now either openly deserted to the Know-Nothings
or was secretly intriguing with them. Henry Wilson himself, the

Republican candidate for governor, actually sent in a letter of

resignation a few days before the election, though the state com-

mittee, realizing that it was too late to make a new nomination,
refused to accept it. Wilson's liaison with the Know-Nothings "had

long been suspected; the full measure of his involvement was not

realized until after the election.

For a while, it seemed as if the Whigs might prove the vehicle for

Adams' advancement. In September, soon after the Republicans
had nominated Wilson for the governorship, G. F. Thayer, a local

Whig leader, asked Adams if he would not now act with the

Whigs and accept office from them. Adams replied that although
he bore the Whigs no ill-will, he saw no good reason for tying him-

self to their party, just to achieve office. The mere act of his old

friends in nominating an unworthy candidate, he told Thayer,
was not sufficient ground for leaving them, so long as their declara-

tion of principles continued to be agreeable to him.26 Despite this

reply, a movement continued on the part of the Whigs in the third

district to nominate him for Congress. Adams realized that the
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probability of success was small, and though he would do nothing
to increase it, he could not help being vexed at what he knew would
be the outcome. He disliked seeing an avenue of "creditable distinc-

tion" closed to him, in favor of others whom he could not but feel

were "very much less fit to serve." 27

When it came time for the Whig district convention, Adams al-

lowed the use of his name, but again only by first making it clear

that he did not solicit office, and would not surrender his right to

independent judgment. If such was realized, he admitted that he

would "perhaps not decline a nomination if offered." 28 Never did

conscience force ambition to be quite so reluctant. He need not

have fretted, though. When his name was presented, it attracted

only scattered support, and he failed by a wide margin to receive

the nomination. Immediately before the election, however, Adams
discovered that he had been nominated by the Whigs as a repre-

sentative for the state legislature. Certainly he had no desire for

this place, which he had voluntarily vacated ten years earlier. The

nomination, moreover, was hardly in the nature of an "unequivocal
call to duty" by his fellow citizens; he was to be but one of many
candidates in the field. Under these conditions, he unhesitatingly

withdrew his name.29

On election day, Adams voted a scattered ticket, selecting what

he considered to be the best men available from the lists of candi-

dates, without reference to party. He then sat back discontentedly,

to await the results. The news, when it came, proved as amazing
to him as to most. The American or Know-Nothing party polled no

less than 63 per cent of the votes cast, electing every state officer and

almost every member of the legislature. The Whigs were a distant

second with a mere 21 per cent, followed by the Democrats with

1 1 per cent and finally, very much in last place, the neophyte Re-

publicans with a bare 5 per cent. One authority has estimated that

78 per cent of the Free Soilers had voted the Know-Nothing ticket,

including most of the leaders of the Free Soil wing of the coalition,

Henry Wilson not excepted.
30

Apparently these men looked on the

Know-Nothing triumph as an antislavery, rather than a nativist

victory. Adams disagreed. The result, he felt, was disastrous to the
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antislavery cause. 'Tour fifths of the organization," he wrote, "has

left the standard of freedom to enlist itself against a shadow." 31

Although the Know-Nothing party had its greatest success in

Massachusetts, its vote was considerable in other eastern states as

well. It polled one quarter of the vote in New York and more than

two fifths in Pennsylvania. In the Northwest, on the other hand, the

anti-Nebraska or Republican fusion carried every state except Illi-

nois. It was this situation which proved so galling to men like

Adams. He desired Massachusetts historically the home of lib-

erty again to take the front rank in the fight against slavery.

The Free Soil Know-Nothings, of course, insisted that the mael-

strom of their victory created the atmosphere for just such a resurg-

ence. Even those out of sympathy with the new movement realized

that at least the old two-party system had been demolished; perhaps
out of chaos and confusion a better organization would arise.

It was a variation on this sentiment which propelled Adams back

into activity following the election. He became convinced that the

old party of pure antislavery beliefs had to be reconstructed. Now
that Wilson and his group were firmly committed to the nativists

Wilson in fact was soon to be rewarded with the senatorship by
them something might safely be entered upon. With the "office

seekers" cultivating richer fields, Adams felt new confidence in both

the necessity and the possibility of his again being useful in the

Free Soil party. "It is my business in life," he wrote in his diary,

"to lead in cases where others are timid. This secret society must be

taken hold of." 32

Adams felt that many of the Free Soilers had joined the new
order in a fit of temporary pique and disillusion. Their zeal to

beat the Whigs and to gain power had carried away many an honest

man. By proper means, they might once again be brought back into

the fold. The problem was to find those means. Adams began by

communicating with men whom he thought to be "true" particu-

larly Stephen C. Phillips, Palfrey and Samuel Gridley Howe. All

agreed with him in sentiment, but were either unconvinced of the

necessity for activity or lacked practical suggestions for proceeding.
33

Adams recognized that the situation in Massachusetts was perhaps
too confused to warrant strenuous exertion at the moment, but he
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felt that antislavery sentiment needed "a point of support, a confi-

dence in its permanency."
34 At the very least, the way should be

paved for future action.

On December 27, 1854, a formal meeting was held of the old Free

Soil committee initiated not by Adams, but by another "old

hand," James W. Stone. Feeling was apparently widespread that that

portion of the Free Soil party "uncontaminated" with nativism

should make itself known. The meeting was very well attended and

included in Adams' phrase "Many of the old faces of the

better class" Stephen C. Phillips, Keyes, Edward L. Pierce, Bird,

and Howe. The sense of the meeting was strongly on the side of

reinvigorating the organization and publicly disassociating the move-

ment from Know-Nothing affiliation. Adams expressed his own
views at length. He insisted that in order for their organization to

succeed, a clear and definite separation had to be made from those

Free Soilers who had deserted to nativism. He hoped that a positive
stand of this sort would open the eyes of the truants to their error

and lead them back into the fold.35 During the course of his re-

marks, his animadversions upon the Wilson group were apparently
severe, for at least one auditor, Albert G. Browne, later complained
that he had been unjust. Browne felt that Wilson remained true in

his devotion to the antislavery cause; he had simply chosen unfortu-

nate means for accomplishing a good end. Moreover, Browne

thought that the distaste of Adams and his friends for Wilson was

at least in part based on their aristocratic contempt for his plebeian

origins and manner.36 This charge one that was frequently made

always infuriated Adams. Not only did he deny its validity, but

he scorned it as an attempt to reduce a question of principles to the

level of personalities.
37

About two weeks later, a second meeting was held. Again the

assembly was full and enthusiastic. Three major opinions soon

developed one in favor of reconstructing the old Free Soil party,

a second for continuing the Republican organization of the past

year, and a third for forming an entirely new party. In his diary,

Adams succinctly summarized the objections that were raised to

each: "to the first . . . that it is disbanded in other States To
the second that it never became more than a fraud To the third,
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that it is premature."
38 The meeting finally decided to refer the

problem to a select committee of six, with Adams at its head and

including John A. Andrew, Stephen C. Phillips, and James W.
Stone.

After consultation upon the various schemes suggested for action,

the committee recommended a reconstitution of the Free Soil party
as a temporary, if not a permanent, rallying point. It also pro-

posed that a public declaration be issued defining the line between

the Know-Nothings and the Free Soilers. These suggestions were

subsequently adopted by the Free Soil state committee, and three

members were appointed to prepare the public address. Adams was

one of the three, but Stephen C. Phillips later agreed to write the

paper himself.36

There the matter hung fire for weeks. With mounting impatience,
Adams awaited some result from Phillips' pen. Finally by March
he could stand the delay no longer and wrote to Phillips with due

civility, but with apparent irritation. "I have been asked by several,"

he wrote, "what news I get from yourself. I trust that you will find

leisure from the occupations which I am aware oppress you, to give

us an agreeable result before long."
40

Phillips continued, however, to be silent. Adams was uncertain

whether to attribute this to sheer procrastination or to an unwilling-

ness to take too open a stand. But regardless of the reason, Phillips'

delay proved fatal to the enterprise. By April, the right moment for

action had passed. By then the "blundering" record of the Know-

Nothings in the legislature
41 had so reduced their popularity, that

Adams felt a disavowal of sympathy would now only open the Free

Soilers to the suspicion of wanting to escape responsibility for na-

tivist errors. If they had moved swiftly in December, when separa-

tion was first suggested and when the Native Americans were in

the full flush of victory, "it could have been construed to mean

only a voluntary abnegation of power for the sake of the

principle."
42

A second development also contributed to the dissipation of

purpose. A new society, known as the Know-Somethings, appeared
on the scene and drew in some of those who had been most active

in the attempt to resuscitate the Free Soil party. This new group
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also excluded Catholics from membership, but abandoned secrecy
and oaths and, most important of all, took a firm stand against
the extension of slavery. The party, in short, was largely an attempt
to rescue Know-Nothingism from vacillation on the slavery ques-
tion. Its effect was to subdivide antislavery sentiment still further.

All these developments profoundly discouraged Adams. Rather

forlornly, he wrote to F. W. Bird inquiring if it was still pos-
sible to execute the plans that had begun so hopefully in the win-

ter.43 Another meeting then followed, this time not nearly so well

attended as before, and in which Adams soon saw that a considerable

change in sentiment had taken place. Many who earlier had been

earnestly for independent Free Soil action were now averse to it,

mostly, Adams thought, because of the distraction caused by the

Know-Somethings. Adams concluded that he could be of no
further service; he foresaw nothing but dispersion and disagree-

ment, and concluded that for the time, it was best to remain

quiet and await developments. Not only was the movement attenu-

ated, but also there were signs that Henry Wilson, discouraged about

the antislavery possibilities of the Know-Nothings, was showing
renewed interest in the Free Soil organization. This satisfied Adams
that the same poisonous elements which had so long distracted the

councils of the party were about to revive. He therefore made up
his mind to withdraw completely.

44

As on previous occasions, Adams' retirement did not last long.
In August, 1855, another tortuous attempt at fusing antislavery sen-

timent began with a meeting at Chapman Hall in Boston. Adams
decided to attend, but with misgivings, for he feared that the

Americans would attempt to control the new movement. The Know-

Nothing party had recently split down the middle when its national

council passed resolutions with a proslavery flavor. The antislavery

men, led by Henry Wilson, had promptly abandoned the order,

and were now susceptible out of suspect motives, Adams thought
to a fusion movement.45

The Chapman Hall meeting was attended by a large group, but

as in the past, there were no Democrats and few Whigs. Aside from

establishing a common principle of action "the Antislavery cause"
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the gathering appointed a committee to arrange for a mass con-

vention. It included Judge Allen, Dana, Phillips and Adams with

Samuel Hoar as chairman, and it was empowered to consult with
similar committees from other parties a proposal which seemed to

Adams unfortunate, for the new group at least in theory represented

antislavery sentiment from all parties already. He was, in fact, not

very encouraged by the prospects, but decided to go along for the

time being.
Since the Boston Whigs and the Democrats seemed determined

to hold on to their party organization, the fusionists' main

hope of attracting a major addition to their ranks was to lure back
those antislavery men who had earlier joined the Know-Nothing
movement. A long and complicated series of negotiations now
began with a committee representing the dissident Americans. In

the beginning it seemed unlikely that any cooperation would be

achieved, for the Know-Nothings made it clear that their party had
no intention of surrendering its independent organization. The
Chapman Hall group, on the other hand, insisted on a real fusion, not
a mere coalition of existing parties, and accordingly they suspended
negotiations and announced that they would go ahead with their

own plans for a mass convention.46 Adams was held directly respon-
sible by some for the failure to agree, and as often before, he was
accused of personal motives in his intransigence towards the Know-

Nothings; his main purpose, it was said, was to establish an anti-

slavery organization which excluded Henry Wilson.47

A later conference, however, did achieve a sort of ambivalent co-

operation between the two groups, whereby both worked actively,

though independently, towards a joint convention. Adams himself

did not attend the ensuing fusion meeting at Worcester on the soth
of September. Quincy passed him by in choosing its delegates

largely, Adams felt, because of the domination of Know-Nothing
elements and although the committee on arrangements invited

him to address the meeting, he turned the invitation down. The
widespread misunderstanding of his motives had made him decide
to restrict his activities in the movement; he was a divisive force,

he felt, and rather than cause strife where there should be harmony,
he would remain in the background.

48
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The results of the convention were extremely pleasing to the old

Free Soil element, for the new party took an uncompromising stand

against the admission of any more slave states to the Union. The

platform was also devoid of any nativist or "reform" planks, the

Know-Nothings apparently acquiescing in these omissions out of

the conviction that Henry J. Gardner, their leader, would be chosen

as the nominee for governor. After a protracted struggle, however,

the nomination went instead to Julius Rockwell, an ex-Unitecl

States Whig senator, who, unlike Gardner, was a firm antislavery man.

The only mildly distasteful note was that the convention officially

adopted the name Republican in spite of the unfortunate aura

that label had acquired through the fiasco of the preceding year.
49

It seemed that at last a strong and genuine antislavery organiza-

tion had been inaugurated. After all the devious maneuvering and

confusion of the past two years, effective foundations appeared

finally to have been laid. Enthusiasm and predictions of success ran

high, and certain omens seemed to support this optimism, for

many distinguished Whigs, Democrats and Know-Nothings soon

joined the new party. But the political picture was not unclouded.

Gardner decided to run for re-election as governor on a separate,

"straight" Know-Nothing ticket thereby proving, many felt, that

he and his followers had always been more interested in nativism

and personal aggrandizement than in an antislavery fusion move-

ment The strength of the Democrats could also not be discounted,

for in supporting the Nebraska Act, they had drawn to themselves

whatever proslavery or procompromise sentiment still remained in

the state.50

Adams did what he could to help in the campaign but he felt that

Republican elation, given all the imponderables, was premature.

And the election figures, as he had sensed, did prove disappointing.

The "straight" Know-Nothing vote, though off sharply from the

previous year, still proved to be 38 per cent of the total, and since

by a recent statute, a plurality was all that was necessary to choose

a governor, Gardner was elected to that position. The Republicans
were second, with 27 per cent of the vote, followed closely by the

Democrats, while the Whigs with a mere 10 per cent demonstrated

once more that that party's day had closed. Republican strength,
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geographically, had come from the old Whig area of western Massa-

chusetts, and the old Free Soil area around Worcester. Politically,

it drew heavily from the Whig party and the antislavery section of

the Know-Nothings. But apparently an insufficient number of anti-

slavery men had left the other parties to produce the hoped-for vic-

tory.
51

The Massachusetts results were typical of those all over the coun-

try. Everywhere the Know-Nothings ran behind their 1854 totals,

but everywhere (except Ohio) the newly formed Republicans failed

to win solid victories. The political scene remained in flux; it was

not yet certain in the minds of many that the new party would

become the central rallying point for antislavery sentiment
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Literary Activity; Political Reward

FOR THE NEXT three years, Adams' political activities were minimal,

partly out of choice due to his literary labors, partly because the

dominant Wilson group tended to slight the old Free Soilers. 1

Adams lapsed into the busy, but routine existence of a man of

"parts," tending his accounts, serving on bank and academy boards,

spending time on his classical studies and his coin collection, and

ministering to the varied needs o a large family and an extensive

estate. It was hardly a dramatic existence, but its coherence and

stability strongly appealed to him. And only part of his leisure was

consumed by the entangling demands of everyday life; much of his

time was spent in historical research. From 1850 to 1856 he had

managed, despite his numerous other activities, to bring out ten

volumes of John Adams' papers.
2 Now, in 1856, he neared comple-

tion of what was meant to be the crowning volume in the series

a life of his grandfather. All through the winter, spring and summer

of 1856, he devoted himself to the final chore of correcting proofs

and making changes in his manuscript.
He was proud of the biography, ranking it with the best historical

literature produced in the country. He was therefore disappointed

when the volume finally appeared in the fall of 1856 that it failed

to arouse widespread interest, though he was gratified that those re-

views which did appear were highly favorable.

Today the biography has a double interest for what it tells

us of the grandfather and for its insights into the grandson. It

still has value as an objective study of John Adams. With a mini-

ms
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mum of filiopietism and more animation than we might expect, it

presents a balanced portrait of the second President and a consid-
erable amount of incisive historical analysis.

3 It is not, of course,

wholly impartial, but it is surprising that Charles Francis, given
his involvement with the prestige of his family, maintained as

much detachment as he did.4 Too often, unfortunately, the style
becomes didactic and ponderous, and the precise, lucid, effective

prose of Charles Francis' letters is put aside for a more elaborate
sentence structure and more labored expositions. It might have
been a case of having tried too hard.

The insights which the book provides into its author are, of course,

quite unintentional. Adams believed in the moral function of his-

tory in its ability to teach purity and exalt excellence and as

a result, he scattered ex cathedra pronouncements through his work

adding to our knowledge of Adams, if not of life. Perhaps most

striking is his questioning of moderation as an always valid guide
to conduct. At one point in the biography, for example, he refers

to the "middle path" as the "perpetual resource of second-rate states-

men," and at another he approvingly refers to the men of the Revo-
lution as "enthusiasts." 5

Although these adventurous sentiments
are hedged around with modifications such as, for example, that
enthusiasm should always be tempered with clearheadedness and
restraint we are still left with a suggestion of Sancho Panza yearn-
ing for the qualities of Don Quixote.

Having finished the biography of his grandfather this indefatigable
chronicler of his tribe turned almost immediately to a full edition
of his father's papers, to be rounded off once more with a biography.
The enterprise consumed many years and suffered lengthy inter-

ruptions, not reaching completion until 1877. Groundwork for it

was laid, however, in the fifties, when Adams, in leisure moments,
diligently turned to sorting and digesting his father's vast accumula-
tion of material. But even as he did so, he was distressed by the
slowness of his progress, and plagued by the characteristic conviction
that he was not properly using his time.

All these scholarly activities and the routine demands of daily life

absorbed Adams sufficiently so that he seems to have missed political
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life very little. And yet at no period during these years was he

entirely cut off from involvement in politics. These were not times

which permitted an Adams to be indifferent.

In 1856 alone, there was much public drama: civil war in Kansas;

Brooks' caning of Sumner in the Senate; and the first national cam-

paign of the Republicans. Adams responded ardently to all these

developments,
6 but it was the approach of the election of 1856 which

really stirred him to something like his old activity.

In June he was elected to the Republican national convention in

Philadelphia, called to adopt a platform and to choose candidates.

He participated fully in the deliberations and was greatly cheered

by the attitude of the convention which he described as "earnest,

resolute and disinterested." 7 The platform concentrated firmly on

the nonextension of slavery, and satisfactory candidates were also

chosen. Earlier, Adams had preferred Seward as the standard-

bearer, but when the choice narrowed down to McLean or Fr-

mont, he turned to the latter, fearing that McLean was not really in

sympathy with the new movement. Fremont, a certified Republican,
but moderate, could attract all the disparate antislavery elements

to the cause. Adams thought that with Fremont as their candidate

the Republicans could enter the election with good hopes, though as

usual, he was cautious in his predictions, realizing that the opposi-
tion had not yet united, and fearing particularly the intrigues of the

Native Americans.

Eventually, not less than six national conventions were held in

the country, though there was a partial duplication of candidates.

The Democrats united behind Buchanan, but the Americans held

three separate conventions. The "North American" or antislavery

wing of the party nominated Banks, who, according to a prearranged

agreement with the Republican managers, subsequently withdrew

in favor of Fremont. This device had been settled upon for fear that

a direct nomination of Fremont by the North Americans might

prejudice his candidacy in the eyes of foreign-born voters. The

"regular" Know-Nothing nomination went to Fillmore, and when
the bedraggled remnant of the Whigs convened, they endorsed his

candidacy.
On the state level, the Republicans of Massachusetts were faced
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with a ticklish situation. Determined to carry the state for Fremont,

they could not afford to alienate the Fremont Americans, who asked

as their share of the alliance, that the Republicans support the gu-
bernatorial nomination of Gardner. Yet to do so might link the

Republican party to nativism and jeopardize the foreign vote in the

West. The dilemma was finally resolved by doing nothing; Gard-
ner's candidacy was not formally endorsed, but the Republicans
made no nomination against him. Some of the more unyielding

Republicans refused to support this "time-serving" compromise,
and, under the leadership of F. W. Bird, ran their own "Hon-
est Men's" ticket which polled a few thousand votes on election

day.
8

Adams stood largely aloof from these state quarrels and transac-

tions. For one thing, there was a rumor that he might be chosen to

run for Congress, and he felt that any part he played might savor of a

bargaining spirit. Despite such punctiliousness he was not nomi-

nated, which he regretted deeply, although he tried to appear in-

different.9 Adams had also avoided participation in state arrange-
ments because he regarded them as minor matters, the paramount
object being harmony in the national election. To achieve that,

some arrangement with the Gardner forces clearly had to be made,
he felt, and he considered the scheme finally adopted altogether

satisfactory an interesting contrast to his earlier fulminations

against coalitionist "adjustments."
10

There was little doubt from the beginning that Fremont would

sweep Massachusetts. The anti-Nebraska sentiment in the state,

both American and Republican, had solidly united behind his candi-

dacy. The simon-pure abolitionists, in fact, were the only strongly

antislavery group that withheld support, feeling that the Republi-
can platform, in leaving slavery untouched where it already existed,

was inadequate and time-serving. They nominated their own candi-

date, Gerrit Smith, for the presidency, but as always, they attracted

few voters on election day. In one sense, in fact, their opposition
aided the Republican cause, for it helped to clear that party from

the abolitionist "stigma."
u The Massachusetts Democrats, as the

traditional "proslavery" party in the state, could not expect any new
additions to their ranks, despite the fact that Buchanan repeatedly
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promised a fair vote in Kansas if he were elected. Finally, the

Fillmore movement, though it gained the reluctant adherence of

such distinguished old Whigs as \Vinthrop, Everett, Hillard and

Appleton, was doomed from the start. 12

The national picture was far less certain than the state one, and
the Massachusetts Republican leaders, at least in private, were
cautious in their estimates of Fremont's chances. Henry Wilson, for

one, forecast a "hard fight/' and declared that he was "prepared for

defeat." 13 Adams himself was at first optimistic, but after election-

eering in October in Pennsylvania his only really active part in

the campaign he began to doubt the outcome. The success of

the Democratic state ticket in Pennsylvania in mid-October further

discouraged him. More significantly, he no longer was certain that

a Fremont victory would actually be advantageous for the country.
A hostile Congress seemed likely in any case and there was also the

danger of continued "disgraceful negotiations" with the Fillmore

party such as had already taken place in Pennsylvania and New
Jersey.

14

As a result, Adams was not unprepared for the results in Novem-

ber, and did not consider Buchanan's election a mortal blow.15 De-

feat, in fact, held many compensations. Though the Democrats had

won, their total vote was about four hundred thousand less than

that of the combined opposition. The Know-Nothing party, more-

over, had shrunk to insignificance in the North, and in Massachu-

setts itself, Fremont wron a prodigious majority, with almost 60 per
cent of the total vote. In short, a firm basis for an antislavery com-

bination had finally been laid a combination, Adams felt, which

must inevitably control the country. As one of Sumner's correspond-
ents put it: the Republicans may not have elected a President, but

they had what was better, a North.16

After the election, the country relapsed into comparative quiet,

and there were few dramatic events in the next two years to disturb

the peaceful pattern of Adams' life. Like most Northerners, of

course, he registered loud objections to the Dred Scott decision in

1857, and continued to contribute both advice and money to the

"Kansas cause." With the exception of election time, however, he
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was almost entirely removed from active political life. He com-

plained to Sumner that, in general, he was never applied to except

when money was wanted, and of that species of distinction, he con-

fessed, he was a little weary.
17

Adams did gain in prestige, however, what he lost in influence,

for with the old Free Soil program now the official platform of

Massachusetts, he occupied a position of respectability, and even of

esteem. One local wit likened the old set of original antislavery

leaders in this period to the flower pots of the parterre put out

from time to time to add a little ornament to its more homely parts.
18

And periodically, Adams was indeed "put out" on display. In

the 1857 campaign, he was even asked to preside at the Republican
state nominating convention. Although he declined the honor, 19 he

did attend the convention, hoping to reconcile a growing split within

the Republican state party. A project had been on foot to unite the

Fremont Americans and the Republicans behind Nathaniel P. Banks

for governor. However, the Native American convention, meeting

first, nominated Banks, which made some Republicans reluctant to

appear to follow in their wake. More important, there were many
who basically distrusted Banks as the representative of the more

conservative, "time-serving" wing of the Republican party. As a

result, there was a demand for an independent Republican nomi-

nation. Adams, too, had his doubts about combining with the

nativists, and, in the early voting in the Republican convention, he

did not support Banks. When it appeared, however, that the Ameri-

can nominee had more than three fifths of the votes, Adams went

along, counseling union and harmony. He felt that the resolutions

were so unequivocably "right" that they automatically committed

the standard-bearer to a firm antislavery position. At the same time

he declared that "any infidelity to the paramount principle would

justify resolute opposition hereafter as it had done heretofore/' 20

Yet some of the Republicans were not pacified. Led by that persistent

independent, F. W. Bird, they bolted the convention, held their

own meeting and nominated Dr. Swan of Easton as a rival can-

didate.21 Adams thought this action both intransigent and un-

necessary. The question was simply whether Banks was trustworthy;

the man, not the principles of the party were at issue. Since Banks'
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quality could be determined only by his future actions, Adams found

it inexcusable to "scatter confusion among men wishing to act to-

gether for great objects that are always endangered by conflicts about

small ones." 22

On election day, largely because of the apathy of an "off year"

election, the Republicans lost ground almost everywhere. In Massa-

chusetts Banks defeated Gardner, the "straight" American candidate,

as well as Beach, the Democrat. The fall of Gardner removed the

last point of concentration for the "pure" Americans in the free

states, a blessing for which Adams gave particular thanks.23

In 1858 at last, after years of false rumors and forlorn hopes,
Adams was given a nomination to Congress. He refused at first to

believe his good fortune. His ambition, which he always preferred

to belittle, had been aroused uncomfortably often in the past, and

thus when talk of his nomination again began to circulate, he chose

to disparage his chances. This time, however, his friends of the

Free Soil "old guard" were determined. For months before the

balloting, they devoted themselves to arranging the details of the

town caucuses and to coaxing and exhorting the recalcitrant. When

George R. Russell, Adams' leading rival, unselfishly withdrew in

Adams' favor, the nomination was secured. Adams received 82 out

of 128 votes on the first ballot, and was then unanimously chosen.24

The nomination was widely applauded.
25

Many, including Henry
Wilson, at once offered their help in the election. Even Seward pro-

posed to canvass for him, but was assured that Adams* election was

already certain. In fact, once he had won the nomination, Adams'

success was never in doubt. His ability was so widely recognized that

it was predicted he would get votes outside of his own party

from among men who were "weary of being represented in Congress

by mediocrity."
26 Adams himself kept out of the canvass as much

as possible, but his occasional speeches made a fine impression

everywhere, and he apparently generated good feeling among both

his associates and his opponents.
27

The election went as foreseen. The Republicans made a clean

sweep of the state, but Adams was not merely brought in on their

coattails. In the third district, noted for its nativism and never
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yet known to have had a Republican preponderance, he received al-

most double the vote of his chief competitor, and even ran ahead of

Banks, the Republican gubernatorial candidate.28 Once more an

Adams, austerely certain he could never win popular favor, had be-

come the darling of the hour. The popularity of his triumph was

everywhere so marked as to leave Adams alternately amused and be-

wildered. With even Democrats and old Whigs chanting his praises,

he found the adulation a little unsteadying. "I never had a fancy

for being turned into a Lion," he wrote Sumner and then added,

perhaps to reassure himself, that nothing could "make the change
a grateful one/' 29

Generally he made no attempt to conceal

his satisfaction. Not only did the election crown his personal am-

bitions, but it meant that Massachusetts, by choosing an exclu-

sively Republican delegation to Congress, had at last adopted the

policy for which he and his friends had sacrificed themselves back

in 1846. He hastened to minimize all this heady success by telling

himself that recognition had come so late in life that it could

do him no harm. Weightily, he pledged himself to use his new posi-

tion not for personal honor, but for the public good.
30

In the North, the Republicans everywhere gained ground. Bu-

chanan's fumbling of the Kansas situation and the commercial de-

pression helped them gain an additional 21 seats in Congress
and Adams, although only a freshman member, was immediately
looked to as a leader of the party.

31 The ability of the Repub-
licans in Congress was not of such a high order as to prevent a new

man from assuming rank, and Adams, already widely known and

admired, was in a good position to take advantage of the opportu-

nity. Joshua Giddings, for one, begged him not to allow his retiring

disposition and scruples to prevent him from exercising his poten-

tial influence.32

To prepare himself for the coming session Adams immediately set

to work familiarizing himself with the necessary materials, even

though he was not scheduled to take his seat in Congress until the

fall of 1859. He decided against the suggestion of his son, Henry,

who was traveling abroad, that the family vacation in Europe, and

he turned instead to reading the Commercial Digest, the public

messages and documents of the preceding few years, and treatises on
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constitutional law. Adams' diary during this period is almost de-

void of outward incident, yet it has a significant new tone. Gone are

the periodic stabs of self-pity, the recounting of symptoms of physical

disorder and decay, the futile speculation on the shortcomings and

disadvantages of his upbringing. Instead there emerges a wholly
new quality of confident vigor and contentment.33

Only one incident marred the satisfaction of these months. A state

constitutional amendment was submitted to the people which re-

quired that before being allowed to vote, immigrants must reside

in the state for a period of two years after final citizenship papers

had been granted them. The Republicans of the Northwest roundly

denounced the amendment and warned that it would alienate the

foreign vote there. In Massachusetts, Henry Wilson came out against

passage and assumed the leadership of the opposition. Adams, on

the other hand, supported the amendment. He considered it a "fair

and legitimate concession to the demands of the Native Americans/'

in exchange for having abandoned their more "extravagant propo-

sitions" and having accepted slavery as the paramount issue. The

measure, he felt, would correct an "admitted abuse" and would fur-

ther unite Massachusetts in a confirmed antislavery policy.
34 Adams'

position was much resented, especially since the amendment was

successfully carried. E. L. Pierce, who had worked so hard for Adams'

nomination, now regretted his earlier efforts. He called Adams

"timeserving and politic" and denounced his stand as treasonable

to his friends and a surrender to the very Know-Nothings "he had

at first so much denounced." 35

On a national scale, the incident of major significance which pre-

ceded Adams' departure for Congress was John Brown's raid at

Harpers Ferry. Like most Northerners, Adams felt strong sympathy

for Brown's personal courage and integrity while thinking his at-

tempt to raise a slave rebellion misguided and fanatical. He

preferred not to take any strong public stand on the matter, since he

could not predict how the raid would affect the session at Washing-

ton and he wished to start "perfectly unencumbered." 36
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The Freshman Congressman

As THE TIME for departure approached, Adams began to feel un-

easy. His existence had previously been so tranquil that he shud-

dered at the idea of returning to a "hollow/' tempestuous political
life. He feared that he was ill-equipped for his new career because
of long retirement from activity, natural timidity and "faults of tem-

per." Moreover, this man whom the Cotton Whigs had sometimes

thought of as a radical, disliked change in general, with all that it

implied of irregularity and disorder; he particularly deplored the

prospect of having to surrender for the first time the detailed super-
vision of his property. Mrs. Adams shared her husband's misgivings.
She had wished for his election as a long overdue recognition of his

services and talents, but she now feared that his success, which
would break up the family, would bring an end to their real happi-
ness. Only the two youngest children, Mary, aged fourteen, and
Brooks, eleven, were to accompany their parents to Washington.
Henry, who was to return the following year to act as his father's

secretary, was still traveling in Europe; Louisa, the oldest child,
whom Henry described as far brighter than he ever was, had
been married to Charles Kuhn in 1854, and this year joined
Henry in Italy. John Quincy and Charles Francis, Jr., both in

their mid-twenties, were to stay behind to pursue their careers

in Boston.

The Adamses did all that careful planning could do to ease the re-

moval. Careful instructions were left to ensure the smooth running
of affairs at home; dishes, books and furniture were packed and

214
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dispatched months in advance; and a house in Washington was

rented so that the family could move at once into a homelike atmos-

phere. The residence chosen looked out over Pennsylvania Avenue
and had previously been owned by Sir Charles Vaughan, the British

Minister, but Adams considered it only a "fair house," since it had
been designed more for entertaining than for family living. He was

grateful, nevertheless, to get it.

Congress was due to convene on the gth of December, 1859, but

the Adamses did not leave Quincy until the s8th of November, ap-

parently then feeling that they could put off departure no longer.
Their two sons and the faithful Dr. Palfrey saw the party off prob-

ably as forlorn a group of political victors as headed for Washington
that winter. Here was the moment for which Adams had so long

hoped, yet exaltation and satisfaction were the least powerful of the

emotions which crowded in upon him that day.

Once in Washington, Adams became almost immediately involved

in his new duties. He managed first to establish Brooks at a prepara-

tory school, and to rent a pew in the Unitarian church. These New
England essentials taken care of, he left the details of settling in to

Mrs. Adams and the servants. Even on the very day of his arrival he

caucused with some of the Massachusetts delegation on the subject
of the approaching contest for the Speakership.
The Massachusetts delegation was not alone in its activity. Wash-

ington, on the eve of the Thirty-sixth Congress, was alive with con-

sultation, debate and intrigue, and its feverishness reflected the tem-

per of the country at large. John Brown's raid at Harpers Ferry
had greatly sharpened sectional antagonism in recent months. A
wave of indignation and dread had swept the South, fanned to the

point of hysteria by the Northern tendency to treat Brown as a mar-

tyr to the cause of freedom. Disunionist sentiment blazed out anew
and the more extreme Southerners made no attempt to conceal their

purpose of erecting an independent republic. It took little foresight

to see that the session would be a clamorous one, especially since

party strength in Congress was nearly equal and the prospect of

narrow contests therefore unavoidable. The Democrats had a safe

majority in the Senate, but the House was almost evenly split, with
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109 Republicans, 101 Democrats, and 27 Know-Nothings and Whigs.
The disruptive potential of this close division became immediately

apparent in the contest for the Speakership.
The candidate supported by the Republicans for the post, John

Sherman, was peculiarly distasteful to the South. Sherman was one

of sixty-eight representatives who had signed a circular calling for

Congressional funds to distribute copies of Hinton Helper's The

Impending Crisis, a book considered inflammatory in the slave

states. Sherman himself had not even read the book, and had

apparently endorsed it rather absent-mindedly. He was, in fact, a

moderate, levelheaded man, who disapproved of any radical ap-

proach to the slavery question and who greatly feared both disunion

and war. The South, nonetheless, was determined to prevent his

election, even if it meant indefinitely blocking the organization of

the House. For eight weeks the Democrats resorted to every imag-
inable obstructionist tactic, and as Sherman continuously failed to

win a majority, many Republicans came to feel that he would have

to be dropped if the deadlock was to be broken.

Adams, who had been rather lukewarm to Sherman's original

candidacy, was one of those who later insisted upon maintaining
him. Anything less, he argued, would leave a stigma both upon
.'Sherman and upon the other congressmen who had recommended

Helper's volume. Yet Sherman himself was willing to make a pub-
lic declaration of his disapproval of the objectionable portions of

the book. He came to Adams with the idea, asking his advice, but

Adams contented himself with the observation that in such cases

each man had to act on his own judgment. In his diary, however,

Adams was harshly contemptuous of Sherman's proposal. Having

begun his candidacy, Adams wrote, "by denying the validity of his

own signature on the plea of ignorance ... he wishes to finish it

by censuring the action of fifty fellow members who are too proud
and too honest to avail themselves of his flimsy excuse, in order that

he may avoid the clamors of men who only despise him for his re-

traction." 1

In any case, as the crisis continued, it became increasingly obvious

that Sherman's candidacy was untenable. With tempers flaring and

resentment deepening, many began to fear a violent climax. The

turning point came at the end of January when the Democrats
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adopted the candidacy of William N. H. Smith, a North Carolina

Know-Nothing, and came within one vote of electing him. The
near success of this maneuver triggered Sherman's withdrawal. The
decision was apparently forced by some of the Know-Nothing rep-
resentatives who had previously voted with the Republicans, but

now bluntly stated that they could no longer support Sherman

against Smith, who was a fellow "American." They presented the

alternative of the election of Smith on the next ballot, or a change
of Republican candidates to William Pennington of New Jersey, a

man of ambiguous political ties. At a Republican meeting on the

28th of January, presided over by Adams, Sherman withdrew from

the race, and advised the Republicans to transfer their allegiance
in a body to a new candidate. Adams expressed doubt that the

change to Pennington would really lead to success and warned that

if he was not satisfied on that point by the time of the next ballot,

he would not respond to his name on the roll call. If it appeared
that his vote would be decisive, however, he promised to cast it for

Pennington. "The Puritan character," as his son Henry once re-

marked, "could be supple enough when it chose." 2 The meeting then

adjourned without any formal motion being put. The next day, at a

caucus of the Massachusetts delegation, Adams presented his more

considered opinion. He had by then decided that adherence to

Pennington was justified. By it, he argued, the Republicans would

secure at least half the House, with a good possibility of winning
over the necessary doubtful votes. Adherence to Sherman, on the

other hand, would undoubtedly secure Smith's election on the next

ballot.

Soon after, on the 44th ballot, Pennington drew enough votes to

win. Adams, however, took but slight pleasure in the victory. He
felt sure and was later proved right that Pennington would

make an incompetent officer. Moreover, the strength of Penning-
ton's antislavery sentiment was in doubt, despite the fact that he

loudly whispered to Adams during a victory reception that he would

be "true." 3
Pennington, however, did align himself with the Re-

publicans in organizing the House, by placing such party stalwarts

as Morrill, Sherman, Grow and Lovejoy in the chairmanships of key

committees.

Adams himself was relegated to head the insignificant committee
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on manufactures, but he did not grumble over the assignment. As

a freshman member, he was still content to bide his time, and de-

spite Giddings' earlier advice, he made little effort during this first

session to push himself forward. On one occasion, however the

selection of a public printer he did assert himself with assurance

and vigor.

The Republican candidate, a Mr. Defrees, had apparently let it be

known that if elected printer he would contribute half the profits of

his place to the party electioneering fund. Adams refused to approve
this "foul corruption" or to cast a vote on which he should "forever

look back with a shudder or a blush." His defection led to Defrees'

defeat on the first ballot by a single vote. Thereafter enormous pres-

sure was brought to bear on Adams, but he stood his ground, even

though he disliked giving the impression of having assumed a pose
of superior integrity. Eventually his boldness paid off: Defrees was

forced from the contest and a "reputable" Republican, a Mr. Ford

of Ohio, was elected. Adams had vindicated his independence, dram-

atized corruption in the printing office, and satisfied his own stand-

ards of political morality. Back in Massachusetts his stand was gen-

erally approved, though one paper in applauding it drolly warned

him that if he was going to tackle all the public corruptions in the

same spirit, "he may as well settle himself down to his work in a

spirit of patience . . ." In all, it had been the sort of incident

tailor-made to the Adams conscience: short perhaps on significance,

but long on principle.
4

The Thirty-sixth Congress, with its energies consumed by sectional

controversy, accomplished little in the legislative area. Most of the

significant measures proposed, such as tariff revision, a homestead

act, the admission of Kansas, and the Pacific Railroad bill, foun-

dered either on Southern resistance in the Senate or on a presidential
veto. Adams played his part in the consultation and discussion

which surrounded these measures, but in no case was his role out-

standing. He himself felt that he ought to be more useful, and that

more was expected of him than to be a silent member, but he did

not feel that the proper opening for unusual exertion had yet ap-

peared. It was not until the last day in May, near the end of the
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session, that Adams finally made his maiden speech. In it, he de-

fended the Republican party as a necessary instrument for the sal-

vation of free institutions. The cardinal principle of the Revolu-

tion, he argued, had been that the individual had certain rights
which his fellow citizens were bound to respect. The Declaration

of Independence had declared that these rights belonged to all men.

Recently, however, a "great and powerful combination
1 ' had been

able to carry the government away from its adherence to this idea.

A new construction was placed on the Declaration claiming that

its sentiments were really meant to apply only to white men.
Some strong organization, Adams declared, was needed to counter-

act this trend and to return the government to its earlier and

purer ideals. Secession, he warned the South, was not an answer

to her problems. Her slaves would be made no safer by with-

drawal from the Union, for then the reclamation of fugitives would
become impossible. Let them try independence if they were bent

on the experiment, but the effort, he predicted, would surely end in

ignominious failure. It would prove impossible to blot out traces

of a common descent, a common literature, social and religious

affinity. The violent men counseling separation would disappoint
the South, Adams insisted, and he wanted it known that at least one

of their so-called "enemies" had warned them of the impending dan-

ger in time.5

The speech was well received. Seward wrote his wife that it had
been a "great" effort "strong as iron, clear as crystal, genial as

dew." 6
Compliments even came from the Southern side. A few days

after the speech, Cobb of Alabama went out of his way to pronounce
Adams "the only member never out of order." Adams thought the

gesture "grotesque," but nonetheless typical of the civility paid him

by "the other side of the House." He assumed that this respect was

due to the fact that although he never courted the Southerners,

he never was rude to them either.7

The speech was the only one Adams made during the session. As

with most politicians in Washington, much of his interest and en-

ergy was concentrated on the pending presidential nominations.

He preferred William Seward to all other potential Republican

candidates, for he considered him the man who best represented the
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ideals of the party and who had labored most efficiently in its cause.

Adams realized, however, that Seward's nomination held its difficul-

ties: it might help to unify the distracted Democrats; it could force

the contest into the House of Representatives with the possibility

of violence; and it would probably make it difficult to carry certain

doubtful Northern states. Because of these dangers, Adams was will-

ing to entertain other possibilities for the nomination, but at no

point did he take seriously the chances of Abraham Lincoln. Like

many, therefore, he was incredulous when news arrived of Lincoln's

nomination. Lincoln, after all, had been overshadowed in the pre-

convention speculation by Seward, Chase and Bates of Missouri

to name only the top three candidates and his qualities of lead-

ership were relatively unknown and untried. Adams reacted more

temperately to his nomination than did many other members of the

party; although he feared that Lincoln was by no means as firm as

Seward on the slavery question, he thought that the Westerner,

"honest and tolerably capable," would in many respects be a fair

representative of Republican sentiment.8 But Lincoln did lack

experience and "business habits," and given these deficiencies,

Adams felt it was essential for Seward to take a strong role in the

new administration. He let the Senator know that he felt his con-

tinued services were indispensable to the safety of the "cause" and

he pleaded with him to keep his post in the van of the movement. 9

Seward was touched by Adams' devotion just as he had long been

impressed by his abilities. As a result, he made a gesture calculated

to show publicly the esteem in which he held his Massachusetts col-

league. Adams had returned to Quincy at the close of the session in

June, and in August Seward paid him a visit there, singling him out

for attention. Moreover, he came armed with a surprising proposal:
would Mr. Adams accompany him on a political tour through the

northwestern states? Not unexpectedly, Adams at first was unwilling.

But Seward pressed the point on "public accounts," and Adams'

sons joined so earnestly in urging their father to undertake the trip

that he finally relented. Yet the project continued to disturb him,

not only because it was innately distasteful, but because he feared

it presaged a plan on Seward's part to gain a prominent post for

him in the Republican administration. Adams, feeling that no
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political position could be as agreeable to him as the one he then

occupied, was not anxious to trade it for another. He realized, how-

ever, that it was too early to trouble himself much over possibilities
which might never materialize.

The trip with Seward took up most of the month of September.
In all, they traveled nearly three thousand miles but their efforts

were concentrated in Wisconsin, where Seward, and frequently
Adams as well, spoke at rallies in most of the major cities. When
the trip was over, Adams viewed the experience with mixed feelings.
He thought it had produced noticeable political results in the West,
and he had personally experienced more kind attention than he
felt he deserved. But he was disappointed that the junket had not

been well covered by the eastern press, and he doubted whether he

himself had "done any public service whatever." 10

When he returned at the end of September, the presidential cam-

paign was entering its final phase. Increasingly, Southern spokes-
men let it be known that if Lincoln was elected, disunion would fol-

low. But most Republicans, made indifferent by at least a decade of

similar Southern threats, showed slight concern for or belief in

any impending danger. Instead they exulted in the likelihood of

victory, and gauged their campaign appeals not towards pacifying
Southern fears, but towards gaining Northern votes. Central to

their platform, of course, was opposition to any further extension of

slavery into the territories. But along with this basic stand went a

wide variety of other planks, made prominent according to the lo-

cality being electioneered. Thus in the Northwest protection against

discriminatory legislation was promised to the foreign-born; in Penn-

sylvania, New Jersey and New England, a higher tariff was offered;

in the Mississippi Valley, a Pacific Railroad bill was promised, and

throughout the West the homestead issue was emphasized.
None of the three opposition parties could successfully play on so

many strings at once. The Democrats had split apart during their

Charleston convention in May. Stephen Douglas, representing the

Northern wing, and running on the platform of popular sovereignty,

could expect to have some appeal to all sections, but to carry a ma-

jority vote in none. He was overshadowed in the North by the
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stronger antislavery tone of the Republican platform and in the

South by the frankly proslavery position of the dissident Democrats

under John C. Breckinridge. In the border states, on the other

hand, the conservative Constitutional Union party, with John Bell

at its head, could be expected to hold the greatest appeal, for its

platform was as simple as it was undefined the preservation of

the Union and the suppression of sectional antagonism.

By September the Republicans had triumphed so decisively in

various state elections that the final outcome of the presidential con-

test seemed already decided. There was still a chance that the elec-

tion could be thrown into Congress if the Republicans lost New
York, but election day erased even that lingering possibility. Lin-

coln swept New York, as well as enough other states to gain the

necessary electoral votes for victory, even though he failed to receive

a majority of the popular vote. In Massachusetts the results could

hardly have been more decisive. The Republicans won 62 per cent

of the total votes cast, and of the fourteen counties, only Suffolk,

which included Boston and was traditionally the home of conserva-

tism, failed to give the Republicans a majority. Adams himself was

re-elected without difficulty. The three opposition parties in his

district had fused on the nomination of Leverett Saltonstall, a Con-

stitutional Union leader, but Adams still managed to win almost 60

per cent of the vote. His satisfaction over the results was heightened

by a grand procession and illumination staged in his honor by his con-

stituents. The touching demonstration moved Adams, unused to

popular favor, to confide to his diary that he had little left to desire

in the world. He had finally attained an ''honorable, perhaps a high

reputation for character and capacity"; his fortune was ample, and

his children had grown up "good and efficient members of society."

What more did he have to wish for? Political advancement? Surely
it would not add to his happiness, and it might impair his reputa-
tion. No, he had reached the fruition of all his ambition indeed,

neither of his ancestors, he could say with pride, had ever received

"so brilliant and so feeling a testimony to his character and services"

as he had received from his fellow townsmen that night.
11



The Secession Crisis and the

Committee of Thirty-Three

IN THE immediate post-election period., Adams remained both serene

and complacent. He was neither blind nor indifferent to the devel-

oping crisis, but on the whole, the move towards secession did not

overly disturb him. The South, after all, had been crying wolf for

thirty years. From Jackson's day to Buchanan's, every distasteful

measure had been met with threats of dissolution. Yet dissolution

had never come. It was not surprising, therefore, that Adams, like

most Republicans, should have greeted the latest Southern fulmina-

tions with a mixture of disbelief and contempt. It was true that

within a month of Lincoln's election every state of the deep South

had taken steps towards disunion, but the Republicans continued to

look on these maneuvers as mere bluster, calculated to win con-

cessions, not independence. When news reached Adams that the

South Carolina legislature had just passed a bill calling for a

secession convention, he wrote in his diary, "The people now
threaten in order to deter the Republican party from using their

triumph/' For his part, he did not hesitate "to wish them to go on

in their experiment. Let them secede from Congress long enough
to enable the Republicans to establish their authority in the federal

government and the whole game is played."
* Yet Adams did not

wish to acknowledge the peaceful separation of the South. He saw

no power in any part of the Constitution to negotiate with "rebel-

lious states/' If such recognition was to be given it had to come
from the people, and the whole question of force or peaceful separa-

223
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tion, therefore, remained for future settlement. Nor was there any
need in the meantime to make wholesale concessions, though
Adams, unlike some Republicans, did not believe that the crisis

should be met by railing at the South and thereby alienating the

"honest" citizens of the slave states. He was prepared to yield "every
doubtful point in favor of the Union/' but he would not sanction

any extensive abandonment of Republican principles. Besides,

Adams felt, the South had "no true grounds for complaint" and she

raised points of grievance only "to see if they would be received and

entertained." 2

His belief in negotiated adjustment was further limited by a con-

viction, widely shared, that the secessionist leaders were not gen-

uinely interested in resolving the so-called grievances of their sec-

tion. Their real concern, he felt, was power. Having lost control

of the national government, their ambition now irresistibly led

them to insist on an independent republic. Thus when asked for

his opinion on the pending repeal of the Massachusetts Personal

Liberty Law an act which had long been a cause of Southern

complaint Adams replied that such matters would not have "a

feather's weight in the scale/' The real question, he asserted, was

control of the government "And nothing short of a surrender of

everything gained by the election will avail They want to con-

tinue to rule
" 3

What it amounted to, therefore, was that although men like

Adams were willing to offer certain limited concessions, they never

really believed that the Southern "fire-eaters" either desired or

would accept them. This did not mean that disunion was inevitable.

On the contrary, many Republicans, not without considerable evi-

dence to support their position, placed great faith in continuing
Union sentiment within the South itself. After the initial "madness"

had passed over, they confidently expected the "honest" majority

again to win control of their state governments and to lead them

peacefully back into the Union. In the interim what was most

needed was to dispel panic and to re-establish the confidence of

the loyal citizenry through conciliatory language and "masterly

inactivity." Time would then be allowed to do its natural work.

Adams and Seward were among the prominent Republican leaders
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who early adopted and urged this policy of watchful waiting.
4 And

Seward's paramount position gave this strategy considerable weight
in party councils in the immediate post-election period. At any rate

it was about the closest thing the Republicans had to a policy when

Congress opened on the 3d of December.

Yet within the party itself, Seward's strategy was subject to a

variety of attacks. On the one hand there were those who wished

to make more positive concessions to the South; on the other, those

who wished to insist more firmly that the Union would be upheld
and the laws enforced. The former group, represented by such men
as Thayer, Kilgore, and Sherman in the House and Baker, Collamer

and Dixon in the Senate, were strengthened in their conciliatory

feeling in the weeks immediately following the election by a lessen-

ing of zeal in the Republican rank and file. A business panic had by
then begun, and commercial and political conservatives urged con-

cessions to save the Union. In Massachusetts, "Union" men in the

December elections managed to defeat Republican candidates, aboli-

tionist meetings were forcibly broken up, and the demand for repeal
of the personal liberty laws gained considerable momentum. On
the other hand, the "irrepressibles" in Congress men such as Ben

Wade and Owen Lovejoy posed a second and at least equal threat

to Seward's strategy of quiescence. Almost as soon as Congress

opened, they were busily at work trading angry and strident speeches
with the Southern fire-eaters.

Aside from this internal division, the Republicans were faced

with other formidable difficulties in charting a public course. Lin-

coln's inauguration was not to take place until March, and the

Republicans had to be sure that he would accede to power in an

orderly and peaceful way. The task was complicated by the fear

that the lameduck Buchanan administration would surrender na-

tional property and authority to the secessionists, thereby encourag-

ing them in their schemes. Buchanan's cabinet was known to con-

tain three officers who actively sympathized with the Southern

cause Secretary of the Treasury Howell Cobb of Georgia, Secretary

of the Interior Jacob Thompson of Mississippi, and John B. Floyd

of Virginia, the Secretary of War. "There is great reason to be-

lieve," Adams wrote, voicing the anxiety of many, that the action
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of the President and his cabinet "has been directed to the object
of paralyzing the energy of the government in its different Depart-
ments." 5

A second major problem during the "interregnum" was to keep
the secession fever in check. Essential to this policy was holding the

border states in the Union. By doing so, the minority status of the

seceding states would be emphasized and it would thereafter be

easier to draw them back into the Union. Moreover, if the border

states could be held for even a year, it was felt that the moderate

tone of Lincoln's administration would become apparent, and this,

coupled with the "bitter results" of the secession experiment, would

make a speedy reunification likely. In an immediate sense, it was

also feared that the secession of Maryland and Virginia would leave

the capital surrounded by hostile territory and subject to attack.6

In all, Republican policy in the immediate post-election period,

or at least the Adams and Seward version of it, was essentially a

negative one, designed to maintain the status quo until Lincoln

could be safely inaugurated. It was a policy which now seems to have

been too optimistic as to the healing effects of time and too indif-

ferent to the causes of Southern discontent. Yet given the complex
and uncertain nature of the crisis, it is understandable that a policy

of passive forbearance might have seemed the wisest; given the years

of struggle and sacrifice needed to rouse the North to a firm stand

against the extension of slavery, it is possible to appreciate the un-

willingness of the men who had labored in that cause to surrender,

by large-scale concessions, both their moral commitment and their

political advantage. No doubt Seward and Adams are open to cen-

sure for failing to gauge accurately the intensity and deadly
seriousness of the Southern position, yet similar crises in the past
of apparently equal gravity had always righted themselves; it was

not unreasonable to believe that continued devotion to the Union
on the part of the average Southerner would again carry the day.

The first important event after Congress convened on the grd of

December was the delivery of President Buchanan's State of the

Union address. Although anxiously awaited on all sides, it proved

satisfactory to none. The essence of the message was that the federal
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government could not act in the current crisis. Secession, Buchanan
declared, was theoretically unconstitutional, yet neither the Presi-

dent nor Congress had the power to prevent it. He suggested various

amendments to ease the tension over the slavery question, and made
a plea for moderation and compromise, but, on the whole, his was
a policy of confessed paralysis. He further alienated the North by
coupling to this admission of weakness an attack on antislavery agi-
tation as having been instrumental in bringing on the national

crisis. Adams pronounced the message "in all respects like the

author, timid and vacillating in the face of slaveholding rebellion,

bold and insulting towards his countrymen whom he does not fear

... It satisfied no one and did no service in smoothing the wa-

ters." 7

After the message was delivered, Representative Boteler of Vir-

ginia moved in the House that so much of it as related to the peril-

ous condition of the country be referred to a special committee of

one representative from each state. The motion was carried, with

Adams voting in the affirmative, though his stand "seemed to dis-

turb" some of his friends. He agreed with them that there was

danger the measure might involve the Republicans in too extensive

a retreat from their principles, but he felt it was necessary to remove
the controversy from the House so that "leisure for reflection"

might be given. Soon after, Adams was appointed to represent
Massachusetts on this special body, which came to be known as the

Committee of Thirty-Three. Within two weeks the Senate created a

similar Committee of Thirteen also to consider the current emer-

gency.
The selections to the Committee of Thirty-Three made by Speaker

Pennington were not entirely judicious. The Republicans were

given a majority, but four of them Tappan of New Hampshire,
Morse of Maine, Howard of Michigan and Washburn of Wisconsin

having voted against the Committee's establishment, could be

expected to be unsympathetic with its aims and obstructive during
its deliberations. No northern Douglas Democrats were chosen

despite the fact that that group had strongly supported its creation.

On the other hand, Douglas Democrats were frequently selected to

represent the Southern states, even though the Breckinridge group
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was clearly closer to the opinion of that section. As a result, the

South tended to regard the Committee as a mere Republican device

to play for time, and two Southern appointees, Boyce of South

Carolina and Hawkins of Florida, refused to serve on it from the

beginning.
8

The Committee did not meet for a week after its formation, but

on the nth of December it began to hold daily sessions. The first

development of real importance came on the i$th of December

when Albert Rust of Arkansas introduced a resolution which he

asked to have passed immediately. It stated that in the opinion of

the Committee, "the existing discontents among the southern peo-

ple" were "not without cause" and that "such just concessions" and

additional guarantees of "their peculiar rights and interests ... as

will or should allay them" were "indispensable to the perpetuation

of the Union." 9 Rust's resolution came at a time when a feeling of

urgency was growing in the country. South Carolina's secession

convention had been called for the iyth of December and conven-

tion elections in five other Southern states were due within three

weeks. It was known, moreover, that a telegraphic dispatch had

been prepared by thirty Southern senators and representatives to

their constituents, stating that "the argument is exhausted . . .

All hope of relief in the Union, through the agency of committees,

Congressional legislation, or constitutional amendments, is extin-

guished ... the honor, safety, and independence of the Southern

people are to be found in a Southern Confederacy . . ." 10 Even

within the Republican ranks in Congress, these developments had

accelerated a growing trend towards concession. By December, a

great body of schemes for compromise and conciliation had begun
to circulate both in the Congress and in the country at large. Re-

publicans like Eli Thayer, John Sherman and James Dixon began

casting about intensely for "reasonable" adjustments, and Henry
Adams, who was now in Washington, wrote home to his brother

Charles that politically there was "a terrible panic" in the city:

"The weak brethren weep and tear their hair ... the Massa-

chusetts men and the Wisconsin men and scatterers in other states

are the only ones who are really firm. Our father is firmer than

Mt. Ararat. I never saw a more precious old flint." n In the ensu-
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ing few days in Committee, Adams was to prove the accuracy of Ills

son's description.

Rust had agreed, after consultation with some of his colleagues,

to accept an amended form of his resolution presented by W. McKee
Dunn, a Republican from Indiana. The Dunn motion, less specific

in admitting the justice of the South's complaints, stated that

"whether such discontents and hostility are without just cause or

not, any reasonable, proper, and constitutional remedies . . . neces-

sary to preserve the peace of the country and the perpetuation of

the Union, should be promptly and cheerfully granted."
12 For a

moment, according to Adams, "there seemed a probability of rush-

ing this through by storm, so as to give it the character of a unani-

mous pledge/'
1S He at once demanded, therefore, that a record of

Yeas and Nays be taken, and he also tried to push two milder forms

of the resolution which had been suggested. Adams argued that to

accept the Dunn resolution was to hold out "a premium for dis-

content to every State with a promise to make concessions even

when their complaint was without shadow of reason." He also

feared that the resolution would be taken to mean that the Repub-
licans were preparing to yield everything even their campaign

pledge to prevent the further extension of slavery into the territories.

It had taken more than ten years to rouse the North to this posi-

tion; to throw all away now out of temporary panic would only

put off once more the need to decide the slavery question. Some

Republicans on the Committee felt that Adams was being unneces-

sarily difficult, and too sensitive to potential dangers which did

not exist. Accordingly, eight of the party joined the fourteen non-

Republicans present to carry the Dunn resolution by a final vote of

22 to 8. Adams was disgusted at the outcome. Not only did he fear

that limitless guarantees might subsequently be offered to the South,

but it also seemed clear that the Republican majority on the Com-

mittee was only a nominal one. At any time, when "the trap

was well baited," the loss of several of the "weaker" Republicans
could be counted on.

As it turned out, however, Adarns was overly pessimistic in esti-

mating the extent of both Republican defection and Republican

concession. Two meetings later, on the iyth of December, the Com-
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mittee voted to take up resolutions suggested earlier by Henry
Winter Davis of Maryland, to amend the fugitive slave law of 1850.

In essence Davis' resolutions called for a tightening of the legal

safeguards under the act, in particular by providing a jury trial for

an accused fugitive. Reuben Davis of Mississippi then declared that

he regarded the decision to take up the Marylander's proposals as

proving the unconciliatory temper of the Committee, and that he

would no longer attend the sessions.14 Here the proceedings were

interrupted by Rust of Arkansas who, without warning, presented
what he declared to be a Southern "ultimatum." If it was not taken

up immediately, he proclaimed, the rest of the Southern representa-
tives would retire. Rust's proposal was much like the heart of the

compromise which John Crittenden was shortly to introduce in the

Senate's Committee of Thirteen. It advocated an amendment to

the Constitution extending the old Missouri Compromise line of

36 30' to the Pacific Ocean. In all territory north of that line,

slavery would be forbidden, but in all territory south of it, either

currently in the possession of the United States or hereafter to be

acquired (here was the real sticking point), slavery would be pro-
tected and guaranteed "like other property." When any territory
had the necessary population for statehood, it would then be ad-

mitted, with or without slavery, as the constitution of each new
state should provide.

15

Rust's ultimatum was formally presented to the Committee by
Thomas Nelson of Tennessee. When the Rust-Nelson proposal was
taken up for discussion, some of the Southerners, to prove that they
were in earnest in presenting it as an ultimatum, adjourned to the

next room the first step apparently to a threatened full-scale

withdrawal. But as Adams commented, this was "measured anger
indeed," for when anyone spoke whom they wished to hear, the
Southerners drew near to the folding door to listen.16

Phelps of Missouri spoke in favor of the proposal but Curtis of

Iowa declared that its adoption was out of the question. The people
had voted for the Republicans on the pledge that slavery would not
be further extended one inch, and their representatives, he argued,
could not go back on this trust. It was finally decided that the sub-

ject should be postponed for future consideration which apparently
satisfied the Southerners, at least for the time being.
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On the following day, Davis' proposed amendments to the fugi-

tive slave act were likewise put off. Adams had discovered much

opposition to the resolutions among the Republican members of

Congress who apparently felt that Davis' proposals were inadequate.
Adams himself was largely indifferent to the fate of the measures. So

many amendments had been offered to them in the Committee that

they could scarcely be recognized, and besides, he felt, they really
made up "no essential part" of the grievances which required im-

mediate attention. 17 It was agreed, therefore, to refer the whole
matter to a subcommittee of five from the border states, who would

report back at some future date.

Another resolution of Winter Davis', calling upon the Northern

states to re-examine their personal liberty laws and to repeal those

sections inconsistent with obligations under the Constitution, did

manage to get passed almost unanimously during this same meet-

ing.
18 The Republicans were willing to give the South satisfaction

on this issue largely because they thought it not very important.
The only real question, Adams wrote Dana, continued to be one of

power. The South feared that control of the government in hands

other than their own would necessarily lead towards a policy of free-

dom. As a result they demanded the insertion of pledges in the

Constitution such as the Rust-Nelson amendment that the

North would assume responsibility for upholding, perpetuating and

extending slavery in one half of the Union. This far Adams refused

to go.
19

Debate on the Rust-Nelson proposal was resumed in the meeting
of December 20, but at the very beginning of the discussion, Winter
Davis broke in with a proposition which Adams described as

"a cannon shot clear through the line." 2Q Davis suggested that

the territory of New Mexico, which embraced all the land south

of the 36 30' compromise line which the South was demand-

ing, be admitted at once into statehood. The citizens of that

area could thereby decide immediately for themselves whether

they wanted slavery or not, and the whole territorial question would
thus be resolved. The Southerners on the Committee were thrown
into confusion by the proposal. They fell back to consult, finally

declared themselves against the measure, and pressed for an im-

mediate vote instead on the Rust-Nelson proposal. The crucial dif-
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ference between the two schemes was that by the Rust amendment
all future as well as present territory south of 36 30', would be

positively guaranteed for slavery, whereas the Davis proposal merely
threw open the current territorial possessions of the United States

south of that line to an uncertain vote by its inhabitants.

Nelson made an impassioned address to the Republicans, plead-

ing with them to accept his plan. Anything less, he warned, would

lead to "an utter destruction of the Union." Adams closed the

debate for the day with a strong speech against the Rust-Nelson

proposal. He objected to it, first of all, on the score of the past

treatment of the 36 30' line. The South, in the Kansas-Nebraska

Act, he claimed, had changed that boundary once; there was noth-

ing to prevent her from doing so again. More basically, Adams

recoiled at the idea of converting the Constitution into "a mere

guaranty" of the protection of slavery. To do so would pervert the

very principle of liberty which formed the base of the government.
Rather than sanction such a change in the nineteenth century and "in

the face of the civilized world/' he would even prefer the destruction

of the Union. This peroration, according to Adams, "seemed to

startle the gentlemen a good deal on both sides." Before the deci-

sive vote could be taken, however, an adjournment was carried so

that many members who were anxious to do so could vote in the

House on the Pacific Railroad measure. Word spread rapidly of

Adams' stand, and when he stepped into the House he was sur-

rounded by those offering congratulations on his speech. The re-

sponsibility for his words, Adams realized, was grave but he felt that

he had carefully weighed the consequences: "The critical moment

has arrived in which our Institutions must be rescued from this

moral and social disease ... a retreat would only bring the neces-

sity for another trial still more difficult and dangerous at a later

moment." 2l

On his way to the Committee meeting the following day, Adams

was overtaken on the road by Winter Davis, who explained more

fully his proposal of the previous day on New Mexico. He
had intended it, Davis told Adams, as a means of breaking the

combination between the lower South and the border states. He
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expected the lower South to reject his amendment, but by so doing,
he felt, they would clearly exhibit to the wavering border states

the hollowness of their demand for the old Missouri Compromise
line. Adams found Davis' reasoning persuasive, and wondered, in

fact, whether it would not be well for the Republicans to adopt
the proposal in that sense themselves.22

In Committee that day, some further informal debate took place
on the Rust-Nelson amendment, but it was again decided to post-

pone decision this time until the 27th of December in order

to give further opportunity for reflection. Before adjournment took

place Winter Davis formally presented his earlier proposal in a

more systematized and elaborated form. He now moved that both

New Mexico and Kansas be admitted as states, that no future ter-

ritory be acquired by the United States without the consent of

two thirds of both houses of Congress and the President, and that

the status of slavery in any future territory remain what it had been

at the time of acquisition. The voters, when they adopted a state

constitution, would then freely decide what position slavery was to

occupy in their area.23

After adjournment, the Republican members of the Committee

met for further consultation. Adams was pleased to find a new
firmness and cohesiveness among those who had previously been

wavering towards concession. Several who had earlier voted for

Dunn's resolution, including the author himself, had received so

many sharp remonstrances from their constituents that they were

now determined to stand firm.24 The caucus talked over the various

proposals which had been made up to that time, and found that

they agreed more generally on Winter Davis' than on any other.

Beyond this, however, no concerted plan of action was yet deter-

mined upon.
The following evening, the ssnd of December, Adams dined at

Speaker Pennington's house in the company of Senator Crittenden.

Crittenden had just come from the first meeting of the Senate Com-

mittee of Thirteen where he had presented his compromise plan for

sectional adjustment, the heart of which, the extension of the Mis-

souri Compromise line to the Pacific, paralleled the Rust-Nelson

proposal pending in the House Committee. Crittenden' s measure
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had been defeated that day in the Senate Committee by the Repub-
lican majorit), and he unhappily told the dinner gathering that he

had never despaired more of the Union than at that moment.

Adams later heard him speaking earnestly to Colonel Keyes, one of

General Scott's aides, saying that he personally could do no more.

"The decision was in his hands/' Crittenden added. Adams looked

to see to whom he referred and was much surprised when Critten-

den touched him and said, ''This is the man.*' Adams tried to laugh
the incident off, "as if enjoying the joke," but it was clear that Crit-

tenden had not been joking at all. Apparently Crittenden ascribed

his own poor reception in the Senate Committee to the hostile tone

Adams had taken in the House conferences. Adams could not agree.

The Republicans had been reformed into a solid front against con-

cession on the territorial issue not by his efforts, he felt, but by those

of the President-elect, Abraham Lincoln. He may well have

given expression to the same thoughts as Lincoln, but this was mere

coincidence, since he had never, up to this time, had "directly or

indirectly the remotest communication" with him.25

Adams' analysis of Lincoln's role in the situation was doubtless

correct. By a series of notes advising congressmen against territorial

compromise, Lincoln had managed to head off the growing trend in

his party towards concession. He had let it be known that he

strongly disapproved of abandoning what he considered to be the

central tenet of the Republican party. He believed that the South

herself would repudiate secession and that therefore no extensive in-

ducements by the government would be necessary to bring her back,

although he was willing to provide the South with assurances on

other matters. He had repeatedly promised, for example, that

slavery would not be abolished by federal action where it already

existed, that he would not interfere with the domestic slave trade

and that he would not abolish slavery in the District of Columbia.

But on the territorial issue he refused to budge. He felt that any

buckling now would simply leave the issue to be refought again
at a later date. If the Crittenden line was adopted protecting

slavery south of 36 30', there would be a standing temptation on

the part of the slave states to push aggressively for further extension
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into Mexico, Central America and the Caribbean. To renege now
on their campaign pledge, in other words, would only reinvigorate
the institution of slavery and put it in the way of expansion rather

than eventual extinction. It would perhaps postpone a crisis of con-

science, but could never prevent it.26 With all of this logic, Adams
was in full agreement.

In preparation for the December 27th meeting, the Republican
members of the Committee of Thirty-Three set to work to hammer
out an agreement among themselves on the Davis proposals for New
Mexico. A subcommittee of four members, of which Adams was one,

was appointed to settle details. On the 25th of December, the four

heard the testimony of Judge John S. Watts, a former federal judge
who had lived in New Mexico for nine years. Watts convinced them

that natural conditions militated against the establishment of Negro

slavery in the region. It was true that New Mexico already had a

slave code and that she might choose to enter the Union as a slave

state, but in a short time, he argued, climate, soil and geography
would make her free. In ten years of territorial existence, Watts

pointed out, and despite open encouragement to slave immigration,
a total of only eleven slaves had been introduced into the area,

mostly women in the service of officers sent out by the federal gov-

ernment. There was no agricultural slave labor in the territory at

all.27

Watts' testimony helped greatly in removing any lingering doubts

in Adams* mind on the Davis proposal. The Republicans, he saw,

had been forced into an unpleasant position. In being compelled to

declare their opposition to the Missouri Compromise line, they had

been made to appear intransigent in the eyes of the country, and

particularly before the border states, at a time when the secession

movement was perceptibly widening. On the soth of December, news

had arrived of South Carolina's formal secession from the Union,

and in this same week Florida, Mississippi and Alabama had elected

strongly secessionist conventions which were due to meet shortly.

Pressure on the Republicans to compromise was therefore great, and

if they had continued to appear impassive to the course of events,
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the Committee might have died instantly, with the opposition con-

solidated against them.-8 Adams felt that it was therefore incum-

bent upon the Republicans to offer an alternative measure, prefer-

ably one which would prove how little the South really cared for

a sectional adjustment. The Davis proposal seemed to be the very

thing, and all four members of the subcommittee agreed that it

should be reported on favorably to the other Republicans on the

Committee. They also decided to couple with the Davis measure

a recommendation for an amendment to the Constitution securing
the slave states from attempts at emancipation by the federal gov-
ernment.29

The following day the Republican members of the Committee

met in caucus to consider these two propositions. After some discus-

sion, two thirds of them agreed that the measures should be presented
to the full Committee of Thirty-Three the following day, and it was

proposed that Adams introduce them. Although the opposition real-

ized that Adams was "firm," he was also respected by them for his

ability and his moderation, and it was felt that his sponsorship of the

proposals would have a great effect in checking panic in the South.30

At first, Adams declined the responsibility. He knew that if he spon-
sored the measures, the more fiery of his constituents would inter-

pret his action as a gross betrayal of the cardinal Republican pledge
to oppose any extension of slavery. As an added inducement, the

Republican caucus agreed to let him rework the resolutions to suit

himself, and Adams finally yielded to their pressure. He realized

that the situation was fraught with personal danger, but all public

life, he reasoned, was made up "of great hazards on trying occasions'*

and if he could slacken "the current of revolution" by the sacrifice

of himself, he felt, "it would be but gain."
31

The following morning, December 27, Adams met with Seward

at the latter's request. Seward first questioned him as to rumors

that were current regarding the Committee's intentions on New
Mexico. He let Adams know that the Republican members of the

Senate Committee of Thirteen were dissatisfied with the Davis

proposal. He repeated a remark made by Judge Collamer of Ver-

mont to the effect that Adams could never be re-elected in Massa-

chusetts on such a measure. Adams explained to Seward his own
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gradual conversion to the proposal as the most expedient device

available. He agreed, however, that no steps should be taken to

push the measure unless there was a general agreement to it by the

Republican members of Congress. Given the state of feeling which

Seward reported among the senators, he thought it would be

prudent to postpone action until further consultation could be ar-

ranged.
Seward had had a second purpose in requesting the interview with

Adams. Lincoln had just formally offered the New Yorker the

post of Secretary of State, and he wished to consult Adams as to the

propriety of accepting. He hesitated, he said, because the projected

make-up of the cabinet gave him so little support that he feared his

task would be insuperable. But Adams encouraged him to accept
the position. The great body of the party, he insisted, needed "one

representative man" to whom it "might look with confidence." He
therefore implored him to meet the responsibility and was pleased
to observe that Seward "had evidently decided it in his own mind

already."
32

Seward had expected Lincoln to confer with him upon the selec-

tion of the other cabinet members, but Thurlow Weed, whom
Seward had sent on this mission, had reported back that all the

other places had already been parceled out. Seward told Adams
that he had hoped to place him in the Treasury, and he wished to

express his regret that the appointment had not materialized. The
news held little surprise or disappointment for Adams. For weeks

he had caught stray rumors of his pending selection to the cabinet.

At various times he had heard himself mentioned for the Secretary-

ship of State or for the Treasury, but he had never given undue

weight to the reports. He realized that his position was not one of

any political strength and that the cabinet posts had to be dispensed
with an eye towards harmonizing the various factions within the

party. Nor had he been anxious for the new honor. He felt that the

rewards and ", responsibilities of his present office were sufficient.

Besides, he was modest enough to feel that he had "no experience
to help guide a chief who has none himself." 33 He was therefore

genuinely relieved at Seward's disclosures both because Seward

was in the government, and because he was not. Despite all this, in
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the months ahead, Adams continued to hear his name mentioned

for the cabinet. The matter was not fully resolved, in fact, until

immediately before the inauguration.
After Adams left Seward, he met briefly with Senators Fessenden

and Collamer, who confirmed the fact that Republicans in the Sen-

ate objected to the Davis proposals. Accordingly, Adams decided to

withhold the proposals until further consultation could be ar-

ranged. As a result, Committee action that day was confined to a

consideration of the Rust-Nelson proposal, which was finally de-

feated by a vote of 13 to 16, the Republicans being united in op-

position. Nelson of Tennessee then tried to salvage the measure

by immediately substituting the resolutions which had been sub-

mitted to the Senate Committee of Thirteen by Crittenden. In

addition to the amendment on the territories, which was identical

with the already defeated Rust-Nelson proposal, the Crittenden

measures further provided that so long as slavery continued to exist

in the adjoining states of Virginia or Maryland, Congress might not

abolish it in the District of Columbia without the consent of the

inhabitants or compensation to the owners. Congress was also

forbidden to interfere with the interstate slave trade or to consider

any future amendment which could affect the constitutional safe-

guards to slavery. On the other hand, Congress could provide

compensation for fugitive slaves rescued by force, to be paid by the

county responsible. Further sections called for strict observance of

the fugitive slave law (after certain modifications were made in
it),

the repeal of state laws in conflict with it, and the effective enforce-

ment of the ban on the African slave trade.34 Adams considered

Crittenden's proposals "not a whit less objectionable" than Nelson's,

and no action was immediately taken on them.35

The following morning Adams told the Republican members of

the Committee that because of senatorial opposition he declined

for the moment to introduce Davis' New Mexico measure as a coun-

ter to the Nelson proposals. But as there seemed less difference of

opinion on the constitutional amendment forbidding federal inter-

ference with slavery where it already existed, Adams suggested

presenting that proposition in full committee at once. The caucus
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approved, and Adams subsequently introduced the measure that same

day. It was well received, and seemed about to pass without op-

position, when Houston of Alabama rose to declare the proposition

useless and unsatisfactory. Others from the South then tried to

tack on to it Crittenden's proposals, but Adams declared that if

such a course was persisted in, he would withdraw the amendment

altogether. This, according to Adams, ''deterred them from persist-

ing." Some of the slaveholders, however, continued to show dis-

satisfaction, and when the measure came to a vote, three of them,

Winslow of North Carolina, Houston of Alabama and Rust of

Arkansas, refused to record their names on either side of the propo-
sition. Nonetheless, the measure passed by a top-heavy vote of 21 to

3, with Republicans Kellogg, Tappan and Washburn accounting for

the negatives. Adams felt that the unfriendly attitude of the three

Southerners to the measure, on which he had expected no dif-

ference of opinion at all, indicated "a dread of the effect of all

conciliatory movements among themselves/' 36

That same day, in the Senate Committee of Thirteen, a plan had

been introduced similar to the Davis proposal on New Mexico but

providing for a second territorial unit lying north of 36 30', which

should be admitted as a state simultaneously with the New Mexico

territory. This proposal was accepted by the Senate Committee-

with the concurrence of the Republican members. Adams was,

amused that "our Senatorial friends who objected so much to our

measure should have so soon slipped into it themselves/' 37

On the 2Qth of December a conference between the Republicans,
of the two committees took place. Ben Wade, to no one's surprise,

declared himself "against everything/' but the other participating

senators, though inclined to their own proposition, no longer showed

any positive objection to the Davis plan. The Republicans on the

House committee, therefore, now urged Adams to present the

Davis plan to the whole Committee of Thirty-Three, and Adams,

agreed to do so that same day.

But the first subject that came up in the Committee meeting
was Nelson's (alias Crittenden's) propositions. Corwin of Ohio, chair-

man of the Committee, moved to strike out of Crittenden's terri-

torial plan (which had already been voted down once as the Rust-
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Nelson amendment) the crucial two words which preserved for

slavery land "hereafter acquired" below 36 go'.
38 This amend-

ment was carried by a vote of 17 to 10, the Republicans being

joined in the affirmative by the Democrat, Lansing Stout of Oregon.

Immediately after the vote, Miles Taylor of Louisiana declared that

it was now clear there would be no agreement by the Committee
on satisfactory measures for solving the sectional conflict. In con-

sequence, he determined to take no further part in its deliberations,

but in order to be able to submit a minority report in the fu-

ture he would not formally resign. Warren Winslow of North Caro-

lina announced that he would follow Taylor's example. With the

previous defection of the representatives of South Carolina, Georgia,

Mississippi, Arkansas and Alabama, only the more moderate slave

state representatives remained in active participation. It was clear

that whatever decisions the Committee now came to, they could

hardly hope to speak for all shades of sectional opinion.

Following Taylor's withdrawal, the Committee voted down the

first article of the Nelson-Crittenden proposals, that extending the

old Missouri Compromise line to the Pacific, even though it had been

amended by Corwin's motion. The vote was a strict party one, 16

to 8. Adams then moved to postpone consideration of the rest of

the Nelson-Crittenden proposals so that he might introduce his

New Mexico resolution.

As presented by Adams, the New Mexico measure would actually

have given a slightly larger area to slavery than the Crittenden

line. The Southerners, however, were not blind to the fact that

rather than recognizing Southern claims to protection for slavery

in the territories, the resolution, by propelling New Mexico into

statehood, simply by-passed the whole question. Moreover, the

measure said nothing about future territory. All that the South

would gain from the measure would be the admission of New
Mexico as a slave state an eventuality which had already been

assumed by both sections. When the vote was finally taken, the

proposal was passed initially 13 to 9. But Hamilton of Texas, find-

ing his vote not necessary to carry the measure, switched to the nega-

tive, making the final tally 12 to 10. The Democratic representa-

tives of California and Oregon voted for the measure^ but except
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for Winter Davis, only Bristow of Kentucky among the slavehold-

ers was in the affirmative. It was a significant apostasy, however, for

it marked the beginning of a breach between the cotton and border

states the very development for which Adams had hoped.
The Republicans divided on the vote. Six of them Kellogg,

Morse, Morrill, Robinson, Tappan and Washburn thought the

measure subversive of the party stand on nonextension and refused

to lend their support. It soon became clear that many Republicans

throughout the country shared their opinion. And as he had ex-

pected, it was Adams' misfortune, as sponsor of the bill, to bear the

brunt of the ensuing discontent. Denunciation of his action was

swift in coming. The "stauncher" Republicans of Massachusetts

many of them Adams' old comrades reacted with particular vehe-

mence. The general tone of their complaint was one of shocked

disbelief. "Is it possible," Bird wrote to Sumner, "that Adams

agrees to the admission of New Mexico as a Slave State? God help
us, if he deserts us." Bird added that among all Adams* friends,

with the possible exception of Governor Andrew, who was "only
less positive," there was not one who did not condemn the meas-

ure.39 Edward L. Pierce reported that objections to Adams' course

were far more widespread than imagined. "You don't know how

strong the feeling against him is," he wrote to Sumner. "I have not

heard of the first constituent who defends him." 40 Pierce himself,

who had been active in placing Adams in Congress, proved the most

vocal and implacable of his critics. He objected not only to

the New Mexico proposition, but also to the projected constitutional

amendment promising noninterference with slavery in the states. In

Pierce's eyes, this amendment was more than just a further safe-

guard for slavery though it was bad enough on that count alone.

It was also an admission that the South needed new securities, the

implication being that the North had previously harbored uncon-

stitutional designs which it was now ready to disavow. Besides, the

amendment would introduce the word "slave" into the Constitu-

tion a step at which Madison and the founding fathers had

balked.

But the major part of Pierce's attack was directed against the

New Mexico proposal. In an article published in the Boston Atlas
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and Bee, he pointed out that Adams himself had always opposed ex-

tending slavery one inch beyond its present bounds. It was true

that by admitting New Mexico as a state, the technical matter of

the extension of slavery into the territories had been avoided, but

Pierce felt that if prohibition could not be obtained during the

territorial period, the Republicans were committed to resisting the

subsequent admission of an area as a slave state. It was said that

New Mexico would soon become free, but when Webster had made
a similar claim in 1850, Pierce recalled, Adams had insisted that un-

favorable conditions of climate and soil were not certain enough
restrictions. Originally Pierce had planned to temper his article

with several compliments to Adams, but Samuel Gridley Howe in-

sisted they be deleted, and it was thus sent, as it stood, to every
member of the state legislature.

41

Adams did his best to justify the position he had taken. As far as

the constitutional amendment was concerned, he argued that no

new concession had really been made to the South since the Repub-
lican platform had already pledged noninterference with slavery

in the states.42 In regard to the New Mexico proposition he wrote

Pierce that first of all, as a result of the Compromise of 1850, there

was "an unrepealed and unrescinded contract with New Mexico"

to admit her to statehood with or without slavery as she should

choose.43 This argument failed to convince Pierce, who insisted

that Adams knew full well that the opponents of the Compromise
looked on that provision as a mere legislative declaration subject
to repeal whenever the "proslavery power" should be overthrown.44

Adams based the major part of his defense, however, on other

grounds. If the New Mexico proposal had really been a far-reaching

concession, he argued, the South would not have rejected it in

committee. In actual fact the proposal had been designed to gain
the fullest possible benefit for the an ^"slavery side. Had the South

accepted New Mexico as a settlement, the whole territorial problem
would have been resolved and "at very small cost/' for the territory

had already acknowledged slavery, and had already been promised
statehood. By voting against the proposition, the South had played

right into their hands. Her action at one blow had shifted the

stigma of intractability from the Republicans to the Southerners.
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It had been made clear that the South would insist on the protec-
tion of slavery not only in territory already belonging to the

country, but, more ominously, in foreign land hereafter to be

acquired south of the compromise line. Adams felt, in short, that

he had shown that her true purpose was to wrest a future slave-

holding empire below the line of 36 30'. He hoped that in so

doing he had prevented the border states from precipitously follow-

ing the path of secession. "I think/' he wrote Pierce, "I know the

difference between the surrendering on unimportant points and

sacrificing principles. And in the midst of this critical period I

never felt more calm and clear in the selection of the right means
to gain important ends." 45

Although men like Pierce could justly complain that Adams had
not stuck to the strict letter of Republican ideology, they either

could not or would not recognize the necessities of the immediate
situation. Once given the actual responsibilities of office, Adams
had rapidly come to feel that intransigence did not necessarily

testify to one's sincerity; that the political facts of life sometimes

demanded something less than obstinate adherence to theory. He
doubted very much, of course, that the crisis would be solved even

if the South did accept the New Mexico proposition, for he felt

she would be satisfied with nothing less than control of the govern-
ment. It is perhaps in this sense that Adams' policy is most open
to criticism namely, that he never really thought his proposal
would placate the South. (Though even had he wished to be more

genuinely accommodating, it is difficult to see how, as a Republican,
he could have gone beyond the actual recommendations he

made.) Adams placed his faith in time, not in legislative proposals,
for an eventual solution of the problem. All that could be hoped
for immediately was to save the border states and provide for the

peaceful inauguration of Lincoln.

If doubts remained of Adams' devotion to Republicanism, his

actions in the Committee during the final two weeks of its life

should have dispelled them. In the meeting of January 2, he

forcefully denounced the proposal that Congress should promise
never to abolish slavery in the District of Columbia without
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the consent of both Maryland and Virginia and the major-

ity of voters in the District. Adams announced that not only was

he in favor of abolishing slavery in the District, but that he

refrained from advocating it only because he was convinced

that slavery was dying out there anyway. He then warned the

Southerners that they should expect no further concessions on

his part, even on small matters. He stated categorically that

hereafter he "would vote straight through against any and every

amendment to the Constitution that might be ... offered." 46

The reason he gave for this change of policy was the recent

hardening of Northern opinion caused by the demand of South

Carolina that Fort Sumter be evacuated and by the increasing

rumors of a conspiracy to seize Washington by force. These develop
ments, he said, had made further concessions to the South "im-

practicable." No doubt a further reason for his sudden dogged
resolution was the furor which had been stirred up in Massachusetts

by his New Mexico proposal; Adams was out to redeem his reputa-

tion as an antislavery apostle. He now felt, moreover, that the

Committee's usefulness was at an end. The ranks of attending mem-
bers had become so thin through Southern withdrawals, that it was

barely possible to retain a quorum; besides, he had already proved,
at least to his satisfaction, that the Southerners on the Committee had

no interest in any "reasonable" adjustment. But intransigence was

alien both to Adams' basic temper and to his understanding of the

needs of the situation, and before the session was over, this stern mood
was to give way to a more characteristically conciliatory one.

By January many Republicans had become more preoccupied
with the immediate dangers threatening Lincoln's inauguration
than with further schemes of sectional adjustment. The primary

fear, early in the month, was that the South would attempt to

prevent Lincoln's installation by seizing the Capital. Seward

became so alarmed at the possibility that he asked Adams to

copy and sign a letter he had composed to Governor Andrew of

Massachusetts, warning him of the necessity of raising a provisional

force to be ready at a moment's notice for the Capital's defense.

The letter suggested that proceedings should emanate "sponta-

neously" from within the states themselves and should mot be trace-
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able to suggestions from Washington.
47 Andrew, in the face of

much criticism for "incendiarism," did as he was requested, and

furthermore, communicated the message to the other New England

governors. Fear of attack on the Capital soon dissipated, but a

number of other expected hazards replaced it in the Republican
mind. There was fear that the counting of the electoral vote

might be prevented, that Lincoln would be assassinated, or that

the actual installation proceedings would erupt in violence.48

All of these perils sufficed to keep the Republicans in a constant

state of alarm until inauguration day.

In the meantime, the work of the Committee of Thirty-Three was

limping to a close. A Republican caucus meeting on the grd of

January officially declared for a policy of steadfastness. It was

decided that the South must either accept the earlier Adams

proposals or prepare to see the Republicans themselves vote down

everything they had previously done and report to the House that

the Committee could not agree.
4^ Adams had reached the point

where he had little hope the Committee would accomplish anything.

In his darker moods, he went so far as to predict that there was no

longer any way out of the sectional controversy "but by violence

and blood/' He did not doubt that the issue would be "ultimately

for good," but he hardly relished the means necessary to achieve

it.50 In no way could he look on war, as did some of the more

radical Republicans, as a welcome catharsis. He was repulsed

by what he took to be Sumner's "vindictiveness" and almost grim
satisfaction at the prospect of civil conflict. "Such," he commented

tersely, "is not my character." 51

In the next week the business of the Committee was brought to a

close. The remaining Crittenden resolutions were finally voted down
on the grd of January, but in order to avoid a fiat negative, it was

agreed that the record should merely state that further consideration

was "informally postponed."
52 A few positive recommendations did

manage to pass before adjournment Some generalized expressions

of adherence to constitutional obligations and the necessity of

maintaining the Union on terms of equality and justice were

agreed to, and a less offensive, but at the same time more efficient

fugitive-slave bill was recommended.*^
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The only real drama and excitement of the last week's meetings
was generated over a measure introduced by Adams. The resolution

he offered stated that peaceful acquiescence in the election of a

President, carried out legally and constitutionally, was the para-
mount duty of every good citizen of the United States. Adams fur-

ther declared that unless the delegates from the slaves states at-

tended the meeting and expressed their opinions on his resolution, he

would not vote for a report in any form.54 Millson of Virginia urged
that the words "high and imperative" be inserted in place of "para-
mount" and this amendment was carried by a vote of 11 to 10,

with Republicans Corwin, Dunn, Kellogg and Windom joining
the remaining Southerners on the majority side. Adams disliked

the change. He felt that the "sharpest tooth" of his resolution had

been extracted and worse yet, with Republican aid. A vote xvas

next taken on the amended resolution which passed without

division, 22 to o. Sentiment was not really unanimous, however.

Seven of the more extreme Southerners had argued against the

measure and had finally refused to vote at all. They gave as their

reason that the matter was not properly a part of Committee busi-

ness, and in any case would not help to adjust sectional difficulties.

The border state men, however Millson, Nelson and Bristow

supported the proposal. This further split in Southern solidarity

was exactly what Adams had hoped for. He attempted to solidify

the breach by proposing immediately after the vote that the Com-
mittee be broken up. The refusal of the representatives of the

deep South to register their opinion on his resolution, he asserted,

"indicated a deeper disease than could be reached by Congress."

Though his proposal was not taken up, Adams proceeded to show

that, in his mind at least, the Southern response had destroyed both

the possibility and the necessity of further activity. When a vote

was called for to instruct the chairman to report Adams' New
Mexico and constitutional amendment proposals to the House,
he voted against both of them. He was joined by a few Republicans,
but the measures, though lacking the support of their original

sponsor, passed. Accused by certain of the members of "unfairness"

in his attitude, and conscious that he might have become "some-

what warmed" by the discussion, Adams agreed to reconsider his

position before the next and final meeting.
55
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In the interim he conferred with various Republican members
of the House, but found no unanimity on the advisability of the

Committee actually making a report. Since it seemed clear to him

that the Republicans would divide, he decided to withdraw his

resolution on the presidential election and, placing himself above

party, state his position in a minority report of one.56

The final meeting of the Committee on the i4th of January
resulted in an all but ludicrous spectacle. Twenty-nine of the

members were present, but it soon became clear that no majority
could be gotten either for reporting out the measures thus far agreed

upon, or for adjourning without making any report at all. The
Committee, in other words, balked equally at making recommenda-
tions to the House and at refusing to make recommendations. The
deadlock was finally broken by a resolution directing chairman

Corwin to report the various measures adopted by the Committee

along with "such views as he may think proper to submit." 57 Even

this was only narrowly passed, and no less than seven minority

reports were subsequently submitted to the House. In his own

report, Adams declared that the refusal of the majority of Southern

states to support the New Mexico measure and the resolution

affirming acquiescence in the presidential election, had convinced

him that the causes of sectional antagonism were but "superficially

touched in the alleged grievances." What the South really wanted

was a constitutional recognition of the obligation to protect and

extend slavery. To these terms he could never give his consent.

And since there was no point in continuing to offer the South

adjustments which she had no real desire to entertain, he now
refused any longer to recommend the measures he had originally

sponsored. He was, in fact, against introducing any proposals
whatsoever for the consideration of the House.58

It is significant that all the minority reports including those

prepared by Southerners stressed the continuing value of the

Union and showed a desire to preserve it. As Adams himself

insisted, "there may have been a great deal of hostility to the Union

among the people. There was none whatever in this Committee." 6*

The tragedy was that no agreement could be found on means to*

accomplish what all apparently desired. With the Republicans
committed to the principle of nonextension and the Southerners
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to the conviction that slavery must be both protected and expanded,
two sets of inflexible commitments had been set squarely against

each other made more unyielding still by forty years of distrust,

prejudice and antagonism. Perhaps superb statesmanship might
have bridged the gulf; perhaps a fuller realization of what disunion

would entail might have modified the rigidity of attitudes. Neither

was forthcoming. For the country which would not, or perhaps
could not compromise, there awaited a calamitous issue.

At any rate, the Committee's sessions "this queer struggle," as

Adams put it had finally come to an end. Debate on their work

now shifted to the House of Representatives itself. Corwin at once

reported, along with a series of declaratory resolutions, five specific

proposals. These consisted of a call for the repeal of personal

liberty laws and a faithful adherence to the fugitive slave act; a

constitutional amendment guaranteeing slavery where it existed;

the immediate admission of New Mexico as a state; the granting
to fugitives of a jury trial in the state from which they had fled;

and finally, a proposition to strengthen extradition procedure in

the event of another Harpers Ferry.

The House began debate on the propositions on the sist of

January, and continued it intermittently until the ist of March.

Adams realized that it would be necessary for him to make a speech

presenting his views but, ever the reluctant public advocate, he

grew increasingly uneasy over the pending effort. The major object

of his speech, he felt, should be to combine the preservation of

Republican principles with "a policy sufficiently conciliatory to

bridge over the chasm of a rebellion." eo It is true that he had but

recently stated in his published minority report that the South

was not interested in accepting the only concessions which it was

possible for the Republicans to make. He had even gone on to say

that further attempts at congressional compromise appeared fruit-

less. Yet he never really accepted either the pessimism or the

inflexibility inherent in that report. On January 19, for example,

returning to a more characteristic mood, he wrote to a friend that

it was necessary in the crisis to preach "moderation in triumph,

gentleness instead of exultation, concession of unimportant points
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instead of party . . . When we had a powerful intrenched camp
to storm," he wrote, he was "always ready to be in the lead." But

now that his friends were in possession, he did not see the necessity

of putting their feet on the necks of the garrison. "This may be

unpopular, but I think it is right."
81

Adams* speech to the House on the gist of January was delivered

in the same tone of moderation and dispassion. "The way to peace
in times of disorder," he began by declaring, was not always to be

found "by refusing to listen to complaints." In this regard, he

noted, he differed with some of his more "rigid friends." He went

on to say that as far as he could tell, the South felt she had three

major causes of complaint the personal liberty laws, the denial

of equal rights in the territories, and the apprehension that the

ever increasing political power of the free states would eventually
lead to an invasion of the rights of the slave states to manage their

domestic affairs. In the latter case, he tried to assure the South

that not only were her fears unjustified, but that they centered on

remote future possibilities and as such were hardly susceptible of

present adjustment. In speaking of the other two categories of

grievance, Adams adopted a somewhat firmer tone. He reminded

the South that the Committee had presented conciliatory meas-

ures covering both these questions. Reversing the stand which

he had taken in his minority report, he now declared that he

was once more ready to support the New Mexico proposal

though he frankly confessed that he had no desire to vote for

it if it was not acceptable to the South and would not be

regarded on both sides as putting to rest forever the trouble-

some territorial question. He reminded the South that if she

rejected the Committee proposals, she alone would bear the onus

for any disruption which might follow. The North could not go

beyond the concessions recommended by the Committee and certainly

could not guarantee the protection of slavery in territory not yet

even possessed by the government. To do so would be to destroy

the great principles for which the founding fathers struggled, and

to disgrace the country before the civilized world and before God.

Rather than do this, he concluded, "let the heavens fall." 62

The speech was listened to with profound attention, and was,
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warmly admired in many quarters. The rush of congratulation
after the close almost overwhelmed Adams. Many told him that it

was the finest speech delivered that session, and others that he had

equaled the best of his race.63 There were, however, the expected

dissenting voices, particularly among the more extreme Republicans.
The alienation of his old associates had begun with his sponsorship
of the New Mexico proposal. They now looked on his congressional

speech as further proof of apostasy.
64 Adams felt that their discon-

tent had been fanned by Sumner, who had been conspicuously
absent when he made his speech and who subsequently condemned
it. Of late the breach between the two old friends had been rapidly

widening. Sumner thought Adams, by his New Mexico proposals,

had betrayed the Republican position. Adams considered Sumner

dangerously inflexible and vindictive, and feared that he looked

to a disruption of the Union and to a slave insurrection as the only
solutions of the slavery question.

65 The most recent and serious

clash between the two men had come over the question of a pro-

posed peace convention.

With five states having already seceded, Virginia, in an anguished
effort to avert disunion and war, had invited all the states to send

delegates to a peace convention on the 4th of February. The Crit-

tenden compromise, it was announced, would serve as a basis of

discussion to settle the sectional controversy. The radicals on both

sides objected to the conference. Many in the deep South looked

on it as only one more delaying tactic designed to influence the

border states, while the "stauncher" Republicans objected to any-

thing like the adoption of the Crittenden proposals. Sumner wrote

to Governor Andrew strongly advising against the participation of

Massachusetts in the conference, which, he felt, would be inextri-

cably bound up with a treasonable effort to seize the Capital by
force.

Adams thought Summer's position grossly unreasonable. If the

proposed conference was really meant to be "treasonable," he

argued, it was especially important that Massachusetts delegates be

present to expose its nature to the country. If, on the other hand,

the convention turned out to be a genuine effort at reconciliation,

and Massachusetts remained indifferent to it, she would further
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expose herself to the charge of desiring disunion.^6 In accordance

with his convictions, Adams took it upon himself to circulate for

signatures among the Massachusetts congressmen a letter to Gov-

ernor Andrew asking him to send delegates to the conference.

Sumner became very angry when he heard of this action and in

Adams' presence berated Alley, one of the members who had signed
the letter. Adams apparently lost his temper at this and "rather

warm" words were passed.
67 We have no record of exactly what was

said, but Sumner later let Adams know that he kad been deeply in-

sulted by the exchange. Adams expressed his "great regret" at having
said anything offensive, but apparently the rift had gone too far to

be healed, and it was only two days later that Sumner failed to ap-

pear for Adams' speech. In order to prevent further division among
the Republicans, however, Adams continued to minimize the breach

to his correspondents at home.68

The Peace Conference itself proved entirely futile. Only twenty-
one states sent delegates of which Massachusetts was one and

this, combined with a lack of real power, and the intransigence of

factions on both sides, prevented any significant result. A com-

promise resembling the Crittenden proposals except that the 36

30' line was applied only to currently owned territory was finally

reported out on the 27th of February, but a Senate committee

rejected it by a vote of 28 to 7, and the House, on the ist of March,
refused even to suspend its rules in order to consider it.

Another attempt at last-minute compromise, this one originating
in Massachusetts, also failed to produce any notable results. The
"Boston Union Saving Committee," headed by Edward Everett,

Robert C. Winthrop and Amos A. Lawrence, arrived in Washington
at the end of January with a petition signed by nearly fifteen thou-

sand legal voters, calling for sectional compromise. The radicals

charged the Union Committee with fraud in its methods of securing

signatures and claimed that they did not represent the true senti-

ment of Massachusetts.69 But these allegations failed to daunt the

energies of the Union Committee leaders. They consulted with poli-

ticians in Washington representing all phases of opinion Seward,

Adams, Breckinridge, Douglas and Sumner and, with the excep-

tion of Sumner, were pleased to find a spirit of conciliation on
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all sides.70 They found Seward particularly hopeful, "though on

very indefinite grounds." He told them that a Union spirit had

revived since his own conciliatory speech in the middle of January,
and that "the People would still come to the rescue." When
pressed closely as to his specific plans for adjustment, however,
Seward lost his temper for the first time within the experience
of Winthrop.

71

There is evidence that Seward's optimism was to some degree
assumed for public display,

72 and yet by early February, there

had been a number of hopeful signs that gave plausibility to such

an attitude. On one day alone, the 4th of February, there were
two significant and reassuring developments. On that date the

Peace Conference began its sittings, and simultaneously in Virginia
the extremists were roundly defeated in the election of delegates to

a "secession" convention. Five days later, the proposal in Tennessee

even to call a secession convention was defeated by 10,000 votes.

These developments were taken as a sign that the border states were
"safe" and that, among other things, there was no longer danger of

an attack on the Capital. The mood in Washington was further

lightened by the feeling that the Peace Conference had at least tem-

porarily taken the burden of responsibility off Congress.
Adams apparently shared the upsurge of optimism if only in a

mild and guarded way. His evaluation of the situation, in truth,

fluctuated rather widely from day to day, but, given the swiftly

changing pattern of events, the uncertainty of his moods is hardly to

be wondered at. Thus while he agreed that the Virginia election had

put a check on schemes of violence, he tended at the same time to

look on the improvement as only a temporary one. He even recom-

mended to Governor Andrew that a provisional force be maintained
in case of future need. And one man who conversed with Adams

during this period reported that he had gone so far as to predict
that civil war would break out after Lincoln's inauguration. De-

spite these occasional lapses into melancholy, however, Adams, on
the whole, was optimistic at this time regarding the progress of

events.73

Another perceptible trend in the North during February no
doubt related to the upsurge in optimism was a swing towards
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the Seward-Adams policy of conciliation and moderation. Talk of

coercion, which had been increasing in January, now subsided

noticeably and something like a period of calm ensued. Edward
Pierce reported disgruntledly to Sumner that the spirit of the people
in Massachusetts was not generally of "the best kind." The course

of Seward and Adams, he claimed, had "familiarized the masses

with the idea that compromise was a proper mode of settling the

difficulties" and the masses did not make the necessary distinction

between modes.74 In Massachusetts, two influential papers, the

Dedham Gazette and the Worcester Spy, had by this time gone
over to the Adams proposals and a resolution sustaining him had

even been introduced in the legislature. Though the radicals pre-

vented its passage, they were unable themselves to carry a resolution

against compromise.
75 Adams continued to be unhappy over these

divisions in the Republican ranks at home. He was personally dis-

turbed by the tendency of the conservative Bell-Everett men to use

his proposals as if they were synonymous with Crittenden's and

thereby to claim him as their special champion.
76 Their course,

Adams felt, was consciously designed to split the Republican party.

Yet far less damage was done to Republican unity by the Critten-

den men than by the leader of the party himself. On his journey to

Washington for the inauguration, Lincoln made a series of speeches
which not only widened the rift in the Republican ranks, but sharply

reversed what had been a growing trend towards the domination of

the Seward-Adams wing. In some of his remarks Lincoln had seemed

to be advocating a policy of coercion, thereby apparently repudiat-

ing the efforts at conciliation being made by Seward and Adams.

Others of his speeches appeared more moderate, but by hesitating,

perhaps wisely, to chart too precise a course, Lincoln threw the

Republicans in Congress into confusion as to his intentions. Adams

regretted Lincoln's utterances on two counts. First, they instilled

doubt as to the President-elect's capacities; it was possible that Lin-

coln might yet prove true and energetic, but his speeches had "put
to flight all notions of greatness." "They betray a person," Adams

wrote in his diary, "unconscious of his own position as well as

of the nature of the contest around him. Good-natured, kindly,

honest, but frivolous and uncertain." 77
Secondly, Adams felt
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that Lincoln had divided his party deplorably. By failing to con-

sult with Seward, he had cut the ground out from under him and

thereby given encouragement to already existing jealousies and

dissensions.

To Charles Francis Adams, Jr., then in Washington, it appeared
as if the entire tenor of the situation had suddenly been reversed.

"Ten days ago," he wrote Governor Andrew on the 22nd of Febru-

ary, "the game was in Seward's hands, the secessionists defeated,

and the agitation and excitement in the border states rapidly

subsiding . . ." 78 But the course of the Peace Convention, plus
Lincoln's speeches, had led to the impression that Seward's policies

were going to be repudiated. It is certainly true that the younger
Adams overdrew both the favorable tendencies of early February
and the havoc subsequently wrought by Lincoln's ambiguities, but

the fact remains that the split in the Republican ranks did become

increasingly pronounced towards the end of February. This devel-

opment is well illustrated by the vote which now at last took place
in the House on the long pending proposals from the Committee of

Thirty-Three.
The measures had been debated intermittently for almost forty

days. On the syth of February the first of them, the proposed
amendment guaranteeing noninterference with slavery in the states,

finally came up for a vote. It failed at first to receive the necessary
two thirds, the count being 120 for, 71 against, but a motion was

carried to reconsider, and the following day the measure was passed

133 to 65, with Adams voting in the affirmative. It was subsequently
transmitted to the Senate where it passed by a bare two-thirds

majority. The Republicans in the House split sharply on the meas-

ure, though Adams considered the division a "remarkable exhibition

of folly. A united vote would have carried with it the proof of a

conciliatory spirit, whilst it expressed no more than has been

expressly declared by resolution this Session more than once." 79

The Republicans had left themselves open to the charge of desiring
at some future time to interfere with slavery in the states, and as

a result Adams was now convinced that the border states would

ultimately range themselves with the lower south and that the issue

would be "separation and perhaps war." He found the explanation
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for this Republican ineptitude in the internal party rivalry, which

had been intensified by Lincoln's failure to provide positive leader-

ship.
80

On the ist of March, the New Mexico bill was disposed of by a

vote of 115 to 71 to lay it on the table. A large majority of the

Republicans voted in the affirmative, but so did a majority of the

slaveholders, and Adams took satisfaction in this as "answer suffi-

cient that this is anything like a concession/' 81 That same day the

amended fugitive slave law was passed, but Adams, who could not

make up his mind to vote for it, and yet felt he certainly could not

vote against it, ended by not registering an opinion on the measure

at all. A final proposal, easing extradition procedures, was defeated

by a large majority, with Adams voting in the negative. None
of these last three measures was even considered in the Senate.

On the whole, Adams thought the record made by the House

"pretty satisfactory." This complacency seems strange in the light

of the small amount of adjustment really accomplished, but Adams
was judging the results by different standards. The South had been

divided, violent seizure of the government had been averted, and

the reins of power had been peacefully turned over to Lincoln. In

this tragically inadequate sense the record was indeed "pretty

satisfactory/'

On the 4th of March Lincoln was installed as President. His

inaugural address, combining as it did firmness with conciliation,

raised Adams' opinion of the man and on the whole seemed to

please both wings of the party. Adams was particularly elated by
the endorsement Lincoln gave to the constitutional amendment just

passed by Congress guaranteeing slavery in the states. Adams, of

course, had been responsible for introducing it originally into the

Committee of Thirty-Three and he felt that Lincoln's support
would now stop all party denunciation of him and force those who
had voted on the other side to defend themselves. Despite the

months of strain, he had never felt more "serene and clear and

confident/' 82

Until shortly before the inauguration, Adams' name had con-

tinued to figure prominently as a possible member of Lincoln's

cabinet.83 Seward had pursued his efforts in pushing him for the
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Treasury position, but Lincoln, who wanted a more composite cabi-

net, had decided that the New England representative should be

Gideon Welles, a Democrat from Connecticut. When the final an-

nouncement of the cabinet was made, Adams expressed distaste at

the "motley mixture" and thanked his "overruling good fortune"

that he had "not been mixed in this crowd." 84 His relief was appar-

ently genuine. Yet he had different feelings when Seward told him
that he was being considered for the mission to England; here was
a place that he admitted he wanted. At first, however, it seemed un-

likely that he would get it. Chase joined Seward in urging his

nomination, but Lincoln preferred William L. Dayton. There was

also the complicating problem of Sumner, who himself wanted the

appointment. Urged on by various friends of Sumner's, Governor

Andrew wrote Senator Henry Wilson to press his nomination on
Lincoln. Wilson replied, however, that either Adams or Dayton
would receive the offer. Apparently this news embittered Sumner,
who considered himself, with some justification, as best fitted by

experience for the post. Summer's alienation from Adams was now

complete.
85

Lincoln finally bowed to Seward's importunities, and transferring

Dayton to France, agreed to name Adams Minister to England.
Adams received the news on the igth of March, in Boston, where

he had returned after the close of the Congressional session. Ac-

cording to his son, the news "fell on our breakfast table like a

veritable bomb-shell, scattering confusion and dismay/' Mrs. Adams
refused to be comforted, and Mr. Adams, despite his gratification

at the offer, at once began to worry whether "new and untried"

duties might impose too grave responsibilities on him.86 The
reaction could hardly have been more typical. Instead of elation

and self-congratulation, Adams solemnly dwelt on the sacrifices and
duties wluch acceptance of the post would involve.

Nonetheless, he accepted the offer, and was promptly confirmed

by the Senate. He left for Washington soon after to receive instruc-

tions, and there his worst opinions of Lincoln were confirmed.

In an interview with the President, Adams was shocked and dis-

mayed at the casual, almost indifferent attitude Lincoln took

towards tfese pending mission. The President had no woard of caution
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or advice indeed he seemed not aware of or even interested in

the problems his new minister would face. When Adams expressed
his acknowledgment to Lincoln for the post, the President replied,

"Very kind of you to say so Mr. Adams but you are not my choice.

You are Seward's man," and then turning to Seward, he said, in

almost the same breath, "Well Seward, I have settled the Chicago
Post Office." 87

Adams was equally distressed by the approach Lincoln had

recently taken to the domestic crisis. He had earlier felt that the

President was lacking in experience and knowledge, but now he

became convinced that Lincoln's want of decision was drifting the

country into war. Adams was certain that if the federal troops

were not recalled from Fort Sumter, civil war would ensue. When
hostilities did break out in April, he put the blame squarely

on Lincoln, even though he was not sure that a complete breach

was to be regretted. Like most Americans, he did not envision

anything like an extended or bitter war, and since the slave states

had always been "troublesome and dictatorial partners," he claimed

that the final break gave him no particular anguish.
88

Once the fighting began, Northern factionalism disappeared
almost immediately. In the first flush of enthusiasm and unity,

preparations for war took on an almost festive air. The streets

of Boston, with hundreds of huge flags hung across them, were

crowded with young men on drill parade; the ladies worked all

day making woolen shirts and caps, and each prominently displayed

the tricolor in some part of her dress; even the horses had small

flags on their heads 89 It was in the very midst o this initial ardor

and excitement that the Adamses left for England.
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A Troubled BeginningO c?

as Minister to England

ON THE ist of May, Mr. and Mrs. Adams, accompanied by their

children, Mary, Brooks, and Henry (who was to act as his father's

private secretary at the new post), sailed aboard the steamer Niagara
amidst the firing of cannon and the cheering of the battalions from

the harbor forts. The passage itself was uneventful. Cassius M. Clay,
who was on his way to take up his post as Minister to Russia, was
the only person on board with whom Adams was acquainted. But

he had never cared for Clay (Mrs. Adams thought he was the vainest

man she had ever known), and avoided his company.
1 Adams soon

decided that the rest of the passengers interested him as little, which
reduced him between bouts of seasickness to passing the bulk

of his time reading Macaulay's History of England., or watching the

young people on deck as they sang glees and attempted to dance to

the music of "a very poor fife and worse fiddle." 2

The slow pace of shipboard life, the succession of days passed in

forced inactivity, must have been trying for a man anticipating
unknown responsibilities and an unpredictable reception. The
British government to which he was accredited was a composite

Ministry whose sentiments on the American question were too

diverse to allow any easy assumption as to the course it would

pursue. Lord Palmerston, long noted for his belligerent attitude

towards foreign powers and his special antagonism towards the

United States, was Prime Minister and head of the government.
Yet this was no certain sign that England would prove hostile to

American reunification. For one thing, Palmerston himself was not

only clever and cautious, but peculiarly dependent upon public

258
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opinion for the retention of his mixed government in power. He
was not likely to commit himself precipitously to any policy which

might lead to division and complications at home. The cabinet,

moreover, was known to contain a broad spectrum of opinion
on the American question. John Russell, the head of the Foreign

Office, was an uncertain factor, but it was thought that his firm

antislavery sentiments might swing him towards sympathy with

the North. The situation, however, was fluid and variable, and

realizing this, Seward's initial instructions to Adams had outlined

only the bare essentials of policy. The federal government,
he was told, did not apprehend permanent dismemberment of the

country, for it relied upon the good sense of the citizens of the

South to lead their states back into the Union; the logic of events

would bring about the desired reconciliation. Foreign offers of

mediation and suggested compromise, therefore, were in no case

to be entertained. Any recognition of the "rebels" would be con-

sidered an unfriendly act aimed at destroying the integrity of the

nation.3

Given these instructions, Adams was unnerved to learn, soon

after landing at Liverpool on the igth of May, that in the Queen's

recently issued Proclamation of Neutrality, her country had already

accorded belligerent rights to the Confederates. Conferring these

rights was not the same thing as recognizing the independence of

the Confederacy, but the North nonetheless received the news with

indignation. It was feared that recognition might now follow as a

matter of course, or that at the very least, the South, encouraged to

believe that such action was imminent, would be fortified in her

determination to resist.

England justified her Proclamation on a variety of grounds.

Jefferson Davis, on the i7th of April, had declared the intention

of the Confederacy to issue letters of marque for privateering. On

April 19 Lincoln had proclaimed a blockade of Southern ports, and

had countered Davis' announcement with the stated intention of

treating Southern privateers as pirates. Britain felt that these

pronouncements necessitated some action on her part. To treat

the Confederate privateers as pirates, as the North demanded, would

be tantamount in her eyes to taking an active part in the struggle.
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The only way to avoid this dilemma, she felt, was to grant the

South belligerent rights, which would, of course, include the right
of privateering.

4 The impending blockade had raised further

questions. Foreign ships attempting to break the blockade would
be subject to search and seizure by Northern vessels. Yet this

amounted to the exercising by the United States of a right of war

against neutrals. The neutrals themselves, therefore, could hardly
be blamed for recognizing that a state of war existed.

But many Northerners felt and Adams was subsequently to

claim as much in forceful protests to Her Majesty's Government

that the matter had actually not been as cut and dried as the British

pretended. There was evidence that England had decided to grant

belligerent rights even before news of the various proclamations had

arrived. Lord John Russell had intimated in the House of Com-
mons as early as the 6th of May that England would recognize
the Confederates as a belligerent power; yet on that very day
he had written Lord Lyons, the British Minister to the United

States, clearly stating that he had not yet received any information

on the precise measures taken down to that moment by either of

the parties to the struggle.
5 It was true that Russell knew as early

as the 2nd of May that a blockade was intended, but no certain

confirmation of its actual terms reached him until the ioth. ft

Initially, in fact, Russell did not attempt to justify the Queen's
Proclamation on the ground of Lincoln's proclamation, for when
Adams first protested the British action, His Lordship made no al-

lusion to the Northern blockade in defending his government's

policy. That rationale, it appears, was developed only later.

The North further argued that the insurgents were not a maritime

people. There was no immediate danger, therefore, that Britain

would have to face the responsibility of treating their privateers

as pirates. The South had not yet, as Adams put it, "exhibited a

single privateer upon the ocean," nor indeed had she yet showed

her capacity "to maintain any kind of warfare whatever." 7 Since

it thus appeared that the Queen's Proclamation had not been de-

manded by a pressing situation, it seemed logical to many Northern-

ers to assume that England had acted from a sinister predisposition
to favor the Confederacy. Adams felt that additional proof of
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British unfriendliness was shown by the fact that even before May
2 perhaps as early as the middle of April the law officers of the

Crown had been considering the questions of neutrality and bellig-

erency. Thus, he charged, "the Cabinet was making up its mind for

a policy wholly in advance of absolute facts, and anticipating their

occurrence as a justification."
8 Adams* argument in this regard

was weak. Certainly the law officers were entitled to consider such

questions in advance of events; even the prospect of warfare be-

tween North and South was enough reason to chart a preparatory
course of action.

Further evidence of British unfriendliness was adduced from the

"unseemly haste" with which the Proclamation had been issued.

It was granted that Great Britain had the sovereign right to judge
for herself the most expedient moment for declaring neutrality,

and yet, it was argued, if she had been genuinely solicitous of the

American dilemma and anxious to see the Union restored, she

would have acted with more deliberation and patience, content to

delay a recognition of belligerency until the nature of the contest

had been clearly established. Diplomatic courtesy alone might have

dictated some delay, for it was known that Adams was due to arrive

momentarily bearing fresh instructions and explanations. And yet

it may well be doubted if the North would ever have been satisfied

that the time had come for British action. Northern statesmen long

clung to the myth that the war was a mere local insurrection falling

under municipal rather than international jurisdiction, and Seward

persistently maintained that the contest in no way concerned other

nations.9 No matter how long Britain had delayed her recognition
-of belligerency, there would still have been some to wax wrathful

at her "untimely" interference.

There is little reason to believe, moreover, that the British

declaration was in fact motivated by a conscious desire to aid the

rebel cause. On the contrary, we have the testimony of William

E. Forster, a member of the House of Commons, and one of the

earliest and most devoted friends of the free states, that he favored

the issuance of the Queen's Proclamation because he thought strict

neutrality would favor the North. Even Adams himself did not

initially believe that die Proclamation indicated an unfriendly de-
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sign. In his first dispatch to Seward, he asserted that he was unwill-

ing to conclude that the British act had been deliberately calculated

to encourage Southern independence.
10 He reported, in support of

this, certain signs he had observed that the Ministry was in fact well

disposed to the free states. He pointed to his own official reception
as a case in point. Lord John Russell had gone out of his way to

indicate his regard for the new American Minister by arranging,
even before Adams' arrival, for an immediate conference between

them and also for an early presentation to the Queen, despite the

fact that all official presentations had presumably been temporarily

postponed because of the recent death of Victoria's mother.

Adams' scheduled interview with Russell had to be canceled due

to the sudden illness of Lord John's brother, but his presentation
to the Queen took place as planned on the i6th of May. The
occasion had certain amusing overtones. Adams' immediate prede-

cessors, Dallas and Buchanan, had obeyed an earlier directive of

Secretary of State Marcy and appeared in court in plain black suits.

This republican devotion to the homely virtues had not been

appreciated in court circles. Not only did it seem lacking in respect

for the Queen, but its silent assumption of moral superiority was

considered more ostentatious than all the traditional panoply of

silk stockings and gold lace. It was further pointed out to Adams
that the plain black suit was alarmingly similar to the attire worn

by butlers in all the great houses. Adams pondered the matter

gravely and finally decided that he would revert to the traditional

costume. It was not time, he reasoned, for indulging in oddities of

any kind. He personally disliked being "bedizened and masquer-
aded," and he knew full well that his action would be represented
at home as the cropping out of his aristocratic tendencies, but if

silk and gold recommended his country to the people in power
more than black and homespun, then silk and gold he would
wear! 11

The interview itself lasted only a few minutes and passed off

without incident. Both the Minister and the Queen played their

parts to perfection. Adams bowed, presented his credentials, and
uttered a few expected platitudes about "amicable relations" and
the "personal regards" of the American people for Her Majesty.
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The Queen, in turn, "seemed pleased," asked Adams the usual

question if he had been in England before, bowed, and then ter-

minated the interview. Despite the brevity of the meeting, Adams
carried away definite impressions of Victoria he thought her

neither handsome nor imposing, but yet gracious and dignified.
12

The amenities over with, Adams now settled into his new duties.

On the i6th of May, the day of his presentation to the Queen,
Dallas, the outgoing Minister, formally handed over to him the

papers and property of the Legation. Adams* staff was a small one.

In addition to Henry, his private secretary, Charles Lush Wilson,
owner of the Chicago Daily Journal, had been appointed Secretary
of the Legation, and Benjamin Moran, who had been at the London

post for many years, continued on as assistant secretary. Wilson

was inexperienced and inefficient, and Adams never had much use

for him; Moran, on the other hand, had both wide knowledge and
an enormous capacity for work, and he proved particularly valuable

in these early months, in familiarizing Adams with his duties.

Their personal relationship, however, soon ran into difficulties.

Moran was irascible and moody, sensitive to any sign of social

slight, and therefore prone to nurse all kinds of trivial grievances.
13

Adams, with his aloof, formal manners and his penchant for soli-

tude, inevitably provided grist for his secretary's mill. Moran's

journal, in which he assiduously recorded the injustices done him,

are filled with petty comments on the Minister's inattentions and

indifference. Yet interspersed throughout is a grudging, critical

admiration of Adams as a diplomat. Years later, Moran confessed

that in his experience with six successive Ministers he had found

none who was Adams' equal.
14

Adams' first interview with Russell was on the i8th of May. The
two men took to each other immediately. They were, in fact, so

much alike that a mutual sympathy could have been predicted.

Along with striking physical similarities, there were corresponding
affinities of temperament. About them both was a simplicity and

directness of manner that was at the same time marked by formality
and reserve. And although both were unassuming, each clung to his

opinions with tenacity and independence. After their first meeting
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Russell wrote Lyons that Adams, who had seemed to him calm and

judicious, had made a very good impression.
15 Adams, too, com-

mented favorably on the other man's measured, unimpassioned
manner. In their future dealings he came to think of Russell as a

man of rather commonplace, limited perspective, but he always
admired what he took to be his honesty and directness. He was to

feel particular gratitude for Russell's imperturbability, for it

allowed him to adopt the same mask and to say unpleasant things
in "the most indifferent, businesslike, mechanical way, as if it was a

matter of course and not particularly important."
16 Adams and

Lord Palmerston, the Prime Minister, never developed a similar

regard for each other. Palmerston was seventy-seven years old in

1861, and had the reputation of being a wily politician and an

aggressive nationalist. Adams, with varying degrees of justification,
never trusted him, and after one particularly severe run-in, they
held only the most formal communications with each other. 17

The first interview with Russell was less satisfactory from a

public than a personal viewpoint. Adams registered his country's

objection to the "precipitous" recognition of Confederate belliger-

ency and stated his fear that the policy might be a forerunner of

formal recognition. Russell replied, with truth, that for the moment
the British government had no such intention,18 but he would not

give an absolute pledge as to its future policy. This attitude boded
ill to Adams. He concluded that his stay in England would be

short, for he feared his government would take offense at Russell's

position. It was probably in an effort to prevent this that he made
a point of stressing the friendly nature of the interview in his

official report to Seward. He did not believe, he wrote, that British

policy was animated by a desire to favor the rebellion, but that it

rather reflected the divided sentiment of the cabinet and the

country.
19

Adams soon decided that there was substantial sympathy for the

United States within government circles. The first favorable sign
he noted was the reaction in the House of Commons to a remark
made by Sir John Ramsden in which he had gloatingly referred to

the bursting of "the great Republican bubble." Ramsden was
cheered by sections of the House, but Adams was certain that a
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large majority of the members privately condemned his remark.

Proof of this, he felt, was the approval subsequently demonstrated

at the reproof given Ramsden by both Russell and Gladstone.20

A second indication of a friendly attitude came just a few days

later, when Russell announced that the government had decided

to forbid privateers of either side from bringing their prizes into

British ports. It had been feared that a contrary policy would

encourage the enlistment of foreign adventurers as Confederate

privateers, and Adams was much relieved that at least one bad effect

of the Proclamation had been removed. Shortly thereafter, a motion

introduced by Sir William Gregory to recognize the Confederate

States was forced to indefinite postponement when it became obvious

that the sentiment of the Commons was against it.

The cordiality of Adams' own reception seemed to point in the

same direction. Within three weeks of his arrival, five members of

the cabinet had given dinners in his honor and had taken pains to

express to him their sympathy in the current struggle. Members of

the Tory opposition, including its leader, the Earl of Derby, were

also friendly to him, though their attentions were less marked.21

The evidence, in short, suggested a sympathetic disposition on the

part of the government. But the Palmerston Ministry was made

up of an unsteady coalition and was therefore peculiarly tied to

public opinion. And in the country at large, Adams realized, senti-

ment had not yet fully crystallized.

In these early months Adams thought and it would seem

correctly that the great body of the people and much of the

press favored the free states. But this sympathy was largely rooted

in antislavery sentiment and soon deteriorated in the face of

mounting assertions by Northern leaders that the main object of

the war was not abolition, but reunion. Without a declared goal

of abolition the war was to become to many foreigners either

pointless or, as the South claimed, a crusade against states' rights

and free trade, principles with which many Englishmen were in

sympathy.
22

But even before this disillusion set in, many who sympathized

with the free states did not approve of the war itself. The South,

they argued, should be allowed to secede peacefully, for not only
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would it prove impossible to hold her by force, but it would not

even be desirable to do so. Separation was the best way to isolate the

slavery
7 virus and prevent reunion at the sacrifice of antislavery prin-

ciples.
23

There was also a section of English public opinion probably
never numerically dominant, and certainly not very vocal in the

first months of the war which actively sympathized with the Con-

federacy. The pro-Southern group was made up of varied and

disparate elements, ranging from those who looked on the war as

the struggle of "independence" against "empire" to those who were

annoyed at the high tariff recently established by the federals with

the Morrill Act.24 But predominately the friends of the Confederacy
were drawn from the aristocratic and commercial classes, the former

drawn to the South primarily by social and political ties, and the

latter by economic interest. Aristocratic, "fashionable" England
felt a natural affinity for the "genteel" South, and feared, moreover,

that a successful experiment in democracy abroad would eventually

threaten their own position at home.25 The commercial element

desired a separation in order to gain possession of the Southern

market and to avoid the rigors of the Northern tariff. The manu-

facturing community was particularly concerned with bringing

separation about peacefully and rapidly; a prolonged conflict would

threaten the cotton supply, interrupt the exchange of goods between

the South and England, and lead to a*cancellation of debts by their

former customers.

Partisans of both sides, therefore, tended to agree though for

widely different reasons that a peaceful division of the United

States was both inevitable and desirable. There were "tragically

few," Adams lamented, even among those favorably disposed to the

free states, who understood that it was necessary to preserve the

Integrity of the Union or who "correctly" linked its preservation

with "the progress of free institutions all over the world." Instead,

almost all elements of British opinion tended to agree that a divi-

sion of the Union was a necessary if not an already accomplished
fact. At first there seemed little reason to intervene to ensure this

result; those most friendly to Southern independence were con-

vinced that the North could never successfully coerce the South
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back into the Union and that all that was necessary was to await

the inevitable development of events.26 Thus for a while the diplo-
matic scene remained calm. But Adams was well aware of its

unstable nature. Complications brought on by the progress of the

war, or by some incident which might change and harden public

opinion, could easily lead to a demand for more positive action

by the British government and, subsequently, to diplomatic compli-
cations. He awaited developments with patience, feeling that in all

probability circumstances beyond his control would govern events.

But he decided to rent his house in London only by the month.

One already existing cause of tension between the two countries

grew out of British distrust of Seward. The American Secretary of

State had a reputation, not undeserved, for belligerent hostility to

all things English. A story then making the rounds told how Seward
had remarked to the Duke of Newcastle during the latter's recent

tour of the United States, that if he became Secretary of State it

would be his duty to insult England and, what was more, he meant
to do so. The remark had apparently been made in jest, but there

were more serious indications of Seward's hostile intentions. During
these first few months his policy was later to change he actually

proposed to Lincoln a foreign war as a panacea for the country's
ills. This suggestion was known to no one but Lincoln at the time,

but Seward's pugnacity was made apparent in a variety of ways.
Lord Lyons, the British Minister in Washington, for example, com-

plained to Palmerston that on several occasions Seward had inten-

tionally offended him by his abrupt, ungracious manner, and he

warned that Seward would be a "dangerous" Foreign Minister.27

Even the Duke of Argyll, probably the staunchest pro-Northerner in

the cabinet, characterized Seward as "the very impersonation of all

that is most violent and arrogant in the American character/' 28

Adams, who firmly believed in Seward's mild temper and good sense,

refused to credit the talk of his quarrelsome disposition. He as-

cribed, the reports to a misconstruction of Seward's naturally

brusque and "playful" manner and to the malignant rumors spread

by Sumner about the Secretary's policy and motives.

It came as a double shock to Adams, therefore, to receive a
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dispatch from Seward, dated the 2ist of May, which even he had

to admit sounded as if the government was "ready to declare war
with all the powers of Europe."

29 This was the famous "Dispatch
No. 10," issued by Seward to demonstrate to England and France

the "danger of getting committed." He himself preferred to describe

it as "bold and decisive";30 in fact it was reckless and inflammatory.
Adams was informed that if the British insisted on carrying on inter-

course of any kind with the various Confederate commissioners who
were in London, he should thereupon desist from any further diplo-

matic contact with the Ministry and apply to the State Department
for instructions.31

Lincoln, fortunately, modified the dispatch before it was sent to

Adams. Seward had originally planned to have Adams read the

entire paper directly to Russell, but Lincoln instructed him to

consider the dispatch for his own guidance and to communicate

only those portions of it which he thought proper. Even so, Adams
could hardly believe the dispatch when he received it. It seemed to

him "like throwing the game into the hands of the enemy." He
still preferred to think, however, that the fault was not Seward's

the rest of the government might have become demented, but

Seward surely remained "calm and wise." 32 Adams was determined

in any case not to permit a quarrel with England if it proved within

his power to avoid one, and when he did communicate the dispatch
to Russell, he conveyed only the sense of the message. It was not

the last time that Adams toned down the effusions of his chief, for

even after Seward did an about-face on his policy, he continued

to write at least some of his dispatches for home consumption,

apparently relying on the discretion of his Minister to convey to

the British only the prudent sections. For his part, Adams could

not long ignore the aggressive tone which Seward occasionally chose

to adopt, though he usually excused it as the natural result of

excessive care and anxiety. He never denied that Seward had

defects as a statesman, but he retained such great admiration for

his diplomatic skill that he was prone, particularly in this early

period, to excuse his errors. There was no denying, however, that

Dispatch No. 10 did some damage, for when it was published the

following year as part of the official correspondence, it tended to
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confirm British suspicions of Seward's hostility despite the fact

that he had by then reversed his policy. Adams believed that the

dispatch had served a salutary purpose as well. He claimed that by

adopting a strong tone, Seward had given clear warning to foreign

governments against precipitate action in the American conflict,

and had thereby helped shock the British Ministry into a more

cautious policy.*
3 Adams admitted, however, that if he had con-

veyed the message in Seward's own language, the result would have

probably been a speedy termination of his mission.

Adams' first real foray in the area of diplomatic negotiation came

in the summer of 1861. It did not turn out either successfully or

pleasantly, although the fault was not his. In instructions from

Seward, dated the 24th day of April, Adams, along with the Minis-

ters to eight other countries, was directed to conclude a convention

for American adherence to the Declaration of Paris. The Declara-

tion, an international attempt to define the practices of maritime

war, had been drawn up in 1856 and contained four articles:

1. Privateering is, and remains, abolished.

2. The neutral flag covers enemy's goods, with the exception of

contraband of war.

3. Neutral goods, with the exception of contraband of war, are

not liable to capture under enemy's flag.

4. Blockades, in order to be binding, must be effective, that is

to say, maintained by a force sufficient really to prevent access to

the coast of the enemy.34

Earlier, the United States had refused adherence to the Declara-

tion, holding out unsuccessfully for a fifth article designed to protect

all noncontraband private property at sea. In 1861, however, Seward

decided that the time had come for American participation. To

give him the benefit of the doubt, he can be said to have been

doubly motivated by the apparently real desire to lessen the

rigors of maritime war, but also, and undoubtedly more important,

by the desire to gain a specific advantage for the North. When
Seward first issued his instructions in April, he had hoped thereby to

forestall the granting of belligerent rights to the Confederacy, but
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he had been too late. However, he still saw potential advantage
to the North through participation in the Declaration. He felt,

first of all, that the rationale for the recognition of belligerency

would be removed, and that foreign powers would therefore be led

to a reconsideration of that policy. He hoped secondly that the

Declaration would be taken as binding on both loyal and disloyal

citizens of the United States, and that therefore other nations

would be forced to look on Southern privateers as pirates.

Adams, according to his instructions, briefly alluded to the

Declaration at the end of his first meeting with Russell on the i8th

of May. Russell told him that Great Britain was willing to negotiate

but that the subject had already been referred to Lord Lyons for

settlement in Washington. Adams therefore dropped the matter,

assuming that it would be disposed of on the other side of the

Atlantic. What followed instead was an irritating series of delays

and misunderstandings. Russell attempted to secure the separate

adherence of the Confederacy to the Declaration, particularly to

the second and third articles, and to this end he instructed Lyons,

in cooperation with Mercier, the French Minister to the United

States, unofficially to sound out the Confederates on the matter,

taking care not to open any sort of negotiation which might imply

recognition. At this point the end of June new instructions

were sent to Adams to reopen negotiations in London, the reason

given by Seward being that Lyons did not after all have authority

to conclude a convention. Mistakenly assuming this to be the true

explanation,
35 Adams, who had clearly understood Russell to say

on the i8th of May that the subject had been committed to Lyons'

care, could not now understand, short of "absolute double dealing/'

why Lyons had not been sent the necessary power.
36 He was

further confused and disturbed by Russell's insistence that the

matter had originally been transferred to Washington only on

Adams' suggestion.
37 Other conflicts in matters of memory and

interpretation subsequently cropped up between the two men, and

these angered Adams, who was quite certain that his own recollec-

tions were accurate. In any case, on the igth of July, he formally

proposed the adherence of the United States to the Declaration,

only to be met with still further difficulties. Russell himself was
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ready to conclude the convention at once, but because England
and France had agreed to coordinate their policies in regard to

America, Palmerston thought it would be well to insist on a simul-

taneous proceeding with France. Adams, with some difficulty, there-

upon arranged with Dayton, the American Minister to France, to

begin similar negotiations with that country. By the end of July,

all again seemed ready for the affixing of signatures. Russell sig-

nified his willingness to proceed, but then unexpectedly added an

entirely new note to the negotiation by declaring that in agreeing
to the convention, ". . . Her Majesty does not intend thereby to

undertake any engagement which shall have any bearing, direct or

indirect, on the internal differences now prevailing in the United

States." 38 It was a clear disavowal of any application of the "no

privateering" clause to the Confederates.

In light of this unexpected modification, Adams had no choice

but to suspend negotiations and to await further instructions. In a

note to Russell, in which he assumed that his own forthright motives

had been Seward's as well, he objected to the imputation that his

government desired to become a signatory to the Declaration out of

"some small temporary object" rather than from a "high purpose
or desirable policy." He also pointed out that Russell's addition

was not a part of the convention proper, and as a result would

necessitate a series of negotiations for its acceptance between all

the numerous parties to the original instrument.39 Russell replied,

very reasonably, that he had merely meant to clear up in advance

any misconceptions which might have hereafter developed. In rec-

ognizing the belligerent rights of the South, Great Britain had

agreed that she might arm privateers, and could not now treat those

privateers as pirates. Seward, in turn, declared the proposed amend-

ment inadmissible, and thus the negotiation was formally sus-

pended.
40

The whole incident left an unfortunate residue of distrust.

Russell had apparently been sincere in his anxiety to bring the

negotiations to a successful conclusion, and he was vexed and

resentful at his failure to do so.41 Adams, on his part, did not

believe the British had negotiated In good faith. He looked on

the various delays and obstructions as deliberate. From the begin-
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ning, he decided, Britain had attempted to gain American adherence

to the Declaration only for the sake of protecting her own selfish

interests. She had concentrated on winning acceptance of articles

two and three, for these would have secured safety for English goods
on American vessels and American goods carried on English vessels.

If successful, Adams felt, this policy would have proved wholly
to the advantage of the Confederates, who had no carrying trade to

lose and who would have had their noncontraband property pro-
tected on British ships. The North would also have been driven to

the exclusive use of British bottoms in order to gain certain security

for their goods. This in turn would have led to the destruction of

the North's merchant fleet. The British, moreover, had treated

with the rebels during the negotiation as with an independent

power, and in order to gain their adherence to that part of the

Declaration whose harmful effects would be felt only by the North.42

In short, Adams was deeply resentful at what he considered the

deceptive tactics of the British. Although neither he nor Russell

directly blamed the other for the failure of the negotiation, each

thought less well of the other's government.

Other developments during the summer months of 1861 also

added to tension between the two countries. Of prime importance
was the first battle of Bull Run on the sist of July. The rout of a

superior Northern army on that day disillusioned many who had

hoped that the war would be ended in a matter of months. Adams'

emotion on receiving the news of Bull Run was "not to be de-

scribed." 43 The battle confirmed the opinion in certain British

circles that the cause of the Union was desperate and that the

recognition of Southern independence was a logical necessity. Com-

bined with recent disillusion over the depth and sincerity of North-

ern antislavery feeling, the defeat led to a sharp change in British

public opinion, which now veered in sympathy towards the South.

For the first time, led on by the Times' of. London, much of the

press displayed open friendliness for the Confederates.44 Only a few

of the larger organs, including the Spectator, the Daily News, the

Morning Star and the Westminster Review, remained friendly to the

North. But at least both press and Ministry still seemed agreed
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that as yet there was little need for a change in Britain's policy of

strict neutrality.
45

At this time a seemingly trivial dispute further increased British

impatience with the North. As part of his plan to gain the adher-

ence of both belligerents to the Declaration of Paris, Russell had

earlier instructed Lyons to use the British consul at Charleston,

Robert Bunch, as a contact man with the Confederate authorities.

Russell soon after thought better of the idea, but the instructions

had already been communicated to Bunch, and he had proceeded, in

conjunction with the French consul, to open negotiations with the

authorities at Richmond. These activities were discovered when
one Robert Mure, the dispatch bearer from the Charleston con-

sulate, was arrested in New York on the i6th of August as he was

about to sail for Liverpool. Aside from the official dispatch bag,

which was forwarded untouched to London, Mure was found to be

carrying about two hundred private letters, one of which revealed

Bunch's activities and also contained an intimation that positive

steps to recognize the Confederacy had been inaugurated. Because

of Bunch's negotiations with the Confederacy, as well as his trans-

mission of private letters to Southern agents abroad, Adams was

instructed to ask for his recall. Earl Russell 4ft refused the request.

In his negotiations, Russell argued, Bunch had only been following

instructions, and he had allowed the transmission of private letters

in order to maintain channels of communication necessary for the

protection of private British mercantile interests. Russell added his

assurance that the official bag which had been forwarded to him

unopened had contained no further correspondence relating to

Southern matters and that, contrary to the private letter found on

Mure, the whole earlier negotiation in which Bunch had been

engaged had in no way implied a pending recognition of the Con-

federacy.
47

Despite these reassurances, Seward soon after, in a tart

note, revoked Bunch's exequatur.
48 Adams regretted Seward's ag-

gressive tone in this instance, feeling that the British error had

been a venial one at most. He did what he could in the subsequent

exchange of notes on the subject to soften the accusations made.

But a residue of irritation remained on both sides. Palmerston was

sufficiently alarmed by Seward's bellicose tone to recommend send-
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ing out more troops and ships to Canada, for although he doubted

that Seward and Lincoln would be foolish enough actually to

"draw the sword/' he felt that they had shown themselves to be

"so wild that any act of intemperance may be expected.
." 49

These various diplomatic exchanges between the two countries

accounted for only a part of Adams' duties. Actually, a variety of

miscellaneous matters consumed the bulk of his time. His usual

routine involved at least two hours every day spent in receiving

applications and visits, and people flocked to his office with

a host of strange requests and suggestions. A great many wished

to enlist in the Northern army; others wanted to be presented
at court or to beg financial assistance. Occasionally the visits

were more unorthodox. One Englishman a Mr. Alison came

armed with a scheme for solving all of America's ills. The problem
as he saw it was quite simple: the United States need only establish

a national church, inaugurate a monarchy and do away with the

division of the country into states. These few things accomplished,
America's troubles would dissolve. Alison hinted that Adams would

do well to convey these suggestions to Mr. Lincoln at once.50

Adams found his time consumed even more by the alarming
amount of paperwork than by the endless round of visitors. Letters

poured in from the various American consuls in Britain who were

still largely unacquainted with their duties and relied on Adams
for advice upon a host of questions. Formal diplomatic communica-

tions to both the British Foreign Office and the State Department
took up another large portion of his time. And finally, there were

the demands of private correspondence, particularly the weekly
letters he insisted upon getting off to his two sons at home. None of

these calls on his time were unusual, nor did they overwhelm him
with work, but he had not realized the steady drain on his energies

which a Minister's functions would entail, and the necessary trivial-

ity o much of the occupation vexed him.51 With his usual con-

scientiousness, however, he devoted himself to the detailed labors of

his office, and scornfully remarked on those other American diplo-

mats who looked on their posts as opportunities for amusement

rather than as calls to duty.
52
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Aside from the official demands on his time, Adams was forced

to enter into London social life, which was particularly strenuous

during the "season" from December to July. His sense of duty

led him to accept the many invitations offered him in the hope
that social contacts might be of some use in his public service.

But his reserve and predilection for solitude made the endless round

of dinners and balls disagreeable and oppressive. And there were

certain peculiar characteristics of fashionable life in London which

heightened his discomfort. For one thing, he objected to the pa-

tronizing and arrogant tone used by the upper classes when refer-

ring to things American. He had no individual cause for com-

plaint, for personally he was always treated civilly, but he took

strong objection to the ill-concealed satisfaction with which the

aristocracy viewed the troubles of his country.
53

Fortunately, Adams

realized the necessity of turning the other cheek and he steeled him-

self to be patient, soft-spoken and calm. But this was not the only

characteristic of English society that he found objectionable. The

atmosphere, he complained, was invariably grave and formal, the

etiquette rigid, and the conversation banal.54 Adams, who himself

could be cold and conventional, apparently did not appreciate these

qualities in others.

Despite the demands of society and diplomacy, Adams rarely

failed to take a daily walking tour through town. He was not very

fond of London, but he believed in being thorough, and so he

explored it endlessly. But he rarely had kind words for the city.

He found the shops tasteless, though bulging with evidence of

wealth; he deplored the manifold signs of crime and vice as

extensive, the Bostonian decided, as in New York, despite the

common talk of the "recklessness" of life in America; and he was

particularly alarmed by the extent and flagrancy of prostitution in

the city. He thought it singular that with "the great pretensions to

morality in England and the real correctness of deportment of a

large proportion of the community," no attempt was made to

repress this ancient traffic.55 When his duties permitted, Adams
took more extended excursions with his family into the surrounding

countryside. He tended to enjoy these trips more than his wander-

ings through London, but too often he fretted at being away
from the Legation.
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The fall of 1861 was an uneasy time. A number of issues be-

tween the two countries, particularly the status of Bunch, remained

unresolved, and certain new factors calculated to disrupt friendly re-

lations had appeared. On the American side there was growng con-

cern over maritime complications. Annoyance had begun to

mount in the United States over the steady departure of steamers

from Britain with supplies for the Confederacy. The more these

vessels succeeded in bringing clothing and military supplies to the

South, the harder it was to claim the efficacy of the blockade, and

the more still further blockade-running was encouraged. Adams
made a representation to Russell on the subject, but His Lordship
denied the responsibility of the government for these private activi-

ties. Another source of annoyance was the reception of Confederate

ships in British ports. Belligerent privileges carried with them a

right to obtain supplies and repairs sufficient to make a vessel sea-

worthy, but not the right, which was being surreptitiously granted,

of increasing her outfit or armament.56 Adams feared that if the

British government took no steps in these matters, indignation in

his own country might get out of hand.

To make matters worse, anxiety was developing over the activities

of Spain, France and England in Mexico. The failure of Mexico

to pay her foreign debt had led to a threatened intervention on the

part of the three European powers. Napoleon was known to have

dreams of empire there, and the United States was uneasy both on

that account and out of fear that any foreign occupation would

still further weaken the effectiveness of the blockade. Adams gained
reassurance from Russell that only temporary measures of redress

were contemplated, but the issue remained unsettled and poten-

tially disturbing.

Finally, Adams' apprehension in these months was heightened

by the stalemate of the war at home. He longed for some decisive

Northern victory which would put these various diplomatic ques-

tions to rest. But he had little faith in Lincoln's ability to produce
clear-cut results.

The major source of complaint on the British side sprang from

growing annoyance with the blockade. Both Britain and France

wanted cotton for their mills, and there was some disposition to
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disavow what many claimed was a mere "paper" obstruction.57 The

lead came from France. The British manufacturing interest had

not yet applied strong pressure on its government to interfere, for

the textile market had earlier been oversupplied, and the chance to

use up inventories was actually welcomed.58 France, however, whose

interests had been harder hit, pushed the matter vigorously in the

fall of 1861, even going so far as to suggest recognition of the South

and a refusal to observe the blockade any longer. The French

suggestion appealed to Russell when first made, but Palmerston was

against any immediate change in British policy and Russell himself

soon came around to the same opinion.
59 In general, Russell, out

of strong antislavery feelings, tended to favor the Northern side,

but like most Englishmen in these earlier years of the war, he be-

lieved it would prove impossible to restore the Union.60 On occa-

sion, therefore, he could be tempted, in the British interest, into

thoughts of recognition in order to speed up what he considered an

inevitable outcome. Palmerston, on the other hand, though basi-

cally more hostile to the United States and pleased at her diminu-

tion as a dangerous rival power, was also a more prudent politician,

who above all wanted to preserve his coalition government by

avoiding internal discord. He was therefore content at first to allow

events to take their own course especially since he, like Russell,

thought ultimate separation inevitable anyway and discounted the

possibility of a successful reconstruction through military conquest.

By the fall of 1861 Adams had little remaining confidence in the

sympathy of the British Ministry. The most that could be hoped

for, he felt, was a continuation of "the same stolid indifference" to

both sides.61 He relied on the instability of the Ministry and the

threatening aspect of continental politics to keep Britain neutral.

But sometimes, in his more pessimistic moments, he was not at all

sure that the Ministry, even if it wished, could continue to control

the growing hostility of popular feeling. Adams did what little he

could to improve British sentiment. At a dinner honoring the in-

stallation of the Lord Mayor of London, for example, he made a

graceful little speech on the value of diplomacy in preserving peace.

Apparently his effort here did some good, for his remarks were re-

ported in most of the newspapers and he was told they had helped
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lessen the general impression that the Americans were unreasonably

angry over the Proclamation of Neutrality.
62

The excellent personal impression which Adams had made

likewise contributed something to the maintenance of good rela-

tions. Russell wrote Lyons that he had "every reason to be satisfied

with the language and conduct of Mr. Adams since he has arrived in

this country," and Joshua Bates, an American-born senior partner in

the great banking house of Baring Brothers, reported that "the

prudence and tact of Mr. Adams has turned the tide, and the govern-

ment and the people seem more friendly."
63 Adams himself was

too sensible to make any such grand claims. He realized that his

major contribution would essentially be the negative one of avoid-

ing serious blunders. Ultimately, he decided, British opinion and

policy would turn on the progress of the war; any great disaster in

the field might well bring recognition. In the meantime, he only

hoped that no unusual or unexpected events would develop to

threaten the existing equilibrium. But unfortunately just such an

incident did arise in the opening days of November, 1861.

Jefferson Davis, impatient at the lack of progress of the Con-

federate agents abroad, had appointed two special commissioners,

James M. Mason of Virginia and John Slidell of Louisiana, to take

over their functions. After successfully running the blockade at

Charleston, the two envoys boarded at Havana a British mail packet,

the Trent, for the next leg of their journey to the Danish island of

St. Thomas. They had not counted, however, on meeting the enter-

prising Captain Wilkes, commander of the United States sloop of

war San Jacinto. Wilkes was returning from a cruise off the African

coast when he learned that the Confederate agents were booked to

sail from Havana on the Trent. He at once decided to intercept

them, and acting solely on his own authority, he stopped the British

ship in the Bahama Channel on the 8th of November by a shot

across her bow. Mason and Slidell, along with their secretaries, were

removed to the San Jacinto by a pro forma show of force and were

then sped back to the American coast where they were imprisoned
at Fort Warren in Boston harbor.

News of the capture was greeted in the North with wild rejoicing.
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It was an immense relief to many to know that the two Southerners,

especially Slidell, whose abilities were disproportionately feared,

were safely confined. Others welcomed the news as a gratifying

change from the military stalemate of the past months, while still

more gloated over the bold affront to British pride. The press was

enthusiastic; Governor John Andrew of Massachusetts gave Wilkes

a public banquet; Gideon Welles, the Secretary of the Navy, wrote

him a congratulatory letter praising his "prompt and decisive

action"; and Congress voted the naval hero a gold medal.

The news reached Adams on the 25th of November while he

was visiting Monckton Milnes at his country place. On that day
Milnes* guests had made up a party to visit some local ruins, and

just as they were entering the site, a telegraphic dispatch from
Moran was put into Adams' hands announcing the capture. The
Minister at once recognized the action for what it was an unmiti-

gated disaster. He realized that Britain's own past actions might

provide precedents for Wilkes' step, but the legal question, he felt,

would be of secondary importance. Public opinion responded to

emotions, not precedent, and Adams knew that a wave of popular

anger in England was bound to follow.64

The British Ministry had earlier foreseen the possibility of such

an incident. It had been known that the Southern envoys were on
their way to England and that they might sail on a British steamer.

It had also been known that a Northern vessel, James Adger, lately

arrived at Southampton to get coal and supplies, had dropped down

beyond the mouth of the river looking suspiciously as if she were on

watch for the vessel carrying the Southern envoys. As a result,

Palmerston had sent an urgent inquiry to the Advocate-General on
the gth of November requesting an advisory opinion as to what
American rights would be in the situation. In a conference with

the law officers of the Grown on November 11 Palmerston ap-

parently understood them to say that according to international law

a belligerent had the right to search neutral vessels suspected o

carrying enemy dispatches and, upon discovery of such, might either

remove the dispatches and the envoys or seize the entire vessel and
take it to a home port for trial.65 Actually, as they made clear in a

written opinion on November 12, the law officers had meant no such
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thing. On the contrary, they declared that the Americans would

have no right to remove Mason and Slidell and carry them off as

prisoners.
66 But Palmerston, disquieted by what he had taken to be

their opinion, immediately called Adams in for consultation on

the matter. In an interview on the isth of November, he told the

Minister of his suspicions about the James Adger. He would not,

he ingenuously said, go into the question of whether the United

States had a right to remove envoys from a neutral vessel; he

merely wished to register his fears over the effect of such an ac-

tion. The North, he said, would have nothing to gain, since the

presence of yet two more Southern commissioners would have no

effect on government policy. On the other hand, there would be

much to lose, for British opinion could not but be offended. Adams

assured Palmerston that his fears were groundless. The James

Adger, he said, had been sent out to intercept the Nashville, a Con-

federate steamer, and had no instructions to interfere with a British

vessel. This news relieved Palmerston and both men had con-

sidered the incident closed.67

Wilkes' action, then, coming from an unexpected quarter, caught

both Palmerston and Adams by complete surprise. Adams was igno-

rant both of the authority for the capture and of the reaction of his

government to it. Thus when Russell requested an interview as soon

as he heard the news, Adams was forced to tell him that he had

absolutely no information on the matter and therefore could not

discuss it. All he could say was that his government had never men-

tioned such a scheme to him, which perhaps indicated that Wilkes'

action had not been authorized.68

Throughout the crisis of the next few weeks Adams remained a

passive and impotent spectator. He was careful to make no misstep

which might create further ill will, but except in this negative

sense, his actions had little effect on the outcome. For weeks, in

fact, the administration in Washington kept him in the dark con-

cerning its policy. He found the neglect humiliating and embar-

rassing, for it implied that he was not in the confidence of his own

government.
69

Finally he remonstrated with Seward directly, de-

claring that he had been "placed in a predicament almost as awk-

ward as if I had not been commissioned here at all." 70 Seward later
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justified his silence on the grounds that he had not known himself

what the government would do far enough in advance to be able to

keep Adams informed.71 Be that as it may, the situation was an

extraordinarily trying one for the American Minister. Uninformed

of the authority for Wilkes' act, or of his government's plans, he was

forced to sit idly by week after week and wait for results he could

not control.72

Jn the beginning, he was pessimistic, fully expecting that either

his recall or his passports would soon be in his hands. By early

December, indeed, he began to fear that war itself was inevitable.

The British newspapers at first were not overly violent, for they

feared that international law favored the American side. But

within a few days the written opinion of the law officers was made

public wherein they declared that Wilkes, by removing the envoys
instead of taking the entire vessel in for adjudication by a prize

court, had in effect himself illegally passed upon a question of

neutrality. In other words, as Adams phrased it, "Great Britain

would have been less offended if the United States had insulted her

a good deal more." 73

The British government demanded the prompt restoration of the

prisoners and an official apology. Prince Albert, who was mortally

ill, intervened at the last minute and softened the British demands

by adding an expression of hope that Wilkes* act had been un-

authorized.74 The cabinet, however, had little expectation that the

United States would accede to the British terms peacefully. Public

opinion, it was feared, would make it impossible for Lincoln and

Seward to submit, even if they were so inclined. Palmerston wrote

Russell that he feared they would not get what they asked for

"without fighting for it." 76

The British press, in the meantime, bolstered by the opinion of

the law officers and the demands of the government, started to

howl at the outrage to the flag. Their editorials denounced the

American action so violently that at one point Adams gave up read-

ing them in disgust. His position was made no easier by the fact

that he never doubted that the proper policy of the United States

was to return the prisoners. He thought it would be madness for

his government to pick a quarrel with Great Britain while their
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hands were already full with the civil conflict especially for such

a paltry prize as Mason and Slidell. Adams believed Wilkes' act

might be defended from the point of view of international law, for

England herself had provided useful precedents, but he felt it

would be a mistake to do so. American policy had traditionally

favored a limitation to the doctrine of search, whereas England had

always desired the opposite. The United States was now in danger,
Adams felt, of exchanging historic positions with England and

thereby deserting her own traditionally broad defense of neutral

rights. On the basis of both expediency and law, therefore, Adams

thought it best to submit; England's direct entry into the American

struggle would be prevented and an important precedent would be

established.76 Given these feelings, Adams naturally deplored the

"irresponsible" exultation in America over the incident, and

pointedly advised Seward that the critical state of British opinion
could easily lead to war.77

By mid-December there began to be some signs that the crisis

might be peacefully resolved. By then there had been time for

sober second thought on both sides. Neither government really

wanted war, even though both, fearing the force of public opinion,
were dangerously inclined to insist on upholding national honor.

Adams drew some hope from the fact that the American govern-
ment continued to withhold official sanction of Wilkes' act; in his

message to Congress on the 2nd of December, Lincoln made no

mention of the Trent affair at all. And from his unofficial British

sources, Adams now began to get more cheerful information. He.

was told that an American refusal to bow to Britain's demands

would probably lead to a diplomatic break, but not to war.78 For

although war would allow Britain to raise the blockade, it would

also threaten the weak defenses of Canada. Adams concluded from

this that Palmerston meant to frighten the Americans into meeting
his terms but that these would be consistent with the preservation

of peace. By mid-December, moreover, public opinion in Britain

began to be more vocal on the side of an adjustment. The British

press considerably modified its earlier tone, and the religious com-

munity came out strongly against making war upon a mere form,79

Adams realized, however, that much depended on the nature of the
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American reply, and he had little faith in Lincoln's ability to make

the cabinet accept the necessary submission. The outcome still hung

by a hair.

In his anxiety, Adams decided to seek an interview with Russell

in order to sound him out. In the course of this conference, on the

igth of December, he gave Russell the substance of a dispatch

he at last had received from Seward, stating that Wilkes* act had

been committed without either government instructions or knowl-

edge. The dispatch merely confirmed what was already known

through Wilkes' own testimony, and therefore the British Ministry

saw no reason to make it public. This decision was subsequently

severely criticized by the British press, and Adams himself, con-

vinced of Palmerston's unfriendly intentions, believed that the

Prime Minister had been afraid to release the dispatch for fear it

might cause a reaction in public opinion which would "disarm him
in his policy of browbeating America." 80

Fortunately, wisdom prevailed in Washington. By the time Lyons
had received and communicated his instructions to Seward, a full

month had elapsed since the capture. In the meanwhile, passions
had cooled and the dangerous results of any high-handed rejec-

tion of the British demands had become apparent. From the begin-

ning, moreover, Seward, now converted from his earlier belligerent

attitude, had been convinced that America would have to yield.

When the cabinet finally met to. consider the question on Christmas

day, Charles Sumner attended the meeting and backed up Seward

by reading portions of letters he had received from Cobden and

Bright, in which these friends of the North depicted the depth of

British feeling and pleaded for a surrender of the prisoners. On
the following day, the cabinet unanimously agreed with Sewrd's.

position on the grounds that Wilkes had technically violated neutral

rights by failing to resort to a prize court for adjudication.
81 No

apology accompanied the surrender, but Lord Lyons accepted the

release of the prisoners as "substantially" complying with the

British demands.

After weeks of suspense and agitation, Adams finally received

news of the government's action on the 8th of January. He was, of

course* greatly relieved, though it was apparently with mixed feel-
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ings that he wrote in his diary: "I am to remain in this purgatory a

while longer."
82 The British were also clearly pleased. On the

nth of January, Russell called Adams in to read him a dispatch
he was about to send off to Lyons in which the American terms were

accepted as fully satisfying British demands. The two men ex-

changed personal congratulations that the incident had been so

satisfactorily settled, and Russell expressed the hope that nothing
further would disturb the peace between their countries.83 Subse-

quently, Russell showed his sincerity by giving short shrift to Mason
after he finally arrived in London in February. Great Britain,

Mason was told, had no intention of departing from its previously
defined neutral position. It was clear, the Virginian wrote home,
that Russell's personal sympathies were not with the South and
that his policy was one of inaction.84 For a while, it seemed, Adams

might be able to breathe more easily.

The next few months, in fact, brought a noticeable relaxation in

tension. Popular feeling in England, which had recently been so

hostile, now veered sharply in the opposite direction. The peaceful
settlement of the Trent incident not only soothed Britain's pride,
but helped convince her that the United States and Seward in

particular did not intend to force a quarrel.
85 As a result there

was a dramatic cessation of anti-Northern propaganda. "In Lon-

don," John Bright wrote Sumner, "all has changed, and it is difficult

to find a noisy advocate of the secession theory. The press has be-

come much more moderate, and the great party that was to have

driven the Government into hostilities with you is nowhere to be

found." 86

Contributory to this lull was the fact that the expected pressure
from the textile manufacturers had still not materialized. There
remained a desire to break the blockade in order to obtain cotton,

but it had not developed serious proportions. The distress among
the textile operatives, for one thing, had not yet become severe, for

an unusually mild winter had lessened their suffering. The large

manufacturers, moreover, continued to welcome the diminution in

production which had made possible higher prices for their surplus
stock of goods and had driven out weaker competitors whose mul-
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tiplication had recently threatened profits. There was also a wide-

spread hope that the crisis would lead to the development of new
sources of supply, especially from India, so that reliance on the

American plantations could be permanently broken.87 Thus it was,

as Henry Hotze, a prominent Southern agent in England, reported,
that the blockade had become "a cause of gain to many to whom it

was supposed to be certain ruin." 88 Yet at this very time the block-

ade was becoming increasingly effective. If conditions in the English
textile industry changed, it could still develop into a serious source

of friction.

For the moment, however, sentiment in England was becalmed.

Earl Russell wrote Lyons that there was "no longer any excitement

here upon the question of America/* 89 When Parliament opened
its sessions in February, 1862, and debate began on American affairs,

Russell announced the determination of the government to main-

tain its present policy of noninterference, and the opposition lead-

ers showed no desire to challenge this position.
90 A few weeks later

news arrived of the Northern capture of Forts Henry and Donelson,

which further confirmed the Ministry in its passive policy. Adams
could now feel, for the time at least, that all danger of foreign in-

tervention or recognition of the South was over.

He even became increasingly convinced at the beginning of 1862

that the war itself was approaching an end, and that by midsummer
the Confederacy would be crushed. Seward, sharing Adams' opti-

mism, returned to his id6e fixe that if Great Britain had never

extended belligerent rights to the Confederacy, the insurgency would
have collapsed long since. Surely it was time, he suggested to Adams,
for %itain to revoke her Proclamation and thereby help bring the

war to a speedy end.91 Adams disagreed. The Ministry, he argued,
could not afford to jeopardize good will at home by meddling with

a declaration the nation had already approved. Since Seward left

the matter to his discretion, Adams decided that for the moment it

would be impolitic to press for retraction. But in April, Dayton
told him of a conversation with Napoleon III which forced Adams
to reverse his stand. The Emperor had shown that he was not ad-

verse to the suggestion that belligerent rights be withdrawn from

the Confederacy, but he reminded Dayton that France and England
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had agreed to work in concert concerning American affairs, and any
new move must be referred to Great Britain. Here was an oppor-

tunity Adams could not afford to ignore. He still expected the

British to refuse, but in that case the responsibility would clearly

be hers.92 As he had expected, his interview with Russell had

no positive results. His Lordship expressed regret that America

found the Proclamation so offensive, but stated that he did not see

how his government could change its position at that time.93 At

this expected response, Adams decided not to press the Ministry

further. Official British feeling was more favorable than at any
time since his arrival and he was inclined to let well enough alone.

In Parliament, however, there was still strong anti-American

feeling as was shown on the 7th of March, 1862, when Sir William

Gregory was cheered as he sought to prove to the Commons that

the blockade had been violated with such frequency as to demon-

strate conclusively its inefficiency.
94 Monckton Milnes told Adams

that at heart a majority of the members had been in sympathy
with Gregory but did not wish to dispute the policy of the Mini-

stry.
95 The demonstration provided sobering evidence that all

was not yet well. Adams longed for some decisive success in the

field which might permanently remove the question from discus-

sion.

The period of diplomatic calm meant that for the first time in

many months Adams had little to do. Much routine work on ac-

counts and correspondence remained and certain new additional

responsibilities developed during this period, particularly those aris-

ing from his efforts to help Cyrus Field push negotiations with

England for the transatlantic cable, and from his appointment by

George Peabody, a wealthy philanthropist, as one of the trustees to

oversee his gift of 150,000 to the London poor. But still there was

more time for exploratory walks and excursions than before. Ever

the conscientious utilitarian, Adams set out to make the most of his

free time. He prowled the streets of London with all the purpose
of a mapmaker, and began a systematic series of visits to the Na-

tional Gallery in order to improve his taste in art by studying "the

best established models." 96
Occasionally his excursions took him
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farther afield. On one such he went with his family on a nostalgic

visit to Little Boston House at Ealing where he had lived for two

years as a boy, and on another, spent a few days in Paris, where

they admired the construction begun by Napoleon III (he "emu-

lates and will deserve the reputation of Augustus")
97 and where

Mr. Adams was received by Guizot, the historian and ex-Premier

of France, whose inept conversation left the American wondering

at that man's reputation. Back in London, the family also extended

its social activities. Mrs. Adams began holding weekly receptions

for American residents in London, and even Adams himself

now found a few people whose company he became genuinely fond

of the Duke and Duchess of Argyll, the William Forsters and Lord

and Lady Wensleydale; British manners, he found, did thaw grad-

ually as one became better known. But despite a growing number

of acquaintances, Adams still made no intimate friendships, and

continued to feel that there was no one whose society he would miss

when the time came to leave England.

The military news at least until the end o June, 1862 con-

tinued to be highly favorable. McClellan's army was reported ad-

vancing steadily on Richmond, and on the nth of May Adams

received the news of Farragut's capture of New Orleans. This

clearly seemed to signal the approaching end of the war. Adams

confidently told Russell that although he gave the rebels credit for

some good qualities, one such was not "moral power under great

adversity." It could be confidently assumed, therefore, that further

resistance was unlikely.
98

Although Adams was congratulated on all sides by the progress of

events, he nonetheless recognized that relations between the two

countries were not really cordial. America for one thing, was still

bitter towards Britain over the Proclamation of Neutrality; it was

at this time, in fact, that Seward once again instructed Adams

to press for its repeal, which Russell, as expected, again refused.99

Indignation also continued to grow in the United States over

breaches in British neutrality. The British island of Nassau had be-

come an entrep6t of arms for the Confederacy, and evidence

mounted that British officials openly aided the blockade runners.
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Moreover, Thomas H. Dudley, the energetic and capable consul

at Liverpool, plied Adams with information on the extensive outfit-

ting in ships and supplies for the Confederacy taking place at that

port.
100 In late April, Liverpool warmly received the Emily St.

Pierre, a British blockade runner captured off Charleston but sub-

sequently recaptured at sea by its original crew. Adams vigorously
remonstrated with Russell over the reception of the ship which, he

declared, was legally forfeit to the prize court, and he requested its

restoration to the United States government. The ensuing corre-

spondence led to sharp words on both sides, flavored, as Henry
Adams put it, with "copious dashes of vinegar," but it ended with-

out any action by the Ministry.
101

There remained other questions between the two governments
of a more chronic nature which began at this time to take on

serious overtones. In April there had been a rapid increase in the

distress o the textile operatives in both England and France, and

there was some fear that popular indignation might force the

Ministry to abandon neutrality.
102 Adams recognized the hardship

created by the blockade, but argued that the less Europe interfered,

the less time it would take to put down the rebellion and restore

the lines of commerce. But these arguments were not sufficient to

overbalance the growing sentiment for intervention. The cotton

famine, combined with the established hostility of certain groups
to the Union and the general conviction that the North could not

win the war, had begun, by the spring of 1862, to create consider-

able pressure for mediation.103

About the beginning of June, 1862, talk of intervention in the

American conflict began to circulate in earnest. This renewed

activity centered around the personal intrigues of William Lindsay,

a prominent English shipowner and member of Parliament, who
was strongly pro-Southern. Lindsay had been shuttling back and

forth between Paris and London as a self-appointed diplomatic

agent, making the most of the growing concern over the reduced

cotton supply. He had found considerable sympathy in the French

capital, for the Emperor had veered once more and was now con-

vinced that the blockade was ineffective and should be disavowed.

Napoleon authorized Lindsay to convey his sentiments on the sub-
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ject to Russell and Palmerston, but when Lindsay returned to

England, both the British leaders refused to see him.104 They
had already accepted the blockade as effective and, in the face

of a string of Northern military victories, felt the time was in-

opportune for reconsidering the matter.105 Adams was unaware of

these developments, but he did warn Seward that the tone of the

British press was becoming distinctly more favorable to some sort

of intervention. He could not determine how far the unfriendly

press expressed the views of the Ministry, but given the comparative

tranquility of the diplomatic picture, he was not unduly alarmed.

Suddenly, however, in the middle of June, an unexpected incident

destroyed Adams' equanimity.
On the 1 2th of June a note arrived at the Legation from Lord

Palmerston labeled "private and confidential." On opening it,

Adams was astonished to find a violent, unmeasured attack by the

Prime Minister on a recent order issued by General Benjamin F.

Butler in New Orleans. Butler, in response to what he considered

the insulting behavior of the ladies of that city towards his soldiers,

had announced that any women acting in a similar way in the fu-

ture would be "regarded and treated as common women plying
their vocation." When made public, the order had been widely
denounced in England as barbaric and atrocious, and Palmerston

no doubt genuinely shared the sense of moral outrage.
106 As a

shrewd politician he probably also realized that he could capitalize

on public indignation to bolster his own popularity.
In the body of his note to Adams he expressed the "disgust" which

"every honorable man" felt at Butler's order. No such infamous

act, said Palmerston, could be found in the whole history of civilized

nations, and if the federal government chose to be served by such

men it would have to "abide by the deserved opinion which man-
kind will form of their conduct." 107 Adams considered the com-

munication so offensive and insolent that he felt he could not af-

ford to pass over it. What he most feared was that Palmerston's

note indicated a change of policy in the Ministry and that the

Prime Minister had chosen this eccentric method of announcing it

and perhaps of precipitating a misunderstanding.
108 Adams real-

ized, therefore, that while upholding the honor of his country he
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would at the same time have to tread cautiously. He feared that in

any case his own usefulness was finished, since he could not see how
his relations with the Prime Minister could ever again be on a

friendly basis.

In his reply Adams, attempting to place the Prime Minister on
the defensive, inquired whether the note was meant to be "a private

expression of sentiment between gentlemen" or an official communi-
cation.109 He realized that either answer would put Palmerston in a

difficult position. If he admitted the note was private, it remained

an extraordinary affront. If he called it an official communication,
it stood as both an unprecedented insult to the United States gov-
ernment and an infringement on the functions of Russell, the For-

eign Secretary.

While awaiting Palmerston's reply, Adams requested an interview

with Russell, which was immediately granted. Adams showed him
Palmerston's note and declared that the Prime Minister's action had

placed him in the greatest possible embarrassment. Russell had

known nothing of Palmerston's intentions, and he asked Adams to

delay further action until he had time to confer with the Prime

Minister.110

Two days later, Adams received a reply from Palmerston. He
evaded the question as to the nature of his first note, merely

saying that he had felt "impelled to make known to you my own

personal feelings about General Butler's proclamation." In fact he

compounded the injury by expressing his hope that the President

would immediately disavow the order, and by inserting gratuitous
remarks on the hatred stirred up in the South through this method
of conducting warfare.111 It now seemed clear that Palmerston

would not admit his initial error and that the correspondence
would have to be continued. Adams, although deeply troubled,

felt he had no choice but to persist. In his answer he pointed out to

Palmerston that he had failed to reply to his first question and

stated that he could not be expected to receive in a private capacity

"offensive imputations against the Government which I have the

honor to represent." He therefore repeated his inquiry as to

whether Palmerston's original note was meant to be private or

official.112
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Adams received no immediate reply, but an interview with Russell

three days later helped to calm him down. The Foreign Minister

intimated that the whole proceeding had been highly irregular, and

could only be regarded as a private exchange. More important

still, he volunteered the opinion that the rebellion was drawing to

an end, and that Mr. Lindsay's proposed motion for Confederate

recognition, which was due to be taken up in Parliament the follow-

ing day, would "come to nothing." This relieved Adams of what

had been his greatest anxiety in the whole affair, for it now ap-

peared almost certain that Palmerston's action had in no way
signified a change in Ministerial policy.

That same day, the igth of June, Adams received a reply from

Palmerston which was characteristically ambivalent but sufficiently

conciliatory in tone to allow him to consider it a "substantial

retreat." 113 It was possible now to end the correspondence. In a final

note, vigorous and salty, Adams made it clear that he could neither

excuse nor overlook Palmerston's behavior. He referred to the

Prime Minister's original note as the only instance of discourtesy he

had yet been subjected to in England, and he bluntly stated that

for the future he refused to receive communications from him ex-

cept through Lord Russell.114 Thus the incident was closed. For

some time Palmerston avoided recognizing Adams in public and

Lady Palmerston ceased inviting the Adamses to her levees, but

the two men eventually progressed to the stage of cold politeness on

the rare occasions when they met in public, and even formal social

relations were renewed the following year. No larger consequences

developed from the incident, for it neither heralded a change in

British policy as Adams had first feared, nor served in itself as a

serious cause of quarrel between the two countries. It did demon-

strate Adams' quickness to resent either personal or national insult.

And it showed that when aroused as Palmerston learned to his

sorrow he could be cutting and skillful in debate.

True to Russell's prediction, Lindsay's motion for the recognition
of the South came to nothing in Commons. On the soth of June,

having received no encouragement from the government, he an-

nounced the postponement of the motion. The news of the capture
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of Memphis, which arrived soon after, further helped to discourage
such agitation. But though the surface remained calm, pressure for

cotton was actually on the increase. It was thought that by Novem-
ber the supply in England would be completely gone. Cobden,

though a friend to the Union, repeatedly warned Adams that some

way must be found to obtain a supply and he urged the easing of

the blockade as a remedy. Adams assured him that his government
meant to reopen the trade as rapidly as the progress of arms per-

mitted. Foreign intervention, or continued breaches of neutrality

through the supply of contraband, he again warned, could only

prolong the process.
115

Unfortunately, this argument was con-

tingent on continued Northern military success. Once federal arms

were seen to falter and the possibility of an extended war was

presented, European patience would be sorely tried. By the end of

June just such a situation was in the making. News began to trickle

in of Northern reverses in the field, and by the middle of July,

Adams knew the worst after a week-long struggle Lee had forced

McClellan to retreat from Richmond. The prospect of a long war

was now apparent and Adams feared that agitation for intervention

would soon follow.

His fears materialized with uncomfortable speed. Taking ad-

vantage of the change in the military picture, Lindsay introduced

a motion on the nth of July calling for mediation with a view

towards ending hostilities. Adams correctly believed that neither

the Ministry nor the leaders of the Opposition favored the motion,

but he feared at first that the rank and file might sustain Lindsay.
116

By the eve of the scheduled debate in Commons, however, Adams

had concluded that the move would fail.117 In fact, Lindsay's mo-

tion did not even come to a vote. The pro-Southern speeches of

Lindsay and Gregory were well received, particularly by the Tory

benches, but in a brief reply Palmerston settled the matter against

them. He began by agreeing that everyone wished for the end of the

struggle, but that animated debates in Parliament would merely

wound and irritate the feelings of both belligerents, rather than

speed a settlement. The South, he said, had not yet securely enough
established its independence to warrant recognition, and he insisted

that the Ministry be left to manage such delicate and difficult ques-
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tions according to the varying circumstances of the moment and free

from the embarrassment of untimely Parliamentary expressions of

opinion.
118

Following Palmerston's speech, the motion was withdrawn, but

Adams, unlike many spectators, was not deceived into regarding the

outcome as an unequivocal triumph for the North. He gave Pahner-

ston credit for a "cautious and wise" speech, but he feared that

its thinly concealed antipathy to the Union promised future mis-

chief if military results in America were not more favorable. For

the moment, however, with the session of Parliament ending, Adams

anticipated no further move towards intervention. Yet as he warned

Seward, the prevailing temper of the country did favor some kind of

mediation, and the Ministry might not be able to withstand popular
demand indefinitely.

119

Adams' anxiety was increased during this period by his failure

to persuade the Ministry to seize a formidable gunboat known to

be under construction at Liverpool for the Confederates. The ves-

sel, at this time known simply as the "290," later became famous as

the Alabama. Dudley first notified Adams in the beginning of July
that the vessel was being fitted out, and Adams had at once launched

a variety of moves to prevent the ship's escape. He directed Dudley
to send all the available evidence on the "290" 's true destination to

the Collector of Customs in Liverpool. At the same time he sought

legal advice from Robert Powett Collier, Judge Advocate of the

Fleet, and finally, he took the precaution of sending for an Ameri-

can ship, the Tuscarora, to intercept the "290" if she should actually

reach the launching stage.

All these devices in turn proved useless. The Commissioners of

the Customs turned a deaf ear to Dudley's protests. Collier gave a

strong opinion that under the British Foreign Enlistment Act, the

American government would have serious ground for complaint if

the vessel was permitted to depart, but when Adams, armed with

this opinion, renewed his earlier demands to Russell for her deten-

tion, he failed to get satisfaction. On receipt of Collier's testimony,

however, Russell did finally go so far as to ask the law officers of

the Crown for an opinion, but the illness of Sir John Harding
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defaced an answer. Other advice was then taken, and the opinion

given that the vessel should be detained. Telegrams were at once

sent to Liverpool to stop the "290," but they arrived too late; the

vessel, much to Russell's regret, had already hurriedly departed.

Nor did the Tuscarora prove any more successful. Her captain

at least in Adams' opinion failed to pursue the "290" with dili-

gence and intelligence, and the vessel eluded her.

The widespread destruction subsequently wrought by the Alabama

could not yet be foreseen, but the escape of the vessel alone seemed

to Adams sufficient cause for serious apprehension. Seward thought

him overly pessimistic, but, in actual fact, Adams himself was un-

aware of the full extent of the danger at this time. For by late sum-

mer of 1862, Russell himself had begun to think seriously of in-

tervention.

As early as the 6th of August Russell made a rather vague sug-

gestion to Palmerston that "some move" in the American war

should be made by October. 120 No overt action was taken, however,

until the i^th of September, after news had arrived of the disastrous

Northern defeat at Manassas and Lee's invasion of Maryland. On

that day Russell instructed the English ambassador in Paris to

privately sound out Thouvenel, the French Foreign Minister, on

the possibility of joint intervention. Soon after, Russell and Palmer-

ston agreed that if the North refused mediation on the basis of a

permanent separation, the next step should be recognition of the

Confederacy.
121 Palmerston, however, was more cautious than

Russell, and suggested including Russia in the proposed overture

to the belligerents, thinking this might make the North more will-

ing to accept.
122

A number of factors worked to check any precipitous move to-

wards intervention. As soon as the cabinet was informed of the

suggested change in policy, strong opposition, led by Lord Gran-

ville, the Duke of Argyll and George Cornwall Lewis, developed.
12*

Secondly, news arrived by the end of September that McClellan had

checked Lee's northern advance at Antietam. And, finally, the re-

sponse from France was surprisingly cool; Thouvenel suggested delay

in order to see the result of elections in the North, which he ex-

pected to go in favor of peace candidates.1** All of these develop-
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ments gave Palmerston pause. He began to doubt if it would not

be better after all to await more decisive events in the field before

attempting any radical diplomatic departure.
125 He and Russell

reconsidered their earlier plans and began to incline more to the

limited suggestion of an armistice. In the midst of these hesitations

and uncertainties, a speech by William E. Gladstone, a member of

the cabinet, placed the government in an uncomfortable position

by revealing to the public for the first time that a possible change
in Ministerial policy was under discussion. At Newcastle, on the

7th of October, Gladstone asserted that Jefferson Davis and other

leaders of the South had made an army, were making a navy, and

what was more than either, had made a nation. Gladstone's state-

ment caused an immediate sensation, and at once set off speculation
that the Ministry had decided upon intervention and recognition.

Adams, of course, was profoundly disturbed. Only three days be-

fore he had confidently written Dayton that everything was "as

calm as a summer's night"
126 And indeed, he had had much reason

to think so. Not only was Parliament in recess and most of the

Ministers scattered, but at his last meeting with Russell, on the

goth of August, the Foreign Secretary had distinctly intimated that

no plan was afoot for European intervention in American affairs.

It is true that at the time Russell had not yet taken any positive

steps in this direction and it would be harsh, therefore, to assume

that he had purposely tried to lull Adams into a false sense of se-

curity. But the result had been exactly that. Having no knowledge
of the steps already taken by Russell and Palmerston towards

mediation, Gladstone's remarks took Adams by surprise.

It was well known that Gladstone was personally friendly to the

South, and Adams hoped that his speech would turn out to have

been only an expression of private bias rather than an authorized

statement of official policy. Evidence soon began to accumulate

that such was the case. On the i4th of October, in a public speech
at Hereford, George Cornwall Lewis, another cabinet member, de-

clared that Southern independence could not yet be said to have

been established according to the criteria of international law, and

that he therefore continued to adhere to the previously established

policy of neutrality. A "semi official despatch" in the Evening
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Globe, disavowing Gladstone's remarks, added further proof of

their private nature. Yet Adams remained in doubt. Lord Lyons,
who had been in London on sick leave, had not yet returned to the

United States, and Adams feared he was being detained to await

specific instructions on the American question.
127

An interview with Russell on the 23rd of October considerably

eased Adam's mind more so, in fact, than the secret activities

of the Foreign Minister warranted. Russell told Adams that Glad-

stone's speech had been regretted by Palmerston and other members

of the cabinet. He did not, however, tell him the full reasons for the

regret. The speech, in fact, had been disapproved not only because

Gladstone had given the false impression that a change in policy

had been decided upon this was the idea conveyed to Adams
but also because he had prematurely exposed the fact that such a

change was under discussion. 128 Russell reassured Adams that the

intention of the government was to adhere to strict neutrality and

to let the struggle come to its natural end without interference

though he did add that he could not tell what future devel-

opments might bring forth. When Adams asked him directly

if the policy of neutrality was for the present to be maintained, he

replied with an unequivocal "yes."
129

Technically Russell cannot

be accused of dissimulation. Only the day before the interview with

Adams, Palmerston had written his Foreign Minister that he was

inclined for the present to postpone any attempt at intervention,

and Russell had signified his agreement.
130 Thus, as of October

23, the day of the interview, it certainly did seem unlikely to

Russell that the British would interfere. What Adams remained

totally unaware of was how recently Russell had leaned to a

policy of mediation and how strenuously he had advocated it before

the cabinet. Nor was Adams to know of the revival of Russell's

plans which took place only a few days following the interview.

Shortly after the talk with Adams, Russell received encouraging
news from France. A prolonged Ministerial crisis in that country

had finally been resolved. Thouvenel, who had served as a brake

on the Emperor's interventionist leanings, had been replaced in the

Foreign Office by Drouyn de Lhuys, who was more favorable to

mediation. Soon after, the British Ambassador reported to Russell
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that the Emperor hoped England, France and Russia would join

together in suggesting a six months armistice, including a suspen-
sion of the blockade. Here was new fuel for Russell's schemes,

though Palmerston, still convinced that the moment was inoppor-
tune, reacted unfavorably.

131 Russell agreed that the North, and

probably even the South, would refuse their good offices, but he was

willing nonetheless to go ahead with at least some modified form of

the French proposal. When the matter was thrashed out in the cabi-

net opinion was almost unanimously against Russell, with only
Gladstone and Palmerston siding with him. And in Palmerston's

case the support was feeble and halfhearted, quite obviously an act

of loyalty, not conviction.132

Russell at once sent a note to de Lhuys informing him of the

cabinet's decision. 133 On the day this message appeared in the news-

papers, the 1 5th of November, Adams met Russell for a prearranged
interview. Not knowing what Russell's real attitude in the negotia-
tions had been, Adams expressed his pleasure at having seen the

Foreign Secretary's note to de Lhuys. He had strong hopes, he said,

that the incident would create better feeling in America, for it

would open the eyes of the people to the fact that France was more

ill-disposed than England to the re-establishment of the Union. Rus-

sell gave Adams the impression that he too was "elated" at the out-

come. But he at least had the grace to attempt a favorable interpre-
tation of France's conduct, for he told Adams that an impression
had earlier existed that Seward would actually have welcomed such

a proposition.
134 Adams strongly disabused Russell of this notion

by acquainting him -for the first time with instructions he had re-

ceived from Seward in mid-August forbidding him to listen to any

propositions of interference and to suspend his functions should the

South be recognized.
135 Russell complimented Adams on his discre-

tion in not having communicated this message when it was received,

though perhaps in this instance Adams' discretion inadvertently
worked a disservice. It is possible that if Russell had had an earlier

knowledge of Seward's absolute opposition, he might have been

deterred from inaugurating his plans for intervention in the first

place.

Thanks to the secrecy of the negotiations, Russell's project ended
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without serious damage to Anglo-American relations. Adams sim-

ply never knew that the original proposal for intervention had
come from England not France, nor that Russell, on whose friendli-

ness he relied, had been its chief instigator. Russell had not been

inspired by hatred of the North nor by a malignant desire to see

the Union permanently disrupted. Like almost all Englishmen, he

continued to feel that separation was inevitable in any case, and

that, given the growing pressure for cotton and the military successes

of the South, the time had come for helping to end a senseless con-

flict. Neither Adams nor his government, of course, would have

appreciated the fine distinctions in motivation, and it is well, there-

fore, that Russell's maneuvers remained unknown. By the end of

November all effects of the incident had died away, and Adams con-

fidently wrote a correspondent that there was less positive hostility

than earlier and that the tendency to meddle had noticeably de-

clined.136 His prognosis this time proved accurate. The news of

Lincoln's Emancipation Proclamation had led by the fall of 1862 to

a sharp and this time more enduring rise in sympathy with

the North. In the face of this change it would have proved difficult

in the future even had the Ministry so desired seriously to con-

sider interfering with the American conflict.
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The Critical Year: 1863

WHEN THE Civil War first broke out, the North had expected solid

and enthusiastic backing from England because of that nation's anti-

slavery tradition. But the federal government had so consistently

denied that the war was primarily a struggle against slavery that

English sympathy had been dissipated. Adams had early argued
for some sign on the part of the administration of its concern

for the Negro, though he realized that Lincoln faced a difficult task

in steering between the demands of the abolitionists, the constitu-

tional limitations on his power, and his desire to hold the border

states. Many Englishmen, however, had little knowledge of these

difficulties. Others, largely from the upper classes, had small sym-

pathy for the United States in the first place and therefore little

desire to understand its difficulties. This group greeted Lincoln's

preliminary Proclamation of September, 1862, "with laughter and

jeers."
x In that document Lincoln had set January i, 1863, as the

date for the emancipation of all slaves in those states still in actual

rebellion. Xo those predisposed to be hostile, this seemed merely
a transparent bid for foreign sympathy, for the Proclamation, it

was argued, would not free a single Negro and might provoke a

slave insurrection. The cynics, however, did not exhaust the range
of British opinion. Within a few months it became obvious that

amongst the lower and middle classes, the Proclamation had struck

a deep note of sympathy.
2 Public meetings in favor of the Proclama-

tion were held with increasing frequency, and by January resolu-

tions and addresses voted upon in these gatherings began to pour
in on Adams for transmission to the President. The depth and
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extent of the reaction were strikingly demonstrated in a mass meet-

ing held at Exeter Hall in London on the 2gth of January. The en-

thusiasm and attendance were so great that the crowd overflowed in-

to the Strand and held up traffic for hours. Adams described it as

one of the most extraordinary demonstrations ever made in the city,

and he was rather grimly amused at the effort of the London Times

to explain it away by insinuating that it had been artificially stimu-

lated by federal money dispensed through the American Minister.3

No amount of mass enthusiasm, Adams felt, could change the

unfriendly temper of the upper classes. But for the moment, he

hoped that the favorable turn in popular sentiment would check

the agitation for recognition, especially since the condition of the

Lancashire textile operatives had simultaneously been improving

through charitable subscriptions and a rise in the demand for

manufactured goods.
4 Yet the crux of the matter was the military

situation, and here the news remained bad. Federal troops had suf-

fered a murderous defeat at Fredericksburg in December, and there

was as yet no sign of recovery.

Speeches by Lord Derby and Russell at the opening session of

Parliament in February of 1863 made it clear that for the present

the government was no longer contemplating interference.5 Parlia-

mentary and Ministerial inactivity, however, did not in itself

guarantee a period of diplomatic calm. The nagging problem of

Britain's "dereliction" of her neutral obligations increasingly became

the subject of protest and controversy in these months.

A prime factor in this situation was the lingering problem of the

Alabama. After escaping from Liverpool, the Alabama had received

guns, supplies and a crew from British sources, and had then

launched her career of destruction against Northern commerce. As

early as November, 1862, Adams had demanded redress from Russell

for the injuries sustained by these actions, and had also asked for

assurances of a more effective policy of prevention in the future. 6

At the same time, Adams suggested to Seward that further discus-

sion be postponed. The claims, he felt, were not a matter of

urgency and at the moment their presentation would only create

ill-will.7 Seward agreed, and replied by giving Adams discretionary
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power, for the time being, in handling the claims. The government
had no desire, he wrote, to harass Great Britain by immediate

demands for reparation; the real point was to prevent similar

injuries in the future.8 By this time, however, the correspondence
with Russell had already begun and could not be abandoned in mid-

air. In the subsequent exchange of notes, a good deal of sharpness

developed, which Adams did not relish. Russell, he felt, did not

present a strong case, and realizing this, had become "petulant
and a little arrogant." The temptation was to answer him back in

kind, but since Adams realized the danger of further complicating
relations between the two countries, he tried his best to restrain his

temper.
9

But the difficulty with Great Britain over the outfitting of vessels

for the Confederacy was not limited to the Alabama affair. The
root of the trouble lay in the uncertain state of international law

regarding a belligerent's right to procure or build warships in neu-

tral ports. The British themselves had clearly set forth at least a

national definition of neutral obligations in this regard with their

Foreign Enlistment Act of 1819. No British subject, the Act read,

could engage in equipping, furnishing, fitting out, or arming any

ship or vessel, with intent or in order that such ship or vessel shall

be employed in the service of a belligerent. In interpreting the

Act, however, the British had required proof of illegal activity prior
to seizure and punishment of the offending parties. But proof was

extremely difficult to obtain in advance of the offense, and this

usually meant that in practice redress could be got only after the

damage had been done. The South, moreover, had obtained expert
British legal opinion which tended to nullify the purposes of the

Enlistment Act. Southern agents had been advised that the letter

of the Act would be observed so long as a vessel was not both con-

structed and equipped within the country. Adams appealed to

Russell for an amendment to the Act in order to make it effective

in operation, but Russell, despite his genuine chagrin at the escape
of the Alabama, informed him that the Lord Chancellor had ex-

pressed the opinion that the present law was effective as it stood

and that no revision would therefore be made.10 The complacency
of the British position clearly threatened Northern aims. There
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seemed no security against the building and equipping of future

Alabamas to destroy both the blockade and the American merchant

fleet.

Aside from the vessels directly built for the Confederacy, there

also remained the problem of those ships, owned by British subjects,

engaged in large scale blockade running with contraband of war for

the South. Officially Great Britain did not dispute the validity of

the blockade, and violations of it, therefore, deserved to be con-

sidered unneutral acts. And yet the Ministry in no way attempted
to condemn or to discourage these actions on the part of its

subjects, even though the neutrality of the nation was thereby

compromised.
11

As activity increased and it became clear that the British govern-
ment would not actively combat it, American anger and impatience
mounted. A critical point was reached when news leaked out

that construction of two new vessels for the Confederacy had

begun in the Liverpool yard of the Lairds. At this juncture
Seward used a legislative enactment of Congress to dramatize for

Russell the extent and possible ramifications of American anger.
In early March, 1863, Congress had passed the so-called "Privateer-

ing Bill," permitting the President to issue letters of marque and

reprisal so that privateers might seek out and destroy the Alabama
and vessels like her. Seward wrote Adams on the gth of March that

arrangements for implementing this policy were under considera-

tion. He shrewdly suggested that Adams convey the information to

Russell, inquiring at the same time if it were not still possible that

Her Majesty's Government might find a way to deal satisfactorily

with the problem herself.12 By the time Seward's instructions

reached Adams, matters in England had taken a further turn for

the worse. A Confederate loan of three millions sterling had been

openly negotiated without any attempt by the Ministry to discoun-

tenance it. Adams feared that this latest provocation, on top of all

the others, might seriously threaten the peace and he looked on his

position as an increasingly precarious one. 13

He approached the task of informing Russell of the Privateering

Bill, therefore, with a good deal of trepidation. Russell, however,
had already received news of the bill from Lyons and was well aware
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of its serious implications. He realized that privateers might
interfere with neutral rather than Confederate ships, and would

certainly multiply the risks of complicating incidents at sea.14 In

their interview on the subject Adams told Russell that he himself

disapproved of the bill, but stated that its implementation was

unavoidable if no action was taken by the British government to

restrain the outfitting of vessels. In reply Russell said that "they
should do what they could, but the law was difficult to execute and

they could not go beyond it." 15 This was hardly a guarantee of

action, but Adams left the conference feeling that Russell was at

least more inclined to exertion than he had been earlier.16 He there-

fore advised Seward to postpone resorting to the privateers, since

such action might seem a challenge to national pride and could lead

to an unfavorable change in the disposition of the Ministry.
17

The day following the interview between Adams and Russell,

debate on the government's neutral policy began in Parliament.

The result, unfortunately, did not bear out Adams' hope that the

Ministry would now adopt more positive measures regarding the

outfitting of ships. A speech by Laird defending his conduct was

loudly cheered by the House, and Palmerston, instead of voicing

disapproval of attempts to evade the Enlistment Act, as Russell had

privately advised him to do, defended the government's actions in

the Alabama case, and incorrectly insisted that the United States

Minister had given no evidence against the "290" on which the gov-

ernment could have proceeded.
18 Adams considered Palmerston's

language "derogatory and insulting" and a far cry indeed from

the conciliatory tone he had anticipated. Actually, the Prime

Minister's speech signified little more than his immediate irritation

with some of the too zealous friends of the North who during the

debate had made the mistake of directly attacking the Ministry for

its "flagrant" violation of neutrality.
19 But Adams was more con-

vinced than ever that at heart Palmerston was "a rancorous hater

of America and bent on depressing it." 20 Russell had assured him

during their recent interview that Palmerston was not unfriendly,
but Adams thought Russell himself was deceived on that score. He

increasingly believed, in fact, that if the government changed hands,

the fortunes of the North would be at least as safe with Lord
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Derby and the Tories as they had ever been with Palmerston.

Russell, however, proved as good as his word. On the 5th of April

he ordered the seizure of the Alexandra, a vessel in the process of

construction for the Confederates, on the grounds of violation of

the Enlistment Act. He had informed Palmerston in advance of

his intentions, and the fact that the Prime Minister did not object,

suggests that he was not as blind to neutral obligations, nor as

anxious to precipitate a quarrel with the North, as Adams thought.

The news of Russell's action at once buoyed up Adams' spirits. It

still remained to be seen, however, whether the law officers of the

Crown would sustain the seizure. Even the Duke of Argyll, though

applauding the action, feared that it was a "less distinct case" than

the Alabama, and that a failure of the courts to uphold the govern-

ment's action would give a fresh impetus to building privateers.
21

No decision could be expected until the end of June. In the mean-

time Russell's action roused the whole "Confederate interest" to

a storm of protest. It was disturbed not only by the seizure of

the Alexandra, but also by a second recent incident the capture

of a British steamer named the Peterhoff.

The Peterhoff had been engaged in carrying British goods to the

Confederacy by way of one of the standard routes then employed

through the Mexican port of Matamoras, which was across the Rio

Grande from Brownsville, Texas. Britain recognized what was

known as the "continuous voyage" doctrine whereby contraband

moving to a belligerent through neutral ports could be lawfully

seized. But the Matamoras trade, it was argued, did not come within

this category, for the continuous voyage doctrine did not apply to

goods carried overland in the final stage of transit. The Peterhoff

capture, therefore, was denounced as unwarranted. Further con-

sternation was caused by the announcement of Lloyd's, the firm

which had previously underwritten such voyages, that future trips

to Matamoras would not be insured at least until a decision on

the Peterhoff was forthcoming. Added to the news of the detention

of the Alexandra, this announcement caused great discontent among
those engaged in supplying the Confederates. Recognizing the

anger of this class, Adams decided it would be wise for him to re-

main as quiet as the circumstances permitted. Unfortunately, he

failed to heed his own good advice.
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On a day in early April two American citizens, a General Zerman
and a Mr. Howell, came to Adams in great distress. They had been

in London for some time gathering supplies and arms for some of

the Mexican states fighting against France. The decision of Lloyd's
to suspend insurance on any vessels sailing to Matamoras prevented
them from shipping their purchases via that port. They asked

Adams to give them some sort of affidavit which would satisfy the

underwriters at Lloyd's that they were not engaged in running sup-

plies to the Confederates, and could therefore be insured without

fear of confiscation. Adams could not resist the dual opportunity of

helping Mexico and getting in a crack at the Lloyd underwriters

themselves. Accordingly, he gave Zerman and Howell a letter to

Admiral Dupont of the blockading fleet attesting to their "credit-

able" purpose. In the body of the note he added some gratuitous
remarks on the "multitude of fraudulent and dishonest enterprises"
which had emanated from Britain and had contributed so much to

throwing "honest neutral trade under suspicion."
22 Adams, of

course, never expected his letter to be made public. His strictures

were meant only for the eyes of "the grave gentlemen at Lloyds"
who had previously had no qualms about underwriting the illicit

trade.

Zerman at once took the letter to Lloyd's where he presented it

as proof of the legitimate nature of his enterprise. But here the

unexpected happened. One of the underwriters had Adams' letter

surreptitiously taken down in shorthand by a clerk, and immediately
sent off to the Times, which published it. Adams was in for trouble.

On all sides he was at once denounced for his "insolent attempt" to

interfere with British trade and to constitute himself an authority for

"licensing" certain ships in preference to others. A deputation of

London merchants set off for Earl Russell's to protest, and
the newspapers, without exception, vigorously condemned his action,

some even going so far as to demand his recall.23

Adams at once reported the incident fully to Seward. He saw no
cause to repent his action, he wrote, since he had successfully "put
a stamp of dishonor on the trade," but he was perfectly willing to

have the government disavow his action if it proved embarrassing.
24

After a calculated delay in order to allow time for tempers to cool,

Adams also tried to set matters right in England. He used an op-
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portune moment to write a letter which he knew would get into the

papers, explaining that he had acted only to protect two American

citizens and their property from seizure by their own fleet. His ac-

tion had in no way involved English vessels or property, nor had he

had any thought of interfering with British trade.25

His explanations, however, failed to still the excitement. The
matter finally came up in Parliament on the night of April 23,

and in the debate which followed Adams was roughly handled on

all sides. Russell himself, though temperate in his remarks, did

refer to Adams' "licensing" of a "British ship'* as "unwarrantable

and he made it clear that representations would be made to Wash-

ington on the matter.26 Adams took strong personal exception to

Russell's "misstatements" during the debate. He thought the

Foreign Secretary's remarks neither fair nor "manly," and in an

interview with Russell on the day following the speech, he frankly

expressed his regret that the Foreign Secretary had not done

him the favor of checking his facts before making a Parliamentary
statement. His letter, Adams explained, had in no sense been a

"license," nor did it have reference to a British ship but rather to

the property of American nationals. He had always supposed that

it was the duty of a Minister to aid his fellow countrymen in just

such times of emergency. Russell, having already put himself right
with the country by his "firm" Parliamentary stand, now tried, in the

best political tradition, to put himself right with his antagonist as

well. The newspapers, he said, had not reported his remarks accu-

rately. He had merely referred to a ship, not a British ship. Even so,

Adams said, the statement had been inaccurate. His letter had

been meant only to cover private property and had never referred

to a ship at all. Well, Russell answered, as a matter of fact he

wasn't even sure that he had mentioned a ship either. Dropping
this line, Adams next questioned him as to his use of the term

"unwarrantable." Here Russell fell back, as he so often did, on

the authority of the law officers of the Crown. They had earlier

taken the matter under advisement, he said, and had reported that

Adams' action had indeed been unjustifiable. In reply to this,

Adams could only caustically inquire if the law officers themselves

had been in possession of all the facts. Apparently embarrassed,
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Russell promised that he would convey Adams' account of the

Incident to Lord Palmerston, who might make whatever use he

would of the evidence in any further debate on the subject in

Parliament. Convinced as he was of Palmerston's animus, Adams
found cold comfort in this gesture. It was clear, he felt, that Russell

was conscious of his error, but not magnanimous enough to correct

it himself in public.
27

Nothing more was heard of the matter until three days later.

At that point a statement appeared in the Times that all difficulties

had been smoothed over as a result of an admission on Adams'

part that he had acted on imperfect information and with undue

haste. The Times article concluded with a number of elaborate

compliments to him on his previous performance of duty. It

was clear to Adams that an attempt was again being made to placate
both sides simultaneously. National pride was to be assuaged by the

intimation that the American Minister had made the necessary

concessions, and Adams was to be pacified by an appeal to his vanity

through personal compliments. Adams looked on the maneuver as

transparent and contemptible, but, since the Times announcement

was not official, he decided to swallow his indignation and pass it

over. He did not wish to magnify the issue further, for its ramifica-

tions had already spread beyond England. Dayton reported to

him that Drouyn de Lhuys had taken great exception to the

letter since Adams' reference to the Zerman-Howell enterprise as

"creditable" was thought to bestow gratuitous encouragement and

approval on the Mexican struggle against France.28 Given the

French attitude and the current crisis with England over its neutral

obligations, Adams thought it best to allow the Times article to

stand as the accepted conclusion to the incident, but he did tell

Russell that he expected him to make some correction in Parliament

for his previous misrepresentations. A few weeks later Russell

finally issued a corrective statement, though in Adams* opinion it

failed to deal fully with the previous points of error.29

The last chapter in the incident came with official communication

on the matter between the governments involved. Both France and

England formally protested Adams' action, and in response Seward

disavowed his letter and apologized for its issuance. There was
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no feasible alternative open to the Secretary of State, and Adams

realized it, though he objected to the fact that Seward accepted as

reasonable the unfriendly construction which France had put on

his letter and which he claimed was an absurd misinterpretation.

Seward assured Adams in a separate dispatch that the incident

had not in any way shaken the confidence of the President in his

ability and prudence.
30

Yet the incident had not been a creditable one for Adams. Tech-

nically he had had a perfect right to issue the letter to Zerman and

Howell, and he was justified in protesting the false interpretation

placed on his actions by Russell and the British public at large.

It is also true that he never expected the letter to see publication.

But he did know that at the very least it would be seen by the

underwriters at Lloyd's, and he should have recognized that there

was a possibility that through them its contents might become

widely known. He should have taken the precaution of limit-

ing his letter to a perfunctory and specific statement of purpose.

Instead he used the opportunity to express a variety of "undiplo-

matic" sentiments, and he employed language calculated to rouse

the ire of both powerful private interests and their national govern-

ments. In sum, the incident must stand as the single significant

example of imprudence in a mission remarkable for restraint and

tact.

After the seizure of the Alexandra, the feeling grew that the

Ministry would no longer tolerate the departure of war vessels for

the Confederacy. The immediate danger point in this regard con-

tinued to be the two iron rams approaching completion by the

Lairds. It was known that they would be ready for launching some-

time around the middle of August, but it seemed unlikely that the

government would allow them to set forth. Grant's successes on the

Mississippi, an explosive situation in Poland, and the decline of

distress in the manufacturing districts all weighed against the

chances of the Ministry risking rupture with America.31 John

Bigelow, the American consul in Paris, who in April had been

predicting war between the two countries, decided in May that the

danger had passed.
52 But Adams himself was not so sure. He had
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little confidence in the ability of the Ministry to resist popular

opinion, which continued to reflect all the changing fortunes and

unexpected developments of war.

It was clear to Adams by the middle of June that the time had

arrived when Ministerial sentiments regarding the ironclads would

have to be tested. William Evarts, who had been appointed as a

legal adviser to help Adams in proceedings against vessels being
outfitted for the Confederates,33 agreed that pressure must now be

applied to retain the Laird rams. Yet Adams was worried, for he

felt that if the British government failed to act, it might well be

impossible to prevent war between the two countries. The cabinet,

"feeble and vacillating," would be moved, he felt, only by a clear

demonstration of Northern power, and the military situation

remained uninspiring.
Further cause for depression came at this time as a result

of a turn in the Alexandra case. Chief Baron Pollack, who presided
at the trial before the Court of Exchequer, charged the jury in such

a way that a verdict was rendered against the government's seizure.34

This meant in effect that no law existed in England sufficient to

restrain Confederate shipbuilding activities. The government at

once appealed the verdict, which gave hope of its sincerity in the

matter, but it would be several months before the appeal could be

heard.

In the meantime, still other developments were combining to

produce alarm and anxiety. Authoritative information reached

Adams that Napoleon III was again planning to suggest mediation

to the British government,
35 and within England itself rumblings

towards recognition had once more begun. John Arthur Roebuck,
a passionate Southern sympathizer in Parliament, decided in June
that the time was ripe for another attempt at recognition of the

Confederacy. He and Lindsay conferred with Napoleon and re-

ceived assurances that France was willing to cooperate. Yet the

Roebuck motion never amounted to a serious threat. Roebuck

presented his case in Parliament so unskillfully that he exposed
both himself and his cause to ridicule. He complicated the question
of recognition with a number of side issues, involving questions of

veracity between himself, the Ministry and the Emperor, which
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proved embarrassing and compromising. Roebuck's blunders made
it impossible for many who were sympathetic to the Southern cause

to support him, and the matter ended in a withdrawal of the

motion. The net result was of more benefit than injury to the

North, for it helped to discredit the interventionist party.
36 As it

turned out, the Roebuck motion was the last significant Parliamen-

tary move for mediation or recognition of the Confederacy.
Further good news came at the end of July when word was

received that Vicksburg had fallen to Grant and that Lee had been
checked at Gettysburg. The British press received the information

with incredulity and not a little disappointment, but it was widely

agreed that any question of intervention was now clearly at an end.37

But the dangerous problem of the Laird rams still remained.

Adams feared that if the Ministry did not act in the case, America
would adopt retaliatory measures, such as privateering, which might
well lead to hostilities. In a belligerent dispatch dated the nth
of July, Seward bluntly stated that unless some amendment to the

Foreign Enlistment Act was forthcoming to circumvent the Alex-

andra decision, the United States would be left with no alternative

but to protect herself, even to the extent of employing privateers
to follow ships into British ports and destroy them there.38 Since

he had anticipated these instructions when he warned Russell of the

serious consequences which might follow inaction, Adams took

advantage of the discretionary power given him by Seward,.

to withhold the note.39 But although he disapproved of bludg-

eoning tactics, Adams did continue to present Russell with evi-

dence of the destination of the rams and he leaned to the belief

that despite wavering and hesitation, the government would seize

the vessels.40 The situation, however, remained in doubt, though
Adams was sufficiently at ease to take a vacation trip with the

family to Scotland for the entire month of August.
41

When he returned on the 3rd of September he decided that it

was necessary to restate the case vigorously to Russell. The rams
were now nearing completion and it began to appear that after all,

the Ministry would not adopt an active policy to prevent their

departure.
In the note which Adams sent off to Russell on the $rd of Sep-

tember he reiterated that the evidence clearly showed the rams
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were to be devoted "to the object of carrying on war against the

United States," and that their departure therefore would necessarily

lead to grave results. In an oblique reference to Seward's unpre-
sented dispatch of July n, Adams let Russell know that he had in

fact "fallen short in expressing the earnestness" with which he had

been directed to describe the serious consequences likely to follow.42

The following afternoon, the 4th of September, Adams received

a note from Russell, dated the ist of September, in which His

Lordship declared that the government had not found the necessary

legal evidence to warrant interference with the sailing of the rams. 43

Adams was deeply distressed. The Ministry's decision seemed so

final as to put an end to further discussion, and he feared a collision

was now unavoidable.44 He must do nothing, he felt, to accelerate

it, and yet it was his clear duty to maintain the honor of his

country with proper spirit. He decided, therefore, that another

note was necessary. The ensuing dispatch of September 5 was

the one later famed for containing the remark: "It would be

superfluous in me to point out to your lordship that this is war/'

Adams' aim in writing so strongly was first of all to state the case

in a way which would exonerate his country before the bar of world

opinion. It was with this in mind that he sternly informed Russell

that, with the sailing of the rams, Britain could no longer claim

to be neutral; in opening her kingdom to the free activity of the

Confederates, she would herself take on the character of a par-

ticipating belligerent. Her conduct, in short, would become tanta-

mount to that of a nation engaged in war. The United States, in

turn, could not be expected tamely to submit "to a continuance of

relations so utterly deficient in reciprocity."
45 Of course Adams

did not want war with Britain, however justifiable he thought the

circumstances; and a second purpose of his note to Russell was to

gain sufficient time to allow for a reconsideration.4e With this in

mind, he declared that he would have to suspend discussion until

he could receive further instructions from home; his hope was that

the ensuing delay might give time for second thoughts. Thus,

Adams' note was not so much a threat of war as in part a melancholy
declaration that it already all but existed, and in part a desperate
device for avoiding it.

Adams had no sooner sent his note off when he received one from
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Russell dated September 4, in reply to his own communication of

the grd. Much to his surprise Russell therein informed him that

the matter of the ironclads was still "under the serious and anxious

consideration of Her Majesty's Government." 47 Here was a new
and unexpected glimmer of hope. Perhaps after all, despite what

Russell had written on the ist of September, the Ministry had not

closed its mind to the possibility of detention.

In fact Russell had already decided to stop the rams. From the

middle of August he had been in constant communication on the

subject with Austen Henry Layard, Undersecretary of State for

Foreign Affairs, and the two had been actively searching for a legal

device by which they could detain the vessels.48 The crucial prob-
lem was to procure sufficiently concrete evidence to prove, under

the Foreign Enlistment Act, that the rams were indeed destined

for the use of the Confederates. It had been claimed that the

ships were being built for the Viceroy of Egypt through the agency
of a Frenchman named Bravay. Russell and Layard were never

really taken in by this deception, but they had difficulty procuring
evidence to disprove it. By the ist of September Russell had decided

that if they could find any evidence whatever to show that the

vessels were intended for the Confederates, they need not wait

upon a formal opinion from the law officers. The vessels could

be detained for further inquiry, and if that produced no certain

grounds for a prosecution and they were compelled to release

them, the Americans would at least be satisfied that they had

done their best.49 On the 2nd of September, however, Layard

reported to Russell that Roundell Palmer, the Solicitor General,

had told him that the government had no power whatever under

the law to stop the ironclads, since there was no evidence susceptible

of proof in a court of law that they were intended for the Con-

federacy. Palmer agreed that the strongest suspicion existed that

the rams might eventually be handed over to the Confederates, but

in his opinion the stopping of the vessels had to be done, if done at

all, as an act ol policy, not of law. If Russell determined to act,

Palmer suggested, the best course would be to direct the custom

house officials to detain the rams at Liverpool until sufficient

evidence could be furnished as to their destination.50 This opinion
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supported Russell's own previously conceived determination,

though he naturally regretted that evidence could not be pro-

cured for detaining on legal grounds. On the grd of September
he finally sent positive instructions to Layard to prevent the vessels

from leaving port, for only thus, he concluded, could the law be

tested and "a great scandal" prevented.
51 Russell immediately

informed Palmerston of his action, and the Prime Minister ap-

proved, even though he felt that the government would have diffi-

culty justifying the seizure in a court of law and might end by

having to free the vessels and pay damages.
52

In thus acting upon imperfect evidence and before receiving the

opinion of the law officers, Russell risked both a legal rebuff and

political embarrassment. In doing so, he forcefully demonstrated

the anxiety of the British government to strain its power in order

to maintain the peace. There is no evidence that Russell arrived at

this decision as a direct result of the pressures exerted by Adams.

No doubt the weight of evidence Adams had presented over the

preceding months, as well as his repeated warnings of the seriousness

of the crisis, had had their cumulative effect, but Russell himself

had been disposed to detain the rams and had been busily engaged

in finding a way of doing so, long before the receipt of Adams'

notes of September grd and 5th. The final decision to seize the

ironclads was certainly taken before the receipt of Adams' famous

"this is war" dispatch, and probably even before the arrival of the

earlier note of September grd, though in the later case it is not

possible to know whether Layard, who gave the order to detain

on the 3rd, had received Adams' note of the same date prior to

taking action. In any case, there is not the slightest mention in

Layard's correspondence with Russell nor is there any evidence

to be found elsewhere that Adams' note of the 3rd had played

any crucial part in bringing about the decision of that day to detain.

The steady pressure which Adams had exerted over a period of

months may indeed have been an important factor in bringing the

British government to the point where it recognized the need for

positive action. But no specific note of his can be credited with

precipitating a decision in the dramatic way that has sometimes

been described.
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The problem of the rams was not actually disposed of in a legal

sense until mid-October. Until that time there were occasional

flurries of suspicion and alarm that they might yet be allowed to

depart. During this period of uncertainty the sharp exchange of

notes between Adams and Russell continued, Russell expressing

particularly strong resentment over the tone Adams had earlier

employed.
53 Adams, on his part, persisted in trying to hold Russell

to a policy of detention, while at the same time doing what he

could to soften the effects of his previous communiques.
54 In mid-

September the law officers gave their confidential opinion that the

government had had no lawful ground for detaining the ironclads.

In order to avoid an embarrassing legal fight, the Ministry finally

circumvented the whole question through an outright purchase of

the vessels for the use of the government.
55
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A Relaxation in Tensions

WITH THE problem of the Laird rams resolved, Adams' position
became far more comfortable. For the remainder of the war, in fact,

there were no further diplomatic controversies of any serious dimen-

sions. This does not mean that all difficulties were resolved, or that

there was a sudden revolution in British opinion. Many Englishmen
continued to insist that reunion was impossible and the war futile,

but after the fall of 1863, there was far lesl inclination to meddle
in the quarrel. For one thing, the whole question of America had

by then become, as Henry Adams put it, so "old and familiar" as

to be "a bore and a nuisance/' while some of the persistent problems,
such as the cotton supply, had been muted by time. 1 Moreover,

there were no startling Confederate military successes sufficient to

rally pro-Southern sentiment and create an opening to renew

agitation for recognition.
2

Finally, developments on the interna-

tional scene increasingly absorbed British attention and served to

push the American question into the background.
3 Adams had far

less cause than earlier to be either apprehensive or argumentative.
Most of the diplomatic labor which did remain continued to

center on the issues arising from British violations of neutrality.

Even in this area protest and accusation had become chronic, and,

fortunately, no single important incident again occurred to drama-

tize and focus resentment. Yet throughout the war, grounds for

complaint and irritation did exist. Basically, there remained the

problem of the use of British territory as a base for supplying the

Confederacy. Certain specific grievances in this regard tended to gain

315
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prominence: a regular office existed in Liverpool for enlisting and

paying British subjects in the service of the Confederacy; vessels

owned by the South sailed under the British flag to avoid condemna-

tion if captured, and Confederate vessels were received in British

ports with a hospitality in excess of the strict requirements of the

law.4

Adams maintained steady pressure on the British government
to rectify these abuses, but the Ministry took no positive action until

almost the end of the war, and even then only the merest gesture

was made. The forced retreat of the government from a legal fight

in the case of the ironclads did make it clear that the Foreign En-

listment Act was inadequate for its purposes, and there was periodic

agitation in the cabinet from that point on to revise it. All such

attempts, however, foundered on a reluctance to "truckle" to Yankee

dictation, and on the fear that the hostility of both the public
and Parliament would preclude any change strong enough to have

practical effect.5 Only in February, 1865, when the war was drawing
to a close, did the cabinet take positive steps of any kind, and then

it was not to revise its Enlistment Act, but to make a representation

to Richmond demanding that the various attempts to carry on war

from British soil be abandoned. Adams welcomed this move as a

belated confession of past offenses, but he considered it a desperation
measure to which the Ministry had been driven by the realization

that it could neither appeal to the courts for enforcement of the

Foreign Enlistment Act, nor to Parliament for the passage of a

more effective law. Privately Adams tended to put the respon-

sibility for Britain's failure to fulfill her neutral obligations on the

Ministry's lack of strength in the Commons rather than on the

government's unwillingness to do its duty. Yet to recognize the

probable impotence of the Ministry did not, in Adams' eyes, absolve

England from responsibility. If the Commons and the courts

were bent on negating efforts at enforcement, then the country

represented by those institutions was bound to make good the

damage which resulted.6

A new source of irritation developed in 1864 when Confederate

agents began organizing an increasing number of raids from Can-

ada7 into the northern United States. The most notorious such
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incident was the shooting up and pillaging of the village of St.

Albans, Vermont, in October, 1864, followed by the release of the

leaders of the raid by a Canadian peace magistrate. Angered at

these developments, Seward instructed Adams to give notice of

the abrogation of the Rush-Bagot arms limitation agreement of

1817, and to inform the British government that after the expira-
tion date the United States would deem itself at liberty to increase

naval armaments on the Great Lakes should the condition of

affairs require it.8 This threat, in fact, was never carried out.

The Canadian authorities, under strong instructions from the

home government, and in combination with adverse sentiment in

Canada regarding the Confederate abuse of hospitality, became
more watchful and diligent and raids upon the frontier ceased.9

The prompt British action in this instance resulted as much
from fear for the safety of Canada as from a sense of justice to the

United States. The impression had been growing in London that

reunion between the states would be the signal for an advance

upon Canada, and Confederate agents in England had busily spread
the rumor that the abrogation of existing treaty engagements was

meant to be the first step in that direction.10 Adams, backed up by
Seward's positive disclaimers, did what he could to ridicule the

notion, but uneasiness for the safety of Canada continued in Eng-
land.11

Clearly the successful weathering of the ironclad crisis did not

mark the end of all complications between the two governments.
But despite- the continuation of problems, it remains true that

after the rams had been detained, difficulties never again readied

the point of seriously endangering the peace.

The most interesting diplomatic negotiation in which Adams
became involved in the closing period of the war was over a domestic

rather than an international issue.

In the early days of the new year, 1864, Mr. John Scott Russell,

an English salesman for the Armstrong gun factory who had had

previous business dealings with Adams, came to see him with an

intriguing' proposal. He claimed to be in a position to know the

views of the Confederate leaders in Richmond, and told Adams
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that he was convinced an opportunity now existed to make peace.
He wished to know if the American Minister would cooperate in the

attempt. Adams, taken by surprise at these overtures, was at once of

several minds about them. It seemed curious to him that if the Con-

federates were really anxious to discuss terms, they would choose such

a devious way of proceeding. He also feared that the whole ma-

neuver might merely be a trick to operate on the coming election

agitation over a negotiation could divide the North into factions

and promote the success of a candidate disposed to yield more to

the South than she might otherwise obtain. He particularly feared

that if a popular move towards restoration of the Union was once

set in motion it might prove difficult to secure emancipation, which

was, after all, "the great object of the war." But short of sacrificing

this goal, Adams longed for an end to the fighting, and was there-

fore attracted by any reasonable hope of peace.
Thus when Mr. Russell broached his plan, Adams, though

cautious, listened to it attentively. He raised certain basic points
which were bound to come up in any negotiation for terms, and

was particularly encouraged by the assurances Russell seemed willing
to give on the slavery question. The Englishman thought immedi-

ate emancipation impracticable and inexpedient, but said he was

prepared to suggest that after a specified day all children should be

free at birth. Despite his own interest in these proposals, Adams
warned Russell that he could not say whether his government
would even consider negotiations, and he should have to begin

by sounding them out on that point. Russell told him that if

principles could be agreed upon he would take the responsibility

of sending a special messenger to Richmond. He hoped an armi-

stice might then follow, during which details for a pacification could

be arranged.
12

The response from Washington was not favorable. Seward did

not absolutely reject the overtures out of hand, but he was decidedly
unenthusiastic.13 But Mr. Russell refused to be discouraged, even

though Adams told him that the first step would now have to be

taken by him, that specific proposals would have to be committed

to paper, and that some assurances would have to be given of the

authority of the parties behind him.
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Shortly after, Russell brought Adams a set of propositions which

repudiated the Southern debt, and provided for gradual, compen-
sated emancipation. Russell further told him that Thomas Yeat-

man, a wealthy Southerner who had married a Northern woman
and settled for a time in Massachusetts, was ready to start at once

for Richmond with the terms. It seemed to Adams that if carried

out in good faith, these proposals contained all that was necessary

for a full restoration. But he still had grave doubts as to the nego-

tiators' authority, even though Russell told him that Yeatman was

a confidential friend of Jefferson Davis and that all the leading

Southern men in Europe, including Slidell and Mason, had given
their sanction to Yeatman's mission. 14 Adams was skeptical, until

Russell told him a few days later that Jefferson Davis had been

informed of the propositions and had written Yeatman that he

had no insuperable objections to them. Furthermore, Davis had

promised Yeatman a full hearing both at Richmond and in the

several Southern states. 15 On hearing this, Adams began for the

first time to take the whole move seriously.

It still remained necessary to arrange channels of communication,

for it was obvious that the two governments could not enter into

direct negotiation. Adams suggested as a possible medium Judge

Wayne of the Supreme Court, a Southerner who had stayed with

the Union, and Russell accepted this proposal. It was then decided

that Yeatman would leave at once for Richmond, seeing no one on

his way, though a young friend of his would call on Judge Wayne
to seek his services. Seward, when notified of these arrangements,

assented to Wayne's selection, but expressed doubt as to Yeatman's

authority, and made it clear that he would go no further than

passively to await propositions which might be made to him.16

With the channels of communication established, Adams' share in

the negotiation was over, and he sat back to await results.

The news soon came that the project had not succeeded. Yeatman

sent word by the middle of May that he had been unable to carry

out his mission. After receiving details, Adams concluded that the

responsibility for the failure was largely Yeatman's own; he had

deviated from the original plan to proceed directly to Richmond

so that he could clearly establish his support by the Confeder-
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ate leaders before making overtures to Washington. Instead

Yeatman had gone to Philadelphia where he wrote directly to

Seward and Judge Wayne. This was both indiscreet and precipitate
and the federal government thereupon ordered his departure
within six days.

17 Yeatman felt that he had been treated harshly
and abruptly and, in part, Adams agreed with him. Despite the

Southerner's mistakes, Adams felt that Yeatman had been honest

in his intentions and he regretted that the government had appar-

ently not even made an effort to discover the extent of his author-

ity.
18 In any case it was clear that Yeatman's usefulness was at an

end. Russell proposed sending him back to Richmond for a second

try, but Adams declined to proceed further.

The comparative calm in diplomatic relations during the last

year and a half of the war meant a considerable relaxation in ten-

sion for Adams. His efforts in helping to keep the peace during
the first trying years of the war had become widely recognized by
this time, and he was frequently complimented, even in Parliament,

on his services. Now that his duties were lighter he also allowed

himself more vacation time. In October, 1863, he took a house for

two months at the fashionable seaside resort of St. Leonards, where

he joined his family during the week and returned to London on

weekends to attend to the diminishing volume of embassy business.

In August of 1864 he toured Wales with the family, and from

September to December of that year took a house in Ealing, where

he had lived as a boy fifty years before.

This increased leisure intensified rather than decreased Adams'

desire to leave England. As long as he had felt that he was needed

at his post, he had accepted his duty with resignation. Now, when
his services were obviously no longer indispensable, he saw little

reason for continuing a life which he found distasteful. He had

begun to worry, moreover, about the effect of the prolonged stay

on his children. His daughter Mary had been sickly of late and

the doctors blamed her poor health on the English climate; Brooks

faced the problem of his future schooling, and Henry was not doing
as well as he might for himself by remaining on as his father's

secretary. Yet, at the same time, Adams feared that returning to
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the United States might bring difficulties of its own, by forcing him
into the whirl of domestic politics. As early as 1862 he had been

nominated by a "People's Convention" in Massachusetts to oppose
Sumner for re-election to the Senate, but not wishing "to nurse

domestic strife," he had instructed his son to withdraw his name.

He opposed Sumner's Radical policies, but he did not feel, in 1862,

that their differences were great enough to warrant division. As

time passed, however, Adams had become increasingly disaffected

from the Radical program for reconstruction. The idea that the

rebellion had been one of states, and that the state governments
could therefore be punished, seemed to him both to justify the

theory of secession and, by breeding an unhealthy centralization of

power, to threaten the basic political structure of the country. More-

over, despite his sympathy with the condition of the Negro people,
Adams thought it would be "suicide" to make Negro suffrage an

issue in the face of antagonistic popular feeling.
19 All in all, it

seemed clear to him that if he returned home he would be thrown

into opposition to the dominant party, and embroiled once more
in the kind of political warfare he so detested.

Another distasteful possibility was that he might be called to a

cabinet post. Throughout his stay in London he had been re-

peatedly mentioned for either the Treasury or State Departments,
and in 1864 the rumor even sprang up that he was to be substituted

for Lincoln as the Republican presidential nominee. He coveted

none of these offices. His aim in going home was to return to

private life, and he wondered whether he would not actually prefer

to remain in London if the alternative was merely a transfer to

Washington.
20

Nonetheless, he did decide at the end of November* 1864, to ask

Seward about the possibility of being relieved in the spring. He
made it clear, however, that he did not wish to shrink from public
service or to embarrass the President by any hasty act. His delicacy

and consideration were not answered in kind. Seward responded
to Adams' request with a noncommittal note promising that he

would inform him shortly of the President's decision. But in fact

he delayed for four months, finally driving Adams, in considerable

anger, to demand the courtesy of a positive reply.
21 Events, how-
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ever, decided the matter for him. Seward's delay postponed the

decision until the circumstances of Lincoln's assassination and
the Secretary's own serious injury swept such considerations out

of sight.

At the end of April, 1865, word was received in London of Lee's sur-

render. "Thanks be to God," Adams wrote in his diary, that "this de-

plorable war seems to have come to an end and the Union is not

destroyed and emancipation is undoubtedly attained." 22
Only three

days later, a telegram was received announcing Lincoln's assassina-

tion and the attempt on Seward's life. Adams was horrified at the

news. Despite all his past criticism of Lincoln he thought the

President had frequently risen above his own limitations, and he

considered the loss to the country irreparable.
23 Yet he did not fear

Johnson whom he remembered for his "honest and brave course"

during the winter of secession. The possibility of the loss of Seward,

however, filled him with dread. In Adams' opinion, the Secretary
of State was far more indispensable than Lincoln, for he felt that

Seward had been the real guiding hand behind the administration

throughout the war.

Lincoln's death led to a strong outpouring of sympathy in Eng-
land towards America. John Bright wrote Sumner that grief was

so universal that it seemed "as if again we were one nation with

you," and Earl Russell said that the event had brought out the

real feeling of the British nation.24

This rush of good will, along with the closing of the war, meant
that the period of trial for Adams was over. Yet a prolonged
residence in England continued to hold little charm for him.

"We now sail here," he wrote to Palfrey, "on a summer's sea.

But I don't like it the better for all that. Before, it seemed

to me as if I might be of some use. Now I have no such

flattering idea to compensate me." 25 On the 2nd of June Earl

Russell issued instructions to the Admiralty recognizing that

the war had ended and refusing to receive any more Confed-

erate vessels in British ports. Thus no questions were left between

the two governments other than the one of damages for wartime

claims. Adams felt that argument here was pretty well exhausted,
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so that there seemed no area of responsibility or labor remaining.

He again thought of taking up the question of his retirement, but

word reached him that he was being considered for Seward's posi-

tion if the Secretary failed to rally from his wounds, and under

these circumstances Adams thought it would be improper to vacate

his post.
26 In the middle of June he was told that President John-

son was willing to grant him a temporary leave of absence, but

Adams decided instead to bow to the President's apparent wish that

he stay on, though he determined to urge again in the spring that

he be relieved.27 He was, however, much depressed in spirits. His

duties were now confined almost solely to the distasteful routine

of giving audiences to the flood of Americans anxious to return to

the United States. And the thought of prolonging his absence from

home disturbed him because it was against the interest of both his

children and his property.

By September the question of claims for damages again came

into prominence and the renewed activity gave Adams some relief

from his restlessness and discontent.

Shortly after the close of the war, on the 20th of May, 1865,

Adams had presented a long, able note to Russell, rehearsing

American grievances against England and holding her respon-

sible for damages. In a belated reply three months later, Rus-

sell peremptorily declined to make reparation for these "Alabama

claims" or to refer the question to arbitration.28 Yet he in-

dulged in "professions of good-will and compliment," and sug-

gested the appointment of a joint commission to consider "all

claims arising during the late Civil war . . . which the two powers
shall agree to refer/' 29 Adams was suspicious of this ambiguous

proposal from the start, but he dutifully reported it to his govern-

ment. Much to his surprise, he soon after found his correspondence

with Russell over the claims published in a supplement of the

London Gazette for the loth of October. He was mystified as to

the motive for publication, but waited curiously to see the public

reaction.30 The English newspapers at once began to debate the

case. The majority of them defended Russell's conduct during the

war as consistent with the law of the land as it had been understood
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and interpreted, though the suggestion was also widely made that

the time might now have come to change the law in order to define

more exactly the duties of neutrality.
31

For a while it remained unclear what claims Russell had in mind
when he suggested reference to a joint commission. In what seemed

like a significant interpretation, the Times at first construed the

proposition as embracing all the American claims. But it soon

became clear that this was an error, for when Russell clarified his

offer, he stated positively that he would not allow the Alabama
claims to be referred, thereby confining the commission largely to

a consideration of claims advanced by Britain. "Wonderful liberal-

ity!" commented Adams.32

At this point in the dispute Lord Palmerston died. Adams duti-

fully attended his funeral, but was unregenerate in his attitude

towards the Prime Minister. Seward perhaps did the British

statesman greater justice when he pointed out to Adams that

although the Palmerston administration had never shown sympathy
for the United States during the war, there were critical periods
when public opinion would have sustained the Prime Minister in

adopting an even more belligerent and hostile attitude. By resist-

ing this temptation, Palmerston, in Seward's opinion, probably

prevented the civil war from becoming an international one.33

On Palmerston's death Russell was elevated to the Prime Min-

ister's office and Lord Clarendon replaced him as head of the

Foreign Office. Adams was quick to note the great contrast between

Russell and Clarendon: where Russell had been stiff and con-

strained, Clarendon was easy and informal. Yet the Minister was

not sure he welcomed the change, for Russell, he felt, had done

his best to be civil and even kind to him, and although Clarendon

was outwardly more pleasant, he might turn out to be less "true."34

Despite the juggling of offices, the controversy over the claims

went on. Given the publicity which the correspondence had re-

ceived, Adams was anxious to sustain his part of it. It was of

crucial importance, he felt, to prevent Britain from having the

best of both positions to keep her "from denying the principle
of indemnity when a neutral, and claiming it when a belligerent."

35

He was not sure that it was to the future benefit of America to win
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its case, for though the present loss to innocent parties would

certainly be regrettable, the invalidation of claims to indemnity

might make America's future role as a neutral easier. He pointed
out to Clarendon that it was not his intention to affirm that a

neutral power was "absolutely responsible for the injurious conse-

quences of any and every violation of neutrality that may originate
within its territorial limits," but he did insist that a neutral was

responsible for those injuries resulting from its failure to exercise

at least all the means within its power for prevention. It was

within this definition, he felt, that Britain was liable for damages.
36

By this time Adams had received word from Seward that Russell's

truncated proposal for a joint commission was unacceptable. Since

the American government considered its own claims just and reason-

able, he wrote Adams, Russell's one-way proposition was inadmis-

sible and therefore "respectfully declined." 37 Adams communicated

this news to Clarendon at the end of November. In response the

Foreign Secretary reaffirmed his belief that Britain had honorably

discharged its neutral obligations, but closed the controversy for

the time being on the ground that it might become acrimonious.38

Soon after, however, in a private conference, Clarendon suggested
to Adams that "bygones should be bygones," and that both nations

should get together to fix those points in international law which

might prove vague and troublesome in the future. He asked whether

Adams thought his government would entertain the idea of a joint

conference for that purpose. Adams thought this an unpromising

way of renewing communications, but he recognized the gesture as

a symptom of uneasiness on the part of the British government
over Earl Russell's previously abrupt manner of handling the claims,

and inferred that Clarendon intended going beyond Russell's posi-

tion if he could do so tactfully. It was in this hope that Adams

agreed to send the suggestion privately to Seward. There was at

least a possibility that some informal soundings might result which

would not officially commit either party but which could lead to

some common ground for negotiation. But he warned Clarendon

that if the proposal were made officially, it would be doomed from

the outset.39

Despite this warning, after Adams had privately informed Seward
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of Clarendon's suggestion, he was annoyed to discover several weeks

later that Clarendon had instructed Sir Frederick Bruce, the British

ambassador in Washington, to present the plan formally. The lan-

guage of Clarendon's note, moreover, made it clear that the British

government had no intention of making new concessions on the ques-
tion of damages. The Foreign Secretary seemed bent on inviting a

formal rejection from Seward, which would block the possibility of

reconciliation more completely than ever. His motive, Adams

thought, was to modify Russell's earlier intransigent position, while

at the same time throwing on the Americans the odium of declin-

ing.
40 Seward, as expected, confidentially informed Adams that the

government declined entering into any negotiation for future regula-

tion of International law so long as existing American claims were

denied and their impartial arbitration refused.41 Adams informed

Clarendon of SewarcTs position informally in order to prevent "an

open issue, which would leave no outlet hereafter without an ap-

pearance of concession." 42 This brought to an end any discussion

of the claims with the Russell-Clarendon ministry. It seemed clear

to Adams that there was no longer any chance of settling the dispute

until the opposition party came into power. They would not be

committed to the early policies of Russell and Palmerston and

might therefore prove more flexible in negotiation.

No sooner had the question of damages been put aside, however,,

than another problem arose. The new difficulty sprang from the

activities of the Fenians, a group working on both sides of the

Atlantic for the independence of Ireland. The British made fre-

quent arrests in Ireland of persons suspected to be in sympathy
with the Fenian movement, and among those imprisoned were

many American citizens. It became Adams' duty, in cooperation

with W, B. West, the American consul in Dublin, to investigate

the charges against the American prisoners and to secure their

release when the situation warranted. But the job was fraught with

difficulties. At first the British authorities in Dublin refused to assign

specific reasons for arrests. Moreover, the British government did

not recognize the right of a native-born subject of the British realm

to transfer his allegiance to another country, and therefore con-

tinued to deal with naturalized Irish-Americans as if they were still
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subjects of the Queen. The United States claimed the right for

her consuls to visit and lend good offices to all Americans under

arrest, and objected to the fact that, while Britain granted these

privileges for native-born citizens, she denied them to those who
had been naturalized; the United States did not feel that it could

agree to an abridgment of the rights of any of its citizens.43 Adams
made it clear to Clarendon, however, that he would confine his

representations to those prisoners who could prove American citi-

zenship and who it was thought had been imprisoned on feeble

evidence or mere suspicion. He would not claim the release of

American citizens who clearly had been implicated in designs to

overthrow the established law of Great Britain.44

The British government eventually adopted a more conciliatory
and cooperative attitude, and by May, Adams was able to report
to Seward that persons in whose behalf he had made representations
were steadily being released on condition that they depart from
the realm. But some of the imprisoned Irish-Americans, anxious to

produce a collision between the two governments, refused all pro-

posals to liberate them conditionally. This attitude irritated Adams,

especially since he was convinced that most of the men really
deserved punishment.

45 He was further angered by the reaction at

home to his efforts in behalf of the Fenians. Various Irish groups
in America denounced Adams for what they insisted was his neglect
of the prisoners. Public meetings protesting his conduct were held,

and in Congress an Irish representative demanded an investigation
of Adams' performance with a view to removing him from office.

"Have men gone mad in America?" Adams wrote plaintively in

his diary. He was confident that he had done all in his power "to

save the victims of their foolish attempts from the consequence
of their madness/' and he was angered at what he considered to be

the pandering of demagogues to Irish passions at his expense.
4* But,

uncomfortable as it was, the problem of the Fenians proved a

continuing one. Right up to his departure from England in 1868,

Adams was occupied in pleading their cases and bearing their

abuse.

The claims problem likewise had a long life. After the termina-

tion of discussion by Clarendon in December of 1865, the topic
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lay dormant for a while. But in July, 1866, the Tories came into

power and negotiations entered a new phase. In his very first

interview with Adams, Lord Stanley, the new Minister of Foreign

Affairs, assured him of his desire for friendly relations between the

two countries and implied that past misunderstanding had largely

been created by "indiscreet and ignorant" speakers in Parliament

and "the folly of some of the leading presses."
47 But when Adams,

as directed by Seward, broached the subject of reopening the claims

question, Lord Stanley seemed taken by surprise and was re-

luctant to commit himself to an opinion. He pleaded his un-

familiarity with the state of negotiations and the views of his

fellow cabinet members, though he did suggest that after Parliament

reconvened he might be able to speak more authoritatively. Adams'

impression was that the new Ministry stood on too feeble a Parlia-

mentary or popular basis to hazard such a difficult experiment.

Seward, however, directed Adams to persist, and to suggest in as

conciliatory a manner as possible that a settlement of the claims

was necessary to any re-establishment of entirely friendly relations.

Seward expressed his readiness, in turn, to consider any claims of

Great Britain, whether relating to boundaries, commerce or judicial

regulation.
48 Adams felt that in pursuing the claims, Seward was

aiming mostly for domestic effect and had little real hope of any

positive result in England. But, as directed, he presented a long

note on the subject to Stanley, who replied by again pleading for

time. The whole matter, Stanley said, was too important for him to

assay on his own responsibility, and since the cabinet was scattered,

action would have to be postponed. His attitude, however, was

friendly and informal, and Adams concluded that Stanley himself

was inclined to some form of negotiation.
49

For the next few months the issue hung fire. Adams left on a trip

to Germany with his family, where, as always, he employed his time

"profitably," spending much of ij;,in the art galleries, making volumi-

nous notes on his observations.50 By the time he returned home,

in November, there had already been a number of intimations that

the Ministry was contemplating some new step in the question

of the claims.51 In December the break finally came when Lord

Stanley conceded that negotiations might be reopened, and sug-
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gested arbitration. Stanley was careful, however, to exclude from

consideration the Proclamation of Neutrality, which had conceded

belligerent rights to the Confederacy. His government's action

in that instance, he felt, could not be passed on by a third

party without compromising Britain's sovereign powers and national

honor.52

Seward's answer to Stanley's proposal was not at all conciliatory.

He took lengthy issue with him on a number of subsidiary points

and concluded by insisting that although the United States "would

not object" to arbitration, she would insist that no restrictions or

limitations of any kind be placed upon the umpire. In a pointed

reference to the Proclamation of Neutrality he stated that the

United States could not agree to waive any question merely because

it was claimed to involve a point of national honor.53 Thus,

at the very beginning of the negotiation, the issue was joined which

was eventually to wreck it.

Adams regretted Seward's stand and did what he could do to

change the Secretary's mind. It was universally agreed in England,

he wrote Seward even by such men as Bright and Forster that

the national right involved in the recognition of belligerency was

not an issue subject to arbitration. The Proclamation, Adams felt,

had indeed been foolish and precipitate, but neither technically

illegal nor a breach of international law. It was within the sov-

ereign rights of any state to use its own judgment as to the proper
time for declaring neutrality, and to deny this power, Adams felt,

would tie America's own hands in the future. Moreover, it was

doubtful whether the question was even susceptible of arbitration.

The problem was so intangible that it would be all but impossible

for an arbitrator to evaluate fairly the actual damages to be

awarded. Since this issue appeared to be the only major obstacle

to a settlement, Adams thought it would be a grievous mistake

to insist upon it.54

Seward, however, held fast to his position. Negotiation dragged

on throughout the whole of the year 1867, but the one vital

stumbling block to an arrangement remained, and on that issue

neither side would budge from its original stand. On some of the

secondary points at issue England showed more of a disposition to
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compromise than did the United States. At times, in fact, Adams

thought Seward's tone was so unconciliatory as to suggest that

what he really wanted was to pick a quarrel with England rather

than to resolve one.55 He did not pretend to understand the Secre-

tary's motives, but he thought his freedom of action had probably
been severely limited by the current quarrel at home between the

executive and legislative branches as well as by the influence and

pressure produced by the electioneering demagoguery of certain

politicians in Congress. Another explanation, he thought, might be

Seward's expansionist tendencies. It was possible, Adams believed,

that the Secretary was purposely keeping open questions with Eng-
land in order to be able eventually to suggest a settlement of them

by a territorial concession. In December, 1867, in fact, Seward did

privately propose to Adams that the Bahama Islands be purchased
from Great Britain in settlement for the Alabama claims. The idea

came to nothing, but it led Adams to question Seward's wisdom and

judgment.
50

By the closing months of 1867 it was clear that the negotiation
over the claims had once again reached a deadlock. To Adams it

seemed that only "a mere scruple of pride" prevented an agree-

ment, but it was nonetheless certain that for the time being there

was no hope of settlement. It now seemed to Adams that there was

nothing to warrant his remaining longer at his post. Accordingly,
he informed Seward of his determination to resign as of the ist of

April, 1868. This time Seward answered promptly and kindly,

agreeing to the request.

When the news of Adams' pending retirement became known,
there was an extraordinary demonstration in England in his behalf.

Almost all the newspapers carried highly laudatory editorials on
his public services, and even the Times, his old antagonist, praised
him for his "wise discretion and cool judgment."

57 A reference to

Adams by Lord Stanley in the House of Commons brought forth

spontaneous cheering so warm that Moran, who was in attendance,

claimed it surpassed any demonstration for a foreigner he had ever

witnessed.58 A number of people, including Thomas Baring, Lord

Granville and Thomas Hughes, expressed their desire to give
Adams a public banquet or dinner. But Adams gracefully declined
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all their offers as likely to prove embarrassing both to himself and

to the other members of the diplomatic corps who were not so

honored. The widespread desire to show him appreciation for his

services finally took the form of a written testimonial signed by
most of the leading men in the kingdom. The gesture was an

extraordinary one and touched Adams profoundly. But nothing
moved him quite so much as an unostentatious visit paid him by
Earl Russell. In his "plain, dry way/* Russell tried to express his

regret at Adams' departure and his sense of the value of his services

to both countries. His tribute was made awkwardly and without

superlatives, but it meant more to Adams than any other manifes-

tation of good will.

The acclaim given Adams in England exceeded that tendered

him by his own country. Indeed Adams half expected the praise

accorded him abroad to be interpreted as proof of his subservience

to English habits and policies. Actually, a number of laudatory

newspaper articles did appear in America favorably reviewing his

career, and Seward himself wrote him a very handsome tribute.59

But, at the same time, occasional public demonstrations against

Adams continued to be fostered by the Irish element, and, in his

own state, he detected a certain grudging tone in the praise

meted out to him. Much of the lack of enthusiasm was the result

of Adams' known opposition to the policies of the Radicals. He
was opposed both to their insistence on governing the South by
force and to their attacks on President Johnson. Adams recognized

Johnson's limitations, but he sympathized with the President's

attempt to maintain the constitutional powers of the executive,

and he looked on his impeachment as a "lasting disgrace of these

times." Adams' son, John Quincy, had already joined the opposi-

tion Democratic party and it was assumed that his father approved
his action; indeed Adams did feel that the course of the majority
left little alternative "to anyone who will interest himself in the

country's fate." 61 It was to be expected, therefore, that his

return to America would be greeted with mixed feelings. He him-

self did not wish to be thrust again into political controversy. He
even went so far as to change his original sailing date from England,
for he had heard himself mentioned as a possible candidate for the
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presidency, and he feared that if he arrived in New York just as

the Democratic national convention was meeting, it might look as

if he was pushing himself forward for consideration. Instead, he

and his family took a brief vacation trip to Italy, and did not

embark until the end of June. He bade farewell to England with

few regrets, for his years there had marked "the only really difficult

portion" of his life. Yet he was grateful that through those years
his family had been preserved and his official duties so successfully

completed.

Adams' pleasure in leaving England was genuine. He had never

found either the people or their habits congenial, though without

realizing it, he was probably as much at home among them as he

would have been anywhere outside of Quincy itself. But the pomp
and ceremony of Europe held few charms for a man of his retiring

disposition. Though he was constantly exposed to the company
of England's talented and prominent citizens, he longed for the

simplicity and freedom of his own home.62 His experience with

official England was scarcely more attractive, though with the one

exception of his tangle with Palmerston, he never complained of

actual ill-treatment. Of the statesmen with whom he came into

frequent contact, he rated William Forster the highest, both as a

human being and as the firmest and most judicious friend of

America. He thought Gladstone a man of marked ability and

learning, fatally weakened by the conflict between his moral convic-

tions and his political ambitions. Palmerston, of course, he thor-

oughly disliked, as much for his personal amorality as for his sup-

posed hostility to the United States. About Russell, with whom he

had the most continuous contact, Adams always had mixed feelings.

He recognized the difficulties of Russell's position as the represent-

ative of a divided cabinet and country, but he thought the Foreign

Secretary's occasional feebleness and vacillation contributed to his

ineffectiveness. Yet if Russell was at times timid, rude or petty

(as he certainly was), he was just as often honest and well meaning,
and Adams credited him with a basic sympathy for the United

States during its struggle.

Just as he had mixed feelings about English statesmen, so he
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did about English policy. In essence, he thought that the British

government during the war had been "cold, selfish and short-

sighted," and at no time, he felt, had it performed "a single really

energetic act of good will." 6S Yet he admitted that when all was

said and done, the Ministry deserved credit for resisting the

various temptations and pressures for intervening in the struggle.

If it had not been for Britain's hesitation and obstruction, a general

European recognition of the South might well have materialized.64

Adams tended to underplay his own part in keeping the peace.
It was a favorite idea in England that his conciliatory attitude had

held Seward's aggressive temper in check and had prevented a rup-
ture between the two countries. Adams more than once insisted

that his own actions could have amounted to little if they had

not been approved by the government at home. Yet it remains

true that on many occasions, some of them critical, the Minister

acted either without official instructions or even contrary to them,

and that it was only subsequently that Seward approved and adopted
his position. For all his skill, Seward's main defect was a lack of

tact and delicacy, and it was fortunate that Adams proved so well

endowed with these qualities. Not only did he tone down some

of Seward's demands and accusations but in his own person he

presented a picture of thoughtful moderation and dignified good

temper. By nourishing a personal reputation for steadiness and

caution, he aroused confidence in the intentions of his country.

He had, of course, his limitations: his coldness and reserve re-

stricted his contacts and to that degree his usefulness, and his

insistence on propriety occasionally prevented him from utilizing

unorthodox opportunities.
But in the total picture his limitations were scarcely important. In

a period of crisis as much depends on the avoidance of errors as on

positive action; and here Adams' conduct was surely exemplary.
Over an extended period of time, where a misstep or a display of

temper might have ripened ill-feeling and led to serious conse-

quences, Adams maintained, with only a very rare lapse, remarkable

coolness and self-possession. As John Bright put it, Adams had

never been "in a passion and never in a panic, and he ... [had]

seen much ... to have excited a man of a less governed temper."
65



The Pleasures

of Retirement

ADAMS* landing in New York was anything but a triumphant return.

No crowds of grateful citizens cheered from the piers; no bedizened

officials quoted the Founding Fathers or presented keys to the city.

Instead, the Adamses were toted to an empty dock by an inglorious
revenue cutter, and in the process were thoroughly soaked by a

flash rainstorm. When Adams went ahead to scout for rooms in the

city, it was only to discover that all the hotels were either full or

undesirable. On trying to return, he then found his way to the cut-

ter blocked by a stubborn gatekeeper who stoutly refused him
admission. Only intervention by officials of the line and the late

arrival of two of Adams* sons put an end to the comic opera.
Adams had sufficient good humor to see the lighter side of these

misadventures; but they also gave him a certain amount of annoy-
ance and humiliation. And as the months passed, and the indiffer-

ence of his initial reception proved habitual rather than accidental,

his amusement passed and his vexation grew. It is true that in any
case he would probably have discouraged elaborate celebrations in

his honor, but, in fact, he had very little discouraging to do. At the

one reception given for him in Massachusetts soon after his arrival,

only a few prominent public men attended. In fact, the Radical

politicians who controlled the state with many of whom Adams
had once been politically intimate studiously avoided him. 1 The
Advertiser, their newspaper organ, gave only the most perfunctory
and formal editorial recognition o his services. And when, at a

later date, a gathering was planned to commemorate the early

334
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history of the Republican party, Adams, ironically, was left off the

guest list. The antagonism of the Radicals to Adams sprang at

least in part from their fear of him. While in England, he had not

attempted to conceal his disapproval of their policies and they

hardly needed reminding that when an Adams disagreed over

the principles of a party, he could never be held to it by mere

considerations of regularity or loyalty. It was already thought, in

fact, that Adams had gone over completely to the "enemy," for his

name had been mentioned prominently by the Democrats for

several offices. He had even been indirectly sounded out by August

Belmont, head of the Democratic National Committee, as to whether

he would accept their nomination for the presidency. The idea,

as always, had alarmed and discomfited him, for he dreaded the

possibility of being a mere party head. He answered Belmont in

a characteristically independent way, leaving himself open for a

draft, but refusing in advance to commit himself to any platform

he did not fully approve.
2 He relied on his lack of political contacts,

and the known hostility of the Irish, to remove his name from

serious contention; and, in fact, the movement in his favor never

matured.

Although Belmont's advances were not common knowledge, the

fact that they were made at all suggests that Adams' lack of party

regularity was well recognized, and the Radicals were not the

sort to look kindly on such independence. Moreover, on the state

level, at least, Adams remained a potential rallying point which

threatened their hegemony. Some of Sumner's friends even

feared that Adams would prove a real challenge to him for his seat

in the Senate.3 These alarmists, however, failed to take Adams'

own reticence and fastidiousness into account. As usual, he would

do nothing to assist political moves in his behalf. He turned down

all bids to speak on political questions, fearing that he would be

used for selfish party purposes, and he resolved that unless an

imperative call to duty arose, he would remain in political retire-

ment. It is hardly surprising, therefore, that none of these move-

ments in his behalf materialized. But the Radicals could never be

certain of that fact, and for some time the weight of Adams' reputa-

tion remained a source of uneasiness to them.
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Their alarm became particularly pronounced when rumors

started circulating that Grant planned to include Adams in his

cabinet. Adams had voted for Grant in the November presidential

election, but he had done so with considerable irresolution.4 It

was known, moreover, that on the state level, he had sided with

the Democrats, whose ticket was headed by his own son, John

Quincy Adams. It seemed logical, therefore, that Adams could not

be considered for any "straight" Republican administration. And

yet, logical or not, the rumors persisted. Various newspapers carried

the story that the moderates in the party were pushing Adams for

the State Department.
5 Adams himself took the rumors in his

stride and thought the possibilities of his selection remote. His

doubts were confirmed by Grant's inattention and coolness to him
at a public dinner in Boston in December. For a while, however,

the Radicals showed signs of nervous uncertainty. Their news-

paper organs insisted almost too noisily that Adams had no

chance, and their editorials stridently denounced him as a two-

faced and artful political opportunist.
6 Their attacks ceased only

when it became clear, as it soon did, that Adams was not to be

singled out for preferment.

Though he was excluded from political office, Adams did not

remain totally without recognition in the community. Six months

after his return home, he was asked to accept the presidency of

Harvard College, a position most Bostomans considered well above

that of a post in the cabinet. The offer naturally flattered him, but

he immediately refused, doubting if he had any special fitness for

the position, and fearing that it would once more postpone his

plans to edit his father's diary.

Recognition and acceptance also came to him in the form of

increased social contacts. He was welcomed and even lionized by
those very elements of society which had earlier considered him an

outcast and a renegade. The "first families" of Boston Win-

throps, Crowninshields, Lowells, Thayers men who in an earlier

day had figured prominently in the Whig and then the Constitu-

tional Union parties, and who had strenuously denounced Adams
for his antislavery heresies now took him into their inner circle.

The old political passions, after all, had been laid to rest by the

war. Slavery, as an issue, no longer stood between Adams and those
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comfortable and conservative circles for which both his background
and temperament so well suited him. It is no surprise that he now

effortlessly became a part of this society. Yet however natural the

process, it was touched with a rather wistful irony, for Adams

rejoined the "ruling class" of Massachusetts just as it was ceasing
to rule. The Irish, Roman Catholic elements in the population
and the entrepreneurial classes were both producing leaders who-

were increasingly pushing traditional, Puritan New England from
the center of the stage.

Adams, like most of his group, was not blind to what was going
on around him. When he had first returned from Europe, after a

seven-year absence, he had been immediately struck by the changes
in the environment and the shifting status of the groups within it.

Quincy and the area surrounding it looked much the same as ever

the trees were a little taller and the ground a little more cul-

tivated. But Boston was another matter. On his first trip into the

city he was at once impressed by the inroads made in residential

and park areas by business establishments.7 The struggle for gain
had always been apparent in a commercial stronghold like Boston,

but now, Adams felt, the profit motive had become all powerful.
He credited the new wealthy class with prodigality in its charities,

and even with modesty in its indulgences, and yet there was no

denying that the pervasive drive for material advantage had pro-
duced unmistakable changes. For one thing, the position of the

clergy had definitely deteriorated. Adams noted that ministers

were much less in attendance at public functions and gatherings of

the elite than they had previously been. Unitarianism itself seemed

to have lost its motive force. In Adams' opinion church attendance

in general had become a perfunctory exercise rather than an act of

devotion, but the Unitarian faith seemed particularly lifeless. It

had become "established" and accepted; there was no longer any
warmth to its services or any emotion to its liturgy.

8 Another new

development which Adams commented on with considerable alarm

was the disposition of the "ignorant" to assume the responsibilities

of government. This so disturbed him that he was driven on occa-

sion to the gloomy conclusion that nought but anarchy and confu-

sion were in store for the country.
&

Despite his criticisms, Adams never placed himself blindly in the
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path of change or shrilly denounced as perilous every departure
from traditional practice. He personally preferred the old as that

with which he was most comfortable, but he was capable of un-

expected bursts of sympathy with what was modern and experi-
mental. As a member of the Harvard Board of Overseers, for

example, he defended the appointment of a lecturer who, because

he was known to be a follower of Auguste Comte, had been disap-

proved of by some of the other Overseers. Adams argued that an

institution for education could draw no line in the teaching
of ideas, even atheism, without hindering free inquiry. An example
of a different sort was Adams' express approval of the growing fashion

of increased indulgence towards children, though he realized that

such indulgence might mean a decline in parental authority. Finally,
he once went so far as to admit in his diary that a more brilliant

(even though less "sound*') society might be produced out of the

new and discordant elements in the air.10

Such signs of flexibility may be no more than proof that all men
have their vagaries and inconsistencies, for it must be said that

these expressions, though certainly genuine, are inconsequential
in the total picture of the man. His sympathies with the "new"
were at most occasional, and at best peripheral. He chose to lead

his own life free from involvement in any of the disquieting experi-
ments of his age and amongst men who, like himself, preferred the

older standards. 11

Life, as a result, tended to be uneventful for Adams in the years

immediately following his return home. At first there was an

unsettling period of readjustment, in which he had difficulty re-

establishing the fixed and orderly routine which he prized so much.
New servants had to be trained, much repair work had to be done
on both the Quincy and Boston houses, and a great deal of laborious

attention had to be paid to entangled personal affairs. Adams felt

the strain of these accumulated responsibilities, and continually
chafed at having to devote so much time to the minutiae of

living. The matter of repairs proved particularly vexatious. He
began, among other innovations, a major addition to the "Old
House" at Quincy in the form of a stone library to house and

protect family manuscripts and books. But the project proved
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expensive and a constant source of irritation and worry to him.

Within six months of his return, however, he had managed to

clear away most of these entanglements, and he settled down to

what he described as a "very charming quiet life/* 12 His daily

routine varied but little. There were constant demands on his time,

but none very onerous. He attended a variety of organiza-
tional meetings, worked on his accounts and his coin cabinet,

resumed his reading of the classics, and spent occasional evenings
with the "Wednesday" or "Friday" dining clubs. His membership
in these latter groups is an interesting measure of his personal

development. In an earlier period he had found such narrow

cliques offensive; now he set aside his scruples, satisfied to enjoy the

social pleasures offered him. As he himself put it, he preferred to

surrender to the "weaknesses" of age rather than to live, like his

father, forever on the edge of defiance and controversy.
13

Despite his increased social contacts, Adams continued to be

without intimate friends; John Gorham Palfrey had really been

the only one he had ever made. Certainly the years overseas had

produced no strong new ties; a year after his return Adams had

still not sent off a single personal letter to England. Now, as a

rapidly aging man, he was even less prone to enter into close

relationships. Instead he found his "habit of taciturnity" growing
around him "like an outer shell to a turtle,"

14 and whatever emo-

tional intimacy he was capable of was reserved for his family. It

was a real grief to him, therefore, when his son Henry, who had

been so close to him as private secretary at the London legation,

set off at the end of 1868 to try his fortune as a political journalist
in Washington. He would miss him, Adams wrote in his diary,

"every day and every hour of the rest of my life, as a companion
and friend. Nobody has known so much of me, as he." 15 Soon

after, Adams' attachment to his children suffered a more severe

and tragic wrench. In the summer of 1870 he received the tele-

graphic news from Italy that Louisa, his eldest child, had been

thrown from a carriage and had died from a gangrenous foot wound.

It was a crushing blow to Adams. He had cherished and admired

his daughter, and the shock of her death prostrated him for weeks.

He seemed turned to stone, unable to think or even to weep.
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Gradually, he weaned himself from his grief by plunging into

work on family manuscripts. He had begun investigating, sorting
and destroying papers almost as soon as he had arrived home. But
before beginning his major project of publishing his father's diary,
he decided to put out a revised edition of his biography of John
Adams. He had always considered the book one of his finest efforts

and, in fact, he did not hesitate privately to rank it among the fore-

most productions of American historiography. But it had never re-

ceived the recognition that he felt was due it, and so he now resolved

to give the biography a second chance. The critical reception this

time did prove far more cheering (though the sales did not).
10 No

<ioubt the favorable comment was now due in part to Adams' own
increased national standing. Any sign of literacy on the part of a

public man in the 1870*5 must have seemed uncommonly worthy of

note and praise.

Little else exceptional disturbed the pattern of these years.

Adams' life again became so much a routine that it was even rare

for him to venture far from home. 17 He declined almost all bids for

speeches, fearing they might intrude on his physical comfort or

xeinvolve him in partisan political issues. Occasionally, he broke his

rule of silence when a particular appeal strongly recommended it-

self to him,18
but, on the whole, his retirement from public affairs

was absolute. In standing apart from all parties he lost influence

and position, but gained what to him was of greater value a gen-

erally acknowledged reputation for impartiality and ability. No per-

son in the country, Adams felt, occupied a more secure place in the

public estimation than he did.10 He sometimes thought that his

fame exceeded his deserts, and even his talents, and he had a linger-

ing fear, in fact, that if called to a position of power, he would

inevitably disappoint. Perhaps this lack of confidence in his own

ability helps to explain why he was content to remain widely ad-

mired and politically impotent.
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The Geneva Arbitration Begins

ADAMS* reputation and prestige were so high that he was not allowed

to remain in retirement; the familiar question of the Alabama
claims finally brought him back into active public life.

For years these claims had hung fire. After Adams' prolonged and
unsuccessful negotiations, Reverdy Johnson, his successor, had re-

opened the subject, and a convention was actually concluded in

which the United States agreed to drop the so-called "national" or

"indirect" claims that is, those claims based upon the alleged

prolongation of the war resulting from England's "premature**

recognition of belligerency and her acquiescence in the building of

Confederate cruisers. Only individual claims were to be considered

by the arbitrators. Adams, willing to forego the national claims as

not open to clear and palpable proof and as setting a danger-
ous international precedent, had considered this settlement a sound

one.1 Sumner, however, came out in strong opposition, and his

stand helped crystallize sentiment against the treaty, which was de-

feated in the Senate by a lopsided vote of 54 to i. It seemed clear

that a cooling-off period was necessary before negotiations could

again be reopened.

By the end of 1870, a favorable time for a full Anglo-American
settlement finally arrived. The outbreak of war between France and

Prussia, and the aggressive moves of Russia in the Black Sea area,

predisposed England to the adjustment of any unsettled disputes
which might embarrass her in case she became involved in hostilities.

Both governments soon agreed to appoint a commission of five per-
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sons on each side which would have power to settle all outstanding

questions between Great Britain and the United States. Adams
felt that his proven ability, as well as his familiarity with the de-

tails of the wartime controversies, made him a natural choice for

the commission. He was not unduly surprised however though

angered when Grant passed him by and chose a fellow Massa-

chusetts man, Judge E. Rockwood Hoar. Even Hoar felt that Adams
was a more logical choice, and he suggested as much to Secretary of

State Fish, though without result.2 After the appointments were

decided, Hoar turned to Adams for information and advice, both

of which were cheerfully given.

The Treaty of Washington which resulted from the deliberations

of the commissioners provided for the settlement of a number of

questions between the two countries, including the San Juan islands,

the eastern fisheries problem and commercial reciprocity between

the United States and Canada. Most important of all, it stipulated
that the so-called "Alabama claims" should be adjudicated before

an international tribunal of five arbitrators, with Her Britannic

Majesty, the President of the United States, the Emperor of Brazil,

the King of Italy and the President of the Swiss Confederation each

appointing one arbitrator.

The newspapers at once suggested Adams as the most fitting

choice for the American arbitrator. At first, Adams warily dis-

counted this demonstration in his behalf; it seemed to him that

Grant's animus could not be overcome by the mere demands of

merit and capacity. He counted without the determined support
of Secretary Fish to whom it seemed obvious that Adams best com-

bined the necessary qualifications for the position, and who strongly

urged his nomination on Grant.3 But the President, backed up in

the cabinet by Boutwell and Creswell, at first viewed the suggestion
with disfavor. He felt more repugnance at the appointment of

Adams, he wrote to Fish, than he would at the appointment of an

out and out Democrat.4 Fish, however, persisted, and after a num-
ber of alternate names had been examined and discarded, Grant

finally bowed to the wishes of his Secretary and agreed to give the

post to Adams.

The appointment was applauded throughout the country, and
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both parties acclaimed it as a national act above partisan considera-

tions.5 Adams was very touched by this widespread vote of con-

fidence. It was, he felt, the first real sign of gratitude which he had

received for his services abroad. But despite his satisfaction, he hesi-

tated to accept the position, for he disliked the idea of once again

abandoning his domestic life and his literary labors. Yet the "call to

duty" seemed so clear and imperative that he pushed aside his

doubts and agreed to assume the post. He made his preparations
for departure, however, with neither joy nor anticipation. "I am
too old," he wrote in his diary, "for such great changes, and my
natural indolence relucts at the labor and discomfort they cause/' 6

He was further disturbed by the fact that Mrs. Adams could not

join him, for her health precluded a winter ocean voyage. Thus it

was both a lonely and an apprehensive man, accompanied only by
his son Brooks, who set sail for Europe in November, 1871.

The parties to the arbitration first gathered in Geneva on the

i5th of December. An attractive, comfortable room in the Hotel de

Ville was provided for their meetings, from which it was at once

agreed that both reporters and spectators would be barred.

The first session lasted only two days. Its major object had been

to allow the British and American agents to present their respective
Cases to the arbitrators. A secondary purpose had been to arrange

procedural matters for future sessions, and these were easily agreed

upon in informal meetings. Count de Sclopis, the Italian arbitrator,

was chosen as presiding officer by a mechanical process based upon
the order of listing in the Treaty. The choice was fortunate in that

Sclopis, unlike Staempfli and d'ltajuba, the Swiss and Brazilian

arbitrators, at least understood English, even though he could not

speak it. The language problem, in fact, proved the only point of

real contention in this first session. The proceedings were con-

ducted entirely in French, and this so disturbed Chief Justice Cock-

burn, the British arbitrator, that he privately suggested to Adams
that the voluntary resignation of the three neutral arbitrators

should somehow be arranged. Adams discouraged the idea as im-

practical; the arbitrators, he felt, would not voluntarily give up the

prestige of their offices. Moreover, Adams' initial impression of his
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fellow arbitrators had, on the whole, been favorable, although a

petty complaint by Staempfli that his chair had been placed on a

lower platform than that of Sclopis, the president, aroused Adams*

scorn.7 But his opinion of Staempfli steadily improved, and from

the first he thought well of both Sclopsis and d'ltajuba. He was

particularly drawn to d'ltajuba, an elderly man with a long diplo-

matic career behind him, whom Adams admired for his shrewdness

and rectitude. His opinion of Cockburn was another matter en-

tirely. As the hearings progressed Adams was to find the conduct

of the British appointee increasingly disagreeable and censurable.

The preliminaries having been arranged, the Tribunal adjourned
until the i5th of June in order to provide time for the preparation
of the Counter Cases. The postponement was longer than Adams
had originally expected. At his age, the prospect of wandering
around Europe for six months was not cheering. Rather dis-

gruntledly, he set off with Brooks on a trip through southern France

and Italy. By the end of January, however, alarming news reached

him from home that his wife was breaking down under concern at

his absence. In spite of further word that Mrs. Adams was in no

immediate or serious danger, Adams decided to return to Quincy.
He wished first, however, to stop in London, where signs had begun
to appear by the end of January that the arbitration had headed

into unexpected and possibly fatal difficulties.

The publication of the American Case in December had come as

a profound shock to the British, for there in black and white was a

detailed argument for those so-called "indirect" claims which they
had confidently assumed would not be pressed by the United States

before the Tribunal. These "indirect" claims involved a demand for

certain consequential damages arising from the depredations of the

Confederate cruisers; specifically, losses resulting from the transfer

of much of the American merchant fleet to the British flag out of

lear of destruction by the "pirates"; from the increased rates of

insurance; and finally, from the prolongation of the war itself. All

of these grievances had developed, the United States argued, as a

result of Britain's premature recognition of belligerent rights and
her subsequent failure to maintain her neutral obligations in rela-
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tlon to the departure of ships and supplies for the Confederacy.

The British commissioners who had negotiated the Treaty of

Washington had been under the clear and unanimous impression
that "in the hope of an amicable settlement" the United States had

waived these claims. They had so represented the matter to their

government and the issue had been considered closed. The reap

pearance of the indirect claims in the American Case, therefore,

brought forth angry charges from the British of treachery and

deception.
8

In truth, the mixup appears now to have been largely the result

of misunderstanding. Early in the Treaty negotiations, Secretary

Fish had proposed alternative methods for settling the direct claims

either by Great Britain paying a gross sum or by referring the

assessment of damages to arbitration. It was the British understand-

ing at this point that Fish coupled these proposals with the promise
that if either alternative was agreed upon, the indirect claims would

be waived.9 Fish later insisted that he had promised this only
if Britain agreed to the payment of a gross sum. Since she at once

rejected this alternative, he claimed that the American case on the

indirect claims remained intact.

The British commissioners had been so confident of their under-

standing of an agreement, that they had refrained from demanding
an explicit disavowal of the indirect claims in the Treaty itself.10

They later claimed that they had taken this course because of hints

from the American negotiators that a formal renunciation would

jeopardize the Treaty by arousing the ire of the American Senate,

known to favor the retention of the indirect claims. The American

commissioners subsequently denied that they had pressed any such

covert arrangement, but from whatever cause, portions of the Treaty

certainly were ambiguously phrased. When later criticized for this

at home, the British negotiators stoutly, if somewhat inconsistently,

maintained that the language used had been sufficiently precise

to bar effectually the indirect claims.11

There is no reason to doubt that the American commissioners

had bargained in good faith. But if no evidence exists of American

duplicity, considerable doubt remains as to American discrimina-

tion. It might well have been wiser not to have introduced the
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Indirect claims in the American Case in the first place, or, if this was
felt to be absolutely necessary, to have done so in the most discreet

way possible. Neither of these precautions was adopted by Secretary
Fish. When he and Bancroft Davis, the American Agent who first

drafted the case, went over the question of the indirect claims to-

gether, they had indeed hesitated about including them. But on
reflection they had decided to do so, apparently in fear that with-

out them, the Senate would not ratify the Treaty.
12 But the

British commissioners, feeling they had been led to believe that

vague terminology would be sufficient to placate the Senate, found

this explanation peculiarly unsatisfying.
What it finally seems to come down to is that the commissioners

of the two countries simply did not fully understand each other's

intentions during the negotiation and took insufficient steps to

ascertain them. In any case, the final decision to include the claims

rested with Davis and Fish, particularly the latter. If at the outset,

Fish had fully grasped the danger inherent in his policy, which he

apparently did not, he might well have chosen to face down public

opposition to the abandonment of the indirect claims and to at-

tempt, through determined yet tactful leadership, to win Senate

approval for the Treaty despite the omission.

It remains equally possible, however, that even if he had ac-

curately foreseen the indignation of the British, Fish might still

have decided on including the claims, for there were impelling mo-
tives for this policy aside from the need to placate the Senate. It

seemed of primary importance to Fish to have the arbitrators pass

on the indirect claims formally. He fully expected the claims to be

thrown out, but he wanted this to be done officially, for only in this

way, he felt, could all the causes of dispute between the two coun-

tries be permanently set at rest, and the important principle estab-

lished that a neutral power could not be held liable in the future

for indirect damages resulting from an unintentional breach of its

neutral obligations.
13 Therefore, Fish had excellent reasons, both

domestic and international, for insisting on the inclusion of the

indirect claims in the American Case. And yet even if his policy
in this regard was fully justified, there still remains the unfortunate

manner in which he chose to maintain the claims. He could have
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made it clear to the British that he was not actually seeking a

money reward for the claims, but rather an adverse judicial decision

on them which would at once put an end to public demands at

home and establish a vital international precedent abroad. The
British might not have been willing to admit the claims for formal

adjudication under any conditions, but Fish is censurable for fail-

ing to at least have made the trial.

The language employed in stating the American Case, moreover,

was neither temperate nor conciliatory.
14 It is true, of course, that

the Case, as the brief of an interested party, was necessarily one-

sided, and by this standard, it was done with undeniable strength
and skill. It should also be remembered, in further mitigation, that

the United States harbored bitter feelings against Britain for her

activities during the Civil War, and exasperation does not lend itself

to perfect politeness and restraint. As representatives of their coun-

try it was certainly the duty of Fish and Davis to insist on legitimate
American claims. But as statesmen they were also responsible for

expressing themselves in language which would increase rather than

diminish the chance for redress and peaceful adjustment.

The disapproval in England which greeted the American Case

was instantaneous and unanimous. Men of all parties, including

many who had been the warmest friends of the North during the

war, united in their denunciation of the American position. Henry
Holland, the Queen's physician, wrote that he had never known
national sentiment, regardless of party or class, to be so united on

any question.
15 As if in proof of this, Lord Derby, the Tory

chief, promised from the beginning to refrain from attacking the

government in the matter.

By early February resentment had become so intense that con-

siderable pressure was put on the ruling Gladstone Ministry to with-

draw entirely from the arbitration. The Morning Post was the only

important London paper that continued to advocate British partici-

pation.
16 There was even considerable sentiment for withdrawal

within the cabinet itself, led by Robert Lowe, the Chancellor of

the Exchequer, Edward Cardwell, the War Secretary, and George

J. Goschen, president of the Poor Law Board.17 A smaller group in
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the cabinet, consisting of William Forster, Lord Ripon (who had

been one of the British commissioners), and Lord Granville, head

of the Foreign Office, appealed for a more moderate course, though
Granville declared himself frankly skeptical of the good faith of the

Americans, and even Forster, that steady friend of the United States,

expressed indignation at her "sharp practice."
18 Gladstone himself

at first agreed with Granville that the American Case had probably

only been issued for home consumption, and that Britain would

therefore do well to remain silent, but the intensity of the public

reaction, plus the alarm expressed by influential men, soon con-

vinced him of the seriousness of the situation.19 In a speech in the

House of Commons on the 7th of February, he gave himself over

to the popular clamor and declared that Britain would have to be

"insane to accede to demands which no nation with a spark of

honour or spirit left could submit to even at the point of death." 20

The meaning of the words of the Treaty, he declared, was unam-

biguous, and, whether tried by the standard of grammar, reason, or

policy, allowed of but one interpretation Britain's.21 Gladstone,

fortunately, proved far less intransigent in private than in public,

and in subsequent negotiations he was to make strenuous efforts to

compromise the issue.22

Adams was alarmed by Gladstone's excited remarks. The British

were certainly entitled to their interpretation of the Treaty, he felt,

but the Americans, on the other hand, could not be expected to

surrender theirs simply because they were told to. The English,

Adams feared, had gotten into one of their "periodic fits of wrong-
headness" and the only remedy might be to sit out the storm until

they regained their senses.23 On the urging of Bancroft Davis, how-

ever, he agreed to accelerate his plans for departure to London, in

order to contribute what he could to calming the atmosphere.
He arrived in London on the 7th of February, but could remain

only a few days as his ship was scheduled to sail for home on the

nth. In the interval he made strenuous efforts to present his views to

influential members of the cabinet. Granville, unfortunately, was

suffering severely from gout and not available, but Adams held

fruitful conversations with Ripon and Forster. To both he pleaded

against any precipitate abandonment of the arbitration. Let Britain
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protest the American construction of the Treaty, he suggested; let

her even refuse in advance, if need be, to abide by any award for

the indirect claims, but let the arbitration at least continue. Adams
even went so far as to hint to Ripon that the United States had no

intention of pressing for any monetary award in regard to the in-

direct claims. She wished to include them only to complete her case

and to receive a formal ruling. Adams was not authorized to make
such a declaration but he felt certain that his course would be ap-

proved by his government. Both Ripon and Forster signified in

guarded terms that they agreed with Adams' position, though the

problem, of course, was to convince the less favorably disposed mem-
bers of the cabinet.24

Granville's first note to Washington on the issue, dated the $rd of

February, gave hope that the British cabinet would be conciliatory.

He made it quite clear that Britain would not allow the indirect

claims to go before the Tribunal, but at the same time he deplored
the breach between the two countries, and declared a continued,

though guarded adhesion to the arbitration. Although the mes-

sage was hopefully moderate, it did not relieve the current crisis.

It contained no constructive proposals, merely requesting the aban-

donment of the claims which, of course, the United States neither

wished nor felt it could afford to do.25

The first real suggestion looking towards compromise came in-

formally from the American side. In early February General

Schenck, the American Minister in London, sounded out Sir Staf-

ford Northcote, who had been one of the British commissioners, on

the possibility of reverting to the earlier suggestion of Secretary Fish

that Britain pay a lump sum in lieu of all claims. The need for

arbitration would thereby be by-passed. Northcote, however, at

once scotched the proposal. If for no other reason, he said, the idea

was inadmissible because the government would be brought down
at once if it dared entertain such a proposal.

26 The first attempt to

solve the stalemate was stillborn.

At this point in the deadlock, in late February, Adams arrived

back in the United States. At Secretary Fish's request, he proceeded

directly to Washington for consultation. The two men had never

met before, but Adams was immediately impressed by the Secretary.
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Fish was not a man of genius, he decided, but he at least ap-

peared to have "clear judgment and plain sense," in sharp contrast,

Adams felt, to the mediocrity of the rest of the cabinet.27

Fish and Adams held a long private conversation on the 22nd of

February, in which they exchanged information and views. Adams
became convinced, from what Fish told him of the details of the

negotiation, that the construction put upon the terms of the Treaty

by the Americans was the just one. He in turn warned Fish that the

impression was gaining hold throughout Europe that in pressing

extravagant demands never contemplated in the original Treaty

negotiations, the Americans were being unscrupulous. He advised

some temperate statement of the facts in the case "to rebut all this

slander," and later, at Fish's request, he drew up such a paper for

the Secretary's use.

A second interview, with Grant present, took place the following

day. In Adams' eyes, this conference was all but a farce. Grant

began by asking Adams for his views on the uncompromising posi-

tion apparently assumed by Gladstone. Adams replied that he did

not feel the situation was desperate, since Granville's note had ob-

viously been designed to keep negotiations open. Grant then an-

nounced that even if Britain should decline to continue the arbitra-

tion, he wished the Tribunal to proceed in its deliberations. The

suggestion seemed so preposterous to Adams that he had some diffi-

culty keeping a straight face. Fish, too, stared motionless at the

fire, though when Grant proceeded to amplify his proposal, the Sec-

retary patiently pointed out that if there were no longer two parties

to the case, the arbitrators could hardly be expected to consent to

act. This observation managed to stifle the President and for the

rest of the interview he confined himself, as Adams put it, to

"puffing his cigar and complaining of a cold/' 2S

During the interview members of the cabinet continued to drop

in, as this was the regular day for a meeting. Before long
attendance was full, and in Adams' presence Fish read his draft of

a note to Granville. Discussion then followed on general lines of

policy and Adams presented his own views. No details of his pro-

posals either to Fish privately, or to the cabinet as a whole, survive,

but we do know that in general, Adams suggested recommending to
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Britain that the arbitration proceed on those points over which

both countries agreed. The United States could reserve its right

in the future to press the indirect claims, while Britain could make

it quite clear that she would never recognize them.29 In the note

finally sent off to Schenck on the 27th of Febuary, Fish did not go

quite so far. But though he made it clear that the United States had

no intention of withdrawing the indirect claims, he did express his

anxiety to maintain friendly relations and to save the arbitration.30

Back at Quincy, where he had gone immediately after the cabinet

interview, Adams fretted at the deadlock in negotiations, and at the

uncertainty of his own position. He busied himself with a study of

the American and English Cases, but he feared this might prove
time and energy thrown away. On the 25th of March, he finally

wrote to Fish asking for confidential information on the state of

affairs. In reply, the Secretary sent him the substance of Lord Gran-

ville's latest note, which merely restated Britain's position without

offering any new solution for the difficulties.31 Fish did, however,

settle Adams' doubts about his own immediate future by urging him

to attend the meeting at Geneva in any case. Accordingly, he

began making plans to leave for Europe about the ist of May.



Adams and the

Liberal Republicans

THE PERIOD immediately before departure was unnerving for Adams,
not solely because of the uncertainties of the arbitration. It had

begun to appear increasingly possible by early spring that an in-

surgent political party, known as the Liberal Republicans, might
nominate him for the presidency. Such rumors had been reaching
Adams for some time. From as far back as June, 1871, he had been

receiving testimony of support and inquiries as to his availability

from representatives of both the major parties. He had dismissed

these offers as visionary.
1 The Liberal Republican overtures, on the

other hand, obviously had more substance to them. By the spring
of 1872 that movement had gained so much momentum and Adams
had been so repeatedly mentioned as its standard-bearer that he

was forced to recognize that his nomination was a real possibility.

Hostility to Grant's administration lay at the roots of the Liberal

Republican agitation. It had begun to take the form of independent

political action as early as 1870, when a fusion movement in Mis-

souri had triumphantly pushed through amnesty measures for ex-

Confederates over the opposition of the managers of the state Re-

publican machine. Pacification of the South was only one of the sig-

nificant "reform" measures around which agitation had developed.
Another focus of activity was the free trade movement led by Ed-

ward Atkinson of Boston and David A. Wells of Connecticut. The
free traders had recently begun to accelerate their drive for tariff

reduction, and in December of 1871 had established an information

bureau at Washington called the Taxpayers' Union in order to fur-

35*
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ther their objects. Finally, the issue of civil service reform had also

aroused increasing numbers, and even Grant had momentarily
bowed to the pressure by appointing a Civil Service Commission

under George William Curtis.

Until the end of 1871 these three major reform streams were

prevented from converging in independent political action by the

continuing hope of each that it could accomplish its objects best by

acting within the Republican party. There was considerable con-

fidence, moreover, that Grant would not be renominated Horace

Greeley, for one, "felt it in his bones" 2 and would be replaced

by a "reform" Republican such as Lyman Trumbull, or Governor

John M. Palmer of Illinois.

As 1871 drew to a close, it became increasingly obvious that these

hopes would not be realized. The Republican party, first of all,

continued indifferent to reform. Carl Schurz's general amnesty bill

had been defeated in Congress, and the Ku Klux Klan Act had been

pushed through by the administration, in a callous effort, so the

Liberals felt, to bolster Republicanism in the South and further in-

vade the rights of the states. The efforts of the Taxpayers' Union to

push through tariff revision, moreover, had not yet produced any
noticeable results. Finally, the Civil Service Commission had been

obstructed in its efforts by the sober second thought of the party
machine. If the party could not be won to reform, it seemed equally

unlikely that Grant could be replaced as its head, for the Repub-
lican rank and file generally remained loyal to him. Yet the "vul-

garity" of Grant's mind, the inept performance of his duties, and

his notoriously unfit appointments all made it increasingly difficult

for the more "high-minded" members of the party to support him.

Carl Schurz and B. Gratz Brown, the Liberal Republican leaders

of Missouri, finally took the bull by the horns in January, 1872, and

launched a national reform movement. In a state convention meet-

ing on the 24th of January they adopted resolutions calling for

universal amnesty, civil service reform, the reduction of the tariff,

and the checking of federal encroachment on the rights of the states.

Most important of all, they invited all Republicans interested in

achieving these objects to meet in a national convention at Cin-

cinnati on the ist of May.
8
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The call at first attracted only slight attention, but in a short time

allegiances began to cluster around the new movement. As it be-

came ever more certain that Grant would be renominated, many
Republicans reluctantly severed their connections with the old

party and joined the reform movement. Chase, Welles and Blair,

the only surviving members of Lincoln's cabinet (with the ex-

ception of Seward, who made no public declaration on the subject
before his death in October), all came out for the insurgents.

An equally fruitful source of strength for the new movement be-

gan to develop within the Democratic ranks. The "traitor" label

had continued to stick to that party after the war and to discredit it

before the country. Demoralized and impotent, the Democracy had

chafed and floundered in its subordinate status. The split in the

Republican ranks in 1872 seemed a heaven-sent opportunity to

overthrow the domination of the hated Radicals by allying with the

splinter reform group. Not all Democrats favored this course, how-

ever. Many of the southern "Bourbons*' continued to demand that

the Democracy retain its individual identity and nominate a sep-

arate candidate. A second group of Democrats wanted to refrain

from commitment until the Liberal Republicans had named their

candidates and issued their platform. In this spirit August Belmont

wrote Schurz that he and his friends did not wish "to do anything
which can in any way militate against your Convention in Cincin-

nati." 4 Some members of the Democratic party, however, did ad-

vocate an immediate and positive expression of sympathy with the

Liberals, and this wing tended to join the so-called Reunion and

Reform Associations. These groups were open to the "Liberal' '-

minded of both parties, and from the first identified themselves with

the Cincinnati movement. But since that gathering was to be con-

fined to Republicans, it was thought best that the Reunion and Re-

form movement keep its separate identity until after the new party
had been definitely launched. Therefore in March they issued a

separate call for a national convention to meet at Cincinnati on the

same day as the Liberals, though in a different hall.5

Inevitably, the Liberal movement attracted the merely ambitious

as well as the high-minded. The increasing strength of the

party became a magnet to the swarm of politicians without office or
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principle who for a variety of reasons were out of favor with the

Grant administration. Essentially adventurers, these late recruits

were interested in the movement as a tool of power, not of reform,

as a means of personal aggrandizement, not of public service. The
full cost of their adherence was not felt until the Cincinnati con-

vention met, when their intrigues and maneuvers had what many
considered to be a decisive, and tragic, influence.

The political cynics were not the only disrupting factor in the

movement. The reformers themselves were divided on issues of

principle and policy, particularly in regard to the tariff question.

When Horace Greeley, the high priest of protection, came out in

favor of the Liberal movement, he threw its free trade adherents

into a panic. A few, like David A. Wells, were willing to trust that

Greeley would "swallow down for the time" his protection prin-

ciples,
6 but others remained perturbed. Greeley and his set, they

argued, had joined the movement merely to settle a personal score

with Grant. Their adherence not only meant that a free trade

plank would now be almost impossible, but that all genuine issues

of principle would have to be compromised away and the campaign
based on mere personal antagonism to the President.7 Jacob D. Cox,

Grant's ex-Secretary of the Interior, warned Schurz that ambiguities

and the avoidance of issues of principle "are the life of decaying

parties, but the death of new ones." 8

The possibility of Democratic infiltration into the movement

proved a further cause of doubt and confusion. The average Re-

publican was still haunted by the ghosts of the war, and the sug-

gestion of alliance with or endorsement by any portion of the "rebel

party" loomed as a potential embarrassment. The active candidacy

of Judge David Davis for the Liberal nomination caused particular

apprehension. Davis was nominally a Republican, but only four

years before he had aspired to be the Democratic presidential nomi-

nee. Lyman Trumbull, also a leading candidate for the Liberal

nomination, spoke for many when he firmly declared that to be

successful the Cincinnati meeting had to be "distinctively Repub-
lican and present none but known and tried Republicans as candi-

dates."

By the spring of 1872 a number of candidates with the necessary
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credentials and support had emerged. All of them, however, proved

objectionable to some segment of the reform following, and as a

result no one succeeded in sewing up the nomination before con-

vention time. Each had his virtues and his following, and each had

his peculiar drawbacks and detractors. Among the less prominent

candidates, for example, Chief Justice Chase managed to develop an

enthusiastic knot of supporters; his feeble health, however, barred

him from serious contention. Charles Sumner, on the other hand,

was strongly backed by many of the old antislavery crowd, but

since he continued to hold himself aloof from the new movement,

the strength of his candidacy could never be properly tested. A
number of states tended to push their favorite sons, particularly

Cox of Ohio, Curtin of Pennsylvania, and Palmer of Illinois. In

this category only Governor B. Gratz Brown of Missouri gained any
real strength. He, on the other hand, was distrusted as too much of

a politician and too little of a genuine reformer.10 The same objec-

tion held true for Judge David Davis, the favorite of the Democratic

politicians and press and already the designated nominee of the

national Labor party. Yet because of his considerable strength with

these groups, Davis remained a formidable candidate. His popular-

ity in the precampaign maneuvering was matched only by that of

Greeley, Trumbull and Adams.

Of all the candidates, Greeley seemed to call forth both the wildest

enthusiasm and the sharpest abuse. He was alternately praised as

the man with the longest and most consistent reform record, and

denounced either specifically for his protectionist principles or on

the broader grounds of his "scatter-brained" devotion to any and

all schemes of "moral improvement." Trumbull, on the other hand,

like Adams, appealed to the more sober, conservative-minded re-

formers in the movement. He had a large following in the Middle

West and also some strong supporters among the eastern Repub-
licans, but, again like Adams, his very sobriety and moderation cast

doubt on his ability to capture the popular imagination.

Though Trumbull and Adams tended to attract the same type of

supporter, Adams developed the greater strength of the two in the

period before the convention, A number of factors were cited in

his favor: his private character was above reproach, his ability as a
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statesman had been amply demonstrated, and finally, his long re-

moval from party strife made him peculiarly acceptable to the

Democrats. Among those Democrats who preferred Judge Davis,

Adams seems to have been a solid second choice, and in the more

conservative eastern circles of the Democracy he was actually pre-

ferred. August Belmont, for one, was so enthusiastic over Adams'

candidacy that he predicted to Schurz that the whole Democratic

party would go for him to a man. Of all the candidates with

unimpeachable Republican antecedents, in fact (which did not

include Davis), Adams was the logical choice of the Democrats.

Not only had he remained aloof from party conflicts, but he had

publicly advocated a policy of leniency and understanding towards

the South.11

Adams' boosters were not confined to any one party or to any
one region. He had wide press support, including such varied

journals as the Democratic World, the Republican Nation, the

northern Springfield Republican, the western Cincinnati Com-

mercial, and the southern Louisville Courier-Journal. His strength
was greatest in the center of the country, but from all sections word
came that Adams was a local favorite from such scattered points
as San Francisco, Boston and Vincennes, Indiana.12

But like the other front-runners, Adams had his antagonists and

his disabilities. Some were put off by his personal reputation for

aristocratic and scholarly aloofness. He and his family, one corre-

spondent wrote Sumner, "represents too much the anti-popular
element the sneering and sniffling element . . ." Another detrac-

tor warned more concisely that Adams' name would be "a cold wet

blanket." 13 His political record was also vulnerable. The Irish

objected to his policy in England during the Fenian raids, and older

political opponents such as F. W. Bird and Wendell Phillips

were strongly against his nomination.14

A major detriment was Adams' lack of direct affiliation with the

Liberal movement. There was objection to giving the prizes to

those who had not done the spadework for reform, as well as fear

that Adams' opinions were not sufficiently known to be relied

upon.
15 Yet all attempts to draw him into a more positive commit-

ment proved futile. He resisted any direct affiliation from a variety
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of motives, his official position at Geneva being of prime considera-

tion. As a representative of the entire country, he felt it would have

been disgraceful to stoop to even the suspicion of intriguing for

partisan or personal ends. Besides, he had always found party attach-

ments confining and vaguely immoral. When it was suggested
that he at least send his sons to Cincinnati with authorization

to give assurances as to his views, Adams flatly refused. He
would not stoop to playing the political game by entering into any

guarantees or exchange of pledges.
16 If the convention wanted to

nominate him, he would then judge the offer on its merits and reach

a decision accordingly. But he wished to be able to tell himself, as

always, that it had come to him unsolicited and unsullied.

Adams also had doubts whether the Cincinnati movement was

genuinely grounded on popular sentiment in the first place. He
realized, of course, that there were real grievances against Grant, and

had himself long since given up any hopes he had had for the

General's administration. But he could not decide how much the

Liberal protest was a genuine expression of popular indignation
and how much a cynical movement of political opportunism. For

Adams there was a certain psychological gain in minimizing the

sincerity and extent of the agitation, since by harboring these doubts

he could more comfortably postpone committing himself to the

movement or recognizing the seriousness of his own candidacy. The

thought of the nomination, in fact, genuinely appalled him. He
feared being "blackened all over in a furious canvass and ultimately
defeated as is most certain/' As late as April he still preferred to

believe that the movement in his favor was of no real consequence.
It involved only the "single opinions'' of devoted amateurs, he

insisted, and as such had little hope of winning the day from the

practiced politicians who controlled conventions.17

As a result of these various considerations, Adams continued to

resist all efforts to commit him decisively to the Liberals. In desper-
ation a few men prominent in the movement tried to get indirect

assurances from Adams' sons, and here at least the response was

more promising. J. D. Cox was able to report that Henry Adams had

"inferred" that his father "was cordially with us/' and David Wells

managed to extract the confidence from John Quincy Adams
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that his father's political opinions were substantially in accord with

the Missouri Platform. 18 All this was small comfort, but the Adams

supporters had little more to go on.

Adams himself not only failed to encourage his friends but he

wrote one letter which proved a major liability. David Wells,

persistent as ever for some positive commitment, had written to

Adams directly, urging that someone be given authority to act for

him at Cincinnati. Adams' reply could hardly have been more

chilling. He began by stating bluntly that he did not want the

nomination. In case of an "unequivocal call" he would then con-

sider it, but if he was "to be negotiated for and have assurances

given'* that he was honest, he asked Wells to be so kind as to "draw

him out of that crowd." He admitted that he took no exception to

the principles of the movement, but then contentiously added that

neither honest Republicans nor Democrats could very well help

subscribing to them in the abstract. In short, he concluded, if the

people meeting at Cincinnati really believed that they had "need of

such an anomalous being" as he was ("which I do not"), they had

to express it in a manner to convince him of it, or "all their labour

will be thrown away."
19

Despite its exalted statement of political independence, the

haughty and condescending tone of Adams' "Wells letter" could not

but prove offensive to the pride of the delegates. Nevertheless Wells

passed the letter on to Samuel Bowles, editor of the Springfield Re-

publican and a strong Adams supporter, who then assumed the

responsibility for publishing it. Bowles apparently felt and al-

ways thereafter maintained that the lofty impersonality of the

letter would increase public admiration for Adams. In some circles

it was indeed hailed in that spirit, but on the whole the reaction was

unfavorable. Adams' own son recognized that publication of the

letter seriously jeopardized what had been "a pretty sure thing."
20

Adams himself had never expected the Wells letter to be printed,

yet there is some evidence that he realized when he first wrote it that

it would affect his candidacy adversely. On the day he sent it off he

confided to his diary that he thought it would "prove decisive,"

and he told his son, with a chuckle, that he didn't believe Wells

"would relish it much." 21
Probably Adams was less intent on curb-
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ing enthusiasm for his nomination than on making his independ-
ence so clear that if the convention still insisted upon selecting him,

their action could only be considered politically unselfish.

Adams had sailed again for Europe before the Wells letter was

published. Word had come in mid-April that Britain, despite a

reserved protest against the indirect claims, had at least agreed to

present her Counter Case at Geneva. This was not a guarantee that

she would actually see the arbitration through, however, and alarm

continued on both sides of the Atlantic that the Treaty would be

lost, for neither country could yet see a way of graceful and honor-

able retreat. Fish hoped that Adams might be an instrument for

opening up a path of compromise, and he asked George Boutwell,

the Secretary of the Treasury, to confer with Adams before his

departure.

Accordingly the two men met on the 22nd of April. Boutwell

told him that the cabinet, knowing that he considered claims for

indirect damages invalid in international law, desired him to make
such intimations of these views "to persons of authority in London
as might relieve them of the difficulty which had been occasioned." 22

Back in February, without authorization, Adams had already inti-

mated as much to Lord Ripon. But now he felt some discomfort at

having to assume this more formal and imposing responsibility. In

combination with the uncertainty of the impending convention at

Cincinnati, his personal situation seemed full of tension and suspense.
The presidential business, at least, he knew would be decided while

he was in transit to Europe and that he could exercise no further

control over it. He settled back to the sea voyage with Mrs. Adams
with something like indifference on that score. He was convinced in

any case, that the delegates would not nominate him at least on

the only conditions to which he could give his assent.

The Cincinnati convention officially opened on the first of May.
The delegates were largely self-appointed, for few of them had been

selected fey any popular primary, or by any organized political

group. They varied widely in their backgrounds and their purposes.
The political opportunist sat down next to the idealistic reformer;

the protectionist with the free trader, the aristocratic, conservative
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Bostonian with the radical-minded, western German. Yet despite
differences of interest and temperament, substantial agreement had
been reached before the convention on all matters of principle ex-

cept the tariff. That issue was settled when the committee on reso-

lutions by-passed the demands of the free traders and decided in-

stead to leave the matter for local and congressional decision by
the people themselves. All that was left for the free traders was to

secure the nomination of a candidate who favored their cause.

One event of significance in regard to the selection of candidates

had actually taken place before the convention began its formal sit-

tings. A few days earlier four of the most influential liberal editors,

Bowles of the Springfield Republican, Murat Halstead of the Cin-

cinnati Commercial, Henry Watterson of the Louisville Courier

Journal, and Horace White of the Chicago Tribune, had met to dis-

cuss the impending nominations. They did not agree as to the most

desirable candidate though Watterson and Bowles preferred
Adams but all were united in their opposition to Judge Davis,

whose prominence they considered the greatest immediate threat to

the integrity of the convention. The four agreed that under

no circumstances would they support him, or, in fact, any "poli-

ticians'
"

ticket. In order to publicize their decision, they in-

dividually wired their ultimatum to their respective papers where it

appeared the following day as editorial leaders. The editorials in

turn were telegraphed back to Cincinnati where they were generally
credited with weakening the Davis movement. In proportion, the

stock of the other candidates naturally rose.

Adams' candidacy picked up particular momentum, even though
he had neither headquarters nor organization working in his behalf,

and had no personal friends to speak for him at the convention.

Most of the men who favored Adams, in fact, had never even seen

him. Theirs was apparently an entirely impersonal decision to sup-

port the candidate they considered the worthiest and most able.

The most concentrated area of support for Adams was the center of

the country Ohio, Kentucky, Michigan, Indiana and Tennessee.

As for his own New England, Adams not only failed to gain the

support of New Hampshire and Vermont, which allied themselves

with Greeley from the beginning, but even in Massachusetts, an
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influential minority, led by F. W. Bird, worked against him. These
New England defections were one source of weakness. He was

further hindered by descriptions which went the rounds of his lack

of personal magnetism and by the widespread fear that continued

Irish hostility to him would prevent a Democratic endorsement.

Despite these handicaps, Adams' stock continued to rise. In

fact, soon after the convention had formally begun, it was gen-

erally believed that he would win.23 This assumption led to some

unexpected consequences. Colonel Grosvenor of the Missouri dele-

gation, the leader of the Gratz Brown forces, became so convinced

of Adams' pending triumph that he concluded his candidate's

chances were hopeless, and suggested to the Brown delegates from

Missouri that they throw their strength to Adams in the hope of

salvaging the vice-presidential spot for their own man. Some of the

Missouri delegates interpreted this suggestion as treason to Brown,
and telegraphed the governor at St. Louis that Grosvenor, egged
on by Schurz, was selling him out. Thus was set in motion

a series of events which, it was later claimed, contributed substan-

tially to losing Adams the nomination.

Gratz Brown had already been alienated from Schurz as a result of

an earlier disagreement over state politics. In the previous year
Schurz had resisted a fusion movement in Missouri of Democrats

and Liberal Republicans, which, despite his opposition, had gone
on triumphantly to elect Francis P. Blair, Jr., to the Senate.

Both Brown and Blair held the incident as a grudge against

Schurz and were inclined to distrust his political maneuvers. Schurz,

moreover, had already made it clear in his address to the convention

that he preferred Adams as the standard-bearer of the party, though
he had been careful not to mention him by name. The telegram
from the Missouri delegates thus confirmed all of Brown's worst

suspicions; Schurz, it seemed clear, was attempting to swing the

Missouri delegation from Brown to Adams. But neither Brown nor

Frank Blair had any intention of surrendering the game without a

fight. No sooner did they receive word of the "treachery" than

they were on their way to Cincinnati. In the convention, mean-

while, a series of delays perhaps engineered with the specific

knowledge that new developments were in the offing had deferred
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the presidential balloting. As a result Brown and Blair managed
to arrive in Cincinnati in time to do the maximum damage.
Brown, it should be said, was a practical politician, perfectly

willing to ply the tools of his trade in order to achieve desired ad-

vantage; earlier, for example, he had tried to win Edward Atkin-

son's support for his presidential ambitions with a promise of the

Treasury Department.
24 He was now disappointed and chagrined

over the apparent failure of his candidacy and determined to

avenge himself on those he considered responsible.
The details of the conferences and maneuvers which Brown set in

motion immediately upon his arrival at the convention are not

known. Outraged opponents later charged corrupt bargaining with

susceptible Greeley delegates, through which Brown agreed to use

his influence to bring about Greeley's nomination for the presidency
in return for a guarantee of the vice-presidential spot for himself.25

Aside from these "secret maneuvers/' Brown made a public appeal
for Greeley as well. After the first ballot, on which Adams showed a

considerable lead, Brown secured the floor and withdrew his name
in Greeley's favor. The immediate effect was noticeable, but not

so pronounced as to be alarming. Brown's influence was apparently
sufficient to push Greeley two votes ahead of Adams on the second

ballot, but on the next two trials Adams regained and held his

lead.26 On the fifth ballot, however, there was a sizable spurt for-

ward for Greeley.
27 No full explanation can be given for this beyond

the possible suggestion that Brown's backstairs negotiations were

finally beginning to pay dividends. But since most of the votes seem

to have come from the columns of Trumbull and Davis supporters,
it could simply be that these delegates had given up hope for their

own favorites, and had now decided it was time to throw their

weight to their second choice, Horace Greeley.

On the sixth ballot there were numerous changes by which both

Adams and Greeley gained, the vote for the former standing at 324
and the latter at 332. The general unsettlement suggested that a

breakthrough might come on the next ballot. As a result, the Illi-

nois delegation, which had remained equally divided between

Trumbull and Davis, retired for consultation. In caucus, a poll of

the delegation resulted in a vote of 27 for Adams and 14 for Greeley,
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and the Illinois men no doubt returned to the floor convinced that

their announcement would start the final push over the top for

Adams. But events worked out differently. Before Illinois had a

chance to announce her decision, a bandwagon for Greeley had

begun rolling from where is not known. Changes for Greeley

suddenly began to be shouted from every part of the hall, and

through it all a wild and disconcerting demonstration was kept up
by the Greeley delegations. In a desperate move to stem the tide,

Schurz, who was in the chair, ruled that the roll was defective and

that a new call had to be made, but he was loudly shouted down.

The many changes gave Greeley more than the majority needed

for selection, and he was officially declared the Liberal Republican
nominee. Soon after, Gratz Brown was named the vice-presidential

candidate. A motion to make Greeley's selection unanimous was

met with angry shouts of opposition, and declared lost.28

Indeed, "angry" hardly does justice to the reaction. Rage, humili-

ation, disbelief, sadness all these better characterize the response
of the anti-Greeley men. In their eyes a movement born out of

protest against politicians had in the end been taken over by

politicians. "Sold out," "swindled by political idiots and political

buccaneers," "patent fraud" such were the phrases bandied

back and forth by the frustrated losers.29 Disappointment ranged
all the way from the free trader, who now found a protec-

tionist at the head of the movement he had worked so hard to in-

augurate, to the man who had been guaranteed publication by

Lippincott's for a campaign biography of Adams.

The losers were not above blaming each other for the disaster.

Some of the free traders latched on to Colonel Grosvenor as their

personal scapegoat, insisting that he had purposely summoned
Brown to Cincinnati to seal a corrupt bargain. Judge Davis, on the

other hand, entertained hard feelings against Trumbull for splitting

the Illinois delegation, while the Trumbull men, in turn, insisted

that their candidate would certainly have been nominated had it

not been for the intrigues of Davis. The Nation charged the out-

come direqtfy to Schurz, for he had had an opportunity to exert a

decisive influence on the selection of candidates and had failed to

utilize it. It was easy, Schurz replied to E. L. Godkin, the Nation's
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editor, to be wise after the event. At the time he had feared

it would appear vulgarly ambitious, particularly in one who was

foreign-born, to attempt the role of President-maker. He had

preferred for the nomination to appear "the spontaneous outgrowth
of an elevated popular feeling'

7

especially since he was sure that

the popular feeling would designate Adams. He, like others, Schurz

admitted, had considered Adams' nomination so certain as to make

any extraordinary exertion in its behalf unnecessary.
30

Many, without Schurz's honesty and insight, did not see that their

own "high-minded" nai'vet and inexperience had helped produce
the "debacle." Had they spent less time in pursuing individual

goals, and more in preparing for the realities of a convention fight,

they might well have defeated the Greeley forces. The Ohio dele-

gation, for example, which contained an extraordinary number of

able-minded men General Cox, Stanley Mathews, Judge Hoadley,
the Brinkerhoffs, General Brunet weakened their power of leader-

ship by adhering rigidly to the single idea of free trade. The
Trumbull and Adams forces, on the other hand, though completely
in harmony as to policy and despite the fact that Trumbull had

earlier agreed to take the second spot under Adams somehow
never got around to combining their forces.31 The belated switch of

the Illinois delegation is a case in point. If the 27 votes it finally

prepared to cast for Adams on the sixth ballot had been given to

him on the third or fourth, he might well have been nominated.

As much as anything, this lack of cooperation and organization

was due to sheer complacency to a persistent undervaluing of

Greeley' s strength as a candidate.32 Yet in actual fact, Greeley did

have a considerable following among the delegates and this was

quite aside from the support he drew from the professional politi-

cians. Many of the losers preferred to lay his success to corruption
and trickery rather than to genuine popularity among the rank and

file. In retrospect it was more consoling to have been dishonestly

beaten by the unscrupulous forces of darkness than to have lost

fairly or through their own mistakes to an opponent of merit

and stature.

It is true that Greeley at least after Davis' candidacy had

become untenable had been the choice of the "professionals"
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and that men like Brown and Blair had thrown their influence to

his side. Nevertheless, even when this support is recognized, the

fact remains that the delegates were not the mere pawns of in-

triguing politicians, and that much genuine sentiment existed for

Greeley among the reform element itself. Greeley, after all, had

long been known as a broadminded champion of reform, and had

more recently become widely admired in the South for his ad-

vocacy of amnesty and a reconciliation of the sections. Some of the

losers were honest enough to admit Greeley's popularity at the

convention. Lyman Trumbull wrote William Cullen Bryant that

quite aside from any bargain or management, Greeley had "a good
deal of strength among the people, & was strong in the Conven-

tion." 33 Samuel Bowles went so far as to state in print that no

real bargain had been made between the Greeley and Brown forces

in the first place. Brown's subsequent nomination for the vice-

presidency, Bowles argued, had followed "in the confusion and in-

difference" of the convention, and only after the withdrawal of both

Trumbull and Cox.34 Horace White, while assuming that Brown's

maneuvers had been real, suggested that his strategy had not had
the slightest effect on the convention. It had changed nobody's vote

and nobody's mind, and had served merely to convince "sour peo-

ple" that Brown was a political trickster.35

The convention, in any case, was over, and Horace Greeley,
whether through fraud, strength or luck, had been designated its

candidate. It remained to be seen whether the disaffected elements

would support his nomination once tempers had had a chance to

cool.

Adams himself received the news unceremoniously. No sooner

had he arrived in London than a stranger a man who had been
a fellow passenger on the boat rushed up to him and blurted out

that Greeley had been nominated. Adams' first reaction was "one of

great relief in being out of the melee," though he admitted surprise
at the choice of Greeley with whom he felt success was out of the

question,
36 Almost immediately Adams was flooded with the com-

miseration of well-wishers, but he himself refused to look on the

result as any sort of personal disaster. He had, after all, received a
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very large vote and he rightly considered this a flattering tribute to

his reputation, for it had been given in the face of his own indiffer-

ence and downright contrariness. It was, in fact, remarkable that

Adams without organization or spokesmen could have come
as close as he did to being selected. He himself considered his

escape fortunate. A narrow victory in the convention would not

have fulfilled the requirements of an "unequivocal call" which he

had stipulated in his letter to Wells, and he might therefore have

been driven to the ungracious necessity of refusing the bid and em-

barrassing his friends. Even if he had accepted the nomination and

won the election which seems highly unlikely in the face of

Grant's popularity Adams would have faced an awesome task,

and he well knew it. He far preferred his position of dignified in-

dependence to the responsibilities and liabilities of the presidency.
87

Adams saw little to choose between Grant and Greeley, but he

eventually decided, without enthusiasm, to support the latter. Many,
however, did not come around so easily, although some of Greeley's

most prominent opponents in the convention, such as Samuel

Bowles, Horace White and Lyman Trumbull, early signified their

adherence to his nomination. They admitted Greeley had serious

deficiencies as a candidate, but insisted that he was a big man with

a capacity for growth. Any belated attempt to name a third candi-

date or to replace Greeley, they feared, would make for confusion

in the opposition and guarantee Grant's re-election.38 Moreover,

the standing argument these men resorted to was that despite the

candidate, the Cincinnati movement itself stood for political revolu-

tion and as such deserved support. Both effete party organizations

would be destroyed by the upheaval, the old issues of the war

buried, and a new political departure inaugurated.
89

But there were many who remained unconvinced by this logic.

Owing to his stand in favor of general amnesty, Greeley's nomina-

tion took well in the South, as was expected, but in the North and

West there were serious signs of discontent. Republican New Eng-

land was particularly cold towards the nomination, especially

Massachusetts, where there had never been much aggressive hostility

to Grant. Considerable "pro-Adainism" had been worked up among
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the "better" classes there, but this could not be readily converted

into "pro-Greeleyism," and the masses, in either case, remained

loyal to Grant on the basis of his war record.40

There was also a faction in the Democratic party that insisted

Greeley could not be adopted with honor and advocated instead

a third nomination. The New York World was the organ of these

Democrats and within this circle, it was Adams' name, more than

any other, which was consistently mentioned for nomination. The

hope was that if Adams could be chosen by the Democratic national

convention, he would draw enough Liberal Republican votes from

Greeley to force the latter's withdrawal.41 As the weeks passed,

however, this sentiment among the northern Democrats began to

fade, and it became increasingly clear that Greeley would be

adopted by the national Democratic convention. A certain amount

of Democratic discontent remained, however, and if it could be

brought into combination with other anti-Greeley groups, a for-

midable third-party movement might yet be formed.

And other pockets of discontent did exist. The Ohio delegation

had been particularly indignant over the nomination, and at a

meeting held immediately after the adjournment of the convention,

some of its most prominent members, such as Judge Hoadley and

General Brinkerhoff, had bitterly repudiated the ticket.42 Greeley's

devotion to temperance reform had helped alienate still another

sizable group the German Republicans of the West. Before the

convention nearly the whole German press had been united behind

the Liberal movement. After it, only scattered journals signified

their support of Greeley, and then only in the conditional sense

that he was the sole alternative to Grant.43

For a while it seemed as if discontent would find a focus in the

Reunion and Reform Associations. Their convention had stood

ready at Cincinnati to endorse the Liberal nominations, but when
the choice of Greeley and Brown was announced, considerable

resentment had been expressed, and a committee appointed with

power to call a national convention at some future time to

make separate nominations. Here, however, the matter hung fire.

Some of the prominent members of the committee hesitated so long
over what action should be taken that when the move for a third
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nomination finally did materialize, it came not from the Reform
Associations but from the East from the Free Trade League.

44

The free traders more than any other group were united in their

disavowal of Greeley's candidacy, for on the cardinal point of tariff

reform they now found themselves at loggerheads with the official

standard-bearer of the Liberal party. They agreed with him only
on the amnesty question, and that, they felt, was of merely transient

importance. Strongly reinforced by Godkin's Nation and Bryant's

Evening Post, the free traders came increasingly to feel, in the

weeks following the Cincinnati convention, that a separate move-

ment ought to be inaugurated.
The Evening Post early suggested that another nomination be

put in the field, but that the selections this time be made by a

meeting of "notables" rather than left to the dangerous machinery
of a convention. A movement towards this end began in New
England, led by Wells and Atkinson.45 Their first step was to issue

a circular calling for a meeting at Steinway Hall in New York on

the goth of May to protest the "betrayal" at the Cincinnati con-

vention. Simultaneously, an effort was made to get Schurz himself

to take the lead in the new movement. But Schurz was cautious in

encouraging the free traders. He did not wish to sprinkle the field

with opposition candidates and thereby ensure Grant's election.

Nor was he eager to inaugurate a third nomination under free trade

auspices, for action based primarily on the tariff issue, he felt, would

neither strike the popular mind forcibly, nor unite the elements

of discontent. He looked on the Steinway Hall meeting, therefore,

with some trepidation.
46

The enthusiasm generated in that gathering went beyond expecta-
tion. Men such as Bryant, Wells and Atkinson led a clamorous

assembly in denunciation of the Cincinnati nominations and in a

pledge to continue the work of genuine reform. The name of

Charles Francis Adams was greeted with ardent applause, and the

demonstration in his behalf apparently convinced Schurz that the

free traders, regardless of consequences, would put Adams in the

field as an independent candidate.47 The idea even half appealed
to Schurz if it could be properly handled. It was just barely

possible, he felt, that Adams' candidacy might still rally sufficient
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nation-wide support to derail Greeley as the opposition leader.

If so, the movement might yet be restored to its original character.

Of one thing Schurz was certain as long as any considerable

number of anti-Greeley men continued to believe that something
could be done to replace Greeley, they would not unite with the

other forces opposing Grant to create the solidarity necessary for

victory. He agreed, therefore, that consultation was necessary

unitedly to replace Greeley with Adams if possible, but if not,

unitedly to support Greeley.
48

In pursuit of this strategy Schurz gave his qualified support to

the efforts of the free traders. He helped draft a call for a new
conference, though carefully wording the summons in such a way
as to leave himself and others free to support Greeley if no alterna-

tive candidate proved feasible.49 The invitation simply suggested
that a group of gentlemen opposed to the present administration

meet on the soth of June in New York to decide how best to unite

the elements of opposition for the coming presidential election.

Aside from Schurz, the signers included such prominent Liberal

leaders as J. D. Cox, William C. Bryant, David A. Wells and Jacob
Brinkerhoff. Others, such as Horace White and Bowles, hesitated

in lending their support to the new conference, for as little as they
liked Greeley, they felt that his candidacy was an established fact

and not susceptible to change. But as long as the conference was

not made up simply of implacable anti-Greeley men, they were at

least willing to sit in attendance, feeling that if possible it was

important to gain the adherence of such men as Schurz and Wells

to Greeley's candidacy.
50 Bowles even advised Whitelaw Reid,

Greeley's right-hand man, to treat the conference with courtesy,

thereby making it easier for such waverers as Schurz subsequently to

take an active part in Greeley's campaign.
51 Some of the more

staunch pro-Greeley men favored shunning the conference alto-

gether. To them it represented a dangerous and churlish attempt
to rob Greeley of a nomination fairly made.52

The conference, nonetheless, was well attended. About a hundred

persons gathered from twenty states and both pro- and anti-Greeley
forces were represented. The range of opinion varied widely regard-

ing the desirability of Greeley's candidacy, but the rebellion against
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him never really got off the ground. With the exception of certain

pockets of free-trade resistance in New England, New York and

Ohio, all eventually proved willing, with varying degrees of reluc-

tance, to unite under Greeley's banner. Many were driven to this

position, as was Schurz himself, because it became clear in the

weeks immediately preceding the conference that it was too late to

put a more acceptable ticket in the field. For one thing, it was

now all but certain that the Democratic party could not be weaned

away from Greeley. He had, in fact, showed so much strength with

the delegates to the pending national convention that Bourbons

and Republicans alike had been astonished.53 A few Democrats

continued to hold to the forlorn hope that their convention might
nominate Adams, but to most it was clear that the Greeley stampede
could not be reversed. And if the Democrats insisted on Greeley,

it meant that no other candidate could successfully unite the opposi-

tion to Grant. Schurz argued at the conference that Greeley, once

in office, would prove susceptible to the "right*' influences; he was

already strongly committed to amnesty and could be brought to

declare himself for other specific reform measures as well.54 Despite

his shortcomings, Schurz insisted, Greeley was clearly preferable to

Grant, and it seemed wrongheaded to destroy his chance of success

by weaning away his supporters through third party nominations.

Following this logic, the conference adjourned without taking any

action. Many of the anti-Greeley men, however, proved recalcitrant

to the end and refused to abide by this decision. A small splinter

group actually proceeded to place an independent ticket in the

field, which finally disintegrated only when its candidates refused

the proffered nominations. Another group, including Atkinson,

Bryant and E. L. Godkin, ended by supporting Grant.56

Thus the once buoyant movement to place Charles Francis Adams
at the head of a government devoted to grand and righteous meas-

ures of reform petered out in the impotent gestures of a few angry
and intransigent men. On Adams, personally, the conflict left few

scars. He had never given himself fully to the Liberal cause and

so was spared the pangs of disillusionment at its breakup. And
he looked on his own failure to win the nomination as a blessing.

Moreover, his return to Europe in April had totally removed him
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from all the maneuvering which had marked the post-Cincinnati

period. Instead, he had at once put all thought of the presidential

contest behind him, and, from the day of his arrival in Europe,
devoted himself exclusively to the difficulties of the arbitration.

And as before in his career, it was in diplomacy rather than in

politics that he was to make his special mark.
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The Arbitration Safely

Concluded

ALTHOUGH the British government had decided to present its

Counter Case, it had made no promise to continue the arbitration

beyond that point if the question of the indirect claims had not

first been settled.1 Yet no successful resolution of that difficulty

had been achieved. The United States still insisted that the arbi-

trators were entitled to consider the indirect claims, while Britain

just as firmly maintained that they were not even if assurances

were given in advance that no money compensation would be

asked for.2 Public opinion in England had increasingly hardened

against further concession and a sizable portion of the cabinet

sympathized with this sentiment. To further complicate matters,

Lord John Russell had given notice on the 22nd of April that he

would shortly move a resolution in the House of Lords to suspend
further proceedings at Geneva until the United States had with-

drawn the indirect claims.

It was at this moment of deadlock that Adams arrived in London

in early May. He at once got in touch with the American Minister,

Robert C. Schenck, in order to learn the latest details of the nego-

tiation and to offer his services in removing the obstacles to agree-

ment. Schenck gave Adams a melancholy summary of recent devel-

opments, and told him that on the 5th of May he had sent off a

"final" proposal to Washington which he and Granville had ma-

tured together. The two men had agreed on the draft of a declara-

tion by which both countries would renounce indirect claims in all

future cases and the United States, in consideration of this new rule,

would withdraw its current demands.

373
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The response from Washington was learned soon afterwards.

Grant, in consultation with his cabinet, had decided that he could

not negotiate any executive agreement with a foreign country with-

out seeming to encroach on the Senate's treaty power. He felt it

was necessary, therefore, that the proposal be formally presented

as a supplementary article to the original treaty. For political

reasons, the administration did not feel that it could initiate the

measure, and it was made clear that the maturing and presentation

of the article would have to be left to the British cabinet. Grant

did agree, however, to refer such an article to the Senate when and

if it was officially presented.
3

A critical moment in the history of the arbitration, Adams felt,

had now arrived. Opposition in the British cabinet to further

negotiation of any kind was known to be strong and it was doubtful

if approval could be won for reporting out a new article. At

first, in fact, it seemed clear that nothing could be done. Forster

despondently reported to Adams on the gth of May that the obstacles

appeared insurmountable.4 All hope for the arbitration, it seemed,

was lost, and Adams confessed that with the apparent failure of this

last scheme, he could see no further way of escape.

That same evening he dined by invitation with Lord Granville.

At a brief informal talk following the dinner, Granville explained
the source of the difficulty in preparing the desired article. Some
of the cabinet feared that a definition of "indirect damages" could

not be made sufficiently narrow to prevent future jeopardy to

England's claims.5 In reply Adams merely observed that trie Amer-

ican government sincerely desired to surmount the difficulties of the

situation, and that it was regrettable that parties aiming at the

same object should be kept apart by mere matters of form. Gran-

ville agreed, but there the conversation was dropped.
6

The very next day, however, the British cabinet did reluctantly

agree to authorize a new article, though in doing so it insisted that

the definition of indirect claims be confined to those categories

listed in the American Case.1 As a result of this stipulation still

further controversy arose. The United States Senate refused to

abide by the restriction and insisted, in additional amendments,
on a broader rule that would apply to all "remote and indirect
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losses." The British cabinet, in turn, then attempted to make
certain changes in the Senate amendments, and this time with both

Forster and Granville agreeing that the American position had

all the appearance of deliberate perversity.
8 But Fish declined to

submit the British changes to the Senate, on the grounds that it

would be hopeless to make a further appeal to that body. A dead-

lock, in short, had once more been reached and failure again
seemed imminent. By this time it was the end of May, with the

Tribunal due to reconvene in two weeks. In these circumstances,

Lord Russell, despite a personal plea from the Queen, resolved to

press his previously announced resolution calling for abandon-

ment of the arbitration. The situation was indeed desperate.

The initial debate on Russell's motion in the House of Lords on

the 4th of June proved damaging to the government, but Granville

managed to control the situation by obtaining a two-day adjourn-
ment. During that interval he received a note from Schenck which

proved of great value to him in warding off attack on the

arbitration. In the note, Schenck authoritatively stated that the

language proposed for the supplementary article would definitely

be sufficient for putting an end to all demands on the part of the

United States government in respect to the indirect claims.9 Gran-

ville used this information masterfully. When the Lords recon-

vened on the 6th of June, he read aloud the contents of the note

with such self-confidence that the impression at once took hold that

the Americans had made a far-reaching concession. Russell himself

assumed that the indirect claims had actually been abandoned,

though to avoid misconstruction Granville pointed out that their

withdrawal remained contingent upon mutual acceptance of a

supplementary article.10 Nonetheless, Russell announced that he

had been satisfied and asked permission to withdraw his motion.

With the crisis in Parliament averted, a crucial danger point in

the arbitration had been passed. Yet in fact, no genuine resolution

of the diplomatic difficulty had been achieved, and no one knew

exactly what would happen when the arbitration convened on the

i5th. Not only had the two governments still failed to agree on the

wording for a supplementary article, but, in fact, that whole discus-

sion soon became irrelevant For by the beginning of June, the
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United States Senate had adjourned, which meant that even if

agreement on an article could still be reached, the Senate would

not be able to pass on it for months, and by that time the Tribunal

would have long since convened. After an extended period of

negotiation, therefore, the whole project of a supplementary
article had come to nothing, though it was recognized that it

had at least served the useful purpose of keeping open discussion

and preventing an absolute breach. The British government con-

tinued to feel that a supplementary convention might yet be worked

out, and it suggested that the Tribunal be adjourned for a sufficient

period of time to allow the conclusion of the article. But Fish

rejected this proposal as impracticable.
11 The British cabinet

decided, however, that their agent would go ahead on his own and

request such an adjournment from the arbitrators.

The Tribunal reconvened on the i5th of June. The British were

in attendance, as had been expected, but the extent of their co-

operation continued to remain doubtful and undefined. Business

began with the presentation of the American Summary by Bancroft

Davis. Immediately thereafter Lord Tenterden, the British Agent,
stated that his country's final argument was likewise ready but

would not be presented as long as the question of the indirect

claims remained open.
12 In line with his instructions from the

cabinet, Tenterden asked for an adjournment of eight months in

order to give time for the settlement of the question through
the maturing of the much agitated supplementary article. Davis

then asked for a two-day recess so that he might learn his govern-
ment's opinion of Tenterden's request.
Adams considered the idea of an eight-month adjournment inad-

missible. He recoiled at the thought of remaining in Europe for so

long a time, and more important, he feared that the delay would

prove fatal to the arbitration. As a result, he decided that some
bold stroke was now needed, and that it was up to him to initiate it.

He had already asked Davis to call upon Tenterden and sound
him out on the possibility of proceeding at once with the cases of

direct damages, these decisions to be held in abeyance until the

question of the indirect claims could be disposed of. Davis presented
this suggestion to Tenterden on the night of June 15, but the British
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Agent at once rejected it. The excited state of feeling in England,

he explained, made such a procedure impracticable. If Adams

really meant business, Tenterden added, he would have to go a

great deal further. 13 Adams himself had already reached the

same conclusion. Even before he was informed of Tenterden's

reply, he had decided that a more radical step would be neces-

sary.

During the interview with Tenterden, Davis had immediately

picked up the Englishman's remark about "going further" and had

asked for some more concrete elaboration. At the time Tenterden

had made no additional comment but later that same night he

roused Davis from bed to present to him three specific proposals

which had been suggested by Sir Roundell Palmer, the British

counsel. The gist of the plan was that the British would be satisfied

with an extrajudicial opinion by the arbitrators against the in-

direct claims, that the English arbitrator should remain passive

in bringing that result about, and that such an opinion would

not be binding on either government unless approved by both. 14

Davis immediately took these suggestions down in writing and the

following morning, Sunday the i6th, he presented them to Adams

for consideration, along with certain observations on the pro-

posals made by the American staff. Adams promptly drew up a

paper based on Palmer's suggestions which he hoped would satisfy

both sides. The central dilemma which he faced in drafting

an agreement was the need of reconciling Britain's refusal to

recognize the jurisdiction of the Tribunal over the indirect

claims with the American insistence that the Tribunal formally

pass on them, even if only to disallow them. Adams resolved

the difficulty by first declaring that the arbitrators could not

decide a question not fully recognized by both parties as legitimately

within their purview. He then went on to state the decision which

the arbitrators would have made, had their power to do so not

been questioned: namely, that according to recognized rules of

international law, Great Britain could not be held responsible for

the indirect damages.
15

Adams at once took the paper to Davis, where he left it for

examination and revision by the American counsel. The following

morning Davis and Evarts, one of the American counsel, brought
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him a revised version which they had worked over in consultation

with the British.1* The American lawyers had objected to the

admission in Adams' draft that the arbitrators lacked jurisdiction

in the affair. This, they felt, cast reflection on the validity of the

previous insistence by the United States that the claims be pressed

for a formal decision.17 Aside from this revision, however, most

of the changes were matters of form rather than of substance, and

Adams accepted the additions cheerfully.

His next move was to secure the cooperation of the other arbi-

trators in carrying out the plan. That same morning he opened
the subject with Count Sclopis by indirectly inquiring if he favored

Tenterden's request for an eight-month adjournment. When Sclopis

expressed disapproval, Adams was quick to tell him that both

Staempfli and d'ltajuba had confided similar sentiments to him

earlier. Given this consensus, Adams went on, it should surely be

possible for the arbitrators themselves to remove the necessity for

a lengthy adjournment. He showed Sclopis the paper previously

agreed upon by the lawyers of the two countries and suggested that

this might prove the very remedy for which they were searching.

Sclopis kept the paper for study and then asked Adams what

would be the best course to take when the Tribunal reconvened

that afternoon, in order to prevent the question of adjournment
from coming up for immediate decision. Adams told Sclopis that

Davis would state at the beginning of the session that he had not

yet received instructions from his government regarding the pro-

posed adjournment and would then ask for a further two-day post-

ponement. If Sclopis would agree to the request and declare the

sitting adjourned, the necessary extra time for consultation could

be won.

Sclopis agreed to this plan and that afternoon, honoring Davis'

request, he adjourned the session for two additional days. In doing

so, however, he asked the arbitrators themselves to remain for con-

sultation. A discussion then followed among the five members of the

Tribunal concerning the advisability of an extended adjournment,
and touching upon the obstacles which prevented immediate action.

An intimation by Cockburn that an extrajudicial renunciation of the

indirect claims might clear the decks was immediately latched on

to by Adams.18 He asked Cockburn if he thought such a step would
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satisfy his government. When Cockburn said that he believed it

would, Adams then announced that he was prepared to make a

specific proposal to that end. At this point discussion temporarily

broke off, but the following evening a second and decisive confi-

dential meeting was held at Count Sclopis' lodgings. Immediately

before it began Davis put into Adams' hands the final draft of the

agreement as worked out by the lawyers of both sides. It was this

version which Adams presented that night to the arbitrators and

which was then adopted by them. On the following day, the igth

of June, Count Sclopis formally read to the assembled Tribunal

the unofficial opinion of the arbitrators that Britain was not respon-

sible for the indirect claims. Soon after, Washington acknowledged

the extrajudicial decision as final and agreed to exclude the

indirect claims from its case. The British government shortly

followed suit by withdrawing her motion for an eight-month ad-

journment, and by acknowledging that the question had been

resolved to her complete satisfaction.

Thus, at long last, this critical and vexing problem was laid to

rest. In the final accounting no one person can be said to have

been entirely responsible for the result. Adams had certainly con-

tributed to it powerfully, particularly through the influence which

he had exerted on the three neutral arbitrators. But much of the

credit also goes to the legal counsel on both sides who labored

steadily over the various drafts in order to produce a formula

satisfactory to all concerned. Finally, the two governments them-

selves should not be forgotten. It is true that in the months pre-

ceding final settlement, pride and punctilio had too often been

allowed to block the channels of diplomacy. Yet from the beginning

both sides had desired a successful conclusion to the difficulty, even

if they had disagreed on the means of achieving it. And individ-

ual statesmen particularly Fish, Schenck, Granville, Forster and

Ripon_ had labored with ingenuity and dedication to achieve a

workable agreement. When the final breakthrough came, Forster

was not alone in exclaiming with relief: "After all, this Treaty,

which has as many lives as a cat, will live." ld

After the tension and suspense of the preceding months, the

arbitration itself was almost an anticlimax. Its proceedings were
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punctuated both by disputes over points of law and by severe

clashes of personality, but on the whole adjudication proceeded

swiftly and methodically.
The commissioners who drew up the Treaty of Washington had

included three "rules" of neutrality for the guidance of the arbi-

tration.20 In essence, these rules stated that a neutral government
was bound to use "due diligence" to prevent the fitting out, arming
or equipping of any vessel which it had "reasonable ground" to

believe was intended for carrying on war against another nation;

that a neutral was bound to prevent the use of its ports or waters

as the base of naval operations, or for the augmentation of military

supplies and men; and finally, that a neutral was bound to exercise

"due diligence" in its own ports and waters, and over all persons
within its jurisdiction, to prevent any violation of the foregoing

obligations.
21 Much of the difficulty at Geneva arose over the

necessity of giving more precise definition to these rules. The term

"due diligence" caused particular trouble. Britain argued that

"due diligence" should be measured by that activity which a neutral

nation usually employed in the conduct of its own affairs. The
arbitrators, however, largely accepted the American argument in

this matter, which, in defining "due" as "adequate," tended to treat

the very fact of nonprevention of Confederate activity on British

soil as sufficient proof that "due diligence" had not been observed.

Further, the arbitrators held that Britain had violated the law of

nations by not detaining the Confederate cruisers on subsequent
occasions when they entered British ports. The British claimed

that these interpretations of the rules distorted their original mean-

ing and were symptomatic of the disposition of the judges to strain

the letter of the Treaty to favor the American case.22

Further difficulties developed in the arbitration as a result of

continual efforts on the part of the British to gain time through

delaying tactics. Cockburn, for one, had never believed that the

arbitration would go through. As a result, he had failed to examine
the arguments in advance and thus needed extra time to prepare
himself. Roundell Palmer, on the other hand, declared that he was
not ready to deliver the British Summary because of other pressing
demands on his time. The Americans, with some pride of author-
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ship, thought that the true explanation of Palmer's delay lay else-

where. The British, they decided, had found the American Sum-

mary so strong that they realized their own previously prepared
conclusion would not meet all of its arguments.

23

In any case, it had no sooner become clear that the arbitration

had been saved than the British began clamoring for a long adjourn-
ment. Adams considered the request an "impertinence," but when
the term of the postponement asked for was reduced and the other

arbitrators had been softened by Palmer's personal plea, he decided

not to express further opposition. As a result, a short recess was

declared until the isth of July.

Adams spent the intervening weeks vacationing contentedly with

his family at Chamonix. When the Tribunal reconvened, however,

his tranquil frame of mind was again soon disturbed by Cockburn's

further attempts to delay proceedings. The Englishman now revived

an old scheme for the reargument by counsel of the general prin-

ciples which should regulate a judgment. Adams objected to this

as a waste of time, and in reply, Cockburn rather testily implied
that the arbitrators had ceased to be impartial. This was no news

to Adams, who had become convinced himself that the neutral

arbitrators had already made up their minds to award the United

States a sum in gross. Nonetheless, he considered Cockburn's

declaration "wanting in tact," and he was successful in convincing
the other arbitrators that they should proceed at once to judge the

case of each ship on its individual merits, without hearing further

formal argument on general principles.
24

The decision only temporarily silenced Cockburn. Throughout
the sessions, he was given to bursts of irritability and exasperation.

Adams had no complaint of Cockburn's conduct to him personally,

but his diary Is filled with incidents which recount the Chief Jus-

tice's irascibility and impatience. His arguments, Adams felt, tended

to resemble those of an attorney arguing a case rather than an im-

partial judge calmly assessing the evidence. This tendency some-

times got so out of hand that Adams feared the supposedly august

Court of Justice was in danger of being turned into a debating

society. More than once Cockburn attacked the American lawyers

with so much vehemence and bitterness that his behavior was con-
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sidered offensive.25 After one decision against Britain the Chief

Justice lost his temper completely and intimated that the other

arbitrators were not sufficiently acquainted with the law to deal

competently with the matters at hand. This led to such indignation
on the part of his fellow arbitrators that Cockburn was forced to

declare that he had meant no personal offense.26 Even Tenterden

complained to Lord Granville that Cockburn's brusqueness was

proving damaging to their cause.27 In all, the best explanation of

the Chief Justice's behavior is that from the first he had been out

of sympathy with the arbitration. He considered the American

claims excessive and unscrupulous, and had assumed that as a result,

the arbitration would never be allowed to proceed. When events

proved him wrong, he was forced at the last minute into prodigious
labors for a cause of which he basically disapproved. This infused

his whole attitude with irritability and petulance. His belligerence,

moreover, carried over into his official decisions. In the voting on

each vessel only once did he decide against Great Britain, and that

was in the palpably obvious case of the Alabama.2*

Adams himself ran into some difficulty on these decisions. The
British expressed their satisfaction that he had been impartial,
and Granville described his actions as "judicious and on the whole

not unfair considering his position/'
29 But it was the Americans,

paradoxically, who were somewhat disgruntled by Adams' disinter-

ested stand, and irked by certain of his opinions which went against
the claims of the United States. At one point Davis even went so far

as to ask Adams to reconsider a decision, but Adams coldly reminded

him that as a judge he was called upon to act on his convictions,

not on his sense of national advantage.
30 In the case of the Georgia

Davis felt that Adams had actually taken the lead in destroying
that claim, for his negative opinion was the first one read and the

neutral arbitrators naturally declined favoring the United States

when that country's own representative had voted against her.81 A
final incident of friction with the American counsel came in the

case of the Shenandoah. There Adams felt compelled to take issue

in part with Evarts' argument in the case, for he felt it had been

so extreme as actually to threaten the future security of neutral

nations.82
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By the end of August all the individual cases had been decided

upon. On the Sumter, the Nashville, the Georgia and all the smaller

vessels the arbitrators either pronounced unanimously against

Britain's liability, or excluded the cases from consideration for want

of evidence.33 On the Alabama they unanimously held Britain to

account, and on the Florida and the Shenandoah they also upheld
British liability but by split decisions.34 Adams considered the

judgments as just as could reasonably have been expected.

All that now remained was to assign a gross sum by way of award.

Here again a certain amount of acrimony broke out. Cockburn ex-

pressed his opinion that the Americans had padded their demands to

compensate for those vessels which the arbitrators had disallowed.35

Adams sharply reprimanded him for questioning the integrity of

the United States, and proposed secret sessions for all future meet-

ings in order to minimize similar editorializing. His suggestion was

at once adopted and from that point on, deliberations on the award

proceeded smoothly. The arbitrators, with Adams' concurrence,

first decided against damages based on costs of pursuit and "pro-

spective earnings,"
86 and then went on to consider the final question

of the actual amount to be awarded on the remaining claims. Here

the arbitrators at first held to different figures. Adams and Staempfli

pronounced for eighteen million, Sclopis for sixteen, d'ltajuba

for fifteen, and Cockburn for a mere four million enough only

to cover claims arising from the Alabama. In the ensuing discussion

Cockburn finally agreed to fifteen million, but Staempfli and Adams

held out for a minimum of sixteen, Since Sclopis had already named

that figure, the question could have been decided at that point on

the basis of a majority vote. D'ltajuba, however, pleaded for a .

compromise figure of fifteen and a half million and Adams finally

yielded in order to bring the Brazilian into the decision. In any

case, he considered the final figure a just one. It was not so high

as to appear vindictive and yet was large enough to establish a

principle. Cockburn, however, recorded his dissent from the award

in a lengthy paper, and after the final session of the Tribune mani-

fested his disaffection by stalking off without a word of goodbye
or congratulation for any of the other members. Lord Ten-

terden, on the other hand, thought the award waa "certainly
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moderate," and felt that the arbitration might "prove to have been

a good thing for both countries." 37

In England the response to the verdict was naturally mixed.

Several newspapers, including the Times, the Telegraph and the

Daily News, hailed the award, and something was said in favor of

the peaceful international precedent which had been established.

Many, however, grumbled at the "enormous" indemnity (just
as their American counterparts complained that the award was
too meager) and looked on the whole proceeding as an unwar-
ranted and unparalleled national humiliation. Some even felt

that the extravagant penalty forced on Britain had discredited

rather than bolstered the principle of arbitration.38 And when the

settlement came up for debate in the House of Lords, the Earl of

Derby emphatically denied that there was any cause for congratula-
tion, or that the arbitration had restored friendship and good
will.30 But it was true, nonetheless, that the whole issue of the

claims had at least been removed from the area of contention,
and could no longer serve as a focus for controversy disturbing
the diplomatic relations of the two countries.

For Adams himself, the arbitration had been a complete triumph.
He was generally credited, even by the Times, with having single-

handedly saved the negotiations. Testimonies to his commendable

personal conduct during the sessions were fulsome on all sides. In

his report to the British cabinet, for example, Lord Tenterden
made a special point of noting "the dignity, tact, self-command, and
moderation" with which Mr. Adams discharged his functions as

arbitrator.40 Adams accepted all the commendation with modesty,
only wondering at the fact that but four years before he could have

thought himself at the summit of his career.

Count Sclopis ended the sessions on the 14th of September with
a "neat and impressive" address. The city handsomely followed

through with the firing of a twenty-two gun salute, and with that,

the Tribunal was formally dissolved. Then came the personal
farewells and exchange of good wishes. The Adamses were to

remain in Geneva for an extra week, but many left immediately
and there were a number of affectionate and sad goodbyes.
Adams himself had grown fond not only of many of his associates
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but of the city as well The churches in Geneva had aroused more

genuine and continuous religious interest in him than he had ever

known, and the enchanting scenery of the region had completely
won his heart. On one of the last evenings of his stay he walked

out towards the lake at sunset for a farewell view of Mont Blanc.

The atmosphere was so clear and soft that the view was nearly

perfect; it was an affecting valedictory which he thought back on

long afterwards.

After leaving Geneva, the Adams family lingered in Europe for

another five weeks, mostly in France. Parisian life held little

appeal for Adams it too often revolved around association

with Americans and "shopping for articles of luxury of little

or no value" and so he himself slipped off for a brief visit to

the west of France. It was while there that he learned with

great sadness of Seward's death. Adams had long admired him as

both a statesman and a friend, and he knew full well how much his

own career had been indebted to Seward's timely interventions in

his behalf. He was anxious to do something to honor his friend's

memory, though such an effort would clearly have to wait until

his return to the states.

Before sailing for home Adams thoughtfully paid a final visit to

Lord and Lady Russell. He seemed anxious to assure the British

statesman that the award of the arbitrators reflected much less on

the actions of Russell's Ministry than on the laxity of the officers

whom they had trusted. His kind words seemed to reassure the old

statesman. It was Adams' last and perhaps most delicate diplomatic

gesture.

On the third of November the Adams party sailed for home.

Adams' memories of Europe, both personal and diplomatic, left

little to be desired. He was leaving the scene of his greatest triumphs
and doing so, moreover, at the peak of his fame. Yet he was thor-

oughly tired of the restless life of travel and responsibility and

.eager to return to simpler ways. For him the farewell held no

regrets.
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His RECEPTION at home this time was markedly different from that

in 1868. There were still no public demonstrations or elaborate

functions to mark his return, but everywhere he was treated with

deference and respect. His status was so secure and satisfying that

he thought his position surely the most desirable in America. He
was free from all responsibilities, regarded as a person who ought to

be at the head of affairs (though few cared to have him there), and

assured of getting an immediate hearing for his opinions on any

subject.
1 At times, the attention and flattery actually became

oppressive, for Adams felt ill equipped to play the role of a great
man. He preferred limiting his social contacts to intimate dinners

of the highly educated.2 These gave him far more pleasure than

larger gatherings where the attendant formality and adulation

distressed him. >

Although he early resumed and even increased his social activities,

Adams found it far more difficult to take up his routine duties and

responsibilities again. The cares entailed in restoring his accounts,

and the temporary derangement of his domestic affairs, disturbed

and vexed him out of all proportion to their importance. The

necessity for beginning further repairs on the house at Quincy, for

example, filled him with such dismay that he could barely control

his aversion to the place. In fact he dreaded the assumption of any
labor, trifles weighed upon him, and he shrank from the prospect
of embarking on new enterprises;

8 he could scarcely recognize
himself in this uncharacteristic flight from occupation.
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In part, his lethargy and indifference were probably due to a

natural reaction to the rigors of the arbitration. But in part also,

as he himself fully recognized, they were due to the swift ad-

vance of age. Just as Adams had matured early, so he grew old

early, and at the age of sixty-five his mental powers were already

deteriorating. The most perceptible change was in his memory
where the decline was so noticeable that he became increasingly

alarmed at the symptoms. Physically, he remained remarkably

hardy. He complained that his leg muscles were not as "pliable"
as they had once been, and that he tired more easily, but be-

yond these normal signs of age, his body remained vigorous
and strong. When he was almost sixty-nine, he climbed Mount

Lafayette, while on a trip to the White Mountains, entirely on foot,

and afterwards remarked with some astonishment that he felt almost

no fatigue from the exercise.4 But his spirit definitely lacked its

old elasticity. Even after he again embarked on a number of

projects, he was conscious of executing his work more mechanically
and with less genuine energy and enthusiasm than he had ever

known. But he remained a man of determination and conscience.

There was much he yet wished to do, and he meant, as long as

possible, to pit his perseverance against the forces of time and age.

High on Adams' priority list was a desire to do some honor to

the memory of William Seward. His first effort in this regard was a

paper he presented to the Massachusetts Historical Society on Sew-

ard's life. He worked hard on the manuscript, and the result was

well received, but in fact this proved only a trial run for a larger ef-

fort. In February, 1873, the New York legislature invited him to de-

liver an address before them in Seward's memory. Adams immedi-

ately accepted the offer and spent the next two months industriously

preparing his text. He hoped to make the address "something like a

solid monument on our history" and in his zeal he went to the length

of borrowing manuscript materials from Thurlow Weed to round

out his portrait. He delivered the address in April to a rapt audi-

ence evidently moved by the impact of his words. Weed, for

one, was so overcome by the speech that his friends had to bundle

him off for New York City immediately after it to prevent his being

exposed to further excitement.5
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The address was widely reprinted in the newspapers, where it

was generally commented on favorably. But there was considerable

rumbling over various remarks Adams had made about Lincoln.

He had stated that Seward, as Lincoln's intellectual and moral

superior, was the real directing force behind the administration,

and that decisions were largely controlled and shaped by him rather

than by the President. He gave Lincoln credit for his good qualities,

but contrasted his abilities unfavorably with those of his Secretary
of State. The reaction to this downgrading of the Great Emancipa-
tor was far more widespread than Adams had anticipated. A
number of newspapers criticized him sharply, and a variety of

prominent men immediately took the field to disprove his state-

ments. Jeremiah Black, who had been Buchanan's Secretary of

State and Attorney General, wrote a long article in the New York

Tribune contradicting Adams' portrait of Seward; Judge Hoar pre-

sented his objections personally to Adams at a monthly Union Club

dinner; and the surviving members of Lincoln's cabinet actually

conferred on the best means of refuting his remarks. Gideon Welles

was so exercised over the affair that he wrote three extended articles

to counteract Adams' assertions, and these were subsequently re-

printed in book form.6

The furor left Adams undisturbed. He was pleased, in fact, that

his speech had been so widely discussed, for he confidently believed

that it was the best thing he had ever done, and he was glad on both

his own account and Seward's, that it would reach a large audience. 7

Nor did he make any effort to answer his detractors; he felt his time

could be better employed in other projects, particularly the publica-
tion of his father's diary.

For with his duty to Seward discharged, Adams had turned once

again to his editorial tasks. Beginning in the summer of 1873, he

began to devote much of his time to the collation of materials, to

collateral historical investigation, and to the correction of proof
sheets. The process of reviewing old issues and reviving old mem-
ories sometimes proved disturbing to him, for it made him sadly
conscious of how far he had come and how near he was to the end.

The annotation on the diary he kept to a bare minimum, partly
from considerations of space, but also, as he admitted, because of
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his own sluggishness. When the first volume came out in April,

1874, the newspaper reviews were very friendly, but Adams had

performed his labors so mechanically that he was almost indifferent

to the notices.8

Aside from his historical work, he husbanded his energies

rather closely. Most of his time was spent quietly at home, punc-
tuated by occasional visits to his children, or by meetings of the

Historical Society, his dining clubs, or the Harvard Board of Over-

seers, of which he was elected president in 1874. Once hi a great

while he allowed himself to be persuaded to give a public address,
9

or to take short vacations to such resorts as the Isles of Shoals, the

White Mountains or Niagara Falls. But these were irregular breaks

in a placid and unvarying routine.

Politics remained a world apart. Not again until 1876 was Adams

directly involved in party debate or electioneering. And yet on

several occasions before that date his name figured prominently
as a potential candidate for public posts. Rumors of his pending

appointment to office had begun to spread as soon as he arrived

home. It was first thought that he would be chosen by Grant to

replace Fish in the State Department. No sooner had he landed in

New York, in fact, than Thurlow Weed told him that he trusted

the President would call him into the cabinet. Shortly after, Henry
Wilson, the Vice-President elect, informed Adams of his own efforts

to persuade Grant to agree to the appointment. Before long the

newspapers had busily taken up the rumor, and at one point his

selection for the Department of State was actually announced on

the newspaper boards in Boston. Adams never doubted that the

movement in his behalf would, as usual, draw a blank, and his

prediction proved entirely accurate. 10

Hardly had the rumors about the State Department died down
when Adams began to be mentioned for the Senate. The first effort

to elect him never got off the ground,
11 but in 1874 the speculation

took a more positive and even encouraging turn. The Daily Ad-

vertiser came out in Adams' behalf, and for a brief period it ap-

peared that he might be pushed through as a compromise candidate.

But some segments of the Republican party, apparently under the

direction of Ben Butler, worked against him, and the office finally
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went to Governor Washburn.12 Yet this failure did not prevent his

name from being brought up by the Republicans again the follow-

ing year, when he ran a strong but futile second to H. W. Dawes. 13

Adams claimed that he had no regrets over these repeated failures.

He admitted that he would have prized the Senatorial honor, but
on the other hand, he strongly disliked the idea of returning to

Washington. It would have meant the assumption of burdensome
and disagreeable duties, and at the expense, moreover, of his inde-

pendence and tranquillity. He told himself that he was well satisfied

with his reputation as it already stood. The possession of office

could add nothing, and would perhaps detract from the general
esteem in which he was held.14

The Adams admirers, however, could not be easily silenced

even by the inaction of the hero himself. In 1875 they chose to

push him for still another office this time as the Republican
candidate for governor of the state. The idea seems to have orig-
inated with Bowles of the Springfield Republican as a step to

nominating Adams for the presidency the following year. Adams
himself was averse to the proposal, since of all the places in public
life, he felt himself least adapted for the office of governor. And
yet his candidacy developed considerable strength. George W. Curtis
of New York publicly urged his nomination "as a National ques-
tion," and Henry Wilson, perhaps belatedly atoning for his "sins,"

again expressed his desire to support Adams for office. His friends

managed an active campaign in his behalf, and in the actual ballot-

ing in the Republican convention he received 260 votes, which
was about one quarter of those cast. The Boston bloc, however,

vigorously opposed his selection and, in the end, the nomination
went instead to Alexander Rice.15 This outcome, abortive as ever,
moved Hamilton Fish to write sardonically that they had just now
had the "annually returning periodical demand for a pure, an

exemplary statesman in the person of Charles Francis Adams
Governor, President Town Clerk or something."

16

But in 1876, Adams' friends were certain that the outcome was
going to be different Here the biggest office of all was at stake and
undaunted, they early began to act as if their champion had al-
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ready won the prize. Bowles, supported by Carl Schurz, again took

the lead in the movement, and they were ably seconded by a group

of young New England intellectuals, including Henry Cabot

Lodge, Moorfield Storey, and Adams' own sons, Henry, Brooks

and Charles Francis, Jr. Actually, these men were only secondarily

concerned with getting Adams elected to the presidency. Primarily

Adams was to be the means towards a broader political purpose:

to see that the presidential campaign of the centennial year did not

become a mere scramble o politicians for spoils. Adams was the

preferred leader, but the main point was to elect a genuine re-

former who had stature and dignity, and Benjamin Bristow,

Grant's upright Secretary of the Treasury, also attracted consider-

able support.
17

At first the Schurz-Bowles group confided its aims only to a small

circle of trusted men, and these surrounded all their movements

with circumspection. Any premature popular demonstrations were

avoided and reliance was placed on private contacts and quiet

progress behind the scenes. Unfortunately, there was no agreement

among the "independents" on any one mode of procedure.
18 Ini-

tially, Schurz seems to have hoped that Adams could be made the

candidate of both parties, or that the people themselves, in a great

burst of moral enthusiasm, would take the matter out of the hands

of the old parties altogether, and unanimously single out Adams

for the office. 19 The political nai'vet of this scheme soon became

apparent, but no concrete alternative was put in its place. Opinion
varied between attempting an independent movement and trying

to capture the Republican nomination itself for Adams. Various

correspondents warned Bowles and Schurz that party lines would

be extremely difficult to break. If Adams was to be nominated,

they said, it would have to be within the existing party, for "inde-

pendency" would frighten away many who might otherwise support

him.20

Both schemes, however, seem to have been pushed simultaneously.

In Massachusetts, Lodge was encouraged to work inside the party

to secure a Republican delegation for Adatns, and, at the same time,

an effort was made to draw as many prominent men as possible

to his banner without reference to party organization.
21 There
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was a certain amount of encouraging response at first, but nothing
of unusual dimensions. Schurz reported that his western corre-

spondents were taking well to the idea of a reform convention, and

he believed at least in January that circumstances were "grow-

ing more and more propitious."
22 Bowles remained sanguine even

longer. He continued to insist, as late as March, that Adams was

the only man who could ensure Republican victory, and that there-

fore the party would be blind not to nominate him.23 It was true

that a certain amount of support for Adams had materialized.

Once the moves of the reformers in his behalf had become known,

friendly notices of him had appeared in the press, and a number
of private inquiries and pledges of support had been sent to him

personally. This time, moreover, Adams responded to such friendly

advances in a more conciliatory spirit than he had in 1872. He still

did not wish a nomination, nor would he compromise his political

independence to obtain one, but he was anxious this time not to

appear haughty or disdainful of efforts in his behalf.24

But none of this was sufficiently promising. Adams simply did

not have the personal magnetism to draw popular support, and, on

the other hand, his reputation for "independency" drove off the

professionals.
25 As early as February, it had become clear to Schurz,

at least, that he had not developed the strength they had antici-

pated. Schurz tried switching the reform strength to Bristow, but

the Kentuckian would not openly agree to run as an independent
if the Republican nomination could not be won for him.26

Despite these difficulties, the Schurz-Bowles group perfected plans
for a conference of prominent men. The meeting was by invitation

only, and a number of distinguished leaders, including President

Woolsey of Yale, David A. Wells, William Graham Sumner, E. L.

Godkin, William C. Bryant and Peter Cooper, accepted the call.

But when the conferees gathered on the i5th of May in New York,

no one seemed to know quite what, if anything, could be accom-

plished by their meeting. Schurz and a number of other speakers
read addresses demanding civil service reform and a presidential

candidate of genuine ability and stature, but although these senti-

ments were heartily endorsed by the assembly, no specific resolutions

were adopted. When a motion was offered committing the confer-
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ence to nominate Adams, it was so coolly received that it had to be

immediately withdrawn.27 The actual meeting was over in a

scant three hours, though a permanent committee was selected with

power to convene a national Liberal convention if future develop-
ments warranted. When the Republicans, the following month,
selected Rutherford B. Hayes as their candidate, this permanent
committee met but was unable to agree on whether or not to support
him, and finally decided to leave the decision to the conscience of

each individual. On this note the independent movement disinte-

grated. Many of the Republican reformers, including Schurz him-

self, were satisfied with Hayes, but Adams considered him a "cipher"
and made no attempt to conceal his preference for the Democratic

candidate, Samuel Tilden.

Adams' declaration in favor of Tilden led to political repercus-
sions which he had never anticipated. No sooner did his preference
become known than members of the Democratic party in Massa-

chusetts began to agitate for Adams' nomination on their ticket as

governor. It seemed at first as if William Gaston, the expected
Democratic nominee, would not yield the place and that the con-

tinuing hostility of the Irish to Adams would further militate against
his selection. Adams, moreover, made it quite clear that he would

not accept any contested nomination.28 All the odds, therefore,

pointed to a repetition of the familiar "also ran" pattern. Tilden,

however, used what influence he could in Adams' favor, urging that

his nomination would strengthen the national ticket.29 This, in

conjunction with strong support from the western part of the state,

actually effected the seemingly impossible. In the Democratic state

convention, Gaston, realizing that the tide was running against him,

reluctantly consented to withdraw, and then moved Adams' nom-

ination by acclamation.

It was a startling result. The perennial candidate had finally

been honored with an actual nomination for office, and no one

was more surprised than Adams himself. He took it for granted
that he could not be elected, and this made his pleasure in the

nomination complete, for he had no real desire for the office and

prized only the honor of having been selected to run for it. His

monotonous rejection for place had rankled more deeply than he
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had been willing to admit. He felt entitled to some evidence from
his own state that his public services had been appreciated, and
he harbored a grudge against the Republican party in Massachu-
setts for repeatedly casting aside his name in favor of others. Now
that he had at last received a sign of recognition he found it difficult

to restrain his contempt for the party which had so long blocked it.

Perhaps in the future, he exulted, the Republicans would be more
respectful.

30

He himself took no part in the campaign. The day after his

nomination he left with members of his family for Philadelphia to

visit the Exhibition, and did not return until the end of September.
Even then he confined himself to his usual routine, making no
speeches and attending no rallies. As the canvass approached its

close, Adams became somewhat nervous over signs of his possible
election, for he did not want the job and considered himself thor-

oughly unsuited for it. But individual members of the Republican
party, attracted by his candidacy, were showing signs that they
intended to cross party lines in order to support him, especially
since there was dissatisfaction with the Republican congressional
nominations given to Ben Butler and his friends.31 On the eve
of the election, in fact, Bowles told Adams that the trend seemed
to be setting in his favor, and his son Brooks independently con-
firmed this analysis. But Adams, though apprehensive, was not
convinced by such predictions. He expected most of the liberal

Republicans to be held in line by party regularity, and felt that,
on the other hand, many traditionally Democratic Irish votes
would go to Rice, his opponent. He concluded, therefore, that he
would run ahead of the ticket, but fail of election.

For once Adams proved overly optimistic. Not only did he fail to

win, but, as a result of Irish defections, he actually polled some
2500 fewer votes in the state than Tilden did.32 His pride was
wounded by this outcome, but he took what comfort he could in

having successfully escaped from the "burden" of the governor-
ship.

Attention, moreover, was mercifully absorbed by the contested
outcome of the presidential contest between Hayes and Tilden.
On the loth of November Abram Hewitt, the Democratic National
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Chairman, wired Adams from New York, requesting that he leave

at once for New Orleans to help supervise the counting of the

electoral vote of Louisiana, one of the three disputed states. Adams
recoiled from the task, but did not want to give an outright
refusal. Instead, he telegraphed Hewitt that since his wife was due

to leave for New York to consult a doctor for a painful sciatica

condition, he would accompany her and confer further on the

subject after his arrival. During the train ride to New York, Adams'

misgivings were confirmed, for he found on board several persons
of "the deeper dyed democracy" heading out on the same mission,

and he did not wish to associate himself with such an obviously

partisan group.
88 When he arrived in New York he explained his

reasons for declining the errand to Tilden personally, and since the

Democratic leader seemed to accept them as a matter of course,

Adams was relieved of embarrassment.

During the few days Adams remained in the city, Tilden paid
him marked attentions and the two men conferred cordially on a

number of occasions.84 Tilden's geniality, in combination with other

evidence, suggests that he was considering Adams for his cabinet

if his own election became certified. It had been rumored for some

time, in fact, that Tilden would appoint Adams Secretary of State

if he had the chance, although one authoritative source later claimed

that the New Yorker had never really been enthusiastic over the

idea.35 Adams himself subsequently felt that the appointment
would have been an unfortunate one for himself. He was in-

creasingly conscious of his failing memory and felt that any position
of responsibility would have inevitably exposed his weakness.

After Adams returned from New York, he took no active part
in the presidential struggle, despite the urging of his son Brooks

that he do so, and despite the opportunities offered by a variety of

public forums to express his views. He lacked heart for further

combat, although in private he continued to chafe at the possible

triumph of "fraud and corruption."
8e When the electoral board

finally made its decision and declared Hayes President, Adams
feared it presaged the end of the experiment in self-government.
He shuddered at the coincidence that the centennial year might well

mark the final overthrow of democratic principles. Giving vent to
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his sense of outraged justice, he wrote a letter to Tilclen, in which

he commended the Democratic standard-bearer on his behavior in

the crisis, and declared that the New Yorker's conduct had further

convinced him that he had made the right choice in the election.

Hayes, he added, while undoubtedly a respectable man in private

life, could never eradicate by his subsequent actions, however

meritorious, the stamp of fraud by which he had been elected.37

Adams gave Tilden permission to circulate copies of the letter,

with the result that Republican wrath was soon brought down

upon his head, and he was subjected, for a brief period, to slashing

attacks in both the press and the mails.38 These passions, however,

subsided before long, and, with the close of this centennial election,

Adams' political career finally came to an end. In 1877 there was

again a brief flurry of interest in making him governor, but apart
from this, he was never again mentioned as an active candidate

for office.

He was now seventy years old. Almost a decade of life remained

to him, but his mental powers were declining so rapidly that he

knew he could not rely on more than a few years of active exertion.

Fortunately, his only remaining project of major proportions, the

edition of his father's diary, was completed in August, 1877. Adams
was moved to tears when he actually held the twelfth and final

volume in his hand and realized that a task which had weighed on

his mind for thirty years was ended. He was filled with gratitude
at having been spared to complete it, and he rejoiced that justice

would at last be done to the men "who had hard measure when
alive." The rest of his life, he humbly concluded, would be of no

further consequence.
39

Indeed, the story of Adams' declining years contains little of

exceptional note. With the pressures of politics and editorial work

both removed, his time became largely filled by routine duties.

Occasionally he would make some effort at a new enterprise, but it

was never of great consequence. For a while he thought of writing
his autobiography, but the project apparently proved beyond his

energies, for there is no evidence that it ever progressed beyond the

planning stage. His few remaining literary efforts tended instead to
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be slighter and more fugitive pieces. He worked on certain manu-

script publications for the Historical Society, and occasionally pub-

lished biographical notices commemorating the death of a friend

or associate. Beyond these irregular literary chores, he continued

for some years to engage in a number of miscellaneous activities

and duties. He resumed his hour of classical study, devoted some

time to his coins, attended meetings of the Harvard Overseers, kept

up his diary, correspondence and account books. For a while, in

1877-78, his financial affairs caused him great uneasiness, for he

had bought a considerable amount of new land and feared that

the incumbent debt would embarrass him for life. Before long,

however, he cleared off the outstanding payments and thereby

removed what to him had seemed a genuine threat of impoverish-

ment.40

Only rarely in these years could Adams be coaxed away from

home. Occasionally he was persuaded to attend a public gathering,

such as the celebration in 1877 of the anniversary of the Buffalo

Free Soil convention. Or, as a result of his wife's poor health, he

would accompany her on short trips to New York for medical con-

sultation and to Saratoga Springs for treatment. But beyond these

excursions his life continued to center in the immediate vicinity

of his home. His affections, as always, were largely reserved for his

family, and in these declining years he found great support in the

faithfulness of his children. Henry seems to have been his particular

favorite and his descriptions of his son convey the picture of a

gentle, cheerful and pleasant man not altogether the traditional

view of his character.41 The Adamses, like all families, were not

free from a certain amount of domestic strife. In their case, what

unpleasantness there was, centered around Henry's wife. The

family apparently did not get along well with her and some "in-

discreet convenations'
' on her part at least so Adams described

them led to at least a temporary estrangement.
42

Gradually Adams' memory failed so markedly that he was able

to do very little. He had been warned by symptoms for a number

of years, but it was not until 1880 that something like a crisis finally

occurred. It came during the preparation of an address before the
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American Academy. To his great distress Adams discovered that

he had imperfectly copied off some of the text and that his manu-

script was therefore considerably confused. Upon the urging of

his wife and sons he was finally persuaded to abandon entirely the

attempt to give the speech. It was a crucial and sad turning point
in his life, but Adams met it stoically. He decided that he would

have to resign from the few remaining posts which he held, as well

as to refrain in the future from any public efforts and, indeed,

from more than the most perfunctory private conversation.43 He
even decided to give up keeping his diary, that constant com-

panion and taskmaster of over fifty-five years. Actually his intel-

lectual vigor remained strong for a while, but he could no longer

trust himself with names or references, and this realization drove

him into taciturnity and isolation,

Adams lived on for some six years more, but at the last he totally

lost his mental powers and life degenerated into mere existence.

It was the very sort of end he had most dreaded. Better instant

death, he had once written, than a slow and gradual decline ending
in the complete obfuscation of the mind. Yet such was his own fate.

There is a touching reminiscence of Adams in these final years by
a family servant, who recalled that although he was oblivious to

his surroundings, he somehow never failed to signify his recognition
of his wife by rising whenever she entered the room.44 It is perhaps

fitting that this gesture, combining as it did two of Adams' most

pronounced qualities, formality and family affection, should have

remained his last link with the real world.

At the time of his death, on November 21, 1886, his name had

been all but forgotten. The obituary notices and the funeral briefly

stirred up some interest, sufficient at least to cause the local authori-

ties to consider an official eulogy. The family, however, advised

against the idea. It was unlikely, they thought, that the necessary

public sympathy or curiosity could be aroused to justify the expend-
iture of so much time and energy. Charles Francis Adams, who
had all his life shunned vulgar notoriety, was quietly laid to rest.
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I. PRIMARY MATERIALS

A. A Note on the Adams Family Papers

This biography has been written largely from manuscript materials of

which the single largest source has been the Adams Family Papers, an

enormous collection of documents first opened for general use in 1954.

The manuscripts themselves, on deposit at The Massachusetts Historical

Society, are being edited for publication by Mr. Lyman H. Butterfield

and his staff and are therefore not open for research. They have been

committed to microfilm, however, complete in over 600 reels up to the

year 1889, and are available, on very generous terms, for research and

quotation by scholars. It is the microfilm edition which I have used for

this study.

The significant portions of the family papers used (other than those

of Charles Francis Adams himself for these see Note B.) are as follows:

George Washington Adams, Diary and Autobiographical Essay, 1825 (Mi-
crofilm reel 287).

John Adams, Letterbooks, 1816-35 (Reels 122-24).

John Quincy Adams, Diary, 1807-46 (Reels 30-48).

, Letterbooks, 1811-48 (Reels 135-55).
Louisa Catherine Adams, Diary 1812-15; 1819-24; 1843-47 (Reels 264-67,

270).

, "Record of a Life, or My Story/' begun July 23, 1825 (Reel 265).

, "The Adventures of a Nobody/' begun July i, 1840 (Reel 269).

All the incoming mail, 1807-86, as collected by a wide variety of family
members (Reels 405-599),
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Other minor items which were examined, such as John Quincy Adams'

"Memoranda" or Louisa Catherine Adams' poetry, are not here listed.

They were without importance to this study and their inclusion would

have needlessly lengthened the bibliography. A complete listing of the

Adams Family Papers available on microfilm may be found in a series of

pamphlets put out by the Massachusetts Historical Society under the

title, Microfilms of the Adams Papers.

B. Papers and Works of Charles Francis Adams

The central documents to this biography have been, of course, the

Charles Francis Adams Papers themselves. On microfilm, as part of the

Adams Family Papers, are CFA's Letterbooks 1826-81 (Reels 156-^77);

Diary 1820, 1823-25 (brief and incomplete), 1826-80 (Reels 53-88, 608);

"Miscellany" (Reels 296-327). The latter category includes the following

more important materials: Account book, 1829-44; composition book

(drafts of political writings, 1828-30, drafts of reviews and legislative pa-

pers, 1843-45); financial ledger; financial records, receipt books and family

accounts, 1834-59; lecture notes, ca. 1823-25; legal commonplace book,

1825, 1827-29; literary commonplace book, 1822; literary miscellany (re-

views, lectures, ca. 1827-46, lectures, addresses, 1841-75); newspaper arti-

cles, 1832-50; political writings and speeches, 1832-76; theme book; rem-

iniscences of mission to England; scrapbook of his newspaper articles,

1832-50.

Adams' diary warrants some added comment. Only scattered journals,

with wide time gaps, and sometimes containing only brief two-line sum-

maries, exist for the years 1820-25. From 1826 to 1880, however, the diary

is voluminously complete; throughout those years Adams never once failed

to record a daily, and often extensive entry. The result, needless to say,

is an extraordinary historical document. Yet the consistency of the en-

tries gives the whole
.
a certain monotonous quality; it does not ap-

proach the color and vigor of his father's great diary. But its impersonal,

methodical, judicious entries are a perfect mirror of the man.

The problem of bibliographically describing Adams' writings and

speeches presents serious difficulties, particularly in the case of his news-

paper articles. Many of these articles he preserved himself in manuscript
form and they have been issued as part of the "Miscellany" section of the

microfilm edition. This material, however, is sometimes fragmentary, or

in the form of rough first drafts; at other times a major series of articles is

incomplete. Moreover, many of the articles preserved in the "Miscellany"
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are without date, title or source, which has meant that they could not be

traced to their place of original publication and there verified, though
whenever positive identification was possible, the published article has

been checked.

In a number of cases, newspaper material not included in the "Miscel-

lany" collection has been uncovered through following references in

Adams 7

diary, in the papers of his intimates, or in secondary sources. The

single greatest omission in the "Miscellany" is any record o Adams' edi-

torial writings for the Boston Whig, the most important and sustained of

his journalistic efforts. To repair this deficiency, I have used a complete
file of the Whig at the New England Deposit Library. However, no all-

inclusive list of Adams' contributions to that paper is possible either. All

of its articles were anonymously or pseudonymously printed, so that in

most cases authorship cannot be precisely assigned. In his diary, Adams

speaks of having written almost all of the editorials for the first three

weeks after the paper was established (June 1846), but with the excep-
tion of certain series which are known to have been the work variously

of Palfrey, Sumner or S. C. Phillips, no further identification can be

established. For all of these reasons, it has been impossible to draw up
any complete listing of Adams' newspaper writings, and anything short

of that has seemed superfluous, since the footnotes supply the titles and

citations of those of his efforts found most pertinent to this study.

Far less difficulty exists with Adams' speeches and lectures. His more

spontaneous efforts at speech-making before political gatherings and the

like, have not, of course, been preserved, except where they have been

found reprinted in newspapers. But almost all of his major efforts were

either saved by him in manuscript or reissued in pamphlet form. A rela-

tively coherent and complete compilation has therefore been possible, and

accordingly, I have included those of his speeches and lectures which still

survive in some available form in the list of his writings below. His other

literary efforts books, pamphlets, periodical articles and legislative re-

ports have presented no bibliographical difficulties and these are like-

wise listed in full.
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(no imprint).
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II. SECONDARY MATERIALS

Very little has been written directly about Charles Francis Adams, though

he is mentioned in passing in any number of books. What does exist by

way of critical evaluation is almost exclusively to be found in the writings

of his sons, C. F. Adams, Jr., Hemy and Brooks, The first of these, C. F.

Adams, Jr., wrote the most extensively on his father and made the only
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previous attempt at a full biography, a volume which was published in

1900 as part of the American Statesmen series. It was intended to be, in

the author's own words, but "a preliminary study" for a larger and more

detailed work. Despite its occasional excellences, the book stands as little

more, for it has many errors of fact and judgment, and is particularly in-

adequate for the pre-i86o period. Adams' youth is only barely sketched in,

and much of his early political activity, especially in relation to the An-

timasonic movement, is scarcely mentioned. The "larger work," on which

C. F. Adams, Jr., labored for twenty years, never saw publication, but he

did fill four thick manuscript volumes in the attempt, and these are on

deposit in the Massachusetts Historical Society. They proved worth consult-

ing for an occasional detail, but they contain many errors and suffer from

the son's persistent injection of his own opinions and judgments, often un-

substantiated by fact.

Another significant attempt to define his father's character was made

by C. F. Adams, Jr., in his own Autobiography. The book is delightfully

tart and opinionated but it presents an unbalanced and unjust portrait

of the elder Adams. One example of distortion, though trivial, will suffice

for the whole. C. F. Adams, Jr., claimed that when the family moved
to their new winter home at 57 Mt. Vernon Street, his father promptly
fixed on "the only really desirable room in the house . . . for his library

regardless of other considerations" (Autobiography, 5). R. H. Dana III

subsequently disproved this statement in the Massachusetts Historical

Society Proceedings of 1924-1925, when he wrote:

He [CFA Jr.] cannot have meant . . . that his father wholly ap-

propriated this splendid large sunny room exclusively for himself.

I remember calling with my mother on Mrs. Charles Francis

Adams, Sr., and she occupied, with her books, table, and para-

phernalia, one end of this large room the end, if I recollect

rightly, towards the fireplace . . . later, again I called with my
mother and found Mrs. Adams in, and there she was fully ap-

propriating and enjoying her considerable portion of this sunny
room . . .

It is true that in all his writings, particularly his shorter diplomatic

studies, C. F. Adams, Jr.,
did considerable justice to his father's public

accomplishments and abilities, but he remained blind to many of the

elder Adams' personal virtues; yet curiously it was this son, the one least

in sympathy with his father's personality, who chose to write his life.

Some of the strictures which he laid against his father hi$ failure to
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be a companion to his children, for example must be accepted as

authentic grievances. Yet even here he ignored the kindness and under-

standing which the other sons have stressed. Henry Adams' portrait of

his father in the Education remains, for all its brevity and incomplete-

ness, a far more incisive and accurate analysis of the man.
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Notes

After the first citation, initials will be used in the notes to designate

members of the Adams family e.g., CFA for Charles Francis Adams. In

all cases where no other specific manuscript collection or depository is

cited, the material has been taken, by permission, from the microaim edi-

tion of The Adams Papers in the Massachusetts Historical Society (MHS).

Chapter i Mr. and Mrs. John Quincy Adams (Pages 1-6)

1. John Quincy Adams Diary, August 18, 1807.

2. Louisa Catherine Adams, "Record of a Life, or My Story," begun

July 23, 1825 (hereafter referred to as "Record"), and "The Adventures of

a Nobody," begun July i, 1840 (hereafter referred to as "Adventures").

3. LCA, "Adventures."

4. LCA, "Record."

5. JQA Diary, July 26, 1811.

6. JQA to LCA, June 12-19, 1814; July 25, 1822; May 5, 1839.

7. JQA Diary, July 26, 1811.

8. LCA, "Record."

9. LCA, "Adventures."

LCA to George Washington Adams, June 25, 1825: ". . . though Boston

is the land of learning, I never found it the land of wit There is some-

thing lourd et pesant in their science atmosphere, which destroys all sym-

pathy for Us folks brilliantes, which give a playful varnish to the sombre

colorings of real life ... I confess ... I would willingly deceive myself

with the idea, that the world is young and innocent . . /'

10. LCA, "Adventures."

425
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11. LCA, fragment at end of Reel 265 of microfilm edition of the

Adams Papers.
Yet on another occasion, she had described JQA as being "too good" to

George. (LCA to Charles Francis Adams, March 7, 1828.) Nor did she

fully excuse herself from responsibility for her son's death. Perhaps, she

wrote to Charles Francis, she too had urged him "beyond his strength to

exertion foreign to his nature." (LCA to CFA, July 5, 1829.)

12. LCA Diary, Aug. 18, 1839.

13. Salem Gazette, Jan. 22, April 15, 26, May 10, 1808, as quoted by

Samuel Flagg Bemis, John Quincy Adams and the Foundations of Ameri-

can Foreign Policy (New York, 1950), 148.

Chapter 2. A Childhood Abroad (Pages 7-12)

1. LCA, "Adventures"; JQA Diary, Oct. 19, 1810; LCA to AA, June 2,

1810.

2. JQA Diary, May 31, 1812.

3. JQA Diary, Nov. 19, 1811.

4. JQA Diary, July 27, 1813.

5. JQA Diary, Aug. 31, 1813.

6. LCA, "Narrative of a Journey from Russia to France, 1815," Scrib-

ner's Magazine, Oct. 1903,457.

7. LCA, "Narrative of a Journey from Russia to France, 1815," Scrib-

ner's Magazine, Oct. 1903, 450, 453, 457, 461-62.

8. GWA, Autobiographical Essay, 1825, J 6-

9. JQA to Abigail Adams, March 25, 1816.

10. JQA Diary, April 13, 1816.

11. JQA to AA, June 6, 1816.

Chapter 3 Adolescence in New England (Pages 13-24)

1. GWA to LCA, Sept. 30, 1817.

2. JQA Diary, Sept. 6, 1818.

3. JQA Diary, Sept. 4, 1819.

4. JQA to CFA, Jan. 19, 1818. There is no record of these early

journals, if they were kept.

5. John Adams to JQA, May 20, 1818, May 21, 1819.

6. Henry Adams, The Education of Henry Adams (Boston, 1918), 45.
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7. JA to LCA, Nov. 3, 1819.

8. JA to CFA, Jan. 12, 1820.

9. Charles Francis developed a youthful, but strong infatuation for

his cousin and was given to much sorrowful declamation on the hope-

lessness of his passion. (CFA Diary, May 19, 20, 1824.)

10. JA to LCA, Nov. 29, 1819.

11. LCA Diary, May 30, 1820.

12. JQA Diary, Oct. 18, 1820.

13. JA to LCA, June 17, 1820.

14. LCA Diary, Aug. 18, 1821.

15. LCA Diary, Feb. 8, 1821.

16. JQA Diary, Sept. 2, 1821; Sept. 5, 1821.

17. JQA Diary, Sept. 2, 1821.

18. JQA Diary, Sept. 30, Oct. i, 1821.

19. In looking back on it in later years, he wrote: nothing came back

to me that I valued My friendships formed there have been none of

them permanent . . . Part of my feeling may also be attributed to the

coldness of my instructors . . . No graduate of modern times whom I

have met entertains any enthusiasm for the place of his education Few

of them contracted any of the spirit of literary research Indeed this

which I did not acquire and which I weakened there is the only tie that

holds me to it." (CFA Diary, Aug. 28, 1833.)

20. JQA to CFA, Jan. 30, 1822.

21. CFA Diary, May 10, 1824.

22. JQA to CFA, May 18, 1822.

23. Harvard's records of rank listings do not begin until the year 1827.

There is no doubt, however, that CFA's class standing rose see, for

example, JQA to CFA, Oct. 3, 1822, Oct. 28 [?], 1822.

24. JQA to CFA, Feb. 18, 1822.

25. CFA Diary, Oct. 24, 1824.

26. CFA Diary, June 3, 1824.

27. CFA Diary, Sept. 8, 1824.

28. In reading JQA's diary, there is the definite impression that his

eldest son, George, was his favorite. (It is difficult to point to precise

evidence of this, but see, for example, JQA to CFA, Dec. 7, 1823, and

JQA Diary, Dec. 25, 1820.) Charles may well have sensed this. When

George died, he commented: "My father almost lived in him and the

loss will be to him indeed dreadful/' (GFA Diary, May 4, 1829.)

Charles, on the other hand, seems to have been his mother's favorite.

She once wrote him, "... as it regards companionship I do not hesitate
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to say that you suit me better than either of your brothers as your man-
ners are more like my own . . ." (LCA to CFA, May 25, 1828.)

29. LCA to Harriet Welsh, Feb. 8, 1820.

30. Charles Francis Adams, Jr., An Autobiography (Boston, 1916), 11.

31. CFA, Theme Book, June 21, 1823.

32. CFA Diary, May i, 1824.

33. JQA to CFA, July 17, 1825.

Chapter 4 The Unestablished Suitor (Pages 25-34)

1. As quoted (without sources) in Dorothie Bobbe", Mr. and Mrs. John

Quincy Adams (New York, 1930), 226-27.
2. E.g., CFA Diary, Dec. 21, 1843: "When we feel highest in hope

and proudest in the consciousness of our good fortune, let us then re-

member that it is possible the chaos may be yawning under our feet . . .'*

3. CFA Diary, Nov. 26, 1826.

4. In July, 1826, she decided on a trip through New York State for

her health, and chose the reluctant Charles to accompany her. The

experience proved "beyond measure" painful for him, though he never

explained why. (CFA Diary, Nov. 26, 1826; LCA to JQA, Aug. 21, 1826.)

There were many happy family occasions also, of course such as John
Quincy's birthday in 1826, which, despite John Adams' recent death, was

celebrated with high spirits. "This little fete," Charles realized, "would

have looked very dreadful to the prudish citizens who make it a business

to censure others" (Diary, Nov. 26, 1826). Though John Adams had been

"revered" by his family, Charles felt that he had been "so old that no

one could seriously regret his death." They had all, of course, been awe-

struck by what still seems the extraordinary coincidence that John Adams
and Thomas Jefferson died on the same day that day being the fiftieth

anniversary of the signing of the Declaration of Independence.

5. CFA Diary, Aug. 15, 1825; JulY *3 l8 *7-

6. CFA Diary, March 28, 1827; CFA to JA, Nov. 27, 1825.

7. CFA Diary, Jan. 10, 1827.

8. It was on this visit that Lafayette, ever fearful of dynasties, sup-

posedly turned to Louisa Adams and said, pointing to Charles, "Madame,
I beg of you do not let him entertain thoughts of becoming President,

save by the free choice of the people." The anecdote is recounted, with-

out sources, in Bobfoe", Mn and Mrs. John Quincy Adams, 229, and

Howard Carroll, Twelve Americans (New York, 1883), 54.
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9. CFA Diary, Oct. 19, 1828.

10. CFA Diary, Feb. 13, 1827.

11. CFA Diary, April 9, 1827.

12. CFA Diary, Feb. 13, 1827, Dec. 28, 1828, Sept. 8, 1829.

13. CFA Diary, Feb. 10, 13, 1827.

14. P. C. Brooks to E. Everett, Feb. 17, 1827, Everett Papers, MHS.

15. JQA to P. C. Brooks, Feb. 23, 1827.

16. P. C. Brooks to E. Everett, March 2, 1827, Everett Papers, MHS.

17. P. C. Brooks to E. Everett, March 20, 1827, Everett Papers, MHS;
P. C. Brooks to LCA, March 15, 1827.

18. After having first broken off with a woman whom he suggests, with

perhaps youthful exaggeration, was his mistress. (Diary, April 24, 1827.)

It is curious, if his account can be accepted at face value, how com-

placently men such as Charles Francis Adams sternly moral as they
were entered into, wrote about, and broke off, these liaisons.

19. Claude Moore Fuess, Daniel Webster, 2 vols. (Boston, 1930), II, 319.

20. CFA, Jr., MS, "Life/' 92, MHS.
21. JQA to CFA, July 27, 1828.

22. CFA to JQA, Jan. 22, 1828.

23. CFA to JQA, Feb. 19 [?],
1828,

24. CFA Diary, June 19, 1828.

25. As when he told Charles to: ". . . believe what you read in the

scriptures so clearly expressed as to satisfy your own judgement and moral

sense, and leave to others to do the same, remembering that the Christian

Law is above all a law of charity, and saying as far as possible even of

the intolerant 'Father forgive them they know not what they do.'
"

(JQA
to CFA, Nov. 25, 1827.)

26. JQA to CFA, Nov. 11, Dec. 24, 1827.

27. CFA Diary, Jan. 7, 1828.

28. JQA to CFA, Jan. 29, 1828.

29. CFA Diary, March 25, 1828.

30. JQA to CFA, April sjo, 1828.

31. CFA Diary, Nov. 4, 1828.

32. CFA Diary, Feb. 4, 1829.

33. CFA to P. C. Brooks, Oct. 26, 1828.

34. CFA Diary, Nov. 15, 1828.

35. CFA to JQA, Dec. 3, 1828; JQA to CFA, Dec. 21, 1828.

36. CFA Diary, Nov. 3, 1828.

37. CFA Diary, Jan. 23, Feb. 10, Oct. 9, 1829.

38. CFA Diary, March 25, 1829.
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39. CFA Diary, May 13, 1829; CFA to Miles Farmer, June 20, July 16,

1829.

40. CFA Diary, May 28, Oct. 16, 1829.

Chapter 5 The Solid Citizen (Pages 35-42)

1. E. Everett Diary, Sept. 3, 1829, MHS. Louisa Adams did not

attend. She had started out from Washington but having become ill on

the way, had had to return there.

2. Brooks Adams, "The Seizure of the Laird Rams," MHS Proceedings

(hereafter referred to as MHSP), 1911-12, Vol. 45, 245: See also CFA

Diary, May 18, 1850.

It seems to have always been an extremely happy marriage. E.g., CFA

Diary, Sept. 4, 1839: ". . . yesterday . . . completed ten years of my
married life . . . Perhaps of all my good fortune a great share of which

has unquestionably been mine, the circumstance of my marriage was the

greatest incident; For it stimulated me in the right direction and pre-

vented the preponderance of my constitutional shyness and indolence.

Of my wife I need not speak as the passage of time has only contributed

to make me prize her more highly."

3. E.g., CFA Diary, Dec. 5, 10, 1829.

4. CFA Diary, Dec. 10, 1829.

5. CFA Diary, Oct. 31, 1831.

6. CFA Diary, Oct. 4, 1831.

7. CFA to JQA, May i, 1830.

8. CFA Diary, Dec. 25, 1833.

9. CFA Diary, May 12, 1833.

10. CFA Diary, April 10, 1836.

11. See, for example, CFA' s- review of Vaughan's Stuart Dynasty, North

American Review, July 1833. In middle age, however, he became more

dissatisfied with the "cold rationality" and austerity of Unitarianism;

increasingly he wished for his heart as well as his mind to be stimulated.

E.g., see Diary, Feb. 25, 1849, Jan - 6 APril H> May 19, 1850, April 13,

April 20, 1851.

12. CFA Diary, July 24, 1831; see also his article on the Madison Papers,

North American Review, July, 1841, passim.

13. CFA Diary, Oct. 3, 1842, Dec. 21, 1843; and his review of Mahon's

Letters of Lord Chesterfield, North American Review, July 1846,

passim.
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14. CFA Diary, June 20, 1824.

15. CFA Diary, Sept. 10, 1829. ^is mother was forever cautioning him,

when he was in college, about his tendency towards arrogance (e.g., LCA
to CFA, March 11, Oct. 25, 1822).

16. E.g., CFA Diary, Dec. 13, 1835: "Of all things that which I most

fear is the loss of the humble spirit . . . Arrogance is part of my nature.

I have seen it in all the members of my own family . . . Prosperity is the

hot bed which forces the plant into its' greatest luxuriance. I hope I shall

ever retain good sense sufficient to keep it tolerably pruned down." A
man thus aware of a shortcoming is not likely to succumb to it often.

17. E.g., see the testimonial of his son, Henry Adams (Education, 28):

"Never once in forty years of intimacy did I ... notice in him a trace

of snobbishness . . . never a shade of vanity or self-conceit. Never a tone

of arrogance. Never a gesture of pride!" Discounting filial devotion, this

evaluation must carry some weight.

18. CFA to Abigail Brooks, April 5, 1827.

19. CFA Diary, June 2, 1832.

20. CFA Diary, Sept. 27, 1829.

21. CFA Diary, Aug. 27, 1830, July 4, Oct. 7, Nov. 21, 1831, Sept. 13,.

1832.

22. JQA to CFA, March 15, 1831.

23. CFA Diary, July 9, 1833.

24. CFA to JQA, Nov. 12, 1831.

25. It was not until the 1850'$ that he made the concentrated effort

that was to result in publication of these papers. But even as early as

1833 he was busily copying such letters as he feared might be lost.

26. His first was a letter printed anonymously in the Boston Daily Ad-

vertiser, Nov. 29, 1828, defending JQA against an attack by John Lowell.

In 1830 he wrote on the railroad question for the Quincy Patriot (June 29,

July 3, July 31, 1830). But these experiences were not gratifying. "Writing
for the newspapers/' he wrote, "is not a very satisfactory account to give

of one's self. I wonder that I am tempted to do it." (CFA Diary, May 7,

27. Michael Kraus, The Writing of American History (Norman, Okla. r

1953), 106.

28. North American Re-view, Jan. 1831, 174, 177.

29. Kraus, Writing of History, 99.

30. CFA thoroughly disapproved of Bancroft's History (e.g., CFA Diary,

Oct. 3, 1842).

31. CFA Diary, May 25, 1831.
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32. CFA Diary, Nov. 7, 1831.

33. CFA to JQA, Nov. 12, 30, 1831; JQA to CFA, Nov. 22, 1831.

34. CFA Diary, May 9, 1832.

35. CFA Diary, August 19, 1832.

Chapter 6 Political Baptism: Antimasonry (Pages 43-55)

1. CFA to JQA, Jan. 20, 1832; see also CFA to JQA, May 18, 1832.

2. CFA Diary, May 21, 1832; CFA to JQA, May 31, 1832.

3. CFA Diary, Dec. 14, 1832; Samuel Flagg Bemis, John Quincy Adams

and the Union (New York, 1956), 264.

4. CFA Diary, March i, 1833.

5. CFA to JQA, March i, 1833; see also CFA to JQA, March 20, 1833.

6. G. H. Blakeslee, "The History of the Anti-Masonic Party/' doctoral

dissertation, Harvard Univ. Archives, 1903, passim.

7. See Bemis, Adams and Union, 281-86.

8. CFA Diary, Aug. 25, 1831.

9. CFA to JQA, Dec. 9, 1831.

10. Blakeslee, "Anti-Masonic Party/' 208, gives these figures: Lincoln,

28,804, Lathrop, 13,357, Morton [Dem] 10,975.

11. JQA to CFA, Dec. 13, 1831.

12. CFA Diary, Aug. 20, 1832.

13. Perhaps the one exception was Charles' support o Van Buren in

1836 (discussed at a later point in this chapter) in which motives of

revenge had an equal share with the dictates of "principle/*

14. He continued to vote for Levi Lincoln, the National Republican
candidate for governor, and omitted one senator and one representative

from the Antimasonic ticket. (Diary, Nov. 12, 1832.)

In the 1832 election, Lathrop, the Antimasonic candidate for governor,

fell to third place, but in the vote for President in Massachusetts, Wirt,

the Antimason, slightly outpolled Jackson. The vote was Clay 83>oo3,

Wirt 15,235, Jackson 14*545. (Blakeslee, "Anti-Masonic Party," 276.)

15. CFA Diary, Dec. 9, 1832,

16. CFA Diary, Jan. 3, 1833.

17. CFA Diary, Sept. 13, 1833.

18. Charles did not vote for his father for governor (nor for himself),

though he did vote the rest of the Antimasonic slate (Diary, Nov. 11,

1833). Probably this was due in part to what he considered to be becom-

ing modesty.
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19. Arthur B. Darling, Political Changes in Massachusetts 1824-1848

(New Haven, 1925), 109; Bemis, Adams and Union, 229, 299.

20. Blakeslee, "Anti-Masonic Party," 301, gives the following figures:

Davis, 25,149; Adams, 18,274; Morton, 15,493.

21. CFA Diary, Nov. 20, 1833.

22. CFA to JQA, Dec. 4, 19, 1833, Jan. i, 1834.

23. JQA to CFA, Dec. 24, 1833, Jan. 9, 1834.

24. JQA to CFA, Jan. 31, 1834.

25. Blakeslee, "Anti-Masonic Party," 306-8.

26. In the immediate post-election period in 1833, for example, he

worked on a committee for drawing up an Antimasonic "Memorial." He

was annoyed, however, at the mismanagement involved in the effort. A

rough draft of the Memorial, which he had personally prepared and sent

to B. F. Hallett, was presented to the full committee without either

Adams' presence or consent. Adams considered it proof positive "of a

disposition to regard me as an obstacle to rather than as a partaker in

the measure," and remarked with hauteur that he would "take care not to-

offend again in a similar way." (CFA to Hallett, Dec. 5, 1833.) This

"personal affront" no doubt contributed to his cooling attitude towards

the party.

27. Blakeslee, "Anti-Masonic Party," 315, gives these figures: Davis,

44,802, Morton, 19,255, Bailey, 10,795.

28. CFA Diary, Aug. 18, 1834.

29. CFA Diary, Oct. 25, 1834.

30. CFA Diary, Nov. i, 1834.

31. CFA Diary, Nov. 17, 1834.

32. CFA Diary, Feb. 5, 17, 1835; Bemis, Adams and Union, 314.

33. CFA Diary, May 22, 1835.

34. On banking and slavery, Webster's views were definitely more con-

genial to Adams than those of Van Buren, Adams was particularly

disturbed by Van Buren's disposition "to fawn" upon the Southern

states. His fears in this regard were exacerbated in the spring of 1836

when Van Buren voted in the Senate to exclude "incendiary" literature

from the mails, (CFA Diary, June 6, 1836; CFA to JQA, May 18,

i886.)

Later, another aspect of the slavery issue slackened Adams' interest in

the campaign still further. His father, greatly exercised by an effort in

the House to "gag" antislavery petitions, reallied himself, in opposition

to such measures, with the very Webster Whigs his son was fighting in

the interests of the old gentleman in Massachusetts. This development,
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needless to say, went far towards diminishing Charles Francis' enthusiasm

for the contest. (CFA Diary, May 28, Aug. 27, 1836.)

35. CFA Diary, Dec. 26, 29, 31, 1835; CFA to JQA, Dec. 28, 1835;

Boston Advocate, Jan. i, Aug. 24, 1836.

36. The most powerful and influential series was one entitled, "An

Appeal from the New to the Old Whigs." It was subsequently reprinted

in the Washington Globe and still later, at Adams' expense, issued in

pamphlet form.

37. E.g., see Boston Advocate, May 12, 13, Oct. 14, 18, 1836.

38. Fuess, Webster, II, 51, gives these figures: Webster, 41,287, Van

Buren, 33,542.

Chapter 7 On the Road to Whiggery (Pages 56-70)

1. CFA Diary, June 16, 1837.

2. William Nisbet Chambers, Old Bullion Benton (Boston, 1956),

2O1, 212, 226.

3. CFA to B. F. Hallett, July 15, 1837; see also CFA Diary June 10 '

1837.

4. CFA Diary, Aug. i, 18, 1837; see also B. F. Hallett to CFA, July 29,

1837, and CFA to B. F. Hallett, Aug. 18, 1837.

5. "Reflections upon the Present State of the Currency" (Boston, 1837)

(hereafter referred to as "Reflections"); "Further Reflections upon the

State of the Currency" (Boston, 1837) (hereafter referred to as "Further

Reflections").

6. "Further Reflections," 5-6.

7. "Further Reflections," 6, 15-20; see also CFA Diary, Sept. 7, 1837;

CFA to JQA, June 16, 1838; and his article on currency in the Boston

Post, March [n.d.] 1845, Adams Papers "Miscellany."

8. CFA Diary, March 22, 1838; A. H. Everett to CFA, March 18, 1838.

9. CFA to JQA, March 12, 1838; see also CFA Diary, April 10, 1838.

10. CFA, "To Nicholas Biddle," #1, Boston Courier, April 17, 1838.

H. CFA Diary, April 19, 20, 1838.

12. Boston Courier, April 21, 1838.

13. For the letter, signed "A Citizen," see Boston Courier, May u, 1838.

14. That is, like many of the New England Whigs, he favored internal

Improvements (see, for example, CFA to Committee of citizens of

Memphis, Tenn., Sept. 22, 1849), felt the Public lands belonged to the

nation and should be given to actual settlers at the lowest possible price
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rather than in large tracts to states or corporations (e.g.,
CFA to Sumner,

Feb. 9, 1852), believed in at least a moderate protective tariff, and finally,

desired at least the equivalent of a national bank.

15. CFA to JQA, June 4, 1838.

16. CFA Diary, Aug. 4, 1834; see also the entry for Sept. 8, 1835.

17. CFA Diary, Nov. 22, 1834.

18. CFA Diary, Aug. 20, 1835.

19. CFA Diary, Oct. 23, 1835.

20. CFA, "The Slavery Question Truly Stated," 1836, to the editor of

the Daily Advocate, Adams Papers, "Miscellany."

21. CFA Diary, Dec. 2, 3, 1837.

22. CFA Diary, Dec. 8, 1837.

23. CFA, "The Annexation of Texas," Quincy Patriot, Sept. 23, 1837

(the first article appeared on Sept. 16), "Miscellany,"

24. CFA, "The Slavery Question Truly Stated," 1836, to the editor of

the Daily Advocate, "Miscellany." This article was widely republishecl.

(see CFA Diary, July 30, 1836.)

25. CFA Diary, Dec. 23, 1837.

26. CFA to JQA, Jan. 29, 1838.

27. CFA, "Political Speculation Upon the Carolina Policy," No. 5, 1838,

"Miscellany."

28. CFA, "Political Speculation Upon the Carolina Policy," No. 7, 1838,

"Miscellany."

29. CFA, "To the Editor of the Courier," Dec. 10, 1838, "Miscellany."

30. CFA Diary, Nov. 12, 1838.

31. North American Review, July 1839. Adams did not think highly

of this article, however: "It dissatisfies me utterly I think it poor

." (Diary, May 10, 1839.) CFA, in his conscientious way, frequently

found fault with his own productions.

32. JQA Diary, Nov. 14, 1838. Adams even went to New York in Jan-

uary, 1840, to deliver his Franklin lecture, though he did not consider the

trip successful. (Diary, Jan. 27, 1840.)

33. CFA Diary, Oct. 30, 1839.

34. CFA to W. T. Andrews, Oct. 30, 1839.

35. CFA Diary, Oct. 30, 1839.

36. CFA Diary, Nov. 21, 1839.

37. CFA Diary, Nov. 14, 1839.

38. CFA, "The Government and the Country/' "Miscellany."

39. North American Review, October and April 1840, In the first

piece he scored the brand of state pride and "strict construction" which
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resisted the use of national power for national ends. In the second he

attacked the New York Review which had published an article denying
that the Puritans either in England or America had been champions of

liberty and the progenitors of civil and religious rights (The New York

Review, XI, Jan. 1840). He presented a well-documented and closely rea-

soned argument proving the important role the Puritans had played in

the fight for liberty against the Stuarts. Though he was not blind to evi-

dence of religious intolerance in the New England settlements, he pleaded
the necessities of circumstance, and declared that on the whole it was his

confirmed opinion that the foundation o New England presented a

scene "of moral sublimity not often witnessed in the history of the

world."

40. North American Review, CIX, 362, John G. Palfrey was the re-

viewer.

41. CFA Diary, April 29, 1840.

42. CFA Diary, July 4, 1837.

43. CFA, speech at Braintree, Oct. 27, 1840 (and at Quincy, Nov. 5,

1840), "Miscellany."

44. CFA Diary, Oct. 28, 1840. Arthur F. Beringause, in his Brooks

Adams (New York, 1955), 11, says that JQA "procured" the nomination of

his son to the legislature in 1840. There is no evidence for this, nor, con-

sidering the many previous attempts by the Whigs to make CFA run,

would JQA's intervention have been necessary to obtain the nomination.

45. CFA Diary, Nov. 10, 1840.

46. CFA to JQA, Dec. 3, 1840.

Chapter 8 First Years in the State Legislature (Pages 71-79)

1. CFA Diary, March 26, 1845.

2. CFA Diary, June 7, 1844; see also Diary, Dec. 14, Dec. 31, July 9,

1842.

3. George S. Boutwell, Reminiscences of Sixty Years in Public Affairs,

2 vols. (New York, 1902), I, 73.

4. CFA Diary, March 3, 1841.

5. CFA Diary, March 4, 7, 1841. But he did add that the Inaugural
was "sounder than I had expected although in rather bad taste." See also

Diary, April 6, 1841.

6. CFA to JQA, March 18, 1841; CFA Diary, Feb. 24, 1841.

7. Massachusetts House Documents, No, 44, 1841.
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8. JQA to CFA, March 9, 1841.

9. CFA Diary, Jan. 27, 1841. (For the bill itself see Maw. House

Documents, 1841, No. 7.)

10. He voted unsuccessfully, for example, against a motion to postpone

indefinitely a bill on the education of children in factories (Mass. Senate

Journal, 1844, 290). He also approved Sen. Hale's movement to improve
the lot of U.S. seamen. (CFA to J. M. Shaw, Oct. 4, 1853.)

11. CFA Diary, March 18, 1841.

12. In January, 1842, the family changed winter quarters as well, mov-

ing to a new house at 57 Mt. Vernon Street, Boston, bought for them

by Peter Chardon Brooks.

For some of Adams' practical, unfrivolous views on the proper nature

and function of architectural design see his letters to A. J. Davis, a

prospective builder, of Aug. 16 and Nov. 22, 1844: ". . . my taste is for

simplicity. I do not admire the modern fopperies of Grecian or Gothic

sufficiently to sacrifice one iota of comfort to either" ... "I pronounce
a cellar kitchen barbarous ... I have too much regard for the people
whom I employ ever to devise such a scheme for depriving them of light
and air . . ."

13. Charles Francis Adams, Jr., berates his father in his Autobiography

(see especially pp. 4-22) for failing to spend more of his free time with

his children. Indeed there is a surprising dearth of comment in CFA
Sr/s diary about the personality, growth or activity of any of his children.

14. Including an address to the Massachusetts Historical Society (he
had been elected a member of that body in March, 1841) entitled "The

Origin of the Social System" which he delivered in January, 1842. The

paper is sufficiently characteristic of Adams' thought to warrant some

mention. In it he insisted that man's "natural" state had always been

government both as a member of a family and of a society. "No man
can free himself from the obeying of some species of authority," he said,

for authority was the medium by which "the experience of one generation

may be transmitted to another without a perpetual necessity of recurring
to demonstration." Authority in government, of course, should be strictly

defined so that individual rights may be secured, and these should never

be allowed to depend upon "the momentary caprices of the sovereign

power." The legislator, moreover, should strive for the good of all, though
not, as Bentham would have said, for the greatest good for the greatest

number, for this justified the oppression of minorities and the subversion

of the principle of equality between all citizens. The real standard to

be cultivated was "moral superiority resulting from an undeviating devo-
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tion to a lofty and correct system of principles." (CFA, "Address to the

Historical Society," Jan. 31, 1842, "Miscellany.")

15. CFA, article on the Madison Papers, North American Review, July

1841, 63. "An absolute democracy," he wrote, when only eighteen years

old, "appears to me to be no better than decided anarchy." (CFA Diary,

June 17, 1824.)

16. For Adams' views on this subject see his Diary, March 21, Nov. 10,

1833; April 12, 1834; Sept. 12, 1841; March 25, Aug. 19, 1842; July 6,

1851; and the following writings by him: "Third Parties," Boston Courier,

July 11, 1845; "The Madison Papers," North American Review, July

1841, 27-28; his Memoir of Abigail Adams, Letters of Mrs. Adams (Boston,

1840).

17. CFA Diary, Sept. 14, 1841.

18. CFA Diary, Oct. 8, 1841.

19. CFA Diary, Nov. 11, 1841.

20. CFA Diary, March i, 1842.

21. The Atlas, Oct. 29, 1842. Adams' report is printed in Mass. House

Documents, 1842, No. 43, and No. 45. For the Democratic protest, see

Mass. House Journal, 1842, 350.

22. CFA Diary, Sept. 17, 1842.

23. CFA, "The Let Alone Policy," to the editor of the Courier, "Mis-

cellany"; CFA to E. Everett, May 12, 1842.

24. CFA, "The Duty of the Free States," No. i, Quincy Patriot, June 18,

1842, "Miscellany."

25. CFA, "The Duty of the Free States," No. 3, No. 5, Quincy Patriot,

July 2, July 23, 1842, "Miscellany."

Chapter g Emergence as an Antislavery Leader (Pages 80-86)

1. The following account is taken largely from the "Report of the

Joint Committee," Mass. House Documents, 1843, No. 41; the letter from

Gov. Davis to Lt, Gov. Gregory of Va. (Dec. 1842) printed as Mass. House
Document No. 9, 1843; and Leonard W. Levy, The Law of the Common-
wealth and Chief Justice Shaw (Cambridge, 1957), 78-85.

2. CFA Diary, Feb. i, 1843.

3. Mass. House Documents, 1843, ^o. 41, 1-2.

4. "No person held to service or labor in one state, under the laws

thereof, escaping into another, shall, in consequence of any law or regula-
tion therein, be discharged from such service or labor, but shall be cleliv-
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ered upon claim of the party to whom such service or labor may be due."

5. Mass. House Documents, 1843, No. 41, passim.
6. Mass. House Documents, 1843, No. 41, 33.

7. CFA, Jr., MS. "Life/' I, 190, MHS.
8. Mass. House Documents, 1843, No. 48.

9. Mass. House Documents, 1843, No. 49. Governor Morton did not

approve the resolves. (Mass. Acts and Resolves, 1843-45, 68-69.)
10. CFA Diary, March 20, 1843.

11. CFA Diary, March 20, 1843.

12. The result also of a strong Liberty [abolitionist] party gain

largely (owing to the odorous Henshaw-Tyler-Calhoun alliance) from

Democratic defections. (Darling, Political Changes, 310).

13. CFA Diary, Dec. 19, 1843. He left the organization in 1845,

he became disaffected from Whig party policy.

14. CFA Diary, Dec. 31, 1843, Jan. i, 1844.

Chapter 10 A Developing Crusade (Pages 87-99)

1. CFA Diary, Jan. 6, 1844.
s

2. Charles M. Wiltse, John C. Calhoun, Sectionalist, 1840-1850 (New
York, 1951), 158. Later, at the end of March, Adarns replied to Walker in

a series of eight articles which appeared in the Boston Courier. They are

discussed on pp, 9091.

3. The Report and the Resolves are listed as Senate-No. 27, in Mass.

Senate Documents, 1844.

4. CFA Diary, March 20, 1844.

5. CFA Diary, March 21, 1844.

6. The Courier series was expanded and reprinted in pamphlet form

under the title Texas and the Massachusetts Resolutions (Boston, East-

burn's Press, 1843). The quotations in the preceding paragraphs are taken

from the pamphlet version, pp. 42-43.

7. JQA to CFA, April 15, 1844.

8. CFA Diary, April 17, 1844. The pamphlet, unfortunately, fared na

better; very few copies were sold.

9. CFA Diary, April 30, 1844.

10. His initial lukewarmness to Clay had been demonstrated back in

February when he had refused the request to draw and present resolutions

at the Massachusetts Whig legislative caucus proposing Clay's nomination.

Adams realized that "as a politician, perhaps no fairer opportunity could
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be presented/' but he had been unsatisfied at reports of Clay's hesitation

over the annexation issue, even though he thought that suspicion about

Clay's course had been purposely cultivated by the Websterites. (Diary,

Feb. 16, 1844; CFA to JQA, Feb. 18, 1844.)

11. CFA Diary, May 10, 1844.

12. CFA Diary, May 15, 1844.

13. CFA Diary, May 27, 1844.

14. His vote for senator was the highest in Suffolk County see Mass.

Senate Journal, 1845, 9-

15. CFA, "The Result," No. 4, Dec. 13, 1844, Boston Courier, "Miscel-

lany."

16. "Report of Committee on Federal Relations," Dec. 5, 1844, to S. Car.

House of Representatives, printed in Mass. Senate Documents No. 4,

1845, 8-10.

17. CFA Diary, Feb. i, 1845.

18. This was the weakest point in the Massachusetts position, for the

sending of a special agent could only have been considered an incendiary

act by the people of South Carolina. But Massachusetts defended the com-

mission as its sole remaining recourse. She had already tried in an act of

1842 to bring the issue before the courts through a different device

namely, direct appeal of those imprisoned to the Massachusetts governor,

who would then take all "suitable" measures to have the legality of the

imprisonment determined by the courts. But this had failed to produce
results. Those imprisoned either could not appeal, or once released,

feared remaining in the South while a long suit dragged out. Mass. Sen.

Documents, 1845, No. 31, 19-20.

19. Mass. Senate Documents, 1845, No. 31, 6-7. The citation covers all

the quotations in the above paragraph.
20. CFA Diary, Dec. 21, 1845.

21. CFA Diary, Feb. i, 1845.

22. Mass. Acts and Resolves, 1843-45, 598-99, Chap. 39.

23. CFA Diary, March 2, 1845.

24. CFA Diary, March 4, 1845.

25. CFA Diary, March 7, 1845.

26. CFA Diary, Feb. 19, 1845.

27. CFA Diary, Jan. 17, 1845.

28. Mass, Senate Documents, 1845, No. 104. All the quotations in the

above paragraph are taken from this source.

29. E.g., see the strong editorial in The Atlas, March 19, 1844, against

annexation, E. L. Pierce in the Memoir and Letters of Charles Sumner, 4
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vols. (Boston, 1893), HI, 102, speaks of "A faction of the Whigs in the

Legislature, prominent among whom was John H. Clifford, endeavoring]
to avoid action on the resolutions . . ." Clifford's vote, however, was the

sole Senate negative (CFA Diary, March 25, 1845), which means either that

he was the only dissident to stand up for his convictions, or that Pierce

overstated the opposition. There is evidence, however, that some of the

Whig state committees soon after expressed displeasure at the passage of

the resolutions (e.g., see CFA Diary, Aug. 25, 1845).

30. CFA Diary, March 15, 26, 1845.

Chapter n Climax of the Anti-Texas Movement (Pages 100-109)

1. Their constitutional arguments in this regard are most fully set

forth in an "Address to Massachusetts" issued from the Oct. 21, 1845,

meeting and printed in the Free State Rally and Texas Chain-Breaker

(newspaper), Nov. 15, 1845. (To be found in the Palfrey Papers, Hough-

ton.)

2. CFA speech at Faneuil Hall, Nov. 4, 1845, printed in Free State

Rally, Nov. 20, 1845.

3. CFA, "Massachusetts and South Carolina," No. i, Boston Courier,

April 15, 1845, "Miscellany."

4. CFA, "Texas," May 1845, "Miscellany."

5. CFA, "Texas," May 1845, "Miscellany."

6. CFA, "War," Boston Courier, June 26, 1845, "Miscellany."

7. Boston Whig, June 10, 1846.

8. The "Circular" of the Anti-Texas committee, signed by S. C. Phil-

lips, Charles Allen and C, F. Adams, dated Boston, June 25, 1845, MHS.

9. Although those responding to the Circular were fulsome in their

sympathy with its objects, specific suggestions on procedure were few and

sometimes contradictory. (E.g., see letters o C. Hudson, July 2, 1845,

Roger Baldwin, July 3, 1845, Convers Francis, July 5, 1845, H. Ballou,

July 18, 1845, to the Committee).

10, The terms "Conscience" and "Cotton" only came into common

usage in 1846. For the origin of these terms see George F. Hoar, Autobi-

ography of Seventy Years, 2 vols. (New York, 1903), I, 134. These terms

will be used in this chapter to designate the two contending forces within

the Massachusetts Whig party, but it should be understood that they are

so referred to as a means of familiar and convenient shorthand, and not

because one group was made up solely of saints or the other controlled
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exclusively by the interests of the textile manufacturing community.
11. Richard Henry Dana, Jr., traditionally associated with this group,

was actually a late convert to the antislavery movement, not being active

until the spring of 1848. Even then, his latest biographer suggests, he was

impelled into it at least as much by personal restlessness and unhappiness
as by any particular ardor for the cause. (Samuel Shapiro, "Richard Henry
Dana, Jr. 1815-1882," doctoral dissertation, Columbia University, 1958.)

12. Samuel A. Eliot to Charles Sumner, Aug. 17, 1845, Sumner Papers,

Houghton.

13. CFA, "Third Parties," Boston Courier, July 11, 1845, "Miscellany."

14. CFA to C. H. Whipple, July 24, 1845. All the quotations in the

above paragraph are from this source.

15. CFA Diary Aug. 25, Sept. 24, 1845.

16. CFA Diary, Oct. 28, 1845.

17. CFA to Samuel E. Sewall, Oct. 10, 1845.

18. CFA Diary, Oct. 21, 1845.

19. Free State Rally and Texas Chain-Breaker, Nov. 15, 1845, Palfrey

Papers, Houghton.
20. Although the committee was primarily interested in rousing senti-

ment in Massachusetts it seems to have also been their original plan to

foster units similar to their own throughout the free states. But the response
to this idea was not promising. Lewis Tappan of New York wrote that

his state did not have "so much anti-Texan timber" as Massachusetts, and

expressed fear that Whigs and Democrats there would not support a

movement sponsored by abolitionists. It would be better economy, he

suggested, to have but one committee, and since that of Massachusetts

was already in operation, it should act for the whole country. (L. Tappan
to S. E. Sewall, Oct. 25, 1845, Norcross Papers, MHS.) This advice ap-

pears to have been followed.

21. CFA Diary, Oct. 30, 1845.

22. The circular can be found in the Palfrey Papers, Houghton, dated

Nov. 3, 1845.

23. It is interesting that men like Garrison would allow themselves to

be associated with such a pronouncement. It shows more flexibility and

more capacity for dealing with specific measures in this case, Texas

than they are usually credited with.

24. CFA Diary, Nov. 4, 1845. Adams' speech is printed in the Free State

Rally, Nov. 20, 1845. The resolutions which were passed can be found in

the Palfrey Papers, Houghton, dated Nov. 5, 1 845, in the form of a circular
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11. Lord Argyll seems to have been the only member of the cabinet at

this time who felt that it was the duty of the British government to exercise

itself more than it had in preventing merchant vessels from taking arms

to the South. (Argyll to Gladstone, May 13, 1862, April 7, 1863, Gladstone

Papers, 44099, Vol. XIV, BM.)
12. Seward to Adams, No. 505, March 9, 1863, 18:424, National Archives.

13. CFA Diary, March 20, 21, 1863; CFA to Everett, March 20, 1863.

Seward wrote Adams an uncommonly stiff note on the subject of the

loan. He told him to inform Russell that the transaction "necessarily

brings to an end all concessions, of whatever form, that have been made

by this government for mitigating or alleviating the rigor of the blockade

in regard to the shipment of cotton and tobacco." The incident, he

added, had rendered it "difficult, if not impossible" to maintain friendly

relations. (Seward to Adams, No. 545, April 10, 1863, 18:457, National

Archives,)

14. Russell to Lyons, March 7, 1863, Russell Papers, PRO 30/22/97.

15. CFA Diary, March 26, 1863.

16. He was the more ready to believe so because Russell had but

recently given evidence of his good feeling. On March 23 he had given
a "very satisfactory" speech in the Lords declaring that a Northern victory

now seemed possible and that recognition of the South could be justifiably

considered by the North as an unfriendly act. (Hansard, $rd series,

CLXIX, March 23, 1863, Lords, 1734-41.)
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Following his interview with Adams, Russell wrote Lyons (March 28,

1863, Russell Papers, PRO 30/22/97) that after the termination of the

war he was disposed to refer the question of indemnity for the Alabama,

along with certain British claims, to an impartial arbiter.

17. CFA to Seward, No. 356, March 27, 1863.

18. Hansard, $rd series, CLXX, 90-94. For Russell's suggestion that

Palmerston announce the government's disapproval of attempts to elude

the law, see Russell to Palmerston, March 27, 1863, Palmerston MS,
Broadlands.

19. E, D. Adams, Great Britain, II, 133-35.

20. CFA Diary, Feb. 28, 1863; see a similar expression in HA to F. W.

Seward, March 20, 1863, Seward Papers, Univ. of Rochester. John Bright,

for one, agreed with Adams as to Palmerston's inclinations. (See Bright

to Sumner, April 4, 1863, Sumner Papers, Houghton.)
21. Argyll to Russell, April 10, 1863, Russell Papers, PRO 30/22/26.

22. CFA to Admiral Dupont, April 9, 1863.

23. CFA Diary, April 22, 1863; CFA to Seward, No. 383, April 18, 1863,

"Confidential."

He was also subject to criticism at home. E.g., see John Jay to Sumner,

May 10, 1863, R. S. Field to Sumner, May 8, 1863, Sumner Papers, Hough-
ton; CFA Diary, June 6, 1863.

Moran, who had been increasingly annoyed of late with Adams' "opin-

ionated" vanity (e.g., see Moran Journal, Feb. 14, March 7, 18, 27, April 8,

1863, ^or a series of unfavorable comments on the Minister. The root of

his discontent apparently stemmed from Adams' failure to pay him proper

regard socially and his propensity to "push" his son, Henry, at the expense
of his official secretaries), pronounced the blunder the worst ever com-

mitted by a Minister. (Moran Journal, April 18, 1863, II, 1147.)

24. CFA to Seward, No. 383, April 18, 1863, "Confidential."

25. CFA Diary, April 22, 1863; CFA to Seward, No. 384, April 23, 1863,

"Confidential."

26. Hansard, 3rd series, CLXX, 554-62.

Palmerston, it should be noted, wrote Russell that same day, that Adams

had no doubt "meant well/' by his action, and that if its objectionable

nature could be pointed out to him, he would probably promise to

discontinue the practice. (Palmerston to Russell, April 23, 1863, Russell

Papers, PRO 30/22/22.) Adams, no doubt, would have been surprised at

this manifestation of good will and confidence from the Prime Minister.

27. CFA Diary, April 24, 1863; CFA to Seward, No. 393, April 24, 1863,

28. CFA to Seward, No. 394, April 30, 1863, "Confidential."

29. CFA to Seward, No. 418, May 22, 1863; CFA Diary, Feb. 29, 1868.
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30. CFA Diary, May 27, 1863; CFA to Seward, No. 421, May 28, 1863;

Seward to Adams, No. 587, May 8, 1863, 18:486, National Archives; see

also Seward to Adams, No. 627, June 15, 1863, 18:510, National Archives.

31. E.g., see Wm. Evarts to Sumner, May 9, 1863, J. Bright to Sumner,

May 2, 1863, Sumner Papers, Houghton; J. M. Forbes to Gideon Welles,

May 5, 1863, Welles Papers, LC; CFA to Seward, No. 428, June 11, 1863

(the stock of cotton was up, the number of operators on relief diminishing,
and the country generally prosperous); CFA Diary, May 7, June 7, 1863;

Hotze to Benjamin, May 9, 1863, Hotze Letterbooks, LC.

32. Bigelow to Bryant, April 27, May 7, 1863, Bryant-Godwin Collec-

tion, NYPL: Bigelow Journal, written May 13, 1863, but referring to

April period, NYPL.

33. There were a number of unofficial ambassadors and special envoys
in England in this period who had been sent out to assist Adams in

bringing the shipbuilding crisis to a successful conclusion. Messrs. Forbes

and Aspinwall, for example, two of the most prominent, had been com-

missioned by the government to try to buy up potentially dangerous
vessels. (See D. H. Maynard, "The Forbes-Aspinwall Mission," MVHR,
June, 1958.) This was not the first time that Washington had sent out

advisory officials of various kinds, and the practice constituted one of

Adams' few standing grievances against Seward's management. The
constant interference of these agents confused the lines of responsibility

and jeopardized Adams' official standing, for they implied a lack of confi-

dence in his abilities. (E.g., see CFA Diary, Feb. 17, June 6, 1862; Motley
to Seward, Feb. i, 1862, Weed to Seward, Feb. 18, 1862, Seward Papers,
Univ. of Rochester; W. W. Story to Sumner, Aug. 9, 1863, Sumner Papers,

Houghton.) Nor did Adams find, except in rare cases, that these unofficial

diplomats performed any useful service. Thurlow Weed, who had made
a valuable effort in 1862 to combat Confederate propaganda, and William

Evarts, were in his opinion two of the very few exceptions. (E.g., CFA
Diary, Jan, 8, May 22, 1862, July i, 1863; HA to F. W. Seward, Jan. 30,

1862, Seward Papers, Univ. of Rochester.)
Adams' touchiness on this matter perhaps helps explain the occasional

complaints about his "unpopularity" with his fellow Americans abroad.

(See Moran Journal, May 15, 1863, II, 1163, and Bigelow Journal, June
23, 1863, NYPL.) This does not mean that Adams was by any means

universally disliked by his countrymen. For very favorable estimates of

both his personal and public conduct, see the testimony of two of these

special envoys, John Murray Forbes (Forbes to Welles, April 10, 1863,
Welles Papers, LC) and Bishop Mcllvaine (Mcllvaine to Bishop Bedell,

Feb. 13, 1862, Kenyon College Library).
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34. Pollack stated that so long as a vessel was not actually armed in a

British port, no unneutral act was involved.

35. CFA Diary, June 25, 1863.

36. Palmerston wrote Roebuck privately, pointing out the "irregularity"

of his proceedings and suggesting that his motion be dropped altogether.

(Palmerston to Roebuck, July 9, 1863, Palmerston MS, Broadlands.)
See also J. C. Bancroft Davis to Welles, July 3, 1863, Welles Papers, LC;

CFA Diary, July i, 1863; CFA to Dana, July 29, 1863; Owsley, King
Cotton, 427-66.

37. See for example, CFA Diary, July 20, 22, 1863.

38. Seward to Adams, No. 651, July 11, 1863, 18:531, National Archives.

39. CFA Diary, Feb. 9, 1864; CFA to Seward, No. 595, Feb. 11, 1864.

Seward later approved his course, but in so doing he particularly

praised Adams for having not only anticipated his remonstrance but

having expressed it "in the very spirit of that instruction." (Seward to

Adams, No. 667, July 29, 1863, 18:546, National Archives.) This of course

is exactly what Adams had not done.

Months later, when the correspondence was published, this dispatch
became the subject of debate in Parliament. Lord Derby attacked Russell

for having bowed to such threats, only to hear Russell reply that the

dispatch had never been delivered to him. Both sides then joined in

praising Adams for his discretionary and pacifying action. (Hansard, 3rd

series, CLXXIII, Feb. 9, 1864, Lords, 31011; 427-41; 54450.)

40. CFA to Seward, No. 486, Sept. 3, 1863; HA to CFA, Jr., Sept. 16,

1863.

41. He did return to London, however, from Aug. 19 to 25, Further

affidavits, moreover, were sent to Russell on August 14, along with a firm

declaration of the anxiety and uneasiness felt in America over the issue.

The impression should not be got, therefore, that Adams "abandoned"

the controversy during his month's vacation or that he was so confident

of the outcome as to cease pressuring the Ministry.

42. CFA to Russell, Sept. 3, 1863.

43. Russell to Adams, Spt i, 1863.

44. CFA to Seward, No, 490, Sept. 4, 1863, "4.20 P.M."

45. CFA to Russell, Sept. 5, 1863.

46. CFA Diary, Sept. 5, 1863; CFA to Dana, Sept. 7, 1863.

47. Russell to Adams, Sept. 4, 1863.

48. See the Layard Papers, BM, for the months of August and Septem-
ber for the extensive correspondence on the subject between the two men.

49. Russell to Layard, Sept. i, 1863, Layard Papers, 38989, Vol. LIX, BM.

50. Layard to Russell, Sept. 2, 1863, Layard Papers, 38989, Vol. LIX, BM.
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51. Russell to Layard, Sept. 3, 1863, Layard Papers, 38989, Vol. LIX,

BM. Layard, in fact, had acted to detain the vessels before he received

Russell's positive instructions to that effect. He had suddenly been in-

formed that one of the vessels might go to sea at any moment, and that

if the government intended to act in the matter, there was no time to

lose. He knew from Russell's previous memos on the subject that he had

decided the vessels should not be allowed to go to sea, and acting on this

knowledge, he had ordered their detention on the same day that Russell

was writing him to do so. (Layard to Russell, Sept. 3, 1863, Russell Papers,

PRO 30/22/28.) See also Argyll to Sumner, Feb. 16, 1864, Sumner Papers,

Houghton.

52. Russell to Palmerston, Sept. 3, 1863, Russell Papers, PRO 30/22/30;

Palmerston to Russell, Sept. 4, 1863, Russell Papers, PRO 30/22/22.

53. Russell to Adams, Sept. 11, 1863, Papers, Foreign Affairs, Part I,

1862-63, 423-25.

Palmerston wrote Russell that Adams' "repeated and I must say some-

what insolent threats of war" could not remain unnoticed. "We ought

to tell him in civil terms 'you be damned' ... we might, if we said

nothing, have the appearance of submission to Yankee Bullying." (Pal-

merston to Russell, Sept. 22 [?], 1863, Russell Papers, PRO 30/22/22.)

Argyll, on the other hand, declared his opinion that Adams had written

with "dignity." (Argyll to Gladstone, Oct. 5, 1863, Gladstone Papers,

44099, Vol. XIV.)

54. CFA to Russell, Sept. 16, 29, 1863; CFA to Seward, No. 497, Sept.

17, 1863, No. 504, Oct. i, 1863.

55. See Law Officers Report, Sept. 12, 1863, Russell Papers, PRO

30/22/14; Palmerston to Russell, Sept. 13, 1863, Russell Papers, PRO

30/22/14; Russell to Duke of Somerset, Sept. 14, 1863, Russell Papers,

PRO 30/22/31.

Chapter 22 A Relaxation in Tensions (Pages 315-333)

1. HA to CFA, Jr., June 3, 1864.

The cotton problem, by the end of 1863, had been all but disposed of

by the development of new sources. Adams reported to Seward, in fact,

that the commercial classes actually considered the reopening of the

American supply as a matter of "as much danger to existing interests as

of possible benefit/' (CFA to Seward, No. 537, Nov. 19, 1863.)

2. The one exception was a final attempt at recognition pushed by
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Lindsay in the summer of 1864 after Lee had taken heavy tolls of the

Union army in the battles of the Wilderness, Spottsylvania
and Cold

Harbor. It was given subtle encouragement by Palmerston only as long

as he needed support to prevent a vote of censure in the Commons over

his Danish policy. No sooner had that threat passed than Palmer-

ston made it clear that the policy of the government would not be

changed, and Lindsay's motion was withdrawn. (E. D. Adams, Great

Britain, II, 204-16; CFA to Seward, No. 751, July 21, 1864.)

5. A dispute arose between Denmark and Germany over the possession

of Schleswig-Holstein in which England became prominently involved.

The death of the King of Denmark in November, 1863, brought the

difficulty to a head and led to a prolonged crisis of almost a year's duration.

As a result, American affairs tended to recede to the periphery. (CFA

Diary, Nov. 17, 1863; CFA to Everett, Nov. 17, 1863; HA to F. W.

Seward, Nov. 20, 1863, Seward Papers, Univ. of Rochester.)

4. CFA to Russell, Dec. 7, 1863; CFA Diary, March 14, 1864; Seward to

Adams, No. 807, Jan. u, 1864, 19:142, National Archives,

In the latter category, the friendly reception given the Georgia (alias

Japan) at Liverpool (where she had earlier been built and launched on a

cruise against U.S. vessels with a partly British crew) in May of 1864 was

especially resented. (E.g., see Moran to Sumner, May 5, 1864, Sumner

Papers, Houghton; Seward to Adams, No. 958, May 21, 1864, 19:299,

May 28, 1864, 19.309, National Archives.)

A second irritating example of the British tendency to aid the Con-

federates developed in the summer of 1864 over that perennial trouble-

maker, the Alabama. On June 19, in an action off Cherbourg, the Alabama

was destroyed by the Kearsarge, a United States steamer. The English

yacht Deerhound stood by and watched the fight, and after the engage-

ment was over, she picked up Captain Semmes of the Alabama and forty

of his crewmen and rushed with them to the English shore, whence they

were taken to France, In the name of his government, Adams requested

Her Majesty's Government to censure the master of the Deerhound for

his conduct in rescuing the seamen, and also asked for the restoration

of the men as prisoners of war. But in a reply which Adams called

"flippant" Rus&eil refused to move in the matter. (See CFA Dairy, June 24,

Sept, 26, 1864.)

Finally, there was the case of the Shenandoah, launched from the snip-

yards at 'Liverpool in October, 1864, and equipped and manned by

British subjects. Though never "naturalized" by entering a port of the

Confederacy, she engaged in warfare against the United States and was
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subsequently allowed to refit at Melbourne. At the Geneva Arbitration

in 1872, Britain was held for damages regarding the Shenandoah, along

with the Alabama and Florida (see p. 383).

5. Russell himself circulated a memorandum in the cabinet in August,

1863, in which, while deprecating a proposal by Cobden that builders of

war ships be made to prove that the vessels under construction were

intended for a friendly power, he did throw out the suggestion that

ships which had been built in Britain for the Confederates should be

refused permission to anchor or supply themselves with provisions and

coal when they subsequently visited a British port. (Memorandum by

Earl Russell on Confederate Ships, Aug. 21, 1863, Russell Papers,

PRO 30/22/27.) Strong cabinet opposition, however, was expressed to

any change whatever in the Foreign Enlistment Act. (See the opposing

written opinions of Lord Westbury, Lord Palmerston and Lord New-

castle in Russell Papers, PRO 30/23/27, as well as the hostile views

expressed by Gladstone to an earlier hint by Russell that some amend-

ment was perhaps called for Gladstone to Russell, Sept. 25, 1863, Glad-

stone Papers, 44292, Vol. CCVII, BM.) Russell himself was at best luke-

warm to the revision of the Enlistment Act. The following year, after the

government lost its appeal in the Alexandra and that vessel was released,

the Duke of Argyll led another attempt to strengthen the law, but once

more the suggested revisions came to nothing. (Argyll to Gladstone, Dec.

23, 26, 1864, Gladstone Papers, 44099, VoL XIV, BM; Argyll to Gladstone,

June 2, 1865, Gladstone Papers, 44100, VoL XV, BM; Argyll to Russell,

Dec. 23, 1864, Russell Papers, PRO 30/22/26.)

6. CFA to G, Bemis, Dec. 28, 1865.

7. More accurately referred to in this period as the British North

American Provinces; for simplicity the term Canada will be used.

8. Seward to Adams, No. 1136, Oct. 24, 1864, 19:491, National Archives.

9. Palmerston to Russell, Dec. 30, 1864, Russell Papers, PRO 30/22/15;

Seward to Adams, No. 1208, Dec. 27, 1864, J 9 : 5^3' No. 1247, Jan - 2<)

1865, 20:26, National Archives.

10. Palmerston to Russell, Dec. 14, 1864, Russell Papers, PRO

30/22/15; CFA Diary, Jan. 31, 1865; Moran to Sumner, March 6, 1865,

Sumner Papers, Houghton; CFA to Seward, No. 870, Feb. 9, 1865; CFA

Diary, Feb. 10, March 9, 1865.

11. Actually the height of British fear for Canada seems to have been

reached in the summer of 1864, when it was feared that American exas-

peration might lead to a declaration of war and an attack on that depend-

ency. (E.g., see Russell to Lyons, July 23, 1864, Russell Papers, PRO
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30/22/97; General Gray to Russell, May 28, 1864, Russell Papers, PRO
30/22/15.)

12. CFA Diary, Jan. 12, 15, 1864.

13. CFA Diary, Feb. 16, 1864.

14. CFA Diary, March i, 1864; CFA to Seward, March 3, 1864, "Strictly

Confidential." Yeatman's stepfather was John Bell, Constitutional Union
candidate for the presidency in 1860; his wife, whom he later divorced,

was Lucretia Pope, sister of Gen. John Pope of the U.S. Army. (Harriet
C. Owsley, "Peace and the Presidential Election of 1864," Tennessee His-

torical Quarterly, March 1959, 3-19.)

15. CFA Diary, March 21, 1864; CFA to Seward, March 24, 1864,

"Strictly Confidential."

16. Seward to CFA, April 8, 1864, "Strictly Confidential"; CFA Diary,

April 3, 25, 1864; CFA, Jr., to CFA, April 8, 1864.

17. CFA to CFA, Jr., June 24, 1864.

18. CFA to Seward, May 20, June 2, 1864; CFA Diary, May 16, 18, 1864.

19. CFA Diary, Oct. 15, 24, Nov. 4, 1863, July 17, 1865; CFA to R. H.

Dana, Jr., April 19, 1865; Moran Journal, March 30, 1867, LC.

For a full statement of CFA's views on Reconstruction see CFA to

Dana, Oct. 11, 1865, March 7, 1866.

Adams found it "almost impossible to resist the conviction" that the

Negroes were an inferior race. This did not justify any system of subjec-

tion, he felt, but it did place an obstacle in the path of immediate political

equalization. (CFA Diary, Jan. 4, 1867.)

20. E.g., see CFA Diary, Oct. 19, 1862, May 13, June 30, Sept. 22, 1864,

Feb. 26, 1865,

21. CFA to Seward, March 29, 1865; see also CFA Diary, Jan. 16, Feb. 5,

March 23, 1865.

22. CFA Diary, April 23, 1865.

23. CFA Diary, Nov. 26, 1863, March 17, 1865. (For an interesting

evaluation of Lincoln's character and career see CFA Diary, May i, 1865.)

24. J. Bright to Summer, April 29, 1865, Sumner Papers, Houghton;

Russell to Bruce, April 29, 1865, Russell Papers, PRO 30/22/97.

25. CFA to Palfrey, June 16, 1865.

26. Russell wrote Layard in this regard (April 25 [?], 1865, Layard

Papers, 3899 1, LXI, BM): "I wish Adams would succeed Seward. We
could then count on peace."

27. CFA Diary, June 17, 18, 1865; CFA to Seward, June 23, 1865.

In November, 1865, he again applied for release, but stated that he

would "acquiesce" if it was decided that his continuance was necessary.
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(CFA to Seward, Nov. 21, 1865.) Seward took him at his word and wrote

that as the public interest would be promoted by his remaining in office,

the President requested him to do so. Adams bowed to the dictates of

public duty and resigned himself to remaining until recalled. (CFA Diary,

Jan. 2, 1866.) Seward, in turn, praised him highly for his willingness to

sacrifice personal convenience to the public good. (Seward to Adams,
Feb. 20, 1866, 20:400, National Archives.)

28. He did not see how Britain could "submit to a foreign power the

question of our own good faith in putting the law in force or the adequacy
of the law . . . The one is a question of our own honour and sincerity,

the other touches nearly the relations of the Crown to Parliament, and

also affects our duty as Ministers." (Russell to Palmerston, April 6, 1865,

Russell Papers, PRO 30/22/30; see also Russell to Gladstone, Sept. 17,

1865, Russell Papers, PRO 30/22/31.)

Gladstone, "without any disposition at this moment to say *yes' to the

demand/' protested to Russell about the finality of the refusal to arbitrate

without a full cabinet conference on the matter. (Gladstone to Russell,

Sept. 2, 1865, Russell Papers, PRO 30/22/23.) Argyll shared Gladstone's

sentiments. (Argyll to Gladstone, Sept. 16, 1865, Gladstone Papers, 44100,
Vol. XV, BM,) Russell replied that he had concluded the course adopted
had already been acquiesced in by the cabinet. (Russell to Gladstone,

Sept. 4, 1865, Gladstone Papers, 44292, Vol. CCVII, BM.)
29. Russell to Adams, Sept. 4, 1865; CFA Diary, Sept. 4, 1865.

30. Russell explained his action as the result of having received infor-

mation that Seward was advertising in the American papers for Alabama
claims. He felt it necessary to publish the correspondence in order to

disabuse the claimants of the idea that their suits were about to be ad-

mitted. (Russell to Bruce, Oct. 14, 1865, Russell Papers, PRO 30/22/97.

155-)

31. Katherine A. Wells, "The Settlement of the Alabama Claims,"

doctoral dissertation, Clark Univ,, 1936, 49-56.
There was also much comment on the ability demonstrated by Adams

in his part of the correspondence, and, as a result, his reputation was

considerably enhanced, (E.g., Moran Journal, Oct. 14, i865,,LC.)

32. CFA Diary, Oct. 14, 16, 1865,

33. Seward to Adams, No. 1576, Nov. 4, 1865, 29:313, National Archives.

34. CFA Diary, Nov. 6, Dec. i, 1865,

35. CFA to George Bemis, Oct. 12, 1865.

36. CFA to Clarendon, Nov. 16, 1865.

37. Seward to Adams, No. 1580, Nov. 4, 1865, 20:320, National Archives.
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38. Earl Clarendon to Adams, Papers, Foreign Affairs, Part I, 1866,

28-29; CFA Diary, Dec. 5, 1865; Hammond to Layard, Nov. 2, 1865, Layard

Papers, 38953, Vol. XXIII, BM.

39. CFA Diary, Dec. 20, 1865, Feb. 11, 1866; CFA to Seward, Dec. 21,

1865, "Confidential," CFA to Seward, Feb. 15, 1866.

40. CFA Diary, Feb. 9, 1866; CFA to Seward, No. 1151, Feb. 15, 1866.

41. Seward to Adams, Feb. 14, 1866, 20:397, "Confidential," National

Archives.

42. CFA Diary, March 5, 1866.

43. Seward to Adams, No. 1717, March 22, 1866, 20:426, National

Archives.

44. CFA to Seward, No. 1172, March 15, 1866.

45. CFA to Seward, No. 1190, May 10, 1866, No. 1218, June 14, 1866;

CFA to Seward, Nov. 21, 1867, "Private and Confidential."

46. CFA Diary, Dec. 4, May 28, 1867; see also, CFA Diary, Jan. 24, 1868;

CFA to W. B. West, April 23, 1867.

47. CFA Diary, July 9, 1866.

48. Seward to Adams, No. 1835, Aug. 27, 1866, 21:3, National Archives.

49. CFA Diary, Sept. 13, 19, 1866.

50. One evening in Berlin he attended a performance of Wagner's

Tannhauser, but the new German operatic style was not to his taste. He

gave Wagner credit for some fine musical passages, but there was not

enough melody to hold his attention, and by the end of the performance
he found himself tired and dissatisfied. On the whole, however, he enjoyed
this German trip very much and was particularly pleased with the people,

whom he admired for their simplicity, cultivation, hard work and good
nature. (E.g., see CFA Diary, Nov. 8, 1866.)

51. Conciliatory articles had appeared in the Times on Oct. 30 and

Nov. 17, and Lord Derby had made a public address in which he encour-

aged the idea that a proposition for the settlement of the claims would

be favorably received. (Maureen M. Bullen, "British Policy Towards Set-

tlement with America, 1865-1872," doctoral dissertation, Univ. of London,

1955, 55; CFA to Seward, No. 1285, Dec. 7, 1866; CFA Diary, Dec. 5, 1866.)

5*. Lord Stanley to Sir F. Bruce, Nov. 30, 1866, Papers, Foreign Affairs,

Part I, 1867, 184-88,

53. Seward to Adams, No. 1906, Jan. 12, 1867, 21:120, National Archives.

54. CFA to Seward, March 23, 1867, "Private and Confidential"; CFA

Diary, March 23, 1867; CFA to Seward, No. 1355, April 15, 1867.

55. E.g., see Seward to Adams, No. 1965, April 16, 1867, 21:189, No.

1971, May 2, 1867, 21:195, National Archives, and Adams' comment on it,
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in his diary entry of May 22, 1867. See also Moran Journal, May 22, 1867,

LC; CFA Diary, May 21, 1867, Jan. 4, 1868.

56. CFA Diary, April 15, July 10, Nov. 13, 1867; Moran Journal, Dec. 9,

1867, LC.

Adams disapproved of all Seward's expansionist schemes. He considered

his purchase of the islands of St. Thomas and St. John from Denmark in

1867 as the inauguration of a policy which would prove fatal to American

institutions. (CFA Diary, July 3, 1867.)

57. The Times, Feb. 29, 1868; see also CFA Diary, Feb. 6, 9, 10, 15,

1868.

58. Moran Journal, March 7, 1 868, LC. Even Moran, it should be noted,

placed Adams, in a final estimate of his services, "in the first rank" of

diplomatists, and stated that he "had achieved deserved renown." His

record, he thought, would "always place him in a strong historic light."

Moran did feel, however, that Adams had been overpraised and some of

his shortcomings ignored. (Moran Journal, May 13, 1868, LC.)

59. CFA Diary, March 7, 1868; Seward to Adams, No. 2151, April 4,

1868, 21:358, National Archives.

60. CFA Diary, March 16, 1868.

61. CFA Diary, Oct. 10, 1867; see also Nov. 16, 1867.

62. In the course of his stay in England, Adams had occasion to meet

many of the notable personalities of the day. He formed no real acquaint-
ances with any of them, but his passing impressions are perhaps of suffi-

cient interest to bear notice. E.g., Browning ("a lively and pleasant man"

Diary, May 12, 1863); Tennyson ("rather rough, negative looking per-
son" Diary, Feb. 18, 1864); Edwin Landseer ("so much petted of late

years, that he has become a little affected and fantastical ..." Diary,

Jan. 14, 1866); J. A. Froude ("a pleasant though slightly artificial person"

Diary, Nov. 25, 1861); E. Lytton Bulwer ("his conversation was amusing
and not uninstructive. He and his brother are the best table company
I have met in England" Diary, June 11, 1864).

63. CFA Diary, Oct. 28, 1863, March i, 1866.

64. CFA to Motley, Sept. 23, 1865; CFA Diary, Feb. 3, 1866.

65. John Bright to Sumner, Jan. 26, 1865, Sumner Papers, Houghton.

Chapter 23 The Pleasures of Retirement (Pages 334-340)

i. Though Adams probably abetted the tendency. When he finally

met Sumner, for example, three months after his return home, he admitted
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that Sumner greeted him with "more cordiality than I manifested in

return." (CFA Diary, Nov. 18, 1868.) At a later date, Sumner also made
a generous toast to Adams at a Republican gathering, in a further attempt,
no doubt, to conciliate him. (CFA Diary, Sept. 24, 1871.)

2. CFA Diary, March 26, 1868.

3. E.g., see C. W. Slack to Sumner, July 13, 1868, and E. L. Pierce to

Sumner, July 24, 1868, Sumner Papers, Houghton.
4. Adams feared the "extravagances" of Republican rule, and yet he

decided that Grant's apparent devotion to peace warranted confidence in

him personally. (CFA Diary, Nov. 3, 1868.)

5. CFA Diary, Nov. u, 1868, Feb. 15, 1869; Worcester Evening Gazette,

Feb. 8, 1869.

6. E.g., see New York Sun, Feb. 17, 1869; CFA Diary, Feb. 15, 17, 1869;
W. Phillips to Sumner, Jan. 24, 1869, Sumner Papers, Houghton.

7. CFA Diary, July 14, 21, 1868.

8. CFA Diary, July 26, 1868.

9. E.g., see CFA Diary, April 15, 1871.

10. For the incident regarding the lecturer, see Diary, Feb. 15, 1870;
for the comment on raising children, see Diary, Nov. 26, 1868; the observ-

vation on society comes from the diary entry of April 6, 1871.

11. Henry Adams, in 1865, had this to say of his father: "I find the

Chief . , . less a creature of our times than ever . . , It pains me ... to

see him so separate from the human race. I crave for what is new . . .

He cares nothing for it, and a new discovery . . . never seems to touch

any chord in him . . ." (HA to CFA, Jr., July 14, 1865).

is. CFA Diary, Jan. 15, 1869.

13. CFA Diary, May 15, 1871.

14. CFA Diary, Dec. 10, 1869.

15. CFA Diary, July 13, 1870.

16. The Boston Post, Feb. 11, 1871, and The Nation, April 27, 1871,

published laudatory notices which particularly pleased Adams. He found

the "goodwill" expressed therein very gratifying,

17. Though in 1870 he did take a brief trip west with President Eliot

of Harvard, ending up with a nostalgic reunion with Seward at Auburn,
New York*

18* For example, he addressed the New York Historical Society in

December, 1870, on the principles of neutrality in wartime.

19. CFA Diary, Feb. *5 1871,
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Chapter 24 The Geneva Arbitration Begins (Pages 341-351)

1. CFA to Manton Marble, June 16, 1869.

2. E. R. Hoar to Fish, Feb. 9, 1871, Fish Papers, LC.

3. Fish to Schenck, June 17, 1871, Fish Papers, LC.

Fish was backed up in his opinion by both Hoar and J. C. Bancroft

Davis, who had just been appointed Agent for the American Case. (E. R.

Hoar to Fish, July 3, 11, 1871, and J. C. B. Davis to Fish, July u, 1871,

Fish Papers, LC: CFA Diary, Aug. 8, 1871).

4. Grant to Fish, July 21, 1871, Fish Papers, LC.

5. See Wm. B. Allison to Fish, Aug. 3, 1871, J. C. B. Davis to Fish,

Aug. 11, 1871, Fish Papers, LC; E. R. Hoar to J. C. B. Davis, Aug. 5, 1871,

Davis Papers, LC; CFA Diary, Aug. 3, 1871; Evening Transcript, Aug. 9,

1871.

Adams suspected, however, that in part at least the Republicans acqui-

esced and applauded only from a sense of relief in getting him out of

their way. (CFA Diary, Sept. 24, 1871.)

There was some disquietude in Britain over having one of the central

figures in the dispute sitting as an "impartial" judge, but Lord Granville

tended to discount the influence which Adams would be able to wield

with his fellow arbitrators. (Granville to Palmer, Jan. u, 1872, Granville

Papers, G. & D. 29/67, PRO.)
6. CFA Diary, Nov. 10, 1871.

7. CFA Diary, Dec. 16, 1871.

8. E.g., see Layard to Hammond, March 18, 1872, Layard Papers,

38961, Vol. XXXI, BM; R. Palmer to Granville, Jan. 10, 1872, Granville

Papers, G. & D. 29/67, PRO. ". . . nobody here would have been willing

to go to arbitration upon such claims as these . . . unscrupulous and

insulting."

9. Draft of "Note, to accompany the British Counter-Case," drawn up
by R. Palmer, Granville Papers, G. & D. 29/67, PRO: "It was not ex-

plained that this waiver was intended by the Government of the United

States to be conditional upon the assent of Great Britain to any particular
mode of settlement . . . they intended to make, and supposed themselves

to have made, an amicable settlement within the meaning of that

declaration. It was in this belief that the Treaty was ratified by Her

Majesty."
10. Northcote to Granville, April 7, 1872, as quoted in Lord Edmontl

Fitzmaurice, The Life of Granville, George Leveson Gower, Second Earl

Granville, ss vols. (New York, 1905), II, 92-93; printed Confidential Mem-
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orandum by Roundell Palmer, Feb. 15, 1872, Granville Papers, G. & D.

29/67, PRO.
11. E.g., see Northcote to Ripon, June 3, 1872, Ripon Papers, 43519,

Vol. XXIX, BM; Fortescue to Granville, March 28, 1872, Granville Papers,

G. &. D. 29/56, PRO.
If the British commissioners were convinced that the language employed

had been sufficient for their purposes, they were misguided, for the

phraseology used in such key paragraphs as the one below was certainly

ambiguous enough to allow of widely differing interpretations:

"In the hope of an amicable settlement no estimate was made of the

indirect losses, without prejudice, however, to the right of indemnification

on their account in the event of no such settlement being made." As

Allan Nevins has said, the Americans might well have thought that this

statement merely meant that the discussion of the indirect claims was

"temporarily dropped in order to facilitate the drafting of a treaty."

(Allan Nevins, Hamilton Fish, New York, 1936, 487.)

12. Nevins, Fish, 521.

13. Fish to Bellamy Storer, April 5, 1872, as quoted in Nevins, Fish,

528; Fish to Boutwell, Feb. 19, 1880, Fish Letterbooks, LC.

14. E.g., see the first chapter, "The Unfriendly Course Pursued by
Great Britain . . ." Case of the United States before the Tribunal of

Arbitration at Geneva, printed in Papers Relating to the Treaty of Wash-

ington, Vol. I (Washington, 1872), 19-46.

Adams, for one, felt that the statement of the Case was unnecessarily

contentious. (Diary, Feb, 7, 1872.) He did feel, however, that it had been

prepared with much ability so much, in fact, that he suspected it had

something to do with Britain's indisposition to continue the arbitration.

(CFA Diary, March 12, 1872.)

Evidence exists that both Caleb Gushing and William Evarts, the

American counsel, hastened to deny that they were in any way responsible

for the preparation o the Case and in private denounced the indirect

claims as "absurd." (P. Girard to Manton Marble, April 3, 1872, Marble

Papers, LC.) For another unfavorable view of the Case, see R. H. Dana

to E. L. Godkin, March 12, 1872, Godkin Papers, Houghton.

15. Henry Holland to Thurlow Weed, April 24, 1872, Weed Papers,

Univ. of Rochester.

16. Wells, "Alabama Claims," 288.

17. E.g., see Lowe to Granville, Jan. 30, 1872, Granville Papers, G. 8c D.

29/66, PRO; Ripon to Granville, April 6, 1872, and Granville to Ripon,

April 6, 1872, Granville Papers, G. 8c D. 29/63, PRO.
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18. Wm. Forster Diary, Jan. 30, 1872, as printed in T. Wemyss Reid,

Life of William Edward Forster, % vols. (London, 1888), II, 23; CFA

Diary, Feb. 9, 1872; Lucien Wolf, Life of the First Marquess of Ripon,
2 vols. (London, 1921), I, 256.

19. Maureen M. Bullen, "British Policy," 221.

20. As quoted in Morley, Gladstone, II, 406; see also Gladstone to

Queen Victoria, Jan. 30, 31, 1872, G. E. Buckle, ed., The Letters of Queen
Victoria (London, 1926), 2nd series, II, 187-88.

21. Gladstone claimed that the Times had reported his speech inac-

curately, and that he had not meant to imply that one who read the

documents differently was dishonest. (Gladstone to Granville, Feb. 7, 8,

1872, Granville Papers, G. & D. 29/61, PRO.)
22. On Feb. 17, 1872, for example, he sent a secret printed memo to the

cabinet suggesting that it might be well to let the San Juan arbitration

go by default in return for the Americans' giving up all the Alabama

claims. (Granville Papers, G. & D. 29/61, PRO.) See also Gladstone to

Granville, March 27, 1872, Granville Papers, G. 8c D. 29/61, PRO.

23. CFA Diary, Feb. 4, 1872.

24. CFA Diary, Feb. 7, 1872.

It was Schenck's opinion that Adams did "some good" through these

conversations. (Schenck to Fish, Feb. 8, 1872, Fish Papers, LC.)

25. Granville to Schenck, Feb. 3, 1872.

26. Sir Stafford Northcote to Lord Ripon, Feb. 4, 1872, Ripon Papers,

43519, Vol. XXIX, BM.
A few days later when Adams offered the same suggestion to Lord

Ripon it was apparently ignored at least Adams could not recall getting

any answer to it. (CFA Diary, Feb. 7, 1872.)

27. CFA Diary, Feb. 22, 23, 1872.

28. CFA Diary, Feb. 23, 1872.

Yet it later turned out that Grant's suggestion proved a feasible one

though only, it is true, after conditions had considerably changed. In

April, after England had agreed to put in her Counter Case, and had

thereby committed herself to proceed, it became practicable to consider

going on with the arbitration even without her attendance. Adams, in

fact, warned Forster at the time of his government's intention in this

regard. This realization was probably a factor in persuading England
not to withdraw precipitously, for she feared that if the arbitrators, as

seemed likely, subsequently announced against the indirect claims, she

would appear foolish in the eyes of the world for having withdrawn from
an imaginary danger. (See CFA Diary, May 10, 16, 1872.)
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It was apparent afterward that the three neutral arbitrators would
have been willing to continue the arbitration without England. (CFA
Diary, Sept. 6, 1872.)

29. CFA Diary, March 19, 1872.

30. Fish to Schenck, Feb. 27, 1872.

31. Granville to Schenck, March 20, 1872, F. O. 5/1395.
At the end of February, Gladstone had attempted, without success, to

push a more positive proposal through the British cabinet. He had

suggested that the British Case be allowed to go before the Tribunal,

along with a declaration that they did not consider the indirect claims

within the Treaty, and on the promise of the United States that she

would give notice when those claims were to be raised. When that occurred,

Gladstone proposed that the British Counsel should raise the question
of the arbitrators' competence. If the arbitrators then held themselves

qualified to adjudicate those claims, which he doubted would happen,
Britain would withdraw. (Gladstone Papers, Gladstone Memorandum,
Feb. 21, 1872, quoted by Wells, "Alabama Claims," 314.)

Chapter 25 Aclams and the Liberal Republicans

(Pages 352-372)

1. CFA Diary, June 26, Aug. 10, Dec. 18, 1871.

2. W. C. Flagg to Lyman Trumbull, Jan. 25, 1872, Trumbull Papers,
LC.
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5. Ross, Liberal Movement, 70-75.
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May i, 1872, Sumner Papers, Houghton; Atkinson to Schurz, March 20,

1872, and J. Strong to Schurz, April 17, 1872, Schurz Papers, LC.
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Schurz, April 17, 1872, Schurz Papers, LC.

11. S. W. Kendal to Schurz, April 22, 1872, Manton Marble to Schurz,

April 23, 1872, Belmont to Schurz, April 23, 1872, Schurz Papers, LC;
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A. M. Puett to Trumbull, April 16, 1872, Trumbull Papers, LC; see also
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14. New York World, April 25-30, 1872; F. W. Bird to Sumner, April 15,
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17. This part of Adams' proposal strongly exercised Fish. He con-

gratulated Davis on successfully "drawing its poison." (Fish to Davis, July
19, 1872, Davis Papers, LC.)

1 8. Cockburn had finally been persuaded by Tenterden to cooperate irt

this plan, though he had earlier ridiculed the scheme. (Bullen, "British

Policy," 254.)

19. W. E. Forster Diary, June 16, 1872, as printed in Reid, Forster, II,

32.

20. Britain had finally agreed to the inclusion of these rules, but had
made it clear that she did not consider them to have been recognized in-

ternational law in 1861.

21. Article VI, Treaty between The United States and Great Britain

(Washington, 1871).

22. Palmer to Granville, Aug. 3, 1872, Granville Papers, G. 8c D. 29/67,
PRO; Lord Derby's speech in the House of Lords, Feb. 7, 1873, Hansard,
3rd series, CCXIV, 22,

23. CFA Diary, June 19, 1872.

24. CFA Diary, July 15, 16, 1872. But at subsequent intervale

throughout the hearings further argument on uncertain matters of prin-

ciple was admitted, even though Adams continued to doubt the helpful-
ness of such testimony. (E.g., see CFA Diary, Aug. 14, 1872.)

25. E.g., see CFA Diary, July 17, 19, 1872. Gushing later published a

history of the arbitration in which he mercilessly excoriated Cockburn for

his behavior. (Caleb Cushing, The Treaty of Washington, New York,

1873-)

26. CFA Diary, July 22, 1872.

Cockburn particularly objected to Staempfli and Sclopis. (See Cock-

burn to Granville, Aug. 25, 1872, as quoted in Fitzmaurice, Granville, II,

101-2.) He considered the first
4l
a furious Republican" and the latter

"vapid/*
Roundell Palmer also thought little of the three neutral arbitrators. He

wrote Granville (Aug. 3, 1872, Granville Papers, G. & D. 29/67, PRO)
that they were basically prejudiced against Britain, and were men "of

but moderate capacity, and superficial knowledge of international law."

In a letter to Gladstone (Aug. 17, 1872, Gladstone Papers, 44296, Vol.

CCXI, BM) Palmer was more detailed in his descriptions: Sclopis was "rather

vain . . . [and] of no remarkable abilities," Itajuba, though "amiable and

Gentlemanlike and in many respects a sensible man; [was] ... no jurist";

Staempfli, "a man of strong will and no knowledge, with a most ad-

vance[d] bias to us . . ."
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27. Tenterden to Granville, Aug. 25, 1872, as quoted in Fitzmaurice,

Granville, II, 102. Granville unhesitatingly pronounced him "a bad

arbitrator for us." (Granville to Gladstone, Sept. i, 1872, Gladstone Pa-

pers, 44169, Vol. LXXXIV, BM).
28. CFA Diary, July 25, 1872. Cockburn's opinion in the Alabama case

was so "clear, moderate and discriminating" that it came as an agreeable

surprise to all.

29. Granville to Gladstone, Sept. i, 1872, Gladstone Papers, 44169, Vol.

LXXXIV, BM.

30. CFA Diary, July 29, 1872.

31. CFA Diary, Aug. 3, 16, 1872.

32. CFA Diary, Aug. 6, 9, 1872.

Palmer was particularly exercised by the Shenandoah decision which

laid down the "monstrous proposition" that Britain ought to have seized

without notice ships which had offended against her neutrality, "on their

entering into British ports, commissioned though they were by the Con-

federate States" (Palmer to Gladstone, Aug. 17, 1872, Gladstone Papers,

445596, Vol. CCXI, BM). Granville, however, "doubted whether the

Arbiters were wrong" about either the Florida or the Shenandoah. (Gran-

ville to Gladstone, Sept. i, 1872, Gladstone Papers, 44169, VoL LXXXIV,

BM.)
33. Geneva Arbitration Judgment, Supplement to the London Gazette

af Friday, the 20th of September, 4109-14. The Retribution was an excep-

tion. Here the decision was a split one (with Adams and Staempfli in the

minority) in Britain's favor. Adams felt that a miscarriage of justice had

taken place in this case. (CFA Diary, Aug. 8, 1872.) He was later pleased

to hear Itajuba confess that he regretted his vote against Britain's liability.

(CFA Diary, Sept. 13, 1872.)

34. For background material on the history of these cruisers, see pp.

293-4, 300-303, 478 (note 92), 489 (note 4). For a concise summary of the

points of law involved in these decisions, see Hyde, Charles Cheney, In-

ternational Law . * . 2 vols. (Boston, 1922), II, 712-13, 778-80.

35. See also Palmer to Granville, Aug. 23, 1872, Granville Papers, G. &
D. 29/67, PRO: ". . , an attempt, which I do not care to characterize as

it deserves, is just now being made by the Agent of the United States, to

neutralize the deductions from their claims ... by putting in an equiv-

alent or greater amount of new claims (admitted to be conjectural Sc un-

supported by any evidence) . . . obviously for the purpose of swelling, by
fictitious items, the data, on which they hope to induce the Tribunal to

allow them a large lump sum ... it is not within the power of the

Tribunal, under the Treaty, now to receive any such statement of new
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claims ... we are dealing with weak Judges, and shifty, crafty, and un-

scrupulous opponents."

36. Geneva Arbitration Award, Supplement to the London Gazette of
Friday, the noth of September, 4113.
This decision made Davis very unhappy (see Tenterden to Granville,

Sept. 8, 1872, as quoted in Fitzmaurice, Granville, II, 106).

37. Tenterden to Granville, Sept. 8, 1872, as quoted in Fitzmaurice,
Granville, II, 104-6.

38. Wells, "Alabama Claims/' 350-51; Bullen, "British Policy/' 263, lists

the Saturday Review, the Morning Post and the Morning Advertiser as

strongly condemning the results of the arbitration; see also Lowe to Gran-
ville, Sept. 7, 1872, Granville Papers, G. 8c D. 29/66, PRO.

In subsequent years Adams came to feel that the American government
had so grossly mishandled the distribution of the award money as to shake
his confidence in the efficacy of arbitration as an international tool. (CFA
to A. R. Sprague, Dec. 8, 1876, July 24, 1878; CFA to David Davis, April
28, 1880.)

39. Hansard, 3rd series, Vol. CCXIV, 21-22.

40. Quoted in Morley, Gladstone, II, 412; see also Fish to G. W. Curtis,

Jan. 24, 1884, Fish Papers, LC; Palmer to Gladstone, Aug. 17, 1872,
Gladstone Papers, 44296, Vol. CCXI, BM; Granville to Gladstone, Sept. i,

1872, Gladstone Papers, 44169, Vol. LXXXIV, BM.

Chapter 27 Closing Years (Pages 386-398)

1, CFA Diary, May 7, 1873.
2, Soon after his return he was elected to membership in several new

dining clubs, including the famous group which met at Parker's once a
month and which boasted Longfellow, Howells and Emerson in its mem-
bership. But of all these groups, Adams continued to prefer the "Friday"
club. Here, he felt, the conversation was not only "rational and instruc-

tive" but free from both dogmatism and extravagance. (CFA Diary, Feb.

n, 1876.)

5. E.g., see CFA Diary, Dec. 5, 1872, Feb. 7, March 6, May 26, 1873.

4. See Diary, July, 1875. At seventy-two he got lost on a walk and
went at least ten miles without "the least sensation of fatigue." (CFA
Diary, April 5, 1880.)

5. CFA Diary, April 18, 1873. The speech can be found in CFA "Mis*

cellany."

Adams received a number of propositions suggesting that he tour the
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19. Schurz to Bowles, Nov. 23, 1875, Bowles Papers; see also Schurz to
Bowles, March 7, 1876, Bowles Papers.

20. See C. W. Willard to Bowles, Dec. 3, 1875, H. C. Lodge to Bowles,
Dec. 18, 1875, Bowles Papers.

21. E.g., Schurz to Bowles, Jan. 4, 16, 1876, Bowles Papers.
22. Schurz to Bowles, Jan. 16, 1876, Bowles Papers.
23. Bowles to H. L. Dawes, March 7, 1876, Dawes Papers, LC; Bowles to

Murat Halstead, March 4, 1876, as quoted in George S. Merriam, The
Life and Times of Samuel Bowles, 2 vols. (New York, 1885), II, 349; Mat-
thew P. Deady to Bowles, May 10, 1876, Bowles Papers.
Though at some future date, unknown, Bowles finally acknowledged

that the Adams men, despite their strength, had "at present at least," to-

work "in harmony with if not subordinate to the Bristow movement."
(Bowles to Schurz, n.d., copy, 1876, Bowles Papers.)

24. E.g., see CFA Diary, March 26, 29, 1876; CFA to J. Wilfred Hartley,
March 26, 1876.

25. E.g., see Newton Booth to Bowles, May 7, 1876, Bowles Papers.
One of Bowies' New York correspondents referred to Adams as "the old

ice cream pyramid/' to which Bowles playfully commented: "Shocking ir-

reverence - but 'New York man/ you know!" (Bowles to Lodge, Dec. 24,
1875, Lodge Papers, MHS.)

26. H. C. Lodge Journal, Feb. 6, 11, 27, 1876, MHS.
Bristow's recaUitrance led Schurz to feel, in March, that it was in-

creasingly likely after all that they would have to return to their "first

love" and "raise the Adams flag." (Schurz to Lodge, March 7, 1876, Lodge
Papers, MHS.)

27. Claude Moore Fuess, Carl Schurz (New York, 1932), 222.
Yet Lodge, for one, was "greatly relieved" at the whole course of the

meeting and felt that they "could have asked for no better result." (H. C.

Lodge Journal, May 16, 1876, MHS.)
28. CFA Diary, Aug. 19, 31, Sept. 2, 1876; CFA to Edward Avery, Sept.

2, 1876,

29. CFA Diary, Sept. 6, 1876; F. O. Prince to Tilden, Aug. 28, 1876,
CFA, Jr., to John Bigelow, Jan. 10, 1906, as printed, Letters and Literary
Memorials of Samuel J. Tilden, ed. John Bigelow, 2 vols. (New York,
1908), II, 45*~453-

30. CFA Diary, Sept. 23, 1876,

31. E.g., CFA Diary, Oct. 4, Nov. i, 4, 1876. Among his "genteel" ac-

quaintances, however, only Robert C. Winthrop offered positive help.
(CFA Diary, Nov. 3, 1876.) For a jaundiced view of Adams' candidacy
among this set see R, H. Dana, Jr., to John C. Ropes [?], July 8, 1876, and
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R. H. Dana, Jr., to his son
[?], Aug. 27, 1876, Dana Papers, MHS. Adams

and Dana had become somewhat less friendly. (E.g., see CFA Diary,

Nov. 19, 1875.)

32. Boston Evening Transcript, Nov. 8, 1876, gives the following figures

in round numbers: Hayes, 136,000; Tilden, 99,000; Rice, 123,000; Adams,

96,000; Baker (Prohibition), 11,450.

33. CFA Diary, Nov. 11, 1876.

34. E.g., see CFA Diary, Nov. 13, 14, 1876.

35. John Bigelow, Retrospections of an Active Life, 5 vols. (New York,

1910), V, 299 (diary entry for Feb. 9, 1877).

36. E.g., see CFA Diary, Nov. 22, 1876, Feb. 8, 17, 1877.

37. CFA to Tilden, March 5, 1877.

38. E.g., see CFA Diary, April 19, 23, May 15, 1877, Oct - l8 > l878 -

39. CFA Diary, Aug. 30, 1876; July 12, 1877.

The severest critic of the work has turned out to be his own son, Charles

Francis Adams, Jr. It was his opinion that the volumes clearly showed the

hand of a tired man. Besides containing much material that was super-

fluous, there were crucial gaps, he felt, in the narrative and largely be-

cause his father had found investigation irksome and writing difficult.

(CFA, Jr., MS. "Life," MHS.)
However, Mr. Lyman H. Butterfield, editor-in-chief of the Adams Pa-

pers, feels that within the limits Adams set himself (a stress on text rather

than annotation, and on public rather than private material), he per-

formed a very competent editorial job, and did so, moreover, in a remark-

ably short time.

40. CFA Diary, Feb. 26, 1877, Feb - 6 > 7 l878 -

41. E.g., see CFA Diary, Nov. 23, 1873, Sept. 16, 1875, June 21, 1877.

42. CFA Diary, May 20, 1878.

43. CFA Diary, May 24, 26, 1880.

44. As related to the author by Mrs. Frank E. Harris, superintendent
of the "Old House," Adams National Historic Site, who in turn heard the

story directly from Ellen Ring, a woman then employed by the Adamses,
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Abbott, John, 115

Adams, Abigail, grandmother of CFA,
i, n, 15; CFA edits and publishes
letters of, 66, 68, 75, 158

Adams, Abigail Brooks, wife of CFA,

39; effect upon CFA, 27-28; engage-
ment announced, 28; marriage, 35;

and CFA's election to Congress, 214,

215; dismay at husband's appoint-
ment to England, 256; sails for Eng-
land, 258; opinion of Cassius Clay,

258; as London hostess, 287; in ill

health, 343, 344, 395, 397; goes to

Europe with CFA, 360

Adams, Arthur, son of CFA, no
Adams, Brooks, son of CFA, accom-

panies parents to Washington, 214,

215; with parents in England, 258,

320; goes to Europe with father,

343, 344; and the Schurz-Bowles

group, 391; believes father's nomi-

nation sure, 394; view of the Liberal

movement In 1876, 508 (note 18)

Adams, Charles Francis

Personal life: birth, i; and his

mother, 5-6; in Russia with parents,

6, 7, 10; early education abroad, 7-9,

11; taken to Paris, 10-11; in England,
n-isj boyhood in Quincy, 14-15; in

Washington with parents, 15-17; at

Harvard, i7~*s; on his parents, s*~

23; post-college prospects, 23-24; in

Washington during JQA's presi-

dency, 25-27; studies law, 26, 28-29,

32; falls in love, 27; engagement
announced, 28; correspondence with

father, 29-30, 32; suffers from de-

pression and hypochondria, 30-31,

32-33; JQA refuses financial aid to,

31; marriage postponed, 32; reaction

to his brothers' deaths, 33, 52; as

manager of his father's Boston af-

fairs, 34; marriage, 35; becomes

newly ambitious, 35-36; mature per-

sonality, 36-39; religious attitudes,

37; relations with his father, 397-40,

52-53; builds summer home, 74;

near escape from death, 86; trip

west, 92-93; death of father, 134;

increased social contacts, 336-37;

settles down to quiet life, 338-40;
in America again, 386; physical de-

cline, 387, 296-98

Professional career: studies law, 26,

28-29, 32; becomes interested in

political life, 43-44; and the 1832

tariff discussions, 44; and Anti-

masonry, 44, 45-51, 53-55; turns from

politics, 55, 56; as political commen-

tator, 56, 58-60, 65; on banking and

money policy, 57, 58~59* moves into

Whig ranks, 60-61; ideas on slavery

5**
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and abolition, 61-65, 78-79, 82, 87-

89, 104; suggested for state legisla-

ture, 65, 66-67; gives public lectures,

66; as candidate for state legislature,

69-70; becomes recognized antislav-

ery leader, 71; first term in Mass.

House of Representatives, 71-74;
second term in Mass, legislature, 76-

79; third term, 80-85; suggested for

London legation post, 76; and the

Latimer petition, 81-83; and the ad-

mission of Texas, 84-85, 87-92, 93,

96-99, 100-101, 102, 105-9; nomi-
nated for state Senate, 85; in the

state Senate, 87-92, 94-99; and the

Hoar incident, 95-96; argues for an-

nexation of Oregon, 101-2; and the

"Young (Conscience) Whigs/' 102-5,

111-22, 124-38; turns down Whig
nomination for Senate, 105; assumes

editorship of Boston Whig, in; and
the 1848 presidential campaign, 125-

30* 133-34. * 39-57; disturbed at

father's vote for Winthrop, 131-32;

speech at Worcester convention, 142-

43; writes to Van Buren, 145; at Buf-

falo convention, 147-52; nominated
for vice-president by Buffalo conven-

tion, 151; attacked by the Atlas, 154-

55, 165; and the Free Soil-Democratic

coalitions, 158-59, 161-62; and Free
Soil reorganization moves, 192-94,

197-203; in Washington for con-

ferences, 162-64, 178-79, 184-85; re-

ports to Palfrey on state of affairs in

Washington, 163; speech at Mass,

Free Soil convention, 165; opposes
demonstration against Webster

speech, 167; mistrust of Democrats,

167-68; address at Fall River, July
4, 1850, 168-69; on tne fugitive
slave law, 170; influence with Free
Soil party wanes, 170-73, 174; peri-
ods of semi-retirement from poli-
tics, 175-76, 177, 180, 206-11; and
the 1852 campaign, 180-83; runs for

Congress, 183; as Quincy delegate
to Free Soil convention, 185; and
the new state constitution, 187-88;

and the anti-Nebraska movement,

190-91; and the Know-Nothing
party, 194-95; eager for seat in Con-

gress, 195, 196; and the 1854 elec-

tion, 197; elected to Congress, 211-

13; as freshman congressman, 215-
22; trip west with Seward, 220-21;
and the secession crisis, 223-26, 227,

248-55; and the Committee of

Thirty-Three, 228-48; rumors of

pending selection to Lincoln cab-

inet, 237-38, 255-56; named Minister

to England, 256; leaves for England,

258; as Minister to England, 259-98,

300-333; and the Alabama case,

300-303; and the 7,erman-Howell en-

terprise, 304-8; and the Alexandra

case, 310-14; ideas on Negro suf-

frage, 321; rumors concerning his

future, 321; wishes to be relieved

from post, 321-22, 323; and U. S.

claims against Great Britain, 328-
30; resigns, 330; returns to America,

332, 334-40; and the Alabama
claims, 341-42, 383; Grant appoints
as American arbitrator, 342-43; and
the Geneva arbitration, 343-44, 3,18-

49> 350-5 1 * 3^0, 373-84; as presiden-
tial candidate, 356-60, 361-62, 363-

&i> 365* 366-67 368, 369-70, 371-72;
vacations in Geneva, 385; sails for

home once more, 385; mentioned as

candidate for public posts, 389-90;
as candidate for governor, 390, 393-
94> 396; move to nominate for presi-

dency, 391-93

Scholarly and literary pursuits: first

writes for publication, 40-42; works
on grandfather's papers, 40, 41, 65-
66, 158; writes for Boston Advocate,

47, 48; edits grandmother's letters,

66, 68, 75 158; classical studies and
miscellaneous writings, 67-68, 74-

75, 186; dismayed by Transcendent-

alism and other movements, 68-69;

biography of grandfather, 205-6,

340; works on father's diary and
other family manuscripts, 340, 388-

89; honors Seward's memory, 387-
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88; completes edition of father's

diary, 396; later literary projects,

396-97; papers and works, 402-6

Adams, Charles Francis, Jr., 214, 254,

391, 437 (note 13)

Adams, George, brother of CFA, u,
18, 28; death by suicide, 5, 33; re-

ports on CFA's illness, 14; admitted

to Massachusetts bar, 25

Adams, Henry, son of CFA, quoted, 16,

217, 228, 288, 315; in Europe, 214;

as father's secretary in England, 258,

263, 320; turns political journalist,

339; on his father's politics, 358;

seconds Schurz-Bowles group, 391; as

father's favorite, 397

Adams, John, brother of CFA, 11, 14,

18, 19; enters Harvard, 15; in Wash-

ington to study law, 25, 26; death,

52

Adams, John, grandfather of CFA, i,

2; enjoys his grandchildren, 15, 22;

CFA edits papers of, 65, 158, 205;

quoted by CFA, 143; as drafter of

original Mass, constitution, 185;

CFA's biography of, 205-6, 340

Adams, John Quincy, father of CFA,

i, 2; and his wife, 2, 3, 4; relations

with his children, 5, 11-12, 14, 15,

23; named Minister to Russia, 6;

supervises CFA's education, 7-9, 14,

18; sent to Ghent as Peace Commis-

sioner, 9; appointed Minister at

Court of St. James's, n; appointed

Secretary of State, 12; companion to

CFA in Washington, 16-17; disap-

pointed in his sons, 18-19; admoni-

tions to CFA at Harvard, 20-21, 22;

as presidential candidate, 24; as

President, 25, 6, 27; and CFA's en-

gagement, $8; correspondence with

CFA, 29-30* 32; refuses financial

aid to CFA, 31; f^gce in National

Intelligencer, 32; death of son

George, 33; relations with CFA, 39-

40, 52-53; and thej$2 tariff > 43-441

and Antimasonry, 45, 46, 50, 51;

nominated Antimasonic candidate

for governor, 47-48, 49; and the

Texas question, 63, 90, 91-92, 109;

approves report of Boundary com-

mittee, 73-74; supports Webster in

Tyler's cabinet, 76; supports amend-

ment to Constitution ending repre-
sentation on basis of slaves, 84; en-

courages CFA's venture on the

Whig, 113; votes for Winthrop as

Speaker of House, 131-32; death,

134; Taylor men claim support of,

153-54
Adams, John Quincy, son of CFA, 214,

S3 1 ' 336, 358-59
Adams, Louisa, daughter of CFA, 41,

214. 339
Adams, Louisa Johnson, mother of

CFA, and her husband, John Quincy
Adams, 2-5; and her children, 5;

leaves Russia to join JQA, 9, 10; and
White House furnishings, 25; "Rec-

ord of My Life," 26; afflicted with

poor health and melancholy, 26, 30;

CFA visits in Washington, 162

Adams, Mary, daughter of CFA, 214,

258, 320
Adams, Thomas Boylston, uncle of

CFA, 15, 22

"Adams tariff," 43
Advertiser. See Boston Daily Advertiser

Alabama, secession crisis in, 235
Alabama ("290"), ship, 293-94, 300-

303; claims dispute, 323-24, 341-42,

382, 383, 489 (note 4)

Albert, Prince, 281, 476 (note 74)

Alexander, Emperor of Russia, 8

Alexandra, ship, 304, 309-14

Alison, Mr., 274

Allen, Judge Charles, on anti-Texas

committee, 102; as "Young Whig"
leader, 103, 106, 107; speaks in fa-

vor of Phillips' resolutions, 117;

signs Conscience group's "call to ac-

tion," 139; declines Free Soil nomi-

nation, 155; stays away from Free

Soil anti-Nebraska convention, 190;

appointed to convention committee,

202

Alley, Mr,, 251

Amelia, Princess of Baden, 7
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Andrew, John A., asks CFA to address

Whig nominating convention, 193;

opposed to Mass, participation
in

Peace Conference, 250, 251; raises

provisional force to defend Wash-

ington, 245; CFA recommends main-

tenance of provisional force by, 252;

urges CFA's nomination for mission

to England, 256; gives banquet for

Captain Wilkes, 279

Antietam, battle of, 294

Antimasonry, 44-5 1, 53~55

Appleton, Nathan, 89, 108, 113, 119,

209

Appleton, William, 115

Argyll, Duke of, 267, 294, 304; and

Duchess, 287

Ashmun, George, 73, 119, 121, 126, 154,

167

Atkinson, Edward, 352, 363, 369

Atlas, the, editors of, 72, 113; CFA

replies to Democratic charge in, 77;

active in anti-Texas movement, 89;

opposed to destruction of Union

over slavery issue, 114; scornful of

Conscience Whigs, 119, 120, 121, 139-

40; warfare with Whig over election

of Winthrop to Speakership, 130,

132; on the Worcester convention,

142, 143; attacks CFA, 154-5$' l65J

denounces Webster's speech, 167

Atlas and Bee, 241-42

Austin, Elbridge G., 80

Austin, James T., 62

Bahama Islands, 330

Bailey, Gamaliel, 136, 178

Baker, Edward D., 225

Bancroft, George, 41,111

Banks, Nathaniel P., 157, 168, 207,

21O H, 212

Baring, Thomas, 330

Barnburners, 128, 152, 141, 160

Bates, Edward, 220

Bates, Isaac, 73

Bates, Joshua, 278

Beach, Mr., 211

Bell, John, 222

Bell, Joseph, 95, 96, 97, 98

Belmont, August, 335, 354, 357

Benton, Thomas Hart, 56, 163

Biddle, Nicholas, 58; CFA's anonymous
"letters to," 59-60

Bigelow, John, 308

Bigelow, Judge, 194

Bird, Francis W., as "Young Whig"
leader, 103; as Conscience leader,

137, 139; refuses to support Scott,

180; mentions Free Soil nomination

to Congress for CFA, 182, 183;

sounds CFA out on antislavery plat-

form, 191; confers with CFA about

Republican nomination to Congress,

195-96; leads Republican insurgents,

208, 210; on CFA's stand concerning

New Mexico, 241; opposes CFA's

nomination, 357, 362

Birney, James G., 94, 108

Black, Jeremiah, 388

Blair, Francis P., Jr., 362-63, 366

Blair, Montgomery, 354

Blake, Edward, 38

Blockade, Lincoln proclaims, 259;

British concern over, 259-60, 276-77,

284-85, 288, 292, 302

Bonaparte, Napoleon, 10, 11

Bonaparte, Napoleon III, 276, 285, 287,

288, 309

Boston, in 1817, 13; CFA finds changes

in, 337
Boston Advocate, 46, 47, 48, 51, 54, 57 >

62; CFA breaks with, 57, 58

Boston Courier, 58, 60, 65, 67, 90, 94,

167
Boston Daily Advertiser, 113, 167, 334,

389
Boston Daily Times, 187

Boston Daily Whig, no-n; attacks

Robert G. Winthrop, 111-13; on

Linus Child, 116; on Whig conven-

tion vote, 117, 118; stand on the ex-

tension of slavery, 122, 123, 124* 158 >

140; applauds sentiments of Herki-

mer convention, 128; and the breach

in the Whig party, ug; publishes

Adams-Schouler correspondence, 130;

on indemnity for Mexican war, 135;
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CFA seeks release from editorship,

137; on the Worcester convention,

141; circulation doubles, 144; new
name, 154

Boston Latin School, 14
Boston Republican, 154, 160

"Boston Union Saving Committee,"

251

Boteler, Alexander R., 227

Boundary, Northeastern, dispute over,

73-74
Boutwell, George S., 157; elected gov-

ernor of Mass., 174; re-elected, 177;

appoints Gushing to Supreme Court,

184; backs Grant in choice of

American arbitrator, 342; confers

with Adams, 360
Bowditch, Nathaniel Ingersoll, 89
Bowles, Samuel, publishes CFA's

"Wells letter," 359; at meeting be-

fore Cincinnati convention, 361; at

convention, 366; supports Greeley,

367, 370; backs CFA for governor,

39 394J seeks to secure presidency
for Adams, 391, 392

Boyce, William W., 228

Boyd, Linn, 131

Bravay, M., 312
Breckinridge, John C., 222, 251

Briggs, George M., receives Whig nom-
ination for governor, 85; and the

Texas question, 97, 98, 99; Young
Whigs prepared to accept nomina-
tion of, 114, 115; Davis' senatorial

seat sought for, 123; re-elected gov-

ernor, 130; opposed to Van Buren as

Free Soil candidate, 152; refuses

Free Soil nomination, 155; appoints

Winthrop to Senate, 169

Bright, John, 283, 284, 322, 329, 333
Brinkerhoff, General Roeliff, 368
Brinkerhoff, Jacob, 370
Brinkerhoffs, the, $65
Bristow, Benjamin H,, 241, 246, 391,

39*
Brooks, Abigail. See Adams, Abigail

Brooks

Brooks, Peter Chardon, 27, 28, 31, 38

Brooks, Preston Smith, 207

Brooks, Ward, 3 1

Brown, B. Gratz, 353, 356, 362-63, 364,

366
Brown, John, 213, 215
Browne, Albert G., 199

Bruce, Sir Frederick, 326
Brunet, General, 365

Bryant, William Cullen, 157, 366; sup-

ports free traders, 369; signs Schurz

call for conference, 370; throws sup-

port to Grant, 371; at conference of

Schurz-Bowles group, 392
Buchanan, James, Democrats nominate,

207, 208; elected, 209; fumbles
Kansas situation, 212; cabinet, 225;
state of the Union address, 226-27;
at Court of St. James's, 262

Buckingham, Joseph T., 60, 119
Buffalo convention, 143, 147-52
Bull Run, first battle of, 272
Bunch, Robert, 273, 276

Burlingame, Anson, 171, 176, 177

Burns, Anthony, 191, 194

Burr, Aaron, CFA article on, 66

Burt, Armistead, 122

Butler, Benjamin F. [Mass.], New
Orleans administration denounced in

England, 289; works against CFA for

the Senate, 389; Republican dissatis-

faction with nomination of, 394
Butler, Benjamin F. [New York], con-

sidered as candidate for vice-presi-

dent, 146; at Buffalo convention, 147,

148, 150

Calhoun, John C., 89, 163

California, admission of, 169

Canada, Confederate raids from, 316-

17

Cardwell, Edward, 347
Cass, Lewis, 93, 139, 156, 16$, 168

Chamonix, Adams at, 381

Channing, William Ellery, 18, 6?, 106

Chapman Hall meeting, 201-2 ,

Chase, Salmon P., at Buffalo cqnven-
tion, 147, 148, 149-50; becomes

senator, 159; CFA confers with in

Washington, 178; as contender for

presidential nomination, 181; urges
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regrouping as "Free Democrats,"

184; urges CFA's nomination for

mission to England, 256; favors

liberal Republicans, 354; candidate

for Republican nomination (1872),

356

Chicago Daily Journal, 263

Chicago Tribune, 361

Child, Linus, 116, 117

Choate, Rufus, 73
Cincinnati Commercial, 357, 361

Cincinnati convention, 360-66
Civil Service Commission, 353

Clarendon, Lord, 324, 325-26, 327

Clay, Cassius M., 181, 258, 470 (note i)

Clay, Henry, party at home of, 27; in-

troduces bill to re-establish national

bank, 75; attempt to raise tariff

fails, 76; and the Texas question, 90,

91, 93; CFA visits, 92; CFA cam-

paigns for, 93; Conscience group

pleased by, 129; mentioned in CFA
letter, 163; plan for ending sectional

agitation, 164-65; compromise meas-

ures passed, 169; death, 184

"Clay Club," 86

Clifford, John H., 183

Cobb, Howell, 164, 225

Cobb, Mr., 1 10

Cobb, W. R. W., 219
Cobden, Richard, 283, 292

Cockburn, Sir Alexander James, 343-

44> 378-79> 380-82, 383
Collamer, Jacob, 225, 236, 238

Collier, Robert Powett, 293

Compromise of 1850. See Clay, Henry
Congress, Thirty-sixth, 218-19
Committee of Thirteen, 227, 230, 236,

239
Committee of Thirty-Three, 227-48;
House action on proposals of, 254

Comte, Auguste, 338
Conscience Whigs, 111-22, 123; and the

Wilmot Proviso, 122-24; and the

presidential campaign of 1848, 124-

30, 136-38, 139-41

Cooper, Peter, 392
Corwin, Thomas, 124-25, 128-29, 239,

2.j6, 248

Cox, Jacob D., 355, 356, 358, 365, 366,

370
Creole, slave mutiny aboard, 78

Creswell, John A.
J., 342

Crittenden, John, 230, 233-34
Curtin, Andrew G., 356

Curtis, George T., 126

Curtis, George William, 353, 390
Curtis, Samuel R., 230

Gushing, Caleb, 130, 173, 184

Dana, Richard Henry, 156-57
Dana, Richard Henry, Jr., quoted, 140,

145; estimate on divided vote of

Mass. Whig party, 147; at Buffalo

convention, 150; on the Mass, vote

for Van Buren, 157; insists Free Soil

party must remain independent, 159;

on Democratic failure to vote for

Palfrey, 162; CFA confers with, 177;

urges support of new Mass, constitu-

tion, 188; stays away from anti-

Nebraska convention, 190; appointed
to convention committee, 202

Davis, Bancroft, 346, 348, 376-79, 382

Davis, David, 355, 356, 357, 361, 363,

364
Davis, Henry Winter, 230, 231, 232-33,

241

Davis, Jefferson, 259, 278, 295, 319
Davis, John, National Republican
nominee, 48, 49; elected senator, 53,

98; casts negative vote for war ap-

propriations bill, 112; talks Wilmot
Proviso bill to death, 122; renomi-

nated for Senate, 123; opposed to

Clay compromise, 167

Davis, Reuben, 230

Dawes, H. W., 390

Dayton, William L., 256, 271, 285, 307
Declaration of Paris, negotiations con-

cerning, 269-72
Dedham Gazette, 253
Defrees, Mr., 218

Democratic party, liberal movement

within, 354

Derby, Earl of, 265, 300, 303-4, 317,

384

"Dispatch No. 10," 266-69
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District of Columbia, question of

slavery in, 243-44
Dix, John, 146
Dixon, James, 225, 228

Dodge, Henry, 141

Douglas, Stephen, 168, 189, 221, 251
Dred Scott decision, 209

Dudley, Thomas H., 288, 293
Dunn, W. McK.ee, 229, 246

Dupont, Admiral, 305

Kaling, CFA returns to, 287, 320
Edmands, J. Wiley, 183

Eliot, Samuel A., 62, 89, 103, 119

Emancipation Proclamation, 298, 299

Emerson, Ralph Waldo, 13, 192

Emily St. Pierre, ship, 288

Evarts, William, 309, 377, 382

Everett, Alexander, 59

Everett, Edward, 19, 27, 28, 112; and

JQA's candidacy for governor, 48;

nominated for governor, 53; defeated

by Marcus Morton, 67; on CFA and

the Whig, HI; denounces Free Soil

movement, 152; Winthrop's letter to,

167; supports Fillmore, 209; heads

"Boston Union Saving Committee,"

251

Fancuil Hall, 62, 107

Farragut, David, 287

Featherstonhaugh, British commis-

sioner, 73
Fenian movement, 326-27
Fessenden, William Pitt, 238

Field, Cyrus, 286

Fillmore, Millard, 169, 207, 209

Fish, Hamilton, and choice of CFA as

American arbitrator, 342; and the

damages negotiations with Britain,

345' 346, 349-5*' 3&>' 375> 37& 379?

on CFA, 390
Fishwick, Mr,, 9

Florida, secession crisis in, 235

Florida case, 383, 478 (note 92)

Floyd, John B.,

Ford, Mr., 218

Foreign Enlistment Act of 1819, 301,

304*310, 51*. 3*6

Forster, William E., favors Proclama-

tion of Neutrality, 261; CFA enjoys

friendship, 287; agrees national

right not subject to arbitration, 329;

CFA rates high as statesman, 332;

and the Anglo-American damages
arbitration, 348, 349, 374, 375, 379

Fort Donelson, 285
Fort Henry, 285
Fort Warren, 278
France: hard hit by the blockade, 277;

CFA vacations in, 385

Fredericksburg, 300
Free Soil party, Buffalo convention of,

147-52; state candidates in Mass.,

155-56; and election results of 1848,

156; forms coalitions, 158-62; op-

posed to Clay's proposals, 165; moves
towards fusion with Democrats in

Mass., 170-73; at low ebb, 179; looks

to reorganization, 191; CFA seeks to

revitalize, 198-203
Free Trade League, 369

Fremont, John Charles, 207, 208, 209

Fugitive slave law, 169, 230, 231, 255

Gardner, Henry J., 203, 208, 211

Garrison, William Lloyd, 13, 61-62, 106

Gaston, William, 393

Geneva, arbitration at, 343-51, 376-84

Georgia, ship, 382, 383, 489 (note 4)

Germany, CFA visits, 328

Gettysburg, battle of, 310

Giddings, Joshua, sides with JQA re-

garding Latimer report, 84; CFA re-

ports to on sentiment in Mass., 124,

125, 130; withholds vote from Win-

throp, 131; at Buffalo convention,

147; reports to Free Soil convention,

181

Gilmer, Thomas W., 89

Gladstone, William E., 265, 295-96,

297' 33*, 348
Godkin, E. L., 364, 371, 392

Goschen, George J., 347

Gould, Mr., 14

Grahame, James, History of the United

States of America, 40

Grant, Ulysses S., wartime victories,
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308, 310; cool to CFA, 336; appoints

CFA
'

American arbitrator, 342; con-

fers with CFA, 350; appoints Civil

Service Commission, 353; discussed

as possible candidate for 1872, 353-

54, 367-69; opposition to, 370, 37^

opposed to negotiating executive

agreement with Britain, 374; con-

siders CFA for cabinet, 389

Granville, Lord, 294, 330; and the

Geneva arbitration, 348, 349, 35

373-75- 379^ 38 *

Gray, James B., 80-81

Greeley, Horace, 353, 355? as presiden-

tial candidate, 356, 361, 363, 365-66;

secures nomination, 364; opposition

to candidacy of, 367-71

Gregory, Sir William, 265, 286, 292

Grosvenor, Colonel William M., 362,

S64
Grow, Galusha A., 217

Guizot, Francois Pierre, 287

Hale, John P., Liberty party candidate

for president, 128, 133, 144* 15:

confers with CFA on Mexican

treaty, 136; elected senator, 158-59;

Mass. Free Soil nominee for presi-

dent, 181

Hallett, Benjamin F., 46, 49, 54 57>

157

Halstead, Murat, 361

Hamilton, Andrew J., 240

"Hammett letter," Van Buren's, 154

Hammond, James H., 94

Harding, Sir John, 293

Harrison, William Henry, 68, 70, 75

Harvard College, 19, 336 > CFA at > 17"

552; CFA on Board of Overseers, 338,

389> 397
Hawkins, George S., 228

Hayden, William, 113

Hayes, Rutherford B., 393, 395

Hellen, Johnson, 25

Hellen, Mary Catherine, 16, 25

Hellen, Thomas, 25

Helper, Hinton, 216

Henshaw, David, 157

HerkimtT convention, 128

Hewitt, Abram, 394~95

Hillard, George S., 103, 209

Hoadley, Judge, 365, 368

Hoar, E. Rockwood, and the "Young

Whigs," 103, 106; and the Conscience

Whigs, 137, 139; appointed to Anglo-

American commission, 342; objects to

CFA's remarks on Lincoln, 388

Hoar, Samuel, mission as agent to

South Carolina, 94-95; suggests

dropping three of Phillips' resolu-

tions, 117; signs Conscience "call to

action," 139; declines Free Soil nom-

ination, 155; appointed to committee

of correspondence, 192; appointed

chairman of convention committee,

202

Holland, Henry, 347

"Honest Men's" ticket, 208

Hotze, Henry, 285

Houghton, Richard, 72

Houston, George S., 239

Howard, William A., 227

Howe, Samuel Gridley, 120, 139, 198,

199, 242

Howell, Mr., 305, 308

Hubbard, Henry, 94

Hudson, Reverend Charles, 121, 153

Hughes, Thomas, 330

"Hunkers," 128, 160

Hunt's Merchant Magazine, 67

Impending Crisis, The, Hinton Helper,

216

Independent Treasury Act, 75

Ingersoll, Joseph R., 13*

Ironside, Mr., 16

Itajuba, Viscount d', 343, 344' 378 > 383

Jackson, Andrew, 44, 45> 5*> 56 > 57- 58

James Adger, ship, 279, 280

Johnson, Andrew, 322, 323, 33 l

Johnson, Catherine Nuth, 2

Johnson, Joshua, 2

Johnson, Louisa Catherine. See Adams,

Louisa Johnson

Johnson, Nancy, 3

Johnson, Reverdy, 34 1

Johnson, Thomas, a
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Julian, George W., 181

Kansas, admission called for, 233

Kellogg, William, 239, 241, 246

Kendall, Amos, 57

Keyes, Colonel, 234

Keyes, E. L., 103, 137, 139, 180, 199

Kilgore, David, 225

King, Preston, 122, 146, 147

Kinnicutt, Thomas, 76

Kirkland, Dr. John T., 18

Know-Nothing party, 194; and elec-

tion of 1854, 197-98; vacillates on

slavery question, 201; maintains in-

dependence, 202; and 1855 election,

203-4; Fillmore nominated by, 207;

shrinks to insignificance, 209

Know-Somethings, 200201
Ku Klux Klan Act, 353

Kuhn, Charles, 214

Lafayette, Marquis de, 27

Laird, problem of Confederate rams

built by, 302-3, 308-9, 310-14

Lathrop, Samuel, 45
Latimer, George, 80-8 1

Latimer petition, 80-84

Lawrence, Abbott, denounces aboli-

tionist agitation, 62; active in anti-

Texas movement, 89-90, 108; lead-

ership criticized, 113; escorts Web-
ster into Conscience convention, 117;

growing rift with Webster, 123;

claims Taylor devoted to Whig
principles, 142

Lawrence, Amos- A., 189-90, 251

Layard, Austen Henry, 312-13

Leavitt, Joshua, 147, 150

Lee, Robert E., 292, 294, 310, 322

Lewis, George Cornwall, 294, 295

Lhuys, Drouyn de, 296-^7, 307

Liberal Republicans, 352-71

Liberty party, is8, 132-35

Lincoln, Abraham, nominated, 220;

heads off Republican trend towards

concession, 234; offers Seward State

post in cabinet, 237; fears for safety

of, 845; speeches widen rift in Re-

publican ranks, 253; inauguration,

255; cabinet, 256; names CFA Min-

ister to England, 256; CFA dis-

tressed by, 256-57; proclaims
blockade of southern ports, 259;

modifies Seward's "Dispatch No. 10,"

268; CFA's lack of faith in, 276;

Emancipation Proclamation, 298,

299; difficult task facing, 299; as-

sassination, 322; CFA criticized for

unfavorable comments on, 388

Lincoln, Levi, 45

Lindsay, William, 288-89, 291, 292, 309,

479 (note 104), 480 (note 116), 488-9

(note 2)

Little Boston House, 287

Lloyd, James, Jr., 6

Lloyd's of London, 304, 305, 308
"Loco-foco" Democracy, 56-57, 58

Lodge, Henry Cabot, 391

London, CFA's opinion of, 275; CFA

explores, 286-87
London Daily News, 272, 384
London Evening Globe, 295-96
London Gazette, 323
London Morning Post, 347
London Morning Star, 272
London Telegraph, 384
London Times: displays friendliness

for Confederates, 272; on British re-

action to Emancipation Proclama-

tion, 300; and the Zerman-Howell

incident, 305, 307; praises CFA, 307,

330, 384; erroneously interprets Rus-

sell's stand on Alabama claims, 324;

on the damages award to the U.S.,

384

Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth, 119

Loring, Ellis Gray, no
Louisville Courier-Journal, 357, 361

Lovejoy, Owen, 217, 225

Lovejoy, Reverend Elijah P., 62

Lowe, Robert, 347

Lyons, Lord, 260; offended by Seward,

267; sounds out Confederates on

adherence to Declaration of Paris,

270; Russell instructs to use Robert

Bunch as contact man, 273; and the

Trent incident, 283; on sick leave in

London, 296
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McClellan, General George B., 287,

292, 294
McLean, Judge John, 129; mentioned

as candidate in 1848, 133, 144, 146,

147; withdraws as candidate, 149;

CFA confers with, 178; CFA prefers

Fremont to, 207

Madison, James, 6

Manassas, battle of, 294

Mann, Horace, 135, 182, 183

Marcy, William L., 128, 262

Mason, James M., 278, 280, 282, 284,

3*9
Masons. See Antimasonry
Massachusetts Personal Liberty Law,

224
Matamoras, Mexico, 304-5

Mathews, Stanley, 365

Memphis, capture of, 292

Mercier, French Minister to U.S., 270

Mexico, debate concerning war with,

no; end of war with, 135-36; Eu-

ropean powers active in, 276

Mills, John, 144, 155

Millson, John S., 246

Milnes, Monckton, 279, 286

Mississippi, secession crisis in, 235
Missouri Compromise, 17, 122-23, 189,

230, 233
Moran Benjamin, 263, 330, 471 (note

13), 485 (note 23)

Morgan, William, 44, 47

Morrill, Justin S., 217, 241

Morrill Act, 266

Morse, Freeman H., 227, 241

Morton, Marcus, 49-50, 67, 144, 153

Morton, Nathaniel, 141

Motley, John Lothrop, 76

Mudge, British commissioner, 73

Mure, Robert, 273

Napoleon. See Bonaparte, Napoleon
Nashville, steamer, 280, 283

Nassau, Confederate arms in, 287

Nation, the, 357, 364, 369
National Era, 136, 178
National Intelligencer, 32
National Republican party, 45, 46, 48,

49> 50-5 1 * 53

Native American party, 105, 120, 207.

See also Know-Nothing party
Nelson, Thomas, 230, 232, 238, 246

New Mexico, organized as territory,

169; discussions re admission of, 231,

232-33^ 235, 236, 239-43; bill tabled,

255
New Orleans, capture of, 287; Butler's

administration is denounced, 289
New York Evening Post, 369
New York Tribune, 388
New York World, 357, 368

Newcastle, Duke of, 267

Niagara, steamer, 258
Nicholas, Dr., 1 1

North American Review, 68, 103; CFA
articles in, 40, 66, 68, 75

Northcote, Sir Stafford, 349

Norton, Andrews, 118, 119

Nuth, Catherine, 2

Oregon, CFA urges annexation of,

101-2

Otis, Harrison Gray, 62

Owen, Robert, 68, 69

Pacific Railroad bill, 218, 221, 232

Palfrey, John Gorham, as "Young
Whig" leader, 103, 106, 107, 108; and

the Conscience Whigs, in, 137;

friends turn against, 119; candidate

in Middlesex election, 121; at 1848

Whig convention, 126; and the dis-

pute over Winthrop's election as

Speaker, 130-31, 132-33; insists Free

Soil party remain independent, 159;

unsuccessful bid for election, 161,

162, 167-68; as Free Soil candidate

for governor, 176, 177; CFA confers

with, 177, 198; move to replace as

candidate for governor, 182; pam-
phlet against amendments to state

constitution, 187; stays away from

Free Soil anti-Nebraska convention,

190; sees Adamses off to Washing-
ton, 215; as CFA's only close friend,

339
Palmer, John M., 353, 356

Palmer, Sir Roundell, 318, 377, 380-81
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Palmerston, Henry Temple, Lord,

258-59; CFA's dislike for, 264, 332;
and negotiations concerning Declara-

tion of Paris, 271; alarmed by
Seward's bellicose tone, 273; op-

posed to change in British policy re

blockade, 277; suspicious about

James Adger, 279-80; and British

demands for apology in Trent in-

cident, 281, 283, 476 (note 74); out-

raged by General Butler's New
Orleans order, 281-91; replies to pro-
Southern speeches of Lindsay and

Gregory, 292-93; considers recogni-
tion of Confederacy, 294-95; reverts

to earlier policy, 296, 297; defends

government action in Alabama case,

303; death, 324

Palmerston, Lady, 291

Paris, Declaration of, 269-72; CFA in,

287. 385

Peabody, George, 286

Peace Conference, 250-51

Pennington, William, 217, 227, 233
Personal Liberty Law (Massachusetts),

224

Peterhoff, ship, 304

Phelps, Dr. Abner, 45

Phelps, John $., 230

Phillips, Stephen C., as "Young Whig"
leader, 102, 106, 111; proposals for

Conscience Whig platform, 116-18;

at 1848 Whig convention, 126; CFA

disappointed with report prepared

by, 137; signs Conscience "call to ac-

tion/' 139; as Free Soil candidate for

governor, 155, 174; declines to run

again for governor, 176; CFA confers

with re future of Free Soil party,

177, 198; stays away from anti-

Nebraska conference, 190; at meeting
of Free Soil committee, 199, 200;

delays writing public declaration of

Free Soil principles, 200; appointed
to convention committee, 202

Phillips, Stephen H,, 162

Phillips, Wendell, 63, 106, 107, 357

Pierce, Edward L., 199, 213, 241-43,

253

Pierce, Franklin, 180

Poinsett, Joel, 61

Polk, James, Democrats nominate, 93;

elected, 94; inaugurated, 97; and the

annexation of Oregon, 101, 102; and
the war with Mexico, 110-11, 122,

123

Pollack, Chief Baron, 309

Prescott, William Hickling, 1 19

Prigg vs. Pennsylvaniaf 80, 82

Princeton, U.S.S., 89
Proclamation of Neutrality, 259-62,

265, 278, 329; revocation discussed,

285-86; America bitter over, 287

Quincy, Edmund, 38

Quincy, Josiah, 25

Quincy, Josiah, Jr., 92

Quincy, Mass., 74, 337

Quincy Patriot, 63

Radical Republicans, 331, 334-36
Ramsden, Sir John, 264-65

Rantoul, Robert, Jr., 157, 162

Reid, Whitelaw, 370

Republican party, 193, 203-4; CFA ap-

proached by, 193, 195; 1856 con-

vention, 207; Mass, state convention

of 1857, 210; and elections of 1860,

221-22; indifference to reform, 353-

54
Reunion and Reform Associations, 354,

368-69
Rice, Alexander, 390, 394

Ripon, George F. S. Robinson, first

Marquis of, 348, 349, 360, 379

Rives, William C., 56, 57

Robinson, Christopher, 241

Rockwell, Julius, 203

Roebuck, John Arthur, 309-10
Russell, George R,, 211

Russell, John Scott, 317-19, 320

Russell, Lord John, thought to favor

the North, 259; arranges CFA's

presentation to Queen, 262; CFA's

first interview with, 263-64; and

discussions re the Declaration of

Paris, 270, 271, 273; and the case of

Robert Bunch, 273; denies govern-
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ment responsibility for blockade -

running, 276; favorable impression
of Adams, 278; and the Trent af-

fair, 280, 283, 284; maintains policy

of neutrality, 285, 286, 287; CFA
remonstrates with over the Emily St.

Pierre, 288; and Palmerston's note

to CFA about Butler, 290; begins to

think of intervention, 294-98; no

longer contemplates interference in

war, 300; and discussions concerning

the Alabama case, 300, 301, 302-3;

and the Zerman-Howell enterprise,

305, 306-7; and the Alexandra case,

310-14; on Lincoln's death, 322; and

American grievances against Eng-

land, 323-24, 325; becomes Prime

Minister, 324; pays tribute to Adams,

331; Adams' opinion of, 332; moves

to suspend proceedings at Geneva,

373> 375? CFA PaYs frnal visit to > 385

Rust, Albert, 228, 229, 230, 239

St. Albans, Vt., pillaging of, 317

St. Leonards, Adamses at, 320

Saltonstall, Leverett, 222

San Jacinto, sloop, 278

Schenck, Robert C., 349, 373 375' 379

Schouler, William S., 130

Schurz, Carl, 353; and the campaign of

1872, 362, 364-65, 369~7> 37 *; and

the move to nominate CFA for presi-

dent in 1876, 391, 392

Sclopis, Count Frederic, 343-44* 378

379> 383 384
Scott, General Winfield, 179, 180, 183,

184

Sedgwick, Mr., 151

Sewall, Samuel E., no
Seward, William, 163; feels Whigs are

doomed, 179; attitude disturbs

Adams, 185; CFA favors for Re-

publican candidate, 207, 219-20; of-

fers to canvass for Adams, 211; on

CFA's maiden speech, 219; strategy

in secession crisis, 224-26; confers

with CFA, 236-37; selected for

Lincoln cabinet, 237; sees urgent

need to defend capital, 244; evinces

spirit of conciliation, 251-52; urges

CFA for Treasury post, 255-56; and

CFA's appointment as Minister to

England, 256, 257; instructions to

Adams, 259, 269, 271, 297, 300-301,

302, 317, 325, 328; British distrust of,

267; "Dispatch No. 10," 268-69; and

the case of Robert Bunch, 273; and

the Trent incident, 2Bo-8i, 282, 283;

CFA corresponds with concerning

Alabama case, 300, 302-3; apologizes

for Adams' letter, 307-8; suggests

amendment to Foreign Enlistment

Act, 310; unenthusiastic about John
Scott Russell's overtures, 318, 319;

and CFA's request to be relieved of

post, 321-22; attempt on life, 322;

opinion of Palmerston, 324; and

claims discussions with Britain, 328,

329-30; agrees to CFA's resignation,

330; tribute to Adams, 331; main

defect, 333; death, 385; CFA honors

memory of, 387-88

Sheapard, Allen, 137

Shenandoah claims case, 382, 383, 489

(note 4)

Sherman, John, 216-17, 225, 228

Silsbee, Nathaniel, 53

Slidell, John, 278, 279, 280, 282, 319

Smith, Gerrit, 181, 208

Smith, Joseph, 92-93

Smith, Truman, 132

Smith, William N. H., 217

South Carolina: nullification of 1832

tariff, 44; Mass, sends Hoar to, 94-95;

threatens secession, 223, 8; secedes,

35

Specie Circular, 56-57

Spectator, 272

Spooner, William, 179

Springfield Republican, 357, 359, S^ 1 '

390

Staempfli, Justice Jacques, 343, 344*

378, 383

Stanley, Lord Edward Henry, 3*8, 5*9,

33
Stanton, Henry B., 150, 101

Stetson, Reverend Caleb, 35

Stevenson, J. T,, 89, 1 15, 1 18
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Stone, James W., 199, 200

Storey, Moorfield, 391

Story, Joseph, 82

Stout, Lansing, 240
Sumner, Charles, as "Young Whig"

leader, 102-3, lo6 1O7> lo8
'
in 119 ;

declines to oppose Winthrop for

Congress, 120; writes to Corwin, 125;

declines Whig editorship, 137; signs

Conscience "call to action," 139; and

the Free Soil party, 159; candidate

for the Senate, 173; on the political

situation in Mass., 179; and CFA

disagree over new state constitution,

188; assaulted by Brooks in Senate,

207; widening breach with CFA, 245,

250-51, 256; backs Seward on Trent

affair, 283; CFA opposed to radical

policies of, 321; and U.S. claims

against Britain, 341; as Republican
candidate in 1872, 356; antagonistic

to CFA's candidacy, 357

Sumner, William Graham, 392

Sumter case, 383

Swan, Dr., 210

Talimadge, Nathaniel P., 56, 57

Tappan, Mason W., 227, 239, 241

Taxpayers' Union, 352, 353

Taylor, Miles, 240

Taylor, Zachary, 1 10; Abbott Lawrence

backs as party standard-bearer, 123;

as possible nominee in 1848, 124,

125, 127, 137; nominated, 138; un-

acceptable to the Whig, 133-34;

Webster on, 152; election campaign
of 1848, 153-54; elected president,

156, 157; first annual message, 164;

death, 169

Tennessee, proposal for secession con-

vention defeated in, 252

Tenterden, Lord, 376-77, 378, 382, 383,

384
Texas, dispute over annexation of, 63,

84-65, 87-9*, 93, 96*99, loo-ioi, 102,

105-9; New Mexico boundary set-

tled, 169

Thayer, Colonel Minot, 65

Thayer, Eli, $, 8*8

Thayer, G. F., 196

Thompson, George, 61

Thompson, Jacob, 225

Thouvenel, M., French Foreign Min-

ister, 294, 296

Ticknor, George, 13, 19

Tilden, Samuel, 393, 395, 39&

Transcendentalists, 68-69

Treaty of Washington, 342, 345~46>

348> 35<>> 379> 38o
Trent affair, 278-84

Trist, Nicholas, 135

Trumbull, Lyman, as possible suc-

cessor to Grant, 353; as candidate

for the Liberal Republican nomina-

tion, 355, 356, 363, 364, 365; with-

draws as candidate, 366; signifies ad-

herence to Greeley's nomination,

367
Tuck, Amos, 130, 131, 178

Tuscarora, ship, 293, 294

"290," gunboat. See Alabama

Tyler, John, 75, 77, 87, 89

Upshur, Abel P., 89

Utah, organized as territory, 169

Utica convention, 141

Van Buren, John, 157

Van Buren, Martin, 53, 54; elected

President, 55; refuses to revoke

Specie Circular, 56-57; requests

copies of CFA's pamphlets, 59; CFA
disenchanted with administration,

60-61, 65; CFA opposes as President,

91; rejected by Democratic conven-

tion, 93; nominated by Barnburners,

141; commended by Worcester con-

vention, 142; as Barnburner candi-

date, 144-45, 146; Mass, Whigs op-

pose, 145; replies to CFA's letter,

145-46; nominated at Buffalo con-

vention, 150; Webster on, 152;

"Hammett letter," 154; votes for

(1848), 157; refuses to support Scott,

184

Vaughan, Sir Charles, 215

Vicksburg, fall of, 310

Victoria, Queen, 262-63
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Vinton, Samuel F., 132

Virginia, peace convention called by,

250

Wade, Ben, 225, 239
Wales, Adamses in, 320
Walker, Amasa, 144, 159, 179
Walker, Robert J,, 87, 90, 135

Washburn, Cadwallader C., 227, 239,

241

Washburn, William B., 390

Washington, D.C., CFA's reaction to,

16

Washington Globe, 87

Watterson, Henry, 361
Watts, Judge John S., 235

Wayne, Judge James M., 319, 320

Webster, Daniel, CFA studies law in

office of, 28-29; Mass, legislature
endorses for presidency, 53; carries

Mass., 55; blames Jackson for fi-

nancial situation, 58; supported by
JQA, 76; demands Britain pay com-

pensation for liberated slaves, 78;

CFA opposed to as candidate for

Senate, 98; at 1846 Whig convention,

118; and Abbott Lawrence, 123; sug-

gested as 1848 presidential candidate,

125, 126, 129, 146; opposed to acquisi-
tion of Mexican territory, 135; de-

cides to support Taylor, 138; ap-

plauded by Worcester convention,

1452; on the Buffalo convention, 152;

mentioned in CFA's letter to Palfrey,

163; defends Clay's resolutions in

Senate address, 166; reaction to

speech of, 166-67; as Secretary of

State, 169; and the fugitive slave

law, 170; controls Whigs in Mass.,

179; death, 183

Weed, Thurlow, 237, 587, 389
Welles, Gideon, 256, 279, 354, 388
Wells, David A,, as leader of free trade

movement, 352, 355; seeks commit-
ment from CFA on candidacy for

presidency, 358; CFA's letter to, 359;
denounces Cincinnati nominations,

369; signs call for new conference,

370; at conference concerning CFA's

candidacy, 392
Welsh, Dr. and Mrs. Thomas, 14

Wensleydale, Lord and Lady, 287

West, W. B., 326
"Western Reserve Whigs," 128

Westminster Review, 272

Whig convention: of 1846, 114-18; of

1847," 126-27

Whig, the. See Boston Daily Whig
Whitcomb, Mr., 4

White, Horace, 361, 366, 367, 370
White, Joseph L., 148, 151

White House, 25

Whittier, John Greenleaf, 106, 108, 171

Wilkes, Captain Charles, 278-79, 280,

281, 283

Wilmot, David, 122, 184
Wilmot Proviso, 122-24, 126, 128, 132,

148, 163, 164, 166

Wilson, Charles Lush, 263

Wilson, Henry, as "Young Whig"
leader, 103, 106, 108; CFA confers

with as close associate, 111, 137; says
Democrats will support Palfrey, 168;

seeks fusionist control of Free Soil

party, 170; CFA distrusts, 176-77,

186, 191, 193-94, 201, 202; advises

delay on Free Soil-Democrat union,

180; uncertain about 1852 campaign,
180; works for gubernatorial nomi-

nation (1852), 182; receives nomina-

tion, 194; forecasts "hard fight" for

Fremont, 209; supports CFA as

candidate for various offices, 211,

256, 390; opposes amendment to

Mass, constitution, 213; as vice-presi-

dent-elect, 389
Windom, William, 246

Winslow, Warren, 239, 240

Winthrop, Robert C., 107-8; "Young
Whigs" attack stand on Mexican

war, in, 112, 113; Conscience

Whigs oppose election to Congress,

119-21; protest against extension of

slavery becomes Wilmot Proviso,

122; supports Taylor in 1848, 127;

dispute over to Speakership of the

House, 130-32; CFA's gratitude to,
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134-35; Free Soil congressmen refuse

to support, 164; deplores Webster's

stand, 167; appointed to Briggs'
Senate seat, 169; votes against fugi-
tive slave law, 170; loses to Boutwell,

177; shocked at Kansas-Nebraska bill,

189; supports Fillmore, 209; and
"Boston Union Saving Committee,"

251

Wirt, William, 45

Woolsey, Theodore Dwight, 392

Worcester convention, 141-43
Worcester Spy, 253

Wright, Elizur, 108

Wright, Fanny, 68, 69

Yeatman, Thomas, 319-20

"Young Whigs," 86, 102-4, 1O^

114. See also Conscience Whigs

Zerman, General, 305, 308
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entrusted to him, he met the require-

ments of all in a manner to attract

attention."

Hitherto only one brief biography of

this distinguished servant of his country

has appeared. Dr. Duberman gives us

the first full-scale account of Adams'

career and places him, once for all, in

his true and important position
in our

history. He also gives a complete ac-

count of the vital diplomacy which

kept England neutral in the Civil War,

without which it is doubtful if the

Union could have been preserved.

Here is a solid, important book of

history and biography, and a new chap-

ter in the saga of America's most im-

portant family.
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